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PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

MONDAY, NAY 21, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMI'EE ON PnIVAmrE PENSION PLANS,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 1:05 p.m., in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator daylord Nelson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long (chairman of the full committee), Nelson,
Curtis, Dole, and Roth.

Senator CuRris. The chairman of the subcommittee, Senator Nelson,
had some plane difficulties in Pittsburgh, but he will be here very
shortly, we hope. He has asked that we go ahead and start receiving
the testimony.

I do want to say to the witnesses who will appear before the chair-
man gets here, that we regret this necessity that they must testify in
the absence of the chairman, but that their tesimony will be carefully
considered by the committee and will be scrutinized and digested by
the staff for the benefit of the entire committee.

We will print the committee press releases relative to this hearing
and the bills involved (S. 4, S. 1179, and S. 1631), and then we will
hear from Senator Dole.

[The material referred to follows:]
(1)



PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
May 2, 1973 PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

2227 Dirkuen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS
ANNOUNCES INITIAL, HEARINGS ON
PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

Senator Gaylord Nelson (D., Wis.) has announced that he will chair
Senate hearings and panel discussions on qualified private pension and profit
sharing plans that very often do not bring the retirement security they promise.

The initial hearings before the Private Pension Plans Subcommittee
of the Senate Finance Committee will be at 1:00 p.m. on Monday. May 21. and
at 10:00 a. m. on May ZZ and 23 in Room 2221 Dirksen Senate Office Buildina.

In arguing for the need for legislative protection for American workers'
pension programs, Nelson said:

"Experts now maintain that as many as 30 to 35 million
people now in jobs with qualified pension plans may never re-
ceive a penny of their pension because of shifts to other jobs,
company shutdowns or employer bankruptcy. "

He pointed out that "some American workers have labored for more
than a fourth of a century only to find their pensions do not exist."

Nelson said that it is essential that the private retirement system be
strengthened to assure that its promises of retirement security are real and
not illusory.

Nelson stated that "the present law is sn insult to the American
working man and should not be tolerated."

The hearings will include, but will not be limited to, a broad range
of issues such as vesting, eligibilityrequirements (age and service) and porta-
bility, funding and termination insurance, fiduciary responsibilities of plan
administrators and trustees, deductions in the case of self-employed, closely
held corporations, subchapter S corporations and professional corporations,
tax treatment of lump sum pension and profit sharing payments and deferred
compensation plans of exempt organizations. Comments will be received on
the subject of which agency or agencies (or agency to be created) of the Govern-
ment are best suited to administer the various provisions regulating private
pension plans, and whether overlapping regulation by the States should be
permitted.

The hearings will be held on Senator Bentsen's bill (S. 1179), Senator
Curtis' bill (S. 1631), and also on the principles and policies embodied in S. 4
which has been reported to the Senate by the Sbnate Labor and Public Welfare
committee.
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Requests to Testify . -- Senator Nelson advised that witnesses
desiring to testify during this hearing must make their request to testify to
Tom Vail, Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirkeen Senate Office
Building, Washington, D. C., not later than Friday, May 11, 1973. Witnesses
will be notified as soon as possible after this cutoff date as to when they are
scheduled to appear. Once the witness has been advised of the date of his
appearance, it will not be possible for this date to be changed. If for some
reason the witness is unable to appear on the date scheduled, he may file a
written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a personal appearance.

Consolidated Testimony . -- Senator Nelson also stated that the Sub-
committee urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the same
general interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman
to present their common viewpoint orally to the Subcommittee. This procedure
will enable the Subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views on the total
bill than it might otherwise obtain. Senator Nelson urged very strongly that all
witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking into account the limited advance notice,
to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act. - - In this respect, he observed that
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses
appearing before the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written state-
ments of their proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to
brief summaries of their argument."

Senator Nelson stated that in light of this statute and in view of the
large number of witnesses who desire to appear before the Subcommittee in
the limited time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to
testify must comply with the following rules:

(1) All statements must be filed at least one day in advance of the day on which
the witness is to appear. If a witness is scheduled to testify on a Monday or
Tuesday, he must file his written statement by the Friday preceding his
appearance.

(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of the
principal points included in the statement.

(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)
and at least 0 must be submitted.

* (4) Witnesses are not to read theirwritten statements to the Subcommittee, but
are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.

(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for the oral summary.

Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to testify.
Those who have already requested to testify need not submit a second request.

Written Statements . -- Witnesses who are not scheduled for oral presen-
tation, and others who desire to present a statement to the Subcommittee, are urged
to prepare a written position of their views for submission and inclusion in the
printed record of the hearings; These written statements should be submitted to
Tom Vail, Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate
Office Building not later than Friday. June 1. 1973.
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
May 21, 1973 PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

ZZ27 Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.

Finance Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans
Announces Panel Discussions on
Private Pension Plan Reform

Senator Gaylord Nelson, Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee on
Private Pension Plans, announced today that the Subcommittee will hold two
days of panel discussions on May 31 and June 4 on selected issues of pension
legislation. The panel discussions are designed to present a full and objective
review of the pertinent legislative issues involving qualified pension plans and
the tax treatment for rotiremant savings. The panelists, who are recognized
experts in the pension plan area, will present a variety of viewpoints in regard
to these issues.

The session will begin at 1020 a.m. on both May 31 and June 4 in
Room 2221 Dirksn Senate Office Muildin. The participants in these panel
discussions include only those persons who have been specially invited by the
Subcommittee, but the hearing room will be open for anyone who may wish to
attend.

Following is a list of the panelists and the subjects to be covered on
the particular days.

May 3

This panel will consider,(irst the question of whether it is better for
the vesting, funding and any other similar provisions to be enforced by the
Department of Labor, as proposed by S. 4, or whether it would be better for
them to be enforced through the Treasury Department, as provided by Senator
Bentsen's bill (S. 1179) and Senator Curtis' bill (S. 1631, the # administration
proposal). In addition, the administration proposal contains certain provisions
relating to limitations with respect to self -employed plans and also makes
allowances for those covered by pension plans to provide some coverage on
their own behalf. The second question will he should limitations on benefits
and contributions be provided for self-employed plans, should they also be
provided for professional corporations and closely held corporations, and
possibly also for large company plans as well, and if liitations are to be
provided, what should they be?

.

The panelists will be:

PAUL BERGER: Is h member of the Washington, D. C. law firm of
. mold and Porter. He has been involved in the tax aspects of health, welfare
and pension plans, particularly those established under collective bargaining
agreements. He serves as special tax counsel for the AFL.CIO.

DNIEL H! LPRfIN Professor of law at the University of Pennsylvania
Law School, teaches courses on taxation and tax policy. He is a consultant to
the Treasury Department, and also lectures extensively at tax institutes. From
1969 - 1970 was Deputy Tax Legislative Counsel to the Treasury Department.

CONVERSE MURDOCH: Is President of the Wilmington, Delaware
law firm of Murdoch, Longobardi, Schwarts, and Walsh. He is a former
Special Attorney for the Interpretive Division, Office of Chief Counsel at the
Bureau of Internal Revenues former Special / assistant to the Chief Counsel,
Bureau of Internal Revenuej former member of the legal advisory staff of the
Treasury Department. Since 1954, he has been in private practice and is a
tax specialist.



JIOHN NOLA_ Is a partner in the Washington, D. C. law firm ofMiller and Chevalier. He is a former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Treasury
for Tax Policy, and was responsible for developing the administration's legisla.
tive program for pensions. As an attorney in private practice, he does exten-
sive work in the area of pensions and profit sharing.

CARROLL SAvAGE Is a partner in the Washington, D. C. law firm
of lying, Phillips and Barker, specializing in tax and employee benefits.

HAROLD T. SWARTZi Member of the staff of the Washington, D. C.accounting firm of Coopers and Lybrand. He is a retired Assistant Com-
missioner (Technical) of Internal Revenue Service, in charge of issuing rulingsand technical advice in the area of pension and profit sharing plans. He is the
author of several articles on corporate taxes, tax aspects of pension plans andruling procedures. He is a former Assistant Deputy Commissioner and
Director of Tax Rulings Division, and former Acting Commissioner and Acting
Deputy Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service.

JUNE 4

This panel will discuss the vesting and funding prnvisicns in S. 4,S. 1179, and 5. 1131, and the provisions in some of those bills for terminatinn
insurance, portability, and fiduciary standards.

The panelists areas

XERTON BERNSTEIN: Is a Professnr of Law at Ohio State UniversityLaw School. He was Counsel to the Labor Subcommittee and Subcommittee on
Railroad Retirement. He is a member of the American Pension Conference
and the American Risk and Insurance Association. He is the author of lbs.
Future of Private Pensiong which received Elitar Wright Award for "the most
significant contribution to the literature of insurance" in 196S.

HERMAN BIEGEL: Is a partner in the Washington, D. C. law firm of
Lee, Toomey and Kent, and formerly with the Chief Counsel's Office of thelnterral Revenue Service. He has been in private practice of law since 1937
and a member of the Pension Research Council, Wharton School of Finance.
He is legal counsel to the Profit Sharing Council of America.

EDWIN S. COHEN: Is of counsel to the Washington, D. C. law firm ofCovington and Burling. He is also Joseph M. Hartfield Professor of Law at theUniversity of Virginia. He was recently Under Secretary for Taxation for the
U. S. Treasury Department.

FRANK CUMMINGS, Is a partner in the Washington, D. C. law firm ofGall, Lane, Powell and Kilcullet, and a lecturer at Columbia Law School,
Columbia University, New York City. He was formerly minority general
counsel of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee. He is also a
public member of the U. S. Labor Department's Advisory Council on Employee
Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans.

LKONtRy) j Is presently general counsel of the Center forCommunity Change in Washington, D. C. Formerly general counsel and
director of social security activities, Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIOand legal counsel to the social secorlty department of the United Auto Workers.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JANUARY 4,1978
Mr. WILIAMS (for himself, Mr. JAVrTS, Mr. ABovREzK, Mr. BAyII, Mr. BEALL,

Mr. Biu~z, Mr. IhtooxE, Mr. Butniox, Mr. CANNON, Mr. CASE, Mr. CHiLls,
Mr. CLARK, Mr. COOK, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. DoMzEKc, Mr. DomINiCx, Mr.
EALToN, Mr. GRAvEL, Mr. HART, Mr. HASKELL, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr.
HOLLINGS, Mr. HuoHm, Mr. IuMPvHREY, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. JACKSON, Mr.
KENNEDY, Mr. Mc3Gz, Mr. MCGOVZRN, Mr. MCINTYRX, Mr. MAONUSON,
Mr. MANMtZ, Mr. MArHlIAS, Mr. MONDALE, Mr. MONTOYA, Mr. Moss, Mr.
MusKiE, Mr. NELSON,'Mr. PASrOXE, Mr. PELL, Mr. PERCY, Mr. Poxmmz,
Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. Risicorr, Mr. SucwrIKI, Mr. SPARKMAN, Mr. STAr-

FORD, Mr. STEVENSON, Mr. SYMINOTON, Mr. TArr, Mr. TUNNEY, Mr.
Wr.iKzR, and Mr. YouNo) introduced the following bill; which was rmad
twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

Awu,1 18, 1978

Reported by Mr. WILLIAMS, with an amendment

(Strike out all after the enacting clause and Insert the part printed in Itali

A BILL
To strengthen and improve the protections and interests of par-

ticipants and beneficiaries of employee pension and welfare
benefit plans.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repreeenta-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congrem assembled,

*S. 4 as reported deleted the original text of the bill and Inserted the part
printed in italic. The original text is not reproduced here.
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9 That this Act may be cited a the "Retirement Iwmne 8&ou-

10 rity for Employee# Ao'.

INDEX

See. R. Finding. and declaration of policy.
ec. S. De/atinons.

TITLE I-ORGANIZA TION

PiAr A-ORoANMAMToNAL SratcrorcrmA

Boo. 101. Powers and duties of the Seoretary.
See. 10. Appropriations.
Soo. 103. Olko of adminletration.

PAjr B-OovzaAoR, EXzMPIONS, AND RzoirAIrtON

Soo. 104. Coverage and exemptions.
Sec. 105. Registration of plan.
See. 106. Reports on registered plans.
Sem. 107. Amendmeni. of registered plan.
Seo. 108. Oertifeate of rights.

TITLE I1-VESTING AND FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

PAtr A-VertNo RoquitaMasra
800 o. ligibility.
So. M0R, Vesting aohedule.

PAvr B-ibnDIN

Seo. 0 .Funding reqrement*.
Beo. All. Dieoontinuance of plans.

PAR? O-VAagAMOR

Soo. 21. Deferred appllcability of vesting e8tandar.
So. 817. Varianos from funding requirements.
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TITLE II-- I'A'TI' AND FUNDI.O WO UIREMJNTS-con.

PARr D-PoraerioN 0r Ptvvov RiaNra Uiaa
GovSutNuATr C O rACTO

Sec. 20. Findings and poUoy.
See. 211. Development of recommended change in procurement regtda.

tions.
Sec. £11. I'ublieatimi of reomnlemkd change in proxiretne regula.

tlone.
Sec. 13. Adoption of change in cementment regulations.

TITLE ll--I'OLI'A'A U)' P'ORT'ABILTY PROGRAM FOR
1',TEID IWEVSIONN'

See. 301. Ptogram established.
See. 301. A ceeptanre of deposits.
Sec. 303. Special fund.
See. 304. htdit'iduwl ae'omints.
See. 305. P1aymnents from individual accounts.
,ec. 300. Technical aosistance.

TITLE I'-i',LA N 7ERMINA TION INSURA.V('E

S9ee, 401. IEitablie/imont and applicability of program.
Sec. 400. Conditions of insurance,

40e. 403. Asseementb and pfemiurna.
Sec. 404. Payment of inaurane.
Sec. 06. Recovery.
,See. 400. Pension Benefit !,tturanre Fund.

TITLE' V--DISCLOSURE AND FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

7/TLE -I'l-INFFORCEMENT

TITLE VII.-EFFECTIVE DATES

kSt,(. 2. (a) The congresss finds that private pension

2 and other employee benefit plans and program, in the United

3 States are intrinsically woven into the working and retire-

4 meant lives of American men and women; that such plans

5 and programs have become firmly rooted into our economic

6 and social structure: that their operational scope and eco-

7 nomic impact is interstate and increasingly afecting more

8 than thirty million worker participants throughout the United

9 States; that the pension assetY of approximately $150.000,-
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1 000,000 accelerating at more than $10,000,000,000 an-

2 nually, represent the largest fund of virtually unregulated

3 assets in the United States; that the growth in size, scope,

4 and numbers of employee benefit plans is continuing rapidly

5 and substantially: that Federal authority over the establish-

6 ment, adminisRtration, and operations of these plans is frag-

7 mented and ineffective to secure adequate protection of retire-

8 ment and welfare benefits due to the workers covered and

9 affected; that deficient and inadequate provisions contained

10 in o number of such plans are directly responsible for hard-

11 ships upon working men and women who are not realizing

12 their expectations of pension benefits upon retirement; that

13 there have been found to be serious consequences to such

14 workers covered by these plans directly attributable to inade-

15 quate or none.ristent vesting provisions, lack of portability

16 to permit the transfer of earned credits by employees from

17 one employment to another; that terminations of plans be-

18 ymnd the control of employees, without necessary and ade-

19 quate funding for benefit payments, has deprived employees

20 and their dependents of earned benefits; that employee par-

21 ticipants have not had sufficient information concerning their

22 rights and responsibilities under the plans, resulting in loss

23 of benefits without knowledge of same; that the lack of uni-

24 form minimum standards of conduct required of fiduciaries,

25 administrators, and trustees has jeopardized he security of
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I employee benefits; and that it is therefore desirable, in the

2 interests of employees and their beneficiaries, and in the

3 interest of the free flow of commerce, that minimum stand-

4 ards be prescribed to assure that private pension and em-

5 ployee benefit'plans be equitable in character and financially

6 sound and properly administered.

7 (b) It is the declared policy of this Act to protect

8 interstate commerce, and the equitable interests of partici-

9 pants in private pension plans and their beneficiaries, by

10 improving the scope, administration, and operation of such

11 plans, by requiring pension plans to vest benefits in em-

12 ployees after equitable periods of service; to meet adequate

13 minimum standards of funding; to promote greater transfer-

14 ability of employees' earned credits resulting from change of,

15 or separation from employment; to protect vested benefits of

16 employees against loss due to plan termination; to require

17 more adequate disclosure and reports to participants and

18 beneficiaries of plan administration and operations, including

19 'financial information by the plan to the participant, as may

20 be necessary for the employees to have a comprehensive

21 and better understanding of their rights and obligations to

22 receive benefits from the plans in which they are partici-

23 pants; to establish minimum standards of iduciary conduct;

24 and to provide for more appropriate and adequate remedies,

25 sanctions, and ready access to the courts.
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1 DEFINITIONS

2 Sc. 8. As ued in this Act-

3 (1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Labor.

4 (2) "Office" means the Office of Pension and Welfare

5 Plans Administration.

6 (3) "Assistant Secretary" means the Assistant Secre-

7 tary of Labor in charge of the Office of Pension and Welfare

8 Plans Administration.

9 (4) "State" means any State of the United States, the

10 District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Amer-

11 ican Samoa, Guam, Wake Island, the Canal Zone, and

12 Outer Continental Shelf lands defined in the Outer Conti-

13 nental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 1331-1343).

14 (5) "Commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce, trans-

15 portation, or communication among the several States, or

16 between any foreign country and any State, or between any

17 State and any place outside thereof.

18 (6) "Industry or activity affecting commerce" means

19 any activity, business, or industry in commerce or in which

20 a labor dispute would hinder or obstruct commerce or the

21 free flow of commerce and includes any activity or industry

22 affecting commerce within the meaning of the Labor-

23 Management Relations Act, 1947, as amended, or the Rail-

24 way Labor Act, as amended.

25 (7) "Employer" means any person acting directly as
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1 an employer or indirectly in the interest of an employer in

2 relation to a pension or profit-sharing-retirement plan, and

3 includes a group or association of employers acting for an

4 employer in such capacity.

5 (8) "Employee" means any individual employed by

6 an employer.

7 (9) "Participant" means any employee or former em-

8 ployee of an employer or any member or former member of

9 an employee organization who is or may become eligible to

10 receive a benefit of any type from a pension or profit-sharing-

11 retirement plan, or whose beneficiaries may be eligible to

12 receive any such benefit.

13 (10) "Beneficiary" means a person designated by a par-

14 ticipant or by the terms of a pension or profit-sharing-retire-

15 ment plan who is or may become entitled to a benefit

16 thereunder.

17 (11) "Person" means an individual, partnership, cor-

18 poration, mutual company, joint-stock company, trust, unin-

19 corporated organization, association, or employee organiza-

20 tion.

21 (12) "Employee organization" means any labor union

22 or any organization of any kind, or any agency or employee

23 representation committee, association, group, or program, in

24 which employees participate and which exists for the pur-

25 pose in whole or in part, of dealing with employers concern-
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1 ing a pension or profit-8haring-retirement plan, or other

2 matters incidental to employment relationships; or any em-

3 ployees' beneficiary association organized for the purpose, in

4 whole or in part, of establishing or maintaining such a plan.

5 (13) The term "fund" means a fund of money or other

6 assets maintained pursuant to or in connection with a pension

7 or profit-sharing-retirement plan, and includes employee con-

8 tributions withheld but not yet paid to the plan by the

9 employer, or a contractual agreement with an insurance car-

10 rier. The term does not include any assets of an investment

11 company subject to regulation under the Investment Coin-

12 pany Act of 1940.

13 (14) "Pension plan" means any plan, fund, or pro-

14 gram, other than a profit-sharing-retirement plan, which is

15 communicated or its benefits described in writing to em-

16 ployees and which is established or maintained for the pur-

17 pose of providing for its participants, or their beneficiaries,

18 by the purchase of insurance or annuity contracts or other-

19 wise, retirement benefits.

20 (15) "Profit-sharing-retirement plan" means a plan

21 established or maintained by an employer to provide for

22 the participation by the employees in the current or accumu-

23 lated profits, or both the current and accumulated profits of

24 the employer in accordance with a definite predetermined

25 formula for allocating the contribution made to the plan
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1 among the participants and for distributing the funds accu-

2 mulated under the plan upon retirement or death. Such plan

3 may include provisions permitting the withdrawal or distri-

4 bution of the funds accumulated upon contingencies other

5 than, and in addition to, retirement and death.

6 (16) "Registered plan" means a pension plan or profit-

7 sharing-retirement plan registered and certified by the Sec-

8 retary as a plan established and operated in accordance with

9 title I of this Act.

10 (17) "Money purchase plan" refers to a pension plan

11 in which contributions of the employer and employee (if

12 any) are accumulated, with interest, or other income, to pro-

13 vide at retirement whatever pension benefits the resulting

14 sum will buy.

15 (18) The term "administrator" means--

16 (A) the person specifically so designated by the

17 terms of the pension or profit-sharing-retirement plan,

18 collective bargaining agreement, trust agreement, con-

19 tract, or other instrument, under which the plan is

20 established or operated; or

21 (B) in the absence of such designation, (i) the

22 employer in the case of a pension or profi-sharing-

23 retirement plan established or maintained by a single

24 employer, (ii) the employee organization in the case of

25 such plan established or maintained by an employee
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1 organization, or (iii) the association, committee, joint

2 board of trustees, or other similar group of representa-

3 ties of the parties who have established or maintain

4 quch plan, in the case of a plan established or main-

5 gained by two or more employers or jointly by one or

6 more employers and one or more employee organiza-

7 tions.

8 (19) "Initial unfunded liability" means the amount (on

9 the effective date of title II, or the effective date of the

10 establishment of a pension plan or any amendment thereto,

1 whichever is later), by which the assets of the plan are

12 required to be augmented to insure that the plan is and will

13 remain fully funded.

14 (20) "Unfunded liability" means the amount on the

15 date when such liability is actuarially computed, by which

16 the assets of the plan are required to b augmented to inre

17 that the plan is and will remain fully funded.

18 (21) "Fully funded' with respect -to any pension plan

19 means that such plan at any particular time has assets deter-

20 mined, by a person authorized under section 101 (b) (1), to

21 be sufficient to provide for the payment of all pension and

22 other benefits to participants then entitled or who may be-

23 come entitled under the terms of the plan to an immediate or

24 deferred benefit in respect to service rendered by such

25 participants.
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1 (22) "Experience deficiency" with respect to a pension

2 plan means any actuarial deficit, determined at the time of a

3 review of the plan, that is attributable to factors other than

4 the existence of an initial unfunded liability or the failure of

5 any employer to make any contribution required by the

6 terms of the plan or by section 210, except insofar as such

7 failure to make a required contribution is treated as an e.

8 perience deficiency under section 217 (a) (1).

9 (23) "Funding" shall mean payment or transfer of

10 assets into a fund, and shall also include payment to an insur-

11 ance carrier to secure a contractual right pursuant to an

12 agreement with such carrier.

13 (24) "Normal service cost" means the annual cost

14 assigned to a pension plan, under the actuarial cost method

15 in use (as of the effective date of title II or the date of

16 establishment of a pension plan after such date), exclusive

17 of any element representing any initial unfunded liability

18 or interest thereon.

19 (25) "Special paymene' means a payment made to a

20 pension plan for the purpose of liquidating an initial un-

21 funded liability or experience deficiency.

22 (26) "Nonforfeitable right" or "vested right" means a

23 legal claim obtained to that part of an immediate or deferred

24 life annuity which notwithstanding any conditions subsequent

25 which could affect receipt of any benefit flowing from such
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1 right, arises from the participant's covered service under the

2 plkn, and is no longer contingent on the participant remain-

3 ing covered by the plan.

4 (27) "Covered service" means that period of service

5 performed by a participant for an employer or as a member

6 of an employee organization which is recognized under the

7 terms of the plan or the collective bargaining agreement

8 (subject to the requirements of part A of title II) forpur-

9 poses of determining a participant's eligibility to receive pen-

10 sion benefits or for determining the amount of such benefits.

11 (28) "Normal retirement benefit" means that benefit

12 payable under a pension or profit-sharing-retirement plan in

13 the event of retirement at the normal retirement age.

14 (29) "Normal retirement age" means the normal re-

15 tirement age, specified under the plan but not later than age

16 66 or, in the absence of plan provisions specifying the normal

17 retirement age, age 65.

18 (30) "Pension benefit" means the aggregate, annual,

19 monthly, or other amounts to which a participant will be-

20 come or has become entitled upon retirement or to which

21 any other person is entitled by virtue of such participant's

22 death.

23 (31) "Accrued portion of normal retirement benefit"

24 means that amount of benefit which, irrespective of whether

25 the right to such benefit is nonforfeitable, is equal to--
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1 (A) in the case of a profit-sharing-retirement plan

2 or money purchase plan, the total amount (including all

3 interest held in the plan) credited to the account of a

4 participant;

5 (B) in the case of a unit benefit-type pension plan,

6 the benefit units credited to a participant; or

7 (C) in the case of other types of pension plans, that

8 portion of the prospective normal retirement benefit of

9 a participant, which under rule or regulation of the Sec-

10 retary is determined to constitute the participant's ao-

11 crued portion of the normal retirement benefit under the

12 terms of the appropriate plan.

13 (82) "Multi-employer plan" means a collectively bar-

14 gained pension plan to which a substantial number of un-

15 affiliated employers are required to contribute and which

16 covers a substantial portion of the industry in terms of em-

17 ployees or a substantial number of employees in the industry

18 in a particular geographic area.

19 (38) "Unaffiliated employers" means employers other

20 than those under common ownership or control, or having

21 the relationship of parent-subsidiary, or directly or indirectly

22 controlling or controlled by another employer.

23 (84) "Qualified insurance carrier" means an insurance

24 carrier subject to regulation and examination by the govern-

25 ment of any State, which is determined by rule or regulation
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1 of the Secretary to be suitable for the purchase of the single

2 premium life annuity or the annuity with survivorship opera-

3 tions authorized under section 305(2).

4 (35) "Vested liabilities" means the present value of the

5 immediate or deferred pension benefits for participants and

6 their beneficiaries which are nonforfeitable and for which all

7 conditions of eligibility have been fulfilled under the provisions

8 of the plan prior to its termination.

9 (36) "Unfunded vested liabilities" means that amount

10 of vested liabilities that cannot be satisfied by the assets of

11 the plan, at fair market value, as determined by rule or

12 regulation of the Secretary.

13 TITLE I-ORGANIZATION

14 PART A-ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

15 POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY

16 SEC. 101. (a) It shall be the duty of the Secretary-

17 (1) to promote programs and plans for the estab-

18 lishment, administration, and operations of pension,

19 profit-sharing-retirement, and other employee benefit

20 plans in furtherance of the findings and policies set

21 forth in this Act;

22 (2) to determine, upon application by a pension

23 or profit-sharing-retirement plan, such plan's eligibility

24 for registration with the Secretary under section 105
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I and, upon qualification, to register such plan and issue

2 appropriate certificates of registration;

3 (3) to cancel certificates of registration of pension

4 and profit-sharing-retirement plans registered under sec-

5 tion 105, upon determination by the Secretary that such

6 plans are not qualified for such registration;

7 (4) (A) to direct, administer, and enforce the pro-

8 visions and requirements of this Act and the Welfare

9 and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, except where such

10 provisions are only enforceable by a private party;

11 (B) to make appropriate and necessary inquires

12 to determine violations of the provisions of this Act, or

13 the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, or any

14 rule or regulation issued thereunder: Provided, 'however,

15 That no periodic examination of the books and records

16 of any plan or fund shall be conducted more than once

17 annually unless the Secretary has reasonable cause to

18 believe there may exist a violation of this Act, or the

19 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or any rule

20 or regulation thereunder;

21 (C) for the purpose of any inquiry provided

22 for in subparagraph (B), the provisions of sections 9

23 and 10 (relating to the attendance of witnesses and the

24 production of books, papers, and documents) of the

25 Federal Trade Commission Act of September 1, 1914,
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I are hereby made applicable to the jurisdiction, powers,

2 and duties of the Secretary;

3 (5) to bring civil actions authorized, by this Act and

4 the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act and in all

5 such proceedings attorneys appointed by the Secretary

6 shall represent the Secretary except for proceedings in

7 the Supreme Court;

8 (6) to appoint and fix the compensation of such

9 employees as may be necessary for the conduct of his

10 business under this Act in accordance with the provi-

11 sions of title 5, United States Code, governing appoint-

12 ment in the competitive service, and chapter 51 and

13 subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to

14 classification and General Schedule pay rates, and to

15 obtain the services of experts and consultants as neces-

16 sary in accordance with section 3109 of title 5, United

17 States Code, at rates for individuals not to exceed the

18 per diem equivalent for G8-18;

19 (7) to perform such other functions as may be nee-

20 essary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

21 (b) The Secretary is authorized to prescribe rules and

22 regulations-

23 (1) establishing standards and qualifications for

24 persons responsible for performing services under this

25 Act as actuaries and upon application of any such per-
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1 son, to certify whether such person meets the standards

2 and qualifications prescribed;

3 (2) establishing reasonable fees for the registration

4 of pension and profit-8haring-retirement plans and other

5 servties to be performed by him in implementing the

6 provisions of this Act, and all fees collected by the

7 Secretary shall be paid into the general fund of the

8 Treasury;

9 (3) establishing and maintaining reasonable limi-

10 nations on actuarial assumptions, including, but not

11 limited to, interest rates, mortality, and turnover rates,

12 which reflect relevant experience;

13 (4) such as may be necessary or appropriate to

14 carry out the purposes of this Act, including but not

15 limited to definitions of actuarial, accounting, technical,

16 and other trade terms in common use in the subject

17 matter of this Act and the Welfare and Pension Plans

18 Disclosure Act; and

19 (5) governing the form, detail, and inspection of

20 all required records, reports, and documents, the main-

21 tenance of books and records, and the inspection of such

22 books and records, as may be required under this Act.

23 (c) (1) (A) The Secretary is authorized and directed

24 to undertake appropriate studies relating to pension and

25 profit-sharing-retirement plans including but not limited to
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1 the effects of this Act upon the provisions and costs of

2 pension and profit-sharing-retirement plans, -the role of pri-

3 vate pensions in meeting retirement security needs of the

4 Nation, the administration and operation of pension plans,

5 including types and levels of benefits, degree of reciprocity

6 or portability, financial characteristics and practices, methods

7 of encouraging the growth of the private pension system, and

8 advisability of additional coverage under this Act, including

9 but not limited to plans of State and local governments exempt

10 under section 104(b) (1).

11 (B) Without limiting the generality of subsection (c)

12 (1) (A), the Secretary shall undertake a study of the suffi-

13- ciency of the vesting provisions of this Act as applied to

14 high-mobility employees, and shall recommend such changes

15 in existing h-w and regulations as may be appropriate to

16 afford to such employees adequate protection against unrea-

17 sonable forfeiture of pension credits as a result of frequent job

18 changes inherent in the conduct of their professions. In de-

19 veloping such recommendations, the Secretary shall consult

20 with professional societies, industry representatives, and other

21 interested groups with specialized knowledge of the problems

22 of high-mobility workers. The study required by this subsec-

23 tion (c) (1) (B) shall be completed and submitted to the Con-

24 gress within a year after the enactment of this Act.
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1 (2) The Secretary shall submit annually a report to the

2 Congress covering his activities under this Act during the

3 preceding fiscal year, together with the results of such studies

4 as are conducted pursuant to this Act, or, from time to

5 time, pursuant to other Acts of Congress, and recommenda-

6 tions for such further legislation as may be advisable.

7 (d) Prior to promulgating rules or regulations, the

8 Secretary shall consult with appropriate departments or

9 agencies of the Federal Government to avoid unnecessary

10 conflicts, duplications, or incoitsistency with rules and regu-

11 lations which may be applicable to such plans under other

12 laws of the United States.

13 (e) In order to avoid unnecessary expense and duplica-

14 tion of functions among Government agencies, the Secretary

15 may make such arrangements or agreements for cooperation

16 or mutual assistance in the performance of his functions under

17 this Act and the functions of any agency, Federal or State,

18 as he may find to be practicable and consistent with law. The

19 Secretary may utilize on a reimbursable basis the facilities or

20 services of any department, agency, or establishment of the

21 United States, or of any State, including services of any of

22 its employees, with the lawful consent of such department,

23 agency, or establishment; and each department, agency, or

24 establishment of the United States is authorized and directed

25 to cooperate with the Secretary, and to the extent permitted
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1 by law, to provide such information and facilities as the

2 Secretary may request for his assistance in the performance

3 of his functions under this Act.

4 APPROPRIATIONS

5 SEC. 102. There are authorized to be appropriated such

6 sums as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to carry

7 out his functions and duties.

8 OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

9 SEc. 108. (a) There is hereby established within the

10 Department of Labor an office to be known as the Office of

11 Pension and Welfare Plan Administration. Such Office

12 shall be headed by an Assistant Secretary of Labor who shall

13 be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and

14 consent of the Senate.

15 (b) It shall be the duty of the Assistant Secretary of

16 Labor under the supervision of the Secretary to exercise

17 such power and authority as may be delegated to him by

18 the Secretary for the administration and enforcement of this

S 9 Act.

20 (c) Paragraph 20, of section 53.15, title 5, United

21 States Code,. is amended by striking "(5)" and inserting

22 in lieu thereof "(6)".

23 (d) Such functions, books, records, and personnel of

24 the Labor Management Services Administration as the Sec.

25 retary determines are related to the administration of the
I t
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1 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act are hereby

2 transferred to the Office of Pension and Welfare Plan

3 Administration.

4 PART B-COVERAGE, EXEMPTIONS, AND REGISTRATION

5 COVERAGE AND EXEMPTIONS

- 6 SEC. 104. (a) Except as provided in subsections (b)

7 and (o), titles II, III, and IV of this Act shall apply to any

8 pension plan and any profit-sharing-retirement plan estab-

9 lished or maintained by any employer engaged in interstate

10 commerce or any industry or activity affecting interstate

11 commerce or by any employer together with any employee

12 organization representing employees engaged in commerce,

13 or in any industry or activity affecting such commerce or by

14 any employee organization representing employees engaged

15 in commerce or in any industry or activity affecting

16 commerce.

17 (b) Titles II, III, and IV of this Act shall not apply

18 to any pension plan or any profit-sharing-retirement plan

19 if-

20 (1) such plan is established or maintained by the

21 Federal Government or by the government of a State or

22 by a political subdivision of the same or by any agency

23 or instrumentality thereof;

24 (2) such plan is established or maintaincl by a

25 religious organization described under section 501 (c) of
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1 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which is exempt from

2 taxation under the provisions of section 501 (a) of 8uch

3 Code;

4 (8) such plan is established or maintained for the

5 benefit of 8elf-employed individuals or owner-employees

6 (as defined in section 401 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue

7 Code of 1954);

8 (4) such plan covers not more than twenty-five

9 participants;

10 (5) such plan is established or maintained outside

11 the United States primarily for the benefit of employees

12 who are not citizens of the United States and the situs of

13 the employee benefit plan fund established or maintained

14 pursuant to such plan is maintained outside the United

15 States;

16 (6) such plan is unfunded and is established or

17 maintained by an employer primarily for the purpose of

18 providing deferred compensation for a select group of

19 management employees and is declared by the employer

20 as not intended to meet the requirements of section 401 (a)

21 of the Internal Revenue Code; or

22 (7) such plan is established or maintained by an

23 employee organization and financed solely by contribu-

24 tions from its members.

96-39 0 - 73 - pt. I -- 3
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1 (c) Title IV and part B of title II shall not apply to

2 profit-sharing-retirement plans or money purchase plans.

3 (d) Titles V and VI shall apply to any plan covered

4 by the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act and any

5 pension plan or profit-sharing-retirement plan covered by

6 this Act.

7 REGISTRATION OF PLANS

8 SEc. 105. (a) Every administrator of a pension or

9 profit-sharing-retirement plan to which title II, III, or IV

10 apply shall fle with the Secretary an application for regis-

11 tration of such plan. Such application shall be in such form

12 and shall be accompanied by such documents as shall be

13 prescribed by regulation of the Secretary. After qualification

14 under subsection (c), the administrator of such plan shall

15 comply with such requirements as may be prescribed by the

16 Secretary to maintain the plan's qualification under this title.

17 (b) In the case of plans established on or after the ef-

18 fective date of this title, the filing required by subsection (a)

19 shall be made within six months after such plan is estab-

20 lished. In the case of plans established prior to the effective

21 date of this title, such fling shall be made within six months

22 after the effective date of regulations promulgated by te

23 Secretary to implement this section but in no event later than

24 twelve months after the date of enactment of this Act.

25 (o) , Upon the filing required by subsection (a), the
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1 Secretary shall determine whether such plan is qualified for

2 registration under this title, and if the Secretary finds it

3 qualified, he shall issue a certificate of registration with respect

4 to such plan.

5 (d) If at any time the Secretary determines that a plan

6 required to qualify under this title is not qualified or is no

7 longer qualified for registration under this title, he shall

8 notify the administrator, setting forth the deficiency or de-

9 fi iencie in the plan or in its administration or operations

10 which is the basis for the notification given, and he shall

11 further provide the administrator, the employer of the

12 employees covered by the plan (if not the administrator),

13 and the employee organization representing such employees,

14 if any, a reasonable tine within which to remove such defi-

15 ciency or deficiencies. If the Secretary thereafter determines

16 that the deficiency or deficiencies have been removed, he

17 shall issue or continue in effect the certifate, as the case

18 may be. If he determines that the deficiency or defliencies

19 have not been removed, he shall enter an order denying or

20 canceling the certificate of registration, and take such further

21 action as may be appropriate under title VI.

22 (e) A pension or proflt-sharing-retirement plan shall

23 be qualified for registration under this section if it conforms

24 to, and is administered in accordance with this Act, the

25 Wdfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, and in the case
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1 of a pension plan subject to title IV of this Act, applies

2 for and maintains plan termination insurance and pays the

3 required assessments and premiums.

4 REPORTS ON REGISTERED PLANS

5 SEC. 106. The Secretary may, by regulations, provide

6 for the filing of a single report satisfying the reporting re-

7 quirements of this Act, and the Welfare and Pension Plans

8 Disclosure Act.

9 AMENDMENTS OF REGISTERED PLANS

10 SEC. 107. Where a pension or profit-sharing-retirement

11 plan filed for registration under this title is amended subse-

12 quent to such filing, the administrator shall (pursuant to

13 regulations promulgated by the Secretary) file with the Sec-

14 retary a copy of the amendment and such additional infor-

15 mation and reports as the Secretary by regulation may. re-

16 quire, to determine the amount of any initial unfunded liabil-

17 ity created by the amendment, if any, and the special pay-

18 ments required to remove such liability.

19 CERTIFICATE OF RIGHTS

20 SEc. 108. The Secretary shall, by regulation, require

21 each pension and profit-sharing-retirement plan to furnish

22 or make available, whichever is the most practicable, to

23 each participant, upon termination of service With a vested

24 right to an immediate or a deferred pension benefit or other

25 vested interest, with a certificate setting forth the benefits to
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1 which he is entitled, including, but not limited to, the name

2 and location of the entity responsible for payment, the

3 amount of benefits, and the date when payment shall begin.

4 A copy of each such certificate shall be filed with the Sec-

5 retary. Such certificate shall be deemed prima facie evidence

6 of the facts and rights set forth in such certificate.

7 TITLE I1-VESTING AND FUNDING

8 REQUIREMENTS

9 PART A-VEsTINo REQUIRViENTS

10 ELIGIBILITY

11 So. 201. No pension or profit-sharing-retirement plan

12 filed for registration under this Act shall require as a condi-

13 tion for eligibility to participate in such a plan a period of

14 service longer than one year or an age greater than twenty-

15 five, whichever occurs later: Provided, however, That in the

16 case of any plan which provides for immediate vesting of

17 100 per centum of earned benefits of participants, such plan

18 may require as a condition for eligibility to participate in

19 the plan, a period of service no longer than three years or

20 an age greater than thirty, whichever occurs later.

21 VESTINO SCHEDULE

22 Smc. 202. (a) All pension or profit-sharing-retirement

23 plans filed for registration under this Act, except as pro-

24 vided for in paragraphs (2) and (8) herein, shall provide

25 under the terms of the plan with respect to the accrued por-
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1 tion of the normal 'etirement benefit attributable to covered

2 service both before and after the effective date of the title,

3 that:

4 (1) a plan participant who has been in covered

5 service under the plan for a period of eight years is

6 entitled upon termination of service prior to attaining

7 normal retirement age--

8 (A) in the case of a pension plan, to a deferred

9 pension benefit commencing at hi, normal retire-

10 ment age; or

11 (B) in the case of a profit-sharing-retirement

12 plan, to a nonforfeitable right to his interest in such

13 plan

14 equal to 30 per centum of the accrued portion of the

15 normal retirement benefit as provided by the plan in

16 respect of such service, or of such interest, respectively,

17 and such entitlement shall increase by 10 per centum

18 per year thereafter of covered service until the comple-

19 tion of fifteen years of covered service after which such

20 participant shall be entitled upon termination of service

21 prior to attaining normal retirement age to a deferred

22 pension benefit commencing at his normal retirement

23 age equal to 100 per centum of the accrued portion of

24 the normal retirement benefit as provided by the plan
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1 with respect to such service, or to the full amount of

2 such interest in the profit-sharing-retirement plan;

3 (2) in the event a plan is established or amended

4 after the effective date of this title, the requirements of

5 paragraph (1) of this subsection need only apply to

6 service rendered after the date of the plan's establishment

7 or the date of such plan amendment with respect to any

8 improvement in benefits made by such amendment.

9 (3) if the plan is a class year plan, then such plan

10 shall provide that the participant shall acquire a nonfor-

11 feitable right to 100 per centum of the employer's con-

12 tribution on his behalf with respect to any given year,

13 not later than the end of the fifth year following the year

14 for which such contribution was made. For the pur-

15 poses of this paragraph, the term "class year plan"

16 means a profit-sharing-retirement plan which provides

17 for the separate vesting of each annual contribution

18 made by the employer on behalf of a participant.

19 (4) the pension benefits provided under the terms

20 of a pension plan, and the interest in a profit-sharing-

21 retirement plan referred to in subparagraph (B) of para-

22 graph (1) shall not be capable of assignment or alien-

23 ation and shall not confer upon an employee, personal

24 representative, or dependent, or any other person, any
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1 right or interest in such pension benefits or profit-sharing-

2 retirement plan, capable of being assigned or otherwise

3 alienated; except that where a plan fails to make appro-

4 priate provisions therefor, the Secretary shall, by regu-

5 lation, provide for the final disposition of plan benefits

6 or interests when beneficiaries cannot be located or as-

7 certained within a reasonable time.

8 (b) Any participant covered under a plan, for the

9 number of years required for a vested right under this see-

10 tion, shall be entitled to such vested right regardless of

11 whether his years of covered service are continuous, except

12 that a plan may provide that-

13 (1) three of the eight years required to qualify for

14 the 30 per centum vested right under subsection (a)

15 shall be continuous under standards prescribed under

16 subsection (c),

17 (2) service by a participant prior to the age of

18 twenty-five may be ignored in determining eligibility for

19 a vested right under this section, unless such participant

20 or an employer has contributed to the plan with respect

21 to such service, and

22 (3) in the event a participant has attained a vested

23 right equal to 100 per centum of the accrued portion of

24 the, normal retirement benefit as provided by the plan

25 with respect to such service, or to the full amount of
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1 such interest in a profit-sharing-retirement plan, and

2 such participant has been separated permanently from

3 coverage under the plan and subsequently returns to

4 coverage under the same plan, such participant may be

5 treated as a new participant for purposes of the vesting

6 requirements set forth in section 202(a)(1) without

7 regard to his prior service.

8 (c) The Secretary shall prescribe standards, consistent

9 with the purposes of this Act, governing the maximum num-

10 ber of working hours, days, weeks, or months, which shall

11 constitute a year of covered service, or a break in service for

12 purposes of this Act. In no case shall a participant's time

13 worked in any period in which he is credited for a period

14 of service for the purposes of this section, be credited to any

15 other period of time unless the plan so provides.

16 (d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

17 a pension or profit-sharing-retirement plan may allow for

18 vesting of pension benefits after a lesser period than is re-

19 quired by this section.
20 (e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

21 the Secretary may grant a waiver of the requirements of

22 section 202(a) (1) where he determines, upon application

23 for such waiver by the plan administrator, that such plan

24 contains vesting provisions which assure a degree of vesting

25 protection as equitable as the vesting schedules set forth in
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1 section 202(a) (1). The Secretary shall prescribe the manner

2 in which affected or interested parties shall be notified of

3 such pending application.

4 PART B-FUNDING

5 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

6 SEc. 210. (a) Unless a waiver is granted pursuant to

7 part C of this title, every pension plan filed for registration

8 under this Act shall provide for funding, in accordance with

9 the provisions of this part, which is adequate to provide for

10 payment of all pension benefits which may be payable under

11 the terms of the plan.

12 (b) Provisions in the plan for funding shall set forth

13 the obligation of the employer or employers to contribute

14 both in respect of the normal service cost of the plan and

15 in respect of any initial unfunded liability and experience

16 deficiency. The contribution of the employer, including any

17 contributions made by employees, shall consist of the pay-

18 ment into the plan or fund of-

19 (1) all normal service costs; and

20 (2) where the plan has an initial unfunded lia-

21 bility, special payments consisting of no less than equal

22 amounts sufficient to amortize such unfunded liabilities

23 over a term not exceeding:

24 (A) in the case of an initial unfunded liability

25 existing on the effective date of this title, in any
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1 plan established before that date, thirty years from

2 such date;

3 (B) in the case of an initial unfunded liability

4 resulting from the establishment of a pension plan,

5 or an amendment thereto, on or after the effective

6 date of this title, thirty years from the date of such

7 establishment or amendment, except that in the event

8 that any such amendment after the effective date of

9 this title results in a substantial increase to any un-

10 funded liability of the plan, as determined by the

11 Secretary, such increase shall be regarded as a new

12 plan for purposes of the funding schedule imposed

13 by this subsection and the plan termination insurance

14 requirements imposed by title IV.

15 (3) special payments, where the plan has an expe-

16 rience deficiency; consisting of no less than equal annual

17 amounts sufficient to remove such experience deficiency

18 over a term not exceeding five years from the date on

19 which the experience deficiency was determined, except

20 where the experience deficiency cannot be removed over

21 a five-year period without the amounts required to re-

22 move such deficiency exceeding the allowable limits for

23 a tax deduction under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

24 for any particular year during which such payments must

25 be made, the Secretary shall, consistent with the pur-
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1 poses of this subsection, prescribe such additional time as

2 may be necessary to remove such deflaiency within

3 allowable tax deduction limitations.

4 (c) Within six months after the effective date of rules

5 promulgated by the Secretary to implement this title (but in

6 no event more than 12 months after the effective date of this

7 title) or within six months after the date of plan establish-

8 ment, whichever is later, the plan administrator shall submit

9 a report of an actuary (certified under section 101(b))

10 stating-

11 (1) the estimated cost of benefits in respect of

12 service for the first plan year for which such plan is

13 required to register and the formula for computing such

14 cost in subsequent years up to the date of the following

15 report;

16 (2) the initial unfunded liability, if any, for bene-

17 fits under the pension plan as of the date on which the

18 plan is required to be registered;

19 (3) the special payments required to remove such

20 unfunded liability and experience deficiencies in accord-

21 ance with subsection (b);

22 (4) the actuarial assumptions used and the basis for

23 using such actuarial assumptions; and

24 (5) such other pertinent actuarial information re-

25 quired by the Secretary.
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(d) The administrator of a registered pension plan shall

cause the plan to be reviewed not less than once every five

years by a certified actuary and shall submit a report of such

actuary stating-

(1) the estimated cost of benefits in respect of serv-

ice in the next succeeding five-year period and the

formula for computing such cost for such subsequent five-

-year period;

(2) the surplus or the experience deficiency in the

pension plan after making allowance for the present

value of all special payments required to be made in the

future by the employer as determined by previous

reports;

(3) the special payments which will remove any

such experience deficiency over a term not exceeding five

years;

(4) the actuarial assumptions used and the basis

for using such actuarial assumptions; and

(5) such other pertinent actuarial information re-

quired by the Secretary.

If any such report discloses a surplus in a pension plan, the

amount of any future payments required to be made to the

fund or plan may be reduced or the amount of benefits may

be increased by the amount of such surplus, subject to the
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1 provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and regu-

2 lations promulgated thereunder. The reports under this sub-

3 section shall be filed with the Secretary by the administrator

4 as part of the annual report required by section 7 of the

5 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, at such time

6 that the report under such section 7 is due with respect to

7 the last-year of such five-year period.

8 (e) Where an insured pension plan is funded exclu-

9 sively by the purchase of individual insurance contracts

10 which-

11 (1) require level annual premium payments to be

12 paid extending not beyond the retirement age for each

13 individual participant in the plan, and commencing with

14 the participant's entry into the plan (or, in the case of

15 an increase in benefits, commencing at the time such

16 increase becomes effective), and

17 (2) benefits provided by the plan are equal to the

18 benefits provided under each contract, and are guaran-

19 teed by the insurance carrier to the extent premiums

20 have been paid,

21 such plan shall be exempt from the requirements imposed by

22 subsections (b) (2) and (3), (c), and (d) of this section.

23 (f) The Secretary may exempt any plan, in whole or in

24 part, from the requirement that such reports-be filed where

25 the Secretary finds such filing to be unnecessary.
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1 DISCONTINUANCE OF PLANS

2 SEC. 211. (a) Subject to the authority of the Secretary

3 to provide exemptions or variances where necessary to avoid

4 substantial hardship to participants or beneficiaries, upon

5 complete termination or substantial termination (as deter-

6 mined by the Secretary), of a pension plan, and subject to

7 the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and regulations

8 promulgated thereunder, relating to limitations applicable to

9 the twenty-five highest paid employees of an employer, all

10 assets of the plan shall be applied under the terms of the

11 plan, as follows-

12 (1) first, to refund to nonretired participants in the

13 plan the amount of contributions made by them;

14 (2) second, to participants in the plan who have

15 retired prior to the (late of such termination and have

16 been receiving benefits under the plan;

17 (3) third, to those participants in the plan who,

18 on the date of such termination had the righ. to retire

19 and receive benefits under the plan; --

20 (4) fourth, to those participants in the plan who

21 had acquired vested rights under the plan prior to ter-

22 mination of the plan but had not reached normal re-

23 tirement age on the date of such termination; and

,24 (5) fifth, to any other participants in the plan who

25 are entitled to benefits under the plan pursuant to the
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1 requirements of section 401 (a) (7) of the Internal Rev-

2 enue Code of 1954.

3 (b) Upon complete terminationor substantial termina-

-A tion (as determined by the Secretary), any party obligated

5 to contribute to the plan pursuant to section 210(b), or to

6 contribute on behalf of- employees pursuant to a withholding

7 or similar arrangement, shall be liable to pay all amounts

8 that would otherwise have been required to be paid to meet

9 the funding requirements prescribed by section 210 up to

10 the date of such termination to the insurer, trustee, or

11 administrator of the plan or the Pension Benefit Insurance

12 Fund in the circumstances described by section 404(c).

13 (c) Upon complete termination, or substantial termina-

14 tion (as determined by the Secretary), of a profit-sharing-

15 retirement plan, the interests of all participants in such plan

16 shall fully vest.

17 (d) In any case, the Secretary may approve payment

18 of survivor benefits with priorities equal to those-of the em-

19 ployees or former employees on hose service such benefits

20 are based.

21 PART C-7ARIANCES

22 DEFERRED APPLICABILITY OF VESTING STANDARDS

23 SEC. 216. (a) Where, upon application to the Secretary

24 by the plan administrator and notice to affected or interested

25 parties, the Secretary may defer, in whole or in part,
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applicability of the requirements of part A of this title for

a period not to exceed five years from the effective date of

title 11, upon a showing that compliance with the require-

ments of part A on the part of a plan in existence on the

date of enactment of this Act would result in increasing

the costs of the employer or employers contributing to the

plan to such an extent that substantial economic injury would

be caused to such employer or employers and to the interests

of the participants or beneficiaries in the plan.

(b) For purposes of subsection (a), the term "sub-

stantial economic injury" includes, but is not limited to,

a showing that (1) a substantial risk to the capability of

voluntarily continuing the plan exists, (2) the plan will be

unable to discharge its existing contractual obligations for

benefits, (3) a substantial curtailment of pension or other

benefit levels or the levels of employees' compensation would

result, or (4) there will be an adverse effect an the levels of

employment with respect to the work force employed by the

employer or employers contributing to the plan.

(c) (1) In the case of any plan established or maintained

pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement, no applica-

tion for the granting of the variance provided for under sub-

section (a) shall be considered by the Secretary unless it

is submitted by the parties to the collective bargaining agree-

ment or their duly authorized representatives.

96-939 0 - 73 - pt. I -- 4
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1 (2) As to any application for a variance under sub-

2 section (a) submitted by the parties to a collective bargain-

3 ing agreement or their duly authorized representatives, the

4 Secretary shall accord due weight to the experience, tech-

5 nical competence, and specialized knowledge of the parties

6 with respect to the particular circumstances affecting the plan,

7 industry, or other pertinent factors forming the basis for the

8 application.

9 VARIANCES FROM FUNDING REQUIRVAIENTS

10 SEC. 217. (a) Where, upon application to the Secretary

11 by the plan administrator and notice to affected or interested

12 parties, the Secretary determines that-

13 (1) any employer or employers are unable to make

14 annual contributions to the plan in compliance with the

15 funding requirements of section 210(b) (2) or (3),

16 and he has reason to believe that such required payment

17 for that annual period cannot be made by such employer

18 or -employers, the Secretary mdg-waive the annual contri-

19 bution otherwise required to be paid, and prescribe an

20 additional period of not more than five years for the

21 amortization of such annual funding deficiency, during

22 which period the funding deficiency shall be removed by

23 no less than equal annual payments. Any funding de-

24 ficiency permitted under this section shall be treated for
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1 the purposes of any actuarial report required under this

2 Act as an experience deficiency under section 210;

3 (2) no waiver shall be granted unless the Secretary

4 is satisfied after a review of the financial conditions of the

5 plan and other related matters that-

6 (A) such waiver will not adversely affect the

7 interests of participants or beneficiaries of such plan;

8 or

9 (B) will not impair the capability of the Pen-

10 sion Benefit Insurance Fund to equitably underwrite

11 vested benefit losses in accordance with title IV; and

12 (3) waivers granted pursuant to this provision

13 shall not exceed five consecutive annual waivers.

14 (b) Where a plan has been granted five consecutive

15 waivers pursuant to subsection (a), the Secretary may-

16 (1) order the merger or consolidation of the de-

17 ficiently funded plan with such other plan or plans or

18 the contributing employer or employers in a manner

19 that will result in future compliance with the funding

20 requirements of part B of title II of this Act without

21 adversely affecting the interests of participants and bene-

22 ficiaries in all plans which may be involved;

23 (2) where necessary to protect the interests of

24 participants or beneficiaries, or to safeguard the capa-
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1 ability of the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund to equitably

2 underwrite vested benefit losses, under title IV, order

3 plan termination in accordance with, such conditions as

4 the Secretary may prescribe; or

5 (3) take such other action as may be necessary to

6 fulfill the purposes of this Act.

7 (c) No amendments increasing plan benefits shall be

8 permitted during any period in which a funding waiver is

9 in effect.

10 (d) (1) Notwithstanding the requirements of part B of

11 title II of this Act the Secretary shall by rule or regulation

12 prescribe alternative funding requirements for multiemployer

13 plans which will give reasonable assurances that the plan's

14 benefit commitments will be met.

15 (2) The period of time provided to fund such multi-

16 employer plans shall be a period which will give reasonable

17 assurances that the plan's benefit commitments will be met and

18 which reflects the particular circumstances affecting the plan,

19 industry, or other pertinent factors, except that no period

20 prescribed by the Secretary shall be less than thirty years.

21 (3) No multiemployer plan shall increase benefits be-

22 yond a level for which the contributions made to the plan

23 would be determined to be adequate unless the contribution

24 rate is commensurately increased.
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1 (e) Upon a showing by the plan administrator of a

S2 multiemployer plan that the withdrawal from the plan by any

3 employer or employers has or will result in a significant re-

4 duction in the amount of aggregate contributions to the plan,

5 the Secretary may take the following steps:

6 (1) require the plan fund to be equitably allocated

7 between those participants no longer working in covered

8 service under the plan as a result of their employer's

9 withdrawal, and those participants who remain in cov-

10 ered service under the plan;

11 (2) treat that portion of the plan fund allocable

12 under (1) to participants no longer in covered service,

13 as a terminated plan for the purposes of the plan termi-

14 nation insurance provisions of title IV; and

15 (3) treat that portion of the plan fund allocable to

16 participants remaining in covered service as a new plan

17 for purposes of the funding standards imposed by part

18 B of title II of this Act, any variance granted by this

19 section, and the plan termination insurance provisions

20 of title IV.

21 (f) In considering the experience of multiemployer plans

22 for purposes of establishing new premium rates under section

23 403(b) (3) (A) the Secretary shall take into account for pur-

24 poses of prescribing lower premium rates, the withdrawal of
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1 employers from such plans for which the variance provided

2 in subsection (e) was not available.

3 PART D-PROTECTION OF PENSION RIGHTS UNDER

4 GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

5 FINDINGS

6 SEC. 220. The Congress finds that because of rapid

7 and frequent changes in Federal procurement objectives

8 and policies, professional, scientific, and technical personnel

9 suffer a uniquely high rate of forfeiture of pension benefits

10 under private pension plans, as such employees tend to'change

11 employment more frequently than other workers. The Con-

12 gress declares that it is the policy of the United States to

13 seek to protect professional, scientific, and technical per-

14 sonnel from such forfeitures by making protection against

15 forfeiture of pension credits, otherwise provided, a condition

16 of compliance with Federal procurement regulations.

17 DEVELOPMENT OF REGULATIONS

18 SEC. 221. The Secretary shall develop, in consultation

19 with appropriate professional societies, business organiza-

20 tions, and heads of interested Federal departments and pro-

21 curement agencies, recommendations for modifications of

22 Federal procurement regulations to insure that professional,

23 scientific, and technical personnel and others working in

24 associated occupations employed under Federal procure-

25 ment, construction, or research contracts or grants shall,
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1 to the extent feasible, be protected against forfeitures of

2 pension--or retirement rights or benefits, otherwise provided,

3 as a consequence of job transfers or loss of employment re-

4 suiting from terminations or modifications of Federal con-

5 tracts, grants, or procurement policies.

6 PUBLICATION

7 SEC. 222. Recommended changes in regulations gov-

8 erning Federal contracts, grants, or procurement policies shall

9 be developed by the Secretary, as required by section 221,

10 within six months after enactment of this Act, and shall be

11 published in the Federal Register within fifteen days there-

12 after as proposed regulations subject to comment by interested

13 parties.

14 RECOMMEND.I TIONS

15 SEC. 223. After publication under section 222, re-

16 ceipt of comments, and such modification of the published

17 proposals as the Secretary deems appropriate, the recom-

18 mended changes in procurement regulations developed under

19 this title shall be adopted by each Federal department and

20 procurement agency within sixty days thereafter unless the

21. head of such department or agency determines that such

22 changes would not be in the national interest or would not

23 be consistent with the primary objectives of such department

24 or agency.
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1 TITLE III-VOLUNTARY PORTABILITY

2 PROGRAM FOR VESTED PENSIONS

3 PROGRAM ESTABLISHED

4 SEC. 301. (a) There is hereby established a program

5 to be known as the Voluntary Portability Program for

6 Vested Pensions (hereinafter referred to as the "Portability

7 Program"), which shall be administered by and under the

8 direction of the Secretary. The Portability Program shall

9 facilitate the voluntary transfer of vested credits between

10 registered pension or profit-sharing-retirement plans. Nothing

ii in this title or in the regulations issued by the Secretary

12 hereunder shall be construed to require participation in such

13 Portability Program by a plan as a condition of registration

14 under this Act.

15 (b) Pursuant to regulations issued by the Secretary,

16 plans registered under this Act may apply for membership

17 in the Portability Program, and, upon approval of such ap-

18 Implication by the Secretary, shall be issued a certificate of

19 membership in the Portability Program (plans so accepted

20 shall be hereinafter referred to as "member plans").

21 ACCEPTANCE OF DEPOSITS

22 SEc. 302. A member plan shall, pursuant to regulations

23 prescribed by the Secretary, pay, upon request of the partici-

24 pat, to the fund established by section 303, a sum of money

25 equal to the current discounted value of the participant's

26 vested rights under the plan, which are in settlement of
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1 such vested rights, when such participant is separated from

2 employment covered by the plan before the time prescribed

3 for payments to be made to him or to his beneficiaries under

4 the plan. The fund is authorized to receive such payments,

5 on such terms as the Secretary may prescribe.

6 SPECIAL FUND

7 SEC. 303. (a) There is hereby created a fund to be

8 known as the Voluntary Portability Program Fund (herein-

9 after referred to as the "Fund"). The Secretary shall be

10 the trustee of the Fund. Payments made into the Fund in

11 accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary

12 under section 302 shall be held and administered in accord-

13 ance with this title.

14 (b) With respect to such Fund, it shall be the duty of

15 the Secretary to-

16 (1) administer the Fund;

17 (2) report to the Congres not later than the first

18 day of April of each year on the operation and the

19 status of the Fund during the preceding fiscal year and

20 on its expected operation and status during the current

21 fiscal year and the next two fiscal years and review the

22 general policies followed in managing the Fund and rec-

23 ommend changes in such policies, including the neces-

24 sary changes in the provisions of law which govern the

25 way in which the Fund is to be managed; and
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1 (3) after amounts needed to meet current and an-

2 ticipated withdrawals are set aside, deposit the surplus

3 in interest-bearing accounts in any bank the deposits of

4 which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance

5 Corporation or savings and loan association in which the

6 accounts are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan

7 Insurance Corporation. In no case shall such deposits

8 exceed 10 per centum of the total of such surplus, in

9 any one bank, or savings and loan association.

10 INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS

11 SEC. 304. The Secretary shall establish and maintain

12 an account in the Fund for each participant for whom the

13 Secretary receives payment under section 302. The amount

14 credited to each account shall be adjusted periodically, as

15 provided by the Secretary pursuant to regulations to reflect

16 changes in the financial condition of the Fund.

17 PAYMENTS FROM INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS

18 SEC. 305. Amounts credited to the account of any par-

.19 ticipant under this title shall be paid by the Secretary to-

20 (1) a member plan, for the purchase of credits

21 having at least an equivalent actuarial value under such

22 plan, on the request of such participant when he becomes

23 a participant in such member plans;

24 (2) a qualified insurance carrier selected by a par-

25 ticipant who has attained the age of sixty-five, for the

26 purchase of a single premium life annuity in an amount
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having a present value equivalent to the amount credited

to such participant's account, or in the event the par-

ticipant selects an annuity with survivorship options, an

amount determined by the Secretary to be fair and

reasonable based on the amount in such participant's-

account; or

(3) to the designated beneficiary of a participant

in accordance with regulations promulgated by the

Secretary.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

SEc. 306. The Secretary shall provide technical assist-

ance to employers, employee organizations, trustees, and ad-

ministrators of pension and profit-sharing-retirement plans in

their efforts to provide greater retirement protection for

individuals who are separated from employment covered

under such plans. Such assistance may include, but is not

limited to (1) the development of reciprocity arrangements

between plans in the same industry or area, and (2) the

development of special arrangements for portability of credits

within a particular industry or area.

TITLE IV-PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

ESTABLISHMENT AND APPLICABILITY OF PROGRAM

SEC. 401. (a) There is hereby established a program to

be known as the Private Pension Plan Termination Insur-

ance Program (hereinafter referred to as the "Insurance
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1 Program"), which shall be administered by and under the

2 direction of the Secretary.

3 (b) Every plan subject to this title shall obtain and

4 maintain plan termination insurance to cover unfunded

5 vested liabilities incurred prior to enactment of the Act as

6 well as after enactment of the Act.

7 (c) Upon application by an administrator and the pay-

8 meant of required fees and premiums, the Secretary may

9 provide insurance to cover the unfunded vested liabilities of

10 a plan not otherwise covered by this Act where he determines

11 that such plan conforms with the vesting, funding and all

12 other standards, rules, or regulations required by this Act.

13 CONDITIONS OF INSURANCE

14 SEC. 402. (a) The insurance program shall insure par-

15 tcipants and beneficiaries of those plans registered under

16 this Act against loss of benefits derived from vested rights

17 which arise from the complete or the substantial termination

18 of such plans, as determined by the Secretary.

19 (b) The rights of participants and beneficiaries of a

20 registered pension plan shall be insured under the insurance

21 program only to the extent that- --

22 _(1) such rights as provided for in the plan do not

23 exceed: (A) in the case of a right to a monthly retirement

24 or disability benefit for the employee himself, the lesser

25 of 50 per centum of the average monthly wage he re-
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1 ceived from the contributing employer in the five-year

2 period after the registration date of the plan for which

3 his earnings were its greatest, or $500 a month; (B)

4 in the case of a right of one or more dependents or mem-

5 bers of the participants family, or in the cas of a right

6 to a lump-sum survivor benefit on account of the death of

7 a participant, an amount no greater than the amount

8 determined under clause (A);

9 (2) the plan is terminated more than three years

10 -after the date of its establishment or its initial regis-

11 tration with the Secretary, except that the Secretary may

12 in his discretion authorize insurance payments in such

13 amounts as may be reasoable to any plan terminated

14 in less than three years after the date of its initial regis-

15 tration with the Secretary where (A) such plan has

16 been established and maintained for more than three

17 years prior to its termination, (B) the Secretary is

18 satisfied.-that during the period the plan was unregis-

19 tered, it was in substantial complianee with the provi-

20 ions of this Act, and (C) such payments will not pre-

21 vent equitable underiting of losses of vested benefits

22 arising from plan terminations otherwise covered by this

23 title;

24 (3) ,such rights were created by a plan amendment
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which took effect more than three years immediately

preceding termination of such plan; and

(4) such rights do not accrue to the interest of a

participant who is the owner of 10 per centum or more

of the voting stock of the employer contributing to the

plan, or of the same percentage interest in a partner-

ship contributing to the plan.

ABSEssMeNTS AND PREMIUMS

SEc. 408. (a) Upon registration with the Secretary,

each plan shall pay a uniform assessment to the insurance

program as presribed by the Secretary to cover the admin-

istrative costs of the insurance program.

(b) (1) Each registered pension plan shall pay an

annual premium for insurance at uniform rates established

by the Secretary based upon the amount of unfunded vested

liabilities subject to insurance under section 402.

(2) For the three-year period immediately following the

effective date of this title such premium shall-

(A) not exceed 0.2 per centum of a plan's un-

funded vested liabilities with respect to such unfunded

vested liabilities incurred after the date of enactment

of this Act;

(B) not exceed 0.2 per centum of a plan's unfunded

vested liabilities incurred prior to the date of enactment

of this Ao, where such plan's median ratio of plan
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1 assets to unfunded vested liabilities was 75 per centum

2 during the five-year period immediately preceding the

3 enactment of this Aot, or in the event of a plan

4 established within the five-year period immediately

5 preceding the date of emactment of this Act, where the

6 plan has reduced the amount of such unfunded vested

7 liabilities at the rate of at least 5 per centum each year

8 since the plan's date of establishment;

9 (C) not exceed 0.4 per centum or be less than 0.2

10 per centum of a plan's unfunded vested liabilities in-

11 cured prior to the date of enactment of this Act where

12 such plan does not meet the standards set forth in sub-

13 paragraph (B);

14 (D) not exceed 0.2 per centum of a plan's unfunded

15 vested liabilities regardless of whether such liabilities

16 were incurred prior to or subsequent to the date of

17 enactment of this Act with respect to multiemployer

18 plans.

19 (3) (A) The Secretary is authorized to prescribe differ-

20 ent uniform premium rates-after the initial three-year period

21 based upon experience and other relevant factors.

22 (B) Any new rates proposed by the Secretary shall be

23 effective at the end of the first period of ninety calendar days

24 of continuous session of the Congress after the date on which

25 the proposed rates are published in the Federal Register.
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1 (C) For the purpose of subparagraph (B)-

2 (i) continuity of a session is broken only by an

3 adjournment sine die; and

4 (ii) the days on which either House is not in ses-

5 sion because of an adjournment of more than three days

6 to a day certain are excluded in the computation of the

7 ninety-day period.

8 (c) Assessments and premiums referred to in this section

9 shall be prescribed by the Secretary only after consultation

10 with appropriate Government agencies and private persons

11 with expertise on matters relating to assessnent and premium

12 structures in insurance and related matters, and after notice

13 to all interested persons and parties.

14 PAYMENT OF INSURANCE

15 SEc. 404. (a) Every plan insured under this title shall

16 provide adequate prior notice to the Secretary of intent to ter-

17 minate the plan, and in the event such notice is not provided

18 and the plan is terminated, the person or persons responsible

19 for failing to give such notice shall be personally liable for

20 any losses incurred by the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund

21 in connection with any plan termination.

22 (b) As determined by the Secretary, subject to the

23 conditions specified in section 402, the amount of insurance

24 payable under the insurance program shall be the difference
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between the realized value of the plan's assets and the amount

of vested liabilities under the plan.

(c) The Secretary shall, by regulation, prescribe the

procedures under which the funds of terminated plans shall

be wound up and liquidated and the proceeds therefrom

applied to payment of the vested benefits of participants and

beneficiaries. In implementing this paragraph, the Secretary

shall have authority to:

- (1) transfer the terminated fund to the Pension

Benefit Insurance Fund for purposes of liquidation and

payment of benefits to participants and beneficiaries;

(2) purchase single-premium life annuities froin

qualified insurance carriers from the proceeds of the

terminated plan on terms determined by the Secretary

to be fair and reasonable; or

(3) take such other action as may be appropriate

to assure equitable arrangements for the payment of

vested benefits to participants and beneficiaries under

the plan.

(d) Any person or persons who terminate a plan in-

sured under this title, with intent to avoid or circumvent the

purposes of this Act or in violation of the requirements of

this Act or those of the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure

Act shall be personally liable for any losses incurred by the

9
8
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1 Pension Benefit Insurance Fund in connection with such

2 plan termination.

3 RECOVERY

4 8sE. 405. (a) Where the employer or employers con-

5 tributing to the terminatiing plan or who terminated the plan

6 are not insolvent (within the meaning of section 1(19) of

7 the Bankruptcy Act), such employer or employers (or any

8 successor in interest to such employer or employers) shall be

9 liable to reimburse the insurance program for any insurance

10 benefits paid by the program to the beneficiari of such

11 terminated plan to the extent provided in this section.

12 (b) An employer, determined by the Secretary to be

13 1b" for reimbursement under subsection (a), shall be liable

14 to pay 100 per centum of the terminated plan's unfunded

15 vested liabilities on the date of such termination. In no event

16 however, shall the employer's liability exceed 50 per centum

17 of the net worth of such employer.

18 (c) The Secretary is authorized to make arrangements

19 with employers, liable under subsection (a), for reimburse-

20- ment of insurance paid by the Secretary, including arrange-

21 ments for deferred payment on such terms and for such pe-

22 riods as are deemed equitable and appropriate.

23 (d) (1) If any employer or employers liable for any

24 amount due under subsection (a) of this section neglects or

25 refuses to pay the same after demand, the amount (including
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1 interest) shall be a lien in favor of the United States upon

2 all property and rights in property, whether real or personal,

3 belonging to such employer or employers.

4 (2) The lien imposed by paragraph (1) of this sub-

5 section shall not be valid as against a lien created under

6 section 6821 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

7 (3) Notice to the lien imposed by paragraph (1) of this

8 subsection shall be filed in a manner and form prescribed by

9 the Secretary. Such notice shall be valid notwithstanding any

10 other provision of law regarding the form and content of a

11 notice of lien.

12 (4) The Secretary shall promulgate rules and regula-

13 tons with regard to the release of any lien imposed by para-

14 graph (1) of this subsection.

15 PENSION BENEFIT INSURANCE FUND

16 Sec. 406. (a) There is hereby created a separate fund

17 for pension benefit insurance to be known as the Pension

18 Benefit Insurance Fund (hereafter in this section called the

19 insurance fund) which shall be available to the Secretary

20 without fiscal year limitation for the purposes of this title.

21 The Secretary shall be the trustee of the insurance fund.

22 (b) All amounts received as premiums, assessments, or

23 fees, and any other moneys, property, or assets derived from

24 operations in connection with this title shall be deposited in

25 the insurance fund.
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1 (c) All claims, expenses, and payments pursuant to

2 operation of the program under this title shall be paid from

3 the insurance fund.

4 (d) All moneys of the insurance fund may be invested

5 in obligations of the United States or in obligations guaran-

6 teed as to principal and interest by the United States.

7 (e) With respect to such insurance fund, it shall be the

8 duty of the Secretary to-

9 (1) administer the insurance fund; and

10 (2) report to the Congress not later than the first

11 day of April of each year on the operation and the

12 status of the insurance fund during the preceding fiscal

13 year and on its expected operation and status during

14 the current fiscal year and the next two fiscal years and

15 review the general policies followed in managing the

16 insurance fund and recommend changes in such policies,

17 including the necessary changes in the provisions of law

18 'which govern the way in which the insurance fund is to

19 be managed.

20 TITLE V-DISCLOSURE AND FIDUCIARY

21 STANDARDS

22 SEc. 501. In addition to the filing requirements of the

-. 23 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, it shall be a con-

24 dition of compliance with section 7 of such Act that each

25 annual report hereinafter fled under that section shall be
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accompanied by a certificate or certificates in the name of

and on behalf of the plan, the administrator, and any em-

ployer or employee organization participating in the estab-

lishment of the plan, designating the Secretary as agent for

service of process on the persons and entities executing such

certificate or certificates in any action arising under the Wel-

fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or this Act.

SEc. 502. (a) Section 3 of the Welfare and Pension

Plans Disclosure Act (72 Stat. 997) is amended by adding

at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:

"(14) The term 'relative' means a spouse, ancestor,

descendant, brother, sister, son-in-law, daughter-in-law,

father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-

law.

"(15) The term 'administrator' means-

"(A) the person specifically so designated by the

terms of the plan, collective bargaining agreement, trust

agreement, contract, or other instrument, under which

the plan is operated; or

"(B) in the absence of such designation (i) the

employer in the case of an employee benefit plan estab-

lished or maintained by a single employer, (ii) -he em-

ployee organization in the case of a plan established or

maintained by an employee organization, or (iii) the

association, committee, joint board of trustees, or other
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1 similar group of representatives of the parties who etab-

2 lished or maintained the plan, in the case of a plan e&-

3 tablished or maintained by two or more employers or

4 jointly by one or more employers and one or more em.

5 ployee organizations.

6 "(16) The term 'employee benefit plan' or 'plan' means

7 an employee welfare benefit plan or an employee pension

8 benefit plan or a plan providing both welfare and pension

9 benefits.

10 "(17) The term 'employee benefit fund' or 'fund' means

11 a fund of money or other assets maintained pursuant to or

12 in connection with an employee benefit--plan and includes

13 employee contributions withheld but not yet paid to the plan

14 by the employer. The term does not include: (A) any

15 assets of an investment company subject to regulation under

16 the Investment Company Act of 1940; (B) premium, sub-

17 soription charges, or deposits received and retained by an

18 insurance carrier or service or other organization, except for

19 any separate account established or maintained by an insur-

20 ance carrier.

21 "(18) The term 'separate account' means an account

22 established or maintained by an insurance company under

23 which income, gains, and losses, whether or not realized,

24 from assets allocated to such account, are, in accordance

25 with the applicable contract, credited to or charged against
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1 suoh account without regard to other income, gains, or losses

2 of the insurance company.

3 "(19) The term 'adequate consideration' when used in

4 section 15 means either (A) at no more than the price of

5 -the purity prevailing on a national securities exchange

6 which is registered with-1he Securities and Exchange Coin-

7 mission, or (B) if the security is not traded on such a

8 national securities exchange, at a price not less favorable to

9 the fund than the offering price for the security as established

10 by the current bid and asked prices quoted by persons inde-

11 pendent of the issuer, or (C) if the price of the security is

12 not quoted by persons independent of the issuer, a price

13 determined to be the fair value of the security.

14 "(20) The term 'nonforfeitable pension benefit' means

15 a legal claim obtained by a participant or his beneficiary to

16 that part of an immediate or deferred pension benefit which,

17 notwithstanding any conditions subsequent which would affect

18 receipt of any benefit flowing from such right, arises from the

19 participant's covered service under the plan and is no longer

20 contingent on the participant remaining covered by the plan.

21 "(21) The term 'covered service' means that period of

22 service performed by a participant for an employer or as a

23 member of an employee organization which is recognized

24 under the terms of the plan or the collective-bargaining agree-

25 ment (subject to the requirements of the-Retirement Income
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1 Security for Employees Act), for purposes of determining a

2 participant's eligibility to receive pension benefits or for de-

3 termining the amount of suoh benefits.

4 "(22) The term 'pension benefit' means the aggregate,

5 annual, monthly, or other amounts to which a participant has

6 or will become entitled upon retirement or to which any

7 other person is entitled by virtue of such participant's death.

8 "(23) The term "accrued portion of normal retirement

9 benefit' means that amount of such benefit which, irrespective

10 of whether the right to such benefit is nonforfeitable, is equal

11 to-

12 "(A) in the case of a profit-sharing-retirement

13 plan or money purchase plan, the total amount credited

14 to the account of a participant;

15 "(B) in the case of a unit benefit-type pension plan,

16 the benefit units credited to a participant; or

17 "(C) in the case of other types of pension plans,

18 that portion of the prospective normal retirement bene-

19 fit of a participant that, pursuant to rule or regulation

20 under the Retirement Income Security for Employees

21 Act, is determined to constitute the participant's accrued

" 22 portion of the normal retirement benefit under the terms

23 of the appropriate plan.

24 "(24) The term 'security' means any note, stock, treas-

25 ury stock, bond, debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certifi-
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1 cate of interest or participation in any profit-sharing

2 agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preorganization certif-

3 cate n subscription, transferable share, investment contract,

4 voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit for a security,

5 fractional undivided interest in, or, in general, any interest

6 or instrument commonly known as a security, or any certif-

7 cate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim cer-

8 tific-ate for, receipt for, guarantee of. or warrant or right to

9 subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing.

10 "(25) The term 'fiduciary' means any person who exer-

11 cises any power of control, management, or disposition with

12 respect to any moneys or other property of any employee

13 benefit fund, or has authority or responsibility to do so.

14 "(26) The term 'market value' or 'value' when used in

15 this Act means fair market value where available, and other-

16 iwise the fair value as determined pursuant to rule or regula-

17 tion under this Act."

18 (b) Paraqraph (1) of section 3 of such Act is amended

19 by inserting the words "or maintained" after the word

20 "established", by inserting a comma after the word "unem-

21 ployment", and by adding the following: "or benefits of the

22 type described or permitted by section 302(c) of the Labor-

23 Managem cut Relations Act".

24 (c) Paragraph (2) of section 3 of such Act is amended
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I by inserting the words "or maintained" after the word

2 "established'.

3 (d) Paragraph (3) of section 3 of such Act is-amended

4 by striking out the word "plan" the first time it appears and

5 inserting in lieu thereof the word "program".

6 (e) Paragraphs (3), (4), (6), and (7) of section 3

7 of such Act are amended by striking out the words "welfare

8 or pension" wherever they appear.

9 (f) Paragraph (13) of section 3 of such Act is amended

10 to read as follows:

11 "(13) The term 'party in interest' means as to an em-

12 ployee benefit plan or fund, any administrator, officer, fldu-

13 ciary, trustee, custodian, counsel, or employee of any

14 employee benefit plan, or a person providing benefit

15 plan services to any such plan, or an employer, any of

16 whose employees are covered by such a plan or any person

17 controlling, controlled by, or under common control with,

18 such employer or officer or employee or agent of- such em-

19 ployer or such person, or an employee organization having

20 members covered by such plan, or an officer or employee or

21 agent of such an employee organization, or a relative, part-

22 ner, or joint venturer or any of the above-described persons.

23 Whenever the term 'party in interest' is used in this Act,

24 it shall mean a person known to be a party in interest. If

25 any moneys or other property of an employee benefl
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fund are invested in shares of an investment company

registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940,

such investment shallnot cause such investment company or

such investment company's investment adviser or principal

underwriter to be deemed to be a 'fiduciary' or a 'party

in interest' as those terms are defined in this Act, except

insofar as such investment company or its investment adviser

or principal underwriter acts in connection with an employee

benefit fund established or maintained pursuant to an em-

ployee benefit plan covering employees of the investment

company, the investment adviser, or its principal underwriter.

Nothing contained herein shall limit the duties imposed

on such investment company, investment adviser, or principal

underwriter by any other provision of law."

SC. 503. (a) Section 4(a) of the Welfare and Pen-

sion Plans Disclosure Act is amended by striking out the

words "welfare or pension", "or employers", and "or orga-

nizations" wherever they appear.

(b) Papagraph (3) of section 4(b) of such Act is

amended to read as follows:

"(3) Such plan is administered by a religious orga-

nization described under section 501 (c) of the Internal Rev-

enue Code of 1954 which is exempt from taxation under the

provisions of section 501 (a) of such Code;"

(c) Paragraph (4) of section 4(b) of such Act is
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1 amended by inserting before the period the following: ", ex-

2 cept that participants and beneficiaries of such plan shall be

3 entitled to maintain an action torecover benefits or to clarify

4 their rights to future benefits as provided in section 604 of

5 the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act".

6 (d) Section 4 (b) of such Act is further amended by

7 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

8 "(5) Such plan is established or maintained outside the

9 United States primarily for the benefit of employees who are

10 not citizens of the United States and the situs of the employee

11 benefit plan fund established or maintained pursuant to such

12 plan is maintained outside the United States."

13 SEc. 504. (a) Section 5(b) of the Welfare and Pension

14 Plans Disclosure Act is amended to read as follows:

15 "(b) The Secretary may require the filing of special

16 terminal reports on behalf of an employee benefit plan which

17 is winding up its affairs, so long as moneys or other assets

18 remain in the plan. Such reports may be required to be filed

19 regardless of the number of participants remaining in the

20 plan and shall be in such form and filed in such manner as

21 the Secretary may presrribe."

22 (b) Section 5 of such Act is further amended by adding

23 at the end thereof the following new subsection:

24 "(c) The Secretary may by regulation provide for the

25 exemption from all or part of the reporting and disclosure
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requirements of this Act of any class or type of employee

benefit plans if the Secretary finds that the application of such

requirements to such plans is not required in order to imple-

ment the purposes of this Act."

Sc. 505. Section 6 of the Welfare and Pension Plans

Disclosure Act is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 6. (a) A description of any employee benefit plan

shall be published as required herein within ninety days after

the establishment of such plan or when such plan becomes

subject to this Act.

"(b) The description of the plan shall be comprehensive

and shall include the name and type of administration of the

plan; the name and address of the administrator; the names

and addresses of any person or persons responsible for the

management or investment of plan funds; the schedule of

benefit,; a description of the provisions providing for vested

benefits written in a manner calculated to be understood

by the average participant; the source of the financing

of the plan and identity of any orqanization through which

benefits are provided; whether records of the plan are kept

on a calendar year basis, or on a policy or other fiscal year

basis, and if on the latter basis, the date of the end of such

policy or fiscal year; the procedures to be followed in present-

ing claims for benefits under the plan and the remedies avail-
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1 able under the plan for the redress of claims which are denied

2 in whole or in part. Amendments to the plan reflecting

3 changes in the data and information included in the original

4 plan, other than data and information also required to be

5 included in annual reports under section 7, shall be included

6 in the description on and after the effective date of such

7 -amendments. Any change in the information required by this

8 subsection shall be reported in accordance with regulations

9 prescribed by the Secretary."

10 SEC. 506. (a) Subsection (a) of section 7 of the Wel-

11 fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act is amended by adding

12 the number "(1)" after the letter "(a)", and by striking out

13 that part of the first sentence which precedes the word "if"

14 the first time it appears and inserting in lieu thereof the words

15 "An annual report shall be published with respect to any

16 employee benefit plan if the plan provides for an employee

17 benefit fund subject to section 15 of this Act or".

18 (b) Section 7(a) (1) of such Act is further amended by

19 striking out the word "investigation" and inserting in lieu

20 thereof the words "notice and opportunity to be heard", by

21 striking out the words "year (or if" and inserting in lieu

22 thereof the words "policy or fiscal year on which", adding a

23 period after the word "kept", and striking out all the words

24 following the word "kept".
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(c) Section 7(a) of such Act is further amended by

adding the following paragraphs:

"(2) If some or all of the benefits under the plan are

provided by an insurance carrier or service or other or-

ganization, such carrier or organization shall certify to; the

administrator of such plan, within one hundred and twenty

days after the end of each calendar, policy, or other fiscal

year, as the case may be, such information as determined by

the Secretary to be necessary to enable such administrator to

comply with the requirements of this-Act.

"(3) The administrator of an employee benefit plan

shall cause an audit to be made annually of the employee

benefit fund established in connection with or pursuant to the

provisions of the plan. Such audit shall be conducted in ac-

cordance with generally accepted standards of auditing by

an independent certified or licensed public accountant, but

nothing herein shall be construed to require such an audit of

the books or records of any bank, insurance company, or other

institution providing insurance, investment, or related func-

tion for the plan, if such books or records are subject to

periodic examination by any agency of the Federal Govern-

ment or the government of any State. The auditor's opinion

and comments with respect to the financial information re-
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1 quired to be furnished in the annual report by the plan

2 administrator shall form a part of such report."

3 (d) Section 7 (b) and (c) of such Act are amended

4 to read as follows:

5 "(b) A report under this section shall include-

6 "(1) the amount contributed by each employer;

7 the amount contributed by the employees; the amount

8 of benefits paid or otherwise furnished; the number of

9 employees covered; a statement of assets, liabilities, re-

10 ceipts, and disbursements of the plan; a detailed state-

11 ment of the salaries and fees and commissions charged

12 to the plan, to whom paid, in what amount, and for

13 what purposes: the name and address of each fiduciary,

14 his official position with respect to the plan, his rela-

15 tioship to the employer of the employees covered by the

16 plan, or the employee organization, and any other office,

17 position, or employment he holds with any party in

18 interest;

19 "(2) a schedule of all investments of the fund show-

20 ing as of the end of the fiscal year:

21 "(A) the aggregate cost and aggregate value

22 of each security, by issuer,

23 "(B) The aggregate cost and aggregate value,

24 by type or category, of all other investments, and

25 separately identifying (i) each investment, the value
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of which exceeds 3 per centum of the value of the

fund and (ii) each investment in securities or prop-

erties of any person known to be a party in interest;

"(3) a schedule showing the aggregate amount,

by type of security, of all purchases, sales, redemptions,

and exchanges of securities made during the reporting

period; a list of the issuers of such securities; and in

addition, a schedule showing, as to each separate trans-

action with or without respect to securities issued by any

person known to be a party in interest, the issuer, the

type and class of security, the quantity involved in the

transaction, the gross purchase price, and in the case

of a sale, redemption, or exchange, the gross and net

proceeds (including a description and the value of any

consideration other than money) and the Ytet gain or

loss, except that such schedule shall not include distribu-

tion of stock or other distributions in kind from profit-

sharing or similar plans to participants separated from

the plan;

"(4) a schedule of purchases, sales, or exchanges

during the year covered by the report of investment

assets other than securities-

"(A) by type or category of asset the aggre-

gate amount of purchases, sales, and exchanges; the

aggregate expenses incurred in connection there-

9 6
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1 with; and the aggregate net gain (or loss) on sales,

2 and

3 "(B) for each transaction involving a person

4 known. to be a party in interest and for each trans-

5 action involving over 3 per centum of the fund, an

6 indication of each asset purchased, sold, or exchanged

7 (and, in the case of fAxed assets such as land, build-

8 ings, and leaseholds, the location of the asset); the

9 purchase or selling price; expenses incurred in con-

10 nection with the purchase, sale, or exchange; the

11 cost of the asset and the net gain (or loss) on each

12 sale; the identity of the seller in the case of a pur-

13 chase, or the identity of the purchaser in the case of

14 a sale, and his relationship to the plan, the employer,

15 or any employee organization;

16 "(5) a schedule of all loans made from the fund

17 during the reporting year or outstanding at the end of

18 the year, and a schedule of principal and interest pay-

19 ments received by the fund during the reporting year,

20 aggregated in each case by type of loan, and in addition,

21 a separate schedule showing as to each loan which-

22 "(A) was made to a party in interest, or

23 "(B) was in default, or

24 "(C) eas written off during the year as un-

2 collectable, or
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"(D). exceeded 3 per centum of the value of

the fund,

the original principal amount of the loan, the amount of

principal and interest received during the reporting year,

the unpaid balance, the identity and address of the loan

obligor, a detailed description of the loan (including date

of making and maturity, interest rate, tLe type and value

of collateral, and the material terms), the amount of

principal and interest overdue (if any) and as to loans

written off as uncollectable an explanation thereof;

"(6) a list of all leases with-

"(A) persons other than parties in interest

who are in default, and

"(B) any party in interest,

including information as to the type of property leased

(and, in the case of fixed assets such as land, buildings,

leaseholds, and so forth, the location of the property),

the identity of the lessor or lessee from or to whom the

plan is leasing, the relationship of such lessors and les-

sees, if any, to the plan, the employer, employee organi-

zation, or any other party in interest, the terms of the

lease regarding rent, taxes. insurance, repairs, expenses,

and renewal options; if property is leased from persons

described in (B) the amount of rental and other ex-

penses paid during the reporting year; and if property
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1 is leased to persons described in (A) or (B), the date

2 the leased property was purchased and its cost, the date

3 the property was leased and its approximate value at

4 such date, the gross rental receipts during the reporting

5 period, the expenses paid for the leased property during

6 the reporting period, the net receipt from the lease, and

7 with respect to any such leases in default, their identity,

8 the amounts in arrears, and a statement as to what steps

9 have been taken to collect amounts due or otherwise rem-

10 edy the default; .

11 "(7) a detailed list of purchases, sales, exchanges,

12 or any other transactions with any party in interest made

13 during the year, including information as to the asset

14 involved, the price, any expenses connected with the

15 transaction, the cost of the asset, the proceeds, the net

16 gain or loss, the identity of the other party to the tran.s-

17 action and his relationship to the plan;

18 "(8) subject to rules of the Secretary designed to

19 preclude the filing of duplicate or unnecessary state-

20 ments if, some or all of the assets of a plan or plans are

21 held in a common or collective trust maintained by a bank

22 or similar institution or in a separate account maintained

23 by an insurance carrier, the report shall include a state-

24 ment of assets and liabilities and a statement of receipts

25 and disbursements of such common or collective trust or
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separate account and such of the information required

under paragraphs (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) of

section 7(b) with respect to such common or collective

truth or separate account as the Secretary may determine

appropriate by regulation. In such case the bank or sim-

ilar institution or insurance carrier shall certify to the

administrator of such plan or plans, within one hundred

and twenty days after the end of each calendar, policy, or

other fiscal year, as the case may be, the information

determined by the Secretary to be necessary to enable the

plan administrator to comply with the requirements of

this Act; and

"(9) in addition to reporting the information called

for by this subsection, the administrator may elect-to fur-

nish other information as to investment or reinvestment

of the fund as additional disclosures to the Secretary.

"(c) If the only assets from which claims against an

employee benefit plan may be paid are the general assets

of the employer or the employee organization, the report

shall include (for each of the past five years) the benefits

paid and the average number of employees eligible for

participation."

(e) Section. 7(d) of such Act is amended by striking

out -the capital "T" in the word "The" the first time it
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appears in paragraphs (1) and (2) and inserting in lieu

thereof a lowercase "t".

(f) Section 7(e) of such Act is amended to read as

follows:

"(e) Every employee pension benefit plan shall include

with its annual report (to the extent applicable) the fol-

lowing information:

"(1) the type and basis of funding,

"(2) the number of participants, both retired and

nonretired, covered by the plan,

"(3) the amount of all reserves or net assets

accumulated under the plan,

"(4) the present value of all liabilities for all non-

forfeitable pension benefits and the present value of all

other accrued liabilities,

"(5) the ratios of the market value of the reserves

and assets described in (3) above to the liabilities de-

scribed in (4) above,

"(6) a copy of the most recent actuarial report, and

"(A)(i) the actuarial assumptions used in

computing the contributions to a trust or payments

under an insurance contract, (ii) the actuarial as-

sumptions used in determining the level of benefits,

and (iii) the actuarial assumptions used in connec-

tion with the other information required to be
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1 furnished under this subsection, insofar as any such

2 actuarial assumptions are not included in the most

3 recent actuarial report,

4 "(B) (i) if there is no such report, or (ii) if

5 any of the actuarial assumptions employed in the

6 annual report differ from those in the most recent

7 actuarial report, or (iii) if different actuarial as-

8 sumptions are used for computing contributions or

9 payments than are used for any other purpose, a

10 statement explaining same; and

11 "(7) such other reasonable information pertinent

.1 to disclosure under this subsection as the Secretary may

13 by regulation prescribe."

14 (g) Section 7 of such Act is further amended by striking

15 out in their entirety subsections (f), (g), and (h).

16 SeC. 507. (a) Section 8 of the Welfare and Pension

17 Plans Disclosure Act is amended by striking out subsections

18 (a) and (b) in their entirety and by redesignating subsec-

19 tion (c) as subsection (a). The subsection redesignated as

20 subsection (a) is further amended by striking out the words

21 "of plans" after the word "descriptions", striking out the

22 word "the" before the word "annual" and adding the word

23 "plan" before the word "descriptions".

24 (b) Such section is further amended by adding subsec-

25 tions (b), (o), and (d), to read as follows:
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1 "(b) The administrator of any employee benefit plan

2 subject to this Act shall file with the Secretary a copy of the

3 plan description and each annual report. The administrator

4 shall also furnish to the Secretary, upon request, any docu-

5 ments relating to the employee benefit plan, including but

6 not limited to the bargaining agreement, trust agreement, con-

7 tract, or other instrument under which the plan is established

8 or operated, and any document so furnished shall be available

9 for public inspection. The Secretary shall make copies of

10 such descriptions and annual reports available for public

11 inspection.

12 "(c) -Publication of the plan descriptions and annual

13 reports required by this Act shall be made to participants

14 and beneficiaries of the particular plan as follows:

15 "(1) the administrator shall make copies of the

16 plan description (including all amendments or modifica-

17 tions thereto) and the latest annual report and the bar-

18 gaining agreement, trust agreement, contract, or other

19 instrument under which the plan was established or

20 is operated available for examination by any plan par-

21 ticipant or beneficiary in the principal office of the

22 administrator;-

23 "(2) the administrator shall furnish to any plan

24 participant or beneficiary so requesting in writing a fair

25 summary of the latest annual report;
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1 "(3) the administrator shall furnish or make avail-

2 able, whichever is most practicable: (1) to every partici-

3 pant upon his enrollment in the plan and within one

4 hundred and twenty days after each major amendment

5 to the plan, a summary of the plan't- important pro-

6 visions, including the names and addresses of any person

7 or persons responsible for the management or investment

8 of plan funds, and requirements of the amendment,

9 whichever is applicable, written._in a manner calculated

10 to be understood by the average participant; such ex-

11 planation shall include a description of the benefits avail-

12 able to the participant under the plan and circumstances

13 which may result in disqualification or ineligibility, and

14 the requirements of the Welfare and Pension Plans

15 Disclosure Act with respect to the availability of copies

16 of the plan bargaining agreement, trust agreement, con-

17 tract or other instrument under which the plan is estab-

18 lished or operated; and (ii) to every participant every

19 three years (commencing January 1, 1975), a revised

20 up-to-date summary of the plan's important provisions

21 and major amendments thereto, written in a manner cal-

22 culated to be understood by the avrge participant; and

23 (iii) to each plan participant or beneficiary so request-

24 ing in writing a complete copy of the plan description

25 (including all amendments or modifications thereto) or
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1 a complete copy of the latest annual report, or both. He

2 shall in the same way furnish a complete copy of any

3 bargaining agreement, trust agreement, contract, or other

4 instrument under which the plan is established or op-

5 erated. In accordance with regulations of the Secretary,

6 an administrator may make a reasonable charge to cover

7 the cost of furnishing such complete copies.

8 "(d) In the event a plan is provided a variance with

9 respect to standards of vesting, funding, or both, pursuant to

10 title II of the Retirement Income Security for Employees

11 Act, the administrator shall furnish or make available, which-

12 ever is most practicable, notice of such action to each partici-

13 pant in a manner calculated to be understood by the average

14 participant, and in such form and detail and for such periods

.15 as may be prescribed by the Secretary."

16 SEC. 508. (a) Section 9 (d) of the Welfare and Pension

17 Plans Disclosure Act is amended to read as follows:

18 "(d) The Secretary may make appropriate and neces-

19 sary inquiries to determine violations of the provisions of

20 this Act, or any rule or regulation issued thereunder: Pro-

-- 21 vided, however, That no periodic examination of the books

22 and records of any plan or fund shall be conducted- more

23 than once annually unless the Secretary has reasonable cause

24 to believe there may exist a violation of this Act or any rule

25 or regulation issued thereunder."
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1 (b) Subsection (h) of section 9 of such Ac! is repealed

2 and subsection (i) of such section is redesignated as sub-

3 section (h).

4 SEC. 509. Section 14 of such Act is amended to read

5 as follows:

6 "SEc. 14. (a) (1) There is hereby established an Advi-

7 sory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit

8 Plans (hereinafter referred to as the 'Council') consisting of

9 twenty-one members appointed by the Secretary. Not more

10 than-eleven members of the Council shall be members of the

11 same political party.

12 "(2) Members shall be appointed from among persons

13 recommended by groups or organizations which they shall

14 represent and shall be persons qualified to appraise the pro-

15 grams instituted under this Act and the Retirement Income

16 Security for Employees Act.

17 "(3) Of the members appointed, five shall be repre-

18 sentatives of labor organizations; five shall be representatives

19 of management; one representative each from the fields of

20 insurance, corporate trust, actuarial counseling, investment

21 counseling, and the accounting field; and six representatives

22 shall be appointed from the general public.

23 "(4) Members shall serve for terms of three years, a-

24 oept that of those first appointed, six shall be appointed for

25 terms of one year, seven shall be appointed for terms of two
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1 years, and eight shall be appointed for terms of three years.

2 A member may be reappointed, and a member appointed to

3 fill a vacancy shall be appointed only for the remainder of

4 suoh term. A majority of members shall constitute a quorum

5 and action shall be taken only by a majority vote of those

6 present.

7 "(5) Members shall be paid compensation at the rate

8 of $150 per day when engaged in the actual performance

9 of their duties except that any such member who holds an-

10 other office or position under the Federal Government shall

11 serve without additional compensation. Any member shall

12 receive travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of sub-

13 sistence as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United

14 States Code, for persons in the Government service em-

15 ployed intermittently.

16 "(b) It shall be the duty of the Council to advise the

17 Secretary with respect to the carrying out of his functions

18 under this Act, and the Retir,?ment Income Security for Em-

19 ployees Act and to submit to the Secretary recommendations

20 with respect thereto. The Council shall meet at least four

21 times each year and at such other times as the Secretary

22 requests. At the beginning of each regular session of the Con-

23 gress, the Secretary shall transmit to the Senate and House

24 of Representatives each recommendation which he has re-

25 ceived from the Council during the preceding calendar year
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I and a report covering his activities under the Act and the

2 Retirement Income-Security for Employees Act for the

3 preceding fiscal year, including full information as to the

4 number of plans and their size, the results of any studies he

5 may have made of such plans and the operation of this Act

6 and the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act and

7 such other information and data as he may deem desirable

8 in connection with employee welfare and pension benefit plans.

9 "(c) The Secretary shall furnish to the Council an ex-

10 ecutive secretary and such secretarial, clerical, and other

11 services as are deemed necessary to conduct its business. The

12 Secretary may call upon other agencies of the Government

13 for statistical data, reports, and other information which will

14 assist the Council in the performance of its duties."

15 SEc. 510. The Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure

16 Act is further amended by renumbering sections 15, 16, 17,

17 and 18 as sections 16, 17, 18, and 19, respectively, and by

18 inserting the following new section immediately after section

19 14:

20 "FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

21 "SEc. 15. (a) Every employee benefit fund established

22 to provide for the payment of benefits under an employee's

23 benefit plan shall be established or maintained pursuant

24 to a duly executed written document which shall set forth
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1 the purpose or purposes for which such fund is established

2 and the detailed basis on which payments are to be made into

3 and out of such fund. Such fund shall be deemed to be a

4 trust and shall be held for the exclusive purpose of (1)

5 providing benefits to participants in the plan and their

6 beneficiaries and (2) defraying reasonable expenses of

7 administering the plan.

8 "(b) (1) A fiduciary shall discharge his duties with

9 respect to the fund--

10 "(A) with the care under the circumstances then

11 prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like capacity

12 and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct

13 of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims;

14 and

15 "(B) subject to the standards in subsection (a)

16 and in accordance with the documents and instruments

17 governing the fund insofar as is consistent with this Act,

18 except that (i) any assets of the-fund remaining upon

19 dissolution or termination of the fund shall, after com-

20 plete satisfaction of the rights of all beneficiaries to

21 benefits accrued to the date of dissolution or termination,

22 be distributed ratably to the beneficiaries thereof or, if the

23 trust agreement so provides, to the contributors thereto;

24 (ii) that in the case of a registered pension or profit-

25 sharing-retirement plan, such distribution shall be subject
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1 to the requirements of the Retirement Income Security

2 for Employees Act and (i-i) any assets of the fund,

3 attributable to employee contributions, remaining after
4 complete satisfaction of the rights of all beneficiaries

5 accrued to the date of dissolution or termination shall be

6 equitably distributed to the employee contributors accord-

7 ing to their rate of contribution.

8 "(2) Except as permitted hereunder, a fiduciary shall

9 not-

10 "(A) rent or sell property of the fund to any person

11 known to be a party in interest of the fund;

12 "(B) rent or purchase on behalf of the fund any

13 property known to be owned by a party in interest of

14 the fund;

15 "(C) deal with such fund in his own interest or for

16 his own account;

17 "(D) represent any other party with such fund, or

18 in any way act on behalf of a party adverse to the fund

19 or adverse to the interests of its participants or bene-

20 ficiaries;

21 "(E) receive any consideration from any party

22 dealing with such fund in connection with a transaction

23 involving the fund;

24 "(F) loan money or other assets of the fund to any

25 party ininterest of the fund;
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1 "(G) furnish goods, services, or facilities of the fund

2 to any party in interest of the fund;

3 "(H) permit the transfer of any assets or property

4 of the fund to, or its use by or for the benefit of, any

5 party in interest of the fund; or

6 "(1) permit any of the assets of the fund to be

7 held, deposited, or invested outside the United States

8 unless the indicia of ownership remain within the juris-

9 diction of a United States District Court, except as

10 authorized by the Secretary by rule or regulation.

11 "(3) The Secretary, by rules or regulations or upon

12 application of any fiduciary or party in interest, by order,

13 shall provide for the exemption conditionally or uncondi-

14 tionally of any fiduciary or class of fiduciaries or transac-

15 tions or clas& of transactions from all or part of the pro-

16 scriptions contdined in this subsection 15(b) (2) when the

17 Secretary finds that to do so is consistent with the purposes

18 of this Act and is in the interest of the fund or class of funds

19 and the participants and beneficiaries: Provided, however,

20 That any such exemption shall not relieve a fiduciary from

21 any other applicable provisions of this Act.

22 "(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to pro-

23 hibit the fiduciary from-

24 "(1) receiving any benefit to which he may be
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1 entitled as a participant or beneficiary in the plan under

2 which the fund was established;

3 "(2) receiving any reasonable compensation for

4 services rendered. or for the reimbursement of expenses

5 properly and actually incurred, in the performance of

6 his duties with the fund, or receiving in a fiduciary ca-

7 parity proceeds from any transaction involving plan

8 funds, except that no person so serving who already

9 receives full-time pay from an employer or an association

10 of employers whose employees are partic'p),ts in the

11 plan under which the fund was established, or fro a . ,

12 -employee organization whose members are participants

13 in such plan shall receive compensation from such fund,

14 except for reimbursement of expenses properly and actu-

15 ally incurred. and not otherwise reiMnIursed;

16 "(3) serving in such position in addition to being

17 an officer, employee, agent, or other representative of

18 a party in interest;

19 "(4) engaging in the following transactions:

20 "(A) holding or purchasing on behalf of the

21 fund any security which has been issued by an em-

22 ployer whose employees are participants in the plan,

23 under which the fund was established or a corpo-

24 ration controlling, controlled by, or under common

96-939 0 - 73 -, -- 7
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1 control with such employer, except that (i) the pur-

2 chase of any security is for no more than adequate

3 consideration in money or money's worth, and (ii)

4 that if an employee benefit fund is one which pro-

5 tvies primarily for benefits of a stated amount, ir

6 an amount determined by an employee's compen-

7 sation, an employee's period of service, or a corn-

8 bination of both, or money purchase type benefits

9 based on fixed contributions which are not geared

10 to the employer's profits, no investment shall be

11 held or made by a fiduciary of such a fund in

12 securities of such employer or of a corporation con-

13 trolling, controlled by, or under common control

14 with such employer, if such investment, when added

15 to such securities already held, exceeds 10 per cen-

16 turn of the fair market value of the assets of the

17 fund. Notwithstanding the foregoing, such 10 per

18 centum limitation shall not apply to profit sharing,

19 stock bonus, thrift and savings or other similar plans

20 which explicitly provide that some or all of the plan

21 funds may be invested in securities of such employer

22 or a corporation controlling, controlled by, or under

23 common control with such employer, nor shall said

24 plans be deemed to be limited by any diversifica-

25 tion rule as to planjunds which may be invested in
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1 such securities. Profit-sharing, stock bonus, thrift, or

2 other similar plans, which are in existence on, the date

3 of enactment and which allow investment in such

4 securities without explicit provision in the plan,

5 shall remain exempt from the 10 per centum limi-

6 station until the expiration of one year from the

7 date of enactment of the Retirement Income Security

8 for Employees Act. Nothing contained in this

9 subparagraph shall be construed to relieve profit-

10 sharing, stock bonus, thrift and savings or other

11 similar plans from any other applicable require-

12 menis of this section;

18 "(B) purchasing on behalf of the fund any

14 security or selling on behalf of the fund any security

15 which is acquired or held by the fund, to or from a

16 party in interest, if (i) at the time of such purchase

17 or sale the security is of a class of securities which is

18 listed on a national securities exchange registered

19 under the Securities Exchange Act of 194 or which

20 has been listed for more than one month (at the time

21 of such sale or purchase) on an electronic quotation

22 system administered by a national securities associa-

23 tion registered under the Securities Exchange Act of

24 1984, (ii) no brokerage commission, fee exceptt for

25 customary transfer fees), or other remuneration is
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1 paid in connection with such transaction, (iii) ade-

2 quate consideration is paid, and (iv) that in the

3 event the security is one described in subparagraph

4 (A), the transaction has received the prior approval

5 of the Secretary;

6 "(5) making any loan to participants or benefi-

7 ciaries of the plan under which the fund was established

8 where such loans are available to all participants or

9 beneficiaries on a nondiscriminatory basis and are matte

10 in accordance with specific provisions regarding such

11 loans set forth in the plan and are n4,t otherwise in-

12 consistent with the purposes of this Act;,'

13 "(6) contracting or making reasonable arrange-

14 ments with a party in interest for office space and other

15 services necessary for the operation of the plan and pay-

16 ing reasonable compensation therefor;

17 "(7) following the specific instructions in the trust

18 instrument or other document governing the fund insofar

19 as consistent with the specific prohibitions listed in sub-

20 section (b) (2);

21 "(8) takiisg action pursuoni to an authorization in

22 the trust instrument or other document governing the

23 fund, provided such action is consistent with the pro-

24 visions of subsection (b).

25 "(d) Any fiduciary who breaches any of the respon-
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1 sibilities, obligations, or duties imposed upon fiduciaries by

2 this Aot shall be personally liable to such fund for any losses

3 to the fund resulting from such breach, and to pay to such

4 fund any profits which have inured to such fiduciary through

5 use of assets of the fund.

6 "(e) When two or more fiduciaries undertake jointly

7 the performance of a duty or the exercise of a power, or

8 where two or more fiduciaries are required by an instrument

9 governing the fund to undertake jointly the performance of a

10 duty or the exercise of power, but not otherwise, each of

11 such fiduiMrims shall have the duty to prevent any other

12 such cofiduciary from committing a breach of responsi-

13 bility, obligation, or duty of a fiduciary or to compel such

14 other cofiduciary to redress such a breach, except that no

15 fiduciary shall be liable for any consequence of any act

16 or failure to act as a cofiduciary who is undertaking or is

17 required to undertake jointly any duty or power if he shall

18 object in writing to the specific action and promptly file a

19 copy of his objection with the Secretary.

20 "(f) No fiduciary may be relieved from any respon-

21 sibility, obligation, or duty imposed by law, agreement, or

22 otherwise. Nothing herein shall preclude any agreement allo-

23 eating specific duties or responsibilities among fiduciaries,

24 or bar anya cement of insurance coverage or indemnif-
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1 cation affecting fiduciaries, unless specifically disapproved

2 by the Secretary.

3 "(g) A fiduciary shall not be liable for a violation of

4 this Act committed before he became a fiduciary or after he

5 ceased to be a fiduciary.

6 "(h) No individual who has been convicted of, or has

7 been imprisoned as a reult of his conviction of: robbery,

8 bribery, extortion, embezzlement, grand larceny, burglary,

9 arson, violation of narcotics laws, murder, rape, kidnaping,

10 perjury, assault with intent to kill, anault which inflicts

11 greviou8 bodily injury, any crime described in section 9(a)

12 (1) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, or a violation

13 of any provision of the Welfare and Pension Plan8 Di&-

14 closure Act, or a violation of section 802 of the Labor-

15 Management Relations Act of 1947 (61 Stat. 167, as

16 amended), or a violation of chapter 68 of title 18, United

17 States Code, or a violation of section 874, 1027, 1503, 1505,

18 1506, 1510, 1951, or 1954 of title 18, United States Code,

19 or a violation of the Labor-Management Reporting and Dis-

20 closure Act of 1959 (73 Stat. 519, as amended), or con-

21 piracy to commit any such crimes or attempt to commit

22 any such crimes or a crime in which any of the foregoing

23 crimes is an element, shallserve--

24 "(1) as an administrator, officer, trustee, custodian,

25 counsel, agent, employee (other thqn as an employee
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1 performing exclusive clerical or janitorial duties) or

2 other fiduciary position of any employee benefit plan; or

3 "(2) as a consultant to any employee benefit plan,
4 during or for five years after such conviction or after

5 the end of such imprisonment, unless prior to the end

6 of such five-year period, in the case of a person so con-

7 victed or imprisoned, (A) his citizenship rights having

8 been revoked as a result of such conviction, have been

9 fully restored, or (B) the Secretary determines that such

10 person's service in any capacity referred to in clause (1)

11 or (2) would not be contrary to the purposes of this

12 Act. No person shall knowingly permit any other person

13 to serve in any capacity referred to in clause (1) or (2)

14 in violation of this subsection. Any person who willfully

15 violates this subsection shall be fined not more than

16 $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or

17 both. For the purposes of this subsection, any person

18 shall be deemed to have been 'convicted' and under the

19 disability of 'conviction' from the date of the judgment

20 of the trial court or the date of the final sustaining of

21 such judgment on appeal, whichever is the later event,

22 regardless of whether such conviction occurred before or

23 after the date of enactment of this section. For the pur-

24 poses of this subsection, the term 'consultant' means any

25 person who, for compensation, advises or represents an
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1 employee benefit plan or who provides other assistance

2 to such plan, concerning the establishment or operation

3 of such plan.

4 "(i) All investments and deposits of the funds of an

5 employee benefit fund and all loans made out of any such

6 fund shall be made in the name of the fund or its nominee,

7 and no employer or officer or employee thereof, and no labor

8 organization, or officer or employee thereof, shall either

9 directly or indirectly accept or be the beneficiary of any

10 fee, brokerage, commission, gift, or other consideration for

11 or on account of any loan, deposit, purchase, sale, payment,

12 or exchange made by or on behalf of the fund.

13 "(j) In order to provide for an orderly disposition of

14 any investment, or termination of any service, the retention

15 or continuation of which would be deemed to be prohibited

16 by this Act, and in order to protect the interest of the fund

17 and its participants and its beneficiaries, the fiduciary may

18 in his discretion effect the disposition of such investment or

19 termination of such service within three years after the date

20 of enactment of this Act, or within such additional time as the

21 Secretary may by rule or regulation allow, and such action

22 shall be deemed to be in compliance with this Act.

23 "(k) In accordance with regulations of the Secretary,

24 every employee benefit plan subject to this Act shall-

25 "(1) provide adequate notice in writing to any par-
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1 tiipant or beneficiary whose claim for benefits from the

2 plan has been denied, setting forth the specific reasons

3 for such denial, written in a manner calculated to be

4 understood by the participant, and

5 "(2) afford a reasonable opportunity to any par-

6 ticipant whose claim for benefits has been denied for a

7 full and fair review by the plan administrator of the

8 decision denying the claim.

9 "(1) An employee benefit plan subject to this Act or the

10 Retirement Income Security for Employees Act, which pro-

11 Vides an optional death benefit of any knd, or in any form,

12 shall not provide that such option may be waived by default

13 or in any manner other than in a writing signed by the par-

14 ticipant, after such participant receives a written explanation

15 of the terms and conditions of the option and the effect of

16 such waiver."

17 TITLE VI-ENFORCEMENT

18 SEc. 601. Whenever the Secretary-

19 (1) determines, in the case of a pension or profit-

20 sharing-retirement plan required to be registered under

21 this Act, that no application for registration has been

22 filed in accordance with section 102, or

23 (2) issues an order under section 107 denying or

24 canceling the certificate of registration of a pension or

25 profit-sharing-retirement plan, or
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1 (8) determines, in the case of a pension plan sub-

2 ject to title II, that there ha been a failure to make

3 required contributions to the plan in accordance with the

4 provisions of this Act or to pay required assessments

5 or to pay such other fees or moneys as may be required

6 under this Act,

7 the Secretary may petition any district court of the United

8 States having jurisdiction of the parties, or the United States

9 District Court for the District of Columbia, for an order

10 requiring the employer or other person responsible for the

11 administration of such plan to comply with the require-

12 ments of this Act as will qualify such plan for registration

13 or compel or recover the payment of required contributions,

14 assessments, premiums, fees, or other moneys.

15 SEC. 602. Whenever the Secretary hae-reaonable cause

16 to believe that an employees' benefit fund is being or ha

17 been administered in violation of the requirements of the Wel-

18 fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or the documents

19 governing the establishment or operation of the fund, the

20 Secretary may petition any district court of the United States

21 having jurisdiction of the parties or the United States Dis-

22 triot Court 'for the District of Columbia for an order (1)

23 requiring return to such fund of assets transferred from such

24 fund in violation of the requirements of such Act- (2) re-

25 quiring payment of benefits denied to any participant or

26 beneficiary due to violation of the requirements of such
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Act, and (8) restraining any conduct in violation of the

fiduciary requirements of such Act, and granting such other

relief as may be appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this

Act, including, but not limited to, removal of a fiduciary who

has failed to carry out his duties and the removal of any per-

son who is serving in violation of the requirement of section

15(1h) of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.

8Ec. 608. Civil actions for appropriate relief, legal or

equitable, to redress or restrain a breach of any respon-

ibility, obligation or duty of a fiduciary, including but not

limited to, the removal of a fiduciary who has failed to carry

out his duties and the removal of any person who is serving

in violation of the requirements of section 15(h) of the Wel-

fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or against any person

who has transferred or received any of the assets of a plan

or fund in violation of the fiduciary requirements of the Wel-

fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or in violation of the

document or documents governing the establishment or oper-

ation of the fund, may be brought by any participant or

benefiiary of any employeee benefit plan or fund subject to

the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act in any court

of competent jurisdiction, 8tate or Federal, or the United

-States District Court for the District of Columbia, without

respect to the amount in controversy and without regard to

the citizenship of the parties. Where such action is brought
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1 in a district court of the United States, it may be brought in

2 the district where the plan is administered, where the breach

3 took place, or where a defendant resides or may be found, and

4 process may be served in any other district where a defend-

5 ant resides or may be found. Such actions may also be brought

6 by a participant or beneficiary as a representative party on

7 behalf of all participants or beneficiaries similarly situated.

8 SE. 604. Suits by a participant or beneficiary for bene-

9 fits from an employee benefit plan or fund, subject to the

10 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, may be brought

11 in any court of competent jurisdiction, State or Federal, or

12 the United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

13 without respect to the amount in controversy and without

14 regard to the citizenship of the parties, against any such plan

15 or fund to recover benefits due him required to be paid from

16 such plan or fund pursuant to the document or documents

17 governing the establishment or operation of the plan or fund,

18 or to clarify his rights to future benefits under the terms of

19 the plan. Where such action is brought in a district court

20 of the United States, it may be brought in the district where

21 the plan is administered, or where a defendant resides or

22 may be found, and process may be served in any other district

23 where a defendant resides or may be found. Such actions

24 may also be brought by a participant or beneficiary as a
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1 representative party on behalf of all participants or bene-

2 ficiaries similarly situated.

3 SEC. 605. (a) In any action brought under section 603

4 or 604, the court in its discretion may-

5 (1) allow a reasonable attorney's fee and costs of

6 the action to any party;

7 (2) require the plaintiff to post security for pay-

8 ment of costs of the action and reasonable attorney's fees.

9 (b) A copy of the complaint in any actio)brought un-

10 der section 608 or 604 shall be served upon the Secretary

11 by certified mail, who shall have the right, in his discretion,

12 to intervene in the action.

13 (c) Notwithstanding any other law, the Secretary shall

14 have the right to remove an action brought under section

15 603 or 604 from a State court to a district court of the

16 United States, if the action is one seeking relief of the kind

17 the Secretary is authorized to sue for under this Act. Any

18 such removal shall be prior to the trial of the action and shall

19 be to a district court where the Secretary could have initiated

20 the action.

21 SEo. 606. The provisions of the Act entitled "An Act

22 to amend the Judicial Code and to define and limit the

23 jurisdiction of courts sitting in equity, and for other pur-
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1 poses", approved March 23, 1982, shall not be applicable

2 with respect to suits brought under this title.

3 Szc. 607. Suits by an administrator or fiduciary of a

4 pension plan, a profit-sharing-retirement plan, or an em-

5 ployees' benefit fund subject to the Welfare and Pension

6 Plans Disclosure Act, to review a final order of the Secretary,

7 to restrain the Secretary from taking any action contrary to

8 the provisions of this Act, or to compel action required under

9 this Act, may be brought in the name of the plan or fund in

10 the district court of the United States for the district where

11 the fund has its principal office, or in the United States Dis-

12 trict Court for the District of Columbia.

13 SEc. 608. Any action, suit, or proceeding based upon a

14 violation of this Act or the Welfare and Pension Plans Dis-

15 closure Act shall be commenced within five years after the

16 violation occurs. In the case of fraud or concealment, such

17 action, suit, or proceeding shall be commenced within five

18 years of the date of discovery of such violation.

19 SEC. 609. (a) It is hereby declared to be the express

20 intent of Congress that, except for actions authorized by

21 section 604 of this title, the provisions of this Act or the

22 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act shall super-

23 sede any and all laws of the States and of political subdivi-

24 sions thereof insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to

25 the subject matters regulated by this Act or the Welfare and
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1 Pension Plans Disclosure Act, except that nothing herein

2 shall be construed-

3 (1) to exempt or relieve any employee benefit plan

4 not subject to this Act or the Welfare and Pension Plans

5 Disclosure Act from any law of any State;

6 (2) to exempt or relieve any person from any law

7 of any State which regulates insurance, banking, or se-

8 curities or to prohibit a State from requiring that there

9 be filed with a State agency copies of reports required by

10 this Act to be filed with the Secretary; or

11 (3) to alter, amend, modify, invalidate, impair, or

12 supersede any law of the United States other than the

13 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or any rule

14 or regulation issued under any law except as specifcally

15 provided in this Act.

16 (b) Subsection (a) of this section shall not be deemed

17 to prevent any State court from asserting jurisdiction in any

18 action requiring or permitting an accounting by a fiduciary

19 during the operation of an employee benefit fund subject to the

20 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act or upon the ter-

21 mination thereof or from asserting jurisdiction in any action

22 by a fiduciary requesting instructions from the court or

23 seeking an interpretation of the trust instrument or other

24 document governing the fund. In any such action-

25 (1) the provisions of this Act and the Welfare and
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1 Pension Plan.s Disclosure Act shall supersede any and

2 all laws of the State and of political subdivisions thereof,

3 insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to the

4 fuluciary, reporting, and disclosure responsibilities of

5 persons acting for or on behalf of employee benefit plans

6 or on behalf of employee benefit funds subject to the Wel-

7 fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act except insofar us

8 they!/mo?/ relate to the amount of benefits due beneficiaries

9 under the terms of the plan;

10 (2) notwithstanding any other hsu), the Secretary

11 or, in the absence of action by the Secretary, a partic-

12 ipant or beneficiary/ of the employee benefit plan or fund

13 affected by this subsection, shall have the right to remove

14 such action from a State court to a district court of the

15 United States if the action involves an interpretation of

16 the fiduciary, or reporting, and disclosure responsibilities

17 of persons acting on behalf of employee benefit plans

18 subject to the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act;

19 (3) the jurisdiction of the State court shall be con-

20 ditioned upon-

21 (A) written notification, sent to the Secretary

22 byt registered mail at the time such action is filed,

23 identifying the parties to the action, the nature of

24 the action, and the plan involved; and satisfactory

25 evidence presented to the court that the participants
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1 and beneficiaries have been adequately notified with

2 respect to the action; and

3 (B) the right of the Secretary or of a partici-

4 pant or beneficiary to intervene in, !he action as an

5 interested party.

6 SEC. 610. It shall be unlawful for any person to dis-

7 charge, fine, suspend, expel, discipline, or discriminate against

8 a participant or beneficiary for exercising any right to

9 which he is entitled under the provisions of the plan, this

10 Act, or the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, or

11 for the purpose of interfering with the attainment of any

12 right to which such participant may become entitled under

13 the plan, this Act, or the Welfare and Pension Plans Dis-

14 closure Act. The provisions of sections 602 and 603 shall

15 be applicable in the enforcement of this section.

16 SEC. 611. It shall be unlawful for any person through

17 the use of fraud. force, or violence, or threat of the use of

18 force or violence, to restrain, coerce, intimidate, or attempt

19 to restrain, coerce, or intimidate any participant or bene-

20 ficiary for the purpose of interfering with or preventing the

21 exercise of any right to which he is or may become entitled

22 under the plan, this Act, or the Welfare and Pension Plans

23 Disclosure Act. Any person who willfully violates this section.

24 shall be fined $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one

25 year, or both.

9 6
-
9 3

9 
0

- 73 - pt. 1 -- 8
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1 TITLE VI-EFFECTIVE DATES

2 SEc. 701. (a) Sections 101, 102, 103, and 104, part D

3 of title II, title V, and title VI of this Act shall become effec-

4 tive upon the date of enactment of this Act.

5 (b) Title II (except part D thereof) of this Act shall

6 become effective three years after the date of enactment of

7 this Act, and titles III and IV of this Act shall become

8 effective one year after the date of enactment of this Act.
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93n CONGRESS

ST SFION S. 1179

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITE) STATES
Amtlcli 13' 1io3

Mr. BE-'rsi:.; introdued the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To strengthen and improve the private retirement system by

establishing minimum standards for participation in and vest-

ing of benefits under pension and profit-sharing-retirement

plans; by establishing minimum funding standards; by re-

quiring termination insurance; and by allowing Federal in-

come tax credits to individuals for personal retirement savings.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Comprehensive Private

4 Pension Security Act of 1973".

5 TITLE I-FINDINGS; PURPOSE

6 FINDINGS

7 SEi. 101. (a) The Congress finds that-.--
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(1) the growth in size, scope, and numbers of pri-

2 vate retirement plans in recent years has been rapid and

3 substantial;

(2) part of this growth is attributable to the favor-

able tax treatment offered to these plans;

6 (3) the continued well-being and security of mil-

lions of employees and their dependents are directly af-

8 fected by these plans;

9 (4) a significant number of these employee benefit

10 plans have failed to protect adequately the interests of

11 plan participants;

12 (5) many employees with long years of employ-

13 mnent with a company are being denied benefits due to

14 the existence of unreasonable vesting provisions in such

15 plans;

16 (6) due to inadequate funding of many private

17 retirement plans, such plans have insufficient assets to

18 pay all earned benefits;

19 (7) due to the termination of plans before requisite

20 funds have been accumulated, employees and their de-

21 pendents have been deprived of anticipated benefits; and

22 (8) in order to provide for the uniform treatment of

23 expenditures bearing on the free flow of commerce, to

24 protect the general taxing power of the United States,

25 and to protect the interests of employees and their bene-

26 ficiaries, it is desirable to amend the Internal Revenue
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1 Code of 1954 to require, as a condition of qualification

2 under section 401 of that Code, minimum vesting, fund-

3 ing, and termination insurance requirements for pension,

4 profit sharing, and deferred comp 1nsation plans.

5 (b) The Congress further finds that, despite the growth

6 of retirement benefit plans, about one-half of the full-time

7 private nonagricultural adult work force is not covered by

8 existing retirement plans and that it is therefore desirable to

9 enact Federal tax incentives to encourage those workers who

10 are not presently participating in employee benefit plans to

11 save independently for their retirement.

12 PURPOSES

13 Si.c. 102. It is the purpose of this Act-

14 (1) to protect interstate commerce, the Federal

15 taxing power, and the interests of participants in private

16 pension plans and their beneficiaries by strengthening

17 and improving such plans by requiring them (A) to

18 adopt reasonable vesting standards, (B) to meet mini-

19 mum standards of funding, and (C) to protect the vested

20 rights of participants against losses due to plan termina-

21 tion through the establishment of pension plan liability

22 insurance; and

23 (2) to offer a Federal tax incentive to encourage

24 employees to save independently for their own retire-

25 ment.
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1 TITLE II-OFFICE OF PENSION PLAN

2 ADMINISTRATION

3 ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE

4 SEC. 201. (a) There is established within the Internal

5 Revenue Service an office to be known as the Office of Pen-

6 sion Plan Administration (hereinafter referred to as the

7 "Office"). The Office shall be under the supervision and

8 direction of an Assistant Commissioner of the Internal Rev-

9 enue Service.

10 (b) Section 5109 of title 5, United States Code, is

11 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

12 section:

13 "(c) The position held by the employee appointed under

14 section 201 (a) of the Comprehensive Private Pension

15 Security Act of 1973 is classified at 05-18, and is in addi-

16 tion to the number of positions authorized by section 5108

17 (a) of this title."

18 DUTIES; TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS

19 SEC. 202. (a) The Office shall carry out all functions

20 of the Internal Revenue Service with respect to pension,

21 profit-sharing, and deferred compensation plans.

22 (b) All functions of the Secretary of the Treasury

23 which are carried out through the Pension Trust Branch of

24 the Internal Revenue Service are transferred to the Assis-

25 tant Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service who is

26 head of the Office.
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1 TITLE III-AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL

2 REVENUE CODE

3 AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE

4 SEC. 301. (a) AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE.-Except

5 as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in this title a

6 reference is made (by way of amendment, repeal, or other-

7 wise) to a section, chapter, or other provision, the reference

8 shall be considered to be made to a section, chapter, or other

9 provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

10 (b) TECIINICAL AND CONFORMING CIIANOE.-The

11 Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall, as soon as

12 practical (hut in any event not later than 90 days after

13 the date of enactment of this Act) submit to the Committee

14 on Ways and Means of the house of Representatives a draft

15 of any technical and conforming changes in the Internal

16 Revenue Code of 1954 which are necessary to reflect

17 throughout such Code the changes in the substantive pro-

18 visions of law made by this title.

19 Subtitle A-Qualified Trusts

20 MINIMUM STANDARDS RELATING TO PARTICIPANT

21 ELIGIBILITY

22 SEC. 321. PERIOD OF SERVICE OR AGE RETIREMENT.-

23 Section 401 (a) (relating to requirements-for qualification)

24 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

25 paragraph:

26 "(11) Except in the case of a plan benefiting
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1 owner-employees to which subsection (d) applies, a

2 trust shall not constitute a qualified trust under this

3 section if the plan of which such trust is a part requires,

4 as a condition of participation, that ain employee-

5 "(A) have a period of service with the em-

6 ployer in excess of 1 year, or

7 "(B) have attained an age in excess of 30

8 years whichever occurs later."

9 -MINIMUM STANDARDS RELATING TO VESTING

10 Sic. 322. (a) VESTING QUAL I ATIO.-Section

11 401 (*i) (relating to requirements for qualification) is

12 amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

13 "(12) (A) A trust shall not constitute a qualified

14 trust under this section unless the plan of which such

15 trust is a part provides that an employee's rights to

16 at least the percentage specified below of his accrued

17 benefits are nonforfeitable:

Miniumn perentage of accrued bene-
"Years of plan participation fit that must be nonforfeltable

Less than 5 --------------------------------------------- 0
5 -------------------------------------------------------- 25
6 ---------------------------------.--------------------- 30
7 ------------------------------------------------------- 35
8 ------------------------------------------------------- 40
9 -------------------------------------------------------- 45
10 ------------------------------------------------------ 50
11 ------------------------------------------------------ 55
12 ------------------------------------------------------ 60
13 -------------------------------------------------------- 65
14 ------------------------------------------------------ 70
15 ------------------------------------------------------ 75
16 ------------------------------------------------------ 80
17 ------------------------------------------------------ 85
18 ------------------------------------------------------ 90
19 ------------------------------------------------------- 95
20 and over ------------------------------------- - 100.
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1 For purposes of this subparagraph, service rendered prior

2 to the establishment of a plan may be disregarded in

3 applying the table contained in this paragraph, except

4 that any participant in that plan who has attained 45

5 years of age on the effective date of this paragraph shall

6 receive credit for accrued benefits attributable to service

7 rendered prior to that date.

8 " (B) The Secretary or his delegate may defer, with

9 respect to a plan in existence on the date of enactment

10 of the Comprehensive Private Pension Security Act of

11 1973, in whole or in part, applicability of the require-

12 mnents of subparagraph (A) for a period not to exceed

13 5 years from the effective date of this paragraph upon

14 a showing that compliance with the vesting requirements

15 on the part of the plain would result in increasing the

16 cost of the employer or employers contributing to the

17 plan to such an extent that substantial economic injury

18 would be caused to such employer or employers and to

19 the interests of the participants or beneficiaries in the

20 plan. For purposes of this subparagraph the term 'sub-

21 stantial economic injury' includes, but is not limited to,

22 a showing that (i) a substantial risk to the capability of

23 voluntarily continuing the plan exists, (ii) the plan will

24 be unable to discharge its existing contractual obliga-

25 tions for benefits, (iii) a substantial curtailment of pen-
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1 sion or other benefit levels or the levels of employees'

2 compensation would result, or (iv) there will be an

3 adverse effect on the levels of employment with respect

4 to the work force employed by the employer or em-

5 ployers contributing to the plan.

6 "(C) For purposes of applying the schedule in

7 subparagraph (A), the term 'years of plan participa-

8 tion' means all years of participation (whether or not

9 continuous), except that a plan may provide that-

10 " (i) 2 of the 5 years required to qualify for

11 the 25 percent vested right under subparagraph (A)

12 shall be continuous under standards prescribed by

13 the Secretary or his delegate,

14 "(ii) service by a participant prior to the age

15 of 30 may be ignored in determining eligibility for

16 a vested right under this section, unless such par-

17 ticipant or an employer has contributed to the plan

18 with respect to such service, and

19 "(iii) if an employee terminates service and

20 then is initially reemployed on a date occurring

21 more than 10 years after the last date on which

22 his service was terminated, each period of service

23 shall be treated separately for purposes of applying

24 the plan's vesting provisions.

25 "(13) If a plan is a class year plan, then a trust
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1 forming part of the plan shall not constitute a qualified

2 trust under this section unless the plan 1)rovides that

3 the participant shall acquire a nonforfeitable right to 100

4 percent of the employer's contribution on his behalf with

5 respect to any given year, 1ot biter thani the end of the

6 fifth year following the year for which such coltribu-

7 tion was made. For the purposes of this paragraph, the

8 term 'class year plan' means a profit-sharing-retiremnent

9 plan which provides for the separate vesting of each

10 annual contribution made by the employer on behalf

11 of a participant.

12 " (14) A trust forming part of a plan shall not con-

] it stitute a qualified trust under this section unless the

14 plan provides that an employee's interest thereunder

15 shall not be capable of assignment or alienation and the

16 plan does not confer upon an employee, personal repre-

17 sentative, or dependent, or any other person, any right

18 or interest capable of being assigned or otherwise alien-

19 ated.

20 "(15) A trust forcing part of a plan shall not

21 constitute a qualified trust under this section unless tie

22 plan provides that an eml)loyee's nonforfeitable inter-

23 est in such plan may be distributed commencing no

24 later than the normal retirement age in the same form

25 as retirement benefits payable to employees who remain
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I until normal retirement age. For the purposes of this

2 subparagraph, 'normal retirement age' means the normal

3 retirement age, specified under the plan but not older

4 than age 65, or, in the absence of plan provisions speci-

5 fying the normal retirement age, such age shall be age

6 65."

7 FUNDING REQUIREMENT

8 SFc. 323. Section 401 (relating to qualified pension,

9 profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans) is amended by re-

10 designating subsection (j) as (n) and inserting after sub-

11 section (i) the following new subsections:

12 " (j) (1) FUNDING REQUIWEMENTS.-A trust shall not

13 constitute a qualified trust under this section unless the plan

14 of which such trust is a part requires that the employer and

15 if applicable, the employees, make annual or more frequent

16 contributions to the plan in amounts which are sufficient-

17 "(A) to meet all normal service costs;

18 " (B) in the case of any inital unfunded liability

19 resulting from the estal)lishntent or amendment of the

20 plan, to fund such liability, no slower than ratably,

21 over a term not exceeding 30 years from the date of

22 such establishment or amendment; and

23 "(C) in the case of an experience deficiency, to

24 remove such deficiency, no slower than ratably, over

25 a term not exceeding the average remaining working
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life of the employees covered by the plan determined

as of the date such deficiency was determined.

In the case of a plan which was established prior to the

effective date of this paragraph, the 30-year period referred

to in subparagraph (B) may, at the option of the employer,

be measured from such effective date with respect to any

initial unfunded liability existing on such date.

"(2) A plan shall be considered to meet the require-

ments of paragraph (1) only if, within 6 months after the

effective date of regulations promulgated by the Secretary

or his delegate to implement. this paragraph (but in no event

more than 12 months after the effective (late of this para-

graph or within 6 months after the date of plan establish-

ment, whichever is later), the plan administrator submits

a report of an actuary stating-

" (A) the estimated cost of benefits in respect of--

service for the first plan year following the effective

date of this paragraph and the formula for computing

such cost in subsequent years up to the date of the fol-

lowing report;

"(B) the initial unfunded liability, if any, for bene-

fits under the plan as of the effective date of this para-

graph, or, if later, as of the date such plan is established;

"(0) the payments required to remove such un-
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1 funded liability and experience deficiencies in accordance

2 with this paragraph;

3 "(D) the actuarial assumptions used and the basis

4 for using such actuarial assumptions; and

5 " (E) such other pertinent actuarial information as

6 may be required by the Secretary or his delegate.

7 The Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe rules and regu-

8 lations establishing standards and qualifications for persons

9 responsible for performing actuarial services in connection

10 with this subsection and, upon application of any such per-

11 son, certify whether such person meets the standards and

12 qualifications prescribed.

13 "(3) A plan shall not meet the requirements of para-

14 graph (1) unless the administrator of the plan cases it to

15 be reviewed not less than once every 5 years by an actuary

16 certified under paragraph (2) and submits a report to the

17 Secretary or his delegate stating-

18 "(A) the estimated cost of benefits in respect of

19 service in the next succeeding 5-year period and the

20 formula for computing such cost for such subsequent

21 5-year period;

22 "(B) the surplus or the experience deficiency in the

23 plan after making allowance for the present value of all

21 payments required to be made in the future by the em-

2.1, ployer as determined by previous reports;
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1 " (C) the payments which will remove any such

2 experience deficiency over the term specified iii para-

3 graph (1) (C) of this subsection;

4 " (D) the actuarial assuimiptions used and the basis

5 for using such actuarial assumptions; and

6 "(E) such other pertinent actuarial information as

7 the Secretary or his delegate may require.

8 "(4) Where a planT is funded exclusively by the pur-

9 chase of individual insurance contracts which require level

10 annual premium payments to be paid extending not beyond

11 the retirement age for each individual participant in the

12 plan and commencing with the participant's entry into the

13 plan (or, in the case of an increase in benefits, commencing

14 at the time such increase becomes effective), and benefits

15 provided by the plan are equal to the benefits provided

16 under each contract, and are guaranteed by the insurance

17 carrier to the extent premiums have been paid, such plan

18 shall be considered to meet the requirements of this sub-

19 section.

20 "(5) The Secretary or his delegate may exempt tiny

21 plan, in whole or in part, from the requirements of para-

22 graphs (2) and (3) where lie finds the filing of the reports

23 required thereunder to be unnecessary.

24 "(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of this sub-

25 section, a multiemployer plan, as defined in regulations pre-
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1 scribed by the Secretary or his delegate, shall be considered

2 to meet the requirements of this subsection if it requires the

3 employers to make contributions according to a funding

4 schedule approved by the Secretary or his delegate. Any

5 such plan inust give reasonable assurances that the plan's

6 benefit comnmitments will 'be met and must reflect the par-

7 ticular circumstances affecting the plan, industry, or other

8 pertinent factors.

9 "(7) For the purposes of this subsection, the term

10 'experience deficiency' with respect to a pension plan means

11 any actuarial deficit, determined at the time of a review of

12 the plan, that is attributable to factors other than the exist-

13 ence of an initial unfunded liability or the failure of any ei-

14 ployer to make any contribution required by the terns of

15 the plan or by law.

16 " (k) WAIVEM O1 FUNDING REQUIREMENT.-If, ulpoi

17 application and notice to affected or interested parties by the

18 plan administrator, the Secretary or his delegate determines

19 that any employer or employers (and, if appropriate, the
20 employees) are unable to make annual contributions to the

21 plan in compliance with the funding requirements of subsec-

22 tion (j), the Secretary or his delegate may waive the annual

23 contribution otherwise required to be paid, and prescribe an

24 additional period of not more than 5 years for the amortiza-

25 tion of such annual funding deficiency. If the funding defi-
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1 6elicy is removed oi at least a ratable basis over such period,

2 the l)h11 shall be considered to have inet the requirement of

3 subsection (j) for such period. No waiver shall be granted

4 unless the Secretary or his delegate is satisfied after a review

5 of the financial condition of the plan and other related matters

6 that such waiver-

7 "(1) will not adversely affect the interest of partici-

8 pants or beneficiaries of such plan; and

9 "(2) will not impair the capability of tie Pension

10 Ouarantee Corporation equitably to underwrite vested

11 benefit losses.

12 If any plan has been granted 5 or more consecutive waivers

1.3 under this subsection, the Secretary or his delegate shall take

14 such action under section 408 as he deems appropriate.

15 "(1) PLAN TI, MINATION.- trust shall constitute a

16 (pialified trust under this section only if the plan of which

17 the trust is a part provides that, upon its complete ternmina-

18 tion or substantial termination (as determined by the Secre-

19 tary or his delegate) , all assets of the plan will be applied-

20 "(1) to refund to retired and nouretired partici-

21 pants in the plan the amount of contributions made by

22 them;

23 "(2) to provide benefits to participants (or their

24 survivors) in the plan who have retired prior to the
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1 diate of such termination and have been receiving bene-

2 fits under the plan;

3 " (3) to provide benefits to those participants (or

4 their survivors) in the plan who, on the date of such

5 termination, had the right to retire and receive benefits

6 under the plan;

7 "(4) to provide benefits to those participants in

8 the plan who acquired vested rights under the plan

9 prior to termination of the plan but had not reached

10 normal retirement age on the date of such termination;

11 and

12 " (5) to provide benefits to any other participants

I S in the plan who are entitled to benefits under the plan

14 pursuant to the requirements of subsection (a) (7) of

15 this section.

16 This subsection shall not apply to assets (including in-

17 surance contracts) which have been allocated to specific em-

18 ployees or to assets which, under provisions of the plan

19 adopted pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary

20 or his delegate to preclude the discrimination prohiblited by

21 subsection (a) (4), may not be used for designated em-

22 ployees iii the event of early termination."

23 ENFORCEMENT OF FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

24 SEC. 324. Part I of subchapter D of chapter 1 (relat-

25 ing to pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus plans, etc.) is
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1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 section:

3 "SEC. 408. FAILURE TO MAKE REQUIRED CONTRIBUTIONS.

4 "Whenever the Secretary or his delegate determines

5 that the employer or other person responsible for the ad-

6 ministration of a plan which has elected to be treated as a

7 plan which meets the requirements of section 401 or 404

8 (a) (2) fails to make the contributions required by section

9 401 (j) (absent a waiver under section 401 (k)), the See-

10 retary or his delegate may-

11 "(1) order that the plan be terminated if, after

12 notice and opportunity for a hearing, such action is

13 considered necessary to protect the interests of partici-

14 pants,

15 "(2) require that any deductions attributable to the

16 maintenance and operation of a qualified pension or

17 profit-sharing plan for the 5 taxable years immediately

18 preceding the year of termination be included in the in-

19 come of the employer in the year of termination, or

20 "(3) take such other action as lie deems consistent

21 with the purposes of such section."

22 INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

23 SEc. 325. Section 401 (relating to qualified pension,

24 profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans) is amended by adding

25 at the end thereof the following new subsection:
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1 "(11) INSUIRANCE RiEQUIZI ENT.-A trust forming

2 part of a plan shall constitute a qualified trust under this

:3 section only so long as the unfunded vested liabilities

4 (whether incurred before the date of enactment of the Corn-

5 prehensive Private Pension Security Act of 1973 or later)

6 of that trust are insured by the Pension Guarantee Cor-

7 poration."

8 CHITrAIN TRANSFIES NOT CONSIDE,I) DISTItIBUTIONS

9 Siw. 326. Section 402 (a) (relating to taxability of

10 beneficiary of exempt trust) is amended by redesignating

11 paragraphs (3) through (5) as (4) through (6), and by

12 inserting after paragraph (2) the following new )aragraph:

13 "(3) CERTAIN TRANSFEANS.--For purposes of this

14 section, a transfer of any amount representing an elu-

15 ployee's interest in an employee's trust described in sec-

16 tion 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under section

17 501 (a) , or in an individual retirement account described

18 in section 409, shall not be considered a distribution un-

19 der paragraph (1) if the transfer is made in connection

20 with a change of employment by the employee and the

21 transfer is made from a trust under his former employer,

22 or from his individual retirement account, to-

23 "(A) a trust under his new employer, or

24 "(B) to -an individual retirement account of the

25 taxpayer."
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1 TECIINICAL AMENDME NTS

2 S,:. 327. (a) Section 401 (relating to qualified pen-

3 sion, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans) is aniended by

4 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

5 "(11) CERTAIN' PROVISIONS INAPPLICABLE TO GOV-

6 ERNMENT PLANS.-TI'lhe provisions of paragral)hs (11)

7 through (15) of subsection (a) and of subsections (j), (k)

8 (1) , and (in) shall not apply to any plan operated by the

9 Government of the U nited States or of any State or political

10 subdivision thereof."

11 (b) Section 404 (a) (2) (retlating to employee's an-

12 nuities) is amended by-

13 (1) inserting "(12), (13), (14), and (15),''

14 after "section 401 (a) (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), and

15 (8),''; and

16 (2) inserting "(j), (1) , and ( ,) after "see-

17 tion 401 (d) (other than paragraph (1)) ,'.

18 (c) Section 805 (d) (1) (C) (relating to pension p1lan

19 reserves defined) is amended by striking out "section 401

20 (a) (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8)" and inserting

21 "section 401 (a) (other than paragraphs (1), (2), (9),

22 (10), and (11)), and subsections (j), (1) , and (m) of

23 section 401".

24 EFFECTIVE DATE

25 SEC. 328. The amendments mde by this subtitle shall

26 apply' with respect to taxable years beginning more than
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1 3 years after the date of enactment of this Act, except that

2 the amendment made by section 325 shall apply with re-

3 spect to taxable years beginning more than 1 year after

4 the date of enactment of this Act.

5 Subtitle 11-Retirement Savings Credit

6 CREDIT ALLOWED

7 SEC. 341. (a) ALLOWANCE, OF CRlI)IT.-Subpart A of

8 part IV subchapter A of chapter 1 (relating to credits

9 against tax) is amended by redesignating section 42 as 43,

10 and by inserting after section 41 the following new section:

11 "SEC. 42. RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

12 "(a) CREDIT ALIowWE).-There shall be allowed, as a

13 credit against the tax imposed by this chapter, amounts paid

14 during the taxable year by an individual (other than as an

15 employer) --

16 " (1) to a qualified individual retirement account

17 (as defined in section 409 (a) ),

18 " (2) to an employees' trust described in section

19 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under section 501 (a),

20 "(3) for the purchase of an annuity contract under

21 a 1)lan which meets the requirements of section 404

22 (a) (2), 1

23 "(4) to or under a qualified bond purchase plan

24 (as defined in section 405), or
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1 "(5) for the purchase of an annuity contract de-

2 scribed in section 403 (b).

3 "(b) LIMITATION.-

4 "(1) GENERAL RUL.-The amount allowable as

5 a credit under subsection (a) to an individual for any

6- taxable year shall not exceed the lesser of $375 or 25

7 percent of the amount described in subsection (a) paid

8 during such year.

9 " (2) REDUCTION ON ACCOUNT OF EMPLOYER OR

10 OWNER-EMPLOYEE CONTPIBUTION.-The amount corn-

11 puted under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be

12 reduced by-

1 " (A) 25 percent of the amount of any contribu-

14 tions made by the taxpayer as an owner-employee

15 during his taxable year, and

16 "(B) 25 percent of the amount (determined

17 in accordance with regulations prescribed by the

18 Secretary or his delegate) of any contributions made

19 on behalf of the taxpayer by his employer during the

20 taxpayer's taxable year-

21 "(i) to an employee's trust described in

22 section 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under

23 section 501 (a),

24 "(ii) for the purchase of an annuity con-
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1 tract under a plan which meets the requirements

2 of section 404 (a) (2),

8 " (iii) to or under a qualified bond l)urchase

4 plan (as defined in section 405), or

5 " (iv) for the purchase of an annuity con-

6 tract described in section 403 (b).

7 In accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secre-

8 tary or his delegate, the amount of any contributions

9 described in the preceding sentence made on behalf of a

10 taxpayer by his employer during his taxable year may,

11 at the option of the taxpayer, be considered to be 7 per-

12 cent of his earned income for such taxable year attribut-

13 able to the performance of personal services for such

14 employer.

15 " (3) REDUCTION APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN PUB-

16 I~C AND OTHER EMPLOYEES.-If a taxpayer has earned

17 income for the taxable year which is not subject to tax

18 under chapter 2, 21, or 22, the amounts which may be

19 taken into account in deternnining the allowable credit

20 under subsection (a) shall be the amounts described in

21 such subsection reduced by an amount equal to 25 per-

22 cent of the tax (or the increase in the tax) that would 1)e

23 imposed upon such income under section 3101 for such

24 taxable year if the personal services from the perform-
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1 ance of which such income is derived constituted employ-

2 ment (within the meaning of section 3121 (b)).

3 " (4) MARRIED INDIVIDUALs.-The limitation pro-

4 vided by this subsection in the case of a married individ-

5 ual shall be determined without regard to tile earned in-

6 come of his spouse and without regard to contributions

7 described in paragraph (2) made on behalf of his spouse.

8 For purposes of this subsection, the earned income of a

9 married individual shall be determined without regard

10 to community property laws.

11 " (5) EARNED INCOME DEFINED.-For puropses of

12 this subsection, the terni 'earned income' has the mean-

13 ing assigned to such term-

14 " (A) in the case of a self-employed individual,

15 section 401 (c) (2), and

16 "(B) in the case of an individual who is not a

17 self-employed individual, section 911 (b) ."

18 INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS

19 SEC. 342. Part I of subchapter D of chapter 1 (relating

20 to pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus plans, etc.) is amended

21 by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

22 "SEC. 409. INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT&

23 "(a) REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIFICATIo.-A trust,

24 custodial account, annuity contract, or other similar arrange-
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1 ment created or organized in the United States shall con-

2 stitute a qualified individual retirement account under this

3 section only if-

4 "(1) it is maintained for the purpose of distribution

5 to the individual who established it, his spouse, or his

6 beneficiaries, the contributions thereto and the incoiie

7 therefrom;

8 " (2) except as otherwise provided in subsections

9 (b) (1) and (2), contributions thereto during any tax-

10 able year may not exceed the lesser of 20 percent of

11 earned income (its defined in section 42 (b) (5) ) or

12 $1,500 for such taxable year and may be made only by

1:3 the individual who established it or his spouse;

14 "(3) except as otherwise provided in subsection

15 (b) (3), the assets thereof are not commingled with the

16 other property of the individual who established it or

17 his spouse, and the contributions are used to purchase

18 an annuity meeting the requirements of section 401 (g),

19 or the contributions are held in trust by, or in the custody

20 of, a bank (as defined in section 401 (d) (1)), a credit

21 union described in section 501 (c) (14), or any other'

22 person who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Sec-

23 rotary or his delegate that the manner in which he will

24 hold or have custody of such assets will be consistent

25 with the requirements of this paragraph;
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1 "(4) except as otherwise provided in subsection

2 (b) (1), under the plan or the other governing instru-

3 ment. no benefits may be paid to the individual who

4 established it before he attains the age of 591- years

5 unless (in accordance with regulations prescribed by

6 the Secretary or his delegate) he, his spouse, or one of

7 his dependents (as defined in section 152) becomes

8 seriously ill and Ie is required to spend a substantial

9 sum of money in medical bills and this expenditure poses

10 a severe financial hardship;

11 "(5) under the plan or other governing instrument

12 the entire interest of the individual who established it will

13 be distributed to him not later than his taxable year in

14 which he attains the age of 70.- years, or will be dis-

15 tfibuted, commencing not later than such taxable year,

16 in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secre-

17 tary or his delegate, over-

18 "(A) the life of such individual or the lives of

19 such individual and his spouse, or
20 "(B) a period not extending beyond the life

21 expectancy of such individual or the life expectancy

22 of such individual and his spouse; and

23 " (6) if contributions thereto may be used for the

24 purchase of annuity or similar contracts issued by a life

25 insurance company, under the plan or other governing
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1 instrument, any refunds of premiums and any amounts

2 in the nature of a dividend or similar distribution must

3 be held by the issuer of such contract and may be

4 applied only toward the payment of future preniuns

5 or to the purchase of additional similar benefits.

6 "(b) SPECIAL RULES.-

7 " (1) TRANSFER OF ASSETS.-Subsections (a) (2)

8 and (a) (4) shall not be applied to prevent the contri-

9 button of amounts to which section 72 (p) would other-

10 wise apply to qualified individual retirement account for

11 the benefit of the same taxpayer or the same taxpayer

12 and his spouse.

13 "(2) LIMITATION ON CONTRIBUTIONS.-Under

14 regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,

15 rules similar to the rules provided in paragraphs (2)

16 and (3) of section 401 (e) (relating to excess contri-

17 buttons on behalf of owner-employees) are to apply to

18 contributions to a qualified individual retirement account

19 to the extent necessary to carry out the purposes of this

20 section.

21 "(3) USE OF COMMON TRUST FUNDS.-Subsection

22 (a) (3) shall not be applied to prevent the investment

23 of the assets of a qualified individual retirement account

24 in a common trust fund.
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1 "(c) TREATMENT AS QUALIFIED TRUST BENEFITING

2 OWNEIR-EMPiLOYEE.-For purposes of subchapter F and

3 subtitle F, a qualified individual retirement account shall Ie

4 treated as a trust described in section 401 (a) which is part

5 of a plan providing contributions or benefits for employees

6 .some or all of whom arc owner-employees (as defined in

7 section 401 (c) (3) ), the individual who established such

8 qualified individual retirement account and his spouse shall

9 be treated as owner-employees for whom such contributions

10 or benefits are provided, and the person holding or having

11 custody of the assets of such qualified individual retirement

12 account shall be treated as the trustee of such trust.

13 "(d) TAXABILITY OF BENEFICIAIlY OF QUALIFIED

14 INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT.-

15 " (I) IN ORNEIAL.-Except as provided in para-

16 graph (2), the amount actually distributed or made

17 available to any beneficiary by a qualified individual

18 retirement account shall be taxable to him, in the year

19 in which so distributed or made available, under section

20 72 (relating to annuities)

21 "(2) RECONTRIBUTED AMoUNT.-Paragraph (1)

22 shall not apply to any amount distributed or made avail-

23 able by a qualified individual retirement account to the

24 individual who established such account to the extent
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1 that, within 60 days after the day on which such amount

2 is distributed or made available, such amount is contrib-

3 uted to a qualified individual retirement account for the

4 benefit of such individual or such individual and his

5 spouse.

6 "(3) APPLICABILITY OF SECTION 72 (m).-Un-

7 der regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-

8 gate, an individual establishing a qualified individual re-

9 tirement account shall be treated. as an owner-employee

10 for purposes of applying paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and

11 (4) of section 72 (in) (relating to special rules appli-

12 cable to employee annuities and distributions under

13 employee plans).

14 " (e) CAPITAL GAINs TREATMENT AND LIMITATION

15 OF TAX NOT To APPLY TO DISTlIBUTIONS.-Section 72

16 (n), section 402 (a) (2), and section 403 (a) (2) shall not

17 apply to any amount distributed or made available by a

18 qualified individual retirement account."

19. TREATMENT OF DISTRIBUTIONS FROM QUALIFIED

20 INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS

21 SEC. 343. (a) IN GENERAI.-Section 72 (relating to

22 annuities) is amended by redesignating subsection (p) as

23 subsection (q) and by inserting after subsection (o) the

24 following new subsection:
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S "(p) PRIEMATUIE' l)ISTRIiBUTIOs FOM QUALIFIED

2 INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS.-

3"(1) APPLICATION OF SUISECTION.-This sub-

4 section shall a)ply to-

5 "(A) distributions from a qualified individual

6 retirement account, and

7 " (B) amounts which are received from a qual-

8 ified trust described in section 401 (a) or under a

9 plan described in section 403 (a) , but only to the ex-

10 tent attributable under regulations prescribed by the

11 Secretary or his delegate to amounts with respect

12 to which a credit was allowable under section 42

13 (relating to retirement savings),

14 which are includable in gross income and which are

15 received by the individual who established such qual-

16 ified individual retirement account or who was allowed

17 such credit (or the spouse of such individual) before

18 lie or his spouse attains the age of 591 years, for

19 any reason other than his becoming disabled (within

20 the meaning of section 409 (a) (4)), but only to the

21 extent that such aniount is not contributed within 0(0

22 days after the day on which such amount is distributed

23 or made available to a qualified individual retirement
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1 account for the benefit of such individual or such in-

2 dividual and his spouse.

3 "(2) AM1OUNT OF I'ENALTY.-If all individual is

4 required to include in gross income for the taxable year

5 an amount to which this subsection applies, there shall

6 be imposed an additional tax for such taxable year equal

7 to 30 percent of such amount. Any tax imposed under

8 this paragraph shall not be reduced by amiy credit under

9 part IV of subchapter A (other than sections 31 and 39

10 thereof), and shall not be treated as tax imposed by

11 this chapter for purposes of section 56."

12 (I)) INVESTMENT IN TIlE CONTRACT.-

13 (1) Subparagraph (A) of section 72 (c) (1) (re-

14 lasting to definition of investment in the contract) is

15 amended by inserting after "contract" the following:

16 "for which no credit was 'allowed under section 42 (re-

17 latimig to retirement savings)".

18 (2) Section 72 (d) (2) (relating to employees' an-

19 itiie)- is amended by striking out "and" at tihe end

20 of sub)aragraph (A), by striking out the period at the

21 end of subparagraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof

22 "; and", and by inserting after subparagraph (B) the

23 following new subparagraph:

24 "(C) any contribution made with respect to the

25 contract shell not be treated as consideration for the con-
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1 tract contributed by the employee to the extent that a

2 credit was allowed under section 42 (relating to retire-

3 ment savings) with respect to such contribution."

4 (c) AMOUNTS RECEIVED BEFOIE ANNUITY STARTING

5 DrE.-Section 72 (im) ( 1 ) (relating to special rule applica-

6 ble to amounts received before annuity starting date) is

7 amended to read as follows:

8 " (1) CERTAIN AMOUNTS RECEIVED BEFORE AN-

NUITY STARTING DATE.-Any amounts received under

10 an annuity, endowment, or life insurance contract before

11 the annuity starting date which are not received as an

12 annuity (within the meaning of subsection (e) (2))

13 shall be included ill the recipients gross income for the

14 taxable year in which received to the extent that such

15 amounts, plus all amounts theretofore received under the

16 contract and includable in gross income under this llara-

17 graph, do not exceed the aggregate premliuns or other

18 consideration paid for the contract-

19 " (A) while tie eml)loyee was ali owner-em-

20 ployee which were allowed as deductions under sec-

21 tion 404 for the taxable year and all prior taxable

22 years, or

23 " (B) with respect to which credits were al-

24 lowed under section 42 for the taxable year and all

25 prior taxable years, except to the extent that, with-
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I in 60 days after tile day on which such aniounts

2 are received, such amounts are contributed to a

3 qualiiied individual retirement account for the bene-

4 fit of the recipient or the recipient amd his spouse.

5 Any such amiounts so received which are not includable

6 in gross income under this paragraph shall be subject to

7 the provisions of subsection (c) ."

8 TECHNICAL AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS

9 SEC. 344. (a) TI(IINICAL A MENl)MENT.-

10 (1) PENSION PLAN RESERVES.-

11 (A) Section 805 (d) (1) (relating to defini-

12 tion of l)ension plan reserves) is amended by striking

13 out "or" at the end of subparagraph (C) , by strik-

14 ing the period at the end of subparagraph ()) and

15 inserting in lieu thereof "; or", and by adding at the

16 end thereof the following new subparagraph:

17 " (E) purchased under contracts entered into

18 with trusts, custodial accounts, or other-similr ar-

19 raigenients which (as of the time the contracts were

20 entered into) were deemed to be qualified individual

21 retirement accounts (and defined in section 409

22 (a))".

23 (B) Section 801 (g) (7) (relating to segre-

24 gated asset accounts) is amended by striking out "or

25 (D)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(B), or (E)".
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1 (2) AVERAOEAIILE INcoE.-Paragraph (2) (A)

2 of section 1302 (a) (relating to definition of averageable

3 income) is amended by striking out "section 72 (ii)

4 (5) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 72 (m) (5)

5 or 72 (p)".

6 (3) EARNED INCOMlE .----Section 1348 (b) (1) (re-

7 lating to definition of earned income) is amended by

8 striking out "72 (n)" and inserting in lieu thereof "72

9 (n), 72 (p)".

10 (b) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-

11 (1) The table of sections for subpart A of part IV

12 of subchapter A of chapter 1 is amended by striking out

13 the last item and inserting in lieu thereof the following

14. new items:

"See. 42. Retirement -ivings.
"See. 43. Overpayments of tax."

15 _(2) The table of sections for part I of subchapter 1)

16 of chapter 1 is amended by adding at the end thereof

17 the following new items:

"See. 409. Failure to make required contributions.
"See. 409. Individual retirement accounts."

18 EFFECTIVE DATE,

19 S.c. :.45. The amendments made by this title shall

20 apply with respect to taxable years beginning more than

21 one year after the date of enactment of this Act.
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1 TITLE IV-PENSION INSURANCE

2 SEC. 401. (a) There is created a Pension Guarantee

3 Corporation (hereinafter referred to as the "corporation")

4 which shall insure, as hereinafter provided, the unfunded

5 vested liabilities of all pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus,

6 and bond )urchase plans which otherwise (lllify under

7 section 401 or 404 (a) (2) of the Internal Rtevenue Code

8 of 1954.

9 (b) The corporation shall not he an agency or estab-

10 lishnnt of the United States Government.

11 (c) The corporation shall be a nonprofit membership

12 corporation composed of those plans which purchase iisur-

13 ance from the corporation.

14 (d) Except as otherwise provided in this title, the

15 corporation shall be subject to, and have all the powers

16 conferred on a nonprofit corporation by, the District of

17 Columbia Nonprofit Corporation Act (D.C. Code, sec.

18 29-1001).

19 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

20 SEc. 402. (a) The corporation shall have a board of

21 directors which, subject to the provisions of Ithis Act, shall

22 determine the policies which shall govern the operations of

23 the corporation.

24 (b) The board of directors shall consist of-
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1 (1) the Secretary of the Treasury or his designee,

2 cx officio;

3 (2) the Secretary of Labor or his designee, ex

4 officio; and

5 (3) five directors appointed by the President as

6 follows:

7 (A) two from among persons associated with

8 employee organizations,

9 (B) two from among persons associated with

10 employers, and

11 (C) one from among members of the general

12 public not eligible for appointment under sulpara-

13 graphs (A) and (B).

14 (c) The President shall designate a chairman and

15 vice chairman from among those directors appointed under

16 paragraph (3) of subsection (b)

17 (d) (1) Except as provided in subparagraphs (A) and

18 (B), each director shall be appointed for a term of three

19 years.

20 (A) Of the directors first appointed, two shall hold

21 office for a term of one year, two shall hold office for a

22 term of two years, and one shall hold office for a term

23 of three years, as designated by the President at the

24 time of their appointment.
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1 (B) A vacancy in the board shall be filled in the

2 saie manner as the original appointment was iuade.

3 Any director appointed to fill a waeancy occurring prior

4 to the expihfation of the term for which his 1)redveessor

5 was appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder

6 of such term. A director may serve after the expiration of

7 his term until his successor has taken office.

8 (e) All matters relating to compensation of directors

9 shall be as provided in the bylaws of the corporation.

10 (f) The board of directors shall meet at the call of its

11 chairman, or as otherwise provided by the bylaws of the

12 corporation.

13 BYLAWS

14 Sirm. 403. (a) As soon as practicable but not later

15 than forty-five days after the date of enactment of this title,

16 the board of directors shall adopt initial bylaws and rules

17 relating to the conduct of the business of the corporation

18 and the exercise of the rights and powers granted to it by

19 this title, and shall file a copy thereof with the Secretary of

20 the Treasury (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary").

21 Thereafter, the board of directors may alter, supplement, or

22 repeal any existing bylaw or rule and may adopt additional

23 bylaws and rules, and in each such case shall file a copy

24 thereof with the Secretary.

25 (b) Each such bylaw or rule or amendment thereto
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1 shall take effect upon the thirtieth day (or such later date as

2 the board of directors may designate) after the filing of the

3 copy thereof with the Secretary or upon such earlier date as

4 the Secretary may determine, unless the Secretary shall by

5 notice to the corporation setting forth the reasons therefor,

6 disapprove the same, in whole or in part, as being contrary

7 to the public interest or contrary to the purposes of this

8 title.

9 (c) The Secretary may, by such rules or regulations as

10 he determines to be necessary or appropriate in the public

11 interest or to effectuate the purposes of this title, require the

12 adoption, amendment, alteration of, supplement to, or rescis-

13 sion of any bylaw or rule by the corporation whenever

14 adopted.

15 PENSION GUARANTEE FUNDS

16 SEC. 404. (a) The corporation shall establish two funds,

17 one of which shall be known as the single-employer fund

18 and the other of which shall be known as the multi-em-

19 ployer fund (hereinafter referred to as the "insurance

20 funds"). All amounts received as premiums, assessments, or

21 fees, and any other moneys, property, or assets derived from

22 the operation by the corporation of the insurance program

23 shall be deposited in the appropriate insurance fund and all

24 claims, expenses, and payments pursuant to the operation
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I of such program shall be paid from the appropriate insurance

2 fund.

3 (b) All moneys of the insurance funds may be invested

4 in obligations of the United States or in obligations guaran-

5 teed as to principal and interest by the United States.

6 PROTECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

7 SEC. 405. (a) Subject to the limitations in subsection

8 (b) , upon the termination of a member plan, the corpora-

9 tion shall cause to be paid to each participant in such plan,

10 or to his beneficiary (if such beneficiary would be en-

11 titled to receive such benefits) , an amount or amounts which

12 (when added to the amounts paid to him by the plan) are

13 necessary to provide him retirement benefits in an amount

14 equal to the retirement benefits with respect to which lie

15 had noiforfeitahle rights under the plam upon the date of

16 tennination of the plan.

17 (b) The aggregate amount payable to a participant or

18 his beneficiary by the corporation shall not exceed the

19 amount which, in addition to the suin of the amounts paid

20 him by the plan, is necessary to provide a monthly retire-

21 ment benefit for the life of the participant payable at normal

22 retirement age (or, in the case of a participant who was dis-

23 abled prior to the termination of the plan, payable at such

24 time as is specified in the plan) equal to the lesser of (1)

25 $1,000 or (2) 50 per centum of his average monthly wage
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1 for the five-year period following the date on which the

2 plan became a member of the corporation for which his

3 earnings were their greatest. In the case of a participant (or

4 a beneficiary) who is receiving retirement benefits at the

5 time the plan is teriminiated, the limitations on the amounts

6 of payments from the corporation shall be determined under

7 regulations issued by the corporation consistent with the

8 principles of this subsection.

9 (c) Unless otherwise authorized by the corporation, no

10 amount shall be payable by the corporation in the case of a

11 plan which is terminated within five years after it becomes

12 a member of the corporation. The corporation may authorize

13 payments in the case of such a plan only if-

14 (1) it was maintained as a qualified plan under

15 section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 for

16 more than live years prior to its termination;

17 (2) the corporation is satisfied that during the pe-

18 riod the plan was not a member, it was in substantial

19 compliance with the provisions of section 401 (j) of the

20 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to funding

21 requirements) ; and

22 (3) such payments will not prevent equitable un-

23 derwriting of losses of vested benefits otherwise covered

24 by this title.

25 (d) No amount shall be payable by the corporation
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1 with respect to benefits which were created by a plan

2 amendment which took effect within the three-year period

3 prior to its termination.

4 (e) No amount shall be payable by the corporation

5 with respect to the interest of a participant who, on the

6 date of the plan's termination, is the owner of 10 per centum

7 or more of the voting stock of the employer, or of a 10

8 per centum or more interest in the employer where it is an

9 unincorporated trade or business.

10 (f) The corporation shall, by regulation, prescribe the

11 procedures under which the funds of terminated plans shall

12 be wound up and liquidated and the proceeds therefrom ap-

13 plied to payment of the nonforfeitable benefits of partici-

14 pants and beneficiaries. In implementing this subsection, the

15 corporation shall have authority-

16 (1) to transfer the funds in the terminated plan to

17 the appropriate insurance fund for purposes of liquida-

18 tion and payment of benefits to participants and bene-

19 ficiaries;

20 (2) to purchase single-premium life annuities with

21 the funds of the terminated plan; or

22 (3) to take such other action as may be appropriate

23 to assure equitable arrangements for the payment of

24 nonforfeitable benefits to participants and beneficiaries

25 under the plan.
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1 INITIAL ASSESSMENTS

2 SC-c. 406. Each member plan of the corporation shall

3 pay to the corporation, on becoming a member, a uniform

4 assessment as prescribed by the corporation to cover the

5 administrative costs of establishing and maintaining the

6 insurance program.

7 ANNUAL PREMIUMS

8 Sic. 407. (a) Each member plan shall pay an annual

9 premium to the corporation determined by applying the

10 premium rate established by the corporation for that year

11 to the plan's unfunded liabilities for nonforfeitable benefits

12 which are protected by the insurance program (referred to

13 herein as "unfunded vested liabilities"). The corporation

14 may establish a uniform premium rate for all member plans,

15 may establish separate uniform premium rates for single-

16 'employer plans and for multi-employer plans, or may estab-

17 lish a schedule of premium rates which vary by the likelihood

18 that, and the extent to which, a plan may produce liabilities

19 to the insurance program.

20 (b) For the three-year period immediately following

21 the effective date of this title, the annual premiums payable

22 pursuant to subsection (a) shall not exceed-

23 (1) two-tenths of a per centum of a plan's unfunded

24 vested liabilities incurred prior to the date of enactment

25 of this Act, where such plan is a multi-employer plan
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1 or where such plan's median ratio of plan assets to

2 unfunded vested liabilities was 75 per centum during

3 the five-year period immediately preceding the enact-

4 ment of this Act or, in the event of a plan established

5 within such five-year period, where the plan has reduced

6 the amount of such unfunded vested liabilities at the

7 rate of at least 5 per centum each year since the plan's

8 date of establishment; or

9 (3) four-tenths of a per centum of a plan's unfunded

10 vested liabilities incurred prior to the date of enactment

11 of this Act where such plan does not meet the stand-

12 ards set forth in paragraph (2) and is not a multi-

13 employer plan.

14 (c) The corporation is authorized to prescribe different

15 premium rates after the initial three-year period based upon

16 experience and other relevant factors. '

17 (d) The corporation may impose upon its members such

18 special assessments as it may deem necessary and appropriate

19 to provide additional funds to meet obligations of the insur-

20 ance program. Any assessments so made on a plan for any

21 year shall not exceed the annual premium payable by the

22 plan for that year multiplied by three, and shall he determined

23 in a manner consistent with the methods for determining

24 ,uch annual premium.
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1 (e) In Ihe event that one or both of the insurance funds

2 is or may reasonably appear to be insufficient for the pur-

3 poses of this Act, the Secretary is authorized to make loans

4 to the corporation. At the time of application for, and as a

5 condition to, any such loan, the corporation shall file with

6 the Secretary a statement with respect to the anticipated

7 use of the proceeds of the loan. A loan shall be made only if

8 the Secretary determines that it is necessary for the protection

9 of participants of member plans and the maintenance of

10 confidence in the private retirement system. The corporation

11 must submit a plan which provides a reasonable assurance

12 of prompt repayment under the circumstances. Such loan

13 shall bear interest at a rate determined by the Secretary

14 taking into consideration the current average market yield

15 on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States

16 of comparable maturities. The Secretary may reduce the

17 interest rate if lie determines such reduction to be in the

18 national interest. There are authorized to be appropriated

19 to the Secretary of the Treasury such sums as may be nec-

20 essary to carry out his duties under this title.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRM 18,1973

Mr. HANSFN (for Mr. CuRns) (for hiimself, Mr. hIANSEN, Mr. Bmn tir, Mr.
DomNm, and Mr. FANNIN) introduced the following bill; which was read
twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To strengthen and improve the private retirement system by es-

tablishing minimum standards for participation in and for
vesting of benefits under pension and profit-sharing retire-

ment plans, by allowing deductions to individuals for their

contributions to retirement plans, by increasing contribution
limitations for self-employed individuals and 'shareholder-

employees of electing small business deporations, by impos-

ing an excise tax on prohibited transactions, and for other
purposes.

1*Be it enacted by the Senate, and. House of Hepresenta-

2 ties of the United States of Anierica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE, ETC.

4 (a) SHORT TITLB.-This Act may be cited as the

5 "Retirement Benefits Tax Act".
:fi I)I j
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1 (b) AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE.-Except as other-

2 wise expressly provided, whenever in this Act an amend-

3 ment is expressed in terms of an amendment to a section or

4 other provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

5 SEC. 2. MINIMUM STANDARDS RELATING TO FUNDING,

6 ELIGIBILITY, AND VESTING.

7 (a) IN GBNEBAL.--Section 401 (a) (relating to re-

8 quirements for qualification) is amended:

9 (1) by inserting at the end of paragraph (7) the

10 following:

11 'Tor purposes of this paragraph, a complete discon-

12 tinuance of contributions under a defined benefit pension

13 plan occurs if the amount contributed to or under the

14 plan for a plan year beginning after December 31, 1973,

15 is less than the minimum funding standard. For this

16 purpose, the minimum funding standard is the excess

17 (if any) of-

18 "(A) the sum of-

19 "(i) the normal cost of the plan for such

20 year plus interest on the unfunded liability, com-

21 puted under the funding method used to de-

22 termne normal costs,

23 "(ii) 5 percent of the unfunded liability for

24 nonforfeitable benefits under the plan (com-

25 puted as the excess of the present value of
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1 the then accrued nonforfeitable benefits over

2 the fir market value of the assets), and

3 "(iii) the total of the amounts determined

4 under clauses (i) and (ii) with respect to the

5 plan for each of the preceding plan years be-

6 ginning after December 31, 1973, over

7 "(B) the total of the amounts contributed to

8 or under the plan for each of the preceding plan

9 years beginning after December 31, 1973.

10 The minimum funding standard determined under the

11 preceding sentence shall not exceed the excess (if any)

12 of the accrued liability under the entry age normal fund-

13 ing method (including the normal cost for the year),

14 over the fair market value of the assets hpld under the

15 plan. In lieu of the minimum funding standard other-

16 wise provided under this paragraph, the Secretary or his

17 delegate may authorize the use of another minimum

18 funding standard which results in a satisfactory rate nf

19 funding.", and

20 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

21 paragraphs:

22 "(1.1) A trust shall not constitute a qualified trust

23 under this section if the plan of which such trust is a

24 part requires, as a condition of participation, -that an

25 employee-
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1 "(A) have a period of continuous service with

2 the employer (or, in accordance with regulations

3 prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, a prede-

4 cessor of the employer) in excess of 3 years,

5 "(B) have attained an age in excess of 30

6 years, or

7 "(C) have not attained an age which is greater

8 than the normal retirement age under the plan re-

9 duced by 5 years.

10 The Secretary or his delegate shall by regulation define

11 the term 'normal retirement age under the plan' for

12 purposes of this paragraph.

13 "(12) (A) Except as provided in subparagraphs

14 (B) and (C), a trust shall not constitute a qualified

15 trust under this section unless, under the plan of which

16 such trust is a part, an employee's rights in his accrued

17 benefit derived from his own contributions are non-

18 forfeitable (other than by reason of death) ; his rights

19 in at least 50 percent of his accrued benefit derived from

20 employer contributions become nonforfeitable (other

21 than by reason of death) -

22 "(i) as of the close of the first plan year in

23 which the sum of his age and the period of his

24 active participation in the plan equals or exceeds

25 50 years, or

96-939 0 - 13 - pt. 1 -- 11
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1 "(ii) as of the time he has completed 3 years

2 of continuous service with the employer (or, in ac-

3 cordance with regulations prescribed by the Sec-

4 retary or his delegate, a predecessor of the em-

5 ployer),

6 whichever occurs later; and his rights in the remaining

7 percentage of all of his accrued benefit derived from

8 employer contributions become nonforfeitable (other

9 than by reason of death) not less rapidly than ratably

10 over the next succeeding 5 plan years.

11 "(B) A trust which is a part of a plan to which

12 employees are required to contribute as a condition of

13 participation shall not be disqualified under this para-

14 graph merely because an employee's rights in his accrued

15 benefit derived from employer contributions under the

16 plan are forfeitable if, by reason of his separation from

17 the service or termination of his active participation in

18 the plan, he voluntarily withdraws all or a part of the

19 amount contributed by him.

20 1"(C) This paragraph shall not apply to contribu-

21 tions which, under provisions of the plan adopted pursu-

22 ant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-

23 gate to preclude discrimination prohibited by paragraph

24 (4), may not be used to provide benefits for designated

25 employees in the event of early termination of the plan.
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1 "(D) For purposes of this paragraph and subsection

2 (d) (2) (A), an employee's accrued benefit as of any

3 applicable date is--

4 "(i) in the case of a defined benefit pension

5 plan, except as provided under subparagraph (F),

6 the annual benefit commencing at normal retirement

7 age to which lie would be entitled under the plan

8 as in effect at such time if he continued to earn

9 annually until normal retirement age the same rate

10 of compensation as he earned at such time (based

11 upon his earnings during the 12 preceding months

12 or, if shorter, the actual preceding period of employ-

13 ment) multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of

14 which is the total number of his years of service

15 with the employer (or in accordance with regula-

16 tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, a

17 predecessor of the employer) performed as of such

18 time, and the denominator of which is the total

19 number of years of service he would have performed

20 as of normal retirement age if he had continued to

21 be employed by the employer until attaining such

22 age, except that the denominator of such fraction

23 shall not be less than 15 nor more than 40, or

24 "(ii) in the case of a plan other than a defined
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1 benefit pension plan, the balance of'tho account or

2 accounts for such employee as of that time,

3 For purposes of this subparagraph, the fraction referred

4 to in clause (i) shall be equal to one at normal retire-

5 ment age and shall never exceed one. In the -case of a

6 defined benefit pension plan which permits voluntary

7 employee contributions, the portion of an employee's

8 accrued benefit derived from such contributions shall

9 be treated as an accrued benefit derived from -contribil-

10 tions under a plan other than a defined benefit pensiott

11 plan.

12 "(E) For purposes of this paragraph, arl employee's

13 accrued benefit derived from employer contributions as

14 of any applicable date is the excess of the accrued bene-

15 fit determined under subparagraph (D), for such emt

16 ployee as of such applicable date over the amount of the

17 accrued benefit derived from contributions made by such

18 employee as of such date. With respect to a plan other

19 than a defined benefit pension plan, the -amount of ac-

20 crued benefit derived from contributions made by an

21 employee is the benefit attributable to the balance of the

22 employee's separate account consisting only of his con-

23 tributions and the income, gais and losses attributable

24 thereto or, if a separate account is not maintained with
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1 respect to an employee's contributions under such a

2 plan, is an amount which bears the same ratio to the

3 total accrued benefit as the total amount of the em-

4 ployee's contributions (less withdrawals) bears to the

5 total amount of such contributions and the contributions

6 made on his behalf by the employer. With respect to a

7 defined benefit pension plan providing an annual benefit

8 in the form of a single life annuity commencing at normal

.9 retirement age, the amount of the accrued benefit de-

10 rived from contributions made by an employee as of any

11 applicable date is the annual benefit equal to the em-

12 ployee's accumulated contributions multiplied by the

13 appropriate conversion factor. For this purpose, the term

14 'appropriate conversion factor' means the factor neces-

15 sary to convert an amount equal to the accumulated

16 contributions to a single life annuity commencing at

17 normal retirement age and shall be 10 percent for a

18 normal retirement age of 65 years. For other normal re-

19 tirement ages the conversion factor shall be determined

20 in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secre-

21 tary or his delegate. For purposes of this subparagraph,

22 the term 'accumulated contributions' means the total of:

23 "(i) all mandatory contributions made by the

24 employee before the end of the last plan year re-

2.5 ferred to in paragraph (14) (A) (i) or (ii), to-
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1 gether with interest (if any) credited thereon under

2 the plan to the end of such plan year (to the extent

3 such contributions and interest are nonforfeitable on

4 the applicable date), and insert compounded annu-

5 ally thereafter at the rate of 5 percent per annum,

6 to the date, upon which the employee would attain

7 normal retirement age, and

8 "(ii) all mandatory contributions made by the

9 employee after the end of the last plan year refer-

10 red to in paragraph (14) (A) (i) or (ii), together

11 with interest on such contributions compounded an-

12 nually at the rate of 5 percent per annum to the

13 date upon which the employee would attain nor-

14 mal retirement age.

15 The accrued benefit derived from contributions made by

16 an employee shall not exceed the accrued benefit deter-

17 -mined under subparagraph (D). For purposes of this

18 subparagraph, mandatory contributions made by an em-

19 ployee are the contributions that are required to be made

20 under the plan to receive any benefit derived from em-

21 ployer contributions.

22 "(F) For purposes of this paragraph, in the case

23 of any defined benefit pension plan, if an employee's

24 accrued benefit is to be determined as an amount other
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1 than an annual benefit commencing at normal retirement

2 date, or if the amount of accrued benefit derived from

3 contributions made by an employee is to be determined

4 with respect to a benefit other than an annual benefit

5 in the form of a single life annuity commencing at nor-

6 neal retirement age, the employee's accrued benefit, or

7 the amount of accrued benefit derived from contribu-

8 tions made by an employee, as the case may be, shall

9 be the actuarial equivalent (determined in accordance

i0 with regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-

gate) of such benefit or amount d-,ermined under sub-

12" paragraph (D) or (E).

"(13) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph

14 (B), a trust which is a part of a defined benefit pension

15 plan in existence on December 31, 1972, shall not be dis-

16 qualified under paragraph (12) merely because the plan

17 of which it is a part provides that an employee's accrued

18 benefit derived from employer contributions for any plan

19 year is forfeitable if-

20 "(i) for such plan year the sum of the periodic

21 benefit payments to retired participants exceeds the

22 benefit accruals (determined in accordance with

23 regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-

24 gate) by active participants, and

215 "(ii) a of the beginning of such plan year,
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1 the sum of the present values of accrued plan liabil-

2 ities to active and retired participants exceeds the

3 fair market value of plan assets.

4 "(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply-

5 "(i) for any plan year which begins after

6 December 31, 1972, in which the plan is amended

7 to provide additional or increased benefits;

8 "(ij) for any plani year beginning after the plan

9 year described iii clause (i) ; or

10 "(iii) for any plan year which begins after

II December 31, 1972, and which precedes the plan

12 year described in clause (i) by not more than five

13 plan years.

14 "(14) (A) Except as provided by subparagraph

15 (B), paragraphs (11) and (12) shall not apply in the

16 case of a plan in existence on December 31, 1972, with

17 respect to the eligibility of participants or the benefits

18 accrued under such plan during-

19 "(i) a plan which begins before January 1,

20 1975, or

21 "(ii) if later, a plan year ending before the

22 termination of an agreement, pursuant to which the

23 plan is maintained, which the Secretary or his dele-

24 gate finds to be a collective-bargaining agreement,
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1 between employee representatives and one or more

2 employers, in effect on December 31, 1972.

3 For purposes of clause (ii), the date on which an agree-

4 ment terminates shall be determined without regard to

5 any extension thereof agreed to after December 31,

6 1972.

7 "(B) Paragraph (12) shall apply to all benefits

8 accrued under the plan unless--

9 "(i) the conditions of nonforfeitability pro-

10 vided under the plan as in effect on December 31,

11 1972, remain in effect with respect to benefits ac-

12 crued during any plan year referred to in subpara-

13 graph (A) (i) or (ii), and

14 "(iH) in the case of a profit sharing, stock bo-

15 nus, or money purchase pension plan, separate ao-

16 counts are maintained with respect to the bene-

17 fits accrued during the plan years referred to in sub-

18 paragraph (A) (i) or (ii)."

19 (b) PLANS BENEFITING OWNER-EMPLOYEES.-Sec-

20 tion 401 (d) -(relating to additional requirements for qualifi-

21 cation of trusts and plans benefiting owner-employees) is

22 amended--

23 (1) VESTING.-By striking out paragraph (2)

24 (A) and inserting in lieu thereof:

25 "(A) an employee's rights to his accrued
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1 benefit derived from his own contributions (within

2 the meaning of subsection (a) (12)) are nonforfeit-

3 able (other than by reason of death), and his rights

4 in at least 50 percent of such accrued benefit de-

5 rived from employer contributions (within the mean-

6 ing of subsection (a) (12)) are nonforfeitable

7 (other than by reason of death) as of the close of

8 the first plan year in which the sum of his age and

9 the period of his active participation in the plan

10 equals or exceeds 35 years, and his rights in the

11 remaining percentage of all of his accrued benefit

12 derived from employer contributions become non-

13 forfeitable (other than by reason of death) not less

14 rapidly than ratably over the next succeeding 5 plan

15 years; and".

16 (2) ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS.-By striking out

17 paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu thereof:

18 "(3) THE PLAN BENEFITS.-

19 "(A) each employee who has not attained the

20 age of 30 years and has a period of continuous

21 service with the employer of 3 or more years,

22 "(B) each employee who has attained the age

23 of 30 years but has not attained the age of 35 years

24 and has a period of continuous service with the em-

25 ployer of 2 or more years, end
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1 "(C) each employee who has attained the age

2 of 35 years and who has a period of continuous

3 service with the employer of 1 or more years.

4 For purposes of the preceding sentence, tht-term 'em-

5 ployee' does not include any employee whose'customary

6 employment is for not more than 20 hours in any one

7 week or is for not more than 5 months in any calendar

8 year. For purposes of this paragraph, under regulations

9 prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, the term

10 'employer' shall include a predecessor of the employer."

11 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

12 (1) Seotion 404 (a) (2) (relating to deduction for

13 contributions of an employer to employees' annuity

14 plan) is' amended by striking out "and (8), and, if

15 applicable, the requirements of section 401 (a) (9) and

16 (10) and of section 401 (d) (other than paragraph

17 (1))," and inserting in lieu thereof "(8), (11), (12),

18 and (13), and, if applicable, the requirements of section

19 401(a) (9) and (10), section 401(c) (6),andsection

-20 401(d) (other than paragraph (1)),".

21 (2) Section 405 (a) (1) (relating to qualified bond

22 purchase plans)' is amended by striking out "and (8)

23 and, if applicable, the requirements of section 401 (a)

24 (9) and (10) and of section 401 (d) (other than para-

25 graphs (1), (5) (B), and (8)); and" and inserting
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1 in lieu thereof "(8), and (11), and, if applicable, the

2 requirements of section 401 (a) (9) and (10) and of

3 section 401 (d) (other than paragraphs (1), (2) (A),

4 (5) (B), and (8)) ;and",

5 (3) Section 805(d) (1) (C) (relating to defini-

6 tion of pension plan reserves) is amended by striking

7 out "and (8)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(8), (11),

8 (12), and (13)".

9 (d) EFFECTIVE DATES.-

10 (1) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided by para-

11 graph (2), the amendments made by this section shall

12 be effective after the date of enactment of this Act.

13 (2) ExCEPTION.-The amendments made by sub-

14 section (b) (2) shall not apply for a plan year begin-

15 ning before January 1, 1975, in the case of a trust or

16 contract which is a part of a plan in existence on IDe-

17 cember 31, 1972.

18 SEC. 3. DEDUCTION FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

19 (a) IN GENERAL.-Part VII of subchapter B of chap-

20 ter 1 (relating to additional itemized deductions for individu-

21 als) is amended by redesignating section 219 as 220 and in-

22 serting after section 218 the following new section:

23 "SEC. 219. RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

24 "(a) DEDUCTION ALLOWED.-Subject to the limitations

25 iihposed by subsections (b) and (c), in the case of an in-
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1 dividual, there shall be allowed as a deduction amounts paid

2 in cash during the taxable year by such individual-

3 "(1) to or under a qualified individual retirement

4 account described in section 408 (a) which is exempt

5 -from tax under section 501 (a), if the individual es-

6 tablished such account,

7 "(2) to an employees' trust described in section

8 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under section 501

9 (a), for his benefit,

10 "(3) for the purchase of an annuity contract for

11 the individual under a plan which meets the require-

12 ments of section 404 (a) (2), or

13 "(4) to or under a qualified bond purchase plan

14 described in section 405 (a), for his benefit.

15 "(b) LIMITATIONS.-

16 "(1) GDi-RAL RULE.-Except as provided ini

17 paragraphs (2) and (3), the amount allowable as a

18 deduction under subsection (a) to an individual for any

19 taxable year shall not exceed an amount equal to 20

20 percent of his earned income paid or accrued for such

21 taxable year, or $1,500, whichever is .the lesser. This

22 limitation shall apply to the sum of the amounts paid

23 during the taxable year by the individual to or under

24 all accounts, trusts, and plans described in subsection

(a).
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1 "(2) --IEDUCTION ON ACCOUNT OF EMPLOYER CON-

2 TRIBUTIONS TO QUALIFIED PENSION, ETC., PLANS.-

3 The amount of the limitation otherwise determined un-

4 der this subsection for any taxable year shall be reduced

5 by the amount (determined in accordance with regula-

6 tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) of

7 contributions paid on behalf of the individual by his em-

8 ployer (including an employer within the meaning of

9 section 401 (c) (4)) for the individual's taxable year--

10 "(A) to an employees' trust described in sec-

11 tion 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under see-

12 tion 501 (a),

13 "(B) for the purchase of an annuity contract

14 under a plan which meets the requirements of sec-

15 tion 404 (a) (2),

16 "(C) to or under a qualified bond purchase

17 plan described in section 405 (a), or

18 "(D) for the purchase of an annuity contract

19 described in section 403 (b).

20 In accordance with regulations prescribed by the Sec-

21 retary or his delegate, the amount of contributions de-

22 scribed in subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of the

23 preceding sentence paid on behalf of an individual by

24 his employer for his taxable year may, at the option
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1 of the individual, be considered to be 7 percent of his

2 earned income paid or accrued for such taxable year

3 attributable to the performance of personal services for

4 such employer. The previous sentence shall not apply

5 in the case of a contribution on behalf of an owner-

6 employee within the meaning of section 401 (c) (5).

7 " (3) REDUCTION FOR -CERTAIN- EMPLOYES.-If

8 an individual has earned income for the taxable year

9 which is-not subject to tax under chapter 2, 21, or 22,

10 the amount of the limitation otherwise determined under

11 this subsection for such year shall be reduced by an

12 amount equal to the tax (or the increase in tax) that

13 would have been imposed upon such income under

14 section 3101 for the taxable year had such income con-

15 stituted wages (as defined in section 3121 (a)) received

16 by him with respect to employment (as defined in sec-

17 tion 3121 (b)).

18 "(4) CONTRIBUTIONS MADE AFTER AGE 704

19 YEARs.-No deduction shall be allowed under this sec-

20 tion with respect to any payment described in subsec-

21 tion (a) which is made by an individual who has at-

22 gained the age of 70 years.

23 "(c) RaCONTRIBUTED AMOUNTS.-No deduction shall

24 be allowed under this section with respect to a contribution
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1 to which section 72 (p) (2) (C), 402(a) (6) or (7), or

2 403(a) (4) or (5), applies.

3 "(d) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS.-In the case of a married

4 individual (as defined in section 153), the amount deter-

5 mined under subsection (b) (1) shall be determined

j without regard to the ealle(d income of his spouse

7 and without regard to contributions described in subsection

s (b) (2) paid on behalf of his spouse. For purposes of this

9 section, the earned income of a married individual shall be

10 determined without regard to the community property laws

11 of a State.

12 "(e) EARNED INCOME DEFINED.-For purposes of

1- this section, the term 'earned income' means any income

14 which is earned income within the meaning of section 401

15 (c) (2) or 911 (b).

16 "(f) TIME CONTRIBUTIONS DEEMED MADE.-For

17 purposes of this section and section 408, an individual shall

18 be deemed to have made a payment during the taxable year

19 if the payment is on account of such taxable year and is

20 made not later than the time prescribed by law for filing

21 the return for such taxable year (including extensions

22 thereof) ."

23 (b) INDIvIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS.-Part I of

24 subchapter D of chapter 1 (relating to pension, etc. plans) is
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1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 section:

3 "SEC. 408. INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS.

4 "(a) REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIFICATION.-A trust

5 created or organized in the United States shall constitute a

6 qualified individual retirement account under this section pro-

7 vided that under a written governing instrument-

8 "(1) it is maintained for the purpose of distributing

9 the contributions thereto and the income therefrom to

10 the individual who established it or his beneficiaries;

11 "(2) except in the case of a contribution to which

12 section 72 (p) (2) (C), 402 (a) (6), or 403 (a) (4) ap-

13 plies, contributions thereto during any taxable year may

14 not exceed the excess of-

15 "(A) the linitation provided by section 219

16 (b) for such taxable year, over

17 "(B) the sum of the amounts paid by such

18 individual during such year-

19 "(i) to an employees' trust described in

20 section 401 (a) which is exempt from tax un-

21 der section 501 (a), for his benefit,

22 "(ii) for the purchase of an annuity con-

23 tract for the individual under a plan which

24 meets the requirements of section 404 (a) (2),

25 or

96-939 0 - 73 - pt. 1 12
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I "(iii) to or under a qualified bond pur-

2 chase plan described in section 405 (a), for

:3 his benefit,

11 al may be made only by the individual who estab-

5' lished such account;

6 "(3) the assets thereof may not be commingled

7 with other property except in a common trust fund;

8 "(4)- the assets thereof are required to- be held in

9 trust by, or in the custody of, a bank (as defined in

10 section 401,(d) (1)) or other person who demonstrates

11 to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that

I 2 the manner in which such other person will hold or have

1:3 custody of such assets will be consistent with the re-

14 quirements of this section;

15 "(5) the entire interest of the individual who estab-

16 lished it will be distributed to him not later than his

17 taxable year in which he attains the age of 701 years,

18 or will be distributed, commencing not later than such

19 taxable year, in accordance with regulations prescribed

20 by the Secretary or his delegate, over-

21 "(A) the life of such individual or the lives

22 of such individual and his spouse, or

23 "(B) a period not extending beyond the life

24 expectancy of such individual or the life expectancy

25 of such individual and his spouse;
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"(6) if the individual who established it dies be-

fore his entire interest has been distributed to him, or if

distribution has been commenced in accordance with

paragraph (5) to his surviving spouse and such sur-

viving spouse dies before the entire interest has been

distributed to such surviving spouse, the entire interest

(or the remaining part of such interest if distribution

thereof has commenced) will, within 5 years after his

death (or the death of his surviving spouse) be dis-

tributed, or applied to the purchase of an immediate

annuity for his beneficiary or beneficiaries (or the bene-

ficiary or beneficiaries of his-surviving spouse) which

will be payable for the life of such beneficiary or

beneficiaries (or for a term certain not extending beyond

the life expectancy of such beneficiary or beneficiaries)

and which will be immediately distributed to such bene-

ficiary or beneficiaries; and

"(7) if contributions thereto may be used for the

purchase of an annuity or tJmilar contract issued by a

life insurance company, any refunds of premiums are

applied within the current taxable year or next succeed-

ing taxable year toward the payment of future premiums

or the purchase of additional benefits.

For purposes of this title, a custodial account, annuity con-

tract, or other similar arrangement shall be treated as a trust
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1 constituting a qualified individual retirement account. For

2 purposes of paragraph (4), if the assets are held in custody,

3 record title to the assets shall be in the name of the custodian

4 or his-nominee. Paragraph (6) shall not apply if distribution

5 of the interest of such individual has commenced and such

6 distribution is for a term certain over a period permitted

7 under paragraph (5).

8 "(b) SPECIAL RULES.-

9 " (1) ExCESS CONTRIBUTIONS.-To the extent

10 that contributions during any taxable year to a qualified

11 individual retirement account are not deductible under

12 section 219, they shall be treated, under regulations pre-

13 scribed by the Secretary or his delegate, in the same

14 manner as provided for in paragraphs (2) and (3) of

15 section 401 (e) (relating to excess contributions on be-

16 half of owner-employees).

17 " (2) COMMUNITY PROPERTY LAWS.-This section

18 shall be applied without regard to the community prop-

19 erty laws of any State.

20 "(C) TREATMENT AS QUALIFIED TRUST BENEFITING

21 OWNEm-EMPLOYEE.-Solely for purposes of subchapter F,

22 chapter 44, and subtitle F, a qualified individual retirement

23 account shall be treated as a trust described in section 401 (a)

24 which is part of a plan providing contributions or benefits

25 for employees some or all of whom are owner-employees
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1 (as defined in section 401 (c) (3) ), the individual who es-

2 tablished such qualified individual retirement account shall

3 be treated as an owner-employee for whom such contribu-

4 tions or benefits are provided, and the person holding or

5 having custody of the assets of such qualified individual

6 retirement account shall be treated as the trustee of such

7 trust. If section 72 (p) (2) (C), 402 (a) (6), or 403 (a) (4)

8 applies to a contribution to a qualified individual retirement

9 account, chapter 44 shall not be applied to such contribution.

10 "(d) TAXABILITY OF BENEFICIARY OF QUALIFIED

11 INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT.-

12 "(1) IN GENERA.-Except as provided in para-

13 graphs (2) and (3) f-luie amount actually paid, dis-

14 tributed or made available to any payee or distributee

15 by a qualified individual retirement account shall be

16 taxable to him in the year in which actually paid or

17 distributed under section 72 (relating to-mnuities).

18 " (2) RECONTRIBUTED AMOUNTS.-AmTints paid

19 or distributed by a qualified individual retirement ac-

20 count, except amounts distributed pursuant to provisions

21 of the governing instrument meeting the requirements

22 of subsection (a) (5), shall not be ineludible in gross

23 income in the year paid or distributed to the extent that

2t such amounts are not subject to the tax imposed by sec-
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1 tion 72 (p) (3) by reason of the application of section

2 7 2 (p) (2) (C0).

3 " (3) REPAYMENT OF EXCESS CONTRIBUTIONS.-

4 Amounts paid or distributed under subsection (b) (1)

5 by a qualified individual retirement account shall not be

6 includible in gross income in the year paid or distributed.

7 "(4) APPLICABILITY OF SECTION 7 2(m).-Under

8 regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,

9 an individual who establishes a qualified individual re-

10 tirement account shall be treated as an employee who is

11 an owner-employee for purposes of applying paragraphs

12 (2) and (4) of section 72 (m) (relating to special

13 rules applicable to employee annuities and distributions

14 under employee plans).

15 "(e) TREATMENT OF NONQUALIFIED OR NONEXEMPT

16 ACCOUNT.-If for the preceding taxable year of a trust it

17 was described in subsection (a) and was exempt from tax

18 under section 501 (a) and if for the taxable year such trust

19 is not exempt from tax under sectF-n 501 (a), the fair market

20 value of the account at the beginning of the taxable year,

21 reduced by any contributions of the individual who estab-

22 lished such account which were not deductible under section

23 219, shall be included in the gross income of the individual

24 who established such account or his beneficiary as if the
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1 assets of the trust had been distributed on the first day of

2 the taxable year.

3 "(f) CROSS REFERENCES.-

"For excise tax on a qualified individual retirement
account, see section'4960.

"(2) For additional tax on certain distributions from a
qualified individual retirement account, see section
72(p)."

4 (c) TREATMENT OF DISTRIBUTIONS FROM INDI-

5 VIDUAL RETIREMENT AccOuNT.-Section 72 (relating

6 to annuities) is amended-

7 (1) by striking out subsection (m) (1),

8 (2) by inserting after "section 401 (c) (1)" in sub-

9 section (m) (2) ", or under section 219",

10 (3) by striking out at the end of subsection (m)

11 (3) (A) (i) "or",

12 (4) by striking out at the end of subsection (m)

13 (3) (A) (ii) "participant." and inserting in lieu thereof

14 "participant, or",

15 (5) by inserting after subsection (m) (3) (A) (ii)

16 the following new clause-

17 "(iii) purchased by a trust described in

18 section 408 (a) which is exempt from tax under

19 section 501 (a) .",

20 (6) by striking out subsection (in) (3) (B) and

21 inserting in lieu thereof:

22 "(B) -Any contribution to a plan described in
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1 subparagraph (A) (i) or a trust described in sBib-

2 paragraph (A) (ii) or (iii), which is allowed as a

3 deduction under section 404 or section 219, and try

4 income of a trust described in subparagraph (A)

5 (ii) or (iii), which is determined in accordance

6 with regulatior i prescribed by the Secretary or his

7 delegate to have been applied to purchase the fife

8 insurance protection under a oontraot described in

9 subparagraph (A), is includible in the gross income

10 oaf the participant for the taxable year when so

11 applied.",

12 (7) by inserting after "501 (a)" in subsection (m)

13 (4) (B) "' a trust described in section 408(a) which

14 is exempt from tax under section 501 (a) ,",

15 (8) by inserting after "501 (a)" in subsection (m)

16 (4) (B) ", a trust described in section 408 (a) whidh

17 is exempt from tax under section 501 (a) ,", avd

18 (9) by redesignating subsection (p) as (q) anrd

19 inserting after subsection (o) the following new sub-

20 section.:

21 " (p) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN PREMATURE DISTa-

22 BUTIONS.-

23 "'(1) APPLIcATION OF SUBSETIN.-This sub-

24 section shall apply to amounts paid or distributed-

25 "(A) by a qualified individual retirement w-
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1 count described in section 408 (a) which is exempt

2 from tax under section 501 (a), or

3 "(B) by a qualified trust described in section

4 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under section 501

5 (a) or under a plan described in section 403 (a),

6 but only to the extent attributable, as determined

7 under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his

.8 delegate, to amounts with respect to which a deduc-

9 tion was allowed under section 219 (relating to re-

10 tirement savings),

11 which are i lile in tb 'gross income of the distribu-

12 - tee or payee and which are received by him before the

13 individual who established such qualified individual re-

14 tirement account or the individual who was allowed

15 sc-h-deduction attains the age of 591 years.

16 "(2) LIDMITATIoNs.-This subsection shall not ap-

17 ply to an amount described in paragraph (1) -

18 "(A) paid or distributed to such individual on

19 account of his becoming disabled within the mean-

20 ing of subsection (m) (7),

21 "(B) includible in gross income under section

22 _72 (m) (3) (B), or

23 "(C) paid or distributed by a qualified indi-

24 vidual retirement account to the individual who es-

25 tablished such account if, within 60 days after
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1 receipt, such amount is contributed in full to another

2 qualified individual retirement account established by

3 such individual.

4 Subparagraph (C) shall not apply for a taxable year

5 if during the 3-year period ending on the date such

6 amount is received, this subsection did not apply to an

7 amount previously received by the individual because

8 of subparagraph (C). Subparagraph (C) shall not apply

9 unless the same property received in a payment or dis-

10 tribution is contributed. The Secretary or his delegate

11 shall prescribe such regulations as he may deem neces-

12 sary to carry out the purposes of this paragraph.

13 "(3) AMOUNT OF PENALTY.-If an individual is

14 required to include in gross income for the taxable year

15 an amount to which this subsection applies, there shall

16 be imposed in addition to any other tax imposed by this

17 chapter a tax for such taxable year equal to 30 percent

18 of such amount. The tax imposed under this paragraph

19 shall not be reduced by any credit under part IV of sub-

20 chapter A (other than sections 13, 39, and 42 thereof),

21 and shall not be treated as a tax imposed by this chapter

22 for purposes of section 56."

23 (d) ExciSE TAx ON ExcEssivE AccumuLATIONS.-

24 Subtitle D (relating to miscellaneous excise taxes) is
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1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 chapter:

3 "CHAPTER 43.-RETIREMENT PLANS."

"Sec. 4960. Excise tax on individual retirement accounts.

4 "SEC. 4960. EXCISE TAX ON INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT

ACCOUNTS.

6 "There is hereby imposed for each taxable year on the

7 assets of a qualified individual retirement account described

8 in section 408 (a) which is exempt from tax under section

9 501 (a) a tax equal to 10 percent of an amount which bears

10 the same ratio to the fair market value of the total assets in

11 such account at the beginning of the taxable year as the mini-

2 mum amount required to be distributed during such year

13 undr section 408 (a) (5) or (6) (whichever applies) re-

14 duced (but not below zero) by the total amount actually

15 distributed during such year by the account to the individual

16 who established such account or his beneficiary bears to the

t7 minimum amount required to be distributed during such year

IS under section 408 (a) (5) or (6) (whichever applies). The
oil

19 tax imposed by this section shall apply only for taxable years

20 beginning after the taxable year in which the individual who

21 established such account attains the age of 701 years. For

2 pw'poses of this section, the minimum amount required to be

0a dtribute4 duiug a year under section 408 (a) (5) or (6)
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1 shall be determined under regulations prescribed by the Sec-

2 retary or his delegate."

3 (e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

4 (1) RETIREMENT INCOM.-Section 37 (c) (1)

5 (defining retirement income) is amended-

6 (A) by striking out subparagraph (A) and

7 inserting in lieu thereof the following new sub-

8 paragraph:

9 "(A) pensions and annuities including-

10 "(i) in the case of an individual who is, or

11 has been, an employee within the meaning of

12 section 401 (c) (1), a distribution by a trust

13 described in section 401 (a) which is exempt

14 from tax under section 501 (a) to the extent

15 such distribution was not subject to the tax im-

16 posed by section 72 (p) (3), and

17 "(ii) distributions from a qualified indi-

18 vidual retirement account described in section

19 408 (a) which is exempt from tax uider see-

20 tion 501 (a) to the extent such distribution was

21 not subject to the tax imposed by section 72

22 (p) (3),".

23 (B) by striking out subparagraph (E)
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1 and inserting- in lieu thereof the following new

2 subparagraph:

3 "(E) bonds described in section 405 (b)

4 (1) which are received-

5 "(i) under a qualified bond purchase plan

C described in section 405 (a),

7 "(ii) in a distribution from a trust de-

8 scribed in section 401 (a) which is exempt

9 from tax under section 501 (a),

10 "(iii) from a qualified individual retire-

11 ment account described in section 408 (a)

12 which is exempt from tax under section 501

13 (a), or". _

14 (2) ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME.-Section 62 (re-

15 lating to definition of adjusted gross income) is amended

16 by inserting after paragraph (9) the following new

17 paragraph:

18 __ "(10) INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT SAVINGs.-Tho

19 deduction allowed by section 219."

20 (3) TREATMENT OF TOTAL DISTRIBtTIONS.-Sec-

21 tion 72 (n) (4) (B) (relating to special rule for em-

22 ployees without regard to section 401 (c) (1)) is

23 amended by inserting ", and other than a distribution

24 from a qualified individual retirement account described

25 in section 408 (a)" after-"section 404". F
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1 (4) EMPLOYEE DEATH BENEFITS.--SeCtifln 101

2 (b) (2) (B) (relating to nonforfeitable rights) is

3 amended by striking out "or" at the end of clause (ii),

4 by striking out "contract." at the end of clause (iii)

5 and inserting in lieu thereof "contract, or" and by adding

6 at the end thereof the following new clause:

7 "(iv) by a qualified individual retirement

8 account described in section 408 (a) which is

9 exempt from tax under section 5011a)."

10 (5) QUALIFIED BOND PURCHASE PLANS.-Section

11 405 (d) (relating to taxability of beneficiary) is

12 amended by striking out "or" after "bond purchase

13 plan," in paragraph (1), by inserting "or from a quali-

14 fled individual retirement account described in section

15 408 (a) which is exempt from tax under section 501.

16 (a) ,"'after "section 501 (a)," in paragraph (1), and

17 by striking out the portion thereof which follows sub-

18 paragraph (2)'(B) and inserting in lieu thereof the

19 following: "The basis of any bond described in subsec-

20 tion. (b) received by a distributee from a trust described

21 in section 401 (a) which is exempt from tax under sec-

22 tion 501 (a) or a qualified individual retirement account

23 described in section 408 (a) which is exempt from tax

24 undWf section 501 (a) shall be determined under regula-

25 tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate."
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1 (6) PENSION PLAN RESERVS.-Section 805 (d)

2 (1) (relating to definition of pension plan reserves) is

3 amended by striking out "or" at the end of subpara-

4 graph (C), by striking out "foregoing." at the end of

5 subparagraph (D) and inserting in lieu thereof "fore-

6 going; or", and by adding at the end thereof the follow-

7 ing new subparagraph:

8 "(E) purchased under contracts entered into

9 with trusts which (as of the time the contracts were

10 entered into) were deemed to be qualified individual

11 retirement accounts described in section 408 (a)

12 which are exempt from tax under section 501 (a)."

13 (7) AVERAGABLE INCOM.-Paragraph (2) (A)

14 of section 1302 (a) (relating to definition of averagable

15 income) is amended by inserting "or 72 (p) (3)" after

16 "section 72 (in) (5) ".

17 (8) EARNED INCOM.--Section 1348(b) (1) (re-

18 lating to definition of earned income) is amended by

19 inserting ", 72 (p) (3)" after "72 (in)".

20 (9) DEFINITION OF WAGES FOR PURPOSES OF

21 FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT.--Section

22 3121 (a) (5) (defining wages) is amended by striking

23 out "or" at the end of subparagraph (B), by striking
24 w

out "405 (a) ;" at the end of subparagraph (C) and

25 inserting in lieu thereof "405 (a), or" and by adding at

the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
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1 "(D) from or to a qualified individual retire-

2 ment account described in section 408 (a) which is

3 exempt from tax under section 501 (a) at the time

4 of such payment;".

5 (10) FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX DEFINITION

6 OF wAGEs.-Section 3306 (b) (5) (defining wages) is

7 amended by striking out "or" at the end of subpara-

8 graphs (A) and (B), by striking out "section 405 (a) ;"

9 at the end of subparagraph (C) and inserting in lieu

10 thereof "section 405 (a), or ", and inserting at the end

11 thereof the following new subparagraph:

12 "(D) from or to a qualified individual retire-

13 ment account described in section 408 (a) which is

14 exempt from tax under section 501 (a) at the time

15 of such payment;".

16 (11) DEFINITION OF WAGES FOR PURPOSES OF

17 COLLECTION OF INCOME TAX. AT SOURCE.-Section

18 3401 (a) (12) (defining wages) is amended by strik-

19 ing out "; or" at the end of subparagraphs (A) and

20 (B) and inserting after subparagraph (C) the following

21 new subparagraph:

22 "(D) from or to a qualified individual retire-

23 ment account described in section 408 (a) which is

24 exempt from tax under section 501 (a) at the time

25 of such payment unless such payment is made to an

26 employee of the account as remuneration for serv-
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1 ices rendered as such employee and not as a bene-

2 ficiary of the account; or".

3 (f) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-

4 (1) The table of sections for part VII of subchapter

5 B of chapter 1 is amended by striking out the item re-

6 lating to section 219 and inserting in lieu thereof the

7 following:

"Sec. 219. Retirement savings.
"See. 220. Cross references."

8 (2) The table of sections for part I of subchapter

9 D of chapter 1 is amended by adding at the end thereof

10 the following new item:

"Sec. 408. Individual retirement accounts."

11 (3) The table of chapters for subtitle D is amended

12 by adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"CHAmR 43. Retirement plans."

13 (g) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this

14 section shall aply to taxable years ending after the date of

15 enactment of this Act.

16 SEC. 4. CONTRIBUTIONS ON BEHALF OF SELF-EMPLOYED

17 INDIVIDUALS AND SHAREHOLDER-EMPLOYEES

18 OF ELECTING SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATIONS.

19 (a) CONTRIBUTIONS ON BEHALF OF SELF-EMPLOYED

20 INDIVDUAS.-

21 (1) SPECIAL LIMITATIONS FOR SELF-EMPLOYED

22 INDIVIDUALS.-Section 404 (e) (relating to special lini-

96-939 0 - 73 - pt. I -- 13
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1 tations for self-employed individuals) is amended by

2 striking out "$2,500, or 10 percent" each place it ap-

3 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500, or 15 per-

4 cent".

5 (2) EXCESS CONTRIBUTIONS ON BEHALF OF

6 OWNER-EMPLOYEES.-

7 (A) Section 401 (e) (1) (B) (iii) (relating to

8 excess contributions on behalf of owner-employees)

9 is amended by striking out "$2,500 or 10 percent"

10 and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500 or 15 percent".

11 (B) Section 401 (e) (1) (B) (iv) (relating to

12 excess contributions on behalf of owner-employees)

13 is amended by striking out "$2,500" and inserting

14 in lieu thereof "$7,500".

'15 (C) Section 401 (e) (3) (relating to contri-

16 butions for premiums on annuity, etc., contracts) is

17 amended by striking out "$2,500" and inserting in

18 lieu thereof "$7,500".

19 (3) PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN

20 AMOUNTS RECEIVED BY OWNER-EMPLOYEES.-Section

21 72 (m) (5) (B) (i) (relating to penalties applicable to

22 certain amounts -received by owner-employees) is

23 amended by striking out "$2,500" and inserting in lieu

24 thereof "$7,-500".

25 (b) CONTRIBUTIONS ON BEHALF OF SHAREHOLDER-
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EMPLOYEES OF ELECTING SMALL BUSINESS CORPORA-

TIONS.-Section 1379 (b) (1) (relating to the taxability of

shareholder-employee beneficiaries) is amended-

(1) by striking out in subparagraph (A) "10

percent" and inserting in lieu thereof "15 percent", and

(2) by striking out in subparagraph (B) "$2,500"

and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this

section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-

ber 31, 1972.

SEC. 5. LIMITATION ON APPLICATION OF SECTIONS 402(a)

AND 403(a) IN THE CASE OF CERTAIN CONTRI-

BUTIONS.

(a) AMENDMENT OF SECTIoN 402.-Section 402 (a)

(relating to taxability--of beneficiary of exempt trust) is

amended-

(1) by striking out in the first sentence of para-

graph (1) "and (4) " and inserting in lieu thereof ",

(4), (6), and (7)", and

(2) by inserting after paragraph (5) the follow-

ing now paragraphs-

"(6) INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS.-In

the case of an employees' trust described in section 401

(a), which is exempt from tax under section 501 (a),

if the total distributions -payable with respect to any
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1 employee are paid to him within 1 taxable year of the

2 employee on account of his separation from the service

3 other than by reason of his death, the amount of such

4 distribution, to the extent such distribution would be

5 includible in gross income but for the provisions of this

6 paragraph, shall not be includible in gross income in the

7 year paid if, within 60 days after the close of the tax-

8 able year in which such amount was paid to him, such

9 amount is contributed by him in full to one or more

10 qualified individual retirement accounts described in sec-

11 tion 408 (a). This paragraph shall not apply unless the

12 same property received in the total distribution is con-

13 tributed. The Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe

14 such regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out

15 the purposes of this paragraph.

16 "(7) QUALIFIED PLANS.-

17 "(A) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of an

18 employees' trust described in section 401 (a), which

19 is exempt from tax under section 501 (a), if the

20 total distributions payable with respect to any em-

21 ployee are paid to him within 1 taxable year of the

22- employee on account of his separation from the serv-

23 ice other than by reason of his death, the amount of

24 such distribution, 'to 'the ,extent such distribution

:25 would be includible in gross income but for the pro-
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1 visions of this paragraph, siall not be ineludible in

2 gross income in the year paid if, within 60 days

3 after the close of the taxable year in which such

4 amount was paid to him, such aniounit is contributed

5 by him in full to another employee trust described

6 in section 401 (a) , which is exempt from tax under

7 section 501 (a) , or for the purchase of retirement

8 annuities under an annuity plan which iieets the

9 requirements of section 404 (a) (2).

10 " (B) ExcIIrTIo.s.-This paragraph shall not

11 apply to a distribution paid to any distributee to the

12 extent such distribution is attributable to contrilu-

13 tions made by or on behalf of an employee while he

14 was an employee within the meaning of section

15 401 (c) (1) . This paragraph shall not apply unless

16 the same property received in the total distribution

17 is contributed.

18 " (C) SPECIAL RUL,'.-For purposes of this

19 title a contribution made pursuant to subparagraph

20 (A) shall-

21 " (i) except as provided in clause (ii) be

22 treated as an employer contribution made on the

23 date contributed, and

24 "(ii) be treated as an employee contribu-

25 tion for purposes of sections 219 (b) (2), 401
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I (n) (12), 404, 409 (a), niid 1311 (I).

()) l E-:ULthA'T'I(ONS.- 'le Serilry oi' }lis

3 deleglite Sld allrecrib , su.h regi lilt it Is is lie uiiay

"i ( iellin 'IcesaIIv Ito carl (ilt Illc Itil'I,-s (if Ihis

5' pal r'a grit phb."

Ii (11) AME11,NID.NI"F.T OF1, SEIO:'N 40).-Sect'li 41()l

7 ik aillilnldell-

s (I) bYl s l'ikillg oil ill tit( i sti1 ,enIIcnll'e tifl ptill-

S giapli (I) "paigiaph'li (2) " andi iliitilig ill liit

101 Ihiil'v'if "pai ilis, ('2) , (4), andil an ".lld

i1 (2) by iiiiiilg ltler pniragriilii (3) tit- follow-

12 i l ie Jilllln r il ---

]3 "(4) INDIIVIDUIAL, IETII'EM\INT .\('COUlN'lS,-lf-

1-3 " (el i ) lil ill l iiilo vee i ll l-llilselh all

15 vliliVo ,l' foi.l lilt vllloycev'( Iillih'" it plhl de,.cihled

16 ilii paragraph (1) '

17 " ( !1) sulih lli rei Jil ls tl-iit itflltilds (f (e(il-

18 trilliitiois with reisct)(t to lillility o(litiralts pur-

19 (clils((I illdel t(l i jli I e t IIveI ile' Sili' sel uei

2) prllitilliis ()ii til(e ('l rlt(it5 l, tider the I Ilili and

21 " ((I) tie total allllotiits palvalble bY leasilli f

22 lilt eillplove', separliil flllill he Service olll

2t3 0haii iv leaillm iif dI'lti nie Iill , ti e J yII ( c withii

'2 I )il( t aXilIlh \,i r oif the payee ,

25 hen tlie a1 iililit of Suich paynllits, to tie extelit Su(h1
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1 aniounits would be includildh, in giss i'cne bit for the

'2 1rowisims of this paragraph, shall init Ie i(ltlilth ill

:3 gross ic( milt' in the yeir paid if, within 0 days after

4 Iliv (-I.)sc (f the talx"ldh, year inl wlATt .su'h unnll allls at,

,5 pilid t() Iiltl. Midi'I IIIIII)IIIIIS ilr ' 4111 rql liiulcd by lhimU ill full

6 to ,mw ,w 111,, quailified intdividual retirement 11'c' ,iuls

7 detscrilbed iii station 4i8 (a). This paragraph shall not

8 apply ilh.s the ie a itll' plprty received it suh jlz-

9 it lis is c((lt ri' ited. The Se t'ittr' Otr hi, dcleglte .blll

10 lprescribet such rlegiilhillms is hc it'1y de'l I e'essary to

11 carry mtl tht(- plm.es of this paragralph.

12 '(5) QUALIFIEN PLANS.-

13 " (A) ( i"n u',i.-If an nnuitv cm-

14 tract is purchased by an iiployer for' ii eitlloyce

15 under a plan described in paragraph (1) , such plhn

16 requires that refunds of contiutions with respect

17 to auiiity contracts pirchast'd uder such plan be

18 used to reduce subsequent preniunms onl the co-

19 tracis uder the plan, adl the toial amounts pay -

20 aile 10, reason (f Oil eitlylo's S(d a ,'llO t n froin the

21 st''r'e other tii by reason of dtath are paid Io the

22 payee within one taxable year of thet lyii'(,, then

23 the aniount of such layients, toi tl extt siti

2"4 ithmou wmold be inlible in gri phisit ille
25 for the p~ro visions of this l ara griph, shl] 11t be
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1 includible in gross income in the year paid if, within

'2 60 days after the close of the taxable year in which

3 such amounts are paid to him, such amounts are

4 contributed by him in full to an employees' trust de-

5 scribed in section 401 (a) , which is exempt front

6 tax under section 501 (a) , or for the purchase of

7 retirement annuities under another annuity pha

8 which meets the requirements of section 404 (a)

9 (2).

10 " (B) ExCEPTIONs.-This paragraph shall not

I I apply to a distribution paid to any distributee to

12 the extent such distributionn is attributable to con-

13 tributions made by or on behalf of an employee

14 while he was an employee within the meaning

15 of section 401 (c) (1). This paragraph shall not

16 apply unless the same property received in the total

17 distribution is contributed.

18 " (0) SPECIAL RuILx.-For purposes of this

19 title a contribution made l)urs ant to subparagraph

20 (A) shall-

21 " (i) except as provided in clause (ii) be

22 treated as an employer contribution made on

23 the date contributed, and

24 "(ii) be treated as an employee contribu-

25 - tion for purposes of sections 219 (b) (2), 401
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I (a) (12), 404, 409 (a), and 1379.(b)

" "(1)) RE.ULATIONS.-T'h Secretary or his

I delegate shall preserilI, such regulations is he uuay

1 deem necessary to carry out tlie purposes of this

5 paragraph."

6i (c) ET'FFCTI\'I, )AT.-The amendments made by this

7 section shall apply to taxable years ending after the date en-

8 actment of this Act.

9 SEC. 6. PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS.

10 (a) AMENDMN'T OF, SIE("I'ION 503.-Section 5t03 is

11 amended-

12 (1) by striking out subsection (a) (1) (B) awud by

13 redesignt ing subset ion (a) (1) (( 1) as (a) (I) ( ),

14 (2) 1by striking out "or section 401 (it)" in sub-

15 sections (a) (2) and (c),

16 (3) by striking out subset ious (d), (f), and (g)

17 and redesignating subsection ( e) as (d).

18 (b) EXCISE TAx ON 1PROIII TFI)'\ANS.','s.-

19 Subtitlh 1) (relating to iiscellailious excise taxes) is

20 amended by adding at the (end thereof the following new

21 chapter:

22 "CHAPTER 44.-QUALIFIED PENSION, PROF.

23 IT-SHARING, AND STOCK BONUS PLANS

"See. 4971. Excise tax on prohibited transactions.

24 "SEC. 4971. EXCISE TAX ON PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS.

25 " (a) 1MrOI'21ION OF INITIAL TAx.-There is hereby
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1 ilsed 11 tax (,if each lpr(4hitild traatmlhl tit tht( riate ()f

2 5) percent ()f the IIIii(ilit involved( will respvc to plro -

3 ItilJi(ed tl'alSmt'tion for v(t1h yemr (or lparl thieieif) ill t1hv

4 il tiat l) rie (, 'pler i t lix inil)se( lby this pitragl'ai lh shall I)l,

5 i id )N' filly )arty ill ilielrest who ' i(rt ici)ates ill ihe )i-(

6 hilitd tratnsatt ion.

7 " (b) Al)l)l'rlONAL TAX.-Ili ally ciise ill wtich fni inli-

8 till tax is imposed by Silbse(tion (1k) o t it prohibited trails-
!) action by' it })lilt\ ill interest,; fuli tilt, trill(ic in is it

10 corrected wit hit lie cm-rletion period, there is hereby itl-

I1 Imsedi a tax equal to 200() percent oft lhe inioint involved.

12 'Te 11iX illlPused I)y this ]arlltgriiIi shall I e paid by fnily

I party ill interest who lart icilpat('d in the prohibited trons-

14 act-ioli.

15 " (c) SPECIAL RUIlE.-1f atoret han o )t o lrson is liable

16 iilder sitibectiot (it) or (h) with respect, to tilly oil(. pro-

17 Ilibitid trttllsa(tiOl, fill su(ch persons shall lie jointly and

18 severally ]itle iilder sit'l subisection with respect to such

19 transaction.

-20 "(d) PRO11lliTl) TRANs1' A("'rION.-For purloses of

21 this section, the term 'proltibited triasaction' meals fill act

22 which is-

23 " (1) described in section 14 (b) (2) of the Welfare

24 and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of August 28, 1958,

25 as amended and suI))lemented (- Stat. - , 29
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1 U.S.C. - ), and not permilted under section 14 (c)

2 of such Act, and

3 "(2) coiireitted by it fiduciary for it trust described

4 in section 401 (a) or 408 (a) whi.h is exeni pt f'oit tax

5 under section 501 (a)

I ; " (e) ()'rpurpo s)e:'iN'ON.-l"w lhrloses of t his

7 section-

8 '(A) J'AiTY IN 1N'iEAW'i'.-T'I'I I(lI-I, 'm l ill-

9 terest' iietns a person described in section :1 (ill) of

10 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act (f tugus t 28,

II 1958, ts amended and suppleniented (- Stiat.

12 29 U.S.C. -- ).

1I " (2) TAXABLE I'EAI()I).-'.Tle term 'taxable

14 period' means with respect to any prohilbit ed transtc-

15 tion, the period beginning with t lie (lot n which tle

16 prohibited transaction occurs and ending oil whichev-er

17 of the following is the earlier: (A) the date of inailiiig

18 of a notice of deficiency pursuant to section 6212, with

19 respect to the tax imposed by this section, or (B) the

20 date on which correction of the )rohibitted transaction

21 is completed.

22 "(3) AMOUNT INvoLVEv).-jThe term 'amount in-

2 3 volved' means, with repsect to a 1,rohiibited traisatioi.

24 the greater of the amount of money and the fair market

25 value of the other property given or the amount of
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1 money and the fair nuirket vlue of the other property

2 received. For Purposes of the preceding sentence, the

3 fair market value-

4 " (A) in the case of the tax imposed by sub-

5 section (a) , shall be (h, ternfhied as of the tiite on

6 which the prohibited transaction occurs; and

7 "(B) in the case of he tax imposed by sub-

8 section (b) , shall be the highest fair market value

9 during the correction period.

10 "(4) CORRETION.-The terms 'correction' and

I I 'correct' mean, with respect to a prohibited transaction,

12 undoing the transaction to the extent possible, l)ut in

13 any case placing the trust in a financial position not,

14 worse than that in which it would be if the prohibited

15 transaction had not occurred.

16 " (5) CORRECTION Pn.utIo.-The term 'correction

17 period' means, with respect to a prohibited transaction

18 the period beginning with the date on which the pro-

19 hibited transaction occurs and ending 90 days after the

20 date of mailing of a notice of deficiency with respect to)

21 the tax imposed by stibsection (b) under section 6212,

22 extended by-

23 "(A) any period in which a deficiency cannot

24 be assessed under section 6213 (a), and

25 "(B) any other period which the Secretary
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1 or his delegate determines is reasonable and neces-

2 sary to bring about correction of tile proldhited

3 transaction.

4 ''(6) FiDuCIARY.-The term 'fiduciiiry' inlvhde it

5 prsol described in secliol 3 (w) of tile \telfilr ica(

6 Pension l'Hlins disclosuree Act of August 28, 195St, is

7 ainended and supplenlented, or xec:tion 7701 (it) (6).

8 " (f) RIOULA'rO.vs.-Tl'he Secretary or his delegate

9 shall prescribe such regulations as mIaty l)e necessary to tnrr'

10 out the provisions of this section."

11 (c) CONFORMINO, CLERICALL, ITC. AMIDNIMENT.-

12 (1) The table of chapters for subtitle D is amended

13 by adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"ChArrt 44. Qualified pension, profit-sharing and stock
bonus plas."

14 (2) Section 6161 (relating to extension of time

15 for paying tax) is amended by striking out "or 42"

16 each place it appears in subsection (b) and inserting in

17 lieu thereof ", 42 or 44".

18 (3) Section 6201 (d) (relating to assessment au-

19 thority) is amended by striking out "chapter 42" and

20 inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 42 or 44".

21 (4) Section 6211 (relating to definition of a de-

22 ficiency) is amended by striking out "chapter 42" each

23 place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof

24 "chapter 42 or 44".
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1 (5) Section 6212 (relating to notice of deficiency)

2 is amended-

'3 (i) by striking out "or chapter 42" in sub-

•4 sections (a) and (b) and inserting in lieu thereof

5 "chapter 42, or chapter 44",

6 (ii) by striking out "(1hapier 42, and this

7 chapter" in subseelimi (b) and inserting in lieu

8 thereof "chapter 42, chapter 44, and this clapter",

9 and

10 (iii) by striking out "except in the case of

11 fraud," nd inserting in lieu thereof "or of chapter

12 44 tax, except in the case of fraud".

(6) Section 6213 (relating to restrictions appli-

14 (!able to deficiences and petition to Tax Court) is

15 amendedl-

16 (i) by striking out "or chapter 42" in subsec-

17 tion (a) m(d inserting in lieu thereof ", chapter 42

18 or chapter 44",

19 (ii) by striking out the heading in subsec-

20 tion (e) and inserting in lieu thereof "Suspension

21 Of Filing Period For Certain Chapter 42 or 44

22 Taxes.-"; by striking out "or 4945 (relating to

23 taxes on taxable expenditures) " in subseotion (e)

24 and inserting in lieu thereof "4945 (relating to

25 taxes on taxable expenditures) or 4971 (relating
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I to taxes on prohibited transactions) "; and by strik-

2i)ig out "or 4945 (i) (2) " ill subsection (e) and

: iinserting in lieu thereof ", 4945(h) (2), or 4971

4 (e) (5)".

5 (7) Section 62 14 (c) (relatig to deterlinations

6 by Tax Court) is amietided-

7 (i) by striking out the heading and insert ig

8 in lie thereof "Taxes imposed by section 5()7, chap-

9 ter 42, o- chaplt 44", and

l 0 (ii) by striking out "'chapter 42'" each lac,

II it appears thi('rcinl Jid inserti lg ill lieu tl reof "'lzii-

12 ter 42 or 44".

13 (8) Section 6344 (a) (1) (relatihg to cross rcfer-

14 ences) is amended by striking out "'chapter 42'" ai

15 inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 42 or 44".

10 (9) Section 6501 (c) (3) (relating to limitations

17 on assessment and collection) is amended by striking out

18 "chapter 42" and inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 42

19 or 44".

20 (10) Section 6503 (relating to suspension of run-

21 ning of period of limitations) is amended-

22 (i) by striking out "and chapter 42 taxes)"

23 in subsection (a) (1) and inserting in licu thereof

24 "chaIpter 42 taxes and chal)ter 44 taxes) ", and

25 (ii) by striking out "or section 507" in sub-
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1 section (h) and inserting in lieu thereof ", section

'2 507, or chapter 44", and by striking out "or

3 4945 (h) (2)" in subsection (h) and inseiling:,in

4 lieu thereof ",1)45 (h) (2), or 4971 (c) (5) '

5 (11) Section 6512 (relating to limitations in eac

6 of petition to Tax Court) is amended by striking out

7 ''chapter 42" each place it appears therein and inserting

8 in lieu thereof "chapter 42 or 44".

9 (12) Section 6601 (d) (relating to interest on tin-

10 derpayment, nonl )aynienut, or extensions of time for iply-

11 ment of tax) is amended by striking out "chapter 42"

12 and inserting in lieu thereof "clhalpter 42 or 44".

13 (13) Section 6053 (c) (relating to failure to pay

14 tax) is amended by striking out, "chapter 42" each place

15 it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "chapter

16 42 or 44".

17 (14) Section 6659 (b) (relating to applicable

18 rules) is amended by striking out "chapter 42" and

19 inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 42 or 44".

20 (15) Section 6676 (b) (relating to failure to sup-

21 ply identifying numbers) is amended by striking out

22 "chapter 42" and inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 42

23 or 44".

24 (16) Section 6077 (b) (relating to failure to file

25 information returns with respect to certain foreign trusts)
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1 is amended by striking out "chapter 42" and inserting

2 lieu thereof "chapter 42 or 44".

8 (17) Section 6679(b) (relating to failure to file

4 returns as to organization or reorganization of foreign

5 corporations and as to acquisitions of their stock) is

6 amended by striking out "chapter 42" and inserting in

7 lieu therof "chapter 42 or 44".

8 (18) Section 7422(g) (relating to civil actions

9 for refund) is amended-

10 (i) by striking out "chapter 42" in the head-

11 ing thereof and inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 42

12 or 44", and

13 (ii) by striking ot "or section 4945((b) (re-

14 rating to additional taxes on taxable expenditures)"

15 in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof "see-

16 tion 4945 (b) (relating to additional taxes on tax-

17 able expenditures), or section 4971 (relating to tax

18 on prohibited transactions) ", and

19 (iii) by striking out "or 4945" in paragraphs

20 (2) and (3) an dinserting in lieu thereof "4945

21 or 4971".

22 (d) EFFBCTIvyI DATE.-The amendments made by this

23 section shall be effective on and after the day after the date

24 of enactment of this Act.

6-g93g 0 - 73 - pt. I - - 14
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I SEC. 7. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

2 (a) Iro:AIIIF AFoI'II,('ABI, T RFEITURPI': RE-

3 cii'' i inY )VN,'-E.'JA)YI*:.--Seetioi 72 (in) (5) (A)

4 (i) is amended by striking out "while he was an owner-

5 employee," and inserting in lieu thereof ", or forfeitures

6 credited toi Id account or apllied fior hiils Ielil, wlbile he waS

7 lin owier-eiiployvee,".

8 (b) ;MENOMENT '1'O SECTIoN 401 (a) (3) (A).-

9 Setim 40)1 (a) (relating to requirements for qualifleation)

10 is aniiided by striking out paragraph (3) (A) and inserting

II in lieu thereof:

12 " (A) 70 perent or iiore of all the etmployees,

13 or 80 percent or more of all the eiiplhyees who are

14 eligible to benefit under the plan if 70( percent or

15 more of all the employees are eligible to benefit

16 utinder the plan, excluding in eaci ease employees

17 who are included in a unit of employees covered by

18 an agreeneiit whieh the Secretary or his delegate

19 finds to be a collective-bargaining agreement which

20 does not provide that such employees are to be in-

21 eluded, employees who have been employed not

22 more than a iiiiiiauim period prescribed by the plan,

23 not exceeding 5 years, employees whose customary

24 employment is for not more than 20 hours in any
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1 one week, and employees whose customary era-

2 ployment is for not more than 5 months in any

3 calendar year, or".

4 (C) PLANS BENEFITINO SIIx-EMPIOYE) INDIVIDU-

5 ALS.-Section 401 (c) (relating to definitions and rules re-

(j latiig to self-em)loyed individuals and owner-eniployees) is

7 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

8 paragraph:

9 "(6) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIFI-

10 CATION OF TRUSTS AND PLANS BENEFITING SELF-EM-

11 PLOYED INDIVIDUALS. A trust forming part of a pen-

12 sion or profit-sharing plan which provides contributions

13 or benefits for employees some or all of whom are em-

14 ployees within the meaning of paragraph (1) shall con-

15 stitute a qualified trust only if-

16 "(A) under the pian, forfeitures attributable

17 to contributions made on behalf of an employee

18 other than an employee within the meaning of para-

19 graph (1) may not inure to the benefit of any in-

20 dividual who, at; any time during the period

21 beginning with the taxable year for which the

22 contribution is made and ending with the taxable

23 year during which the forfeiture occurs, is an em-

24 ployce within the meaning of paragraph (1), and

25 " (B) in the case of a defined benefit pension
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1 j)lmi, a separate account is maintained with respect

2 to till participants under tile plan who are not eni-

3 ployees within the meaning of paragraph (1) and

4 another separate account is maintained with respect

5 to all participants under tho plan who are employees

6 within the llellIilg of parlgralh ( 1 ) ."

7 (d) TIUTI.,ifl OF A TRUST BENEFITINO AN OWNINEu-

8 EMPtLoYj.EE.-Section 401 (d) (relating to additional require-

9 ments for qualification of trusts and plans benefiting owner-

10 employees) is amended by striking out the first sentence of

11 paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof:

12 "(1) In the case of a trust which is created on or

13 after the date of the enactment of this subsection, or

14 which was created before such date but is not exempt

15 from tax under section 501 (a) as an organization de-

16 scribed in subsection (a) on the day before such date,

17 the assets thereof are held in trust by, or in custody of,

18 a bank or other person who demonstrates to the satis-

19 faction of the Secretary or his delegate that the manner

20 in which he will hold or have custody of such assets will

21 be consistent with the requirements of this section. Not-

22 withstanding the requirements of the preceding sentence,

23 a person (including the employer) other than the trustee

24 or custodian so holding plan assets may be granted,

25 under the trust instrument, the power to control the
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1 investment of the trust funds either by directing invest-

2 ments (including reinvest ments, disposals, and ex-

3 changes) or by disapproving proposed investments (ini-

4 eluding reinvestments, disposals, or exchanges)."

5 (e) CERTAIN CUSTODIAL AccOUNTS.-Section 401

6 (relating to pension, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans) is

7 amended by striking out subsection (f) and inserting in lieu

8 thereof:

9 "(f) CERTAIN CUSTODIAL ACCOUNTS.-For purposes

10 of this title, a custodial account shall be treated as a qualified

11 trust under this section provided that-

12 "(1) such custodial account would, except for the

13 fact that it is not a trust, constitute a qualified trust under

14 this section;

15 " (2) the custodian is a bank (as defined in sub-

16 section (d) (1)) or other person who demonstrates to

17 the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the

18 manner in which he will have custody of such assets will

19 be consistent with the requirements of this section; and

20 "(3) the assets of such custodial account are held

21 in the name of the custodian or his nominee.

22 For purposes of this title, in the case of a custodial account

23 treated as a qualified trust under this section by reason of

24 the preceding sentence, the custodian of such account shall

25 be treated as the trustee thereof."
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1 (f) EXCESS CONTRmUTIONs.-Section 401 (e) (1) (B)

2 is amended by striking out clause (ii) and inserting in lieu

3 thereof:

4 "(ii) with respect to any plan other than

5 a defined benefit plan, the amount of any con-

6 tribution made by any owner-employee (as an

7 employee) at a rate which exceeds the rate of

8 contributions permitted to be made by employ-

9 ees other than owner-employees;"

10 (g) AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 404 (a).-Section 404

11 (a) (relating to deduction for contributions of an employer

12 to an employees' trust, etc.) is amended-

13 (1) by striking out paragraph (1) (A),

14 (2) by striking out paragraph (1) (B) and (C)

15 and inserting in lieu thereof:

16 "(B) the amount necessary to provide with

17 respect to all of the employees under the trust the

18 remaining unfunded cost of their past and current

19 service credits distributed as a level amount, or a

20 level percentage of compensation, over the remain-

21 ing future service of each such employee, -as deter-

22 mined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary

23 or his delegate, but if such remaining unfunded cost

24 with respect to any three individuals is more than

25 50 percent of such remaining unfunded cost, the
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1 amount of such unfunded cost attributable to such

2 individuals shall be distributed over a period of at

3 least 5 taxable years, or

4 "(C) in lieu of the amount allowable under

-5 subparagraph (B), an amount equal to the normal

*6 cost of the plan, as determined under regulations

7 prescribed by the Secrotary or his delegate, plus,

8 if past service or other supplementary pension or

9 annuity credits are provided by the plan, an amount

10 not in excess of 10 percent of the cost which would

11 be required to completely fund or purchase such

12 pension or annuity credits as of the date when they

13 are included in the plan, as determined under regu-

14 .tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,

15 except that in no cAse shall a deduction be allowed

16 for any amount (other than the normal cost) paid

17 in after such pension or annuity credits are cor-

18 pletely funded or purchased."

19 (3) by adding immediately after paragraph (1)

20 (D) the following new sentence:

21 "The limitations under subparagraphs (B) and (C)

22 shall not apply with respect to the amount of a contribu-

23 tion made to or under a pension plan to the extent such

24 contribution does not exceed the minimum funding stand-

25 ard described in section 401 (a) (7)."
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1 (4) by strikbig out paragraph (6) and inserting

2 in lieu thereof:

3 "(6) TIME WHEN CONTRIBUTIONS DEEMED

4 MADE.-For purposes of paragraphs (1) , (2), and (3),

5 a taxpayer shall be deemed to have made a payment on

6 the last day of the preceding taxable year if the payment

7 is on account of such taxable year and is made not

8 later than the time prescribed by law for filing the

9 return for such taxable year (including extensions

10 thereof) ."

11 (5) by striking out subsection (a) (7), and insert-

12 ing in lieu thereof:

13 "(7) LIMIT OF DEDUCTION.-If amounts are

14 deductible under paragraphs (1) and (3), or (2) and

15 (3), or (1), (2), and (3), in connection with two or

16 more trusts, or one or more trusts and an annuity plan,

17 the total amount deductible in a taxable year under such

18 trusts and plans shall not exceed the greater of 25 percent

19 of the compensation otherwise paid or accrued during the

20 taxable year to the persons who are the beneficiaries of

21 the trusts or plans, or the amount of contributions made

22 to or under the trusts or plans to the extent such contri-

23 butions do not exceed the minimum funding standard

24 described in section 401 (a) (7), for the plan year which

25 ends with or within such taxable year. In addition, any
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1 amount paid into such trust or under such annuity plans

2 in any taxable year in excess of the amount allowable

3 with respect to such year under the preceding provisions

4 of this paragraph shall be deductible in the succeeding

5 taxable years in order of time, but the amount so

6 _deductible under this sentence in any one such succeeding

7 taxable year together with the amount allowable under

8 the first sentence of this paragraph shall not exceed the

9 greater of 25 percent of the compensation otherwise paid

10 or accrued during such taxable year to the beneficiaries

11 under the trusts or plans, or the amount of contributions

12 made to or under the trusts or plans to the extent such

13 contributions do not exceed the minimum funding stand-

14 ard described in section 401 (a) (7) for the plan year

15 which ends with or within such taxable year. This para-

16 graph shall not have the effect of reducing the amount

17 otherwise deductible under paragraphs (1), (2), and

18 (3), if no employee is a beneficiary under more than

19 ome trust, or a trust and an annuity plan",

20 (h) INCLUSION OF CERTAIN EMPLOYER CONTRIBU-

21 TIONS IN GROSS INCOME.-Part I of subchapter D of chapter

22 1 (relating to pension, etc., plans) as amended by section 3

23 (b) of this Act is further amended by adding at the end

24 thereof the following new section:
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1 "SEC. 409. INCLUSION OF CERTAIN EMPLOYER CONTRII1tU-

2 TIONS IN GROSS INCOME.

3 "(a) INCLUSION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN GROSS IN-

4 co i.-Notwithstanding the provisions of section 402 (relat-

5 ing to taxability of beneficiary of employees' trust), section

6 403 (relating to taxation of employee annuities), or section

7 405 (d) (relating to taxability of beneficiaries under qualified

8 bond purchase plans), an individual shall include in gross

9 income, for his taxable year in which or with which the tax-

10 able year of his employer ends, the amount equal to the

11 excess of-

12 "(1) the amount of the contributions made on his

13 behalf by the employer during the taxable year of the

14 .employer (including amounts deemed to be paid during

15 such year under section 404 (a) (6)) to or under a

16 money purchase pension plan, over

17 "(2) 20. percent of sueh individual's- compensation

18 otherwise paid or accrued by him from such employer

19 during the employer's taxable year.

20 In any taxable year of an individual in which he is covered

21 under two or more money purchase pension plans main-

22 tained by an employer, the amount includible in gross income

23 shall be the amount by which the total of such contributions
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I exceeds 20 percent of the compensation received or accrued

2 by such individual during the taxable year of his employer.

3 "(b) TREATMENT oiF AMOUNTS INCLUDED IN GROSS

4 INCOME.-Any amount included in the gross income of an

5 individual under subsection (a) shall be treated as considera-

6 tion for the contract contributed by the individual for purposes

7 of section 72 (relating to annuities).

8 " (c) DEDUCTION FOR AMOUNTS NOT RECEIVED AS

9 BENEFITS.-If--

10 "(1) Amounts are included in the gross income of

11 an individual under subsection (a), and

12 "(2) the rights of such individual (or his

13 beneficiaries) under the plan terminate before payments

14 under the plan which are excluded from gross income

15 equal the amounts included in gross income under sub-

16 section (a),

17 then there shall be allowed as a deduction, for the taxable

18 year in which such rights terminate, an amount equal to the

19 excess of the amounts included in gross income under sub-

20 section (a) over such payments."

21 (i) CONFORMING AND CLERICAL AMENDMNTS.-

22 (1) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 62

23 (relating to definition of adjusted gross income) as

24 amended by section 3 (e) (2) of this Act is further
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1 amended by adding after paragraph (10) the following

2 new paragraph:

3 " (11) MONEY PURCHASE PENSION PLANS.-The

4 deduction allowed by section 409 (c) ."

5 (2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections

6 for Part I of subchapter D of chapter 1 is amended by

7 adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"See. 409. Inclusion of certain employer contributions in
gross income."

8 (j) EFFECTIVE DATEs.-The amendments made by this

9 section (other than the amendment made by subsection (h))

10 shall be effective on and after the day after the date of

n1 enactment of this Act. The amendment made by subsection

12 (h) shall apply with respect to taxable years of an employer

13 beginning after December 31, 1973.
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Senator CURTIS. Senator Dole?
Senator DoiL. Mr. Chairman, private pension plans are an extremely

m}ortant feature of the economic and social fabric of our country

More than 30 million Americans are participating in private pension
plans. This number represents a sevenfold increase since 1940, and
over the same period, the assets held by these plans have grown from
$12.1 billion to more than $150 billion. More than a million retired
persons now draw benefits from these plans. The outlook for the future
indicates that private pension plans will continue to expand in im-
portance as their participants increase and as they serve still more of
the rapidly expanding retirement age group.

STIMULATE GROWTH

In view of these important considerations, this subcommittee has
been convened to look into the method of stimulating further growth
in the private pension system while at the same time assuring each
participant of those benefits to which he is legally and equitably en-
titled.

Growth of the private pension system has been encouraged as an
effective means of providing individuals from all walks of life with
an adequate source of income after retirement. Putting aside a por-
tion of earnings during a person's most productive years, is in keeping
with the most basic American tradition of thrift, self-sufficiency and
concern for the future. It was recognized at an early date that many
individuals' funds could be combined, managed, and administered
effectively with the result that the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts. And with the cooperation and participation of employers,
a significant system of retirement security has been created by the
private sector of the economy. However, approximately one-half of
all private, nonagricultural employees are still not covered by these
pension plans, and numerous legislative proposals to extend and ex-
pand the private pension plan system have been put forward. In
the course of our hearings we will be examining these sugg ions in
search of desirable and practical means of achieving a better and
broader understanding of the issues. In addition to provisions designed
to encourage the expansion of our private pension system, we will
consider additional legislation which would establish minimum
standards for vesting and funding of benefits. A system of termina-
tion insurance, and a system to provide portability for pension bene-
fits. As we consider these suggestions, each must be thoroughly evalu-
ated in terms of the improvements to be retained, the costs to -be
incurred and the possible impact of such provisions in causing the
termination of existing plans or discouraging the adoption of new
plans.

TERMINATING INSURANCE

To take just one of these subjects as an example, the Treasury and
Labor Departments recently conducted a joint study of all private
pension plans and those which were terminated during 1972. It found
that 99.96 percent of all persons covered by these plans are receiving
the benefits to which they are entitled. While it is a tragedy of serious
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dimensions when a single employee loses even a part of his vested
benefits, it would appear that the overall system is alive and working
quite well.

Admittedly this study covered a short period, but it gives reason
to believe that the establishment of a termination insurance measures
vill have to be very carefully evaluated. The insurance measures thus
far proposed would base the assessment of premiums upon the un-
funded liabilities of covered pension plans. But such liabilities arise
from various sources-for instance, through the liberalization of a
plan's benefits in a given year-and the implementation of this insur-
ance financing arrangement would inevitably discourage such liability
producing steps. In addition, many eminently sound plans would
be called upon to contribute the great bulk of the financing for this
insurance system, while the insurance benefits would be paid primarily
to individuals covered bv smaller, less secure plans. It, may be that
such a policy would be desirable, perhaps it would not. But we must
have a clear view of these ramifications when these proposals are
considered.

Aside from matters which bear upon the adequacy of the private
pension system, we will also be considering the need'for tighter fidu-
ciary and reporting standards to insure the proper management of
pension funds.

ADMI NISTRATIVE FEATURES

Finally, this subcommittee will be highly concerned with the admin-
istration of any new regulatory requirements imposed upon the pri-
vate pension system. Certain )roposals would create an entire new
bureaucracy in the Department of Labor to administer these new provi-
sions while retaining the existing regulatory functions of the Internal
Revenue Service. A dual system of regulation would be created and,
not only would there be a duplication in staffing, but there would be
a doubly burdensome system of compliance thrust upon regulated
plans. here would also be a difference in plans covered under this
proposal and conflicting requirements with respect to qualifications.
Lastly, Labor Department administration would require judicially
enforced compliance as opposed to the self-enforcing compliance now
obtained through IRS administration. These are serious questions,
and they deserve detailed consideration and study.

I would hope the deliberations of this subcommittee will lead to
recommendations for more efficient administration of a system pro-
viding more secure, improved, and expanded benefits for all employed
persons.

SELF-EMPLOYED) PLANS

I also hope we will be able to achieve similar improvements in the
retirement plans which serve self-employed individuals. These plans
offer a major source of retirement security to individuals who are in
business for themselves. I feel these people should not be discriminated
against for the reason that they are not employed by a corporate entity.
The individual entrepreneur, professional farmers, or businessman has
as much right as an assembly line worker, a corporate officer, or any-
one else to a reasonable, secure and sound retirement program. And
I believe we must give this area careful scrutiny.
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COMPLEX AND TIMELY QUESTIONS

Mr. Chairman, I believe this subcommittee faces an extremely
complex, important., and timely challenge. I look forward to partici-
pating in these hearings and working with the members of the sub-
committee and the full Finance Committee as we come to grips with
questions which hold the utmost importance for millions of Americans.

Senator CURTIs. Thank you.
Our first witness will be Mr. William G. Burns, assistant treasurer,

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., accompanied by Stanley
L. King, Jr., assistant vice president.

Mr. Burns, would you identify any others that you have with you?
Your company has had many years of experience in the private

pension plan area and we are pleased that you could be here today.
We are delighted you could give us your statement and present us with
any information about the problems, as well as the benefits, that we
face in this field.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G. BURNS, ASSISTANT TREASURER,
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., ACCOMPANIED BY
STANLEY L. KING, JR., ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, AND DON-
ALD HARRINGTON, ACTUARY, A.T. & T.

Mr. BURNS. Thank you. I would like to have Mr. King start off, if
that is acceptable, on the general aspects and I will pick up from there.

Senator CURTIS. Would you identify the other gentleman?
Mr. BURNS. This is Mr. Donald Harrington, an actuary on staff at

A.T. & T.
Senator CURTIS. And your title, Mr. King?
Mr. KING. Assistant vice president.
Senator CURTIS. Your name is Stanley L. King, Jr.?
Mr. KING. That is correct.
Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to have this opportunity today to

present our views, which have been filed in a statement which I be-
lieve the committee has.

Our plan, Mr. Chairman, would be that I would make a brief state-
ment followed by another brief summary statement by Mr. Burns, and
then we will be most happy to entertain questions in order to clarify
anything that seems to need clarification.

Our testimony is directed primarily to the subjects of vesting and
compulsory funding. First, I would like to discuss positions that we
have taken and still take on other matters, other than vesting, and
funding that are certainly a matter of scrutiny to this committee.

We have come, Mr. Chairman, to the conclusion that any regula-
tion of private pension plans should now be at the Federal level of
Government. As far as our company is concerned. I am sure you are
aware that many of our subsidiary companies operate in a number of
States and we would find it untenable that some employees for the
same company would be subject to different provisions than other em-
ployees of the same company. Furthermore, our employees do move
around among the States and it just doesn't seem to make sense to us
that this should be an area that would be legislated by the States.
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So we do fully support, Federal legislation at this time. We further
favor IRS administration of the new legislation. There are 30 years
of experience in dealing with these matters vested in IRS, and we feel
that that experience should not be ignored. And it would be well, we
feel, to continue it in this manner rather than to create a new bureauc-
racy for administering pension regulations.

We do favor fiduciary standards under the prudent man rule. We
have gone on record in a number of forums supporting that portion of
the legislation.

We also favor a meaningful disclosure to employees. We feel cer-
tainly that employees should know their benefits and rights under the
pension plans. We do not feel that this disclosure should be unduly
burdensome, either to the company or unnecessarily confusing to the
employees.

We favor an income tax deduction for personal savings for retire-
ment. We feel that this would certainly be of benefit to many people
who today are not covered by private pension plans.

We oppose all portability proposals and we oppose current pension
insurance proposals.

Our feeling is with an adequate vesting and funding, these areas
will be adequately covered giving protection to employees who are
covered under private pension plan systems.

Under vesting, we favor reasonable vesting of well-defined pension
benefits payable at age 65. In the legislative proposals, the rule of 50-
and in your bill, 1631, we think is one of the most equitable since it
does give benefits to those who most need them.

One concern we have under this rule is, it might possibly apply to
savings plans and we feel it is not the intention of Congress to apply
vesting provisions to such plans, but rather that this rule should be
applied only to retirement plans.

So that, then, is a summary of the principal positions that we are
taking in the pension area other than the fact we will go into more
detail on the funding.

So I would like to ask Mr. Burns now to make that summary for us.
Mr. BURNs. Thank you.
In the Bell System, we believe that we have a good pension plan

and one that is soundly funded, that is, one that meets the ultimate
test of employee security. I mean by that, whether or not the assets
would cover vested liability in the event of termination of our plan.

We arrived at this position by having improved benefits over the
years as circumstances warranted it. Further it must be remembered
that process was greatly enhanced by being able to spread the cost of
such improvements over reasonably long time periods. We were able
to increase pensions, therefore, when it was appropriate to do so and,
further, to increase funding when it was propitious because we were
permitted flexibility. Each time we improved our funding, we did it
't a time when it was not unduly financially burdensome to do so.

It is conceivable that our initial benefit plan would never have been
established if we had been forced to adopt currently proposed fund-
ing procedures at the same time. In drafting any new legislation, we
feel Congress should avoid imposing funding rigidity, which might
discourage employers from undertaking benefit improvements or per-
haps even pressure them into reducing current benefit levels.
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There are several crucial criteria for funding which should be in-
corporated in any legislation if that legislation is to accomplish the
dual goals of reasonable benefits and sound funding. Those criteria
are: (1) Funding should provide for all benefits when they come due,
of course, and I stress "when"; (2) Funding should provide an ade-
quate level of security to employees. Adequacy should be tested by
comparing the value of the vested benefits with the pension plan assets;
(3) it should include a reasonable period over which to fund all other
benefits that are not vested; (4) It should include a stable, rational,
systematic plan to take care of so-called "experience deficiencies."

Now "experience deficiency" can be a Misleading term. Let me define
such occurrences as those situations where actual circumstances vary
from those assumed by the actuaries in establishing the accrual rates
necessary to adequately fund the plan. Even in a proper funding pro-
grain, we would expect to go through periods, perhaps even several
years, when there are actuarial gains and through other periods when
there are actuarial losses. So, in the context of my definition, we did
not believe that contributions should be materially altered during tem-
porary periods of such gains or losses.

Regarding the current bill before the Senate and those four criteria,
S. 1631 meets all of these criteria. As S. 1179 does not adequately dis-
tinguish between vested benefits and accrued benefits. S. 4, due to its
handling of experience deficiencies, fails to meet the criteria of a good
funding program.

The two attachments to our statement today go to the last criteria
enumerated-as to so-called experience deficiencies. We feel strongly
that the funding provisions of S. 4, in this respect need dramatic
revision. They should not be included in any legislation without dra-
matic change.

The table attached to our statement shows the impact of S. 4, on
stability of funding. The provision in S. 4 requiring special payments
to liquidate experience deficiencies within 5 years is, in our judgment,
unduly burdensome, since it would result in unstable contributions from
year to year, particularly with respect to certain types of plans with
more progressive pension benefits. For example, in our plan, pension
benefits are based on final average pay. And under this provision, very
rapid pay increases in recent years would have caused an experience
deficiency resulting in the requirement for experience deficiency con-
tributions of more than $600 million in 1972. The attached table shows
the effect of those funding requirements of S. 4, upon contributions

w under our plan if the provisions of the bill had been in existence during
the period of 1963 to 1972.

In this connection, there have been some indications that a similar
provision exists in Ontario, Canada, and is working well. We find that
such is not accurate. The primary requirement in the law there is
solvency and the test in the associated regulations can be met without
taking any action on short term aberrations above and below long term
actuarial assumptions.

Now, there is one final and troublesome inequity of S. 4 I would
like to comment on, and I have a large chart over here to depict the
situation. This is identical with the chart attached to our filed state-
ment on the very last page, I believe. Under S. 4, increases in pension

96-939 0 - 73 - pt. I -- 15
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liability from plan amendments may be funded over 30 years, a 30-
year period. However, when increases in pension liabilities result
automatically from unanticipated wage-level changes, the increases
must be funded over a 5-year period. Suppose that pension liabilities
are $1 million. Ignoring the effect of interest, the annual payment on
a 30-year basis is $33,000, a 15-percent increase as shown on the left-
hand side of the chart. But if the same 15-percent increase in liabilities
resulted from wage increases or other adverse experience, then the
funding would undergo $150,000 increase in pension liabilities over
the 5 years requiring an additional annual payment of $30,000. This
represents 90 percent increase over the 5 years as shown on the right-
hand side.

Thus for the same increase in pension liability, the compulsory in-
crease in company contributions resulting from wage increases is six
times that resulting from the planned amendment. Such a requirement
is, in our judgment, totally inequitable and totally unreasonable.

I believe that summarizes the principal points we wanted to make
and thank you for the opportunity.

We welcome any questions you might have.
Senator CtRTIs. I wish you would elaborate just a little more on the

chart.
Mr. BURNS. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Not necessarily the drawings but take us through

that step-by-step again.
You are calling attention to the fact that an arbitrary or statutory

requirement for increase in the contributions to the pension fund does
what?

Mr. BURNS. Well, in essence, because this particular change occurs
not due to a plan amendment, but rather to a situation in )ension
liabilities which is the result of a difference from the long term as-
sumptions, built into the accrual rates we must-

Senator CURTIS. Excuse me. But you are saying that the actuarial
background upon which you build a pension, already takes into ac-
count the seasonal and periodic ups and downs?

Mr. BURNS. Yes, sir.
Senator CTwIRs. And that if you interfere with your rate of con-

tributions to the retirement fund, that is, responding to everyone of
those, that it not only becomes more costly, but it upsets your actuarial
foundation; is that correct?

Mr. BURNS. Yes, although in the long run it would not become more
costly, just forgetting the interest assumption in the plan, but it would
be funded-well, we would have the flexibility to fund currently over
the remaining service life for those actuarial deficiencies, if we can
call them that, whereas in the provisions of S. 4, it would state that
those changes, no matter how large and no matter where they derive
from, would have to be made up in 5 years. In other words, so that in
the case of an improvement in pension not deriving from a plan
amendment, but rather from improvements in wages where the pen-
sion is tied to wage levels, it would have to be picked up in a short
period of time-5 years in this case-and the impact would be six
times as great as if you could spread that over the remaining service
life of the affected employees.
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So it would have the tendency to reduce the propensity to improve
benefits because of the very restricted period over which you can
accrue for those benefit changes. And I mention flexibility at the
outset, as one of the things that has allowed us to got where we are
today.

Senator CURTIS. What effect, if any, would it have on smaller or
medium-sized companies who are yet to setup a pension plan but are
interested in doing so?

Mr. BURNS. Proportionately, the impact would be the same.
Senator CuRTis. That is what I would think. It, might discourage

them?
Mr. BuRNs. Yes.
Mr. KINo. What we are suggesting here is, this rule in S. 4 tends

to require over-reacting in our judgment. The stock market behaves
sometimes erratically and one might be seen as not being prudent if
one immediately reacts each day to the changes in the stock market,
for instances--now that is a simple explanation of it-but, in effect,
that is what we are suggesting here, namely, the 5 years for an experi-
ence deficiency tends to cause over-reacting in bringing your funds
up because a drop in the market value of securities in the fund would
be one of the important factors seen as an experience deficiency, if the
value were suddenly to drop. In other words--

Senator CURTIS. And so the proposal in S. 4 would require these
additional costs regardless of how they came about?

Mr. KING. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Additional costs to be paid into the fund within a

5-year period would result,, is that correct?
Mr. KIo. Yes; it would mean that you would have to fund this

change which was brought about either by a change in the book
value-no; I mean a change in the market value of your assets, a
sudden change in your wage rates as a result of a labor or market
bargaining situation or a change in the. composition of your force
and it would suggest that because of those changes, this must be
funded in 5 years, whereas all other changes in the plan which pro-
vides security to employees to meet the pension promise may be
funded over a longer period of time.

So we are suggesting that 5 years is too stringent and it is costly
because of the over-reaction that is unnecessary.

Senator CURTIS. Now, do I understood your statement that funding
should-always be adequate to payoff at any given time all vested
benefits?

Mr. BURNS. That is generally correct. That would be a maximum
goal.

Senator Cuirris. So if the funding is planned on that basis, then
it always will be adequate, will it not?

Mr. BuRNs. Except insofar as it may have been unreasonable in
an actuarial sense. For instance, to plan on full funding of vested
benefits in 1970 or 1971, with a 15-percent improvement in wages,
which might result in a like improvement in pension benefits, includ-
ing the vested portion would be unreasonable. Now, that may be
above and beyond what it would have been prudent to envision at the
time you began to fund the plan and as you changed it over time.
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For a major change like that in a going concern pension costs
could be funded over the remaining service life of the employees and
the vested portion would tend to be funded much sooner. That would
allow you the prerogative to make judgments about benefit improve-
ments so that they could be funded over a much longer period of time;
you have a trade off between what it is that it might be reasonable
to do by the way of benefits and the period over which you would pay
for those benefits, but always testing the plan against the liabilities
of those who have vested benefits against the assets in the plan, that
is, the result of the funding of the plan, that being the essential test
at all periods of time, as to security in case of termination.

But when you make major changes or it appears reasonable to make
major changes in benefits, it is better to have a longer period over
which to accrue those benefits and to pay for them rather than being
forced into a compressed period such as this chart suggests, because
a 15-percent improvement in pension benefits funded over a 5-year
period is a significant aberration.

Senator Cuwris. What is your rule at the present time with respect
to vesting?

Mr. KING. What was the question?
Senator CURTiS. What is your rule now in reference to vesting?
Mr. KINo. Vesting? Fifteen years of service at age 40. So one must

attain age 40 and have 15 years of service and then you vest. Now
that is 100-percent vesting. We do not have graded vesting. You are
either vested or you are not vested. Of course, that is pension pay-
able-

Senator CURTIs. Excuse me, but what do you mean by percent vest-
ing? It doesn't mean that they get the same retirement benefits as if
they worked the actual length of time?

Mr. KING. No, sir; what it means is that based on the pension
formula, we have 1 percent per year of service formula, so that if an
employee were to leave the business with 15 years service at age 40 the
pension would be 15 percent of the last 5 years average salary . it is
that sort of thing. Now, that would-be the pension that would be pay-
able at age 65. Under some vesting provisions, the vesting is graded
which would mean, for example, that at 10 years of service one might
be 50-percent vested, which would mean that if you left the business
with 10 years of service, the formula would be worked at 10 percent,
but the payment would be only one-half of the results you otherwise
get and then it would be graded up with each year of additional serv-
ice. This is another approach.

But under our plan, we do not have graded vesting. One is 100-per-
cent vested when vestin cuts in.

Sen ator CURTIS. So Far as the Federal Government is concerned at
the present time, it is primarily an Internal Revenue Service matter
of regulation?

Mr. KiNG. With respect to the funding regulations and the financial
aspect.

Senator CURTIs. I mean the whole pension plan, though.
Mr. KiNo. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Its foundation is the tax law; the thing that makes

private pensions possible is the treatment of current income permitting
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it to go untaxed into a pension fund and the pension fund thereafter
is also free from tax so far as it is concerned and that is what makes
private pensions possible, is it not?

Mr. KiNo. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. How long has A.T. & T. had a pension plan?
Mr. BURNS. We started the plan in 1913. We did not have advance

funding. We began advance funding in 1927 and made a number of
sigificant improvements in the funding between 1927 and 1958, at
which time we then established programs to remove over a 10-year
period all unfunded vested liabilities, in essence, and today we are
fully funded.

Senator CURTIS. And at what point was this plan extended to prac-
tically all, of what might be termed your permanent employees, or
did it start out that way?

Mr. BURNS. It started out that way.
Mr. KI G. Yes, sir, all employees participated in the plan from day

one, that is to say, all service is creited toward the pension from the
day one becomes a regular employee.

Senator CURTIS. How many employees do you have now?
Mr. KING. About 1 million.
Senator CURTIS. And how many beneficiaries do you have in your

retirement?
Mr. KING. Right now there are about 145,000 employees on service

pensions; retired employees, I mean.
Senator CURTIS. Are some of those retired because of health?
Mr. KING. No; that is a service pension. I have a number here, if

you would just give me a second, as to the number of people on dis-
ability pension.

Senator CURTIS. I meant disability.
Mr. KING. Yes; that is an additional number. Let me see what this is.

Oh, here we have about 9,000 on disability pensions in addition to the
number that I mentioned on service pensions. I might say that the
disability pension is calculated in the same manner as our service pen-
sion. We use the same formula.

Senator CURTIS. Do they operate on two different plans or funds?
Mr. KING. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. If someone retires under a disability plan and they

reach the retirement age, are they transferred over to the other plan?
Mr. KING. If one retires with eligibility to a service pension, that is,

retired on disability, one goes on service pension right then and there.
But if one retires on a disability pension before he is eligible for a
service pension, lie stays on a disability pension.

Senator CTRTIS. Your pension plan does not or does it, have any
benefits for survivors or dependents?

Mr. KING. Yes; it has.
Senator CURTIS. Would you explain those?
Mr. KINo. Yes; I shall.
We have what is called a survivor option. When an employee is eli-

gible to retire on a service pension, he or she has the option to elect a
survivor's annuity. Now, this works on an actuarially discounted basis.
If I were to retire and wanted to have a survivor annuity available to
my wife, the actuaries would look at my age, my wife's age and a
standard-well, there is some kind of table-
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Mr. BURNs. A mortality table.
Mr. KING. And the mortality table would reduce my service pension

while I am living, to a certain extent, to offset the ultimate cost of the
survivor's annuity.

Ordinarily, we find that the service pension is reduced about 10 per-
cent. for the'employee while living. The amount of pension to the an-
nuitant is one-thi Md of that discounted pension.

Now, this also is an automatic annuity to widows or widowers. If
I were to die on the job prior to retirement-I mean, I am eligible to
retire now and, if I were to drop dead tomorrow, my wife would auto-
matically receive an annuity, which is calculated on the basis I just
mentioned.

Senator Cuwris. It is counted as if you had miade such an election?
Mr. KING. Yes, sir, as if I had retired and made that election that

day.
Senator CURTIS. Senator Dole ?
Senator DOL No questions.
Senate' CURTIS. Well, we have a long list, of witnesses. Is there any-

thing further you would like to mention in light of our discussion so
far?

Mr. BUnNS. I think we stressed the area of most concern to us in
the legislation you are considering today.

Senator Cuaris. Well, your entire statement and all of the charts will
be incorporated into the record.

You made a valuable contribution today and we thank you for it.
[The prepared stateIent of William 6T. Burns and Stanley King

follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WII,LIAM G. BURNS AND STANLEY L. KING, JR., ASSIST-
ANT TREASURER AND ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELE-
GRAPH Co.

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company and the 22 Bell System companies, the names of which are at-
tached to this statement.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the subject of pension plan
legislation. As this Committee is well aware, bills on this subject have been in-
troduced in both the House and the Senate over the last several years. Upon
occasion, we have submitted testimony concerning some of these bills and from
time to time have consulted with both legislative committee staffs and execu-
tive department staffs concerning appropriate legislation.

Although our testimony today will be directed primarily to the subjects of
vesting and compulsory advance funding since they have the greatest cost im-
pact on the Bell System, we would like to briefly summarize our position on
other major aspects of proposed pension legislation.

If there is to be governmental regitlation of private pension plans, it should be
at the Federal level of government. Uniformity of approach with respect to any
vesting, funding or reinsurance legislation of pension plans is extremely im-
portant. This is particularly critical to the Bell System because we operate
nationwide. As a nationwide system, our employees are constantly moving from
one state to another. An employee, during his or her working career may work
In several states. Many of our companies have employees in more than one
state. In order to avoid disparity of plans in the Bell System and even within a
single Bell company, as well as widespread misunderstanding among our em-
ployees, nationwide uniformity of requirements for pension plans is essential
to the Bell System.

As for the administration of any new legislation we believe it should be by
the Internal Revenue Service which has been developing a body of expertise
on pensions and profit sharing plans for more than thirty years. If an existing
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expert group must continue to enforce both a minimum and a maximum fund-
ing requirement, it is a waste of funds and a harassment of plans to establish
a second group to go over the same books and enforce a second minimum test.

We support legislation establishing the highest fiduciary standards and in-
corporating the "prudent man rule" as a primary test of fiduciary activities.

We support relevant and meaningful disclosure. We believe that meaningful
disclosure to employees will promote the adequate funding of pension plans.

The listing of who will get what with the existing level of funds will be the
greatest stimulus to action by the parties-in-interest-by employees and unions
when a security risk is evident. However, we believe that some aspects of the
disclosure bills are meaningless, burdensome, find even self defeating in that the
intended data cannot reasonably be produced, and the masses of paper which
would be forthcoming would obscure the meaningful items.

We endorse the philosophy of providing tax benefits for individual retirement
savings, and providing for extension of existing statutory provisions concerning
retirement plans of self-employed individuals and their employees. Encouraging
the individual to serve the general good by making prudent provision for his
own welfare is fundamentally sound, and tends to advance the strength and
well-being of communities and of the nation.

We oppose all proposals on portability. We believe that attempting portability
is unnecessary when a pension plan has vested benefits that are adequately
funded.

We oppose all current proposals on pension insurance.

VESTING OF -PENSION PLAN BENEFITS

We support the concept of reasonable vesting, but we recognize that legislation
mandating vesting would limit the ability to make the optimum use of available
resources. Thus the compulsory standard should be a minimum vesting, that will
balance what might be desired for everybody against what companies in the
weaker industries can afford. If weaker industries are forced to divert too large
a proportion of their resources to the young, short-service employees, they will
not be able to provide adequate pensions to the current pensioners and soon to
be pensioners.

Of the legislative proposals that have been advanced with respeot to eligibility
for vesting, we believe that the rule of "50" makes the most equitable allocation
of resources since this rule tends to vest older employees more rapidly. This is
consisteDt with a primary goal of pension planning in that those nearest retire-
ment should be assured adequate pensions.

Other rules which are based on service alone, place disproportionate emphasis
on giving very small long-deferred benefits to the very young employees. The
present value of these benefits is small, and if this is to be done at all severance
pay would be more practicable.

There should be no requirement to pay vested pension benefits prior to age 65.
Finally, with respect to the amount o benefits vested, we would like to com-

ment that some of the proposals state directly (S. 1631) and others imply (S. 4)
that the amount of vested benefits will be determined on the basis of the final
years' pay. This is not sound nor is it in accordance with tax regulations which
require the use of at least five year average pay. It rewards the departing
employee with a more favorable rule than the employees who stay.

ADVANCE FUNDING-BELL SYSTEM HISTORY

The Bell System favors the sound financing of pension plans. A sound funding
program is one which makes the most equitable allocation of costs among sue-
cessive generations of customers and stockholders, while at the same time pro-
viding security for employees. We found funding flexibility to be of great value
in the past. We believe that many companies continue to need funding flexi-
bility, and we may again need it in the future. Furthermore, we believe that
the essential goals of the proposed legislation can be accomplished without im-
posing harmful funding rigidity. The best way to insure complete flexibility is
not to mandate any funding. However, we recognize that the facts may lead
Congr-ss to the conclusion that mandatory funding is required, and in that
event it is essential that mandatory funding should confine itself to the objective
of mandating the funding of vested pension liabilities only. A brief review of
Bell System funding history may help demonstrate why this is our position.
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In 1918 the Bell System companies adopted formal pension plans. Although
the plans have often been improved by amendment, they still are essentially
identical between companies.

At the time the plans were established there was no thought of systematic
advance funding. The plans were considered to effect a reduction in payroll
costs.

'However, by the mid 1920's the Bell System recognized that pensions could
become a significant item of expense. A 1927 report prepared by a committee of
officers contained this statement:

"From the viewpoint of management, a pension plan is primarily a systematic
way of providing for a necessary expense in the operation of the business-an
expense which, if there were no pension plan, would inevitably be borne by the
business through the carrying of under-productive employees on the payroll with
resultant adverse reaction upon efficiency and upon the correctness of the dis-
tribution of the cost of superannuation."

In other words, from a historical viewpoint, pensions were not viewed as a
gift, or deferred compensation, but rather as a business expense that had to be
borne if the industry was to remain competitive.

As a result, a thorough reappraisal of the funding question was made; trust
funds were established in 1927 and advance funding initiated. The rate of advance
funding was increased in 1928, though not to a level adequate to support the
plans indefinitely. In the late 1930's with a partial recovery from the depression
the System companies began strengthening the advance funding. By 1941 all
companies had adopted advance funding programs, that in principle, were ade-
quate to support the pension plans for the foreseeable future. These same pro-
grams froze the unfunded costs, i.e., paid interest only on the unfunded costs, at
the levels then in effect. All so-called experience deficiencies or surpluses were auto-
matically incorporated into the future contributions and thereby amortized over
the future service lifetime of the employees.

Starting in 1946, increases in costs resulting from improved pension benefits,
were also automatically spread over the future service lifetime of the employees.
Thus plan amendments had ho effect on the frozen unfunded costs.

,In 1959 the Bell System companies adopted programs to amortize the remaining
frozen unfunded costs. All. but one of these programs has now been completed
and the one remaining program will be completed in 1978.

PRESENT BELL SYSTEM FUNDING

Our present funding is a complete funding program called the "aggregate"
method, wherein the cost effects of all plan changes, changes in assumptions, and
wage level changes or other factors causing ei-perience deficiencies or surpluses,
are included in determining current rates of contribution. The method is designed
to produce a contribution rate, expressed as a percentage of payroll, that will
have provided on the day the last current employee retirees exactly enough funds
(counting principle and investment earnings) to pay all benefits to current pen-
sioners, current active employees, and vested former employees.

Contrary to the general popular notion that employees have separate indi-
vidual accounts, no attempt is made to allocate this contribution among groups
of employees or pensioners or among benefits that might be said to be attributa-
ble to various periods of service.

Although our funding program was not specifically designed to provide any
given level of security for active employees, we believe it has provided and will
continue to provide a high level of security for active employees. Expensive plan
amendments were made in 1968, 1967, 1969 and 1971 each of which greatly
increased the value of vested benefits. Even so, all companies except one still
have enough money to cover these benefits.

Not only has the value of vested benefits increased very rapidly from plan
amendments but it has also increased very rapidly as a result of the Inflationary
pay increases of recent years. If inflation is brought under control, the degree
of employee security as measured by the relationship between the available
assets and the value of vested benefits should improve.

NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY

While we are currently at what we believe to be the most equitable level of
funding possible we cannot ignore the evolutionary history of our funding pro-
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gram. At first we had no real funding program. Through a succession of gradual
steps we improved our funding until we reached our current levels. Bach time we
improved our funding, we did it at a time when it was not unduly financially
burdensome to do so. We were able to increase pensions when it was propitious
and increase funding when it was propitious because we were permitted flexibil-
ity. It is conceivable that our initial plan would never have been established if
we had been forced to adopt current funding procedures at the same time. In
drafting any new legislation Congress should avoid Imposing funding rigidity
which might discourage employers from undertaking benefit improvements or
perhaps even pressure them into reducing current benefit levels.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS IN SENATE BILLS

In regard ,to the various Senate Bills, we believe that if a bill is to contain
a compulsory funding requirement, then that requirement should be limited to
the funding of the vested pension benefits as defined by the plan. It does not
seem reasonable to force an employer to make provision now for benefits that
will not be earned until some time in the future. Further we believe it Is essential
that any funding program should be stable, rational and systematic.

Benefits Fslnded
The bills before this Committee contemplate the mandatory funding of non

vested benefits. These proposals, namely, (S.1179) and (8.1631) as well as (8.4)
require the payment of normal cost and make some provision for the unfunded
amounts attributable to either the initial unfunded or that resulting from plan
amendments. This provision for the unfunded consists of either a thirty year
amortization program (S.1179 and 8.4) or the payment of interest on such
unfunded (8.1631). The latter already being part of the tax law. One should
be aware that payment of interest on the unfunded amounts under a level cost
funding approach is generally more than adequate when the ration of the pension
payments to current payrolls is small. "So-called" minimal funding in this in-
stance, will generally be more than sufficient to cover the vested benefits earned
to date. In the situation where the vested benefits are not covered by the pension
fund assets, (8.1631) requires that an additional contribution be made to
amortize the unfunded vested benefits.
Nature of Funding

The funding provisions of both (S. 1170) and (S. 1631) are stable, rational
and systematio but the funding provision of (S. J) M inherently unstable. Of the
other two, we prefer (S. 1631) since this funding program meets a dual objective.
This dual objective consists of a minimum funding program designed to meet the
benefits when they become due (corresponding to the current IRS requirement)
and adds to this goal an additional objective that the annual funding require-
ment be supplemented when the nonforfeltable benefits earned to date are not
covered by funds on hand.

Both (8. 1179) and (8. 4) deal with amortization of experience deficiencies
(8. 1179) would amortize such deficiencies over the average remaining working
life of the employees covered by the plan. We feel that this requirement, in most
cases, is stable, rational and systematic.

The provision in (S. 4) requiring special payments to liquidate "experience
deficiencies" within five years is in our judgment unduly burdensome since it
would result in unstable contributions from year to year, particularly with
respect to certain types of plans with more progressive pension benefits. For
example, in our plan pension benefits are based in final average pay and under
this provision very rapid pay increases in recent years would have caused
experience deficiency (actuarial loss) contributions of more than $600 million
for 1972. See the attached Table which shows the effect of the funding require-
ments of-S. 4 upon contributions under the Plan as in existence during the period
1968 to 1972.

In a proper funding program we would expect to go through periods, perhaps
several years, when there are actuarial gains and through other periods when
there are actuarial losses. We do not believe that contributions should be
materially decreased during temporary periods of gains or materially increased
during temporary periods of losses. This would be the effect of experience de-
ficiency provisions of (8. 4). When a program has in prospect periods up to
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half a century until the retirement of the youngest employees, several years can
indeed be viewed as temporary or short-term.

Funding, should be on a more stable, longer range basis. When actuarial
losses occur for several years funding should be adjusted accordingly over the
long range and likewise when actuarial gains occur for several years the long
range funding should be adjusted. Phe provision dealing with eaperienoe de-
ficienolee in (S. 1179) doea this.

We have indicated that the experience deficiency clause affects plans with
more progressive pension benefits more adversely than others. Pension liabilities
increase when pension levels are raised. Pension levels are raised by increases
in wages where the pension formula is based on final pay but in some plans
pension levels are increased only by plan amendments.

Under S. 4, increases in pension liabilities from plan amendments may be
funded over a 30-year period. However, when increases in pension liabilities
result automatically from unanticipated wage level changes, the increases must
be funded over a 5-year period.

To illustrate, suppose pension liabilities are $1,000,000. Ignoring the effect of
interest, the annual payment on a 30-year basis is $88,883. A plan amendment
increasing pension liabilities to $1,150,000 calls for an additional payment on
the same 30-year basis of $5,000 each year. Thus the annual payment increases
from $88,388 to $88,388, a 15% increase.

Suppose the same 15% increase in liabilities resulted from wage increases
or other adverse experience. Funding of the $150,000 increase in pension lia-
bilities over 5 years would require an additional annual payment of $30,000
per year. The original annual payment of $88,833 is increased by $80,000 and
becomes $63,838, a 90% increase, Thus for the same increase in pension lia-
bility the compulsory increase in company contributions resulting from wage
increases is six times that resulting from a plan amendment. Such a re-
quirement is totally inequitably, totally unreasonable, and can be financially
disastrous.

A chart entitled "Discriminatory Impact of S. 4" is enclosed. This chart shows
the percentage impact of the above illustration.

It may be suggested that if a plan's regular funding program contains an
allowance for wage level increases, then the wage level changes that occur
will not cause significant "experience deficiencies". In fact such allowances for
wage level changes would not appreciably relieve the problem. The actuaries
may properly use only a long term estimate which at the present time could
probably not exceed an allowance for more than a 5% annual increase in wage
levels. It is unlikely that the Internal Revenue Service would permit any higher
allowance. Thus large experience deficiencies will necessarily arise when, as
in recent years, annual wage level changes have greatly exceeded 5%, some-
times reaching the 15% range.

In order to avoid this problem, employers probably would stop improv-
ing pension plans to provide pensions based on final pay. Plans already having
more liberal provisions might be forced to amend their plans and retrench. One
possibility would be to link pensions to career-average pay, improving the
pension levels by amendments from time to time.

OTHER PROBLEMS WITH COMPULSORY FUNDING

There have been examples of individual companies and even of whole in-
dustries that have gone through a long period of growth, then of maturity, and
then of decline. The time for the funding of pension plans is during the periods
of growth and maturity not the period of decline. It then is often too late to
obtain the necessary resources to finance a pension plan. It may well do harm
in such cases to force plans to divert resources away from current payment of
pensions into greater advance funding.

Sometimes a declining company or industry is able to arrest its decline in
terms of profitability while still declining in terms of personnel. The bitumi.
nous coal industry is one such example. In such a situation there will be a point
in time when the rate of pension payments reaches a maximum and then
starts to decline. If the industry or company is able to afford to pay these pen-
sions on a "pay as you go" basis they will be able to maintain the plan in-
definitely and start to accumulate assets for future pensioners as the pension
role declines. Any legislation that Is passed should allow the use of the avail-
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able resources to pay adequate pensions to present pensioners instead of forc-
ing their accumulation behalf of the relatively few young employees who
will not need them for perhaps thirty, forty, or fifty years. As a simplified ex-
ample of this situation suppose that an actuarial projection shows:

Years in future:
0to5 ---------------------------
5 to 10 --------------------------
10 to 15 -------------------------
15 to 20 -------------------------
20 to 25 -------------------------
25 to 30 -------------------------
80 to 35 -------------------------

Number of pensioners
1,000.
900.
800.
700.
000.
500.
400 plus some new hires.

Now if the available resources are $100,000 per month the company can afford
to pay $100 a month pension without accumulating any reserves for the first five
years. During the second five years it can continue the $100 pension while accu-
mulatingS10,000 a month reserve. During the third five years its reserve accu-
mulation can be increased to $20,000 a month and so on. In all probability the
$100 a month pension could be increased within 15 or 20 years. In contrast, any
type of proposed mandatory funding would in effect be saying you must accumu-
late reserves at some rate, say $50,000 a month. Therefore, you can only pay
$50,000 a month in pensions, a maximum pension of $50 per month per person.

It is difficult to envision how a statutory mandate can accommodate the variety
of special circumstances, of which this is one illustration. It must be recognized
that all present and prospective pensioners are not best served by the concepts
embodied in a law which meets the needs of most. Some provision is required to
handle the exceptions. We have not studied this question carefully, but situations
like the bituminous coal industry strongly suggest that the need for handling
exceptions be met.

We believe the proper allocation of available resources is best accomplished
by design of individual programs to adapt to the particular needs and circum-
stances of each plan. Possibly, the most useful procedure to promote this ob-
jective would be legislation to require the meaningful annual financial dis-
closures to participants enumerated earlier in our testimony under disclosure
requirements.

The listing of who will get what with the existing level of funds, in case of
termination, will be the greatest stimulus to action by the parties-in-interest-
by employers because the degree of security is exposed, and by employees and
unions when a security risk is evident.

Another useful approach toward increasing the level of funding would be to
amend the Internal Revenue Code so as to allow larger contributions on a tax
deductible basis. Many employers would fund more if they could do so when
financial conditions were favorable.

BELL SYSTEM COMPANIES

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
The Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone

Cos.
Cincinnati Bell Inc.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Indiana Bell Telephone Co., Inc.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
The Mountain States Telephone & Tele-

graph Co.
New England Telephone & Telegraph

Co.
New jersey Bell Telephone Co.

New York Telephone Co.
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
The Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Co.
The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
South Central Bell Telephone Co.
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph

Co.
The Southern New England Telephone

Co.
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Wisconsin Telephone Co.
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AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO. AND ALL SUBSIDIARIES: SERVICE PENSION ACCRUALS

[In millions of dollarul

Minimum contributions under bill similar to S. 4

Amortization of-

Actual Plan Increase over
cornany Entry age Initial amend; Experience actual

Year contributions normal unfunded monts deficiency Total contribu-
tions

1963 ..................... $282 $158 ................... . $226
1964 ..................... 353 180 $31 1 3 341
1965 ..................... 411 19 68 31 72 30
1966 ........... 414 210 68 31 179 488 7
1967 ........... 476 236 68 52 196 552 76
1968 ..................... 482 246 68 52 229 595 113
1969 ..................... 635 310 68 130 315 823 188
1970 ..................... 801 382 68 130 370 950 149
1971 ..................... 903 442 68 130 394 1,034 131
1972 ..................... 1,148 536 68 225 679 1:508 360
1963-72 .................. 5,905 .............................................. 6,857 952

Percent increase over
actual ............................................................................... 16

1968-72 .................. 3,969 .............................................. 4,910 941
Percent increase over

actual ................................................................................. 24

Note: Parentheses denote decrease.

Discriminatory Impact of S.4
On funding of 2 plans, each with 15% Increase of unfunded pension cost

Plan I
Pension Increase by Plan Amendment

(See Sec. 210 ) 12 ())

Plan II
Pension Increase Based on Change of Salary Level

(See Sec. 210 (b) (3))

15% Increase, funded
over same 30 years
" 15% higher annual payments'

Annual payment 0

/ to amortize
initial unfunded

r30 years

0 5 10 15 20 25
Year of Payment

C.

100%

0

0

30 0

'Effet of Interest Ignored

5 10 16 20
Year of Payment

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

115%

100%

C:

C:
0

t.Q..

26 30
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Senator CuxTs. Mr. Preston C. BassettI
Mr. Bassett, if you will give your name to the reporter and for the

record tell us who you are appearing for, and, also, please identify the
gentleman with you.

STATEMENT OF PRESTON C. BASSETT, VICE PRESIDENT AND ACTU.
ARY, TOWERS, PERRIN, FORSTER & CROSBY, INC., ACCOMPANIED
BY JOHN W. FISHER, VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. BASSETr. I am Preston C. Bassett, and with me is John Fisher.
John Fisher will tell you about the company and why we are here.

Mr. FISHEP. Mr. Chairman, my name is John Fisher and I am the
vice president and manager of the Washington, D.C. office of Towers,
Perrin, Forster & Crosby, Inc.

Mr. Bassett is the vice president and director and chief actuary
of TPFC. TPFC has been providing actuarial and consulting services
in the pension area for over 55 years. On our staff we have some 56
actuaries and over 100 professionals working in this area.

We provide our service from 10 offices here in the United States and
6 overseas offices as well.

Today we have more than 1,200 clients for which we provide our
services and many of these clients are among the top 100 industrial
companies in the United States.

In the development of our position, we have had a committee of
very senior TPFC professionals and actuaries work on this. The aver-
age length of service of these people in our committee has been in
excess of 20 years.

There are certain basic beliefs that this committee has developed.
(1) We feel that the continuation of the private pension system should
be strongly encouraged; (2) in the majority of cases, pension plans
in our judgment are financially and socially responsible; finally, we
feel that abuses and shortcomings are the exception. We feel that
the current bills are much improved over prior bills and yet there
are some important changes which, in our judgment, still need to be
made.

I would like at this point, to ask Mr. Bassett, who is the chief actuary
of our firm, to comment on some of these technical aspects.

Mr. BAssMrr. I would like to take a few minutes to run through the
major provisions of all of the bills.

On disclosure and fiduciary responsibility, we don't have any de-
r tailed comments we want to make at this time. Details are in the

written testimony. One comment I would like to make is that I hope
that the bill that is finally decided upon is not so detailed that it will
be almost impossible to administer. There is a real problem of collect-
ing a lot of statistics and data in depth and then not being able to
adequately review them and use what is followed.

Let's hope that we file what we can use und not more than that. On
the topic of vesting, I think the bill that I would like to see is kind of
a combination of the bills that are now being considered by this com-
mittee. For example, we believe that vesting should cover prior service
as does the Williams-Javits bill. We believe vesting shouldinclude the
service prior to the date of the act.
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On the other hand, as far as eligibility-
Senator Cumrs. May I interrupt? What do you mean by prior

service?
Mr. BAss-rr. Benefits vested with an employee and that benefit

includes credits for service prior to the effective date of the act. This
is included in the Williams-Javits bill. Service includes the benefits
credited for service prior to the effective date of the act. The other bills,
I believe, are future services only.

In regard to the eligibility, we prefer the administration bill where
eligibility is when the age plus the service is equal to 50. We feel that is
strongly that given a certain number of dollars being available to
improve pensions-and this is really what we are talking about because
vesting is going to cost something-and so, if it is going to cost a fixed
number of dollars, we feel it is more important to concentrate those
dollars at the older ages. People who are age 30 or 35 that terminate,
they will reach 50 or reach 40, with 10 years of service and then j ast let
them get their vesting. I think the money ought to be concentrated at
he older ages. I think a rule of 50 does a better job.

In line with Senator Bentsen's bill, I think anyone with Ies than
5 years of service ought to be excluded. I think a person ought to work
5 years before they get any benefits.

Funding and plan termination insurance, I would like to talk about
both of those together. These are probably the most controversial
of the issues now before our committee. I think the two should be tied
together. We have set forth certain criteria in regard to considering
these two factors. One, we don't think you should try to solve all of
past and potential and future problems at this time. We think you
should move a little slower. We don't believe you should jeopardize
the existing security to employees.

Some proposals would allocate assets in a way that might jeopardize
the benefits to present employees. You certainly shouldn t discour-
age the formulation of new plans. You should do what you can to
protect this against abuse. I will come back to that in a few minutes.

You shouldn't affect the plans that are now being soundly funded
with adequate assets. That is my major point.

We believe that the emphasis should be on funding rather than on
insurance. We think you should require companies to put in the
contributions that are necessary to fund the plan, but in this regard,
I would like to submit for your consideration the fact that maybe
what we ought to be looking to is funding and insurance of future
service benefits and not past service benefits. A plan can be amended
today and increase past service benefits significantly; should we have
an insurance bill and if that plan goes out of business, you will now
pick up or someone picks up benefits for those, employees for past
service that was not earned while they were working. 'If considera-
tion to perhaps this insurance and funding should be on the future
services only.

For example, it would not be inconceivable to require that every
plan put in the contribution necessary to pay for the current benefits.
Now, if that is in there the plan is funded for those benefits and each
year it would be required to put in the money to fund the current
benefits and maintain the fund sufficient for those current benefits.
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And then the insurance will only be necessary in the event the market
dropped or something unusual happened, because the funding would
be adequate to meet the benefits guaranteed to the employees. It is
only wnen you try to insure and fund past benefits that you get into
the problems that we are having in adopting a reasonable funding
and insurance program.

Finally, on portability, we don't think it is necessary We think
vesting takes care of it. We are in favor of tax deductible employee
contributions as provided in the administration bill, although we do
not believe it is clear and equitable to have an offset for employees
who are participating in employer plans. For example, if the employee
terminates prior to vesting, he has had a reduction in the benefits
being provided himself and he gets nothing from the employer.

So we do not believe there should be an offset of employee reduction
when he has a qualified plan.

And, in conclusion, we feel we should have legislation and should
have it now. We probably should have had it a few years ago. And if
there is a real hangup on insurance and funding, we thing you should
put through a bill on disclosure and fiduciary responsibility, and for
vesting as well.

I thank you.
Senator CuRTIs. Does that complete your presentation?
Mr. BAssm'r. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTIs. Chairman Long?
The CHAIMMAN. No questions.
Senator CuRIs. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. No questions.
Senator CuRTIs. Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. No questions.
Senator CURTIS. Well, I would like to ask a question or two.
Who should be the judge o! the adequacy of the funding?
Mr. BASSETr. I think the only people today that are qualified to

determine the liability, which is the main part of the adequacy of the
funding, are the actuaries. I think the responsibility should be left to
the actuaries.

Senator CURTs. Do you think that authority should be vested in
any branch of the Government?

Mr. BASSE.TT. I presume it most logically comes under the Treasury
Department because they are involved with the funding, the contri-
butions of the plan and so on.

Senator CURTIS. What powers do they have now?
Mr. BASSETT. They do require a minimum contribution, which is

equal to the cost of the current benefits being credited plus the interest
requirements on any funded prior service benefits.

Senator CURTis. Do you think the way that is being done now is
satisfactory ?

Mr. BASSErTT. In most situations it is. There are situations where
I think more funding would be required, but it is awfully hard to get
it into the law in an equitable and fair manner. There are plans, I think,
which are underfunded, yes.

Senator CURTIS. Have there been many private pension plans that
have failed to pay the expected retirement benefits?
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Mr. BASSM-r. Well, first, we have to say what is expected. That is
a tough question.

Senator CuRTis. Well, what was committed?
Mr. BASSETT. So far as what was committed, the answer was there

have been very, very few that haven't because the commitment in most
plans is limited to the assets in the fund. So I don't want to duck the
issue, but-

Senator CuRTIs. But purely from a practical standpoint, I would
like ta know from you people how big a problem do we have in the
country of retirement plans failing because they haven't adequate
funding?

Mr. BASSETT. I understand that the Treasury Department has just
completed an extensive study of terminated plans during the last 7
months. And I presume that you will have their figures here for
your review. That is the best study of anything of its kind I have seen
on it.

Senator CURrIs. Well, is it a problem of consequence? Surely in the
business you are in, you come in contact and receive the information of
pension plans that fail. How big a problem is it or is it a problem?

Mr. BASs Er. We have had very few. Nationwide, as I understand,
it is very few but to the individuals that are affected it is very
important.

Senator CURTIS. It is 100 percent important to them?
Mr. BASsETT. Yes i so you come down to the fact that although it

doesn't look like it is an expensive item, it doesn't look like it is a
major item, but you can argue both ways that,-- well, if it is not ex-
pensive and not major, we might as well put it in there and go ahead
with it, because it doesn't cost too much or you can look at it from the
other side; that, well we have more important issues than this issue
so why spend so much time with this issue.

So, you are getting into a real major problem here because you are
changing the whole concepts of the pension plans as they are consti-
tuted. Companies put in pension plans with the expectation of pay-
ing benefits. Now, we have changed the concept to where companies are
putting in pension plans where they are going to have to pay the
benefits and some of the plans put a liability on the company to meet
that benefit. So if I were a- corporation and knew that-the corporate
liability might be attached because of the requirements of an insurance
program, I might think twice whether I wanted to put in that pro-
gram. You may be discouraging companies from putting in plans.

Snator Cu-RTs. Well, now, as to that, assuming that the problem is
small, percentagewise, of retirement plans failing and you didn't pay
the benefits and that it was of no consequence to the firm, do you think
that insurance such as proposed here is the right angle to approach
that problem?

Mr. BAssM. In my earlier testimony, as you know, I felt you
wouldn't need the insurance if you probably fund the plan so that
you can do it on a future service in a realistic manner. It is when you
set up a bill that if past service is increased by any amount, that you
are going to insure it, it is when you do that that you create an
opportunity for people to abuse the system. .

Senator Cnuris. That is to rely on the insurance?
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Mr. BAssmrv. That is right.
Senator CuRTis. Rather than on their own careful handling of the

funds?
Mr. BAssmr. That is right.
Senator CuRTs. So your answer is that proper requirements for

funding universally applied will make unnecessary in the foreseeable
future at least any insurance plan?

Mr. BAss=r. Well, I limited that to my recommendation that it
be applied to future service only and not to-past services and in that
event, of course, that would cover.

Senator CURnIs. Would you change the system we have now where
the control is in the Treasury Department and shift it to any other
department of Government?

Mr. BAssrr. I think most of the provisions of these bills like vest-
ing,' funding and the insurance, should remain with the Treasury
Department. They have the machinery set up. They are familiar with
the plans and familiar with the problems. I think that would be the
most efficient place for that.

Disclosure naturally falls in the Welfare and Pension Plan Dis-
closure Act-No, in the area, and I think the Labor Department has
more experience in that. Fiduciary might flop either way.

Senator Curis. Senator Dole?
Senator Doiz. My information is that a joint study by the Labor

and Treasury Departments indicates that-of all of the private pen-
sion plans ir, existence had terminated in 1972-99.96 of the persons
covered were receiving the benefits to which they were entitled.

Mr. BAssMr. I didn't know it was that large but it could be.
Senator DoLE. It is better than I would have expected.
Mr. BAssE-r. I know that their study concluded it vs not a major

problem, sir, nationwide.
Senator CUmRrs. Well, we thank you very much for your appearance.
Mr. BAssErr. It has been a pleasure.
Senator CUmRis. Your statement in full, of course, will be printed

in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bassett follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY PRESTON C. BASSETT, VICE PRESIDENT AND ACTUARY, AND
JOHN W. FISHER, VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGER, WASHINGTON, D.C., Ouc,
TOWERS, PERRIN, FORSTER & CROSBY

For over 50 years, Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby has been consultants to
the management of both large and small organizations in the United States,
Canada, and Europe. Currently, we are consultants to over 1,200 firms, including
major corporations, non-profit organizations, and state and local governments.
We recognize that proposed pension legislation Is controversial and that there
are many valid, yet varying, points of view about it. Nonetheless, we believe It
important, as responsible consultants and actuaries, to take a position on this
subject.

We do not want to recite all the well-known facts that confirm the success of
the private pension system. However, we cannot help but emphasize the fact that
almost 6-million retired persons are currently receiving about $7-billion in bene-
fits under this system and that the private pension system is responsible for pro-
viding pensions to a significant portion of the total retired population. Plan
sponsors have contributed about $10-billion to private retirement funds on be-
half of 85-million covered employees last year. This money has been irrevocably
set aside for the benefit of employees.
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Our basic position is that any legislation should be directed toward strengthen-
ing the private pension system. This system has existed for over 50 years with
the most significant growth occurring during the last two decades. We believe
the system is sound and in the vast majority of cases has proven to be both finan-
cially and socially responsible.

This outstanding achievement has been unfavorably pictured as a result of
some distortion by the news media, and what we might term-biased observers.
The stressing of dramatic and isolated situations leads readers, listeners, and the
general public to believe that such unusual occurrences are the rule, and not as
our experience leads us to believe, rare exceptions.

So much for the background. Because of our 50 years of experience, knowledge,
and expertise on pension and profit sharing plans, we believe we are well quali-
fied to comment on the provisions under consideration in current legislative
proposals.

We believe some of the bills introduced in Congress come much closer to pro-
viding a realistic solution to solving problems that have become apparent in the
private pension system than bills introduced in previous sessions of Congress.
And we would, therefore, like to compliment many of the drafters of the proposed
legislation on taking a more practical than utopian viewpoint into trying to find
proper solutions in this important area. However, there are still certain practical
and technical corrections that still need to be made. You will be glad to know
that we have positive suggestions to be made in the areas of disclosure, fiduciary
responsibility, vesting, funding, and plan termination insurance. We will corn
ment on each of these areas in order.

1. DISCLOSURE AND FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

We support amending the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act in a
manner which:

(a) assures that administrators and trustees of pension plans and funds oh
serve the highest standards of fiduciary responsibility.

(b) relies on the "prudent man" rules as a sufficient standard for the invest-
ment of funds;

(c) provides for forthright, positive, continuing disclosure of essential pro-
visions and operations to employees and government authorities; and

(d) simplifies and standardizes the forms and information required by various
government agencies.

2. DISCLOSURE

Our specific recommendations on disclosure follow:
(a) Disclosure to employees terminating with vested benefits:
A requirement that a statement be given to every terminated vested employee

describing his rights, the amount of the vested benefit, when payable, by whom,
under what circumstances, and what further action will be required of him in
order to receive such vested benefits. In addition, the employer must make a bona
fide attempt to advise the vested terminated employee of his rights six months
prior to the date on which he would be first eligible for benefits. If the em-
ployer is unable to locate the employee, the employer would be required to notify
the Social Security Administration so that Social Security can inform the former
employee to advise his former employer of his address.

(b) Dis'losure to all active employees who are covered by the plan:
A requirement that an employer publish annually a brief statement sum-

marizing:
(1) The eligibility requirements for normal retirement benefits, early retire-

ment benefits, vesting of benefits, and for any other benefits provided by the
plan.

(2) The benefit formulas.
(3) The options available and any notice period required.
(4) Any substantive changes in the plan during the prior year.
(5) Where the employee can get full details of the plan.
(c) Disclosure to all active and retired employees who are covered by the plan:
A requirement that the employer disclose annually:
(1) Information as to who is responsible for investing the fund, and who are

the trustees, custodians and/or insurors of the fund.
(2) A summary balance sheet as of the close of the last plan year showing

the value of investments by major categories as used for cost purposes.
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(3) A summary of the income and outgo of the fund during the prior plan
year showing:

Income
Employee contributions.
Employer contributions.
Interest and dividend income.
Net realized gain or loss in sale of assets.

Outgo
Benefits paid to retired employees and beneficiaries.
Fees, commissions, and other expenses paid and to whom.

(4) A statement of:
Market value of the fund as of the beginning and end of the plan year.
Present value of benefits* payable and the number of retired participants

and their beneficiaries.
Present value of benefits* accrued by and the number of active partici-

pants eligible for retirement.
Present value of vested benefits* and the number of vested active and termi-

nated participants.
(d) Disclosure to the Labor Department:
The present Act should be amended to simplify the filing requirements so as

to cover essentially the following:
(1) Initial disclosure and disclosure following a substantive plan amendment:

Identification of the plan and those responsible for its administration.
Documents-plan, trust agreement, union agreements, etc.

(2) Annual reports:
Copies of disclosure to active and retired employees as described in (2)

and (3) above.
Details regarding all transactions involving parties of interest, including

investments under pension plans in company securities, and leasebacks, etc.
Statements from the auditor and actuary concerning the fund and plan

liabilities.
Details regarding expenses charged to the fund for administering the plan

or fund.
(3) A copy of all material filed with the Labor Department to be available

for inspection at locations reasonably available to all employees.

8. FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

TPF/C believe that after a reasonable period of service, employees should be
entitled to vested rights to their credited pension benefits even though service
with their employer is terminated. While we recognize that many employers cur-
rently provide reasonable vesting and that there is a trend for more companies
to provide more liberal vested benefits, we still beileve some legislative minimums
are desirable.

(a) Investments to be according to the prudent man rule.
(b) Limit for pension plans (not profit sharing type plans) of 20% of total

fund assets that may be invested in securities or assets of the employer, with an
appropriate transition period for existing plans.

(c) Prohibition against certain persons acting as fiduciaries or trustees.
or (d) Fund is for exclusive use of plan participants.

(e) Listing of certain prohibited transactions.

4. VESTING

However, our recommendations in this area are slightly different than those of
S: 4, S. 1179 or S. 1631. We believe our proposals will be easier to understand
and administer than those of the proposed bills. Also, our proposals will more
completely satisfy the real needs of the plan participants in that we recommend
faster vesting (five years) for employees at the older ages (45 and over).

*The benefits above are to be determined on a single premium basis as though the plan
were terminated, and the interest rate, mortality basis and any provision for expenses
used to determine the above present values shall be stated.

NoT.-These requirements may have to be modified in certain cases, e.g., for certain
insured contracts.
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We recommend that legislated vesting provide the following minimum vesting
requirement:

(a) Participants would be immediately and fully vested for 100% of their
own plan contributions, plus interest (if any) at the rate and under the con-
ditions provided by the plan.

(b) For employer contributions in a money purchase or profit sharing type
plan, or for pensions accrued under a unit credit or final pay type plan, partici-
pants would vest for pension credits as follows:

50% when age plus service equals 50, plus 10% for each complete year
thereafter until 100% vesting is reached five years later, but with a require-
ment of:

a minimum of five years of service before the vesting schedule applies,
and

compliance by all existing plans within three years of the effective
date of Act.

Mandated vesting requirements would apply to pension benefits only, with
the pension benefits payable on a life-only basis and payable at the normal retire-
ment age specified in the plan, but no later than age 65. There would be no man-
dated vesting with respect to ancillary plan benefits (e.g., death, disability, or
other incidental benefits) or to special rights available to active plan participants
(e.g., early retirement based on special factors). We recommend that in pension
plans which required or require employee contributions, legislated vesting be
conditional on the agreement by the participant to leave his own contributions
in the plan.

5. FUNDING AND PLAN TERMI.NATION INSURANCE

(a) We see some serious problems in the funding and insurance provisions set
forth in S. 4, S. 1179 and S. 1681. For example:

(1) Some of the provisions (e.g., S. 4, Sec. 210(b) (8)) may be in conflict with
current Internal Revenue Service Rules and such required contribution might
not be tax deductible.

(2) We believe all plans (state, municipal, multi-employer, etc.) should be
included. We recommend that Sec. 323(J) (6) of S. 1179 be omitted. Satisfac-
tory relief, if necessary, for multi-employer plans is available through Sec.
323(k).

(b) Before making our recommendations, we would like to set our criteria for
both Funding and Plan Termination Insurance:

(1) Proposals in these areas should not attempt to solve immediately all the
past problems and all the potential problems which may develop because of exist-
ing funding inadequacies. Instead, they should focus on preventing the expansion
of such inadequacies and the continuance of inadequate funding for basic pension
benefit promises made to employees.

(2) The proposals should not jeopardize existing asset allocation provisions
with respect to accrued benefits. This jeopardy can be avoided if mandated fund-
ing and insurance apply only to future benefit accruals for which the employer
or his employees have made necessary plan contributions.

(3) Funding and Plan Termination Insurance should be limited so they do not
discourage further liberalization of benefits provided under the private system.

(4) Proposals in these areas should be coordinated so that they assure re-
sponsible funding for basio benefit promises and do not encourage reliance on a
Federal insurance program to "ball out" employers or unions who have made

- benefit promises which are unrealistic in terms of plan assets and future con-
tributions.

(5) Legislated proposals should have "teeth" in them so that conformance will
be assured.

(6) Government intrusion into the private pension system should be kept
within reasonable parameters so that new layers of bureaucratic control are not
added to those which are now operative.

(7) Proposals in these areas should have no impact on the overwhelming
majority of pension plans which have been and continue to be soundly funded.

5. FUNDING

Keeping to the above criteria, our proposals for funding are:
(a) Employer must fund each year at least the "minimum credited benefit"

for each participant. The "minimum credited benefit" for each year of plan par-
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ticipation after the effective date of the legislated funding requirement provi-
sions of the Act would equal the greater of (1) or (2) below:

(1) For money purchase plans, the lesser of (1) employer contributions made
on the participant's behalf in such year, or (2) 3% of such participant's wages
subject to Social Security Tax for such year; or

For fixed benefit type plans, the lesser of (1) the increase in the participants
accrued pension credit in such year, or (2) .75% of the participants wages re-
ceived in such year which are subject. to Social Security Tax;

(2) The benefits which can be provided by the participant's plan contributions.
tions.

The minimum funding requirements under (1) above could be waived for em-
ployee groups which typically experience high turnover; e.g., employees who are
under age 25 or have completed less than one year of service.

(b) The employer would be required to contribute each year the sum of:
(1) Any excess of the present value of the "minimum credited benefits" ac-

crued to date over the market value of the funds, and
(2) The present value of "minimum credited benefits" expected to be credited

during the ensuing year offset by the value of any contributions by participants;
Provided, however, That for this purpose no contribution need be made for &ny
year to the extent the market value of fund at the beginning of that year ex-
ceeds 100% of the single premium liability for all estimated accrued benefits
under th-plan as of the end of such year.

(c) Failure to meet the minimum funding requirement would result in a plan
termination, unless the company promptly contributes the deficiency or adopts
an amortization schedule acceptable to the IRS to fund such deficiency. In the
event of such plan termination, a lien shall be made against the company's assets
for the outstanding minimum funding contribution as constituting unpaid wages.

6. PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

Although we are aware of the myriad problems involved in designing an equi-
table and practicable insurance program to cover the loss due to plan termination
of vested basic pension credits, and recognize the very limited need for such In-
surance in view of the general adequacy of private pension plan reserves, we do
acknowledge that the total loss of previously vested pension credits for which
apparently adequate contributions had been made can create severe economic
problems for affected employees. Therefore, we are now recommending a limited
program of Plan Termination Insurance which we believe would be equitable and
can be practicable if it is adopted in conjunction with the legislated funding re-
quirements which we propose above.

(a) Plan Termination Insurance would cover the portion of each participant's
"minimum credited benefit - which has been vested In accordance with the leg-
islatively required vesting provisions.

(b) In the event of plan termination, plan assets would be allocated In accord-
ance with the following priority to provide pension benefits:

(1) The pension which can be provided for each participant based on the ac-
cumulation of his own contributions to the plan plus any interests credited under
the plan;

(2) Any excess of each participant's vested "minimum credited benefits"
over the provision provided In (1) ;

(8) Any excess of the benefits for each active participant at or over normal
p retirement age and for retired participants and their beneficiaries over the

pension provided in (1) and (2) ;
(4) Any excess of the benefits for each participant eligible to retire early over

the pension provided in (1) end (2) ;
(5) Any excess of the vested benefits for each participants over the pension

provided in (1) and (2) ; and
(6) Any excess of the benefits for each participant over the benefits provided-

in (1), (2) and (5).
(c) The amount of "insurance" in any year would equal the excess, if any,

of the single premium liability for the benefits in (b) (1) and 12) above, over
the market value of plan assets.

For this purpose, the single premium liability would be based on unit pur-
chase rates guaranteed by an insurance company or as promulgated periodically
by the Treasury Department.
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(d) The program would be a loss assessment rather than a prepaid premium
insurance program with assessments to be made only as needed to cover in-
surance for actual plan terminations. The cost of insurance is to be provided
by assessing pension plans in an appropriate manner, such as on the basis
of number of pension plan participants.

7. PORTABILITY

Legislated vesting proposals would seem to us to remove the need for any
legislated portability. Portability schemes will be an unnecessary and expen-
sive additional complication.

8. TAX DEDUCTIBLE EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

TPF/C supports the deductibility of employee contributions either to an
employer-sponsored plan or to an individual-regulated savings/retirement plan
up to an amount each year equal to the lesser of 10% of basic earnings or
$1,500. In order to achieve equity and simplicity, this deduction should be
granted regardless of participation in a qualified pension or profit sharing
plans.

9. STATE LAWS

Federal laws should supersede all state laws pertaining to pension plans.

10. CONCLUSION

We agree with -many legislators and others that legislation is needed now
in the private pension plan area. The proposals we have made above would
apply uniformly to all qualified plans and plans for states and municipal
employees, except that plans covering fewer than 25 employees would con-
tinue to be exempted from Federal disclosure requirements. As outlined above,
the Funding and Plan Termination Insurance proposals do not apply to profit
sharing plans.

We recognize that the proposal for tax deductible employee contributions
could result in loss of substantial tax revenue to the Federal government, and
are willing to concede that this may not be a propitious time for this legisla-
tion. However, legislation covering at least the areas of Disclosure, Fiduciary
Responsibility, and Vesting should be enacted promptly. We also favor early
enactment of the Funding and Plan Termination Insurance proposals-set forth
above.

Senator CURTIS. Mfr. Bernard Greenberg, if you will give your full
name to the reporter and tell us who you represent and please identify
the gentleman with you.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD GREENBERG, PENSION DEPARTMENT,
UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
SHEEHAN, DIRECTOR, LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT, WASHING-
TON, D.C.

Mr. GREENBERG. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. My name is Bernard Green-
berg. and I am assistant director of the Insurance Pension and Un-
employment Benefits Department of the United Steelworkers of
America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

I am accompanied by John Sheehan. who is the director of our legis-
lative department in Washington, D.C.

I am appearing today to offer testimony on what my union be-
lieves should be the basic principles of legislation to protect and ad-
vance the private pension system. At one time. after the debate over
pension protection legislation had continued for a period of time,
these basic principles began to appear to be self-evident. As with the
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proverbial broth which was spoiled by too many cooks, too many
people with no interest, or at best peripheral interest, in. private
pensions have lately joined the discussion with proposals which have
only muddied the essential problem areas. Proposals and panaceas
have been proposed which may have some relationship to the income
people receive, but bear no relationship to the real problem of our
Nation's private pension system.

It would not be amiss to recall how the protection of the private
pension system became a major legislative issue. Until 1948, the right
of unions to negotiate with respect to pensions was not a recognized
right. When the Inland Steel Co., after World War II, refused to
negotiate with the United Steelworkers of America with respect to
the unilaterally established compulsory retirement rule, and the con-
tent and level of benefits included in the company's pension plans,
our union brought suit against the company under the Taft-Hartley
law. In 1948, the Supreme Court decidedin favor of the United Steel-
workers of America and pensions became a major issue in collective
bargaining, which is, of course, not only for the steelworkers but for
the workers generally.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I ask you a question on this point that has
bothered me for quite a while?

I am asking you now because I might not be here when you have
concluded your statement.

Mr. GREENBERG. Yes.
The CHAMAN. It is fine with me for you people to bargain about

pensions as well as a lot of other things. I think that this is an appro-
priate area for negotiation. I wonder if you can answer this question
or the steelworkers. When you have an impasse between manage-

ment and labor, I was wondering whether it might be appropriate
for us to amend the law so that in situations where you are getting
ready to have a strike, one side or the other would be allowed to say
they are willing to bargain entirely in terms of dollars.

What I have in mind is this: If you can't agree with management
and they can't agree with you, and if you have several issues upon
which you can't agree, management would say to you, "Look, it is all
right with us for you to take whatever we are going to pay you and
put it into whatever you want. If you want to use it on pensions, that
is okay, you can put it into pensions; if you want to use it for some-
thing else, put it into that; but in order to try to resolve this negotia-
tion we would like to bargain on the basis of one common denominator.
We want to insist on negotiating strictly in terms of dollars. As far
as we are concerned, you can spend it on whatever vou want to. You
can use it on pensions, or you can use it on hiring a lawyer or setting
up a trust fund, or you can use it on anything that you wish, but we
want to bargain in terms of dollars because otherwise this impasse
might go on forever."

Would you have any objection to legislation that would say that
either party could insist that negotiation be in terms of dollars? "

Mr. GREENBERG. Oh, I think probably we would. First, I would like
to point out that under the Taft-Hartley law no employer could
simply turn money over to a union and for just that that money be
used for pension purposes. Any fund-
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The CHAIR AN. We are talking about amending the law, not what
is permitted under present law.

Mr. GREENBER. Well, I would just point out that the law was in-
troduced and I think passed by a very substantial majority, because
it was felt that it would be wrong to provide for the expenditure of
company funds exclusively by unions.

The law, after all, says that these moneys, these trusts, they must
be administered jointly by representatives of the company and the
union in order to maintain a check over these funds and for the use
of an impartial chairman in the event that there is a dispute that can't
be broken. But the fact is, to a degree, that is already occurring. It is
not infrequent at the present time for pension plans to be established
on the basis of the company contributing a specified number of cents
per hour for the development of a pension plan. Now, frankly, we feel
that that is in many situations not the best possible approach. For
example, I don't think it is an approach that could be used in the
basic steel industry. It is an approach that has validity in a number of
smaller companies but the main reason I would say that that has no
validity in the basic steel industry is that I could not conceive of a
situation where, for example, the United States Steel Corp. would
agree that the union was to take over full responsibility for the $2.3
billion fund, which has been accumulating in that corporation for the
provision of pensions. Furthermore, I can't speak for the corporation
but I think I know them well enough to say that they rather think
the administration of these funds, as a managerial responsibility, and
would take a very dim view of their being joint administration much
less exclusive administration by the union.

But, in those situations where it does happen, we do provide for
such arrangements. The Industrial Union Department of the AFL-
CIO has a pool plan, which is based exclusively on that arrangement
and-

The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me, but I look at this the way a Senator
sitting on the Finance Committee would look at things. When some-
body comes in with a good idea-and most of them are, if you can
afford them-I find myself asking two questions: (1) What is the
idea going to cost; and, (2) Who is going to pay for it I

Now, it would seem to me that when you negotiate on these various
matters, it would be a sad thing if you have to go out on strike and
shut down the economy when management and labor are not really at
loggerheads at all with regard to differences in terms of cost; you are
only arguing about what the money would be spent for.

it would seem to me that if you could persuade your members that
it would be better to put a given amount of money into a pension fund
than it would be to put that same money into a higher pay check, then
I think that management would find some appeal to saying, "well, we
would like to negotiate just in terms of dollars and then if you want
to put more of it into the pension fund and less of it into wages, that is
all right with us."

Why don't you think about that and then give us a memo on it?
Mr. GI ENBERG. I would be very happy to do that.* -

*Included as a communication In volume 8 of these hearings. Refer to contents, vol-
ume 3.
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Mr. CHAIRMAN. I might have brought up something that you had
not anticipated being asked.

Mr. GREENBERG. I must say that this is not a new or novel approach.
As I said, this has been suggested to us many times.

I would like to make a couple of suggestions to you-for your con-
sideration that I think are important.

First, there is no such thing as a negotiation that does not take into
account the cost of a pension component of the negotiations. When
we negotiate, we have grand total of cost, which may consist of wages
and pensions but, also, with arrangements with respect to holidays and
vacations and insurance and unemployment benefits and what have
you. So that these are matters that already are subject to a cost limita-
tion. I might say that both the industries that we deal with, and our-
selves, use actuaries, so that these costs can be reasonably determined,
but I think I should point out that the question of pensions is a two-
headed one; while there is a matter of cost, there is also a matter of
relationship to existing income. No pension plan is negotiated in a
vacuum. It is negotiated in relationship to what the man was getting
as an active employee. And I would say that that is a basic component
of every pension plan including pension plans in the Government and,
that is, the relationship of a man's earnings to his pension is deter-
mined by such matters as what you will use as the base for determin-
ing the average. It will be determined by the number of service years
the employee has. So that weight is given both the length of employ-
ment as well as earnings prior to retirement.

Finally, I would like to make this comment, which I think is a diffi-
cult one but, nevertheless, an important one. Pensions are a cost, but
they are not cost- ih quite the same way that, let us say, wages arecost
because in calculating pension costs, we have to take into account such
variables as the age of the employees involved, the probabilities of
retirement and death and disability, withdrawal, the interest that the
moneys will earn and so on. This is a complex kind of calculation. Re-
grettably, occasionally, using a simple cents per hour approach has
the result of confusing people as to whether what we are talking about
is something that personally belongs to the employee, because we said
we were going to allocate 10 or 20 or 50 cents an hour for pensions,
when, in fact, what we are doing is, not allocating these moneys on the
basis of so many cents per hour but, actually, in terms of the character-
istics of the ages and the service of the employees and the types of
benefits that we are negotiating, so does it-belong to him or not?

r I am afraid that, as with many other problem complexities, there
are side effects, let me put it that way, there are side effects that need
to be taken into account.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much. I apologize for bringing
you into this area. I thought we might simplify this but I am afraid
it is not that simple.

I would appreciate a memo on that area. That would help me because
I don't want to complicate these areas any more than they are already.
So if you can simplify that, fine.

Senator NELsoN. On the question of a strike and how the money
might be spent, you represent the one major union in this country that
has agreed on arbitration of disputes between labor and management.
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Mr. GREENBERG. With respect to the steel industry, yes. Unfortu-
nately, it does not cover more than half of our membership.

Senator NELSON. Basically, steel industry has this agreement?
Mr. GREENBERG. Oh, yes.
Senator NELSON. Go ahead.
Mr. GREENBERG. From that time forward, the tremendous expansion

of the private pension system took place. Regrettably, the bargaining
right recognized by the Supreme Court did not become meaningful
until the steelworkers struck the steel industry in late 1949 in support
of the recommendation of the Fact-Finding Board appointed by Presi-
dent Harry S Truman, and chaired by Prof. Carol R. Daugherty.

Senator Long, I think it might be of passing interest that the Presi-
dential Fact-Finding Board in 1949 recommended that 6 cents an hour
be expended for pensions, but after the parties bargained on the subject,
they decided that it was the better part of wisdom to drop the 6 cents
andagreed on a benefit program.

From this brief outline of the early events in the history of the start
of our present private pension system, we can see why pensions, the
same as wages and working conditions, have an important issue on the
legislative agenda.

The first pension problem before the Congress is whether the ground
rules by which pension rights and benefits are established will be left
to industrial conflict, or whether Congress will enact the legislation
to mandate the minimum basic standards that all private pension plans
must adhere to. We believe that the basic principles of sound private
pension plans are not matters of opinion, but axioms drawn from gen-
erations of experience. As such, it is clear that no private pension plan
can endure which does not adhere to these principles. If these basic
principles are not mandated by law. they assuredly will have to be
established at great cost to the Nation and its workers through indus-
trial strife.

The Congress has maintained a continuing interest in legislation
affecting pension plans since the enactment of the Taft-Hartley law.
The exposure of a number of scandals involving the mishandling of
pension funds resulted in the passage, during the late 1950's, of the
Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure and the Landrum-Griffin Acts.
But these measures failed to deal with the more serious evolving prob-
lem of protecting participants from the loss of benefits from improp-
erly drawn and inadequately funded pension plans.

Since the early congressional enactments, great strides have been
made in the development of new and improved pension plans, and a
new dimension of well-being has been added to the standard of living
of the American worker. It is difficult to recall that as short as 40 years
ago, retirement on pension was practically unknown. A worker con-
tinued to work until he was no longer able to do so. As short as only
25 years ago, meager social security benefits of less than $50 a month
were the sole retirement income of most workers. The right to retire-
ment on a public and private pension is now so widely accepted that
when, for some reason, a private pension plan fails to deliver a prom-
ised benefit, the loss is properly greeted by a sense of outrage. When a
pension benefit is lost, a fundamental right and a just reward of work
have been violated.
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The current pension protection issues arise because the fate of mil-
lions of workers and billions of dollars are now involved in the private
pension system. Even the general economy is affected by the growth and
pervasiveness of this vast new social phenomenon. The question before

-Congress is not whether additional pension legislation is required to
monitor this vast system, but what the nature and the scope of such
legislation should be.

Aside from the issues of minimum standards of managerial and
fiduciary probity, on which there appears to be unanimous agreement,
we believe there are four basic issues on which consensus must be
reached before meaningful legislative action can be taken. We believe
these four issues are interrelated and inseparable. If only part of the
pension protection problem is resolved by legislation, the remaining
issues will still have to be acted on, because any single major defect
in a private pension plan can result in the failure of the purpose of
the entire plan.

Issue No. 1 we want to deal with is pensions as deferred income.
The first issue concerns the principle that a pension is deferred pay-
ment for services rendered. Of course, there are major significant
differences between wages paid for work performed and pension bene-
fits paid after work ceases. Wages represent a share of current pro-
duction; pensions represent an obligation to the worker after he no
longer is able to or has earned the right not to toil. It is the fact that
pensions are paid to people who are no longer producing which creates
the necessity for accumulating the means to pay for pensions before

\ retirement occurs. Furthermore, unlike wages, pension costs are related
to age. The closer a man is to retirement, the more costly is each unit
of pension benefit.

When the principle of retirement on pension as a payment for
working is accepted, several consequences follow:

No worker who has earned a pension right should be deprived of
that right because his employment with a particular employer termi-
nates prior to the date of his pension eligibility.

Senator NELSON. Mr. Greenberg, my plane was late and held up in
Pittsburgh-

Mr. GREENBERG. Very unusual, sir.
Senator NELSON. I got here after you started, and I don't know if

you were informed about the groun rules. We have seven more wit-
nesses, and everybody was notified to summarize their statement in
10 minutes. You have 3 minutes left to you, I am told.

Mr. GREENBERG. I see.
Senator NELSON. The time doesn't run against you when we ask

questions.
Mr. GREENBERG. May I talk to a question then which I think is one

that is of great concern, and, that is, the question of jurisdiction.
Senator NE LSO N. Your statement will be printed in full in the

hearing record.
Mr. GREENBERG. I understand, sir. I want to talk to the problem of

pension protection enforcement because we feel very strongly that
pension protection enforcement should not be in the Internal Revenue

ervice, but should be located in the Department of Labor. I must
say that in addition to my statement, which I think will speak for
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itself, that I can speak from some experience: experience, I might say,
which unfortunately I ran into just several days ago. Just. several days
ago, a problem arose as to the propriety of a termination clause in a
pension plan that was being negotiated. I would say, without going
into the details, that there was no question that the proposed termina-
tion clause was contrary to all accepted principles of pension draft-
ing. I was immediately stopped when I started the discussion by
the statement that "that can't be so because the clause had been
presented to the IRS, and the IRS had not found anything to be
critical of." It is difficult to tell someone that the presentation of a
document to IRS is not any judgment as to whether or not that. is a
sound clause, and one that is designed to protect the participants but,
it exclusively, has been examined as to whether or not it protects
the Government because the IRS, their interest in these matters is to
protect the Federal Treasury and not to protect pension paiticipants.

The IRS is concerned with whether or not a pension plan is a bona
fide plan. If they think that this is merely a scheme for the avoidance
of taxes, they will put a stop to it. But if it meets their criteria of not.
cheating Uncle Sam of taxes, they have met the charge that they are
responsible for it.

Now, we think that is not sufficient. That is not, the basis on which
pension plans can be protected. We believe that the rules, the same
as for banking and for insurance, where the reserves play the same
role as they do in pensions, must be mandated by law.

Senator NELSON. You support the provision of S. 4 that would pro-
vide for certain aspects of the administration of the pension plans
to be in the Labor Department?

Mr. GRMENBERG. Wholeheartedly.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
Mr. GREENBERG. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Bernard Greenberg follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BERNARD GREENBERG, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, INSURANCE,
PENSIONS AND UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS DEPARTMENT, UNITED STEELWORKERS OF
AMERICA

Mr. Chairman, my name is Bernard Greenberg. I am Assistant Director of the
Insurance, Pensions and Unemployment benefits Department of the United
Steelworkers of America, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I am appearing today to
offer testimony on what my Union believes should be the basic principles of
legislation to protect and advance the private pension system. At one time, after
the debate over pension protection legislation had continued for a period of time,
these basic principles began to appear to be self-evident. As with the proverbial
broth which was spoiled by too many cooks, too many people with no interest, or
at best peripheral interest, in private pensions have lately Joined the discussion
with proposals which have only muddied the essential problem areas. Proposals
and panaceas have been proposed which may have some relationship to the
Income people receive, but bear no relationship to the real problems of our nation's
private pension system.

It would not be amiss to recall how the protection of the private pension sys-
tem became a major legislative issue. Until 1948, the right of Unions to negoti-
ate with respect to pensions was not a recognized right. When the Inland Steel
Company, after World War II, refused-to negotiate with the United Steelworkers
of America with respect to the unilaterally established compulsory retirement
rule, and the content and level of benefits included in the Company's pension
plan, our Union brought suit against the Company under the Taft-Hartley law.
In 1948, the Supreme Court decided in favor of the United Steelworkers of
America and pensions became a major issue in collective bargaining. From that
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time forward, the tremendous expansion of the private pension system took
place. Regrettably, the bargaining right recognized by the Supreme Court did
not become meaningful until the Steelworkers struck the Steel Industry in late
1949 in support of the recommendations of the Fact Finding Board appointed
by President Harry S Truman, and chaired by Professor Carol R. Daugherty.
From this brief outline of the early events in the history of the start of our
present private pension system, we can see why pensions, the same as wages and
working conditions, have become an important issue on the legislative agenda.

The first pension problem before the Congress is whether the ground rules by
which pension rights and benefits are established will be left to industrial con-
flict, or whether Congress will enact the legislation to mandate the minimum
basic standards that all private pension plans must adhere to. We believe that
the basic principles of sound private pension plans are not matters of opinion,
but axioms drawn from generations of experience. As such, it is clear that no
private pension plan can endure which does not adhere to these principles. If
these basic principles are not mandated by law, they assuredly will have to be
established at great cost to the nation and its workers through industrial strife.

The Congress has maintained a continuing interest in legislation affecting pen-
sion plans since the enactment of the Taft-Hartley law. The exposure to a number
of scandals involving the mishandling of pension funds resulted in the passage,
during the late 196's of the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure and the
Landrum-Griflin Acts. But these measures failed to deal with the more serious
evolving problem of protecting participants from the loss of benefits from im-
properly drawn and inadequately funded pension plans.

Since the early Congressional enactments, great strides have been made in the
development of new and improved pension plans, and a new dimension of well-
being has been added to the standard of living of the American worker. It is diffi-
cult to recall that as short as forty (40) years ago retirement on pension was
practically unknown. A worker continued to work until he was no longer able to
do so. As short as only twenty-five (25) years ago, meager Social Security bene-
fits of less than $50 a month were the sole retirement income of most workers.
The right to retirement on a public and private pension is now so widely accepted
that when, for some reason, a private pension plan fails to deliver a promised
benefits, the loss is properly greeted by a sense of outrage. When a pension bene
fit is lost, a fundamental right and a Just reward of work have been violated.

The current pension protection issues arise because the fate of millions of
workers and billions of dollars are now involved in the private pension system.
Even the general economy is affected by the growth and pervasiveness of this
vast new social phenomenon. The question before Congress is not whether addi-
tional pension legislation is required to monitor this vast system, but what the
nature and the scope of such legislation should be.

Aside from the Issues of minimum standards of managerial and ifiduciary
probity, on which there appears to be unanimous agreement, we believe there
are four basic issues on which consensus must be reached before meaningful leg-
islative action can be taken. We believe these four issues are interrelated and
inseparable. If only part of the pension protection problem is resolved by legis-
lation, the remaining issues will still have to be acted on, because any single
major defect in a private pension plan can result in the failure of the purpose of
the entire plan.
Issue No. 1: Pensions as Deferred Ineotne

The first issue concerns the principle that--a pension is deferred payment for
services rendered. Of course, there are major significant differences between
wages paid for work performed and pension benefits paid after work ceases. Wages
represent a share of current production, pensions represent an obligation to
the worker after lie no longer is able to or has earned the right not to toil. It is
the fact that pensions are paid to people who are no longer producing which
creates the necessity for accumulating the means to pay for pensions before re-
tirement occurs. Furthermore, unlike wages, pension costs are related to age.
The closer a man is to retirement, the moral costly is each unit of pension
benefit.

When the principle of retirement on pension as a payment for working is
accepted, several consequences follow:

No worker who has earned a pension right should be deprived of that
right because his employment with a particular employer terminates
prior to the date of his pension eligibility.
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No worker who has earned a pension right should be deprived of that
right because his employer deliberately failed to set aside the necessary
funds to pay the worker his earned right when he became eligible to receive
it.

No worker who has earned a pension right should be deprived of that
right because the pension plan terminated prior to the time that a pension
plan, which was accumulating funds on an acceptably sound basis, became
sufficiently funded to meet all its obligations.

I88sue No. 2: Deferred Vested Rights
Even if it is accepted as a principle that a pension right once earned can-

not in justice be taken away from the worker, the questions still remain:
for how long does a worker have to work to earn a pension right, and when
does a pension become a vested right?

The reason these question continue to be raised lies in the fact that many
commonly accepted present pension plan principles were established long
before pensions were a matter of collective bargaining. Before pensions were
part of Union labor agreements, they were considered gratuities for long and
faithful service. Therefore, it seemed only natural that no one should enjoy
a right to a vested pension unless he had attained, say, the age of fifty-five
(55) and had completed twenty (20) or more years of uninterrupted service,
and his break in service was completely involuntary.

But if pensions are considered to be the same as other remuneration, except
that they are deferred to retirement-they should become an unforfeitable right
with each day's work.

Those who continue to argue that pensions should vest only after the pas-
sage of many years' service and years of age have never freed themselves
from their earlier conception of pensions as a gift. They have not accepted the
fact that pensions are an earned right. The concept of pensions as gratuities
minimum age and fewer years -of service for vesting attests to the invalidity
and decline of the pension gratuity theory. So long as any periods of service or age
are retaine-das eligibility requirements, the principle of pensions as an earned
right has been compromised.

Having supported the principle. I must now hasten to say that our Union has
conceded that for legislative purposes there is a practical necessity for a mini-
mum service requirement for pension vesting. We have said that a five-year serv-
ice requirement can be Justified only on the basis that maintaining records for
shorter periods of service is unduly burdensome. We believe, however, even this
minimum requirement should be waived where service is broken through no
fault of the employee.

It is appropriate at this point to briefly discuss whether an employee's total
service should be credited for pension purposes. When, in 1949, the United Steel-
workers of America began its pension negotiations, there were some 600,000
workers employed in the basic steel industry ranging in age from twenty to
sixty-five, and having service with their employers from a very short period to
as much as fifty years. I must say that I do not have any memory of any repre-
sentative of ay major company suggesting that the millions of years of accumu-
lated service of these steelworkers at that time, should be tossed away and only
the service after 1949 should be counted for pension purposes. I would hazard
the guess that we would still be on strike if anyone tried to push any such
proposal on us. Yet, this Is precisely the principle advocated by the Administra-
tion, a few members of Congress and by some self-appointed "friends" of labor.

Any proposal which deprives older workers of their accumulated years of
service prior to the effective date of an Act, for either vesting or determining
the amount of benefits will not be accepted by those who have spent their lives
working for a living and contributing to this nation's enormous wealth. Anything
short of full credit for all years worked for an employer is not acceptable and
can only be considered a scheme to reduce pension costs to totally unacceptable
low levels. Proposals to only count service after the enactment of legislation
contribute nothing to the protection of present private pension plan rights.

Iasue No. 3: Amcumulating pension reserves
We say that pension rights can exist only where the necessary funds to pro-

vide such rights are set aside during the active lifetime of the worker. This
proposition is so widely accepted at the present time that no further discussion
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of the subject would seem required were it not for the fact that it is still sug-
gested that proper pension funding can be achieved by providing income-tax
incentives. Michael S. Gordon, Minority Counsel to the Senate Labor Committee
has been quoted as pointing out that,

"Since the entire framework of regulatory supervision under the Internal
Revenue code hinges on an employer's self-interest in maintaining tax deduc-
tions for contributions to a private pension plan, the effectiveness of such regula-
tory supervision is related to the continuation of the employer's self-interest.
When that self-interest ceases, the Internal Revenue Code ceases to be an effi-
cient control mechanism.

"An Internal Revenue approach, he continued, does not help the workers whose
plan refuses to deliver vested benefits. The plan can be disqualified from tax
benefits, but this does not hell) the worker who lost. His only recourse would be
a breach of contract lawsuit utilizing private lawyers and resources, if he can
afford them."

To this should be added that the goal of the Internal Revenue Code is not to
protect the rights, pension or otherwise, of workers--the goal of the Internal
Revenue Code on pensions is to protect the Federal treasury by ensuring that
the government is not cheated out of income taxes by schemes which are deemed
not to be bona-fide pension plans.

The problem of pension protection enforcement involves not merely a choice
of the location of the administrative agency between two different government
departments, but rather involves a choice between different fundamental prin-
ciples of labor-law enforcement. On the one hand, there is the suggested ap-
proach of exclustvely-viflTntary adherence to standards to be encouraged by in-
come tax incentives. This is the basic approach of those who advocate locating
pension protection in the Internal Revenue Service. The other approach is that
of establishing mandatory norms of administrative and financial conduct and en-
forcing these standards by denying the privilege of operation to those who fail
to adhere to them. This approach depends not only on financial incentives, but
recognizes that an inevitable minority (which can eventually destroy any volun-
tary system) must be compelled to live by legally mandated rules enforceable in
a court of law. Those of us who support the latter approach believe that pension
protection belongs in the administrative agency established to protect the in-
terest of workers--the Department of Labor.

One important reason for the mandatory funding of pension plans is the Ig-
norance of some who establish pension plans. They simply do not know the con-
sequences of failing to set aside the necessary reserves against growing pension
obligations. Here is a situation in which common ignorance is just as dangerous
and harmful as dishonesty. Whether an employer deliberately refuses to fund
a pension plan in a reasonable fashion or does so irresponsibly out of ignorance,
the results are identical: trusting workers irremediably lose the fruits of a life-
time of labor.

The plain fact is that pension funding is essential if promised pension bene-
fits are to be paid eventually. No pension plan should be permitted to be estab-
lished unless it intends to develop the necessary reserves to meet its accruing
liabilities. As in banking and insurance, this principle must be given the force
of law. This does not mean that inflexible rules must apply to all regardless
of significant differences, but it does mean that all plans must be funded in a
fashion reasonably designed to fully meet their obligations when they fall due.

My Union associates itself with those who believe that placing the enforce-
ment of pension protection laws in the Internal Revenue Service is wrong. Many
who advocate that the Internal Revenue Service should enforce pension pro-
tection legislation also advocate weak, ineffectual controls. They see the grant-
ing of jurisdiction over pension protection to the Internal Revenue Service as
part of an over-all scheme of little or no controls.

The enforcement of mandatory labor-law standards with respect to wages,
overtime, child labor, safety and health standards has been placed in the De-
partment of Labor because it is recognized that labor-law enforcement is a
specialized field very different from and unrelated to the enforcement of laws
pertaining to commercial transactions.
Issue No. 4: Pension Plan Termination Insurance

It is now generally accepted that even where plans are being funded ade-
quately and continuously, termination prior to the full funding of total liabili-
ties is inevitable in a certain number of cases. In short, the ebb and flow of
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business activity is no different where pension plans have been established than
where they do not exist.

We all know that a responsible man recognizes that one of his responsibilities
is to see that if he has a family he does not leave them penniless in the event
of his premature death. We also would consider it the height of folly, if not
impracticability, if every young man in the land were to attempt to establish
over a few years a personal savings account sufficient to meet all his obliga-
tions to his family in the event of his early death. Since only a small number-of
persons with growing families die each year we know that the proper protec-
tion of a family against the insecurities of premature death is insurance-the
payment of a small premium by many to provide the protection required by a
few.

The application of the insurance principle to the protection of private pen-
sions is rapidly becoming a matter not only of simple practicality, but one of
great urgency. Consider the magnitude of the funds which would have to be col-
lected if an effort were made by the unions to have every single pension plan
in the United States funded as if it might be terminated in the next ten years
and would have to meet 100 per cent of its obligations at that time. But, you
might ask, why should the unions require every employer to so fund? To which
we .would respond that we would defy anyone to predict exactly which of the
thousands of existing pension plans will terminate in the next ten years. What
is more, would you not criticize us if we exempted some companies from early
full funding because we deemed them indestructible, and if we only went after
those visibly weak companies which, by definition, were less capable of accelerated
funding than the stronger companies?

It is argued by some that the Congress should do nothing to protect the pen-
sion rights of workers who are the victims of prematurely terminated pension
plans. Let those workers, it is argued, in effect, who have had the misfortune
to have been employed by a terminating employer suffer for having failed to
choose more fortunately. This is an unsocial attitude which was long ago
rejected by Congress in other areas affecting workers. It Is not an attitude appro-
priate to the United States standing at the threshold of its third century with
the wealth not only to fully provide for its own, but to provide for millions beyond
its shores. The protection of pension rights by pension termination insurance re-
quires but a minuscule allocation of our vast resources. It is almost ridiculous to
have to argue that those who have, by their labor, played an essential part in
the creation of this great wealth are entitled in all circumstances to the pension
rights they earned by their contribution to our society.

We appreciate the efforts of this Subcommittee to address itself to the problems
of private pension plan protection. This issue, however, has been actively before
the Congress for at least six years. The House and Senate Labor Committees
have held numerous hearings and completed exhaustive surveys over this time.
From these lengthy proceedings, the Williams-Javits bill, S-4, has evolved. We
have given our full support to this bill, which is a sound, reasonable, and practical
approach to solving the country's very serious and immediate pension protection
problems.

We were extremely disappointed that the Senate did not act on the Williams.
Javits bill during the last session of Congress. We see no reason for delay in
this session and must admit we are concerned over the initiation of another
set of hearings by a new committee-the same committee which without any study
gutted the union pension protection provisions from last year's Williams-Javits
bill, which was unanimously voted out by the Labor Committee.

If these hearings can shed more light on the plight of workers who lose
their pensions and the pension protection measures which must be enacted, then
they are welcomed. No doubt, additional information is needed concerning workers
who are not entitled to any, or adequate Social Security, nor to the benefits of a
private pension plan.

But such studies of the insufficiencies of old-age income must not deter the Con-
gress from immediately acting to protect and advance the private pension system
which is in being. We have urged the Senate Labor Committee to move for quick
action on S-4. We hope and trust this Subcommittee will also lend its support for
this vital action.

Senator N1!msoN. The next witness is Sheldon S. Cohen, chairman,
Special Committee on Retirement Benefits American Bar Association,
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acconiphnied by 1)6nald McDonalai- chairman of tho section of.tax4-
tion; and: Andre' C b, vice clidirman of the Cotntiitt", on Em-
ploye6 Benefits of the Tax Section, both of the Americar Baid Associa-
tion.

Go ahead, Mr. Cohen. You know the rules are 10 minutes and sum-
mary except if we ask questions, that doesn't run against you.

STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN, CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL COMMIT-
TEE ON RETIREMENT BENEFITS, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
ACCOMPANIED AY DONALD McDONALD, CHAIRMAN OF THE TAX
SECTION, AND ANDREW H. COX, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE COM-
MITTEE ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, BOTH OF THE ABA

Mr. COHE.N. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I am
Sheldon S. Cohen, chairman of the Special Committee on Retirement
Benefits of the American Bar Association, and I am accompanied by
Donald McDonald, on my right of Philadelphia, who is chairman of
the tax section of the American Bar Association, and also by Andrew
Cox of Boston, on my left, who is vice chairman of the committee on
employee benefits.

I will try to quickly summarize the statement you gentlemen have
before you and then Mr. Cox will discuss somit of the possible, tech-
fical problems there might be in this legislation to which we might

suggestt changes or corrections.
As you know, the American Bar Association has a membership of

i(3,tO' lawyers. We have, for many years, supported legislation to
encourage the establishment of voluntary pensions for self-employed
individuals and for their employees..

Thirty years ago Congress enacted legislation that gave substantial
tax benefits in the general area of employee's benefits, but has had
substantial difficulty over the years in equating the rights afforded the
self-employed and their employees with the rights of the vast bulk
of all other employees throughout the United States. I am sure you
gentlemen are all familiar with the course of legislation that began in
the early 19o0's; the Keogh legislation that was sponsored on this side
by the then Senator Smathers.

Now a decade, or a little more than a decade, after the original pas-
sage of the Smathers-Keogh legislation, we appear here today to sup-
port generally the administration's proposals for amplifying the bene-
fits for the self-employed and their employees. H.R. 7157 on the House
side and on this side? S. 1631, encompasses those proposals which
would broaden the limitations heretofore held from the self-employed,
with certain modifications. Now, the inequity is obvious. It is hard
to explain why a person who works for a corporation should receive
one benefit and a person who works for a partnership, whether it be
legal, medical, engineering, or any other, should be treated differently.

Senator NELSON. You are talking about the amount?
Mr. COHEN. The amounts and the various limitations that might be

imposed. Principally, we are concerned with the amount although
Mr. Cox will bring up some other problems.

Senator NE:LSON. Do you believe that there ought to be some limit on
the benefits provided to major corporate officials in their pension
pla) ?

96-939-73-pt. 1-17
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Mr. COHEN. I will have to answer that carefully, sir, because the
American Bar Association has taken no position on that. If you are
asking Sheldon Cohen, the answer is "Yes." There was a proposal
made-

Senator NExasoN. Your answer is "Yes"?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir, on my behalf and not on behalf of the Ameri-

can Bar Association.
Senator NELSON. The bar association hasn't taken a position?,
Mr. COHEN. No. If you recall, several years ago Deputy Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury Nolan delivered a speech in which he pro-
posed a number of modifications. One of those modifications was that,
as part of the package to broaden benefits in the pension area, that
the rule of 50 should be put in; that an overall limitation-and at that
time he was rather loose in proposing numbers-but I recall at one
time, and this may not be exactly accurate, he proposed a limitation of
$10,000 as to any one individual and at other times he may have pro-
posed lower numbers.

Senator NELSON. But you think there ought to be some limitation ?
Mr. COHEN. It would appear to me that that suggestion by the then

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury was a rational proposal,
which I personally think had a good deal to recommend it; yes.

Senator NELSON. Is it the bar association's position that they en-
dorse that beneficiaries under H.R. 10 plans should receive benefits
similar to those received by corporate officials, but they wouldn't
endorse the proposition that corporate officials benefits ought to be
limited similar to the limitation provided under H.R. 10 plans.

Mr. COHEN. If my recollection of the bar association's position is
accurate, that would probably summarize it correctly. Th at is, the
bar association believes the self-employed, which would include law-
yers and all other self-employed, ought to receive those benefits which
were allowed to the corporate employee. The bar stops there. It does
not take a position as to whether there ought to be a limitation. If there
were a limitation, the self-employed ought to be limited as all other
peple are limited.

Senator NELSON. Fine.
Mr. COHEN. Now, in my statement, there are some figures which

show that the amounts now capable of being saved by the self-em-
ployed lawyer, for example, are very small, which has stopped any
number of self-employed from instituting plans. This, in effect, again
blocks off self-empIoyed benefits.

That is my part of the statement, sir.
Mr. Cox has a few comments on some technical aspects.
Senator NELSON. Mr. CoxI
Mr. Cox. Yes. As Mr. Cohen has said, the bar association has not

considered, rather, has not taken a position, on all of the many bills
that were before the subcommittee. The one bill on which it has taken
a position is a predecessor of S. 1631.

Back in 1969, the bar association took the position that the Internal
Revenue Code should be amended to eliminate all distinctions in the
treatment accorded common-law employees on the one hand and self-
employed individuals on the other. The most recent action by the
American Bar Association on this matter was in February of this
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year when the House of Delegates approved a resolution submitted by
the section of taxation to the effect that H.R. 12272, which was the
individual retirement benefits bill of 1971, submitted just at the end of
1971, should be enacted but recommended that amendments be made.
The position of the bar association was that the amendments were
desirable but the bill should be enacted even if no amendments were
made.

Moving .long to this year, as Secretary Shultz has put it, S. 1631 is
a revised and expanded version of I.R. 12272. And so it seemed to us
that the views of the American Bar Association on H.R. 12272 miight
be of interest to the subcommittee in considering S. 1631.

The February 1973 action was to the effect, as I said, that II.R. 12272,
or any other bill of equivalent purpose and effect should be enacted,
but with certain recommended modifications.

Now, S. 1631 does not include the basic recommendations that were
made by the American Bar Association. On the other hand. it, does
make a number of changes in the l)redecessor bill, which are fully
consistent with that basic recommendation and, by that I mean the
elimination of distinctions between the common-law employees and the
self-employed people. In addition to those changes. S. 1631 adopts other
amendments which were recommended by the bar association. I should
like, if I might, to direct a few comments to those particular changes,
which are now incorporated in S. 1631.

In addition to such c',anges as t1,e deduction limit to which Mfr.
Cohen has referred, S. 1631 contains prov-isions which ar,, desii ned
to enable self-employed individuals to participate in pension plans of
the defined benefit type, as opposed to the money purchase type: that
is, to provide a benefit without initial consideration of cost as opl)osed
to figuring out the particular number of dollars to be put in, year-hy-
year.

In the past, that generally has not been feasible for self-employed
individuals, to participate in these plans of the defined benefit type
because there has been no provision for pooling the contributions made
on behalf of the several, self-employed people-involved. The American
Bar Association supports-the changes included in S. 1631 which per-
mit this participation although it may be that certain additional revi-
sions of some of those provisions should be made.

A second change incorporated in S. 1631 is that employees who are
included in a unit of employees covered by a collective bargaining
agreement should be excluded, not taken into account, that is-in de-
termining whether the percentage coverage test of the code, section
401 (A) (3) (a) has been satisfied, and providing that the collective bar-
gaining agreement stipulates that these people are not to be covered.
The bar association supports this position, but feels that similar pro-
visions should be made applicable to other sections and specifically
401 (A) (3) (b), dealing with another kind of coverage check and also
section 404(A) (4) dealing with discriminations in contributions of
benefits.

A third change which S. 1631 would make would be to delete section
72(M) (1) from the code, which has a special rule for taxing nonpe-
riodic distributions to owner employees. t is a rule that is less fpvor-
able than the rules generally applicable to other people. Since this
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change is directed at uniio0rmity, the American Bar Association would
support. it. Another change of less importance, perhaps, is to delete
the requirement of present law that the trustee of a trust forming part
of a pfan, which owner is employees participate, must be a bank. This
wouhl be deleted and since it again tends toward uniformity the
American Bar Association would support it.

Fouith, and finally, there was a provision in I.R. 12272 which
would have authorized the Secretary of the Treasury to establish
special eligibility and vesting rules in certain conditions, for plans
covering certain kinds of employees, which generally would be em-
ployees who have certain ownership in the partnerships or corpora-
tions maintaining the plan. The American Bar Association would
support the deletion of that provision.

Thank you.
Seantor CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I didn't hear all of the testimony,

but I certainly appreciate the statement.
I feel very strongly that this opportunity to provide for one's own

retirement to the self-employed must be improved and liberalized,
but it also must be made available to a lot more people. The bill as
now written. S. 1631, is going to make it much easier for self-em-
ployed persons to adopt a plan than the old Keogh plan because it
was admittedly just a start.

Do you favor those provisions also?
Mr. CoHEN. We appreciate your aid in sponsoring some of this

legislation. We generally applaud the movement in the direction of
uniformity that this bill represents.

Senator CURTIS. And there are many people, nonprofessional people
and others, some of them are employees and some of them are proprie-
tors, whom it is just not practical to expect their little business to set
up a retirement plan of their own, but yet, as indiivduals, they ought
to have the right to avail themselves of a very much simplified plan
and one that isn't invalidated if a year or two goes by and they can't
contribute.

The disparity between those who participate and those who do not
is great.

When the corporation makes their contributions before taxes, the
plan earns money which is tax free.

Now, about half of our population today has to pay taxes on all
of their income. If they are able to save anything fortheir old age,
it is saved only after taxes and then that saving is placed somewhere
and earns a little bit and that, too, is taxed. So-they have two handi-
caps in the race -that they must run.

I just don't think it is right or fair to bar his privilege from at
least half of our population and that is what we are doing, in effect,
at the present time.

Senator NELsoN. It is a reasonable deduction for me to- conclude
that the American Bar Association would support the same limita-
tion on amount that can be set aside for a lawyer who is working
in his professional corporation as the self-employed lawyer?

Mr. COHEN. I don't know that the bar association has addressed
that problem, but our basic resolution, going back to the 1969 resolu-
tion, is that the bar association is seeking uniformity, so if the Con-
gress, in its infinite wisdom decides there should be an overall limi-
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tation, then, yes, we are willing to live within aity overall limitation.
Senator NEzoL.: Congress doesn't always have infinite wisdom.
Mr. MCDoNAw. The gist of the tax sectionoresolution, passed in San

Francisco and then adopted by the American Bar Assocation House
of Delegates, well, it objected to the former suggestions of the ad-
ministration. The major amendment we wanted made was the elimina-
tion of all distinctions between plans based either on the form of busi-
ness or the quantity of ownership within that business. And then
there was an amendment from the floor, saying "provided present
benefits are not reduced."

Senator NELSON. Provided present benefits for self-employed?
Mr. McDoNALD. All plans.
Senator NELSON. Well, you would have to reduce benefits if you are

going to make them all equal, or were you saying you have to raise
everybody up to the maximum ?

Mr. McDoNALw. They were hopefully wanting to move everybody.
Senator CuRTIs. In other words, you are saying to make the limi-

tations prospectiveI
Mr. MCDONALD. Correct.
Senator NELSON. Well, without any deduction, it would mean they

would have to go up to the levels now received by corporate execu-
tives, wouldn't they?

Mr. MoDONALD. They were unwilling to adopt the principle that
corporate executives should be cut down.

Senator NEmson. If you drop the principle that everybody should
be equal, then they have to go up, don't they?

Mr. McDoNALD. They are clearly on record that everybody should
be equal.

Senator NELSON. I understand that political difficulty in reaching
that conclusion. I have been in positions like that myself.

Well, thank you.
Mr. CoHEN. Thank you.
[Prepared statements of Sheldon S. Cohen and Andrew H. Cox

follow :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Sheldon S.
Cohen. I am a member of the firm of Cohen and Uretz in Washington, D.C.,
and serve as Chairman of the Special Committee on Retirement Benefits Legisla-
tion of the American Bar Association. This Association, composed of a mem-
bership of approximately 163,000 lawyers, has for many years supported legisla-
tion to encourage the establishment of voluntary pension plans by self-employed
individuals for themselves and for their employees.

Some thirty years ago, the Congress enacted legislation which offered sub-
stantial tax benefits to certain employers and their employees in the establish-
ment of pension plans. Since that time, there has been a tremendous growth in
coverage of millions of American workers in private plans. Public policy, which
I believe to be sound, continues to encourage the establishment of private pension
plans through the tax laws. However, the result of the 1942 legislation was to
discriminate in favor of employed persons and consequently against self-em-
ployed persons in the very important area of providing an opportunity to save
for retirement.

Some members of this Subcommittee will recall that, in the 1950's, then-
Congressman Eugene Keogh and the late Congressman Daniel Reed introduced
legislation to provide an opportunity for self-employed individuals to partici-
pate in tax-deferred retirement plans. It took many years, but finally in 1962
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a limited version of the legislation was enacted into law. The contributions
under law were limited to the Ithset of 10% of annual earnings-or $2,500. As
a result of a Senate amendment, the measure permitted a deduction of only
50% of the amount contributed by the self-employed individuals for their retire-
ment fund. This 50% limitation was later eliminated in 190. I recall this legis-
lative history to emphasize the long struggle which your self-employed con-
stituents have endured in seeking some degree of equal tax treatment in the
pension area. Although the inequity in the tax laws was recognized by every-
one knowledgeable in the field, including representatives of the Treasury
Department, it took some 20 years to establish even the principle of limited
parity for the self-employed in our tax laws.

I now appear before you more than a decade after passage of the initial
Smathers-Keogh legislation to support in principle the approach of the Adminis-
tration's legislative proposal, and to further offer the latest position of the
American Bar Association. S. 1631 and H.R. 7157, as well as an earlier bill
S. 374, would Increase the limitations under Keogh-type legislation to the lesser
of 15% of annual earnings or $7,500. We are encouraged that the Administra-
tion has again recommended this provision. I wish to emphasize that such legis-
lation would be a significant step toward bringing about some degree of equality
In tax treatment as between self-employed persons and common law employees.
However, inequality will continue to exist even if this legislation is enacted.
Not only are the limitations on deductions much more severe for self-employed
persons, but certain other requirements apply more strongly to qualified Keogh
plans.

The fastest policy statement on this subject was adopted by the American
Bar Association this year. On the recommendation of the Tax Section that
resolution provides:

"Resolved. That the American Bar Association recommends to the Congress
that the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended by the enactment of the
Individual Retirement Benefits Act of 1971 (H.R. 12272) with the recommenda-
tion that the Act be modified before enactment:

(1) to eliminate, for purposes of Sections 401 through 405 of the Code. all
distinctions between common-law employees and self-employed individuals by
striking all restrictions in the Code and Act applicable only to employee benefit
plans affecting self-employed individuals;

(2) to eliminate any distinctions based upon ownership, such as those between
"owner-employees" and other persons eligible to participate in plans described
in such sections; provided that no additional limitations be imposed that would
reduce benefits presently allowable under such sections;

(3) if the modification of paragraph (1) is not enacted, to eliminate or raise
substantially the limitation of $50,000 of earned income, or compensation, taken
into account pursuant to Section 4 of the Act in computing the allowable deduc-
tion (but without necessarily increasing the effective $7,500 deduction limit
provided in the Act) ;

(4) if the modification in paragraph (2) is not enacted, to eliminate special
Social Security integration rules for owner-employees in self-employed plans, so
that the Social Security integration rules which apply under present law to corpo-
rate plans will also apply to all self-employed plans; '
(5) if the modification in paragraph (2) Is not enacted, to delete the provi-

sion (Section 2(c) of the Act) which delegates to the Secretary of the Treasury
or his delegate the authority to adopt special eligibility and vesting rules for
certain plans, and to substitute therefor the specific eligibility and vesting re-
quirements, if any, which are to apply;

(6) to adopt the "Rule of 50" vesting provisions contained in Sec. 2(a) of the
Act, but to increase the required period of service from 3 years to 5 years before
vesting would be required; and

(7) if the modifications in paragraphs (1) and (2) are not enacted, to make it
feasible for self-employed persons and shareholder-employees of Subchapter S
corporations to participate in pension plans of the defined benefit type, and, to
establish any limits which are imposed with respect to participants in such plans
in terms of the amount of benefits which may be provided.

Further resolved. That the Section of Taxation is directed to urge on the proper
committees of the Congress amendments which will achieve the foregoing results.

Although I am officially here to represent the legal profession. I should point
out that the proposed legislation would provide a degree of fairer tax treatment
for a broader segment of our population. Those who would receive fairer treat-
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meant as a result of the enactment of this bill would include owners of small busi-
ness, farmers, other professional persons and their millions of employees.

Those of you who were in Congress during the early sixties may recall the in-
tense interest in this subject among groups representing self-employed persons
and their employees. Although some of these groups are not represented at this
hearing, I can assure you that the interest has.not subsided. On the contrary, in-
terest has increased among the self-employed in their desire to obtain fair tax
treatment in providing for retirement savings.

The practicing lawyer has a peak earning period of about twenty years, gen-
erally from his middle forties into his sixties. Our study shows that nearly two-
thirds of those participating in the ABA Keogh-type plan are between the ages
of 40 and 60. The average young lawyer is normally not able to contribute the
present maximum of $2,500 because of insufficient earnings during his early
years of practice. It is in that period, between 40 and 60 that the professional
must set aside enough to provide him and his family with some degree of finan-
cial security for his older years. Even if we assume, under the present law, that
a person enters a retirement plan at age 45 and contributes the present maximum
for 20 years, he will have accumulated only enough to give him an annual pension
of about $10,000 at age 65.1

If the lawyer in our example was 55 years old when the plan is established
under present-law, the maximum contribution to a pension fund each year for
ten years will provide a retirement income of only $288 per month, or $3,456 per
year. Obviously, under the present severe limitations, there is little incentive for
the senior partner in his middle fifties to establish a Keogh plan for himself and
the younger partners, associates and secretaries since he can accumulate such
a small retirement income for himself. By increasing the limitations to 15% or
$7,500, the older members of a firm or small unincorporated business could have
an opportunity to provide a more reasonable retirement income for themselves
and their employees. The taxpayer should not be forced to incorporate in order
to receive fair tax treatment in regard to a pension plan or other fringe benefits.

In conclusion, I would again make the following points:
First. it Is sound policy for the government to encourage the growth of private

pension plans Ls supplements to social security and other government programs.
Second, the inequity in the tax treatment of self-employed persons and their

employees has been recognized by the Congress and the Administration and yet
little has been done to correct it.

Third, the present law was too restrictive when it was enacted years ago and has
been made more so because of the inflationary trend over the past decade. The
present limits provide little incentive to establish plans covering the self-employed
and their employees.

On behalf of the American Bar Association, I thank the Subcommittee for this
opportunity to present our views in support of reasonable and fair tax treatment
of contributions to pension plans for the self-employed and their employees.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW H. Cox, ROPES & GRnAy, BOSTON, MASS.

My name is Andrew H. Cox, I am a member of the Boston law firm of Ropes &
Gray and am -Vice-Chairman of the Committee on Employee Benefits of the
Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association. I wish to present the views
of the Association on certain proposed changes in the provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code which deal with deferred compensation. Of the several bills before
the Subcommittee which are concerned with deferred compensation, I shall limit
my comments to S. 1631.

On February 7, 1972 and on February 12, 1973 the House of Delegates of the
American Bar Association approved certain recommendations on deferred com-
pensation which had been submitted to the House of Delegates by the Section
of Taxation. The 1973 recommendations related to the Individual Retirement
Benefits Bill of 1971 (H.R. 12272. 92d Cong., 1st Sess.) which was introduced
December 14, 1971. According to Secretary Shultz, S. 1631 is a revised and ex-
panded version of H.R. 12272, and therefore the recommendations of the Ameri-
can Bar Association on H.R. 12272 may be of interest to the Subcommittee in
considering S. 1631. One of the three legislative changes contained in the 1972
recommendations is similar to an amendment which S. 1631 would make and it

1 Assuming a 7% earnings rate.
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seems likely, that all thr~e recommendations way be ofWterrpqt o tM? 4pbcon.
mittee at thits'tl'ie.

The 1972 recommendations were the following;
(1) To amend the eternal revenue Code of 1954 tp exclude certalbJbargain-

Ing unit. employees for purposes of the coverage and.pnt-discrimination. require-
ments for qualified employee benefit plans;

(2) To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1904 to expand the provisions
permitting retroactive amendments to cure defects in pension, profit-sharing,
stock bonus and annuity plans; and

(3) To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that- beneficiaries
of non-qualified trusts and annuity plans, will not be taxed until distributions are
received or otherwise made available.

The 1973 action approved a recommendation that the Individual Retirement
Benefits Act of'1971 (H.R. 12272, 92d Cong., 1st Sess.) or any other bill equiva-
lent in purpose and effect, be enacted, with a further recommendation that certain
modifications be adopted prior to enactment.

These four recommendations are discussed below.
(1) To exclude certain bargaining unit employees for purposes of coverage

and anti-discrimination requirements for qualified employee benefit plans. Section
401 (a) (3) of the Code establishes two alternative requirements as to the em-
ployees who must be covered by a plan if a trust forming part of the plan is to
be a qualified trust. The first of these alternative requirements (contained in
section 401(a) (3) (A)) is that the plan benefit 70 percent or more of all em-
ployees, or 80 percent or more of all eligible employees if at least 70 percent of
all employees are eligibe. In making this computation, certain short service, part
time and seasonal employees are excluded.

The second alternative requirement (contained in section 401(a) (3) (B)) is
that the plan benefit such employees as qualify under a classification which is
not discriminatory in favor of officers, shareholders, supervisory employees or
highly compensated employees.

Particularly in recent years, many employers have encountered much diffi-
culty in attempting to pursuade the Internal Revenue Service that a plan which,
does not include bargaining unit employees meets the requirements of section
401 (a) (3). Since the plan will ordinarily not satisfy the requirements of sec-
tion 401(a) (3) (A), the empolyer has to rely on section 401(a) (3) (B). In ap-
plying the provisions of that subparagraph the Service takes the view that the
employees actually covered by the plan must be a representative cross-section
of all employees, including more than a nominal number of employees in the low-
est pay brackets. In many cases, the employer cannot meet this test if bargain-
ing unit employees are not covered by the plan.

Frequently the employer may be willing to include the bargaining unit em-
ployees in the plan, but these employees may decide that they would rather have
their compensation paid to them in some form other than a qualified plan, or
they may decide that they would rather be covered by a union plan which does
not provide comparable benefits. The result has often been that employers have
beer, unable to establish qualified plans for other groups of their employees.

The theory of the proposal is that bargaining unit employees are n a position
to bargain for the benefits they want. If they should decide on an Increase in
cash wages rather than a pension plan or profit-sharing plan maintained by the
employer, or if they should decide on a union pension plan rather than the em-
ployer's plan, It does not seem reasonable that their action should make it im-
possible for the employer to establish or continue a pension or profit-sharing
plan for other employeeQ.

Accordingly, the legislative recommendation -would provide that bargaining
unit employees are to be excluded in applying the percentage tests of section
401(a) (8) (A) if the collective bargaining agreement does not provide that they
are to be included in the plan. In addition, section 401(a) (5) would be amended
to provide that the determination whether a plan is discriminatory within the
meaning of paragraph (8) (B) or (4) is to be made without taking into account
bargaining unit employees if the collective bargaining agreement does not pro-
vide that they are to be included In the plan. Qualification under section 401(a)
(8) (B) would be important in a case, for example, where an employer wished to
establish a qualified plan at a particular plant.

The proposal is not anti-union and does not take any rights away from unions.
Instead, the proposal takes the view that in a case where some employees are-
represented by a union, it is consistent with Congressional policy that the qualified'
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status of'an.V plan for non-union employees should be based on the' extelnt of
1doverage of non-union employeesr and -upon the. absence -of di~cri1iration' monk
such einplyees.
-S. 1631 .wohld amend scctlon 401 (a) {3)(A) substantially as, described, abdve

.and this amendment is supported by the American Bar Association. The Associk-
tion believes, however, 'that a further amendmentt should be -made'to section 401
(h). (5)' to provide thht the dettrnilnation whether a plan -is discrminfltory -within
the'meaning of paragrdiph (8) (B) or (4) is tobe made'without taking into ac-
-count bargaining unit employees if the collective bargaining agreement does not
provide that they are to be included in the plan.

(2) To expand the provision permitting -retroacbve arnindmeents to cure do-
fecte8 in qualified plans. Present law perhtits retroactive curative amendments t0
.allow a plan to satisfy thO retulietnents ,of the following paragraphs of section
401(a) : paragraph (3) relating to coverage, paragraph (4) relating to discrimi-
nation in contributions or benefits, paragraph (5) relating both to discrimination
in coverage and to discrimination in contributions or benefits,'.and paragraph (6)
relating to coverage. There seems to be no satisfactory reason why retroactive
amendments should not be allowed to comply with the requirements of the other
paragraphs of section 401(a).

A second difficulty of present law Is that It does not clearly authorize retroactive
amendments of provisions which have been included in the plan by way of
-amendment.

A third difficulty is that the period permitted for retroactive amendments is
very short-no later than the fifteenth day of the third month following the end
of the taxable year in which the plan was put Into effect. Many plans are adopted
late in the employer's taxable year and in such cases they may not be submitted
to the Internal Revenue Service until shortly before the statutory period expires.
Thus it may be impossible for a defect in the plan to be determined in sufficient
time to permit amendment by the prescribed date.

The legislative proposal would permit retroactive amendments in order to
satisfy the requirements of all paragraphs of section 401 (a), would permit retro-
activo amendments in order to satisfy such requirements following an amend-
ment of the plan, and WUlA extend the period during which retroactive amend-
ments could be made. The period would be extended to the fifteenth day of the
fifteenth month (rather than the third month under the present law) after the
close of the employer's taxable year In which the plan or amendment was put
into effect, or to such later date as the Secretary or his delegate might approve.
A similar change would be made with respect to the retroactive provision In
section 1379 (a) to extend the period which the necessary amendment may be made.

Practitioners have long recognized the desirability of statutory authority per.
mitting greater flexibility in making such retroactive amendments to a plan as
may be required by the Internal Revenue reviewer. Where the changes suggested
are minor, the Service has generally taken the view that they are not essential
for qualification and, therefore, has been willing to accept the retroactive amend-
ment. However, without specific statutory authority there are problems with
retroactive amendments making substantial changes.

S. 1631 does not contain any provision with respect to retroactive amendments.
However, It is submitted that the Subcommittee may wish to consider including
such a provision in the Bill.

(3) To defer tax on beneficiaries of non-qualified trusts and annuity plan.
until distributions are received or otherwise made available. The Tax Reform
Act of 1969 made substantial changes in the taxation of non-qualified funded
deferred compensation. Revisions were made both in the rules governing non-
qualified trusts under section 402(b) and the rules governing non-qualified an.
nuities under section 403(c) in order to conform to the new rules applicable
-under section 83. Thus the changes provided that Income was realized when
valuable rights in the trust or annuity contract attributable to prior contribu-
tions became vested, rather than when the funds or property were actually re-
ceived or made available.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 did not change the -rules alpliable to unfunded
deferred compensation, which continues to be taxable only when actually re-
ceived by or otherwise made available to the employee.

The decision to tax contributions to non-qualified trusts in the same way as
transfers of property under section 83 is presumably based on the theory that
the employee is in substantially the same circumstances in both kinds of transac-
tions. However, there is a major difference in the employee's ability to realize
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If he owns the property, he can sell all or a portion of it in order to raise the
money to pay his tax. If it is in a trust, he will ordinarily have no way to realize
on his interest until It is distributed to him under the terms of the trust instru-
ment.

Accordingly, the recommendation of the American Bar Association is that in-
terests in non-qualified trusts and annuities be taxed on a "cash receipts"
method, as a substitute for the treatment now applicable under sections 402(b)
and 403(c). The employee would be taxed when distributions were received or
made available to him under these non-ualified trusts and annuities, and the
issue of forfeitability would be entirely rXloved. Since the employer's deduction
would be deferred until the time when the employee was subject to tax, there
would seem to be no significant revenue loss in the proposal.

(4) To recommend enactment of H.R. 12272 and to recommend certain modifi-
cations therein. On February 12, 1973 the American Bar Association adopted a
recommendation of the Section of Taxation that it support the enactment of
H.R. 12272 with the recommendation that the bill be modified before enactment
In seven respects. The three basic modifications recommended were the follow-
ing:

(a) To eliminate for purposes of section 401 through 405 of the Code
all distinctions between common-law employees and self-employed individuals
by striking all restrictions in the Code and Act applicable only to employee
benefit plans affecting self-employed individuals;

(b) To eliminate any distinctions based upon ownership, such as those
between "owner-employees" and other persons eligible to participate in plans
described in such sections; provided that no additional limitations be imposed
which would reduce benefits presently allowable under such sections;

(c) To adopt the rule of 50 vesting provisions contained in section 2(c) of the
Act but to increase the required period of service from three years to five years
before vesting would be required.

In addition, the following changes were recommended:
(d) If the modification of paragraph (a) above is not enacted, to eliminate

or raise substantially the limitation of $50,000 on earned income or compensa-
tion taken into account pursuant to section 4 of the Act in computing the allow-
able deduction (but without necessarily increasing the effective $7,500 deduction
limit provided in the Act) ;

(e) If the modification in paragraph (b) is not enacted, to eliminate special
Social Security integration rules for owner-employees in self-employed plans,
so that the Social Security integration rules which apply under present law to cor.
porate plans will also apply to all self-employed plans;

(f) the modification in paragraph (b) is not enacted, to delete the provision
(section 2(c) of the Act) which delegates to the Secretary of the Treasury or
his delegate the authority to adopt special eligibility and vesting rules for certain
plans, and to substitute therefor the specific eligibility and vesting requirements,
If any, which should apply; and

(g) If the modifications in paragraphs (a) and (b) above are not enacted, to
make it feasible for self-employed individuals and shareholder employees of
Subchapter S corporations to participate In pension plans of the defined benefit
type, and to establish any limits which are imposed with respect to participants
in such plans in terms of the amount of benefits which may be provided.

The two principal revisions which the American Bar Association recommended
be made in H.R. 12272 before enactment were (i) to eliminate for purposes
of sections 401 through 405 of the Code all distinctions between common-law
employees and self-employed individuals by striking all restrictions in the Code
and the Act applicable only to employee benefit plans affecting self-employed in-
dividuals and (it) to eliminate any distinctions based upon ownership, such
as those between "owner-employees" and other persons eligible to participate in
plans described in such sections; provided that no additional limitations be
imposed that would reduce benefits presently allowable under such sections.
These two recommendations would require many more changes than would have
been made by H.R. 12272 or would be made by S. 1631.

At the present time the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with
qualified pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus and bond purchase plans provide
different sets of rules (I) for plans In which self-employed invididuals participate
and (1i) for plans in which only common-law employees participate. (Share-
holder-employees of Subchapter S corporations are subject to contribution limita-
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tons similar to those which apply to self-employed individuals.) The most im-
portant differences applicable to all self-employed individuals are the limits
imposed on deductible contributions for self-employed- indlilduals, the less
favorable tax treatment of certain lump-sum distributions, and the absence of
certain estate and gift tax exemptions. In the case of plans in which owner-
employees participate, other restrictive rules apply, the most important of which
are stricter coverage requirements, immediate vesting requiremetns, restrictions
on distributions prior to age 592, limited Social Security integration rules, and
complex rules dealing with excess contributions.

There is substantial concern that at a time when qualified plans are being given
a careful review the failure to eliminate the existing distinctions will tend to
perpetuate them. This seems unfortunate, since as the President stated in his
message of December 8, 1971, the distinction in treatment between corporate
employees and self-employed persons "is not based on any difference in reality,
since self-employed persons and corporate employees often engage in substantially
the same economic activities." It seems clear that self-employed persons face
the same problems upon retirement as do common-law employees and have the
same need to set up during their working years a fund which will provide a
source of income after they retire.

Despite the importance of the modifications recommended, it was the position
of the American Bar Association that H.R. 12272 should be supported even if
no changes were made in the bill. It is, of course, true that the Association's
support for H.R. 12272 cannot be directly translated into support for S. 1631,
since S. 1631 includes a number of provisions which have not yet been considered
by the Association. Thus, the Association has not considered the minimum fund-
ing standard contained in S. 1631, the definition of accrued benefit, the provision
for reinvestment of lump-sum distributions, the proposal with respect to pro-
hibited transactions, or the provision requiring an employee to include in gross
income contributions under a money-purchase pension plan in excess of 20 percent
of compensation. Accordingly, it is not now possible to give the position of the
American Bar Association on these matters.

At the same time it should be emphasized that many of the differences be-
tween H.R. 12272 and S. 1631 are fully supported by the American Bar Associa-
tion. Indeed, apart from the two major changes in H.R. 12272, mentioned above,
which were recommended by the Association, S. 1631 includes three of the five
other recommended changes in H.R. 12272. (The two changes not included were
(1) to increase from three years to five years the period of service which may be
required before any vesting must occur under the rule of 50 and (2) to elimi-
nate the special Social Security integration rules for plans in which owner-
employees participate.)

The differences between S. 1631 and H.R. 12272 which are supported by the
American Bar Association include the following:

(1) S. 1631 deletes a provision contained in H.R. 12272 which would have
authorized the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate to adopt special eligi-
bility and vesting rules for closely-held partnerships and corporations. This
change is consistent with the Association's recommendations for revision of
H.R. 12272.

(2) S. 1631 does not include the limit of $50,000 on earned Income or compensa-
tion which must be taken into account by self-employed individuals and share-
holder-employees of Subchapter S corporations in computing the amount de-
ductible. This change is also consistent with the Association's recommendations
for revision of H.R. 12272.

(3) S. 1631 adopts a part of the recommendation approved by the American
Bar Association in February. 1972, which would provide for excluding bargaining
unit employees in determining whether a plan satisfied the eligibility and non-
discrimination requirements under the Code. As noted above, the Association
recommends a further change on this matter.

(4) S. 1681 contains provisions (section 7(c) and related provisions in sections
7(a) and 7(f)) which are designed to enable self-employed individuals to par-
ticipate in pension plans of the defined-benefit type. Heretofore it has generally
not been feasible for self-employed Individuals to participate In such plans,
partly because of the inability to pool the contributions for self-employed indi-
viduals. The American Bar Association supports the changes necessary to per-
mit such participation, although it may be that some further revision of these
provisions will be advisable.
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(5) S. 1631 would strike out section 72(m) (1) of the Code, which provides a
special rule for the tax treatment of certain non-periodic distributions to owner-
employees. The rule Is. less favorable than the rule generally applicable to. other
persons. This change-will tend toward uniform treatment and is supported by the
American Bar Association.

(6) S. 1631 deletes the requirement of present law that the trustee of a trust
forming part of a plan in which an owner-employee or owner-employees partici-
pate must be a bank. This change tends toward uniform treatment and is sup-
ported by the American Bar Association.

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Douglas B. Hunter, second vice
president of the Connecticut General Life Insurance Co. of Hartford,
Conn., on behalf of the American Life Insurance Association, accom-
panied by Verne J. Arends, superintendent of pension research. North-
western Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Milwaukee, Wis.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS B. HUNTER, SECOND VICE PRESIDENT OF
CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD,
CONN., IN BEHALF OF AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION,
ACCOMPANIED BY VERNE . ARENDS, SUPERINTENDENT OF PEN-
SION RESEARCH, NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
OF MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mlr. HUNTER. I am Douglas B. Hunter and this is Verne J. Arends.
We appear today on behalf of the American Life Insurance Associa-
tion. This association has a membership of 349 life insurance com-
panies, holding 99 percent of the reserves of insured pension plans in
the United States. We appreciate this opportunity to express the views
of the ALIA. We have submitted a written statement and I will briefly
summarize our position.

Senator NELSON. Your statement will be printed in full in the ap-
propriate place in the record.

Mr. HUNTER. Thank you.
Mr. Arends and I will be happy to answer any questions the com-

mittee might have.
I would first like to note that the American Life Insurance Asso-

ciation has supported legislation designed to strengthen the private
pension system during the 92d Congress and during this session. Mir.
Arends and I have appeared before the Senate Labor Subcommittee,
the House Labor Subcommittee, and the House Ways and Means
Committee, in general support of bills for strengthening the private
pension system, and to comment on the various bills.

We have filed written statements with the committees on these spe-
cific bills and filed a written statement in general support of the ad-
ministration's bill of the 92d Congress.

W7e support pension reform legislation on disclosure, fiduciary re-
sponsibility, vesting and funding. We also support measures. to en-
courage coverage for the large numbers of people not now covered by
private pensions. . ,

We have reservations on the plan termination insurance proposals
although we have worked out some general principles which we be-
lieve must be incorporated in any such system if it is to work. 'We op-
pose the proposals for portability as being unnecessary at this time.

Our reasons for supporting pension reform legislation are
simple-
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Senator NELSON. Which',legislation are you talking about now?
Mr. HUNTER. All of. the pension plan legislation; the total body of

legislation.
Senator NELSON. You aren't speaking on behalf of any one of the

three major bills? .
Mr. ,HUNTER. No. This-is more of a general statement.
We think it is time that we have to have legislation in this general

area. While the private system has worked well in the great majority
of cases, there have been some instances of abuse and some instances
where worker expectations have not been met. We believe strongly that
the voluntary private retirement system must be continued ad we
believe the proposed legislation will strengthen this system by provid-
ing desirable initiative to improve it, so it will continue to be a viable
system.

Our prepared statement includes a more detailed statement of our
position-on the specifics of the various proposals before Congress. I
will, however, briefly summarize the more important parts of it.
I First, as to vesting and eligibility. We support reasonable vesting
and eligibility requirements, subject to appropriate transitional rules.
We support as reasonable, 100 percent vesting after'10 years of plan
participation; the so-called rule of 50, 30 percent vesting after 8 years
of service increasing 10 percent per year, to 100 percent after 15 years
of service; and 25 percent vesting after 5 years of participation, in-
creasing 5 percent per year to 100 percent after 20 years of participa-
tion. ,

Eligibility requirements of at least 3 years of service and age 25 is
very desirable to avoid unnecessary expense, particularly with respect
to contributory plans and smaller ph, s which are frequently funded
by means of individual policies. This would have a very minimal effect
upon an individual's benefits.

As to funding, we support sound and adequate funding of private
pension plans carried out under the guidance of qualified actuaries.
We have supported the funding requirement for total benefits in the
Williams-Javits bill, and the Bensten bill, and the funding require-
ments for vested benefits in the Dent bill as being examples of reason-
able standards.

The administration's bill has a combination of the two which we
believe is also reasonable.

We feel strongly that funding assumptions and methods should be
left to the discretion of the sponsor subject to certification by a qual-
ified actuary. They should not be prescribed by a regulatory agency.

Next, as to disclosure and fiduciary responsibility. We support much
of theproposed legislation in this area. We do, however, express con-
cern that the required reports and conformance to complex regulations
act as a deterrent to the adoption of new pension plans and to the
efficient administration of existing plans.

Now for some general comments. We believe that the Federal Gov-
ernment-should preempt the regulation of plans in the area of dis-
closure, plan design, including vesting, funding, investment restric-
tions, and fiduciary responsibility. State and local laws should not be
enacted that encroach upon these areas and existing laws of this type
should be repealed.
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Federal regulation of pension plans should be consolidated in a
minin-um of departments and bureaus. Federal departments and bu-
reaus should coordinate their reporting requirements. Existing and
proposed regulations must be reviewed carefully to make sure that the
requirements are meaningful and do not consist of a multitude of
forms, which are carefully filed away and serve no real purpose.

The proposed regulations should be extended, in our opinion, to pub-
lie employee pension plans where appropriate.

Now, on termination insurance we are concerned that such a pro-
gram may act as a real deterrent to the adoption of new plans and the
enhancement of existing ones. We also recognize that, without such a
program, there cannot be complete assurance that participants will get
their vested benefits. Under these circumstances, we felt it would be
helpful if we set forth the principles we felt nust underpin any such
program if it were to be effective, and we have done this and are pre-
pared to discuss our suggestions with the staff o the subcommittee.

As to portability, we believe there is confusion between portability
and vesing. The objective of portability is the preservation of pension
rights for employees who change their employment and insurance of
fulfillment of their rights. This can be achieved satisfactorily by vest-
ing combined with sound and adequate funding recordkeeping, and
accurate communications.

We support all of these items and believe if adequate legislation is
enacted in these areas, the addition of a new and complex Government
requirement for portability is unnecessary and undesirable.

Senator NELsoN. You are sayin to define the vesting provisions so
portability is protected for the employees?

Mr. HUNTER. We are saying that, when people talk about portabil-
ity, what they are really saying is they want assurance that they will
have benefits if they terminate early and that they will get those bene-
fits at. age 65. We say vesting along with adequate funding will accom-
plish this same thing.

Now, as to encouraging growth, we support the administration's
proposals to encourage, through tax incentives, individual retirement
plans, contributory pension plans, and the liberalization of plans for
self-employed individuals. We suggest, however, that the $1,500 limit
and the 30-percent tax penalty are unduly severe and ask that they be
reviewed in the light of the stated objectives.

We do note with pleasure the administration's latest proposal which
makes it possible for employers to provide pension coverage-for non-
union employees in situations where coverage of union employees is
subject to bargaining.

The American Life Insurance Association believes there is agree-
ment on the need for legislation on disclosure, fiduciary responsibility,
vesting and funding, and we also support legislation to encourage cov-
erage for the people not now covered. We urge Congress to go forward
with this legislation. We stand ready to offer our suggestions as to
specific proposals and will be pleased to work with the staff of the sub-
committee on the more technical aspects of the legislation.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views.
Mr. Arends and I will attempt to answer any questions you might

have.
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Senator NFtso.,-. Do you think that funding should be based upon
all accrued liabilities or only upon accrued liabilities that have already
vested?

Mr. HUNTER. All accrued liabilities or only accrued vested liabilities?
We think either one from a funding viewpoint is satisfactory. There
are advantages and disadvantage.-i in both. We have supported both
approaches. As I said in the testimony, the major concern we have on
this is to avoid undue regulations which will tend to inhibit the develop-
ment of plans and put us all in straightjackets, as to funding proce-
dures. We hope that the methods and assumptions will be left to the
extent possible to the sponsor and the actuary. -

Senator NELSON. Do you think that requiring funding to be based
upon all accrued liabilities rather than on accrued vested liabilities
would discourage some managements from entering into a plan?

Mr. HUNTER. We don't think the difference would do that, no.
Senator NELSON. What is your view on the administration of the

plans? There is a difference, as you know, between the proposal by
the administration and introduced by Senator Curtis and S. 4, reported
out by the Labor Committee.

Mr. HUNTER. Our major concern on this is to see pension regulations
coordinated and simplified and brought to the extent possible into one
agency.

Senator NELsON. Do you have a preference for either agency
Mr. HUNTER. Not a strong preference. We don't oppose moving it

into the IRS, but we do not-, as an association, have a strong position
oil that.

Senator CuRTis. At this point, you don't think it is proper or desir-
able, either one, to send it to the Labor Committee; that is, the tax
provisions of this plan?

Mr. HUNTER. I think that would be a pretty difficult thing to do.
Senator CURTis. I don't think you can have two tax authorities.
Mr. HUNTER. No.
Senator CuRns. And all of these plans rest upon the tax provisions?
Mr. HUNTER. Yes, I think that is your major decision; it is based

on that.
Senator CuRTIs. In order to qualify to have funds going into a retire-

ment plan, tax free, they have to meet certain requirements and an
additional benefit of that is that the income to the fund is tax free so
it seems to me that that should stay within the agency that handles
our tax program?

Mr. HUNTER. We would urge you under those conditions to try to
bring as much of the rest of the regulations to the IRS also as possible.

Senator NELSON. Mr. Arends, do you have anything to add?
Mr. AREms. No, sir.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[Prepared statement of Douglas B. Hunter follows:]

STATEMENT o AMERICAN LIFE INsURANdE ASSOCIATION, PRESENTED BY
DOUGLAS B. HUNTER

My name is Douglas B. Hunter. I am Second Vice President of the Connecti-
cut General Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Connecticut. Accompanying
me is Verne J. Arends, Superintendent of Pension Research, Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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We appear today on behalf of the American Life Insurance Association which.
has a membership of 349 life insurance companies holding 99 percent' of the re-
serves ' Instired pension plans in the'United States. We appreciate this op-
portunity to express the views of the ALIA on the important issues concerning
pension and Iprofit-sharing plans which are outlined in the Subcofinittee's
Pre.,s Release of' May 2, 1973. I would like to present our prepared statement and
then both Mr. Arends and I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions the,
Subcommittee may have. A
.. As'h matter ot format, my statement will discuss the broad policy. issues
involved in 'these hearings, and will attempt, a line-by-line analysis of the
specific bills before. your Subcommittee. If the Subcommittee's deliberations
are eventually focused on a, particular bll, we hope we may have the oppor-
tunity of discussing any technical problems peculiar to that bill with the staff
at the appropriate time.

General Statement of Position

At the outset, I would like to set forth our general position-
Private retirement plans are a key source of Income after retirement for

mpillions of.-workers, both those currently retired and those currently active. The-
life insurance business has played a major role in the private retirement sys-
tem Atnce life Insurance companies underwrote their first plans In the early
1900's, and more than ten million active workers are currently covered under
plans handled by insurance companies. In addition, over 1.8 million retired.
workers received over $1.5 billion in pension benefits from insurance companies
during 1971.With this background, the American Life Insurance Association supports
all reasonable measures, including appropriate Federal legislation, which en-
courage the growth and expansion of private retirement plans and which in-
crease the effectiveness of these plans in fulfilling the needs and expectations
of covered participants.

In the remainder of my statement, I would like to discuss specific Federal
leigslative measures N which we believe would represent significant steps toward"
achieving these objectives. I will also comment in certain other issues, including
ones mentioned in the Subcommittee's Press Release, which are relevant to the-
consideration of pension legislation.

Discussion of Specific Issues and Proposals

I. ENCOURAGING THE GROWTH AND EXPANSION OF PRIVATE ETIREMENT PLANS

Private retirement plans, individual savings and Social Security benefits, to-
gether, have the job of providing retirement income security for American
workers. It is important that there be a proper balance among these three mecha-
nisms. In this regard, Social Security benefits should be designed to provide re-
tired workers with basic economic protection in their retirement. The provision
of retirement income above this level is and should be the responsibility of in-
dividual workers and their employers-with appropriate encouragement being
provided by the Government--hrough the use of various private savings media,.
Including insurance company products.

Effective, soundly conceived private retirement plans have an important role-
in meeting retirement needs and helping maintain the proper balance between
private and Government actions. A vital and dynamic system of private retire-
ment plans can provide the flexibility by which private enterprise, working
through a voluntary system, can make desirable adjustments to suit the needs
of particular groups of employees in different firms, industries, unions and geo-
graphical locations. Moreover, private retirement plans are an important source
of private capital needed for future economic growth.

To this end, maximum encouragement should be given to the continued vigor-
ous growth and expansion of private retirement plans. This involves both (A)
the expansion of coverage of private retirement-plans through the establishment
of new plans and the extension of existing plans to additional participants and
(B) the increase in adequacy and scope of private retirement plans through the
improvement of benefits provided under such plans. To achieve these objectives,
any measures must, In the main, stimulate action by smaller firms tmd self-em-
ployed persons since they involve the major elements of the W6rk foice currently.
not adequately covered by private retirement plans.
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bMeasureg which, the 'AaIPA Aupports to encourage the growth and expansion
of private ftiremieht:plain' neluide the following:
(1) Liberalizat6no'should be made in the Internal Revenue Code provisions

applicable to plans- for self-employed individuals to give the self-employed greater
encouragement to establish and maintain retirement programs for themselves
and their employ6es: Anidfrease in the limitations on allowable contributions and
ta'x reductions, removal of various restrictions, and replacement of mandatory
full vesting by a more flexible schedule of vesting would lead to an expansion
of coverage of self-employed persons and their employees. For similar reasons,
we believe:'that thre shulfl be a liberalization of the existing limitations on the
allowable tay deductions with respect to plans covering sharehiolder-employees
of so-called Subehapter S corporations..

(2) Revisions Should be made in the Lnternal Revenue Code to provide income
tax deductions or credits for contributions made by employees to tax-qualified
pension an4dproft-sharing plans together with appropriate disincentives against
premature withdrawal of such contributions. This would encourage employees
to share in the costs of pension and profit-sharing plans and, thus, would help
employers set up plans and improve benefits in situations where the employer
would be unable to pay the full cost of the plan or the benefit Improvement.

(3) As a companion to the preceding proposal, tax deductions or credits should
be allowed for amounts set aside by individuals in their own retirement accounts
in situations where they are not covered under an employer-sponsored plan or
where they 'desire to supplement their coverage under such a plan. This would
encourage persons to provide for retirement through personal savings and would
mean an expansion of the individual savings mechanism for providing income
maintenance needs of the aged.

Proposals along the lines I have just outlined are included in both S. 1179 and
S. 1631, although the former bill (introduced by Senator Bentsen) does not deal
with the tax rules applicable to the self-employed or shareholder-employees of
Subehapter S corporations. Although we believe that certain revisions in par-
ticular aspects of these proposals would aid materially in achieving the desired
objectives, we believe that, on the whole, they represent a framework for legis-
lation which will result in a significant expansion of the private retirement
system.

We would like to call particular attention to two aspects of these bills which
we believe should be revised:

First, we believe that the annual limitation on the available tax deduction or
credit for an individual--especially when combined with the offset for employer
contributions to a qualified plan on his behalf-is unnecessarily restrictive and
could severely curtail the effectiveness of the proposal in meeting its objective of
increased pension coverage. We recognize, of course, that there are revenue
considerations inherent in setting the ceiling. However, we urge that these-con-
siderations be carefully balanced against the disadvantages flowing from too re-
strictive a program and that the highest possible deduction or credit level be set
consistent with revenue constraints.

Second, we believe that the 30 percent penalty tax applicable to early with.
drawals is unduly harsh and should be replaced with a penalty tax provision
comparable to that which is presently applicable to the self-employed in such a
situation. There will be situations when an individual has a valid need for funds
short of becoming disabled or dying. Not only will the provision now in the bills
impose an unreasonable burden on such an individual, but it will also un-
doubtedly discourage many individuals from even utilizing the new retirement
savings provisions. In most cases---especially at the younger ages-an individual
will have no way of making a considered Judgment as to whether he is able
irrevocably to commit a significant portion of his savings towards a single end or
whether some intervening emergency will arise requiring the use of some or all
of these fuilds. And it does not seem fair to ask him to make such a decision.
However, this would be the effect of the 30 percent additional tax penalty.

We also have further suggestions, of a more technical nature, which we would
like to discuss with the Subcommittee staff at the appropriate time.

In addition to tax incentive measures, we believe that simplifications in the
mechanisms for employers, particularly small firms, to adopt, qualify, and ad-
minister retirement plans would also aid materially in fostering the growth and
expansion of the private retirement system. For example, we believe that, con-
trary to current IRS policy, it is necessary to allow an-employer flexibility in pro-
viding pensoh coverage for his non-union'employees in situations where coverage

9.fl-39-- 8 '--pt. 1 6 1 "i -. '
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of union employees is subject to collective bargaining. A provision along these
lines is included In S. 1631 (section 7(b)). Moreover, we believe that Congress
should urge the IRS to simplify certain of its rules and reporting procedures. To
this end, we would be happy to discuss possible areas of simplification with the
Subcommittee staff.

Now let me turn to the second important objective which we believe should
be addressed in Federal legislation-that-4s, increasing the effectiveness of
private retirement plans.

II. INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PRIVATE RETIREMENT PLANS

To earry out their important role in helping to satisfy the income mainte-
nance needs of the aged, private retirement plans must be healthy and effective.
This means they must be designed to be responsive to the needs of plan partici-
pants, they must enhance retirement security and they must, in fact, fulfill the
needs and expectations of the participants they are designed to protect. To this
end. we generally support (a) increased disclosure of meaningful information,
(b) higher standards of fiduciary responsibility for plan trustees and administra-
tors. I c) reasonable vesting provisions, and (d) sound and adequate funding.
To the extent that these are not being accomplished under existing law, Federal
legislation should be enacted.

I will limit my remarks to the latter three issues, since it appears that the
question of increased disclosure is a matter within the jurisdiction of another
committee. In this regard, we have submitted statements to both House and
Senate Labor Subcommittees expressing our views on this issue, and would be
glad to make them available to your Subcommittee if you desire.

A. Vesting
Vesting Is a valuable feature of a retirement p an and we favor reasonable

vesting in all retirement plans to reduce Instances in which the pension expecta-
tions of employees are not met. Very significant improvements in vesting pro-
visions have been, and are continually being, made on a voluntary basis. However,
we believe that the adoption of a reasonable mandatory minimum vesting require-
ment for all pension and profit-sharing plans would accelerate this trend to better
vesting and provide greater assurance to covered employees that they will actually
receive pension benefits.

To date, there have been several minimum vesting formulas proposed which,
subject to appropriate transitional rules, have been supported by the ALIA In
statements presented to the appropriate Congressional committee or subcom-
mittee. They include-

Vesting of accrued normal retirement benefit after ten years of service
(excluding, for this purpose, service prior to age 30) as included in H.R. 2
introduced by Congressman Dent.

Vesting under the so-called "rule of 50'" as proposed by the Administration.
Vesting of 30 percent of accrued normal retirement benefit after eight

years of total service, increasing .ratably to full vesting seven years later, as
included in S. 4 introduced by Senator Williams and reported by the Senate
Labor Committee.

The ALIA also supports the minimum vesting formula contained in S. 1179
(introduced by Senator Bentsen) under which vesting of 25 percent of accrued
normal retirement benefit would be required after five years of plan participation,
with full vesting, under a ratable formula, required after 20 years of participa-
tion.

We would note, however, that the statements we have submitted suggest certain
revisions in the details of the proposals to which they were addressed. We would,
of course, be happy to furnish the Subcommittee with copies of these statements.

In addition to those outlined above, we believe that there are other reasonable
vesting formulas that could be developed. However, we believe that the following
should be incorporated In any vesting formula adopted by your Subcommittee:

(1) If the formula measures the required period of service for vesting on the
basis of total service with the employer-as contrasted to plan participation-it
should provide that a plan may, at its option, count only service after the estab-
lishment of the plan In determining whether an employee has acquired the pre-
requisite years of service to qualify for vested benefits.

(2) Appropriate transitional rules should be provided along the following
lines:

A minimum period of one year following enactment of legislation should
be provided in order to allow time for the Government to issue necessary
regulations and establish administrative procedures.
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Following this initial gearing-up period, all plans (including those estab-
lisked during this period) should be allowed at least three full plan years
in which to conform to the new requirements and to obtain any necessary
Government approval.

Liberal and flexible provisions should be included allowing the new vesting
requirements to be phased-in so as to avoid imposing severe cost hardships
on some existing plans. In this regard, plans in existence on the effective
date of the legislation could be permitted to exclude an employee's service
before the effective date of the legislation for purposes of computing the
amount of benefits in which he must be vested. Another approach might
be to allow existing plans to bring their vesting schedules in line with the
new requirements in a series of steps over, perhaps, the ten-year period fol-
lowing the effective date of the legislation or date of adoption of the plan.

(3) An option should be available for plans to define vested accrued -benefits
In terms of the dollar amounts which would have been accumulated in the plan
for an employee, as of the date of his termination of service, under a level de-
posit method of funding his benefits.

Moreover, we believe that a provision (such as that included in S. 1631) which
defines an employee's vested benefit under a defined benefit plan in terms of a
pro rata share (based on years of service over potential years of service) of
his potention retirement benefit is much too rigid. This concept appears to be
designed to prevent circumvention of the vesting requirement by providing an
artificially low rate of benefit accrual during early years of employment. While
we agree with this basic objective, we believe that a straight pro ration
formula is deficient In that it does not recognize reasonable benefit accrual
formulas that are common in pension'plans. For example, it does not take account
of the fact that many plans provide a lesser rate of benefit accrual for service
prior to the establishment of the plan or prior to a benefit increase. Similarly,
such a formula may give undue weight to an employee's salary in his final year
of employment since it is to be projected over his potential service until retire-
ment age. It would be preferable, in this regard, to allow the vested benefit to
be determined under the plan's own provisions, providing they are in substan-
tial conformity with the objectives of the mandatory vesting provisions. Al-
ternatively, the definition could allow the choice of several specified proration
formulas which would embrace, among others, the types of pension benefit formu-
las referred to above.

Finally, we have certain technical problems with the provisions in S. 1631 for
defining the portion of an employee's benefit which is considered derived from
his own contributions and would appreciate the opportunity to discuss these
matters with the Subcommitee staff.

(4) Any mandatory minimum vesting standard should make clear that an
employee will have vested rights at such time as he Is eligible to retire under a
plan's early retirement provisions.

Finally, on a related matter, legislative proposals on vesting generally include
limitations on the maximum age and service requirements which may be im-
posed as a condition for eligibility under private retirement plans. We do not
oppo5O reasonable requirements in this area so long as they are carefully designed
so as to minimize the administrative complexity and cost that will, in many types
of plans, be involved in covering employees earlier in thletr employment than is
presently required. In this regard, it is important to note that there are many
employees who remain with an employer for only a few years and even if they
are technically required to be covered by a plan, it is highly unlikely that they
will acquire any vested rights as a result of the coverage. To avoid the unneces-
sary administrative costs of having to enroll such employees in a plan, we believe
that the law should permit a waiting period of at least three years and a mini-
mum age requirement of at least age 25.

B. Funding
As a general principle, we believe that a reasonable mandatory minimum fund-

ing standard, to assure that funding of pension promises is being carried out on
a sound and adequate basis, will significantly strengthen the private retirement
system. Moreover, we believe that such a standard is appropriate for all types
of plans, including multi-employer plans.

In this regard, it is important to consider that vesting without funding may
actually increase frustrated pension expectations. Vesting legitimately creates
expectations, and if funding is not adequate to support the payoff on such
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expectations, the frustrations of covered employees may well be greater than if
there had been no vesting provision.

To dAte," there have been two minimum mandatory funding standards which
have been supported by the ALIA in statements presented to the appropriate
Congressional committee or subcommittee. They are-

The provision in S. 4 under which the plan sponsor must make minimum
annual contribtulons to cover the pension plan's nqnal service costs and
to amortize the plan's intial unfunded liability (existing on the effective date
of the requiremuent-or on the effective date of any new plan or plait amend-
ment) over n period of not more than 30 years. A similar provision is in-
chuded in S. 1L79.

The provision in.U.R. 2 under which the plan sponsor must make iminimium
annual contributions sufficient to fund over 25 years the plan's liability for
vested benefits.

The ALIA also supports the minimum mandatory funding standard included
in S. 1631 which has elements of each of the formulas described above in that
it would require the plan sponsor to make minimum annual .contributions suffi-
cient to cover the pension plan's normal service costs, interest on the plan's
unfunded liability,. and 5 percent of the plan's unfunded vested liability.

In each case, however, we believe that certain revisions should be made in the
detailed provisions of the formula.

Moreover, we think that there could be other reasonable standards developed.
In any event, we believe that the following should be incorporated in any funding
standard adopted by your Committee:

(1) Appropriate transitional devices should be provided to give plan sponsors
sufficient time to reach the mandated standard.

(2) Funding assumptions and methods utilized in a particular plan should be
left to the discretion of the sponsor, subject to certification by a qualified actuary.
They should not be prescribed by a regulatory agency. Each plan represents
funding considerations peculiar to the particular provisions of the plan, the make-
up of the covered participants, and the financial considerations applicable to the
employer or employees involved. There is no single set or range of funding meth-
(As and assumptions that are suitable for all situations.

(3) Flexibility should be allowed for handling experience gains or losses which
may develop because actual plan experience differs from the actuarial assump-
tions utilized in determining the contributions. Spreading such gains or losses
over a period not to exceed five years (as provided in S. 4) is one approach, but
there are other accepted actuarial approaches to handling such amounts (as, for
example, the approach embodied in S. 1179) and we believe that they should be
allowed, based on the guidance of a qualified actuary.
. (4) Plans funded exclusively through the purchase of level premium indi-
vidual Insurance or annuity contracts, profit-sharing plans and money purchase
pension plans should be exempt from minimum funding requirements.

(5) Minimum funding requirements should be determined and reported peri-
odically by an actuary certified as qualified to make such determinations and
reports. Membership in the American Academy of Actuaries should generally
be accepted as a sufficient basis for certification of qualified actuaries.

(6) The existing tax restraints on funding should be removed, recognizing
that present IRS rules provide adequate protection against discrimination In
favor of the higher paid officers and employees in the event of plan termination.

C. Fiduciary Responsibility
Measures which the ALIA supports to achieve higher standards of fiduciary

responsibility for plan trustees and administrators include the following:
(4) Requiring administrators, trustees, officers and employees who handle and

Invest pension funds to be accountable for their actions and to exercise the same
degree of care and skill as would be exercised by a reasonable and prudent man
acting in like capacity.

(2) Reasonable Federal legislation to prohibit "confiict-of-interest" transac-
tiong in connection with pension plans.

(3) Limiting the percentage of pension plan assets that can be invested in
securities of the employer.

(4) Prohibiting a person convicted of a felony from serving as a pension plan
fiduciary, at least for a considerable period of time following his conviction and,
if applicable, his imprisonment.
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(5) Authorizing the Federal government to make reasonable investigations
of pension plans when necessary, subject only to safeguards to .prevent harass-
ment of plan officials.

(6) Authorizing the Federal government to secure injunctive relief on behalf
of plan participants.
D. Other Related Issue.s

The adoption of measures I have been discussing-that is, mandatory mini-
mum vesting and funding standards-together with improved disclosure and
the establishment of a fiduciary responsibility standard would, In our opinion,
represent a significant step towards Increasing the effectiveness of the private
retirement system in fulfilling the needs and expectations of covered partici-
pants. I would now like to discuss briefly certain other programs which are
frequently proposed as necessary elements of a legislative approach to strength-
ening the private retirement system, but which we believe are either unnecessary
or presciA -erio is conflicting considerations.

(1) Portability.-L'ortability of pensions has as its objective the preservation
of pension rights for employees who change employment and the assurance of
the fulfillment of those rights. These objectives are achievable by satisfactory
vesting combined with sound and adequate funding, accurate record keeping, and
adequate communications. To this end, employees should be given statements at
the time of termination of employment specifying (a) the amount and nature
of their vested benefit, (b) the degree of financial assurance for such benefit, and
(c) the procedure for claiming the benefit. Plan administrators should be re-
quired to maintain records of such vested rights and, if the individual fails to
make apl)lication for benefits, provision should be made for the administrator to
seek the help of the Social Security Administration in locating the former vested
employee. In combination, these provisions and procedures would provide the
essential elements of portability of pensions and make unnecessary any further
and more formal and costly arrangements.

In this regard, we believe that the provisions in S. 1179 and S. 1031 permitting
an individual to reinvest his distributions from a qualified plan or an individual
retirement account in another such l)lan or account without having to pay a
current tax will also allow for more flexibility in the handling of retirement
benefits and. thus, would represent a worthwhile addition to the law.

(2) Plin Termination Insurnce Program.-The basic question of whether a
pension plan termination insurance program should be adopted presents serious-
and competing--considerations which must be carefully balance(.

On the one hand, it is inevitable that there have been, and will continue to
be, situations-even under what would be considered adequate funding arrange-
ments-when pension plans terminate without funds to meet all the vested
pension rights then existing. Complete protection of these rights could probably
be obtained through some sort of plan termination protection program.

On the other hand, the desirability of providing such complete protection must
be carefully balanced against the inevitable c6-equences of establishing a
termination protection program. First, it is reasonable to expect that the
institution of such a program will lead at least some employers to adopt a
weaker funding program than they otherwise would, knowing that there is a
guarantee fund available to underpin their plans. Such a trend would weaken
the ability of these plans to meet their ongoing pension commitments.

Second, if sucV-a program places greater obligations on employers than they
have at present, in terms of either stronger funding or employer liability at
plan termination, the adoption of the program will necessarily deter to some
degree the establishment and liberalization of pension plans.

A third important consideration involves the issue of whether the problem is
of enough magnitude to justify the administrative complexities and burdens
associated with the establishment and operation of such a program.

If, on balancing these considerations, it is decided that a pension plan termi-
nation insurance program is to be included in legislation, It is important that
its basic structure include the following:

(a) Employers whose plans terminate must be the first source of any
funds needed to provide protected benefits.

(b) The program must be underpinned by a strong minimum mandatory
funding standard in order to avoid serious adverse selection against the
program.
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(c) The administration of the program (including the handling and invest-
Inent of the program's funds) should be placed in the hands of a Federally
chartered nonprofit corporation operating in the private sector under the
direction of persons knowledgeable in the investment and administration of
private pension funds.

In addition to these three major areas, there are many detailed problems
involved in establishing the program. The ALIA has designed a trial program
on the basis that the insurance business, regardless of Its position on the basic
issue of the advisability of such a program, should be ready with ideas on the
subject. We would appreciate having the opportunity of discussing this trial pro-
gram with the Subcommittee staff.

Finally, I would like to comment on certain other broad issues, including ones
mentioned in the Subcommittee's Press Release, that are pertinent to pension
legislation-

III. PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS

The ALIA is concerned about the large and growing obligations of the public
empolyee (Federal, state and local government) pension plans, some of which
appear to be unsoundly financed despite the fact that they require substantial
employee contributions. In general, we believe that the measures applicable to
private pension plans to increase their effectiveness should, where appropriate
to the nature of such plans, apply also to such public employee pension plans.

IV. DUPLICATION OF REGULATION

The ALIA is concerned that the present level of required reports and conform-
ance to complex regulations acts as a deterrent to the adoption of new retirement
plans and that further additions to these requirements will make worse what is
already a bad situation. Thus, to minimize these problems, we believe-

(A) That the Federal Government should preempt, over state and local laws,
the regulation of private retirement plans in the areas of disclosure, plan design,
funding, investment restri-tions applicable to pension funds, and fiduciary
responsibility.

(B) Federal regulation of pension plans should be consolidated in a mini-
mum number of departments and these departments should coordinate their
reporting requirements so that the same reports may serve more than one pur-
pose. One possibility would be to create a new Federal agency charged with all
aspects of pension regulation. This idea has appeared in several bills and has
been somewhat controversial. Tied up with such a proposal are questions of how
to secure compliance with proposed legislation, that is, through loss of tax quli-
fication or by other types of penalties. We believe that careful study should be
given to the various alternatives and the results that might flow from adopting
any of them.

V. LIMITATIONS ON- TAX DEDUCTIBILITY OF CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER QUALIFIED PLANS

There has been considerable discussion over the years of the desirability of
providing more uniformity in the treatment of retirement savings so that all
individuals in the work force will have the same opportunity-and incentive-to
provide for their retirement through the private retirement system. We gener-
ally agree with this objective and, therefore, as already indicated, support pro-
posals to liberalize the tight limitations presently Imposed on plans for self-
employed Individuals and shareholder-employees of Subehapter S corporations
and to grant tax deductions for employee contributions to employer-sponsored
plans or to individual retirement-accounts. Each of these measures would operate
to encourage the growth and expansion of the private retirement system.

On the other hand, there has been some discussion of measures which would
contract the existing tax provisions for qualified pension and profit-sharing plans
established by corporations In order to bring them down to a level more nearly
comparable to self-employed plans. We strongly believe that any such effort,
whether directed at all corporate plans or merely at the owners of closely held
businesses, would not only ralse serious questions of tax equity but would also
run directly contrary to efforts to encourage the growth and expansion of the
private retirement system. For these reasons, we are opposed to such limitations.

On the question of tax equity.-A pension or profit-sharing plan is essentially
a mechanism by which an employee's wages or salary can be averaged over his
work d retirement years and the tax rules for qualified plans merely rec-
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ognize this basic concept. We do not see any logic in cutting off this averaging
concept at a specified level of salary or wages. In this regard, we believe that
the progressive tax rate schedule maintains the basic "ability to pay" concept of
the tax laws as respects retirement income and that further tax burdens on the
higher paid are inappropriate.

There are presently in the Code ample provisions to prevent abuse of the aver-
aging concept embodied in the qualified plan rules. First, the pension or profit-
sharing plan contributions must meet the reasonable compensation test of section
162. Second, both the coverage of the plan, and the contributions or benefits under
the plan, may not discriminate in favor of the highly paid. In other words, the
benefits of the averaging mechanism must be made available to a broad spectruin
of employees at all income levels and not merely to the higher paid.

Finally, no matter how drafted, any limitations on qualified plan contributions
or benefits based on level of salary would inevitably operate in many cases as an
effective limit on the retirement benefits which are accumulated for the em-
ployee. We do not believe this represents sound public policy. The purpose of
saving for retirement is to permit an individual to continue somewhat the same
standard of living after retirement as before. This goal would seem appropriate
at all income levels.

Thus, for the various reasons set forth above, we believe that tax equity
does not support the imposition of further limits on the contributions or bene-
fits that may be provided for particular individuals under tax-qualified plans.
Moreover, we believe that, for many of the same reasons, it would be Inap-
propriate to impose new limitations on other types of plans, for example,
in the case of annuity plans for public school teachers and for employees of
certain exempt organizations.

As indicated above, we also believe that the imposition of further limitations
on the contributions or benefits under qualified plans would run contrary to
efforts to encourage the growth and expansion of the private retirement sys-
+em. In designing a plan, an employer will naturally strive to meet the needs
of all of his employees, both high and low income. It is reasonable to expect
that any limitations on what he may provide for one group will have an effect
on the overall design of his plan. We strongly believe that whatever reasons
there may be for imposing such limitations clearly do not justify taking the
chance that such limitations may result in a contraction of private pension
coverage or benefits for employees in general.

This problem would become even more acute if action is taken-as we be-
lieve it should be-to strengthen the effectiveness of the private retirement
system through the adoption of measures such as minimum vesting and fund-
Ing standards. A delicate balance must be maintained in designing such legis-
lation so that it will achieve its purpose without deterring the establishment
and expansion of private retirement plans. The multiple effect of measures
such as vesting and funding combined with limitations on contributions or
benefits could easily swing the balance the wrong way. We do not believe this
chance should be taken.

In conclusion, we strongly object to the imposition of new limitations on
the contributions or benefits that may be provided under tax-qualified plans
established by corporations. While we endorse the concept of more nearly equal-
izing the treatment of retirement savings as among different segments of the
work force, we believe that this should be accomplished solely through expand-
ing the tax incentives for groups (such as the self-employed and employees
not presently receiving adequate coverage) which are now limited under the
tax laws. We oppose the idea of combining these liberalizations in a package
that includes limitations on other groups.

VI. TAX TREATMENT OF LUMP SUM PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLAN DISTRIUTIONS

The tax treatment enacted in 1969--which attempts to break a lump-sum
distribution from a pension or profit-sharing plan into a capital gain element
and an ordinary income element (subject to an averaging formula)-has proved
to be an administrative nightmare as evidenced by the fadt that the Treas-
ury Department has not been able to formulate regulations for applying the
new rules. The problems flow from the fact that such a distribution must be
divided into three separate elements: (a) First, it must be allocated between
pre- and post-1969 years; and (b) second, the post-1969 portion must be further
divided into an amount attributable to employer contributions and an amount
attributable to earnings.
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The ALIA believes that the law should be amended so as to treat a lump-
sum distribution as all one kind of income for taK purposes. However, in
making this recommendation, we stress the need for an adequate tax formula
to account for the fact that the distribution represents amounts which were
accumulated over a period of years.

oncluaion

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to present the views of the Amer-
ican Life Insurance Association on this very important subject. As I indicated
at the outset, we firmly believe that private retirement plans have an im-
portant role in meeting the retirement needs of American workers and In help-
ing maintain the proper balance between private and Government actions. To
this end, the ALIA supports all reasonable measures which will encourage the
growth and expansion of private retirement plans and which will increase
the effectiveness of these plans in fulfilling the needs and expectations of cov-
ered participants.

Mr. Arends and I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions you
may have.

Senator NFAON. Our next witness is Mr. Frederick E. Seibert.
vice president, Bank of America and chairman, Employees Trust
Committee, Trust Division, the American Bankers Association, ac-
companied by Robert L. Bevan, assistant Federal legislative counsel
of ABA.

STATEMENT OF FRED E. SEIBERT, VICE PRESIDENT, BANK OF
AMERICA, AND CHAIRMAN, EMPLOYEES TRUSTS COMMITTEE,
TRUST DIVISION, THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY ROBERT L. BEVAN, ASSISTANT FEDERAL LEGIS-
LATIVE COUNSEL, ABA

Mr. SEIBERT. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name is Fred E. Seibert and I am a vice president, Bank of America,
San Francisco, and chairman of the Employees Trusts Committee,
Trust Division, the American Bankers Association. I am accom-
panied by Robert L. Bevan, assistant Federal legislative couinisel of
the association.

About 96 percent of the commercial banks in the country are mem-
bers of the ABA. Banks hold as trustees about $100 billion of assets
in more than 120,000 employee benefit accounts. Approximately 1 mil-
lion bank employees are covered by the benefit plans. Conseqiuentlv,
the association has a deep interest in all employee benefit legislation
and .v appreciate the opportunity to present to the subcommittee our
position.

The ABA urges the Congress to enact pension legislation containing
fiduciary standards, greater disclosure, minimum vesting and funding
standards, provisions to further encourage the growth of private pen-
sion plans and a provision to cure the present lump sum distribution
problem.

Miuch has been said regarding the department or agency which
should administer and enforce legislation dealing with private pension
pla ns.

We firmly believe that comprehensive legislation would require
legislation by the Treasury Department because its impact would go
far ,evond the welfare and protection of workers. The administrator
will have to consider:
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(1) The, ability of companies to bear the costs imposed by the statute
gnd implementing regulations;
. (2) The effect of the new statute and implementing regulation on
tax structure and revenues;

(3) The 'impact of :pension contributions and investments on the
Nation's economy. The Labor Department does not have a broad
enough perspective to do the job which would be necessary.

With regard to disclosure, the ABA recommends provisions reqi, ,r-
ing pension plans to fie annually a summary statement of receipts and
disbursements, a schedule of all assets and a schedule of party-in-
interest transactions. This would provide the information needed to
protect plans participants and the public interest. The -disclosure
requirements in pending bills are duplicative and would result in the
filing of such a mass of papers that the reports would not be an effec-
tive regulatory tool.

The association strongly supports the establishment of fiduciary
standards which would apply to trustees and all persons who handle
or control employee benefit funds. The standards should include a
prudent man-rule and specific prohibited transaction provisions such
as those contained in S. 4. These provisions have been carefully drafted
and, for the most part, have our full support. Our prepared statement
discusses the few problems we have had with section 510 of S. 4.

The ABA believes the legislation should provide for free access
to the courts to protect pension funds and pension rights. However,
we also believe that provision must be made to deter frivolous strike
suits and have suggested specific language.

Senator NIELsON. May I interrupt? You have suggested specific
language ?

Mr. SEIBERT. Yes, sir, in our expanded statement. This is just a
summary.

A reasonable vesting standard is important to adequate peilsion
legislation and the ABA believes the rule of 50 proposed by the admin-
istration is reasonable except the rule should be applied retroactively
to benefits earned before the enactment of the new law. Regardless,
however, of what vesting standard may be adopted, it should serve
only as a standard allowing companies to adopt any vesting schedule
so long as it is at least comparable to the statutory formula.

The problem of employees losing pension rights because' of the
sale or shut-down of a plant or operating division of a company can
be partly solved by an Internal Revenue Code amendment treating
such actions as partial terminations and vesting accrued pension bene-
fits to the extent they are funded for all employees who lose their jobs.

A funding requirement is also essential to sound legislation and we
recommend full funding of all accrued liabilities within a 30- to 40-
year period. We suggest this somewhat limited requirement because
the compounded effect of required vesting and required funding may
have a devastating cost impact on some employers and the purpose
of the legislation would not be served by forcing such employees to
terminate their plans. A little caution, we believe, would be'in the
public interest. Also, the Secretary should be authorized to grant
variances for good cause.

The Association generally supports the administration proposed
individual retirement program and improvements in the self-employed
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retirement program. Current law is not going to do much to extend
pension coverage to those who do not have such coverage. Some new
incentives are needed and the administration's proposal, we believe,
would help expand private pensions.

The 1969 change in the tax treatment of lump sum distributions
have proved completely unworkable.

Senator NELSON. Unworkable?
Mr. SEIBERT. Unworkable.
Senator CmRns. Pardon me?
Mr. SEIBERT. Do you want me to repeat the sentence?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
M,%r. SIBERT. The 1969 c.'ange in the tax treatment of lump sum dis-

tributions has proved completely unworkable. After more than 3
years, the Internal Revenue Service has not been able to issue final
regulations regarding either the computation of the tax imposed or
the determination of the capital gains and the ordinary income ele-
ments of such distributions.

If the 1969 law is so complex that the Service cannot draft regula-
tions, it is not difficult to imagine the problems faced by the average
worker who receives a lump sum distribution on retirement. I am not
thinking of the wealthy retiree who can afford counsel to prepare his
tax return, but the retiree who must do it himself or seek the help of
one of the commercial tax preparers. In addition to his complexity,
the 1969 provision proposes an almost insurmountable recordkeeping
burden on smaller companies and on more sophisticated pension plans.
We suggest at return to the pre-1969 law which would still mean an
increase of tax because of the 35-percent top rate on capital gains
and the application of the minimum to capital gains.

The Association has carefully reviewed all portability and termina-
tion proposals that have been introduced. We feel that all of them
fail to recognize or meet any of the problems incurred in operating
such programs. We believe the enactment of such programs, at this
time, would be counterproductive and urge additional intensive study
before action is taken on them.

Our reference to portability refers to the types found in S. 4 and
H.R. 462 and not that found in S. 1179.

We thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to discuss pension
legislation. We would be glad to meet with the subcommittee or its
staff at any time to answer any questions raised by our comments and
to help in any way.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much.
Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRIs. When you refer to disclosure, are you referring to

a public disclosure or a disclosure placed in the hands of the employ-
ees and expected beneficiaries of a pension plan?

Mr. SEmERT. I think we are talking about both types. We think
that there should be disclosure to each of the participants who under-
stand what the state of the particular fund is. We think, however, that
this should be made available in a place that is convenient to them.

Senator CuRIS. Would you feel that that should be a simplified
process; that it should be as simple as possible?

Mr. SmEBEr. Yes.
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iSenator CURTIS. A definite requirement should be as simple as pos-
sible.,

Mr. SEIBERT. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIs'. And then possibly with a further right of interested

l)rtes to seek upon request additional background information.
Mr. SEIBERT. Yes, sir, we do.
Senator CURTIS. An earlier witness made reference to loading busy

individuals with just mountains of minutiae. It might be an impression
to some people but it isn't very informative.

Mr. SEIBERT. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. To refresh our memory about just why, what did

the 1969 law provide in substance in lump sum distributions?
1Mr. SFIBF.T. Very simply. pre-1970 interest would be treated as

long-term capital gains treatment and then the post-1970 interest, the
post-1969 interest would be treated on the 7-year averaging basis, but
Mr. Cohen, who was formerly with the IRS, indicated that their com-
puters had reduced this to somewhere between 33 and 66 separate cal-
culations. There is much controversy as to how the tax could be calcu-
lated.

Senator CURTIS. I have never found anything good about the 1969
-act. I opposed it then.

Mr. SEIBERT. Just try to hypothecate where you would be retiring
1an1d I think you would get some sense of the magnitude of the problem.

Senator CURTIS. I think it is just not good, but I won't clutter the
record at this time.

Senator NELSON. I understood on May 3, proposed regulation for
proposed lump sum distribution was proposed. What is your observa-
tion about the Bowen proposal?

Mr. SEIBERT. I think those will be too complicated for the average
taxpayer. Mr. Bevin was just reminding me the American Bankers
Association Committee is meeting tomorrow afternoon to discuss this
issue--the proposed regulations.

Senator CURTIS. You have testified that you generally support the
specific prohibitive transactions approach as an S. 4. Now the admin-
istration bill also prohibits a series of types of transactions which have
been enforceable by the use of tax sanctions.

Mr. SEIBERT. Well, our concern, of course, is that it is going to be
extremely difficult-and this takes in all interested parties-it is going
to be extremely difficult to-really detect a prohibitive transaction until
after the fact and there are some rather sizable penalties which may
have to be assumed by a party who is not party to the transaction. I
am speaking primarily on behalf of corporate fiduciaries who may
be exposed to a penalty without being able to have determined or
detected in advance or at the time an investment was made. So this
would be particularly true of such trusts where the corporate fiduciary
does not have investment responsibility under the terms of the trust
but accepts investment directions from others.

We are not opposed to it but that is what we are concerned about.
Senator CURTIs. In other words, you feel that some of these pro-

hibitions you cannot enforce with restrictions, and that you must vest
it Withiinthe Labor Department? Is that what your answer amounts
to?
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Mr. BavAN. Senator, I would say that we feel that the excise ap-
proach is probably a better one than the qualification where the.em-
ployee would lose his pension plan or something, because of a pro-

ibitive transaction and that the excise tax approach is probably bet-
ter. However, we have some concern about that and this is the reason
we are interested in the specific transactions section as set out in the
letter and we hope that they be as specific as can be.

This is the reason we do support S. 4 as opposed to provision in
S. 163, because the Labor Department has done a very good job in
working with the prohibitive transactions and getting the language
down so you know what actions are prohibited and you don't have to
guess whether what you are doing is prohibited or not. If we were left
with the ones in the current law it would be a very difficult job, because
you wouldn't know in advance. Under current transactions in many
instances, it would be your judgment against what may be determined
later.

Senator CuR-lis. Do you have any information concerning the exist-
ing private pension plans as to how many of them are management
managed and how many of them are managed by employees and how
many have joint management?

Mr. SEIBERT. I am not aware of any statistics, Senator, on this.
Senator CuRTIs. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Fred E. Seibert follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY FRED E. SEIBERT, CHAIRMAN, EMPLOYEES TRUSTS
COMMITTEE, TRUST DIVISION, THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Fred E. Seibert.
I am a Vice President of the Bank of America, San Francisco, and Chairman of
the Employees Trusts Committee, Trust Division, The American Bankers As-
sociation. I am accompanied by Robert L. Bevan, Assistant Federal Legislative
Counsel of the Association.

INTRODUCTION

The American bankers Associati n has a membership of 13,000 banks and
trust companies which constitutes about 96 per cent of the commercial banks in
the country. Approximately 3,500 of these banks exercise trust powers and are
members of the Trust Division. The banks in this country hold as trustees about
$100 billion of assets in more than 120,000 employee benefit accounts. Mem-
bers of the Association maintain employee benefit plans for their employees who
number approximately one million. Consequently the ABA has a vital interest in
all employee benefit legislation.

We appreciate the opportunity to present to the Subcommitteg the Associa-
tion's position on legislation in this area because any action taken by Congress
will undoubtedly have a significant impact on employees, employers, and the
public generally.

Before discussing specific legislation, the Association would like to express its
view that, despite all the criticisms and some obvious problems, the private
pension system has done a remarkably good Job. This is true even though the
major growth in the size of these funds has taken place in the relatively short
space of 30 years. If we may be permitted to say so, we think the banks have
had an outstanding record in the handling of the funds entrusted to them.

The reason for this record of accomplishment is that banks have acted as
trustees for well over 100 years, during which time they have accumulated vast
knowledge and experience in managing property and funds belonging to others.
Many of the problems wl,-h hav(, been hrou,',,t to tho attention of Vona'.s stemi
from the fact that the persons entrusted with employee benefit funds often have
not been qualified to act as fiduciaries. In addition, they have not always been
financially responsible and thus able to discharge any liability arising from any
improper acts they might perform. Banks, of course, have large capital funds
which are available to discharge any personal liability they might incur. If some
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way could be found to assure that fiduciaries ,are qualified and financially
responsible, the need for legislation would not be so great.

The Association has carefully reviewed all the major employee benefit bills
that have been introduced in the Congress during the past few years. We have
testified at numerous Congressional hearings. Over this period of time'the As-
sociation's positions has changed as additional formation has been developed
and as attitudes toward pension plans have progressed.

The Association urges the Congress to enact legislation which contains fidu-
ciary standards, greater disclosure, minimum vesting standards, minimum fund-
ing standards, and provisions to further encourage the growth and development
of private pension plans.

ORGANIZATION

The legislation also should provide for the establishment of a separate office
or bureau in the Treasury Department to administer the new law. Regardless of
what specific substantive provisions are contained in the bill finally approved by
Congress, it will undoubtedly provide a whole new scheme of pension regulation.
The Association is strongly opposed to the granting .of regulatory powers to the
Secretary of Labor as provided by most bills and urges that the Secretary of the
Treasury be granted whatever regulatory authority Is provided.

The purpose of the Department of Labor as stated In Title 29, Section 551, of
the United States Code is "to foster, promote, and develop the welfare of the -wage
earners of the United States, to improve their working conditions, and to advance
their opportunities for profitable employment." The supervision and regulation
of employee benefit plans and funds which would be provided in any bill would
go beyond these purposes. The administration of any new law must also involve
the consideration of the ability of industries and companies to bear the cost of
the requirements laid down by statute and by the implementing rules and regula-
tions both as to plan provisions and administrative requirements; the effect on
the tax structure of the requirements of the Act and the administrative decisions
under it; the interrelationship with bank, insurance, and other governmental
supervisory agencies; and the effect of contributions and their Investment on the
economy of the country. It is clear that a broader viewpoint is required than can
be expected of any governmental agency which has been established to protect
the interests of only one particular group.

The Secretary of the Treasury already has under his Jurisdiction two offices
which are involved in the supervision of employee benefit plans and funds-the
I etzWl ;Revenue Service which administers the provisions of the Internal Rev-
enue Code dealing with these plans, and the Comptroller of the Currency who,
as part of his supervision of national banks, examines the activities of trust
departments and gives special attention to the manner In which they handle
employee benefit funds. Consequently it would seem to be most appropriate to
give the authority to administer the law to the Secretary of the Treasury.

DISCLOSURE

The ABA supports more detailed and more meaningful disclosure of the finan-
cial and administrative activities of pension plans.

Legislative proposals introduced to date would meet the criterion of more
detail, but would fail to make disclosure more meaningful. The quantity of in-
formation required to be filed under them would literally inundate the agency
receiving it. Some larger pension plans would have to file boxes of paper each
year. The disclosure of such quantities of information cannot be an effective
regulatory tool because the data cannot be adequately, reviewed.

The Association suggests that annual filing of a summary statement of receipts
and disbursements, a schedule of all assets, and a schedule of party-in-interest
transactions exempting loans to participants in profit-sharing plans which are
available to all on a nondiscrln _atory basis would provide the information
needed to protect plan participants and the public interest.

Often employee benefit funds managed by banks are invested In collective
funds. A single employee benefit trust may be invested in several collective funds
and, of course, several employee benefit trusts participate in each collective fund.
Collective funds under Regulation 9 of the Comptroller of the Currency must
prepare and file annual reports. We suggest a copy of the annual report of each
collective fund in which employee benefit trusts participate be filed directly by
the bank with the agency receiving reports on employee benefit trusts. Then each
such trust in its annual report could Incorporate by reference the annual report
of any collective fund in which it participates._
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FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

The Association strongly supports the establishment of fiduciary standards
which apply to trustees and all persons who handle or control employee benefit
funds. The definition of fiduciary in the various pending bills differs. The Associa-
tion prefers the more specific definition in H.R. 2 which Includes persons who
render investment advice for a fee or other compensation, direct or Indirect, with
respect to any moneys or other property of any employee benefit fund. All persons
who exercise authority over the investment of employee benefit funds should be
subject to the same standards of conduct.

On the other hand the Association favors the provisions of S. 4 estRI-shing a
federal prudent man rule and governing the disposition of funds when a plan is
terminated. Once all vested liabilities are paid, there is no reason to prevent
an employer from receiving the surplus except to the extent it is due to employee
contributions. The ABA does not argue with the prohibited transaction provisions
in S. 4 except subparagraph (E). Considerable attention has been given to the
clarification of these provisions and, with the- exception of (E), they establish
clear standards of conduct and have our support. We suggest subparagraph (E)
be amended to read:

"(E) accept for his own account or for the account of a party in interest of
the fund from any source any bonus, commission, or compensation for any
act done by him in connection with the administration of the fund."

The Association supports S. 4's exceptions to the prohibited transaction pro-
visions with certain qualifications. Proposed Section 15(C) (4) (A) would allow
the purchase and the holding of certain quantities of employer securities. Pro-
posed Section 15 would require divestiture of such securities In excess of the
quantity limitation even if the Investment had been proper under the prudent
man rule when made and continued so since. Also, if such securities through
market appreciation grew above the prescribed limitation, they would have to
be sold. The Association questions the wisdom of requiring divestiture in these
cases and recommends the quantity limitation be applied only to purchases.

S. 4 while limiting pension funds to 10 per cent of the employer's securities,
would authorize profit sharing, stock bonus, thrift and similar plans to buy and
hold in excess of 10 per cent if the plan explicitly provides for such Investment.
Such plans would not be subject to any diversification rules; however, the
prudent man rule would apply.

These types of plans are normally established to provide Incentive for em-
ployees as well as retirement benefits. If employee contributions are Involved,
the plan must be registered with the SEC so the employee will have the in-
formation necessary to decide if he wants his money so invested. The provision
of S. 4 subjecting such purchases of employers' stock to the prudent man rule
may seriously Impact the establishment of employee benefit plans by young grow-
ing companies. Such companies for many reasons frequently prefer these types
of plans and adopt them prior to or in lieu of pension plans.

It has been suggested that the tax incentives for employee benefit plans be
restricted because pension fund managers Invest In blue chip growth stocks
and neglect the capital needs of new and smaller companies. The future economic
growth of our country will depend on the availability of capital for new com-
panies. Consequently we believe more thought should be given to the employer
securities provisions.

A literal reading of the prohibited-translation provisions of S. 4 could -raise
doubts regarding the investment of employee benefit funds ii collective funds.
If these provisions are adopted, we recommend a specific exception for invest-
ment of employee benefit funds in this time-tested vehicle.

S. 4 prohibits leasing property of a fund to a party-In-interest. The prohibi-
tion applies prospectively only and does not affect current lease terms. If an
employee benefits fund owns property used by the employer, there Is no reason
why such leases should not continue as allowed by S. 4. Beyond this, the Assocla.
tion would recommend that any new legislation permit a fiduciary in appropriate
circumstances, with the approval of the Secretary, (1) to carry out existing
provisions of such a lease, such as an option or an extension; (2) to modify
existing leases; and (3) to make additional Investments in the property and,
In such Instances, to extend the-lease provisions on appropriate terms. The mar-
ket for such property is limited, and such authority would allow the emplo. ee
benefit fund to protect its investment. If It becomes Imprudent to hol4 such a
lease, the trustee would dispose of it under the'prudent man rule:
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In addition to the prohibited-transaction provisions and the exception thereto,
a number of bills including S. 4 contain other provisions further defining the
duties and obligations of a fiduciary.

8. 4 and the Administration bill, S. 1557, both contain language which relieves
a fiduciary from liability for acts or omissions of a cofiduciary if he objects in
writing and files a copy with the Secretary. However, the filing of an object
wtih the Secretary would not adequately protect the beneficiaries of a trust. If
a trust agreement requires all the trustees to agree in administering the trust
and there is disagreement; the trustees should seek instructions from a court
of competent Jurisdiction. Consequently such linguage should be rejected.

Any legislation, on the other hand, should contain language which provides
that where there is an allocation of duties or responsibilities among fiduciaries,
no fiduciary will be liable except for the proper performance of such duties as
are specifically assigned to him under the plan or trust agreement and that no
fiduciary shall be liable- for any action taken or omitted to be taken in good
faith pursuant to the direction, instruction, or approval of others if -he is required
to so act by the terms of the plan or trust agreement.

There Is no need for language such as is found in S. 4 authorizing a three-year
period to dispose of improper investments. If the restriction on employer secu-
rities applies to purchases only, and if it is made clear that the prohibited trans-
actions are instantaneous in nature and not continuing, then there is no need
for such a provision. The prudent man rule will require a trustee to dispose
within a reasonable time of investments that do not meet the test of prudence.
Three years may be far too long a time for a trustee to hold an imprudent in-
vestment; and, likewise in some circumstances, it may be in the best interest
of the fund for the trustee to hold such an investment more than three years
before-be disposes of it.

Many bills prohibit a fiduciary from serving an employee benefit fund if he
has been convicted of certain crimes. This prohibition should be specifically lim-
ited to individuals. A bank or insurance company should not be forced out of
the pension business because one officer or employee acts improperly.

Further, banks and insurance companies which are subject to federal or state
regulation and examination should not have to post bond to serve as a fiduciary,
and their records should not be subject to independent audit under pension
legislation.

ENFORCEMENT

Participants and beneficiaries should have free access to the courts to protect
their rights and the fund, but should not be encouraged to bring frivoloifs suits.
Past experience with "strike suits" makes it clear that there is a basis for concern.
Such suits can be costly to pension plans not only because of direct costs (legal
fees, court costs, etc.), but indirect costs could also be significant. The constant
threat of suit may tend to hold down innovations in the management, investment,
and operation of plans. This would be detrimental to all plans over the long run.

The AGA suggests the following language be included in any legislation author-
izing court actions to enforce pension righ -

(1) In any action by a participant or beneficiary the court in its discretion may
(A) allow a reasonable attorney's fee and costs of the action to any suc-

cessful party to be paid from the fund or such other source as the court
shall determine;

(B) require the plaintiff to post security for payment of costs of the action
and reasonable attorney's fees.

(2) Except as to actions brought by the Secretary, no action shall be brought
except upon leave of the court obtained upon verified application (which applica.
tion may be made ex parte or on notice as the court shall determine) and for
good cause shown, and in determining good cause, the court shall consider the
probability of success of the action, the burden on the parties, the difficulties
likely to be encountered in the management of the action, and such other factors
as the court shall deem appropriate.

Under this language the court would have the authority to award attorney's
fees and costs to defendants, if succesful in the action, as well as to a successful
participant or beneficiary and to determine the source of payment of fees and
costs. Authority in the court to require the plaintiff to post security for payment
of costs and attorney's fees may serve to discourage wasteful "strike suits."

The court should be permitted to require that application be made on notice so
that, If the court wishes, the preliminary position of the defendant may be heard
before leave to bring the action is granted.



The words "good cause" are vague. Consequently, the proposed pgoviniou adds
various factors which the court should consider in determining "good cause,".

The problems involved in strike suits were- recently outltued by -th Seqond
Circuit Court of Appeals. The Court, in Eisen v. Cqrlisle and Jqoquei ,.41 LW
2586 (5/1/73), said: ,.. .

"Class actions have sprouted and multiplied like the leaves of a green bay
tree. No matter how numerous or diverse the so-called class may be or how
impossible it may be to compensate individual members of the class, a champion
steps forth. Thus class actions have been brought 'on behalf of all subscribers
of business telephones in New York County, all Master Charge credit cardholders
similarly situated, all consumers of gasoline in a given state or states, all home-
owners in the United States, and even all people in the United States.' Not a
single one of these class actions involving millions of indiscriminate and uniden-
tifiable members has ever been brought to trial and decided on the merits, But
the preliminary procedures, including the preliminary mini-hearing on the merits,
and the huge and unavoidable expense of producing witnesses and documents
pursuant to discovery orders, have brought such pressure on defendants as to
induce settlements in large amounts as the alternative to complete ruin and
disaster, irrespective of the merits of the claim.

"The 'in terrorem' effects of the innovations described in Dolgow have been
highly praised by those who invented or applied them. But Professor Milton
Handler, mincing no words, calls these procedures 'legalized blackmail.'"

Banks are supervised by the Comptroller of the Currency (national banks),
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (state member banks), and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (state nonmember banks). All these
agencies periodically make unannounced comprehensive examinations of banks,
including the activities of their trust departments. Thus, reason dictates that
the facilities of these agencies should be used in the administration of any new
law, and we suggest that any bill include language requiring the Secretary to
use such facilities.

COVERAGE

The Association sees no reason to exempt from legislation pension. plans cover-
ing fewer than 25 employees or even fewer than eight employees. The employee
of the small business firm also needs the protection of legislation.

VESTING

The Association supports a requirement that normal retirement benefits be
vested after completion of a reasonable combination of age and service. It regards
the rule of 50, proposed by the Administration, to be a reasonable approach. This
rule recognizes the immediate needs of the older employee for early vesting and
provides reasonable vesting for the younger employee.

Under the rule an employee's normal retirement benefit must be 50 per cent
vested when the employee's age plus years of service under the plan equal 50.
Thereafter the benefit vests an additional 10 per cent each year over the next five
years.

The rule as proposed by the Administration would apply only to benefits accrued
after its enactment. The Association does not believe this is realistic and-sup-
ports the application of the rule retroactively.

It has been argued that the rule of 50 would deter the hiring of older persons.
We do not agree.

Former Under Secretary of the Treasury Edwin S. Cohen testified before the
House Ways and Means Committee on May 8, 1972, that the discounted single-
premium cost of providing $100 of retirement income for a worker aged 55 is
$570 if no vesting is provided and $585 if the rule of 50 is applicable. The
increased cost of about 2.5 per cent is, in our opinion, not large enough to serve
as a further deterrent to the already existing deterrent of high pension costs
for older persons..

While the ABA endorses the rule of 50 as reasonable, we do not believe the
Congress should require all plans to conform to a single federal vesting mold.
A number of different vesting proposals have been suggested In bills currently
pending in Congress. H.R. 2 provides for 100 per cent vesting after 10 years"
service, but allows the plan to exclude all service prior to age 30, The bill also
entains two transitional formulae for existing plans. S. 4. provides for 30 per
cent vesting after eight years' service, then 10 per centinore per. year until
benefits are 100 per cent vested at 15 years.
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During recent years there has been a trend to include early vesting in pension
plans, and a variety of vesting schedules have been adopted depending upon the
specific circumstances surrounding each plan. We urge that the vesting formula
adopted by Congress be only a standard allowing plans to include whatever
vesting provision is most appropriate for the company and best serves the needs
of the employees so long as it is at least comparable to the statutory formula.

In addition to a vesting standard for pension plans there should be a vesting
requirement for "class year" profit-sharing plans. These plans provide for separate
vesting of each annual contribution made by the employer on behalf of an
employee. We suggest that such plans be required to vest 100 per cent of the
employer's contribution on behalf of an employee with respect to any given year
not later than the end of the fifth year following the year for which such
contribution was made.

There is one more vesting problem that has concerned the Association for
some years, and it relates to employees who lose their jobs because of plant
shutdowns or the shutdown of an operating division of a company. Under the
Internal Revenue Code, if a company terminates its pension plan accrued pension
ienefits. become vested to the extent they are funded. For a number of years
the ABA has urged the enactment of an amendment to the Code which would
treat plant or operating division shutdowns as partial terminations and require
similar vesting of pension benefits for those employees who lose their jobs.
Properly enforced, such a provision would have prevented some of the unfortu-
nate losses of pensions which have been described. We again urge the enactment
of such an amendment.

FUNDING

The American Bankers Association has for years agreed that plans should
be voluntarily funded on a reasonable basis to assure the adequacy of funds
to pay pension fienefits as they become due. After continuing study, the Associa-
tion recently decided to urge the enactment of legislation which would establish
a reasonable minimum funding standard.

The Association reached this decision with some reservations because flexibility
is important to proper funding, and it will be difficult to establish a minimum
without reducing flexibility. Employers should be encouraged to fund at a
greater rate than any minimum schedule during good years, but they cannot
be expected to do so unless they can cut back during lean years.

With regard to the period of time prescribed to achieve full funding, it
should not be so long as to discourage early funding by employers who can
afford it, nor should it be so short as to force some employers to terminate
their plans.

If the funding requirement caused plans to terminate, it would have exactly
the opposite impact from what is intended-that is, protection of pension
benefits. This problem may become particularly acute if both funding and vesting
requirements are enacted.

If funding and vesting requirements are enacted, many plans will have to
amend their vesting provisions, which would increase the cost of the plan to the
employer. Similarly, many plans will have to change their funding practices,
which would further increase the cost of the plan to the employer. Some em-
ployers are going to find the total increase more than they can handle. It would
be unfortunate if some employees were to lose their pension coverage because
the requirements of legislation impose too great a burden on their employers.
A little more leeway, a little more time for employers to meet funding require-
ments could save some plans. Thus we suggest a period of between 30 and 40
years to achieve full funding of accrued liabilities and suggest that consideration
be given to authorizing the Secretary to grant variances where there is good
cause shown.

To encourage faster funding, the Association for a number of years has sug-
gested legislation to amend the Internal Revenue Code to allow employers
to make additional deductible contributions on account of past service in excess
of 10 per cent of the original unfunded cost to the extent that such contributions
in previous years were less than 10 per cent. We again urge such action.

Both the vesting requirement and the funding requirement should be tied to
qualification under the Internal Revenue Code. This would tend to make these
provisions self-enforcing since the employer's ability to deduct his contributions
would be at stake. The IRS already provides an audit mechanism with experience
and expertise, and this further supports the use of the Treasury Department
to administer the legislation.

9--939-73-pt 1-19
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Further, because of the close relationship of vesting and funding to the Inter-
nal Revenue Code we urge the adoption of a provision specifically superseding
any state laws in these areas. Such pre-emption Is necessary also because of the
chaos which might result for interstate plans if states were free to set their
own vesting and funding standards.

PORTABILITY

The establishment of a portability program would create a number of complex
problems as to which answers have not been found.

There are many differences in the types of plans and benefits maintained by
different employers. The actuarial assumptions used vary considerably. The
reserves accumulated under an employer's plan are based on all the benefits pro-
vided for in the plan, but when an employee terminates employment with a vested
right, he may be entitled to only a retirement benefit at normal retirement age.
This means that only a portion of the reserves which might be considered to have
been set aside to provide the employee's benefits need be transferred when he
terminates employment. As a result, there are numerous questions concerning
determination of the amount of reserves to be transferred and their status in the
trust to which they are transferred because of a similar situation on that end.
Another difficulty that should be considered is the impact on the status of remain-
ing participants when a vested benefit is transferred out of a fund that is not
fully funded.

Further, trustees would find it necessary to keep a larger portion of the fund
invested in liquid securities in order to transfer lump-suni amounts when em-
ployees terminate service. This would reduce the investment return on the funds
which, in turn, would affect the extent to which liabilities of the plan are funded.
This, in turn, would tend to hold down the size of plan benefits.

If legislation is passed to require plans to have reasonable vesting provisions
and adequate funding provisions, there is no pressing need for portability.

For these and many other reasons we fel strongly that further intensive study
must be made of the need for and of the legal and technical difficulties that must
be overcome before such a program is established.

PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

All plan termination insurance proposals put forth to date have failed to rec-
ognize or meet many of the problems inherent in operating such a program.

The problems include the absence of any meaningful cost data that would pro-
vide a long-range projection of probable premiums; the absence of a relation-
ship between the insured risk and the premium; the probability of encouraging
the adoption of plans providing overly large benefits without regard to whether
the employer is financially able to make the necessary contributions over a period
of time; and the discouraging of faster funding of plans because of the avail-
ability of the insurance.

It has been suggested that plan termination insurance is similar to the insur-
ance provided for bank accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
However, there is a big difference between the two situations. The Federal De-
posit Insurance covers existing dollar deposits and provides assurance for the
protection of those deposits through the establishment of administrative require-
ments and periodic examinations to determine that banks are following safe
procedures. In the case of pension plan termination insurance, there is no provi-
sion for establishing underwriting rules.

Employers are permitted to determine the amount of benefits to be provided and
the actuarial assumptions to be used. They may determine the rate of funding
the initial unfunded liability within whatever time period may be prescribed.
Without underwriting rules the insurance program might well impose an unrea-
sonable burden on employers following more conservative practices.

Even if an insurance scheme could be designed which would take care of these
problems, we believe the administrative burden would be great, and the addi-
tional cost to employers would be substantially higher, not only because of the
insurance cost but also because of the restrictions on actuarial assumptions which
would entail larger contributions.

The amount of the insurance payable under most proposals has been fixed at the
difference lietween the realized value of the plan's assets and the amount of
vested liabilities under the plan. This means that the Insurance would guarantee
investment results-a liability which could be considerable if a plan is termi-
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nated during a period of depressed investments. Once the Federal Government
begins to guarantee investment results, how long can it wait before it begins to
regulate investments? Would not termination insurance lead us down the road to
a federal legal list and an end to investment freedom ?

Most proposals introduced give the Secretary of Labor very broad authority
to set up and administer a plan termination insurance program. The proposals
establish benefit criteria, premiums for the first three years, and legal invest
ments for the insurance fund, but leave most of the rest up to the Secretary.

The ABA believes it would be inadvisable to proceed with the establishment
of an insurance program until Congress has answers to the above problems and
can set out in the statute how the program is to work. As with portability, there
is no pressing need for termination insurance if legislation is passed requiring
reasonable vesting and funding.

GENERAL COM MENTS

A bill containing fiduciary standards, greater disclosure, vesting, and funding
would strengthen substantially the private pension system, and we again urge
the enactment of such legislation. It could be counter-productive to add porta-
bility and termination insurance which are so complex and subject to so many
unanswered questions. Consequently, we continue to urge the Congress to move
slowly with regard to portability and plan termination insurance.

In addition to fiduciary standards, greater disclosure, vesting, and funding, the
ABA urges that any legislation which is enacted contains provisions to en-
courage the expansion of the private pension system to the more than 50 per cent
of the labor force which is not now covered.

We suggest that the Individual Retirement Plan recommended by the Presi-
dent be included as well as the President's proposal to improve the H.R. 10 self-
eml)loyed program.

Most uncovered employees work for small firms or are farm or other seasonal
workers. Thus the incentives of current law are not apt to have much effect in
further expanding the private pension sy.,temn to these employees. It is uni-
versally recognized that, despite continuous increases in social security benefits,
they are barely adequate to meet subsistence needs. Supplemental income is con-
sidered a necessity for most retired Americans. Therefore, something new Is
needed.

The Individual Retirement Plan would shift the tax incentive to the person
who would benefit from the retirement plans. Admittedly the program would not
be met with open arms by millions of workers. However, the double incentive of
tax deferral and retirement savings may help many uncovered workers save
for their retirement years. The Individual Retirement Plan would also help
workers who are already covered by a retirement plan. It would encourage them
by a limited tax deferral to supplement their retirement income. Finally, it would
place the employee in a contributory plan more on a par with his employer by
giving them both a tax deduction for funds set aside for pension benefits. For
the employee, however, it would be only a deferral.

The limitations of the President's proposal would, for practical purposes, re-
strict the benefits of the program to the lower- and middle-income worker who
needs their help. The program would provide more equity among American
workers in their efforts to achieve adequate retirement income.

The II.R. 10 self-employed program enacted by Congress a decade ago has
met with-uneven success. One of the reasons for this is the limitation on the
amount which can be deducted for retirement purposes. If the program is ex-
panded as suggested by the President, it may add sufficient incentive to acceler-
ate the growth of self-employed plans. Support for this can be found In the
number of partnerships that have converted to corporations partly to take ad-
vantage'of the tax laws relating to corporate retirement plans.

If an Individual Retirement Program and an extension of the H.R 10 program
are to'achieve their maximum impact, it is ne-eesary to reduce administrative
costs. Thus bank trust departments and insurance companies which are subject
to close federal or state regulation should be able to administer such plans with-
out registering them under the federal securities laws. If SEC registration Is
required, the cost becomes prohibitive; and banks and insurance companies will
be limited severely in what they can provide.

The impact of the two programs on the growth of the private pension system
even if all collateral obstructions are removed may not be sensational, but we
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must begin to take steps to expand the system as we strengthen it because the
increased costs are going to have their effect.

LUMP-SUM DISTRIBUTIONS

The 1969 change in tax treatment of lump-sum distributions from employee
benefit plans has proved unsatisfactory to recipient taxpayers, employers, and
the government. Under pension and other retirement plans a beneficiary accumu-
lates benefits over the span of his employment, but if he receives his benefits as
a lump sum, it is taxable in the year of distribution.

Prior to 1969 this bunched income problem was alleviated by allowing the re-
cipient to treat the distribution excluding any contribution he made as capital
gains. In 1969 Congress decided this treatment was too favorable and provided
that that portion of lump-sum distributions attributable to post-1969 employer
-ontributions be taxed as ordinary income. To alleviate the bunched income prob-
lem the Congress established a special seven-year averaging rule applicable to the
-ordinary income portion.

Competent experts both in and out of government have been unable to develop
administrative provisions to implement the 1969 change. The Internal Revenue
Service issued proposed regulations regarding the determination of the capital
.ain and the ordinary income elements of lump-sum distributions -and' the com-
putation of the tax under the averaging rule. Because of the very serious com-
plexities involved, the Service has not been able to issue final regulations and, in
fact, has Just reissued proposed regulations on the computation of the tax under
the averaging rule. To date some of the problems seem to defy solution. Also, the
recordkeeping obligations are extremely burdensome and have created difficulties
that are almost insurmountable, particularly for small companies and for some of
the more sophisticated plans.

Thus the Association suggests a return to the pre-1969 law. It should be noted
'that the top capital gains rate is now 35 per cent, and part of the gain is subject
o the 10 per cent minimum tax on preferential items. Consequently the tax burden

on lump-sum distibutions would be greater than it was in 1969 even if there would
be a return to the old rule.

The Association would be happy to meet with the Subcommittee and its staff to
discuss any questions which may be raised by these comments or to help in any
respect on this legislation because we are strongly committed to supporting a
sound, growing, private pension system.

Senator CuRns. Our next witness is Mr. Robert C. Ware, president,
Trustee Life Insurance Co., in Gadsden, Ala., in behalf of the National
Small Business Association, accompanied by Joseph L. Seligman, Jr.,
partner, law firm of Cotton, Seligman & Ray, San Francisco, and also
somebody else.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. WARE, PRESIDENT, TRUSTEE LIFE IN-
SURANCE CO., GADSDEN, ALA., IN BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH L.
SELIGMAN, JR., PARTNER, LAW FIRM OF COTTON, SELIGMAN &
RAY, SAN FRANCISCO, AND JEROME R. GULAN --

• Mr. WARE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to limit my remarks to two
Areas, and Mr. Seligman will get into some of the details.

Mk-name is Robert C. Ware. I am president of Trustee Life Insur-
ance Co., in Gadsden, Ala. My monthly column, "Be Awarei," appears
in the Insurance Salesman magazine and has appeared there or the
last 12 years.

I am appearing here on behalf of the National Small Business As-
sociation representing Grifis doing business in mort than 500 industry
categories and representing 40,000 member firms of the small business
community.
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As I said before, I have the pleasure of appearing with an esteemed
colleague, Mr. Joseph L. Seligman.

Senator Curtis, we support the provisions of S. 1631, increasing the
limit for deducting tax contributions from the present $2,500 or 10
percent of earned income to $5,500 or 15 percent, whichever, is less,
and we thank you for sponsoring such a bill for small business.

The maximum amount allowed under the present law has declined
since it was enacted until about $1,800.

We urge that you further consider allowing for some flexibility
in funding to allow for inflationary factors. Our position is that we
seek no weakening of corporate pension plans or their structures. Per-
haps the strongest point I would like to make is that the Treasury
Department should allow and encourage flexibility-in the investment
of self-employed retirement funds so that the money accumulated
by a smaller firm can be directed to the expansion and growth of small
enterprise.

I would say, here, off the record, that we have greater issue of vol-
untary self-assessment in our tax structure. There are so many bigger
issues that the fear that small business might somehow avoid or
evade some intended rule is to be overcome by enacting a law which
they can understand and connect upon. And also, in this area of pro-
hibited transactions. I think it is legally impossible for a garageowner
to have a small pension plan, that even after he resorts to counsel it
is such a tough road to do to figure out these prohibited transaction
rules that he will often steer away from it and perhaps not plow his
money back into his own business.

My last point I would like to make is to ask you to try to write the
tax code in simple and less confused language. For example, in S. 4
I counted up 1,100 words in 1 sentence.

Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Well, it was drafted by a lawyer.
Mr. SELIGMAN. Mr. Chairman and menbers of the subcommittee,

my name is Joseph L. Seligman and I am from San Francisco and
am a practicing attorney. I want to thank you for the opportunity to
appear and the Small Business Association for asking me and Mr.
W nre for sharing his time with me.

I had the privilege of testifying before this committee in connection
with the 1954 Revenue Code, and then before the 1959 Mills coin-
mittee in the House on employee benefit legislation.

My main emphasis at that time was that all employee contribu-
tions to any type of retirement plan, including social security, should
be deductible and all distributions should be taxable. My other main
emphasis was on the simplification of the tax law, or, we are going
to lose our basis of self-assessment.

I think those are still the two most important issues in 1973, but as
an independent lawyer talking for the Small Business Association, I
have selected five more specific things which I wish to cover today.

The first-and I think as a practical matter one of the most im-
portant to businessmen-is a provision which is hidden in Senator

urtis' bill as section 7(b), Most people I have talked to don't even
know that it is in there, and it would in my opinion solve the areat
majority of the so-called salaried only problems that small employers
are having with the Internal Revenue Service today. This results from
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the existing provision of section 401(a) 3, which has a 70-percent
mathematical test for qualification for coverage. If you cover 70 per-
cent of the employees of your business, you are automatically-

Senator NELSON. Excuse me, what percentage was that again
Mr. SELIGMAN. Seventy.
Then there is another one, if 70 percent are eligible and you covered

80 percent of the eligible, but basically it is 70 percent.
The second provision is, any other classification found by the Com-

missioner to be nondiscriminatory in terms of the highly paid, super-
visory and so forth, and that problem is where you have a small com-
pany with unionized employees usually participating in a collective
bargaining agreement plan and you have four or five executives and
managers, who are highly paid and you have three or four clerks and
the rest are union employees, the Service will not approve a plan for
the salaried only excluding the union people today because that doesn't
meet the 70-percent test. They won't approve it under paragraph B.
Now Senator Curtis' bill wou ld allow you to exclude all of the em-
ployees who are covered by a collective bargaining agreement unless
the agreement provides to the contrary, and this, I think, would solve
a great majority of these problems and would hel l) immeasurably in
permitting the small businessman to adopt a qualified plan.

I would suggest that the language of the bill be checked with the
experts in the labor relations field to make sure that using that
language would not be a violation of the Taft-Hartlev law as an
unfair labor practice, but that is a very technical matter.

I would also provi(le or recommend that the language of the hill be
extended to paragraph B of section 401(a)3 and this is what the
American Bar Association representative earlier recommended. low-
ever, I don't think that is as important, not nearly as important as
keeping in the language that is there now and getting that enacted.

Senator "EISON. Are you saying that if there was a lion contract
an(l you had 100 eml)lo.ees and 10 clerks and mnana-euent, that the
10 people would h)e covered and you would exclude the organized em-
l)oy(es. whereas if it were a pla where nobody was organize(l, you
Wo1'l(l have to (.over the 100 who are not organized ?

Mr. Srmic, t: N. Well, 70 percent of them or a nondiscriminatory
classification, that is the c; e'rent law. Yes.

Senator NELsoN. What are the reasons for the distinction between
the treatment of the employees if they are organized and if they
are not ?

Mr. SI:ETAGM. There is no distinction under the present law. The
reason I recomnmend is-

S-enator NELSON. But that is what I am asking, why do ou recoin-
mend it?

Mr. SFUC.LMAN. Because the organized employees will usually have
a plan of their own or, as Senator Long asked Mr. Greentxerg earlier,
they will have have negotiated something in lieu of a ]lan ue(h-r their
collective bargaining agreement. If they want a plan, they can still
have it under Senator Cuitis' proposal and it would sl)ecifially then
be included, but where they do not want a plan or where thev have a
plan of their own to which the emi)loyer has to contribute Inm~aamt to
the collective bargaining agreement, in that ease it is extrenmel vtin fair
that the salaried employees cannot have a plan that will qualify ill the
smaller company. If you have a big company it will qualify because
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YOU hiave a reprementattive cross section of Iiigli-paid a111( low-palid

Senator NmEAw.-. Whalit if you have a situat ion inl which thle unIion
1110iiilX'I- do0 not have it phln I

Mr. $FIIoduMAN. PI'f'Hlifihly tChat im IX'(flhmO they lfli-giiledl for some-
thiing else or if tilei~ coliliiiittee would il'it to'chaiigo it to excludeo

only thoso whIo tile O'Vel-e( by it Iunionl planI, that iwolil(l go it long
way too.

~Snator N I'1.oN, Thaiit, is spiti ai hit slifterent~ fromi those who are
hlot cove'red( by finy pitII.

Mr'. SiAAMni, AN.' III lirlict ies, I (ois1't thli uk Ho. III lily plric fiCat, Ieat,
it, wotil(Iil't maiike it great (1eal of dli II' ene. I t Isiik t lie important

ting is t0l11t where .oi ha1%v it large groilj) or uionI ell)hoyee%$, whies'h
is typj)ical of tII( HIS iiill wai'leh lls oir til I i isII 111111 fa NO firHndl you
ha i'e t wo or. three lop people uIIIYll youlii e It hand I(ful of Clerkso and1(
b ookkeep'jers, usill 2) or 3 :)5 or 4it or tiid1 t 1531'#05 y lii have 111) to 50OO
I1Ii 3033iZVd(Ii 1TOyPs Who0 fire %voik isg inl thle iKnial fithris'at ing pi nt,
for i ist ans'e, in tile wiirohiosise, or inl thle I rucfkinig ('0311iplllY or whiat-
M14er it, is I hat, voul are i.11iliiir 0 ly yoil (11 3111 lV10t ~l, you1 Cu3iiOt

wa fel provide at vibe 1111)10 for1 0'tli I tie0IIid only eispl1oyees*
MV SN'4,5)i(d poh it lings IIIHo beeniI ilitsi to bY the( pior'smIiket' and

h1ut6 IN I tlith-Hiilil I lIxti ou : lie Ifi xit loll oil I11i1iip.131i1ii d ist rlit 103, 500-
11(.111' o Ifr tile I1901 0.' It 1K a flasco. 1Ili v it 11111 beeli left. ill thi P)CliHiOll
hak 11 a11( 1 401Iiiet Iii jg ilii't 411 loie iilit it, 1 (oii1t know,

AHmistonut Secretairy C1ohen 1113(10 it Hstatemen'1t to thet Councill of Profit.
Shafi'intg I11f115$tils it you 3' 111(11a lihaIf Ilgo t hat tile he~t 311111(18f of the
IfH S I iId I 'con i ti ulule to writer ist elI igil do rpat iotis. I fiske(l him,
ii ftesrwardls if he ine ilt tlint., a ad ie( Hil 0114 liOHOord W01re crefully
cli' 15i. lie w('11t. oil to $113' we' hllust. have legislative rel ief.

'I'le pf'le ill thle Jilt erila Ievets tie Ser'vice olin t'-ged with tile r~e.
Sp~onSiluilit, o f w3itiiif. those se ilnt 1031K, the onies I know ait least,
wouldI ajzrie with hil 111 i t it, hiii )Pe im' p 11 1osiblll to dlevise regittioiis
that Wi III)?. aiIy poperly to fill sitlnions011.

Ill Illy oj diiion it Hhl(1l be0 repealed as of it" etrect Intot if Con-
stitiitionil ly nd)1 politically1 possible. If snot, as of Jisusunry 1 of 1078
or sit tilie eariliest J)oKible (Ate. There should ho a substitute to alleviate
I lie huned( income priolemlf.

I vouilfI recommend thint flint, 5i1stitiite not use tile term, capitall
prinis." anlIf I woild recommend that that sibsttihite not employ any
tyvpe of isloie, averaging concepts, because it is; extrsemoly coinIf il(
t6 so provide nd~ it, is very hard to kee I)the records. 'rliei'e are volu-
iiillOlu reorlN thisit hatve to be kept for t.haft type of at provision, And r

wioilsl also hope, that youl could avoidI A gran(1 father s claulse because
that is wilat essentiallyy is so comlhicated in sectioni M15.

Ill ily own view, I think a simple special (luction can 1)0 worked
o15?. but there tire many, mafny other solutions, I don't think thle iifl

oyrtint thing is the form of tlii' solution, but, to correct, tie present law.
i n todany advising small empvloyers and lnrue to advise their employ-

s'es thley, cannot snake thle split beptween oi'cliiia'y income anud capital
gail. fI otlt know how it is to ble dIone.

Senator Nyuqo.s N. May I interrupt? I think there is a rolleall on. We
w iIlI reess now for 1 i iite s,

Mr'. SYLaOMAN. Shafll I remain here?
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Senator NmLsON. Just stay around.
[A brief recess wus taken 
enator NFmosm. We didn't take 15 minutes after all. Sorry for

the interruption. You were onl your third point, I believe.
Mr. SELIoXAIr. I was just starting. I would like to say a few words

about disrlosure and fiduciary responsibility. I take itthe great im.
petus of this to pr1'vido tdeaullate diselosilre aid (Ileialry responsihility
is to 1'1n the (,rooks out of the mention business. I'm nt talking about
the Stidebtaker type situation where there was no erookedness in the
pll terminllnattolt 111d 110 omverty-in-iuter('st trnmactions, I am talking
about the mu-,S that in Vol,, c'iiimal or qua.i-criiminid type of adivitv.

I think what we need is more jiaj uingfi disclosure, hut nn aw1fi1
lot less paperwork. Hight now eV(rythill is buried in 1 ,1ss of paper-
work. I thiuk there ame five esminiul olemuents here. One, I think it
fiduciary ought to be carefully defined ill order to ('ovetr only those
who have the power to o'xeroise juldgmteint or dimretio somilebodiy
who i only to (10 what he is told is not, i fioliary in my judgment,
oveni tlloulh lie is 'illed it trtisto'e. '] lIe tr'uist flnA'I ('ll iP protected
against his niisdeeds by holding, hut t li fidluialry actually is the
only one that can elgg i11 the ivore subtle paty-in-interest traniac-
tioits. Whether he is a 'c1'lorate employer or lalr uion executive or
whoever, if he has the power to i lal and control decisions, then I
think we need it complete detailed dislosure. We need such disolosire
on oulv two things. One, ea, h and every party transact ion and two,
every fee, commission, or other I)aymeint thitat Is higher than normal.

Now, I am not talking about al'dislosi'e of brolceriage fees paid
In accordance with the rules of the New York Stock Exchanie, but
whern special commissions, 5)e1ial fees, special sala rides are lpai thre
ought to Ixm a compih(.te dilosure. T non, in my opinion there should be
l)rtacticall' nothing else in the way of disclosui'e.

I woulil also recommend that there be required by law an annual
statement to each participant in every plan that would describe his
rights in terms of tiltimate benefits. In'otler words, how many dollars
lhe would receive if lie was fired, how nmny lie would receive if lie was
laid off, how many if lie died, if lie retired this year or if the plan
torninated this year, these ought to be known by hi.

Finally, I think there ought to be an audit of till plans each year.
Senator NmE.sox, Do any of the three bills provide for an annual

audit?
Mr. SHtAtOMAN. Yes.
Senator Nrt,so,. Each of then do ?
Mr. SELIAOAN. I can't tell you that, each of them, but at least two oftheie do.
Now, perha )s, shocking or not, in my opinion the existing rules of

the Internal e1 venlle C(ode, the exclusive benefit rile of section 401
(a) and the prohibited tritnsetions of 503(h) would take cnre of
all of the situations that. need taking care of if--but this is a big
if-thero was appropriate remedy. At this point under the law when
somebody commits a bad party-in:interest transaction, the only remedy
that is a\,ailable under the Internal Revenuo Code is to disqualify the
plain next year. This doesn't protect the employees and it doesn't pro-
tect the fund and it doesn't hurt the unscrupulous employer because
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it can merely not make a contribution next year mid it ifn't hurt. This
(lisqualiflcation of the fund makes the income of the fund taxable f romn
there on, which meanis there is less to provide benefits for the em-
ployees and it makes any employer contribution thereafter made cuir-
rently taxable to the employees .to the extent of their vested interest.
So the only people thnt are hurt by disquialification of the plan really
atre thle employees fid those are the very people you are trying to pro-
tec't lin the part -ini-interesit transact ions.

Senator NFrc What is your remedy for that ?
Mr. SELT0OrAN. Pardon I?
Senat-or NF.iAoN, Wlhat isi your remedy for that ?
Mrm'. SV.LIMMAN. 'I v j o fOill an dequa11te remiedy in thle Internal

TRevenue ("ode. Now, t tio usua itso they sayv tis can't, be done is
that the Internal HRelenue Service is oly a ntax collecting body and we
callti' prov)~ide a renlted. il int( eI it em-ial Meenu (,ode that would pr1o.
tect the f und and protect thle eminloyes-

Senator NY~mJ.5N FExeime me, lit l'egai'(lesR of where you provide for
it Inl thep code, what is your11 sulglestionl for the remledyI

Mr'. Si-acm~.w. 'I'llat the )i--o115 who haveP coimmlitted the trans-
ac'tion, thle party lit interest trinntion, havo to give back to the fuind
any profit they made anmd make the fund good for any loss that is

Olre'Ivd.
Senator N:iso. They would hav-e to have- a bond, then, wouldn't

A~r. SE1 OM. , No, no0t MN-ecesi r 1'~.
Senator Nmisox-,. Slip )sinig hl(.': don't hiave t~lE lesourfc('s to pay it',

sl)o~ei it. was lissiiliteE I soitielio%% ?
Mr. SMAr~OMA.N. If Yo11 are talking ahoc(i ninnly b~ig corpor-ationls,

they have the resources, Tim ia(.1-monal liability of tho inldividln who
commilits tho platy inl iiitem'st t ramisaction whielh is not now ))resent
11114h,01 the Titternal ltevenue (odie, now if that person was liable, I
think that would he a greater deterrent than anything else inl and of
itself. Tui other wor(ls, most of uts. even though w;e, don't hafve enough
nionley to fitiuke go(ml, (lonit l ike to go to jail.

Sentor NY:rjso, But that still (Ioesn'l. provide protection.
Mrz. Sy~faoltrAN. 1lrovide for t lie lhoiii, too, t ho.'n, Semilt or.,
Senator Nc1i.RoN. That, is what I was11 implying. is4 there finy hpauticil-

lart reason why you wouldn't wanit to re(Juiire at bond ?
Mr. 81.S1MrAoN. No, buit I thiimi to require at bond of a large solvent

cCl)i-fit.ion is Stuplid.
' h1 fourth 1)oint I would like to talk 0Mdxmt-I just, Want to make the
k taeliei tda ta. yout cannot get a. ruling for a tnx-exemlpt organi-

',at ion authiori ,ing it. to hav i quali fled profit- sharing plan. '[here
is one 1)ersol, so 1 am11 told, inl the L. find U.(ivisionl of the Chief Couin-
sel's otlce that says. at tax exem i )t orgaizat ion Can't have profits, there-
fore it shouldn'thv ail,- Arf tWOsl iii i'iii~ lan.l

'[here atre mny reasons why it tax exempt or 11 izationl should have
phlns that canl oily qualify wiider the existing aw,! as at pio0fft-8sharing
jplani-there have b.eun all' types, of cost-saving, cost.- roiluction plans
thimt ha1Ve beenl suiggestedl for Iiospitals, If they, are Jput on a deferred
baSiA thO only ayR they Canl qualify 1s as8 a profit-sharing plni and
the Service Hays they won't (qualify ii profit-sharinig plan.
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Three ('ouniissionpirs, to my understanding, (luring the last 5 years
have' said theY felt this is ridliculouso, but havent beenl able to get it
off dead Center'. MINyINhe Conigress4 canI (10 something about tis.

Filly, there atre three problem ill the area of foreign problemfls
One, wlli'iO It (l1lii('HtiC 011I)lO.'e1' coilt i'ibliti-M to at pAn1 Covering onily
foreign alioezw working lilroa('l And1( the conltii~tionl is nn to at for-
eign banuk or- insa raiwo ('0111panly or ot her fuini(Ig agency, vonl still
have to (jital ify thle jVlii ('vel toulgh there is t 1 U.S. 'Jndivid i nals
ill the pilian Youl still 1111,41 to q nal1i fy the planl inl order. to gvt, at deduc-.
tion miidet' 404 (it) 4, Now, I wold revonililtIend ltat, that (le(Iuitiohl
bp Cliil' to at I6 (i (edlultioli where the taxing jurisidiption of the
United Stiltes dov1s not. exteli to Iilnythinig ex'ep~t the (bluest i, emil-
P~lover'. 1 am11 talking ahboultit p 1)111 where no U.S. nationals oi' pl~olf

filiHvpate, il thle phi l. 'l11io fiids aIe 1()1 pid out oversHeas to foreign

'The RQ('oit( point is where' a1 1)1111 covering Amrica'n~ empuloy(ees
Wvot'kiiig 1l1rOild, Nyo1 still ha1ve to 'oilit thli foi'itigliteis who Ill.( not,
Subject to U.S. tax law for quild itl('a1tionl Ptii'P11OW'. I011C think th6y1should
be excluded foi' te lio sae i'eas~oi t hat, we were talking Iliholt. earil ieu,
that einloyces cov('t('( by ('ollet't i -'ehtii'gting a1grecen1ts HShould be)
excluded for qualilificti' on lpuriloses. Ini othot' words, You just look ait
the people tlutt, are- subhject to I T., talXe..

Third, we have hadt the D)ISC since section 407 wos written, mid~ I
think that t here are. someo tecilih'al al1i('u(Itltent sli rPied to '107 So t halt
1)150 efipj)oymes c'11 anl-frtnipite Oil the Mine as~ Western Ileiiiisphi'o
trade1f onilo0ve1e5 li part pite.

Senaltoi' N'I.MoN. i)ISCl?
Mr,. WI~(MAYSJ that im it tedhil ialt tet' but nobody hals mnen-

tiojied it so far.
8Senatot'N:IsN Doe.s anybody elso hafve anything?
If not, thank1 youl very much10.
[Tho prlepar'ed statementsH of Robert C. Walre and Josephl L, Sellig-

man,11 ,Tu*., follow:]~

IMiuARiEi HM-tEINT OF IlourIiii C. WARKi. ON JIF.11ALF or NATIONAL, SMALL
11051NnP15 AIIIOCIAT1ON

M'ir. Clitirninn ill memborm of file Comnmittee, my namne Is R1obert 0. Ware.
I amn I'roident or Trustee Life tInmiriiiev Comtiaty IaI (admden, Alaibaman My
monthlly columnn, "''Ai Aware'', iipearm lin tlie lnsurapico talesan Alatlazine a td
lias reached about 10,000 readers frt'l li mt twelvie y('a rm. I ainpli iieiiring hero
today oil behalf of Nationial S1ii10I Huiiniiie, ani Association r('Ipreseti fims
(IloiI liumiiiemm in more finbn five htuiidrodc Industry categories and represenitinig
40,000 miembei(r flrii (of tiO stintill tiiittiii's cotituttity.

I ti1mo appear'I i' hre today3 ii biiilf of thie No tionial C~ommtit tee for sioall Dust.
itosm Tax Reform, thli co-ord int tug group for ntitonal assmocint itns wliiomp minii-
l1(i''l 'ido l J IifOtill lit l3 ('ohiMiMtN of sMall bumisnems 11 ruts Theo Nat inoui Coniinittuo
Beek" fallr aild eiuiall treatment for smiill blitness4 in tMe 'fax Cede.

We are in faVOr Of laws tiat will strengthen private retireimeiit fuiiding and
pianiming by owners 11nd tioti-ownier em jdovees of smanll business entities4. We en-
courage indli1iduial thrift. We endorse Jprogirns thalt allow individuals who
%visli to stive lindependeontly for their retirement or to sutpph'nient emtployer-
flinanced Iiroirimii to dedtt('t certain deductions on their income tax returns for
the aioutits Ret asmide for these putrpnst's

We istiptport the provisions of R. M31 relating to Pelf-employed pension planm.
Under the prOoosed bill seif-employed persons who invest fin penni On plnsi for
tit(mIimeh ves and their employees would be able to increase the limi1t for deductible
contributions from the present $2,500, or 10% of earned income, to $7,5i00, or
15(/% of Income, whicheveor In less,
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After liberalization of the Belf-Employed Individuals Tax fletirement Act 1II

1000, many people In the same business community and in Congress believed
it large quantity of funded retirement plIans would develop. This Act did go a
long waty toward establishment of equality of tax deduction for retirement
plaui contributions by small business compared with corporate pension And
profit-sha ring plans. But the expected surge in the development of such plant
(11( not (develop). In part this could be attributed to the lack of understanding
by the small business community of the provisionsm of the present law and in
part to thie lack of suflent incentives to establish a program. The strong move.
ncut of groups to sot upl profesioonal corporations In order to take advantages of

thep more liberal ponoion And profit-sharing provisionif of the Internal Revenlue
Code Is Anl example of what might be done if sufficient Incontiven arc present.
Anot her factlor disou rot iitlue of the existing law was the miethods 1tised b
Jprolnotcrs of split-funded andl Insured lirograiuns Theme methods Asked for bigh
cost commitments And mandatory cont ractual arrangements beyond the financial
vailichy (i f moist small einiloyers,

Itecewt ly, A third factor, thep c('lig In v rnett of 110% of enrnf-d Income', dihuiee
thll, foreme'eu ide spreand biltwe'en pre'. amod lurtrutlI lenent tax ratesmu nill Ihet'ieby
dinuished tie tax Advantage esmiechlly lIn conjuiict ion with thep resilti g feltter-
lIelit of siiuii l tlS WI110MC11iiilal Invemted lin a quitli lied ret riment 1,11 I, (I L It
lip fimly re-ammertild, however, thant I is 50% cell lug Iie one of il( hevlry g"i at
itchieveme'nts of recent F'edehral tel X legislation, Proin A reveuiue-gettinig riemw-
point it encouraiges voluntary tax Assessmnt acid pnyinenv, Frromi a social l oI.'
I"111t, onl behallf of man11Y small, businleseniili, lIt me1 May how lileaseel I peronlae,
ami to live fin a capitalistic society which le-ts ZiWi hold( oil to fifty i'er cent of
whait I e'airn.,

Inflation lit the ilast few years fias been the ene'my of retirees relying upon
public' a11l prlvoille peilsiom to lireivide living t.sle'uwts. The maximumi a aiont
al lowt-d undieer prim'siil law~ ($2.500) 11111 Actually dlod I ned to about $1,40 inl (Ponus
(if timiliy's jiirclmllieg Iiowei'. We urge that future pllogramis have s0ome flexibility
iirimi lti t taillow for hi liii loiay factors.

According to Iremm lejeortm, thle United Automobile Worke(rsf will request a
$1110 it 111011111 livilmioll l1r111giiin A fter 30 yeaItr service for moembers of thIeir
1,'1l411, hliisid oil Iciepoit (.1i ie'ilait iilim, allreex IllateIy $78,001) Would have to be
fet uiiiiii lil 14d1 fii (14 till Ill oyv's Aconi lit ils 11111 of roll renimnt, . erne a of

Impc(IJII qIItI/ cr'teuitiI, xtieill enfilopier,9andf thch, oniployjivs should be able to
pii-e l, ftb Oelitsr InoiD.1'I, /0, theonRcem.

Ill reellily iiioxt Iiliilit'sH 1111 iii roIfissilnil I waile are not Able to establish a
liii pirogrilinil 1111hcy hit vet been lin h mives for at least 10 or 15 yearm, which

ShlIllif 1111l 11mIll I ho 'IS Sli yti 'Ii1 t'il rijige. %Over 70 pe'r cent of till employers
halve le14s thanll eight e11i)iiOYeCR. For this paurposo we cain Assunme ho )tsl three

To~llo~5 'Igi 'tilith A pension perograi that would provide 111111 with $05O
it nmnth It would he necessary for the emplloyer' to sot aside $3,000 a year for
hiiistlf 1111( tll ldditliolt $1,100 for h4s employee-s.

'i'lnret should alwayit be failruiess lin our laws. Th'lese lanvs should never give
miore favorale treatmnent to thie corporate emalloyee-ilS to his pension eneoft--
than11 it (dws to file~ employee (it the self-emnployed. If eqtiality does exist, why
then tile gi'owie mooveim-t of groupo-lavyers for exaille-to set lip prores-
sloiel ('ronilon 11 to Ilke advantage of what tlley obviously regard As inor
Ilimti Ix-timisond1( profit-slilrimg provisions of thel Internal, Revenue Code for

or coritoratloiis? Why were Mnhlchiipter S corporationsi denied the( right, under the
'1?4 last i li-iIdiliet' s1 to the,' Code, to continue benefits of lienion plans Available to
ll PlO' I iilt~IsinI eliotttioiis?

We (1o not seevk ft(,e wenke'nig oif corporate lpellslol lienefits ; we only urge
thullt. 1h11,111ly sliial-tlie Helf-eiiployed And his employes-at, least be given
('1mil1 tretlliiielt,

One (of flep major ptrobilems ariig fromt thle present and future programs under
thel Self-lai11loy('( Rtetiremenit Act is tilil th money set Asidle woulld Accumulate
priiicipally with Weiks, And imiurnne conihianies or other trustees sluchi as mutual
fuinds. TIhie normal iract ieo is for the trustees and others responsible for much
Investment to pulrchiase secuties lin fins listed on the stock exchanges. lIn effe't,
we aire taking th fl atn('ial benefits of hard years of smatll, business; growth and
utilizing those funds to finance major corporate operations. Many of thelme firms
listed on the stock exchnges are lin competition with small businesses thant are
providling the capital. In offect, emnail busf noes may ald in tie owon Stranoulatiom.
We thct-of ore urpo that the T'reasury Department encoutrave and allow flexiltly
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4n Inteatment in order that the money aoosmulated by a mnaller Irn ota, be
direoted, as feasible, to epanson and growth of emal eo erpriae and enoourage.
nent of new bueine oonoerne. Initial implementation of Mlii flexibility could be

te pamphlet publication of IRS guidelines telling how, using examples, a small
businessman can invest his retirement funds In his own business. We believe
the existing "arms-length transaction" rules are sufficient and that no new logis.
nation Is needed,

We reallse that whenever social and revenue-producing goals are incorporated
Into one law the result is some Intricate language to describe complex Ideas, So
It 1w with the Internal Revenue Code, Pending such tine as we have a reassess.
ment of tMe entire tax law and goals, there are some rules of draftsmanship we
respectfully assert to tie end that people can understand the law. These rules
are:

(1) Use short sentences,
(2) Use first person singular, simple present tense, and
8 Utilize common grammar,

For example, In S. 4 beginning page 104, line five and ending iago 109, line
thrms, you have one sentence with vicinity of 1,100 words, And, wlen'ri you rotor to
a 'onleopt set out in another sentence state the concept am welIl is Its section
number in order tihat tl~e reader can assimilate the total subJectlve thought set
out. We believe report Tor law may be increased In some measure by Ilws the
people can read and understand, This is particularly true of smllU businessmen
who would like to understand tax favors that apply to them,

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views,

P KPA119D STATENIT or JosuP L. 8EL0IAN, A., on BIIALY OF NATIONAL 13 AL,
BUIsNgSs AusOOIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name Is JToamph L, Relig-
man, Jr. I am an attorney in San Francisco and, during tile past twenty-five
years, I have Increasingly specialized in the legal and tax problehms of qualified
euiployee retirement plans and other deferred compensation arraingemonts, T rap-
rosent in this field a number of small and large employers and a few Joint boards
,of trustee of Taft-llartley employee benefit plans. For more than fifteen years,
I have been actively Involved in several Sections of the Anrivcun lir Assecia.
lion concerned with these problems and in 1918, on nominatima of the American
lar Association, I was appointed to the Secretary of Labor's Adviory Counll
aider the Disclosure Act of 1958. 1 was one of the founders and the first presi'

dent of the Western Pension Conference,
I nin privileged to appear before you amid ile this statement through the kind

offices of the Natlonal t4aiill luiness Assoeiation, Actiag in accordance with the
Committee's request In the notice of hearing to consolidate testinlony, I re-
quested and am fortunate to have received In the preparation of this statenlent
thes .wsilstaneo of Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, a large San Francisco law firm
whih reprewnts a nunihor of West emplloyers and others in the area of emi-
ployee benefits, and by the Zischke Organization, Ine,, Hati Francisco's largest
pension consulting firm. While I obviously take full and sole responsibility for
the views expressed herein, they have been developed in discuslons with a num.
ber of small and large employers, sone of which are Interested In only one or
two of the issues I have selected to discuss.

. iELZOIUILITY AND COVRAfAOI0 IIQUIRgIZh(NTS OF QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS-lImO
BKOTION 401 (11) (8)

I would oxptet prolilcally everyone to agree that otilo of the first and most
linitlleant objectives of aniy legislative Mfort to Improve an existhig private

iiemision system In to iicre-ne the henumber of workers covered by qualified retire.
maicut plalh. OaoI large group of en loyeos flint are largely not covered by quail.
ftd retirement plans ure the white-collar employees of the small employer.
lProebiily the greatest detereait to lite expasliloi of itich plans to cover the white-
collar wourlers of small eamployers Is the Internal Revenue Service's misguided,
but certainly suc-ossful, atnak on retirement plans which are uosignted to cover
sal rined employems and exclude hourly employee*,

Section 401(a) (8 of the Code shots forth the coverage requirements for a quail-
filed plait, Subparagraph (A) provides a purely mathematical test of 70 per cent
or more of all employees or alternatively 80 per cent or more of eligible employ.
ees If at least 70 per cent of all employees are eligible. To compute the percentage
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of nll empjloyees covered or eligible, muilparaxrophl (A) dilrects lis to disregaird all)
rn'nsonal an ad ptim~~ ie emploeyees aili aliort .terln regular etital oyt't'm withI legif
ger%,ico thnn flte plan's required walt lug pe~riod, which may not be more thinl
fIve yearm.

If a 14la1i (lopsa not Inept thle mathemantical coverage req4uirementm of aubaita
grnph (A ), It will mtilli qualify under subpaaragraph (1 It ifle Marvice lida
that fit(* leo'verfid eiillioyeiN term it "On mmitli'it I on" afhilt does not ii-riaiiinite ii
favor of liiglalyioipeiialed or supe~rvisaory vanployeea or offiera or sanrehiolders.
JMvea though Sia'd ba 401 (it) t11 flibta io nwitya provlided t hat a ''('Inolficol oai slaaall
not1 ho voamidpiacd dla'rianiIory wit hin fli time' aaenall of ioarelgraphl (3) 11) (or (4)
merely been ut, *0 * * It Is Ilimit id to ti lea ie'd or i'leraeal e'aipioye'ea', tho Mirvivo
ha ii reeni. yen ra wcisrertd flint it lplanf real rieted to malat ne oailoyeea %II
noat q~ual ify it f lie rev-e'aaa ntt finds thant aaameba'r t he fatat Of that 0140, fliap Px.
clualoa of liourly Pll IIIoy'en cei it e liaahbi t iota f lint delbirfiiaaa' taIna felila.
o ile lao laiaiate'l gromla, Sliii ig wvbiit h ll J'e'pAI.( ohs ieaa i I II , I lie oal a114
ho iis l aie'il aflip e' N 'ive''a oii anien anad ri'le i f ie( wvordl 'miarely" Ili Nov-
Iaaaa1 441 (ti1 (1!) to e'ilNi-1 .eil lt c aid reidi'r t lint lit iigraiijd ent rely n~'iniaigies

Iaisotfar ias 'amitl ie'd only" laia are coameornedl,
I h lin evir miadorateaad why time Merylee mouiati'd tile till-out nittaik on aol-

ann!d plaasaftint we licivi wbtnoeaae in thle paat tell years. Iai acftal nrctc'tbe,
It Ia4 iIMIal 117 fil' 14a1111 41 e'aatldoer I bitt c ant quality at alaried on)y 7 ialam.
TVio larger eaap~loyer will yiiea Ily have raioamgla wlitoeolla r aetiI-p ('IIIei-
lploye rei'ein ag eionaaation 'ontiiairnble t i)t, houriiamly eiiloyopm that flip
atn Inrnd onaly clii amil'a Ion doia anot apalair to ialarnlainte' ii feivor eat fle
p~roibllitedi group, and henie thle Hervli'a will quality thle plan under mnarat-
groi (T ). Tl'ia miller coipiiy employing mostly umlonirzed heatay worke-r4,
however, fids Itself Ili a very difficult poaltioai. There aire thiouanda of sni;
v'eililiii iliffel lay a1 hanitdful (usaelly IPA" thaai 10) execattiven ador 11111n1
agora, a few aperettairae, clerka andh/or bookkeeierm, aimd fifty to five hunduredl
or iiaii'i hourly eaiitloyeea coveired by oiio or mnoro rvalla'Ciye bargaining eagr(e-
mointa, ieachi of which inay reqiiiire thep employer, imioiag oilier thiaaga, to v'oil-
tribute to a inultl'eniployer, area-wvldo or bndiat ny-wide negotiatedi Tatt.!laii't
liey 1710 rei renlieait 111lnat, Unlena th alpinivbr of anlanrleil eaaploye'i' reicivinai
i'oiililiii lolal conliik aI'llip to thle liourly Pliployeem Is algaidfieainl1 grieri
than the imudnir of mcilikried enipiiyei'a included In the prohibited group, tiot
reveaiie aigenatsu Iodily "-Ill retue to quality thlial undelir auimnigrapli (11)

Faiced with Ii c a i't refusaiil, moane i'anloyers willI fight oi and a few may ai(--
coed under aoaue taict of fihe compatrability theory which the Merviep lanx Ile'.
v'elope-d ala tinl eptcaia hatch, Ilowevi'r, becatano tis iaore moplabatrateil ftll
anoitcli Is Ifina'conmianig, coat ly. onld often frnamt ritimag, aiatny-natyae most--
anuall eniployern caughigliti or faced with thin aituationa will leave thifa' anlemnle'ul
eniployees with niIo qiiallled ret~irmit plan11 andi k( ta e atre (it ft(n' exe'umtfvio tami
imaiageia with aolie other format of deterred conipenaiton arrangeanat that e(Inta
niat havel to qualify under Section 401 (a).

Ili iany opiaiioa, time Servico'a amiceaafad attack onl auirled oaily lhtm i m not
breti tIei inational Interest. It htax resulted ii preveanting or iaour g ing tMon-
saauda of saalier employers from adopting or trying to adopt qjuaili fied retire-
mnit plain. covering thir lower-paid, white-collar eniployeen.

Section 7(b) of Senator Curtia' bill (S. J031) takena I.big step to eeirn-' nali
alleviate the probleani It would amieaiixli ahpragritph (A) of Metlon 4011 (it Y 3
of thie (Code to add to those who caai be excluded froiii thp number "of tall eml-
ployopa" fi compuiting the 70 juer vent teAt, aill of thoxe eniploypp neno tine ceav-
ered lby a collective Iaaagaiaiing agreement. I strongly aad eqmliivaily mill-
poxrt this change aaid urge Its liaiaaediato i'iactaneait into law, The mioat ama'rpriaiaig
acet about thin phaiage In that am nl an May 10. 10)73, 1 could find ait) One out-

aide thep Service who knew that Senator Curtis' bill had any larov'ioien npyalieeatlahe'
to the salaried only problem, I ama sura thant aa moon am thtoac interomted lit tornalii
legislation laecomne awanoe of tIme existence of Hi'ction 70h), they will fluek tea INc
nupplort, It Is loag overdue, andeli henaly lIrnaaibie drawbacks are (1) finet ft,
jpropiomedl change does tnt go tar eaiough, and (11) that the heitiguaige oat tIIe
prolpomed ('hige lii aiibpii'egraah (A) eight create proaleitim mider Moalie bitta'-
pretatioaa eat aour exinting labor laws.

The Inaiguige of ltcctioai 7(b) inalkem it ('len thlit It deriven frain ctitly cilia!
p~roal unliamde lay flu', Tfax Reetloui of tflie, Aniferleat n Bor Ammoietitloat, Trill*
original ARIA proiouni wvaca bt atwo jiart, buit for caoaue recamnoa aflip drotseain aat
Section 7(b) took oamly the first lacart of thep paroposal, wich wvouldl tniaau
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Section 401 (a) (8) (A), but did not pick up thle second part of tile proposal
that would make the samno exclusion applicable to thle (leterininntiotl of f dIts.
crlinintory or nondiscriniinatory cias 5Nil('(tioI under Se'ctioni 401 (a) (3) (Ii).
This could be accomplished either by making thle ne(w langungo met forth in
section 7(b) of Senator Curtis' bill expressly applicable to both subeparagraph
(A) find subpairagraph (11), iLe., to till of Mection 401 (n) (3) or, as ooim suggest,
coimpaerable language could ho adlded Ii Hection 401 (a) (fl) lin order to rovitalize
the se n nred only except ion in tflit Meet ion, InI mly view, thep titeiiloole een--
expri-ssly adding tile flow lniguaego to suipn ttigrapii (It1) of Meet toll 401 (it) (3)
or adding It to Sect ion 4101 (it ) (5l) should hw leff to t hose respoitiill for filie
fitial draft of thle bill thint will ho enacitedi. Indeed, I thlisic till, eresentlii iigttaeig
of Sect ion 7(b) Is adequate to tak e en re of I li great ininiJor it y of (te isi nrled
only plants flhnt 1holild hobemtil bitaetdl xIn~ ete utitvti~
Thero nro, howei'er, a mint her of snalold only 11111tim whichi, litewima til y a to
A id ~leileleI 11) (illy etie 141111t, or onoil 0pi-riittl tef it leertze iiijil yer, rontil l ieve t'-
(qua1 3'clifym 'r tis 70 IK~r (''it t I(,,t am idsiowill le ii ei~m' Ii jim r inder theo
iion-i.(liinintory test, of sult inro Ji (11) wit 14e1t tildl, i1 i(gii) lit(voltit 040i
employees coe~ered lby colleeth- hat lorjgoiii nig ngreemtenimIs

')'it wreat virtue of Henaitor Vurtio' proposal Is fin t it old solve meest of thle
prtitiwithout Ititerferitig lit (li free eollect h-t lenigitiii provess. 'lPce

)a rg fiiig uitt employees would lee e xeoided from to de01f ll o "of fill 4,1it.
teloyi-'es" for ltuiiiomois of the T0 jeer ('(,fit ti-st only If Owit (olli-tiitlnin il ug1111
agreement "does not, provIido fint Muich emli1loyses i1-e to leo iltthul-d'' 111 11lie
eidii, Tinms, wit hout interfering with Ii loer's right to) Ieairgidni It would ('(rreed
(lie leri-sett inifiIniess whic filow IM1-111 iO w it v e ol leet ive Ie11- igo in tg etoepm to
opeerate to tOli real disodi iitue of Ittnreleies'mit id etitleloyteN. II I 11"issig, I
would coiineit (lint while I do ntie (oitidli'i inyseelf qu ii 1111( t f s ry tent ouir

iseint lilbor laws, I believe flinti motist (' e'i't N would tigreei I hutif It 11(Itifi Ii tie
irirnfintt plan ued verle ito lie ltigtioe of Meetllint 7(h) of enator Cttrt is'

bill, it would nt tlterely ivoil tilt- 'nileeyer litni naiVlr 1no eileer lo e, I Itwi'
ever, I would hope that (11is (oii'llttee would have thi Itingunige revliewed Icy
qualified Itilor law ell)('rts acid, beflero It is (-imtti'(d, revised nif lie(eetx'y to
avoid (lny conflitliet tweec the iitcv''ii R1leveiiut, ('otlan ulir Inhlor Itt i withI
respect to this sjs'ci ic point.

Finally, I would urge this Coilit tee to go one Htep further lin solving thle
salaried onily problem and problems closely relot'd thereto, Utider flie Mervive'N
existing policies and procedures, if a ne(gotlilttetl, ml iililoy('r To1'ft-Iirtlcey
typie pltan is submitted to (lie Service for quttlifleat ion miider Meetionl 40100ol
the Mervice doesi not test tile coverage provisiouis of flint Wln agitimt each0 ccii.
tributing emplloyer uiider Section 4011(a)(8) aind does not test under Section
401 (a) (4) whether ",the contributions or beieflts pirovidled undiier the pltani do
not discriminate Ii favor of" thle liroltilitc'(l grotip as to each s('pttrnte entployiir.
The Service tests thle plan as a plain anid looks at (ilie total group to which'l (lie

plan applies as though it were one group. I would be the first to tigree, aid litiie
indeed always urged, that this is thle o1i1Y practical id lintelligenit wily In which
the Service can apply Section 401 (a) (5) to thle intii'tnjeloyer plaits whielh
have developed tinder Section 802(c) (5) of tlie Lithor.Miigeiietit Rtelations
Act. Thle problems arises from thle fact that the Service will miot apply (lie isniue
approach or thle samne standards to an employees retirement plan adopted ley a
group of affiliated companliesf. I would urge thle Committee to itleorporate In the
Co tin aiplropriate, express provision thant wotild achieve (lie following re.
stilt, W~here two or more employers adopt a comminon aid identical retilretnetit
plan, designating one of tile eml~oyers ats (lie employer (lint estolelished file Wll
aiid retains (ile power to designate amid remove (ile trustee, inenibers of tile comn-
mittees, and to effect amendment or termination of file plaii, (hl, Iiinht evetit,
(lie Service should determine whether or not such plait qualities unde-r Sectionm
401(n) by combining all of the companies as though they were onie company.
I submit that this approach should be used in thle moti-iegotiitted plaiis of a
corporate family or a group of employers subject to comminon ctperaitieeiit coti-
trot or engaged in a common business enterprise without regard to whether (ile
unity of control or community of interest derives from stock ownership.) con-
tract or otherwiseo, and without regard to whether the various employers are
corporations, companies without Issued stock, tax-exemnpt organixatiotis, parier.
ships, sole proprietors, joint ventures, or whatever. Please bear In mitid that
this re'oammendattionl for treating (tie various employers as thought they w'ire
one employer applies only to qualification of the Plan1 under Section 401 (a) and
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not to the deductibility of contributions under Section 404. Nor am I Nluagemling
or reconmmendling that this provision make any change i tile existing exelloil
from such plans of theme who are not common law employees,

IT, 71(3 TAXATION OF' 1,11,417UM DINTIIIIITION-1100 1 402 (a) (5)

Section ISMf of tlep'Vax Reform Act of IWO1 added Nilletmrngrolh 402(n) (5)
mnd 408 (u) (2) ((0) mtidi imimiidl0 Mmi'cioi 72(n1) (1 ) 1111( (4) lit till effortt to1
curtnIl tM, enpifl untigol t rot telt pereviously iacco'ed tnimp-m~uii dimt rihutIons
fromti (liiled roi rimient ifi on acecomlit of teritil on of i'rvice or denthI
after terinall on. It Im uItile cen r f lint Coiigrems ilted f'il'ltlint th le 0ilol~ym'm
allo('ahlo "lii re (of emitlopor colt rl ubunm iiidel oftior 100961) iitld hi' t axed not
or(11111ry income millejvvt to ii flow 7 Jlorcen~t forward-avoangltig rle. The roetilt,
however, wns n flit~co.

Mr. ('olioti, when'i lie tl Mtm It11 AmNibi nt Hi'OrtIny of tlip 'rotiaury for 'I'lix
11oh IC', Iin t addrm leIo Ht' 11171 A manua Meet iig of f lit, C omil'it ofI roll t 81mer-
Ing I neumt rli', mnId I tint thio hest til m iliN thelii Initi'riiil tevenlie Mirvhe tend

lla mtinlt to wril ile tll igltlo re~gittiat leln mid1( f but t hey lindt to( linil h- tgimlit-
live retlie'f, 'Jhiore' lii N ie'ii no ndi e mid' c111(t'rt n uy 11o hen kIffroigli Ili ttIN
area Ii thle laNt eigh en month tiN. Fl 1111 regtoio omi Inivo novil', leia pulie id
timd, hiopefutlly, inever wilt hto for I lItohlotve tlint It IN I anlospllhle lto (levIe r'gmln-
tlom wheleh wilt not lit, unfair rind linieroteer amd Invaid1 when nltdleid to dimt rln.
tiom froia one or morel of file unyrlil tyeN of ei'x INg qutaIdilled roi'ieiit
p101W. I anid other retut atto attornleys 1111( tn BX 110 nrc todoy nadvliming em'-
titoyerm thint when they Are confronted hey nt 'I'ransury form (currently No. 1(M)DIt
which inirlort N to hive I lit emplloye'r ncli'lme I ho e'tployoe of thit, dahliar tiousit
of thti ordl in ry income element of it (pulifyIng humpifrumh distill on, thle
viniltoyir itolti r'eort ''uinikiown"',

In nIy vIIou, it Itax Ilheil nloul iN mo comptlt~ilId flhat ('veil Ilhe expertm N niiot
lgi'eo0 onl iIN iiiiiiliig n1114 propojept mloentti, iiiao v('i'y foundnt Ion of our etitire
taix m3NIimi Is t-ndaigo-red. If I li(o na o'go In xpeapii' tm coillot (o lilm oIMtwn fnx

evenwi l t tic ti'Ill of expesrtu, our w~hiole c0I(one t of Nohf'IImmmmon~iIt will sooti
Il ie i'tifoi'conlole, 'l'Iio root. otf 11# pIrtnoblem with 'empeoet to Heel Ion 402(u) (5f)
nid 711)0 IN I.tic o titlot I tatlnlto veltil ot 'f (1111111 1tf l i-viiln'nt plallN f lint eXImt
Iieedi3 1i1ietd the ('oli1tttXIty nidi (lumlittlm or rev(oi'(h.Iintg Ilitet IN Inherent, In
niny iivern glig Nyttlen, Wlt bout leolahorlng thle point, I would hope Iftint, filhe fol-
lowing MlAtemie'ltm nro noli-coit rovermilil :

1. implifiatlvtion of our exiNti g luconic tax l i I a demlrnbte goal In and of
ItISO f.

2Heot 4020 (11f) mid 72(1n) tire mN comlhient((h flint they are not work~Ig
Ilinnd 1o li'lne ham 'i been I( bl t driaft Itittpiiwlt lug ri'gut itIoiN or formiiulas ( niti d.
flig ('0It1tMtltII(''IQ tIWOgt't1115) for compu111ting thle fox flint cannot be shown to rench
utufolr mid( inproteer remulllt I n til faco mltuntionott

3, Although I (1t) not iec'elrily tlgrc with the view flint ('aliltal gaIn treat.
mont IN Improper or i' nquil rude, I r'cegnlxo till(] tic?pt Mint I hietlove tot ho tile
tpolitilalt real If ien of the NIt 11(11 hn, tnmuoy, flint (CoInromm wIlt nt, rot iirt to full
eli'till.i gum it i'entntoent (IN4 it exl~ted under Rectlon 402(a) (2) before the 1000 Tax
Reoforma Act. immer tire jumt too ma(1ny linfluontilt peole who fool fltintI, ev'Oi no nnl
expmteietit, It IN Imptropeor tot I re'tt flut, etmiployeir contributions to a qualified retIre-
lIlllut. tel1i11 tiN it caitaI~l goii I n cume (I) it im ii 1iimilt; ror hlermoitil NeiorVe'' aI nt
(Ii) otur tax lnw 1111ust f rent fill MHil Conimtinon, whether current or (hoforred,
aiN ordh11(1ry Incoine,

4. Any Iiicomie mi eIinlg pri'oi1I II hiiteri'il I) (lteumeriMn1 id comlicated
andi r(41u1r'u lChe OH11tliht ~lltit tant 111hitoinnee ref t-ensl y records,

Believing, tiN I doi, Itint everyonee, whet hert wI 111111 en' without (lte Ser-viee, who
Ilti encounlIt(wri'i1 thio~ em, I~iNi of the c('ode neviteti ONIii would wi'i'elil f b
Immneiatte repe-ii Ini tote) of Hetlein-lfl of the, 'Pux Refeormt Act oCf 1110. 1 am11

tI ii?'( Ilit h itI fti a 1' I know, l10111 (of thf it( nlly l11hi8 premeiltly liefore thiI
sdoli of ( otigmNm itIltlol SuNHet In -102 (n) (1ie)., All I (-till maty IN flinit If there

IN Motte i'tlild reaoni for retti hunig It lin IN lremn(It forni, I 11(1i Vt' ot h1n1rd It
t rtlceitt fed. I uligo youi to glve your ntiott Nerious at Iium enli to thle fonwtng

reeommnliltonsi
A. Retpeal Rection 6111 of the, 19060 'Tax fn'-forni Act tIN (If 1114 H'YPe'lve dotef If

i'oiititittit bilt 3' tilid olit ially ilINNIMet, lent1 If 110t, 111011 11N of theP (ii i't1P~t I)O'1III
ot te

It. lHinct a sulesthIt I provkhol ltint %voutld (lphlroperintey rec"niife I he teunehent
incomei p~roleml iniherentt In the d1141rlleulon lit no1 tttxtille yea r of emloer
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cont ributionx finut havi been moide Alm ennui e over innny ven ra anittlint
would not further (:oinllicate flte (iuie boy vliriliu grandftther iruvisionut flint
('I111110lt 1ii0 oAMflly (41IMjititiit Ani applied.

TIhe, exiuet roprm n 1111 llgis of olnch A m411141It ilti jirovimlon hi, Ii my view. of(
veryI HecoiilaII ii jirtiuiio it ItI is lliple and 1iini1libigulouu; anil If It does not 11rY

doom not riiit for filti ujivleI on f lit, development ond ninintenatne of voul-i
ilotiM4 Howv 4il'('Ii1l. 1ne sitili uiproacli would Ito an amienidment of the Code Mlongf
lI Ii following liitem
1. A tuittiiNu dist ribul bin fromi a qniaIlt- ret ireiment pilan III ordlna iy fin.

c'omeit) it, e 1141rI i~i' Ini flit, yen u In wichl roeivi'iI or in it- avo liii' to) flt,
§xtenlt It OI'X044'i'il e 011111 (Of (1) employee vont lit imonot andm (11) ulnreui used op.
jireelint ion Ini enmployver siecurillit's
2). Iti11 141111 11u fo it 41111111 led ret Iretnenl 11 j i IIilfex o it himpIiini n

111141 ribitlion, M en t be tillutrlloit ii' wild bo iti- edt I-f I '~I itA11 di liliii:eugut
to) X Y Iui'i ei'it ot flit, pjort loi of I Ii lio t fhuliiIlint im Inulut(nlit fin gromm
I nvoite. I ieitt'r-al Iy X %V1111l lie flit- pe4riodl otter I11411, or It lt-mm, Ott In ninlor of
ye rm flit,' oni 1103c pitrI ~ifi e Iid Ii flit,' p1111. Iie., flli period diurig whIic hebI
I niime111 wel" linn1elleut, III pin ns iirovbi g vriI Iit for si'rvli't before flip' eliloyow
Iuicnuine a mi-nuber of thip plan,1 yeirt i' t cr'tiil service could tie utsedf Iiist-ndi
(if pirt hi pat ion. Presumably, years ilurlnK whIeh fip e eployi'i withdrew Any-
thing other than im own contributions would be sulitracted troim the yearx (if
pit ie (lliit 14)1 or i'redlti'd ul'rv'e Ii ciiipullug X. Y wouuld lie %onto14 iunieun
factor from I to 10) which ('ongtrem would selevt. If it titi'or xti'it Am 114 irl
selected. At inxinuin X Y lN'rveiintogel would not meem lt flle nevi'inry but, could
lie Includted If, for Ittotne, Congremo felt tlhnt A 010 lur veint dedctiIon wo ft)o
much for tn emptlloye'e wl)i haiuti le~blputted fur 410 3'eiut'. On tii other'i' endl If
Y woert, est itbIimhicit t$ 0 or 10, a innximuii XY lert'i'itlage ot W (or 04imI' ent
would have, to ble Inlellileit In ftle(, Cod(' to pirevenlt ilelti m 01 of 1WK ter veiit andi
more of thit Amounitt of the ulst rilbution thot ist Inelnitlble Ini grurns In'omte.

8. A qualifying liip-stii dist rIinittIon could lie limited tuner ('51141 l rutles
to t houe, where thep entire neeount blo nvi Is uliulritited wft Itin one tao i 14 yen r
of thle 411141rliutee oit ttleiutt of 11141 e'iiloye('1i terinl hu of mervieo or ili'uuI I
after tornilnt ifon of morvice.

H~opefully, (Congreas would lironit eximhig rules it) Include, lniolum Mllo.
tribut lotu on account of I erminlu on ofth e plan,0 If mlnlint Algo, or service or
ipnrtlelintion reqilrenments were felt to lie, neeemmn ry, t hey could eastIly lie fin.
cluded, but none of these reqlulrements would scent to be neeepoonry oir ili'1411'le
liuttiueli Am filho deduction would ailoiint holly dierenuto with Ii orter years of
participation.

I respect fully mubinitt flittt flie foregoitng a lijnnou eli io I he renitily uuiiermtnd
and Applied by Ainy taxpayer And would not Involveb any Addhitional revoril-
keepIng biy employers or tuuxluiyerm. It does not ntteinlt to he the mathemantical
equivalent of capital gain treatment or of Ainy type of averaging. futlier. It
seeks to Achieve a fair And reasonable end result that wilt mitigate the bitlchmd.
income problem, It nity well be necessary Ii the Interests of equity to provide
for some type of transition rules under which the taxpayer could use on nlter-
tinte stlpelal deduction equal to ISO per cent of the fir market value ont
Decentbeir 81, 109, of his accruted Interest in the plan, whether or not vexteil,
pim XY per ccent of the nmount biy which the tutup-Punt distribution exieedsm
the December 81, 1009, balance, Here X would bie the period of participation or
c'redite'd service aft or 1909,

If this foregoing strikes A res tonpiive reactioti with% the members of this
Committee, It should not be diffleudt to work it out in more (detail and to resolve
much supplementary qiinostrns am to whether the special deduction should lie
Inclutied or excluded InI thep computation of preference Incomte and related but
subsidinry muttterm. I would hope that ainy refinement of thea basic approach would
not significantly detract from It. simplicity, which is Its primary virtue,

111, DINOLORURI AND 1Z1)UCIARY RICAPONIILITY

'rTe csnblilhinent of A tirecedent of federal responmibillty by thle Pienent of
the Welfare and Pention Plans Dimelosure Act Ii 105R Anid Ito nendmnent In 11062
hIas Added tons of ippr but unhappily does not seem to have stopped or reduced
to an Acceptable level the looting, corrupt itn, set f-deni g a id infismaiingemnt
fin tlte autnitistratlon of enmployee welfare and penotinn plans. The Studebaker
closing and other less; publicized plan terminations have added fuel to tiac Are.
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UTinforil t tly, file pubili c olitery antd Coiigremmioiiii resotime have largely tailed.
to dilffet Into lietwvetti three entirely different tlipm of problenil fint are
Hilrfit'iiig. We have lhe out right erhliiitl aeta of I tuft, enbezy.le'mant, forgery nnd
this like. We have fte Hublier but no lemil veinol jiar'-i-Inlciremt roniuctiont,
Filil), we liiivis mit ot ioifix ke flit SIudle'bnker closing which Involve uio fill"
feitmanee or iiicltftii('ic wltmopi-er hutl merely the hltrdh operation of the
e't'ononice foriee of thip free elileririme mystpin. I will leavel to others o If(imeIImm
the litrilly movil f inld vetoiniit'e preix find coun of in iltoty veilg tillin.f ding,
ro'il ntiri net, and ilortiiblill y, I wolde like to iIsetimN briefly how we cani run the

1 M1it1lilli 11 (I I cli Cilit 11ll11110 of it eiet 1cm 014 iiiffcel-it ''til -i l e IIiedfed(
It tvc' it it to d1eal Pfl'elve13 Will i bot h flli ettitrigt ii titn 0 an i ld Ifi lil r111.y
inuil tereHII t fronaf'lIlin. li liy view. 110 It iiliuit cif delieomtre ii o lift lHily flit,
fit1II111-4. Ioi illosllei 4.it1 hile ie'11l4 hc'el i lo Ii) lvti f n il t it liill an tei01r N fitl
1it1lid 11111114111 lil4 W'lil) ('11gilg cli fullrigh~t er1 ninl iilm ivol vin tiIheft, i'iimbli'xle"
Iiiln, rorgi'Ue'ia f111Ilit- like, Itit iiiir, tile tin ri hilin 1 i andl theilr ftill sdhottld lie,
onmd reach Ily (,fil lots, prill fted by td'cluii4 it iN1141111 of 1101 Woh'OviiPe JO1hN AIve'
Ihe'i i ll- 11i-11 11ltl lll)3 h i lcl, e'llibexck, foie, litc', wi lotit fte Iliinie1011I
remofirceeH it) o ike gociti. Thle wrold-rlc)' cuen fitnd slhouhdIfhe deterredl 1111 punighted
by online ry federal imidel it e'rlil IliwN find not11hing Itietre' In f liepm li ee
ein itl 1IN wIll lift H'toili-il not by3 lliit'e ch'eu Ilee ils'lit n rc'gttbl onis I 'it
only1 by7 reegitler fitnd va retil ittiill finnith orough Inlvemlit iaon uploni reomtfIiill
eittimt'. 1By '01 v ntHI. thie lirolulltit vofrporaii t exett vi cr iabor lender und/or
e111llilil fi111l4lug1Kigeiii'3 cii IlivilHIlii't etfvlioi cit, t. ob'rato i lli glitz no of
hilliile dimt'lomtlre whueti, by' lulil~putillon of hIm piowe'r to voit rod ilHInetient or
adufiiHixtratlyve clee'lonx. lie lilt du'ctlit WitlIi a amlitn' fINOMit IpAN I l1ii aram's
eingthI for hisN iwn (or him emllil,3's- benc'ilt

I urge I ie( ('oiiiile it(C') Ii llft3Ke Ifi! omHmrl'el morteomiill iU of tlie IilvAte
plilmniit Nyntt'liIi I 11tIN light. If you do, I Ithink Iflie following ill lievi'f ia liiite
clear:

re . 'ilit il 11131 l11ii 111111m 4 ofiiic ityo i'e Iic It litmb lo 1Y I iii l i fl ie' lt i 11114 liii' liii ry
f cll itni ld 11 li e'i I i'et I e'iii't 1 1ilielH 1i1 Iil Ic el ' ii- 1114lel 111 i tti hliIliece il iiio wcitld l ih

hIle'i oi'f ie e finlNd foir I li4'l I Imi N'i'Hi 1 inn Ihie'n't) .

Iflint Wldlll u'ield It. ire', 11114, flint thIeyH it'I %%-lIllt Iflif, c'rronelifiiH pliIHil on f lint
If a little lilt of dlsilsur In goiod.l liltil tiHI l11" itt Imi'r Hiecilif. Ifliiit lie'3 fallI
to1 dlielite crrectly3 W~ho IN fitned %%,li IN noct i I1lclnct3 fil( tIrd. tlint they eli
itot pirovile IlhilincillIe riiieellee nil liuilmliliielito for I lie'f fn d otlien fullrIght
('nliieH ii Ithe cm' liiiie lifi Iflie' more Hitlil le fforli of mei'tetling oii file oth11r.

3. 'hc' law ichoiuld require tiicrnc info aI11lilyf clielileleiii re1 4- 1 3'l stiggeesl flinit
this Illeli'O imeN total f1llmiliie, for 11114 no Heeei' Iflint c'iplee3erH aind goem nflt
itrt i re'nfl overwhiliid'ii ill*e vililiie cit exiHI Ing ile'lomtl i'e, I i'f'linise'iita
groutph of tifilllated e'orpocral ictiH, thun 11'fu whiehi c'llllloi3 lemit 11111 2MN IH'cilib', who1
htave 'iiiii teed thant full inil cofmpildete c'cunplln nel with Iflipe xlot lug diseleusure
requittremeints of the bittenill Rtevenue Service find the Litbor IDclicrtiliint anid
thle ltitte (if utliftiriln wouldI ri'ejure tlie nimiiiil tiling of a Mtack of over 20 linear
feet oft 8 x It inelh pliHr. Noi one liut, nt computer enni utillne Ilio volumlie of
ellseloiutre' As Itle reveut. 1"itity "tMnding Hf'nneitl illumtrates, It otilyv mervc's nil it
hen1 In Whvl'h to tilde evidlence eof fritue aind iniumfenilnec,. The hiremeit quiont 1111

ow oif dieclfiicre IN itlrencly e'otii-liroduc'tlvi'.
4. lithier thani(' rer nudil otil dleelomurpi n ud further f'omiii on bhuieen

file Internii Itevviiue, Hervle'e ficd the IDelirtinelit of Lnbor to mie wihl igeney
cn u rtd~lten empiJloyeec hip'ifiit. 1)1111 %%,iltthle iomt comt If) proedtuce and tile tlie
greaexet ailiount, of indigestlile find unuienbie donta, I woeulcd tunge IMhN teuinittc'i
to elrnft le'glolalion flint Woitld ameind nl)lulie'nblc federal law@ to require the
following itnntiil disclosure ctf aill qunhifled retirieeit pilani:

n. A realistic ane understiundilble statement, to ench pucrtielphint, Netting forth
him rights and legitimate expettionse under the plan itm of the find of the pre.(,
eeing yenr, written, to the extent, te'aiible, Ii lerlus of ehollar ninoito thint lie
or his bcnfcliat'lcs will reive i uon the hopupenig of erltain mlie'illefl c'venhtH
Ruch its retirement, eet Ih, disability, lay-off, termination of emp~iloymenit anld
t&rinintion of the plani.

hi. Alt atinual audit by inde'ls'ndent certified pulic accountant.
e, Annucal disclosure to n designated government agency of (I) all of the de-

tails of fieh and every party-in.Intorest transaction; and (11) the amount and
tufI-00-?3-pt. 1-20
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(leiitmieen jtitf3'lng the micynent of till malnrei, f'em ant cannislonxw l~'idil
irto miore thlin mte mtemerlixtI Icy low or voinioi irortle; wid1 (111) u'ilinrg
liut flte hiremt oitminnory of all other finnelnl tantd tliiniiil14trntlve' rtinetbia

ro. It Iif orfl itutost iinJ1irtatneci thot tiny legicetbio Ntiplortedai by t ils
'oliiilItee ('miliil definitions11 of it Iliinla ry wooel n pi iy-lii-Iiite'remt tnniitmcttiol
flint uire e'lettr, preclNI, rei Illt Ic 111i itlnot III ee 'nil Id "-ill the 11014k' ('oiieve'3d of
ir lestoi mI tmNI(ii 'I'Iti 1(014 'i tel id most iilque feet lire of thie A nglo.A tnerileti

e'itic'eiji or It'ritit In wli I lieul 11W Irttime ' or Ilii tt't13 IN oni who ItitheiN Intv'cet iit
niltoli t nt'ieit anot lier'e .rolietrt 'in I most for IM l i iIlt of n litevillis'd lientliclotry
II'I ,'iIlli "l(N.'lei 'orliel' ot11 If Ails votice'jt IN fin11t f liev Itiil'iry boom iilft i
doll i' fi 0 lie I eiteoI3"~ry--lfX(M poir emit 1to3'i Ity wi tubIhe lionielelegatbin dol toI *'x-
tie i ivi N i di-eri't ion oir ,iiIgiiiet for I le lititehit otfit hi ivioeIary. I Nulinsit
f liniI t filly 11m. yfi in ennet )iotuld mit n'w eletr Iflint I ecte who hoom til lmiW~i lo e'Ni'iwI o
,udw;ti'it for illmero-' In IN not it fibltielory e'veii t bough Ille IN ci had it Iiirute, %%,titIe
titu %%,lit)hn pii ;u'wr Il. i'Ne'rvei-l jIecii eM itor (Ue lli m i Ice it t1hhtitry~ evven t limgh
Ill, IN vahlit 4ii el .I 'ter oil, ot thtil l~ e tt ilt worivlcor tor it e'tmo Itol' mieuniucr,

A 4,14'111 1111 tail111julfl untiieioei4 el-'ihn i to Itheteletry I leivlnI flt'it, hv'ii eitN.m
i11t.4, fill(. whoe IN lieee it fiIllte11 ry ettuniel elingje Iln Noil 'hl'el htig oir i'n t't3'.lulterexet

ti't i'.~i'Iititt i lo d'. Iby 4101'Iii 41ii It # he' 11 (ally feitl le %'Iit hle IN 4e16ll'In t 4 c0
ildli ham no pimeewir too i'Neirv-fil'0t' ly oei Hi't'tinil iw'lile isecci u ti 'li to co11,11,1vt fite

fitul it 1j11i I met lie't, i'11ghtt I he't' oif lilt, Ititiryt3 or iittIlIiit p3', fil i tutu'11
11111it ie l glnet thet' leesie cittff't'e'eI 13' i t ru,11t %vili't 1iii' Ibitti-ltry e'ttlutielit fit lii1.
lireel ecr je 1 ltIlteiectrin iloithu. TIhee lyI31110 11Iivol vi' fill it hut' ecf II".
e'reI Iil itc villtll f Ow le ile If IIXMImiNr vi'e't 1113011' itch i not tinlit right net of
Itheft ten frrgt'r3'.

ft. hI.1111113', al 113 hulccllittiott 3'eit Nstpplort shoutildi e'iiittin rnttie fiNIliiit would
oplir ifl I e is'letcet flit' lin iti it s m ii 1N id I lte' r ie'tItire'tit fitnel tiliii wioutld
fllo, lit vi':tli 'tse, ftloltirlitily3 del'i'r ill ieiisbh t w itwily' thle fhileve'm i i
cit l1.1, e1it 1-Igltt c'i'letaltaiihce Il t ako Oie cciilii't''ttt il nthr le'ades i lc e l their
tulle0'! ftltod 11141.ttt8 %%,ltui littlerelt'tipi ' ii' thrust rifentl fit' t iir leermt's iemet Iett'
Illt. Ally'c' 111ielera'tlionl (if ittlreeltIc' i'i'uti'il4c Hilteitlel I blIe'i' Nshoit wvi li t oi
ftXIi ii't14s fliftn ct hi I tile oeittrIghlt cilil tiiInel N iN %%,'ilI tiN f lit, hotlret'iiet lifty-3Ini.
Itttt'te'NI li itciui111o114 'couildlit he'iletiiete13 fle'iilt wi'i It iier the exeis~tintg prco.
%+.1111e-'tiN f ft, i' tt .I'iatt le'ti' Voile it. bilt,01113' If, Cone ss~'eN litol'IieN ti e'14.

At, ile hcii'ge'tit II t1i Hveto Ie 101 (n ) lorwovl'c IfliniI tt t''iteiit Ilofit will onily
If It Is liiirI (if i t i (it ito ti e'tillcier ''tor I lie' e'xciNive Wleeittt of him1 'isipo3ee
or I lit'it' bin'Ilirle,.' t't't ien 503I(hi) Imm h it N ye NI l f' cit lyi i 'i liii ne'et ran ie
tntolicm w~thch tire probe Illilt ee t tit tiiIlim If Iu Itot iict Ise doin tig(ei or thle tleli'try
IN4 I11,i4111',4 Il r13 i'etol oencf Ow ho t n 3I n.li te'rt't ri'(tt iccucliel, I~e., I ti iuitehry'

('t (I etof ilt ereee e'o itclng tin ithlinee of cllmert' len. I mNilt inht fill e'rlitt Iito
sect ot' psirtl-n-Infte'rf't rtroimnwloti wit It which wve oire coce'erned ('fl If' re'ttehe'c

it it ilitloti of O~ther thfl' e'x(ltiolve b'nelit ritle or (ltet pilithlted~ tt'tiotieonif
ruica.

Th'le problem In thlit t 1w (iil3 eximfl lg r('iiledi or puibielit Is liromleet I e
d lolitI l1flet lonl of (11 l datii TIhe t'ith l hroti'te the ' (li 'i iofl t oi Itheir
fuindsc for punItible f lie' wlrongi''1. Onily file I imiint Iitrtllpii ncril rc'nll13 hurt
Icy diiiqidll lhtttin, for t ie'- Iile'ilnt' of thei t rit lie'one to xiile' nte atty vn.
ploy'(r cot1rIbli t hie'reitfti'r nttdp ore cutrrenitly tiixothle to hcertith'intitN to the
e'xti'nt tof their I''e'(e'tlie eetc'literice '1'hi employier3e' who %woiite to protect
itxe'I f will not I heeno ft e'nithe nny3 contoiloutlotice which tire not fully ested.
Ho the wretitreor go ceeot-free whIle, the psirIi l ifi 1 suffer filhe heecec resutinlg
front thee prohibited I ronttietton flotd hIcur a second loss~ If thle Hervce Intvoices

petien 11 cot K4 1113 e'oid ('tre ionrt of tMe ipr'eett niceirdIit3 icy Iinvokinig n
ltx euismIt y cigil tiet I ie'% c'roitgdeier, butt It des tnot go tMr e'iought fin ne ui'en

ito hiorevllen t( oiitlfle Il lie'ir t eliioitc fomr I htiir leit. Hoiihocv (cmigr'ceic
shotldc Iincvieift t'1'iitly ('(itit rolde to Iflint Initt nlo ele'il st fc'to pi'oteet tie
piot', Ieimil on t lIheir retI reite' fitmeIie 'eheu'e it fidti'bor3' of a pnhe'n to triucet lIc
fciiinl by3 ii svI i Ii c'ouirt, to hove, ('ugeged lit lilt Imtprope'r liiirt3'.bn-Inle(rest I roim
0(1 hut, tnot onily' eie'4 lie'- fllIiiry heivet to itoe I to trut whole for finy lt~ce
It loony3 littve cemnhitee, boot lie nlso hoce ito 103' over to the trust anyt gaiun lie deivlced
e'ven it' te' fricut eJll net sutfer n oiit-of-liou'kct lode.

Inplit 'iltlecui, Ion ninotinl of ellscireeeure, nutittumun on totmntol iecteititc10 rtlel.
liilts, or oni i t g ('141, Ie liIkely3 to e'iIiei neute fir he'esit to n nc'ec'ltile le'v'l IOw
fitiNosoii e'nlini il ntot n itl inlirolir jeetrt3'-Ini Iebreet I it u 't bout iemm ('oii.
greee ('lil de'volop onid prii de letrlonie reniedleci id protect lotti and1( deterrents,
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eache of wh'lielk to oirnte, ndiialto antd practical to (lie particular not of
fiets; to Which: It Ini to be applied.

mV 1 luximt uIii4uum 0 O14NiEXA'J ON PLAN Ii )FOR TAX-EXEM449PT 01141MWIZATIONG

No (it(*I woldt questions Ili rlwilit of 11 fli x'Xilf (brgi Ilii I iol tol (itit ibhI 1111n ni
iniii:: if: 11 tulifhd en:idloyee 114it141011 or no o ity jillim tha:t wou~ldI fluil i y uittr
Mu'ctI lit 1111(11) of t~n (14 'o T.'ln'a' ore lilt i I r'il 14io, I hosiill :11 or I hlin opi'ro I I ii
o romiod ft, i'('1:1ry toiiy, H owever, for tilt paswt Il) oir (If tv'4'i yin', file Hurvicto
11114i' t-fimI~f litim 441'iIIl it r l ii r dliI'Ili li i t i I c~tr iIiil. Im iii it 4ti'f:rrol hrollit.

, 111: 1 nop 4"la fi'sliti lil: by it to x 'ex::lnlt u'gn 114 imi:: for fit In' mx:l oivis li..mi
lit oft 4111 lopill'l'"141 iileethig' f : ill of Ih Inre:qu iii -ii 1 offHe M-liii: '101an) . Tho1
rilmio flit, Ill 1 414 1O 11111 I 41i4!. Is I11 fl Iii' ll d ll t I, I I ('t1l1r17 Coili14i''14 iiflu'i
()( Ifnlit, nu Itt'i'1114 in' -iv ei ' Ii'' o Itoili o aid sii, 'v41 1' y iiste i'd th In I I oI'' t.
filn'.Iunu11l" ''voiii'ip.lt 11lii'le1 11,4 urnitlint of Iix v ixinillioi iniuler HS'vthui
i'lillfi' IN So illi nttrho 113 tismi4 ~l~~'l I'' In wi il'd 'iuA ll 4ii 'n tlin I Coia remol
4.1114ld i:',t h11o 111 111,4'l liii:n ld I,0llon' I 11N *'XI'lliji 40l'I li 114111 tI~od i 114 it I:::Iii
Will it tinntilh'dlm ,rotlt-mbiolnlg linu.
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Association of Life Underwriters and Immediate Past President of
Association for Advanced Life Underwriting.

Mr. Ilubbard, if you would identify your associates for the re-
polrter?

STATEMENT OF BUCKLEY HUBBARD, JR., VICE CHAIRMAN, COM-
MITTEE ON FEDERAL LAW AND LEGISLATION, NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS, AND IMMEDIATE PAST
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCED LIFE UNDERWRIT.
ING, ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD H. SHERMAN AND NICHOLAS P.
DAMICo, COUNSEL FOR ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCED LIFE
UNDERWRITERS

Nh'. hfuiui. nn. My mime is Buckley 1hutbbard. I am vice chairman,
committeeee oil Fe'(eral Law mid 1 1(,gislation, National Association
of Life I derwritr-S, sl(d immediate past president, Association for
Advan,.ed Life Lnderwriting and am accompanied by Mr. Gerald
I . Sherman and Mr. Nicholas P. J)amico, coumisel for thie Association
for Advanced Life UITmerwriting.

My remarks are made on behalf of both asso'iations; National Asso-
(iation of Life Underwriters and Association for Advanced Life
I 'll 'writing.

The National Asisociation of Life Underwriters is the largest as-
sociation of life insurance agents in the country. We have over 115,000
of thet. many of whom are involved in the sale and administration
of insured reti reillpnt plans.

The Association for Advanced Life Underwriting is a smaller I)ut
substantial group of metnl)ers who are affiliated with NALU. The
membership of AALU is restricted to NALU members who specialize
iii ome or more fields of advanced life underwriting. Almost without
exception, members of the smaller AALU are deeply involved in the
installation, funding and administration of qualified pension and
plolit-sharing plans.

I would li ke this a fternoon in this oral testimony to highlight some
of the items in our written testimony. Time does not permit me to
cover all of the points, but I would like to emphasize a few.

Both NALU and AALU support and commend the efforts of this
(' migress and the administration to provide a meaningful pension
program. It is generally agreed that 50 percent of the workers in this
country ar, not covered by pension plans. This 50 percent of the work
force is for the most, part made up of iid(lividuals and employees of
small corporations. Iost of the large corporations today have pension
plis.

The uncovered segment of the work force generally would have
their pensions installed and a(hniiistered by the insurance industry.

hle reason for this is that ti insurance iiidustry has the ability to
Ipool mortality risk amid investment income and to provide built-in
actuarial and administrative functions for these small plans.

Senator Ntm:sox. When vol say. small plan, what is your definition?
.Mir. JIIIAJn). Well. mider 100 lives.
The weight of the existing Internal Revenue Service and Labor

Department forms is ominous.
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Senator NEuLsoN. The what?
Mr. IIUnBBAit). The complicated regtilations make pension plans an.

extremely expensive item for the smaller employer. The forms, corn-
pleted by the employer with 5 etiil)Ioevs ate pretty much the same as
those for the emnploYer with 5.000 ellovees. ihe pen(ling legislation
requires even iore information. Th[1e stIll husitllessmfal must1 lil'e outt-
side talent in order to complete forms and comply with regulations
that are enforced or lbeintg coltemlplated.

This fact alone could be a serious deterrent to exl )andilg the private
pension system to cover this 50 percent of the Nation's work force.

For these reasons we respectfully request that the committee con-
sider exempting from rep o rting ottli retnents on those plans, em-
ployers with fewer thamn 100 1)tatici)ating employees. I emphillsize
reporting requirements. We believe stall plans simolid live under the
same vesting and funding r(uirements aslarger 1)1lns, but we do feel
that there should be some relief Iroil alniinistrative detail.

We firmly support the program for individual retirement plans.
This should go a long way toward covering those who are not now
metnlbes of a emtlsion system. We hope, however, that you will coil-
sider raising te de(llt iion linit of $1,500 found in il. 7157 and
S. 1631. to $5,000. This is a figure which we feel is more practical and
realistic.

We stipport $7,500 as the maximum for M.R1. 10 and subehapter s
co'porations.

1 e enthusiastically support reasonable vesting and eligibility
standards. EligibilitV requirements should not be so stringent, how-
ever, as to prevent flexibility of plan design. Mamny small corporations
lby their very nature lmave transient itild mlobile labor' forces which
imake it administr'atively unwieldy to enroll , youngg people and people
with short service. Thi. would n(t neessarily depr ve individuals of
any benefits, butt mere ly be aidmnimstrativiely more convenient.
We support funding requiremnnts and 1;In termination insurance.

We hope when considering funding, there will be accommodations
againl for the smalll bulsinlessmuan who hams peaks and valleys in his profit
statements. Theme tare yeas when contributiot s into a pension plan
might be fiscally irr'esp~onsib~le and conversely there, are years whlen
thme employer should be able to put, in very large amounts to mvake uip
for deficits created in lean years.

Senator N~r:sox. low would you muamare that? What kind of pro-
vision would you have und still ha"ve a qualified plan ?

Mr. Hu nl.im I think the ultimate goal itn the bills already ex-
pressed is 30-year funding of past service and so forth. I think that is
justified. It is getting there. However, requiring the same amount in
each year could be di ficult.

S titaor 'N oit are talking about past funding now?
MtY. iHUmmR. Past fummding at1d future.
Senator N N, zsox. Not occurring? Do you mean both ?
Mr. IUmAuR. Well, past funding with that there were two ap-

proaches: the actutirial approach f1 using a past service liability
and the so-called level preniutm method. In both instances we feel that
the goal of having funds there at retirement and being monitored
is good, but there should be opportunity during times of distress so
that the employer does not have to contribute as much. Conversely,
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we are asking for a removal of the existing 10-percent limit on de-
ductible contributions for past services liability.
-- Senator NELsoN. How many years would you allow an employer
not to contribute? What would be the guidelines for that?

Mr. HUBBARD. In our testimony before the Senate Labor Subcom-
mittee we had a formula and the language was set forth in that,
which answers your question, but I can't quote it today.

Senator NEisoN. If you would submit it for the record it would be
helpful.

Mr. HUBBARD. I will.
[Mr. Hubbard subsequently supplied the following information:)

ASSOCIATION Foa ADVANCED LiF UNDEIIWRITMNO,
Vashington, D.C., May 29, 1973.

HnOI GAYILORD NELSON,
Chalrntan, Senato Financo Stibcomnittco on PrIvato Pension Plans,
U.S. 8nate, 11a8hington, D.C.

DEAR SHNATOJI NELSoN: On Monday, May 21, Mr. Buckley Hubbard, accoin-
panied by Gerald N. Sherman, Esq. and myself, appeared before the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans in behalf of the Natlonai
Association of Life Underwriteers (NALU) and the Association of Advanced
Life Underwriting (AALU) to express the views of these organizations on
pension reform. 1)uring the course of Mr. Hlubbard's oral testimony he referred
to the need for flexibility hi applying minimum funding requirements to the
small employer and alluded to a formula for providing such flexibility, which
was included In Joint NALU-AALU testimony before the Senate Labor Sub-
committee, last year.

Pursuant to your Inquiry, it was agreed tHat the formula would be described
and explained In writing to you as a supplement to Mr. Hubbard's statement.
The formula, as presented to the Senate Labor Subcommittee, was addressed to a
proposed provision at that time in S. 3598 for a minimum funding requirement

,"of all normal costs plus 1/40th of the Initial unfunded liability in each year.
As applied to the mninitun funding requirements of S. 3598, the formula

would provide (as stated In our statement to the Senate Labor Subcommittee)
as follows:

"1. An employer would be obligated to contribute all normal service costs of
his plan plus 1/40th of the initial unfunded liability fi each year except In those
years l which the employer encountered a business reversal. A year of business
reversal would be defined as a year In which profits were less than 25% of the
immediately preceding year's profits or less than 75% of the average profits
for the immediately preceding 5 years. In a year of business reversal no funding
of either normal service costs or unfunded liability would he required.

"2. Notwithstanding the above, however, the employer would be required to fund
all normal service costs to date plus 20% of his initial unfunded liability within
10 years after establishment of the plan. All normal service costs and 40% of
initial unfunded liability would be required tter 20 years. All normal service
costs and 70% of initial unfunded liability would be required after 30 years. All
normal service costs plus 100% of Initial unfunded liability would be required
after 40 years."

In the AALU testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee this
year, on tax reform, the formula was applied to the 80 year funding requirement
of S. 4, as follows:

"1. An employer would be obligated to contribute all normal service costs of
his plan plus 1/30th of the Initial unfunded liability In each year except in
those years In which the employer encountered a business reversal. A year of
business reversal would be defined as a year in which profits were less tha11 25%
of the immediately preceding year's profits or less than 75% of the average
profits for the immediately preceding 5 years. Jn a year of business reversal no
funding of either normal service costs or unfunded liability would be required.

"2. Notwithstanding the above, however, their employer would be required to
fund all normal service costs to (late plus 25% of his Initial unfunded liability
within 10 years after establishment of the plan. All normal service costs and (0%
of initial unfunded liability would be required after 20 years, All normal
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-service costs and 100% of initial unfunded liability would be required after
.30 years."

In essence, the above formula would require minimum funding standards
measured at ten year intervals. However, as applied to an Individual year in
which an employer suffered a business reversal, the formula would permit the
employer to skip a contribution, if desired.

In terms of existing Federal income tax requirements, the failure to make a
contribution to a pension plan In a particular year is characterized, under
Treasury regulations as a "suspension" of contributions rather than a complete
discontinuance of contributions if certain requirements are met. In this con-
nection, the relevant provisions of the Treasury regulations provide as follows:

"In the case of a pension plan, a suspension of contributions will not constitute
a discontinuance if-

(i) The benefits to be paid or made available under the plan are not
affected at any time by the suslpension, and

(11) The unfunded past serve cost at any tite (which Includes the un.
fumided prior normal cost and unfunded interest on any unffunded cost)
does not exceed the unfunded past service cost am of the date of establish-
ment of the plan, plus any additional past service or supplemental costs
added by amendment." *

Consequently, existing Treasury regulations allow a signilhant degree of
flexibility in contributions, which the formula would preserve (and perhaps,
extend) in the "business reverse" situation.

We would be glad to discuss this proposal or any other aspect of Mr. Hub.
bard's statement with you, other members of the Subcommittee, or its staff.

It Is respectfully requested that this letter be included In the record as an
attachment to Mr. lubbard's statement.

Respectfully submitted.
NICHOLAS P. DAMICo,
Assoolate Counsel, AALU.

Mr. ITUBDARD. Wo do not believe that special funding and plan
termination insurance provisions should be applied to certain types
of insured plans. By their very nature, some of these insured plans
are fully funded because they are insured. This we have strongly em-
phasized in testimony before other committees of the Congress. And
subsequent to our testimony, our position has been supported by an
interim report of the Departments of the Treasury and Labor on
pension plan termination in 1972. This particular report, points up
the strength of insured plans and the fact that employees could not
lose benefits under them. Our written testimony also portrays some
graphs which are based on samplings we have made in the insured
pension plan field.

We support portal)ility on a voluntary basis. Again, insured plans
already involve long-term portabilitv 'through the means of indi-
vidual deferred annunity contracts. These are frequently called for
in insured plans.

The terminated employee receives a contract which gives him a
right for annuity at age 65 or funds for his beneficiary in case of
death. These benefits are backed up and guaranteed by an insurance
company.

Time does not permit me to touch on other points in our1 written
testimony, but by leaving them out of this ora testimony, I do not
mean to lessen tleir importance to its and the clients we serve.

We sincerely hope the committee will keep in mind the small em-
ployer' and the plans he must adopt. These plans are invariably in-
sured. Pension bills which have been presented have been directed at
the larger plans and perhaps this is valid: however, in drafting a
new bill, we hope you will consider the small plan with under 100

*8satlon 1.401-(c) (2) of the Income tax regulations.
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participants. This is the plan that will be adopted to cover that 50
percent of the work force who are not privileged to be covered by
pension plans, today.

Thank you for your time. We will be glad to help the committee
or the staff in any way we can.

Senator NIsmoN. I share your concern, as I am sure most of the
Congress does, about the amount of paperwork (lesiglied by the various
agencies whenever you give then a law to administer.AI remember
during the Second Worill War, I read a newspaper article about an
award-to Henry Kaiser for launching the Liberty shil), and they asked
him how (lid ie do it, and he said it was ver., simple; he said, we
weighed the Federal paper and, when it equiated the weight of the
Liberty ship, it was launched.

Sornetiues that is also true in other situations.
Well, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Buckley Hubbard follows :)

lHMPARM) STAT MENT OF BUCKLEY IlUJIIAI), CLU, VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON YRIERAL LAW AND L AIISLATION, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDER.
WRITERS (NALU)

Mr. Chairman, my nanie is Buckley IIubbard. I am vice Chairman of the
Committee on F'ederal Law and1 IA-gislation of the National Association of Life
Underwriters (NALI') and Immediate P'itst President of the Association for.
Advanced Life Underwriting (AALU). My remarks today are made on behalf'
of both NALU and AAU.

NALU is the largest national apsociation of life Insurance agents, many of
whom are involved with the sale and administration of insured retirement plans
as part of their work. NALU has over 110,000 members across the country. AALU,.
a smaller but substantial organization, is an affiliate of NALU. Its membership
is restricted to those NALU members who specialize in one or more fields of
advanced life underwriting. Most AALU members devote a substantial portion
of their work time to the installation, funding and administration of qualified
pension and profit sharing plant;.

Both NALU and AALU support the broad scheme of pension reform and
applaud the efforts of this Congress and the Administration to provide mean.
ingful pension reform. My remarks today will be addressed to the problem of
achieving pension reform consistent with the goal of continuing a strong private
pension plan system.

We submit that the most pressing need in the pension area today is the need
for an expansion of the private sector to cover additional individuals who are
not participants in the private pension plan system. In many cases such individ.
uals are employees of small employers who have yet to institute a qualified'
plan.

Despite the much publicized growth of the private pension plan system,
approximately 50 percent of the work force in this country are not covered
by any private pension plan.' Indeed, as the private pension system relates to
the small employer, the field is in its infancy. Moreover, we are now at a cross-
roads In the retirement field, where either the small employer will be encouraged
to provide pension benefits or such benefits will be replaced by social security.
Individuals, whether employees or self-employed should also be encouraged to
provide tensions for themselves and in the case of self-employed individuals
with employees, tfiofr employees.
A. Exemption for Small Employcrs

The experience of our members with qualified plans is principally in the
area of plans of small employers. We submit that the small employer has already
done an outstanding Job In providing actual benefits to plan participants. It has
been our experience that participants under plans of small employers, generally
have a greater chance of receiving their benefits than do participants under
plans of larger corporations.

I Message of the President transmitting recommendations for pension reform (4/11/78).
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In the spring of 1072, In support of this view, we presented charts Illustrative
of the favorable experience of the testifying witness with qualified plans of
small employers, to the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate
Labor Subcommittee. The charts, which are attached to this statement as
Appe-ndix B, illustrated, for example, that, with respeTt to the plans tested,
82 percent of the plans provided some benefit (i.e. transfer of cash value life
inhirJtince policy) to every terminated participant and 82 percent of the plans
provieled full vesting to all employees with ten years of participation.

Our contention that small employers are not guilty of the abuses which have
provided the Impetus for pension reform Is now supported by a joint Treasury
and Labor Department study of pension plan terminations commissioned by
President Nixon and described In further detail later in this statement.6 Tle
report made a study of all plan terminations reported to ti Internal Revenue
servicee in the first seven months of 1972. One of the principal findings of the
study was that small plans have a smaller incidence of loss of benefits. The
sludy states, in part, as follows:

"The majority of terminated plnns are small. As shown in Table 4-4, 403 or
59 sI'rcent of th1e 0 plans in the survey to date had fewer than 10 claimants. But
only 8 percent of all claimants anid 8 percent of all claimants with losses were in
suih plans. The 40 plans with 100 or more claimants accounted for 58 percent of
all cliinuants and 55 percent of all claimants with losses."

'Thms, we submit, most small employers would be able to meet new require-
ments in the principal areas of vesting, funding, and plan termination insurance.
Hlowver, proposed new reporting requirements would be particulalry burden.
some to the small employer.

Administrative requirements under exl-ting law, including the myriad of
forms, reports and recordkeeping requirements (i.e., In connection with the new
lump.sum-seven-year-averaging rule), have already forced the small employer
to rethink the desirability of establishing a qualified plan. However, a number
of the pension reform proposals would add new reporting requirements and In
some cases require actuarial and accounting certifications annually. The small
employer, who must often rely on outside help to meet reporting requirements,
would be literally overwhelmed by paper.

For example, II.R. 2 would require an annual report to be published each year
which would include a schedule listing all investments of the fund and a schedule
of each receipt and disbursement from the fund during the year covered by the
report. The plan administrator would have to engage an independent qualified
public accountant, to audit the books and records of the fund each year and
would also have to engage a "certified actuary" to comply with the requirements
of actuarial disclosure. These requirements are simplified when applied to a
fully insured plan. However, many small plans tre split-funded plans contain-
ing an investment fund which funds a portion of the plan. The al,'we require-
ments would be fully applicable to the Investment fund. The reporting require-
ments of H.R. 2 would apply to plans with as few as nine participants.

Under the existing Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act, and under the
proposed Retirement Income Security for Employees Act (S. 4) all plans cover-
ing 25 or less employees are exempt. Moreover, under the existing Welfare and
Pension Plan Disclosure Act, detailed annual reports (Form D-2) are required,
only for plans covering 100 or more participants. This existing provision recog-
nizes that requirements which are both costly and complex, should not and need
not be Juade aPlplliable to small employers.

We respectfully request, that any reporting requirements set forth In any bill
recommended by this Subcommittee provide an exception for plans with fewer
than 100 participants as an incentive for small employers to establish qualified
plans.

l. ndvidual Retircmcnt Plans
The private pension system and the tax laws which support It are deficlent

In a basic respect. An individual may receive coverage, under that tax favored
system only If lie is self-employed or the coverage Is provided to him by, or with
the cooperation of, his employer. Individuals who are neither self-employed nor

* Marshall 1. Wolper. C.L.U., Former Vice Chairman of the Committee on Federal Law
and Leil~lntion, The National Aesociatlon of Life Underwriters (NALU), and President
of the Aspoelation for Advanced Life Underwriting (AALU). -I Study of Penelon Plan Terminatlon# 197: interim Report Presented by the Depart.
ments of TreasurV and Labor.
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blessed with a cooperative and understanding employer are powerless to utilize
the system.

I.R. 7157 and S. 1631, as did H.R. 12272, would provide a limited deduction
of up to 20 percent of earned income or $1,500, whichever is less, for contributions
to individual retirement plans. We have previously supported and continue to
support, the concept of individual retirement plans. We submilt, however, that
the proposed $1,500 maximum deduction slotll he increased.

Our concern with the proposed $1,500 maximum deduction is based on our
belief that this sum might be too low to provide a standard of living for retired
persons which is comparable to the standard of living they enjoyed while work.
lg. Tlme Administration estimates that contributions of $1.5MK) ptr year, be-
ginning at age 40, over a period of 25 years, would provide a retirement Income of
$7,500 anuilly. In view of such factors as inflation, tie rising cost of living,
the Income from the plan In the case of nany idividtutls, comuencing 25 years
from now, even with Social Security and other Incomne, may not be enough to pro.
vile an adequate standard( of living for the aivermige Aierlelnm.

It should also lie noted that uniny idivilmal retiremnt plans would be
ftmded over a period of much lesH than 25 years, which means that the eventual
retirement. income from sich plains vill lie even less ihan $7,500 annually. It is
to he expected that older workers will he more interested in contributing to a
retirement fund than youmger workers, since the-y are the ones who will need re-
tirement income sooner. Tius, more individtia l retiretment plans will lie estab.
lashed by older persons who will have fewer years during which to contribute
to tile plan.

On tihe other hand, it may lie undesiralde to dieourage owner-employee plans
that benefit both owners and their employees. Hiuth discouragement might
oecur if indlividml retirement plins are made as att active for the owner-em-
lloece its the existing 11,11. 10I plans.

We strongly support the liroloal to raise the limits nn the tax deductible
(tmtrilutions to II.R. 10 plans, it, at the snme time, we think there is too
nmtth disparity between the $7,500 to lie allowed in 11.11. 10 plans and the $1,500
ottemplated by the Administration's proposal lit the ease of individual retire-

nient plans. We would suggest that these limits lie more closely aligned. We
believe that time $1,500 limitation could lie raised, for example, to $5,000, to
provide greater benefit to Individuals, without unduly discouraging owner-em-
ployee plans.
V. Deductibllit Limits on H.R. 10 and 8,bclhaptcr R Plaits

NALU and AALU support the provisions of II.R. 7157 and S. 1q1 which would
raise time limits on delmictible contributions to a maximum of $7,500 for self-em.
loyed individuals and for shareholder-employces of Subehapter S corportions.
While we question time need for special deduction limitations for these imdivid.
nals as o)l)osed to corporate ('nployees. we lielieve tltat the limitations set forth
In these areas are liberal enough to permit suteli Individnls to provide mini-
min retirement benefits without imposing a severe strain on the Treasury
and. therefore, represent a step In the right direction.

'lhis liberalization of deductin limits is vitally necessary in both the IR.
10 and Subehapter S areas, but each for a different reason. In the area of H.R.
10 plans, despite prior liberalizations, a large perceiititge of self-employed In.
dlIvhluas are not yet covered by any qualified retirement Ian. The higher deduc-
tion limits will encourage self-employed individuals to provide, adeqllately for
their retirement, and, more importantly, to provide adequately for the retirement
of their employees.

Itt tle area of Sulichapter 8 corporations.' the Sutichapter A election is de.
signed to permit a corporation ivhfeh s a corporation to be taxed as a hybrid
corporation-partnership, The fact that sttch corporation executes a Subehapter
R election does not in any way detract from its legal elnrncterization as a cor-
loration. Tltts. we feel that there is no reason why retirement pians of stich
corloratinns should be treated any differently from retirement plans of any
other corporation.

Moreover, a serious inequity has resulted In tle ease of existing retirement
plas of Suhltapter 8 corporation,. Many of these plan cover n lnrge number
of employees and are well estallhed. Termination or eurtniltent of stuch plans.
to avoid the impact of section 1379, is not desirable from the standpoint of

arehnlelly. under the oeltil rnl,,s for o of Rubehnpter A corpo-
rt-ilons, dedimCtion and contritiitlnq n- not lhiited, but rather the excess amount is
included In the shareholder-employee's current Income.
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encouraging private pensions. At the same time, the employer may have many
valid considerations which require him to maintain his Subchapter S corpora-
tion election regardless of the penalties he must suffer as an individual under
section 1870. The liberalization of the amount which may be deducted on behalf
of a shareholder-employee would encourage the maintenance of such plans at
current contribution levels.

1. ZLIOIDILITY AND VEsTINO

We support the concept of minimum eligibility and vesting requirements. The
bulk of plans with which NALU and AALU members are iissociated, are plans
for small employers. In large part these plans already meet most of the eligibility
and vesting standards which have been proposed.

A. ElgibiltllV
In the area of eligibility, we ask only that any minimum standard which is

proposed by this Subcommittee allow an employer to exclude low age and low
service employees who nro traditionally in the high turnover group-to avoid
the administrative cost of Including employees who will not stay long enough to,
receive benefits anyway. Any reasonable standards of eligibility consistent with
the above considerations would be acceptable to us.

With respect to a maximum age, the provisions of H.R. 7157 and 8. 1031,.
would limit the maximum age under a plan to an age not less than the normal
retirement age reduced by five years. In most cases, therefore, the earliest maxi-
mum ago would be 00. Many plans presently provide a maximum age of 55 so
that a minimum period of ten years Is provided to fund the benefit prior to nor-
mal retirement. While a maximum age of 00 can be used, we submit that it will
discourage the employment of individuals between ages 55-0, and may place a
strain on the ability of the employer to fund benefits for Individuals who are
hired in this age category.

B. Vesting.
With respect to vesting we support the imposition of reasonabt le vesting re-

quirements as a means of providing uniform requirements for all employers.
We submit that the small employer has already done an outstanding job in

this area. As previously alluded to, it has been our oxperlence that participants
under small plans generally have a greater chance of receiving their benfits than
do participants under plans of larger corporations. To a large extent this Is due
to a combination of rapid vesting and adequate funding which exists in many
small plans.

In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee last year on H.R.
12272, there was attached to our statement, charts which illustrated favorable
experience with qualified plans for small employers. Those same charts, re-
ferred to at the beginning of this statement, are attached hereto as Appendix B.
We again wish to point out that our own findings to the effect that loss of bene-
fits are not high In small plans was borne out by the recent study of plan termi-
nations undertaken jointly by the Treasury and Labor Departments.

Of the various proposals respecting vesting, our preference, however, is for a
formula which permits an employer to defer any vesting for a short minimal
period of time, with graduated vesting thereafter. Thus, for example, a require-
ment of no vesting in the first five years, with graduated vesting thereafter at
the rate of ten percent a year so that full vesting after 15 Is achieved would be
satisfactory to us. By the same token, the proposal In 8, 4 of 80 percent vesting
after eight years, with graduated vesting at the rate of ton percent per year with
full vesting after 15 years Is also satisfactory. While we believe the "rule of 500"
vesting requirement would discourage the hiring of older employees, this vesting
standard is also acceptable to us, provided a minimal requirement of par-
ticipation is inserted (i.e. five years) before any vesting Is achieved, so that the
employer is not saddled with a large vested liability at the time the participant
enters the plan.

Mll. FUNDINo AND PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

We support the concepts of new minimum funding requirements and plan
termination insurance. With respect to funding we believe that any of the major
funding proposals, including those In S. 1081 and S. 4, would provide much needed
minimum funding standards. Most Insured plans, by their nature, already meet
these standards.
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As applied to the small employer, a need arises, however, for variances in con-
trIbutions. The profit of a small employer will traditionally fluctuate, with the
resultant desire of the small employer to contribute large amounts in good years
and small amounts in poor years. The current deduction limitations tend to
frustrate this desire.

The present deduction limits preclude an employer from deducting pension
plan contributions for past service liability at a rate greater than one-tenth of
the original unfunded post service liability,' irrespective of a more rapid rate of
contributions in fact. As a consequence, employers simply do not fund their
pension plans at rates greater than would coordinate with the permissible
.deduction.

The ten percent limitation is clearly antithetical to the public policy which
would encourage the earliest possible funding. Not only is this Code provision
inconsistent with modern needs with respect to pension funding, on examination
it emerges as one of those historical anomolies whose birth was predicated upon
an original misconception and whose continued existence has been fed by
inertia.

In 1928, when Congress first enacted the ten percent provision, it did so on
the understanding that under the law it was not possible to obtain any deduction
for a single year funding of post service credits. Congress' understanding was
based on the 1027 Board of Tax Appeals opinion in the Oi Fiber flruh Co. case
which concerned the taxable year 1920.1 Thus, Congress intended the original
enactment to serve, not as a limitation on deductions, but as an crpannion, since
it enabled taxpayers to deduct amounts that were otherwise nondeductible.

However, in 1030 the Supreme Court affirmed the Fourth Circuit's 1920 over-
,ruling of the Board of Tax Appeals and held that the taxpayer in Ox Fiber
Brush Co. was indeed entitled to a full 100 percent deduction In 1920 of tht single
year's funding of past service liability.' Since the 1930 Supreme Court decision
provided 100 percent deductibility for a 1020 contribution (i.e., a pre-1928 year),
from the point of the Supreme Court decision forward, commentators have as.
suined Incorrectly that the 1928 enactment of the 10 percent rule wos a limits-
tion on what otherwise may have been a larger deduction.' It was, as we have
seen, in fiact, an expansion. Unfortunately, this misreading of history has per.
.mitted the unquestioned perpetuation of a bad rule premised on an incorrect
predicate.

This Congress now has an opportunity not only to cleanse the technical record,
but to dd its efforts in encouraging prompt funding of pension obligations. If
a corporate employer in fact contributes cash to the pension fund, It should be
entitled to a deduction, irrespective of the fact that that contribution may have
been with direct reference to service over a number of prior years. The public
interest in the earliest possible funding will thus be served.
We support the general concept of plan termination insurance to insure vested,

but unfunded, benefits for plan participants. We recognize that funding require-
ments will not, by themselves, insure that a plan will have sufficient assets to
pay vested liabilities on termination.

Both M. 4 and 8. 1179 recognize, however, that certain types of insured plans
are, by their nature, fully funded at all times and both of these hills have ex.
.empted these plans from the funding requirements of the bill. By exempting
these tpn from the funding requirements, it is recognized that these plans will
provide full benefits on termination and consequently the plan termination in.
suranee premiums will e inapplicable to these plaits.

Section 210(e) of S. 4 provides, an follows :
"(e) Where an Insured pension plan is funded exclusively by the purchase of

individual Insurance contracts which-
(1) require level annual premium payments to he paid extending not be-

yond the retirement age for each individual participant in the plan, and
commencing with the participant's entry Into the plan (or, In the case of an
increase in benefits, commencing at the time such increase becomes effective);
and

Reaction 404 (a) (1) (C) IRC 1054.
* Section 28(q) of the 1928 Revenue Act. Bee 8. Rept. No, 900, 70th Con#,. lot S#i.

21-;: M.R. Rent. No. 1882, 70th Con#., lst Bess. 12.
,.TA. 422 (1927).

'281 U.S. 115 (1930). aft' 82 V.j d 42 (4th Cir. 1929).
* Ft" Goodmnamn. Legilative Deveopmest of the Pederal Tar Treetmest of Pensiono amd

,Prefi#.Shering Piso, PH Pension and Profit Sbaring Service 19, 799 at 19, 801.
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(2) benefits provided by the plan are equal to the benefits provided under
each contract, and are guaranteed by the insurance carrier to the extent
premiums have been paid,

such plan shall be exempt from the requirements imposed by subsections (b) (2)
and (8), (c), and (d) of this section. [funding requirements]" 10

The rationale for the above exceptions are documented by a study " of plan
terminations which 'resident Nixon directed the Treasury and Labor Depart-
ments to undertake in his .Message to Congress accompanying the introduction
of 11.11, 12272 in D~ecember, 1071. The study also recognized that loss of bene-
fits in plan terminations of small employers were substantially less than li plans
of large employers.

The study examined all plan terminations reported in the Internal Revenue
Service during the first seven months of 1972. In terms of basic statistics, the
report found that "inabout 8,400 claimants in 293 plans lost benefits out of 20,-
700 claimants in 083 terminated pl1ns. Claimants losing benefits represent about
four one-hundredths of one percent of all workers covered by private pension
plans. Of the 8,400 clainuints, about 8,100 claimants with losses were retired,
eligible for retirement, or vi-sted."

The study made several breakdownm of its statistics. One of the principal flid-
ings of the study, as referred to In the beginning of this statemOnt', was that snIll
plans have a smaller Incidence of loss of benefits. With reselct to plans funded
exclusively through Individual annuity contracts, the study states, in part, as
follows:

"The incidence of benefit loss was particularly low for plans funded exclusively
through Individual annuity contracts.

"A plan funded exclusively through Indl0idual annuity contracts has, by its
nature, no unfunded past service liabilities. Scheduled benefits are gunrauteod
to the extent premiums are paid. 11xcept for the earliest years particularlyy the
first year) when the sales coniunission element of premiums is high, pIensionl
plan losses can occur only If premium payments lapse prior to formal termina-
tion or if the employer borrows a portion or the cash values of the policies. A,
shown in line 1 of Table 4-5 only 24 of the 130 plans funded exclusively through
Individual annuity-tylo contracts showed benefit loses. Only 18 percent of all
claimants in all plans so funded lost benefits as opposed to an overall figure
of 40 percent."

One of the basic concepts of plan termination insurance is that the employer
would be obligated to make up the Insured amounts to the extent he was solvent.
In testimony before both the House General Subcommittee on Labor and the
Senate Labor Subcommittee, we have asked that the plan termination insurance
provisions should not be structured in such a way that an employee who has
had business reverses, would be faced with the choice of either going- out of
business or continuing hik plan through tile use of funds desperately needed as
a means of reviving his profits.

S. 4 has responded to tills problem by providing in Section 405(b) of the bill,
that in no event will an employer's liability for reimbursement in the event of
a plan termination, exceed 50 percent of the net worth of such employer. We sup-
port this limitation in collection with the plan termination concept. Alternatively,
or in conjunction with the 50 percent test, a company might be excused from the
repayment obligation where the payment of the obligation in the year of terilna-
tion would cause the net worth of the company to fall below some minimal
figure, such as $500,000.

IV. PORTABILITY

We have supported and continue to support tile concept of portability on a
voluntary basis. The concept of portability is a new and exciting one but also
,one with many potential problems in practice. We believe that the hest way to
test the concept of portability Is through a voluntary program. In addition, the
need for portability will be decreased as new rules are established for vesting,
funding and plan termination insurance. Moreover, portability already exists
lit miny fully and partially insured pension plans which provide for the dis-
tribution of deferred annuities upon termination of employment. Such annuities,
if kept till age 05, will provide retirement benefits for the individual as con-
templated through tile portability program. In these circumstances tile porta-

2 t .LubatontInlly Idontlral iun inzo Is contained In section 323 of A. 1170,
it Rti,1y of i',,,Ailo Plan Terminations 1972: Interim Report Preaented by the Depart-

ments of Treasury and Labor.
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bility program would simply add a "spendthrift" clause prohibiting the employee
from spending his retirement benefits before age 65. Therefore, the use of the
portability program fund is unnecessary in most insured plans.

V. NEED FOR UNIFORM RULES

Requirements for qualification of pension and profit sharing plans vary
from district to district of the Internal Revenue Service. Moreover, the Internal
Revenue Service generally requires more stringent rules with respect to small
employers thani large employers. These variances occur primarily In tile areas
of coverage and vesting.

We applaud tile provision of 1.1t. 7157 and S. 1031 which would permit tile
exclusion of union employees. In our testimony before the House Ways 1111d
M1eanis Committee on I.I.t. 12272, We supported the Section of Taxation of the
American Bar Association proposal to allow the exclusion of union employees
who did not wish to participate inI a qualified plan. Where union employees
turn down pension benefits, the employer may be ulable to institute a qualified
plan" since he cannot qualify his plan without including the union employees
and to do so, against their wishes, would be a violation of Federal Labor law
requirements.
H.R. 7157 would amend section 401(a) (3) (A) to allow the so-called 70-80

percent mecmnical test for determining acceptable coverage to be applied after
excluding certain employees including employeess i%'ho are included inI a unit of
employees covered by an agreement which the Secretary or )its delegate finds
to be a collective bargaining agreement which does not provide that that such
Employees are to be included, ... ." We support this proposed change and request
that it be included inI any bill which this Subcommittee endorses.

However, Ilt. 7157 does not carry over the new iniimumitiil and maximum
age requirements to existing sect,lon 401 (a) (3) (A), ummlder which, as described
above, non-discrilmhnatio in coverage Is deterii ned ol a percentage of eiii-
ployes after excludhig ,eriaIn ctegories of employees. Consequen tly, there is
no assuranice, for example, that It phia with a miilimmuia age of 30 would qualify.

Since the proposed new requlrelielits respecting age and service would Indi-
cate that the exclusion of certain eiilloyects by reason of years of service,
minum age, ani1d mmiximn age Is monobjctionable, we suggest that section
401 (a) (3) (A) be amended to i'rmnit an employer to exclude the categories
under proposed new section 401 (a) (11), before applying the percentage test of
section 401 (a) (3) (A). We believe that the incorporation of these rules Into the
automatic formula in section -101 (a) (3) (A) would provide a more objective te.st
of nonliscrimination in the coverage area and would eliminate arbitrary deter-
ninations by the Internal Revenue Serlce in this area as to whether or not the
coverage requirements have been met. Proposed language to accomplish this
change under section 401 (a) (3) (A) is attached to this statement as Appendix
A for the record.

VI. LUMP SUM DISTRIBUTIONS

For many years prior to 1970, virtually all amounts distributed as Ilump suim
payments to beneficiaries of qualified penlson and profit sharing plans on separa-
tion from service were subject to tax at capital gains rates. Te theoretical
predicate for the application of the capital gains rate was, and still is, the
,nete-sity of avoiding the high tax rate effect of the bunching of income in a
single year resulting from the distributions of a lump sum which was aettally
earned by the performance of services over a number of years."

Through tile Tax Reform Act of 1009, the Congre.vs removed a portion of tile
lump sum distribution from qualification for capital gains treatment and sub)-
jected that portion to taxation at ordinary rates under a special iconw averag-
ing device," Support for the change was found In tile contention that there was
an excessive differential between the capital gains rate, which, before the enact-
ment of tbe 1969 Tax Reform Act, was it maximun of 25 percent, and the sub.
stantially higher ordinary income rates (particularly at the upper end of tho
ordinary Income rate spectrum)."

"See Rtev. Rl. 6-14, 1006-1 C.B. 75: Rev. Ral. 6-41, 1006-1 C.B. 83. See soo:
'George Loevsky, 55 T.C. 1144 (1071) nt'd 471 P. 2d 1178 (1073).

u H.R. Rept. No. 01-418 (Part 1). blst Cong.. 1st semn. (1000) 154.
U"eetion 515 of the 1009 Tax Reform Act. Bee Sections 71(a), 402(a)(2) and 403

(a(2)l 11C 1054.
11.1. Rept. No. 01-413 (Part 1), supra.
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Whatever one may think of the reasoning supporting the Congressional action
In 1009, the practical results of that action have not been what was originally
envisioned.

1. The rate differential for that portion of lump sum distribution which re-
mained subject to capital gains rates has lien substantially reduced by the
Increase in the capital gains rate which was effected by the 1)9 Tax Reform Aet.

2. In some cases the Income averaging approach produces the anomolous result
of an effective rate which I; not greater than the capital gains rate and, theoret.
Ically, may be lower. Consequently, the approach often makes no dent in the rate
spread which so concerned Congress In 1000.

3. The Ilevnuo ,Rervhe(- has Issued an extremely complex set of rul-s by which
taxpayers must allocate between thi capital gain and non-capital gain portions
of a single lump sum distribution" Most taxpayers are totally confused and are
unable to understand the rules 1 '

4. Those employvrs who attempt to eoinplit with the riule have large burdens
of time and expense. Many employers, particularly small business, are over.
whelned by the complexity of the rules or the cost of compliance and simply
cannot or do not comply.

5. In a not Insignficant portion of cases, revenue agents have avoided auditing
the adequacy of compliance with the new rules. The agents understandably do
not comprehend those riles. In realistic terms'they cannot audit.

0. The difficulties of the problem are strikingly Illustrated by the fact that
today, more than three years after enactment of the lesaintion, the Revenue
Servlee has been able to develop rules In proposed form only. The final rules have
not yet been adopted.

7. The revenue gains. if any, to the Federal Government have been insignificant,
particularly in comparison to the massive confusion which now relgns,

No other recent legialn'tive enactment has elicited from our members and their
clients so much comment and complaint as this change In the capital gains rule
for lump sum distributions. We are constantly asked to present to the Congress
a plea for simplicity.

There should be some recognition of the In(ome bunehlncn ProhOblm, The Aim.
l)lelt way to provide that reeownition is to return the full application of the
capti'el gailn rate to hump sum distributions. Furthermore. If, In any tax reform
legislation which may emerge from this Congress, you Increase the capital gains
rate (as widely anticipated), the fear of an excessive spread between the capital
gains rate and ordinary Income rates should no longer exist at anywhere near
the strength or validity it once ma3 have had.

Tile return to a capital gains structure for lump sum distributions is a simple,
inexpensive way to return understanding and, indeed, in some situations, sanity,
to this matter.

VIZ. CURATIVE PLAN AMENDMENTS

Section 401 (b) was originally enacted to permit an employer to amend retro.
actively his plan during the two and one-half month period following the year
in which the plan was Initially established. However, under present conditions,
it Is normally Impossible for an employer to actually amend the plan during
such two and one-half month period. In many District Director's offices even
if a plan were submitted on the last day of the year, the District Director would
not be able to review the plan until the two and one-half month period had
elapsed. Generally. the District Director will permit retroactive amendments
to prevent disqualification if the plan has been submitted within the two and
one-half month period although the amendment itself may occur several months
later. This administrative rule is not, however, binding on the Service and
even the authority of the Service to permit curative amendments on a retroactive
basis is questionable

"Prop. Regs. tinder sections 72, 402 and 403. 80 Fed. Reg. 11442-11451 (June 12,
7h4e difficulties of computing how much of a lump sum distribution I subject to

enpital san treatment is only part of the problem. The variations in the ways In which
lNmp sum distributions can ho taxed are manifold. At least five (and perhaps more) ways
of tAxIng such distributions have been Isolated, Rep Sherman. Delerred C(ompetwasiot-Yuohflqed and Nonqialifed: A lgfelattve Perspective Through the T"t Re/on Aot of

949. 11 Willlam and Mary Law Review 870, 884-5 (Summer 1970).
"The IRA confirmed that section 401(b) requires cu1rative amendments within two and

one-half months after the close of the year In a news release issued on December 15, 1971,
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Moreover, section 401(b) applies only to the initial qualification and not to
amendments, many of which are objectionable to the Internal Revenue Service
when they are submitted. After a careful study of this problem, the Section of
Taxation of the American Bar Association approved a legislative proposal which
would permit curative retroactive amendments to obtain qualification on either
the initial plan or an amendment thereto, at any time up to the fifteenth day
of the fifteenth month following the close of the taxable year of the employer
in which the subject plan or amendment was put into effect "or ending with
such later date as the Secretary )f his delegate may designate."" AALU
supports this proposal and urges thk, Subcommittee to adopt it as part of any
tax measure it may endorse this ) oar.

vIII, GRACE PERIOD nON ORIoINATION or AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO QUALIFIED PLANS

Section 404(a) (6) permits an accrual basis taxpayer to make payment of
amounts properly accrued during the year to his plan within two and one.half
months following the end of the year (or longer, if an extension is granted
for his tax return). Existing section 401(b), discussed above, permits retro-
active amendments to a new plan respecting discrimination within the two
and one-half months following the close of the year in which the plan is instituted.

Both of the above provisions are recognition of the difficulties associated with
properly establishing a plan and making contributions thereto by year-end. These
problems are particularly acute as they relate to small and medium-size em-
ployers. Such an employer normally does not have the accounting talent avail-
able to the large corporation, which can give him reasonably accurate estimates
of profits and payroll prior to year end. This situation has caused particularly
acute problems in the H.R. 10 area.

H.R. 7157 and S. 1681 would amend section 404(a) (6) to permit both cash and
accrual basis taxpayers to make their contribution for a year within two and one-
half months after the end of the year (or longer, if the employer secures an ex-
tension for his tax return). This provision will allow the cash basis taxpayer to
make his contribution after he has determined his profits, and thus insure an ac-
curate contribution. We support this provision and suggest that it be included in
any bill which this Subcommittee endorses.

IX. ADMINISTRATION OF NEW REQUIREMZNTS

The major pension reform proposals to date have provided for various govern-
mental agencies to administer the provisions of these proposals. From our ex-
perience with pension plans, we submit that the Treasury Department is best
equipped to deal with most of the reforms, including, in particular, eligibility,
vesting and funding. Moreover, we submit that the Internal Revenue Code is the
best vehicle for providing proper sanctions for failure to meet new requirements
in these areas.

The existing benefits of tax qualification of pension and profit sharing plans
have been largely responsible for the growth of the pension industry. Loss of
qualification is a strong deterrent against violation of existing Internal Revenue
Code provisions. Moreover, the necessity of tax qualification has resulted in an
elaborate system of approval of new plans and amendments by the Internal Reve-
nue Service. Revenue Service technicians dealing with qualification problems

, have developed expertise in broad aspects of pension plans. Finally, the Revenue
Service can be called on for its audit abilities, as was recently done in connec-
tion with new wage-price controls, to effectively police the new requirements.

In the area of fiduciary disclosure and reporting, the Labor Department has
developed significant experience through the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure
Act. We would have no objection therefore, to a split of responsibility, as recom-
mended by the Administration, wherein fiduciary responsibility and disclosure
would remain with the Labor Department and other aspects of new requirements
would be handled by the Internal Revenue Service. Some system should be de-
veloped, however, to avoid a duplication of reporting requirements to the Treas-
ury and Labor Departments. Copies of reports to one agency might, for example,
be deemed to satisfy similar reporting requirements to the other agency.

All of the above is not to say that provisions which have been developed by, for
example, the Senate Labor Subcommittee should be discarded simply because S. 4
recommends administration by the Labor Department. For example, we have sup-

0 Vol. 24, The Tax Lawyer No. 4 (Summer 1971), at p. 921.

H-01$ 0 - 75 - pt, I -- 31
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ported both the vesting and funding requirements of S. 4, although we would
prefer to see them administered by the Treasury Department. If provisions are
enacted regarding portability and plan termination insurance, it appears to us
that a new governmental agency, similar to the existing Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation in the savings and loan area, should be instituted to administer
these programs.

We thank the Subcommittee for this opportunity to present the views of NALU
and AALU on pension reform. If we can be of any further help to the Qommittee
or its staff, our services and the services of our counsel are, of course, available.

Thank you.

APpENDiX A TO STATICENT or BUOKLUY HrisBAsD oN BXHALF or NALU AND AALU
PZOPOIND LANoUAGM or s5rrION 401( (a) (8) (A)

(a) RZQUImMNT FOR QUALIIATION-A trust created or organized In the
United States and forming part of a stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan
of an employer for the exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries
shall constitute a qualified trust under this section-

(8) if the trust, or two or more trusts, or the trust or trusts and annuity plan
or plans are designated by the employer as constituting parts of a plan Intended
to qualify under this ubsection which benefits either-

(A) 70 percent or more of all the employees, or 80 percent or more of all
the employees who are eligible to benefit under the plan If 70 percent or more
of all the employees are eligible to benefit under the plan, excluding in each
case employees in each of the following categories-

(I) employees who have been employed not more than a minimum
period prescribed by the plan, not exceeding ---- years;

(Ii) employees who have not attained a minimum age prescribed by
the plan, not exceeding age ....

(ii) employees who have attained a maximum age prescribed by the
plan not later than an age (as of the first time when an employee is
otherwise eligible to participate) which is not more than ---- years
les than the earliest age under the plan at which an employee may
retire and receive benefits which are not actuarially reduced;

(tv) employees who are included in a unit of employees covered by
an agreement which the Secretary or his delegate find. to be a collective
bargaining agreement which does not provide that such employees are
to be included; and

(v) employees whose customary employment Is for not more than
20 hours in any one week, and employees whose customary employment
Is for not more than § months In any calendar year,

or

APPzNDIX B To TAATMZNT or BUoCKLm HusAn oN BEHrAu or NALU A"n AAM

aUMMAsY or ReSULTS or suvavY or 00 PENSION PLANS BASID ON SAMPLE O
APPROXIMATELY 100 PLANS

1. Immediate Benefits on Termination of employment. (See Ohart No. 1,
Aftached.)

(a) 82% of all plans provided some benefit (i.e. Transfer of Cash Value Life
Insurance Policy) to every terminated participant
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(b) )9% of all plans provided some benefit to every terminated participant with
7 years of participation in the pension plan.
(c) 100% of all plans provided some benefit for every terminated participant

with 10 years of participation in the pension plan.
2. Pull Veating on Termination of Bmployment. (See Ohart No. 9, Attached.)
(a) 22% of all plans provided full vesting to all participants terminating after

designated periods of participation of up to 5 years.
(b) 88% of all plans paid full benefits to all employees terminating after

designated periods of participation of up to 10 years.
(c) 82% of all plans provided full vesting to all employees with 10 years of

prticipation.
(d) 94% of all plans provided full vesting to all employees with 15 years of

participatioL

CHART 01
PERCENT
OF
PLANS

100

PERCENT OF ALL PLANS

PROVIDING SOME TERMINATION BENEFITS
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Senator NFwSoN. Mr. Richard Backe, chairman Engineers Joint
Committee on Pensions, accompanied by Johan Benson American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics- James A. Scheeler, The
American Institute of Architects; Walt R. Earley, American In-
stitute of Chemical Engineers- Wilson Binger, American Institute
of Consulting Engineers; Bill Miller, American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers & Engineers Joint Council; Paul Robbins, Executive
Director, National Society for Professional Engineers; and Frank
Cummings, counsel for Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Enneers.

ahead. Do you have a prepared statement?
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD BAKE, CHAIRMAN, ENGINEERS JOINT
COMMITTEE ON PENSIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY 1OHAN BENSON,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS; TAMES A SOEELER,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS; WALT R. EARLEY,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS; WILSON
BINGER, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS;
CHARLES STEVENS, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS;
BILL MILLER, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEERS; PAUL ROBBINS, NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS; LARRY SPILLER, CONSULTING ENGINEERS
COUNCIL

Mr. BAcra. Thank you.
Senator NEasoN. May I start by asking the witnesses that accom-

panied you to identify themselves ?
Mr. ROBBINB. Paul Robbins, executive director, National Society

of Professional Engineers.
Mr. CuxMr~ os.-Frank Cummings a member of the law firm of

Gall, Lane & Powell, counsel for the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers.

Mr. EARLY. American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Walt R.
Early.

Mr. STveNS. The American Society of Civil Engineers. L am
Charles Stevens.

Mr. MILLIM. Bill Miller, American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers & Engineers Joint Council.

Mr. BAOCK. Mr. Chairman, there are several other societies that
have joined us in this. Some of them are not with us, but they are
identified in the statement you just read.

Mr. Chairman, the engineers and scientists and architects of the
United States would like to direct your attention to what we feel is a
problem that may be unique to the highly qualified technical profes-
sionals that represent our country.

We have perhaps a unique problem because the changes in technol-
..ogy in the United States, which have been occurring very rapidly in

the decades past, and the changing national priorities, have forced the
average engineer to move from job to job pursuing these technologies,
on the average every 5 years.

In examining the pension plan for the average engineer we find the
vesting requirements run between 10 and 15 years minimum, and as aresult we find that most engineers, scientists, and architects are con-

'stantly forfeiting all of their Wcrued pension credits as they move
from one job to the next. Looking ahead-

Senator NELSON. I am sorry, but you are talking about current
plans ? You said 10 or 15 years--

Mr. BACKE. Yes, the current plans.
As we surveyed the members of the various professional societies we

represent here, we find that our t pical member has been working
about 20 years in the profession, ani in that length of time he has had
about four different employers, and therefore, on the average he has
worked for 5 years for each employer.
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Senator NELSoN. How does the vesting provisions of the three bills,
that is, the bill report by the Labor and Public Welfare Committee
and the two bills pending here, handle the problem?

Mr. BACKS. The rule 50 bill would not hell), certainly, the younger
en gneers. The provision for individual retirement accounts would
adres part of the problem. In other words, if each employed engineer
were allowed the same privilege that self-employed professionals have
now, that would somewhat help the problem because he could start
taking some of his own money and put it in a, tax deferred plan.

Senator NELSon. Wouldn't the vesting provision of S. 4, and Sena-
tor Bentsen's bill help?

Mr. BAcKz. As you recall, the provisions of S. 4 begin to vest the
engineer or any other employee at 8 years. What we are saying is, the
average engneer stays no more than 5 years.

Senator NELSoN. Senator Bentsen's plan is 5 years.
Mr. BACKS. At that point, if the engineer has left his job, he would

have accrued some credits under Senator Bentsen's plan but not in
proportion to his service to the employer.

In this regard the engineer is no different from any other highly
mobile worker in the work force, but in one regard the Internal Rev-
enue Code does discriminate against the engineer or any other similar
professional, in that he is not permitted to set up a plan of his own,
run by his own professional society, which might provide him with
immediate vesting. He can't do this because le is part of the group
of people we call the higher paid employees. The engineers are will-
ing to accept a lower annual benefit from a plan which they would run
themselves. They would accept the exact same contribution from em-
ployers as they make to their own plan, if we can just have this in our
own plan. And therefore, we would vest it immediately in our own
plan.

What we are talking about is similar to what the teachers have now
in their teachers annuity plan, but we are unable to get a satisfactory
ruling to enable us to set up a plan like that. Failure to get that, the
individual retirement account amendment would help us, 5ut the engi-
neers that did not vest with their employers would be constantly fore-
going those credits they are accruing. It doesn't seem fair to ask them
to forego that and have to use all oftheir own money to set up a pen-
sion plan.

We are really asking for a twofold thing: one, allow us to set up an
engineers only plan which will not be discriminatory as to employer
costs. We are only asking the same money from the employer that he
is presently attributing to any other employee he has, but he would
put it in a plan or plans run by the professional society in the same
way that the teachers annuity plans run and vest the person immedi-
ately so he would carry with him from job to job the pension credits
he has. That could be done by administrative ruling, but failing to get
the proper administrative ruling, we would need enabling legislation.

Second, we would like an extension of the Keogh plan; extension
of the limits of it both to help the self-employec engineer and the
employed engineer. And the provisions of the bill before this commit-
tee in large part satisfy that requirement, but there are some excep-
tions I would like to note.
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Senator NLsoN. You would extend the provisions of Keogh to all
other employees I

Mr. BAoCE. That is correct and some parts of the bills do that. The
bills before you now do proviAe that for all employees, and we are only
asking that the same thing be given to all other employees.

We would like to note the following: The entry salary of an engineer
now, who has completed his training of 4 or 5 years, is around $10,000
a year. At the highest point in his career an engineer might be earning
between $15 000 and $20,000. In one of the bills before you now, the
Curtis bill, S. 1681, there is a limit of $1,500 for an engineer who is
corporately employed; that is the maximum that he can invest in an
individual retirement account, and, further, there is a provision that
that amount will be reduced by the amount of the employer's contri-
bution to an employer's plan for him.

Now since most employer's plans are level benefit plans, the costs
are difcult to determine. So the bill further provides that if there is
no definite attributable amount, the offset must be 7 percent of the
person's salary. Well, it doesn't take a whole lot of arithmetic to show
an engineer making $20,000 a year offsetting by 7 percent of his salary
would only have $100 a year that he could put away in his individual
retirement account. But the whole purpose of extending the Keogh
plan is to encourage initiatives of private pension planning. The FICA
base is $10,800 a year. That is bedrock. There is really no initiative to
the higher paid employee whether self-employed or employed.

At [east one bill provides adequate limits. It has a limit of 20 per-
cent and $7,500. So the concepts of the Keogh plan are good, but the
limits would have to treat the professional employee in terms of his
salary or there would be no incentive for him to do anything under that
bill.

There are only a couple of other points we would like to emphasize.
It is possible that, if an engineer or any other professional has funds
in a private account or private pension plan, and is forced because of
changes in his profession, or job, or assignment to move those funds
from one plan to another, under presentlaw lie is taxed in that year
when the funds are taken out of one qualified account to move to
another.

Provisions in a couple of the bills allow lump sum disbursements, in
any 1 year as long as the funds are redeposited in another pension
plan, without taxation that year. In other words, the tax can be
deferred.

We favor many of the reforms of S. 4 and other bills before this
committee. The general reform aspects are not uniquely required by
us--we need, them the same as any other employee. We would like to
see speedy action on these.

We had incorporated into S. 4 an amendment which would insure
that, if some of the problems of engineers and scientists are not prop-
erly treated by the bills before the Congress this year, the Congress
would direct a special study to look into the problems not only of
engineers and scientists but also any other highly mobile workers, and
determine if they are in fact properly taken care of by this legislation.
If not, we ask that an amendment be drafted to present legislation to
insure that they are taken care of.
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In closing Mr. Chairman, I would just like to point out that the
tremendous degree of mobility that engineers have now in their pro-
fessions is not a matter of their own choice. It is a requirement of the
changing technologies and priorities of this country, and it would
be bd or this country if we did not encourage a continuation of
that mobility because it is only by having that mobility that this coun-
try can make best use of its technical resources.

I suggest if the pensions were properly taken care of for engineers
and scientists, they would be able to concentrate on the job in front
of them and do a better job and worry a lot less about their own retire-
ment program.

Senator NrwsoN. Thank you very much. Do any of you wish to add
an thin I

Mr. CUMmiNaS. Mr. Chairman, I would like very briefly to explain
to you the technicality which has hung this up.

Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that a plan may
not discriminate in favor of a highly compensated employee. Now, I
won't get into the statistics, the average income of an engineer-and
Mr. Backe is very fond of ex plaining that he worked his way through
engineering school as a plumber and figured out he would have netted
at is age right now more money as a plumber than as an engineer.
Still and all, the engineers are, for statutory purposes, highly com-
pensated employees.- That means that the statute prohibits the plan
from "discriminating" in their favor.

Now, we go to the IRS and we say to the IRS, we don't want a
plan to discriminate in our favor. Here's what we want. We want a
plan where the contribution rate is such that we can say to the em-ployer, "take us out from under your plan; we are not getting any-thing from your plan anyway; and figure out what the contribution
to your plan was with respect to each year of our service; and make
the same contribution rate to our plan. The only difference is going to

be that we will take a lower benefit level in our plan, in exchange for
100 percent immediate vesting."

Wat we are saying is, we will take the same pie and slice it differ-
ently for us but it won't cost the employer any more. The contribu-
tion rate by definition won't be discriminatory.

But the IRS now takes the position that no such plan can qualify
for "highly compensate" engineer employees. What this means is
that we are now doomed to stay under plans without the kind of vesting
we need, and, even though we would take a lower benefit level to got a
plan with the kind of vesting we need, the IRS says that the minute
you do that, you disqualify the whole thing.

Now what this does is create a situation whereby a section of the
code, 401, which was designed to prevent discrimination in favor of
highly compensated employees, makes it absolutely certain that the
code is interpreted to guarantee discrimination against higher paidemployees.That is not only discrimination, but a complete forfeiture, by the

highly compensated employees, of what they are entitled to.
The IRS only litigated this question once, and they lost, and the

case is cited in our prepared statement, United States against Hall,
eighth circuit. And notwithstanding the fact they lost in The eighth
circuit, they adhere to the position they took before then.



We are confident that, if the eighth circuit sees fit to interpret thiscode in a way that would be equitable to neers, then the IRS
could quite legaly interpret it that way. We solicit your support and
the support of your committee on behalf of an application which has
been sitting at the IRS for quite some time on the qualification of
such a plan, because they will not say yes and they will not say no.

In the meantime, we are stucl with a series of rulings which are
grossly unfair to us and anyone else similarly situated.

So if you could see your way clear to use your good offices to move
the fRS a little, that would be nice. And, if so, if we fail then, we
solicit your support for a change of the law.

Senator NEIsoN. Well, you make some very good points, and I will
ask our staff experts to take a look at the issue that you raise so that
we can consider it in full committee. Thank you very much, gentle-
men.

(The prepared statement of Richard Backe follows:]
PMADM STATEMENT or ILWIIARZ BACIK3

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, good afternoon. My name is Richard
Backe. I am delighted to have been invited here today to testify in behalf of
several technical/scientific/professional societies which together represent more
than 424,000 architects, engineers, and scientists in the United States.

Supporting by appearance today, and joining in this testimony, are the follow.
ing societies:

The American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics (AIAA) represented
by Johan Benson.

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) represented by James A. Scheeler,
AIA.

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIOID) represented by Walt
R. Ikarley.

The American Institute of Oonsulting Ongineers (ALOE) represented by
Wilson Binger.

The American Society of Oivil Engineers (ASOO) represented by Charles
Stevens.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) -represented by Bill
Miller.

The National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) represented by Paul
Robbins.

The Engineers Joint Council represented also by the ASME representative Bill
Miller.

The Consulting Engineers Council (OIC) represented by Larry Spiller.
I represent the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in

addition to being the spokesman of this group. I am also accompanied by Frank
Cummings, Esq., special counsel to IEEE.

Our statement urges certain improvements in the private pension system. These
are .bsolutel required if the Oongre" wishes to provide adequate protection
for the pensions of our technical work force. We are authorized to speak only for
those societies listed above, However, we are confident that the problems and
proposed solutions are equally applicable to the vast majority of the million and
a quarter engineers, architects, and scientists In the United States.

Bearing witness to the universality of this problem is the text of the Employ-
ment Guidelines, formally endorsed by 15 technical societies which together
represent over 406,700 engineers and scientists and presented to major employers
at several engineer-industry conferences. A copy of the guidelines Is attached.'

TIE PROBLEM

In the past three decades, the changing interests of the United States, as well
as rapid advances in technology, have forced a new way of life on American
engineers. As a result, their careers are punctuated by frequent transfers to

IAppendix A.
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other companies with attendant forfeitures of all retirement credits. Since
future technology changes are likely to be even more frequent and since present
law disoriminate against the engineer, architect, and scientist, we are faced
with the prospect of increasing numbers of retired technical personnel becoming
burdens on the public welfare systems-

This, despite the fact that engineers, architects and scientists will have dedi-
cated their entire 40-year career to the public's best Interests as dictated by
their professional ethics.

This, despite the fact that the great majority of these individuals are marked
by strong traditions of independence and self-reliance, and are quite willing to
be provident in their own behalf.

This, despite the fact that many are "covered" by private pension plans which
were conceived -by employers of the highest repute and with the best of motives.

And this, despite the fact that the Government has codified many requirements
dealing with private pension systems to ensure equitable treatment to all
workers.

PROFILE OF AN ENGINEER

The studies of many technical societies,' supported by post censal surveys,
provide us with the following facts about a typical engineer or scientist:

(1) He or she is employed, normally by private industry and frequently in
a manufacturing concern with other non.professional employees (although a
significant minority work for public agencies, are self-employed, or are members
of consulting firms.)

(2) He or she is about 40 years old, has at least a bachelors degree, and is
earning $15,000 to $20,000 per year.

(8) He or she has worked for 20 years, changing employers on the average
every 5 years.

(4) He or she has been and still is covered by pension plans wlth 10 to 15 year
vesting requirements. As a result of his mobility, the individual professional
has forfeited all or most retirement credits associated with his prior employment
and is likely to oontinue this pattern (albeit at a lower mobility rate).

Although a profile of an average U.S. architect is not available, it would
be undoubtedly similar to the characteristics listed above. All averages, medians
and modes are debatable and disputable (particularly among engineers and
scientists). And, in fact, there are many individuals in these professions who
have acquired significant vested interests in retirement plans-.but these are
not typical. They are simply winners of the pension lottery.

THE SOLUTION

Although voluntary action on the part of U.S. employers, coupled with manda-
tory response to legislation pending before this Congress, will begin to attack
the vesting problem for the average U.S. employee, a majority of these reforms
do not deal with the problem of the typical engineer, aroh4teot or soientist. The
solution to our problem depends on immediate or early vesting in any plan that
purports to provide retirement security for engineers, architects and scientists.

Our members can achieve immediate vesting if this Congress will:
(a) Provide for all engineers, architects and scientists (as well as all other

U.S. workers) the opportunity to invest a portion of their own salaries in tax-
deferred, qualified individual retirement accounts (i.e., the extended "Keogh"
plan for common law employees), N.B. It also follows that the amount the
individual should be permitted to invest must be sufficiently high to provide
a reasonable pension fund, whether that person is a corporate employee or isself-employed.(b) Provide to all engineers, architects and scientists (as well as other simi-

larly affected professional employees) the opportunity to run an "engineers-only",
or "architects-only" multi-employer pension system similar to the well known uni-
versity teachers' plan (i.e., TIAA/CRiF), with immediate vesting--consistent
with the requirements that the employers cost be the same.

# QUALIFIED INDIVIDUAL RETIMMENT ACCOUNTS

Allowing each employed engineer/architect/scientist to invest his or her own
money in an individual retirement program and to defer taxes unthi these funds

I Appendix B.



are used in consistent with the treatment presently afforded the majority of
other professionals--that is, to most doctors and lawyers, as well as to those
architects, engineers and scientists who are self-employed.

Such extension of the Keogh concept will encourage individual thrift. This
approach also has the advantage that all engineers/architects/scientists can
immediately participate (as soon as enabling legislation is passed-they need not
wait for action by their respective employers).

In the ideal, the invested amount that would be tax-deferred should be limited
to no less than an annual amount which will result in accruing a fund suMcient
to provide a retirement income reasonably related to the individual's pre-retire-
ment salary. Such limits should apply equally to the employed and self-employed
engineer, architect and scientist. It is reasonable that an allowed individual de-
ferral could be offset by an employer'# contribution, but only to the extent that
such contribution vested to the employee in the year in question.

Such tax deferrals are provided for in section 8 of S. 1681, the Curtis bill,
and its companion House bill, H.R. 7157. The provisions of 0. 1179, the Bentsen
proposal, provide a similar option through a tax credit.

There Is no comparable feature In 8-4, the reform bill now on the Senate
calendar, nor could there be in that bill, given the Constitutional requirement
that tax measures originate in the House.

In whatever bill, and through whatever Parliamentary technique, the Con-
gress finally takes action, we urge you to consider extending Keogh plans to em-
ployed individuals ("common law employees") while considering:

(a) that tax deferral amounts should be high enough to provide reasonable
income but should otherwise be proportionately equal for all individuals--pro-
fessional and tradesman, employed or self-employed

(b) that no employer "offset" be mandated unless the employer's contribution
is vested in the year of such offset

(c) that provision be made for tax-deferred, lump-sum disbursements from
such plans when employment circumstances require transfer from one qualified
plan to another.

BNGOINEUs/AROHITEoTs/OINTIsT-ONLY PLANS

Complete reliance on qualified, individual retirement accounts would mean
the employed engineer/architect/scientist would forego, for all practical pur-
poses, any reasonable chance of collecting a pension based on contributions
presently being invested In his behalf in his company's plans, This problem could
be solved by permitttg the individual's employer to invest this same amount of
money in an engineerr -only plan run by the profeeatonal/teohnioal 8ootettea.
Such plans would feature immediate vesting and maximum portability as be-
tween different societies' plans. Participation by both employer and employee
would be voluntary.

This treatment is consistent with that afforded to teachers (under the TIAA/
CRE plan) and, in one respect, to highly compensated airline pilots.

Such multi-employer funds are also common among many craft unions. Brick-
layers, carpenters, plumbers, electricians, and laborers all have some degree of
"Portability" when they move from employer-to-employer as dictated by the
needs of their work. (Engineers, architects, and scientists contemplate no move to
collective bargaining to solve their problems, but even if they did, it would not
solve their problems with respect to IRS qualification of an immediate vesting,
engineers-only plan.)

Unfortunately, the IRS has been taking the position that no such engineers/
architects, scientists-only, immediately-vested, multi-employer pension plan
can qualify, if the employer's own Corporate pension plan does not also pro-
vide immediate vesting--even tf the engineers/architects/seientists are prepared
to accept the same rate of contribution to their plan as the employer was making
to his own plan, and even if the consequence is that the engineers/archi-
tects/scientists plan generates a lower annual benefit acorual (although vested)
for each year of service.

The IRS stated this position in the 1960's in Revenue Rulings 65-266, 66-15. But
in the only case in which the issue was litigated, the IRS lost. United States v.
Hall, 898 F.2d 888 (8th Cir. 1968). And yet the IRS continues to adhere to this
position. Revenue Rulings 71-MOS, 71-150. And the result is that a section of
the Code designed to prohibit discrimination in favor of "highly compensated"
employees guarantees that the private pension system will discriminate against
them, when they are engineers/architects/scientists.
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We do not ask for discrimination in our favor. We ask only for equal treat-
ment-which the IRS presently denies us.

We have an application pending at the Treasury Department on an infor-
mal basis, but It has been pending quite a while, and it seems to be "stuck" at
the moment.

If that application receives no favorable treatment soon, then we would urge
that enabling legislation be enacted to prevent loss of additional time in setting
up the kind of a pension plan-the only kind of a pension plan-which will do
professional engineers/architects/scientists any real good,

We emphasize that we are willing to accept a contribution rate no greater
than the employer's contribution rate for his own plan, and we are willing to
be excluded from his plan, In favor of ours.

We emphasize that we are willing to accept annual benefit accruals lower
than the benefit accruals under the employer's own plan, if the accruals under
our plan are immediately vested (providing inherent portability).

And we emphasize that we are not asking a "loophole' 'to enable us to "get
away with something". We simply urge that the Code either be interpreted or
amended to permit us to do what any group of craftsmen can already do-
design a pension plan which will provide a decent chance for our members to
get something because present rulings too often leave us with nothing.

IMPROVED OPPORTUNITIES FOR El -EMPLOY D

Self-employer engineers/architects/scientists who invest in pension plans for
themselves and their employees must be given a more generous tax deduction than
they now receive. Under present law, self-employed persons may establish pen-
sion plans covering themselves and their employees. However, deductible con-
tributions are limited. There are no such limits to contributions made by cor-
porations on behalf of their employees.

To achieve greater equity, we propose that the annual limit for deductible
contributions by the self-employed be raised. The limit suggested In 8-1681
for self-employed individuals would be acceptable. This provision would en-
courage and enable the self.employed to provide more adequate benefits for
themselves and for their workers.

Of course, by this we do not mean to urge that the limit on contributions be
higher for self-employed than for corporate employees and whatever limit is
adopted should be the same for both.

OTUER RmOaM ISSUES

As a group, engineers/architects/and scientists are very interested in other
features of legislative proposals. We strongly favor early eligibility, proper fidu-
ciary standards, full disclosure, realistic enforcement provisions, proper fund-
ing schedules and practical and adequate insurance provisions. The concept of
voluntary portability is attractive (although the best portability rests in im-
mediate vesting and deferred-tax, lump-sum transferability).

Since these are problems we share in common with the other thirty million
U.S. employees covered by the private pension system, we do not advance any
unique reasons for these reforms. We also have no strong, unanimous convic-
tions about the choice of the cognizant agency (lee) to administer any new laws,
believing our interests will be well served by whatever group this Congress
selects.

Our only recommendation regarding these aspects of reform legislation is to
urge speedy action. The problem has been studied long enough.

PaOPWD ACTION

We ask this Congress to consider our specific needs in the bills already before
It. If both the Keogh eaten"son and the multi-employer, engineere/arom4eota/
eoenfteit--only plans cannot be obtained by legislation (or Administrative rul-
ing) In this session, we ask for an amendment that will ensure that the prob-
lems of all high mobility workers are further analysed thie year. Such a proposal
is already included in section 101(c) (1) (B) of 8.4, and we urge Its enactment
as pert of any bill which Congress approves.
-Such provisions will do much to allay the fears of our Nation's professional
and technical work force that pension reform will. end with the passage of
current legislative proposals, and that the economic welfare of scientists, archi-
tects and engineers will be ignored.
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In summary, we ask only for equity under the law, and for the opportunity
to exercise more Individual initiative in providing for our retirement. We ask
for the opportunity to turn our exclusive attention to the problems that con-
front this Nation and the world. We ask this Congress to re-examine the value of
pension plan provisions that retard proper application of one of this Nation's
greatest assets, namely, its professional and technical ingenuity.

If we as professionals must continue to worry excessively about our
families' welfare-

If we must stay in jobs long after our unique contributions as architects,
scientists or engineers have been made-

If we cannot go where the "action" and challenge is-
-Then, the cost to this Nation will be measured in inefficiencies that will

greatly outweigh deferred tax revenues. It may be measured in continued human
suffering, less progress in pollution abatement and loss of world technological
and economic leadership.

We ask your help to ensure our Nation does not pay this price for inaction in
required reforms.

APPnNDIX A

GUIDELiNES TO PROFMSIONAL EMPLOYMENT FOR EHOINEERS AND S0INTISTS

SUPPORTED AND ENDORSED BY TIlt FOLLOWING SOOIXTIE5

American Association of Cost Engineers.
American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
American Institute of Industrial Engineers.
American Nuclear Society.
American Society of Civil Engineers.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Engineers Council for Professional Development.
Engineers Joint Counsel.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Institute of Traffic Engineers.
Instrument Society of America.
National Institute of Ceramic Engineers.
National Society of Professional Engineers.
Society of Fire Protection Engineers.
Society of Women Engineers.

This document in subject to periodic review by the participating societies for
the purpose of keeping it current. Suggested amendments will be considered
collaboratively in connection with future revised editions.

FOREWORD

This publication is a guide to mutually satisfying relationships between pro.
fessional employees and their employers. In this document, professional em-
ployees are defined as engineers and scientists These Guidelines cover factors
peculiar to professional employment, and omit many generally accepted precepts
of personnel relations which are common to all classifications of employees.

These Guidelines are applicable to profesonal employment in all fields and in
all areas of practice (including both non-supervisory and supervisory positions),
an4 are based on the combined experience and judgment of all of the endorsing
societies.

It must be stressed in the implementation of these Guidelines that they repre-
sent desirable general goals rather than a set of specific minimum standards.
Wide variations in circumstances and individual organiational practices make
it inappropriate to judge any given employer on the basis of any single employ-
ment policy or fringe benefit. Rather, attention should be devoted to evaluating
the entire employment "package", including such intangibles as opportunity for
future advancement or participation in profits, location, local cost of living, and
other factors which may be important to professional employees.

Observance of the spirit of these Guidelines will minimize personnel problems,
reduce misunderstandings, and generate greater mutual respect. It is anticipated
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that they will be of use to employers in evaluating their own practices, to pro-
fessional employees in evaluating both their own responsibilities and those of
their employers, and to new graduates and other employment seekers In obtain-
ing a better picture of prospective employers. Where differences in interpreta-
tion occur, they may be referred to the headquarters office of any of the endorsing
societies.

OBJEOTIVE

The endorsing societies, with their avowed purpose to serve the public and
their professions, recognize clearly that in order to make a maximum con-
tribution, It is necessary for professional employees and employers to estab-
lish a climate conducive to the proper discharge of mutual responsibilities and
obligations.

EMssential and prerequisite to establishing such a climate are:
1, Mutual loyalty, cooperation, fair treatment, ethical practices, and respect

are the basis for a sound relationship between the professional and his employer.
2. The professional employee must be loyal to the employer's objectives and

contribute his creativity to those goals.
8, The responsibility of the professional employee to safeguard the public

interest must be recognized and shared by the professional employee and em-
ployer alike.

4. The professional growth of the employee is his prime responsibility, but
the employer undertakes to provide the proper climate to foster that growth.

5. IFactors of age, race, religion, political affiliation, or sex should not enter
into the employee/employer relationship,

Effective use of these Guidelines Is accomplished when the employer provides
each present and prospective professional employee with a written statement
of his policies and practices relating to each of the items covered. Adherence to
these guidelines by employers and professional employees will provide an en-
vironment of mutual trust and confidence. Local conditions may result in honest
differences in interpretation of, and in deviation from, the details of these guide-
lines. Such differences should be resolved by discussions leading to understand-
Ing which meets the spirit of the guidelines.

I. 3B12UITMUENT

Employment should be based solely on professional competence and ability to
adequately perform assigned responsibilities, with employee qualifications and
employment opportunities represented In a factual and forthright manner. The
employer's offer of employment and the employee's acceptance, should be in
writing, including a clear understanding with regard to relocation assistance;
past, present and future confidentiality and patent obligations; salary; expected
duration of employment; and other relevant employment conditions and benefits,
Profeaionai Rmployee

1. The professional employee (applicant) should attend interviews and accept
reimbursement only for those job opportunities in which he has a sincere in-
terest. The applicant should prorate costs for multiple Interviews during a given
trip on a rational basis. The guiding principle should be that the applicant
receives neither more nor less than the cost of the total trip.

2. fVhe applicant should carefully evaluate past, present, and future confiden-
tiality obligations in regard to trade secrets and proprietary information con-
nected with the potential employment. He should not seek or accept employment
on the basis of using or divulging any trade secrets or proprietary information.

8. Having accepted an offer of employment, the applicant is morally obligated
to honor his commitment unless formally released after giving adequate notice
of intent.

4. The applicant should not use the funds or time of his current employer for
the purpose of seeking new employment unless approved by the current employer.
Rmployer

1. The policy of the employer regarding payment of expenses Incurred by the
applicant in attending the interview must be made clear prior to the arranged
interview.

2. The applicant should have an interview with his prospective supervisor in
order to understand clearly the technical and business nature of the job oppor-
tunity. This prospective supervisor should ethically be responsible for all rep-
resentations regarding the conditions of employment.



8. Applications for positions should be confidential. The expressed consent
of the applicant should be obtained prior to communicating with a currentemployer.. Employers should minimize hiring during periods of major curtailment

of personnel. Hiring of professional personnel should be planned at all times to
provide satisfying careers.

5. Agreements among employers or between employer and professional em-
ployee which limit the opportunity of professional employees to seek other
employment or establish independent enterprise are contrary to the spirit of
these guidelines.

6. Having accepted an applicant, an employer who finds it necessary to rescind
an offer should make adequate reparation for any injury suffered.

It. US MOr EMPLOYMENT

Terms of employment should be in writing, in accordance with the applicable
laws, and consistent with generally accepted ethical professional practices.
Profesuional employee

1. The professional employee should be loyal to his employer. He should accept
only those assignments for which he Is qualified; should diligently, competently,
and lkonestly complete his assignments; and he should contribute creative,
resourceful ideas to his employer while making a positive contribution toward
establishing a stimulating work atmosphere and maintaining a safe working
environment.

2. The professional employee should have due regard for the safety, life, and
health of the public and fellow employees in all work for which he is respon.
siblo, Where the technical adequacy of a process or product is involved, 1ie should
protect the public and his employer by withholding approval of plans th4t do
not meet accepted professional standards and by presenting clearly the con-
sequences to be expected If his professional Judgment is not followed.

8. The professional employee should be responsible for the full and proper
utilization of his time in the interest of his employer and the proper care of
the employer's facilities.

4, The professional employee should avoid any conflict of interest with his
employer, and should immediately disclose any real or potential problem which
may develop in this area. He should iot engage in any other professional
employment without his employer's permission.

K The professional employee should not divulge technical proprietary informa-
tion which he is employed. Furthermore, he should not divulge or use this informa-
tion for an agreed upon period after employment is terminated.

0. The professional employee should only sign or seal plans or specifications
prepared by himself or others under his supervision, or plans or specifications
that he has reviewed and checked to his personal satisfaction.

7. 'The professional employee should not accept payments or gifts of any
significant value, directly or indirectly, from parties dealing with his client or
employer.
Employer

1. Tile employer should inform his professional employees of tile organization's
objectives, policies and programs on a continuing basis.

2. The professional employee should receive a salary in keeping with his pro.
fessional contribution which reflects his abilities, professional status, respon-
sibility, the value of his education and experience, and the potential value of the
work he will be expected to perform. The salary should be commensurate with the
salaries of other employees both professional and nonprofessional. Sound indirect
compensation programs should be provided. The most important are retirement
plans, health and life insurance, sick leave, paid holidays and paid vacations.

8. The employer should establish a salary policy, taking into account published
salary surveys, and provide equitable compensation for each employee com-
mensurate with his position and performance. The salary structure should
be reviewed annually to keep the assigned dollar values adjusted to the current
economy.

4 Each individual position should be properly classified as to its level io the
overall salary structure. The evaluation of each position should consider such
factors as the skill required for acceptable performance, the original thinking
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required for solving the problems involved, and the accountability for an action
and its consequences.

5, Economic advancement should be based upon a carefully designed perform.
ance review plan. Provisions should be made for accelerated promotions and extra
compensation for special accomplishments. At least annually, performance evalu-
ations and salary review should be conducted for the individual professional em-
ployee by his supervisor. Performance evaluations should include discussion on
how well he has performed his work and what he can do to improve. The pro-
fessional employee should be clearly informed if his performance is considered
unsatisfactory. All promotions in salary and responsibility should be on an in-
dividual merit basis.

6. For the professional employee whose aptitude and interests are technical
rather than supervisory, equivalent means of advancement and recognition shouldberovided,

. It is inappropriate for a professional employee to use a time clock to record
arrival and departure, particularly since situations may arise which require
unusual effort on his part, However, if the work demanded of a professional em.
ploye regularly exceeds the normal working hours for extended periods, the
employer should compensate him for this continuing extra effort according to
a clearly stated policy.

8. The professional employee should be included in an adequate pension plan
which provides for early vesting of rights in safeguarded pension funds. Vesting
should be so scheduled that it does not seriously affect either the employer's
or the professional employee's decision as to continued employment. An a goal,
eligibility for participation should not exceed one year after employment, maxi-
mum full vesting time should be five years, and the minimum pension upon
reaching retirement should be no less than 50% of the average best five year's
salary (based on a forty-year working career with a single employer), If a pen-
sion plan is not provided, or the benefits are less than outlined above, other
compensation should be increased proportionately.

9. The employer should provide office, support staff and physical facilities
which promote the maximum personal efficiency of the professional employee.

10. Duties, levels of responsibility, and the relationship of positions within
the organizational herarchy should be clearly defined and should be accurately
reflected in position titles.

11. The employer should not require the professional employee to accept re-
sponsibility for work not done under his supervision.

12. The employer should provide formal assurance through organizational
policy that it will defend any suits or claims against individual professional
employees employed by the organization in connection with their authorized pro-
fessional activities on behalf of the employer.

18. There should be no employer policy which requires an engineer to join
a labor organization as a condition of continued employment.

14. It is the employer's responsibility to clearly identify proprietary infor-
mation.

III. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The employee and the employer share responsibility for professional develop-
ment of the employee-the employee to establish the goals and take the initiative
to reach them, and the employer to provide the environment and attitude which
is conducive to professional growth.

Proessoal emoflo0ee
1. Each professional employee is responsible for maintaining his technical

competence and developing himself through a program of continuing education.
2. The professional employee should belong to and participate In the activities

of appropriate professional societies in order to expand his knowledge and ex-
perience. Such participation should include the preparation of professional and
technical papers for publication and presentation.

S. The professional employee should achieve appropriate registration and/or
certification as soon as he is eligible.

4. The professional employee should recognize his responsibility to serve the
public by participating in civil and political activities of a technical and non-
technical nature. Such participation, however, should be undertaken solely as a
responsibility of the individual without interfering with the timely execution of
his work and without involving the employer.



Employer
1. The employer, as a matter of policy, should provide an atmosphere which pro-

motes professional development. This will Include, among other programs, en-
couraging and supporting membership and attendance at professional society
meetings and at formal courses of study which will enable the employee to main-
tain his technical competence.

2. The employer should consider compensated leaves of absence for professional
study as a means of enabling the employee to improve his competence and knowl-
edge in a technical field.
8. Oonslstent with employer objectives, the employee should be given every

opportunity to publish his work promptly In the technical literature and to pre-
sent his findings at technical society meetings.

4. It is in the best interest of the employer to encourage continuing education
to broaden the qualifications of employees through self-improvement, in-house
programs, formal education systems in the institutions of higher learning, and
meetings and seminars on appropriate subjects.

5. The employer should encourage and assist professional employees to achieve
registration and/or certification in their respective fields.

v. TnINATION AND TRANSFK

Adequate notice of termination of employment should be given by the employee
or employer as appropriate.
Profeesionaj employee

1. If the proferelonal employee decides to terminate his employment, he should
assist the employer in maintaining a continuity of function, and he should pro.
vide at least ore month's notice. When termination Is initiated by the employee,
no severance pay is due.
Employer

1. Additional notice of termination, or compensation in lieu thereof, should be
provided by the employer in consideration of responsibilities and length of serv-
ice. As a desirable goal, permanent employees (after initial trial period) should
receive notice or equivalent compensation equal to one month plus one week per
year of service. In the event that the employer elects notice in place of severance
compensation, then he should allow the employee reasonable time and facilities
to seek new employment.

2. Employers should make every effort to relocate terminated professional em-
ployees either within their own organizations or elsewhere. Consideration should
be given to continuing major employee protection plans for some period following
termination, and to their full reinstatement In the event of subsequent re-
employment.

3. If a professional employee is involuntarily terminated on the basis of early
retirement, the employer should consider an equitable provision for an adequate
income for the period remaining until the employee receives his pension at his
normal retirement age.

4. In a personal interview, the employer should inform the employee of the
specific reasons for his termination.

5. The employer should provide an adequate transfer-time notice, with due
consideration to the extent of personal matters which the professional employee

o must settle before moving. All normal costs of the transfer should be paid by
the employer including moving expenses, realtor fees, travel expenses to the new
location to search for housing, and reasonable living expenses for the family until
permanent housing Iq found, Unusual moving expense reimbursement should be
settled in a discussion between the employee and employer.

APNDIX B

LIST or CuRUNT AITIOLES AND STUDIES ON ENOINOM PENSXON PLANS, FUINO
BENWITS AND EIWPLOYMENT CONDITION

1. IMRS 197* U.S. Salary and Fringe Besit S uvey, the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, 34 East 47th Street, New York, New York 10017.

2. R. J. Backe, "Pension Reform, On the Way Needs Pushing," SPEOTRUM,
November 1972.
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8. Pension Questionnaire, SPECTRUM, November 1972, op cilt.
4. Engineer Mobility and Pension Survey, Sacramento Chapter, California Soci-

ety of Professional Engineers, 1971.
5. Superior Pension Plan Helps Attract Employees, by Jack J. Schoustra and

Richard Summerhays, CIVIL ENGINEERING, January 1972.
6. Guidelines: Employer-Engineer Relationship by the ASOE Committee on Ema.

ployment Conditions, ENGINEERING ISSUES, October 1972.
7. Retirement Plan Study, by Arnold Olitt, Journal of Professional Activities

Proceedings of the American Society of Civil engineers, September 1970.
8. Needed: Practical Pension Plans for Engineers, by Janet Kotel, MECHANI.

CAL ENGINEERING, December 1972.
9. Characteristics of America's Engineers and Scientists, 1960 and 1962. (Study

in Cooperation with NSF), The Posteinsal Survey, Technical paper 21, US.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

10. Backe, R. J.; "You and Your Pension ;" SPECTRUM; May 1978 and June
1978; the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 45 E. 47th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017 (Reprint No. X78-458, $1.50, available after June
1978).

Senator NLSON. Tomorrow we will meet at 10 o'clock in this room.
The witnesses will be Senator Bentsen, Secretary Shultz of the Treas.
ury Mr. Seidman, director of Social Security Department of AFL-
CO, _and also Mr. Robert A. Albright, vice chairman, Employee Bene-
fits Committee of the National Association of Manufacturers, and
chairman vice president, administration, United States and Carnegie
Pension Fund.

We will also have John R. Lindquist, Chicago law firm of McDer-
mott, Will, and Emery on behalf of Profit Sharing Council of America,
and also Robert G. Skinner, chairman, Division of Federal Taxation,
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

[Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene at
10 a.m., Tuesday, May 22, 1973.]



PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

TUESDAY, MAY 22, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SuBco MIrrE oN PRIVATE PENSION PLANS,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washingto., D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson [chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Senators Long [chairman of the full committee], Nelson,
Ribicoff, Byrd, Jr. of Virginia, Bentsen, Bennett, Curtis, and Dole.

Senator NELsoN. Our first witness this morning was to be Senator
Bentsen. He has deferred to the Honorable George Shultz, Secretary
of the Treasury.

Mr. Shultz, the committee is very pleased to have you here today.
I have an opening statement concurring these hearings and pensions

legislations but, in order to save time, I will, instead of reading my
statement, insert it in the record.

[Opening statement of Senator Nelson follows:]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR GAYLORD NELSON, CHAIRMAN, SUBoOMMIE ON PRIVATE
PENSION PLANS

The Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans of the Senate Finance Committee
yesterday commenced hearings on Private Pension Plans. These hearings will
continue today and Wednesday of this week. Next week, on May 81, we begin
the first of two panel discussions with the second panel to be held on June 4.
These hearings and panel discussions are designed to present a full and objec-
tive review of all the pertinent legislative issues involving pension plans and
the tax treatment for retirement savings. The witnesses and panel members have
been selected to include, to the extent possible, all interested parties and view-
points.

These hearings are taking place at, I hope and believe to be, a propitious time
for the enactment of substantial pension legislation. For the past several years.
members of Congress have learned about the workings of private pension plans
from knowledgeable experts, from those who Initiate and operate such plans,
and also from individual employees who have found themselves deprived of pen-
sions they had every right to expect on the basis of their employment. A con-
sensus has developed, not only in Congress but by all interested parties, that
ceittain legislated minimum standards are necessary to strengthen the private
pension system.

Much of this consensus can be attributed to the hard work and leadership of
the Chairman of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee, Senator Williams
and its ranking minority member, Senator Javits. The culmination of this work,
8. 4, now reported to the Senate by The Senate Labor and Public Welfare Con-
mittee represents a thoughtful and comprehensive approach to the problems of
private pension plans. As previously announced, the principles and policies of
S. 4 will be among the subjects before this Subcommittee along with bills in-
troduced by two of its members, Senator Curtis (5. 1681) whose bill represent
the thinking of the Administration, and Senator Bentsen (S. 1179). Also before
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the Subcommittee Is Senator Griffin's bill (S. 75), one of the first proposed to
deal with private pension plans.

Private pension plans have experienced a dynamic growth in the last 80 years.
In 1940, only four million employees were covered by private pensions: today
about 80 million employees participate in private pension plans. Total assets of
pension plans have grown from $2.4 billion in 1940 to $151.8 billion in 1973.

This rapid growth of the private pension system has been directly attributable
to the favorable tax treatment of employer contributions. The current tax code
Includes a number of regulatory provisions affecting the tax qualifications status
of pension trusts. These hearings will explore for the first time possible changes
in the tax code which may be necessary to strengthen the private pension system.
In addition, a number of other tax issues have been presented to the Subcommittee,
Including, for example, tax deductions for retirement savings and the tax treat-
ment of lump sum distributions from retirement plans.

We want to make certain that these hearings consider all viewpoints and we
are interested in moving forward in the legislative process as promptly as pos.
sible so that the early consideration of these questions will be assured. It is our
hope to complete consideration of pension legislation in time for Senate action
prior to the August recess.

It seems to me that pension legislation should accomplish the following:
A minimum vesting standard that will assure private pension participants

a retirement benefit after a reasonable period of service.
At present, only one out of every three employees participating in employer-

financed pension plans has vested right to benefits. Moreover, 58 percent of covered
employees between the ages of 50 and 80, and 54 percent of covered employees
80 years of age and over, do not have vested pension rights. As a result, even
employees with substantial period of service may lose pension benefits on sepa-
ration from employment. Extreme cases have been noted in which employees have
lost pension rights at advanced ages as a result of being discharged shortly before
they would be eligible to retire. In addition, failure to vest more rapidly is inter
fering with the mobility of labor, to the detriment of the economy.

A strengthened funding requirement that will assure continuing accumulation
of funds to meet private pension obligations.

The available evidence suggests that many pension plans are adequately
funded-but that a significant proportion of the plans have not been adequately
funded. This is indicated, for example, by a survey made by the Senate Labor
Subcommittee of 460 trustee-administered pension plans covering 7.1 million
employees. In 1970, about one-third of the plans covering one-third of the par-
ticipants reported a ratio of assets to total accrued liabilities of 50 percent or less;
while 7 percent of the plans covering 8 percent of the participants reported a
ratio of assets to accrued liabilities of 25 percent or less.

In general, the older plans are better funded than the newer ones. Over one-
half of the plans covered by the study which were 6 years old or less had an
assets-liability ratio of 50 percent or less, while 85 percent of the plans in exist-
ence for for 17 years to 21 years had 50 or more assets-liabilities ratio.

A system of plan termination Insurance to protect the vested benefits of
private pension participants.

Concern has also been expressed over the possible loss of pension benefits as
a result of termination of pension plans. The Studebaker Case, which has been
widely publicized, Illustrates how pension benefits can be lost as a result of
termination of a plan. When Studebaker closed its South Bend, Indiana, plant
in 1964, the employees were separated and the pension plan was terminated. The
plan provided fairly generous vested rights and the funding apparently would
have been adequate had the firm remained in business and the plan continued in
operation. However, at termination, the plan had not yet accumulated sufficient
assets to meet all obligations. As a result, full pension benefits were paid only
to employees already retired and to employees age 60 or over with 10 years or
more of service. Little or no benefits were paid to large numbers of other em.
ployees, many of whom bad vested rights.

A joint study by the Treasury Department and the Department of Labor
indicates that there were 088 plan terminations in the first 7 months of 1972
These terminations resulted in the loss of $0 million of benefits (present value)
by 8400 pension participants in 296 of the terminated plans. The average loss
of benefits for participants amounted to $2,400.

Serious consideration of procedures to assist the transfer of pension credits
among different pension plans.
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Strong provisions setting fiduciary standards and eliminating conflicts of
interest in the management of pension funds.

Added requirements for private pension plans to report their financial and
operating status to public authorities and above all to their individual
participants.

Provisions to ensure that any new pension laws or regulations are not a
burdensome problem to the participants, especially the small businessmen.

New tax provisions to improve the tax treatment of retirement plans of self-
employed individuals and of employees not covered by pension plans.

Finally, these desired changes In the law regarding private pension plans
C will not weaken or destroy the private pension system. Quite the contrary, the

system has proved a most useful mechanism for meeting the retirement needs
of a large part of the working population. Our task Is to reinforce this function
by legislating certain key minimum standards so that the system itself can
serve an even broader purpose in the years ahead.

Senator NzLsoN. Secretary Shultz, you have a prepared statement
which will be printed in the record. You may present it any way you
desire. I trust you have no objection to being interrupted for questions?

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE P. SHUITZ, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY FREDERICK HICKMAN, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY

Secretary SHULTz. -Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I do have a fairly lengthy statement that I would

like to file for the record and we also have a fair amount of backup
technical material that the Treasury will submit later for the com-
mittee.

Mr. Chairman, I sat down, after talking with you, and I see what
is pasted to the desk here and it says that witnesses are not to read
written statements, but to confine themselves to 10-minute oral presen-
tations and then underneath it, it has "10 minutes" written and it
is underlined twice with two arrows pointing at it. So, I will take the
gentle hint and try to stick within that limit.

Senator NEbSoN. Mr. Secretary, that does not apply to you.
Secretary SHuLz. Well, I believe that the rule should be applied

impaftially to everybody and I will do my best to live within that
framework.

Senator NmweoN. Mr. Secretary, we are permitting Senator Bentsen
to take longer and we are permitting Senators Javits and Williams
to take longer. They have all introduced bills and you are speaking
for the administration so you may take all of the time you need.

Secretary SHuizz. Thank you.
Senator NzisoN. We don't give that to anybody but you four people.
Secretary SEnxiz. Well, I appreciate the privilege of being put in

the category of such eminent Senators, and I will do my best to live
within the rules.

First let me note that the administration has two bills beforeyou
that deal with pensions, the Retirement Benefits Tax Act and the im-
ployee Benefits Protetion Act. -

The Tax Act deals with the types of things that the Treasury and
the Internal Revenue Service has historically been administering hav-
ing to do with the status of such matters as vesting and funding and
things of that kind. That will be the act on which I will concentrate
my remarks.

The Employee Benefits Protection Act deals with disclosure and
fiduciary responsibilities and there has been a considerable expertise
developed in the Department of Labor on that and I believe you have
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scheduled a Labor Department witness who will testify on that act.
Let me concentrate my attention on five points:

1 The subject of vesting;
(2) The subject of funding, and some related comments about

termination insurance;
(3) The question of self-employed;
(4) The question of employee deductions and their status; and,

finally y,

P)1 A word or two about portability.
irst on the subject of vesting. Let me ask you to look at chart No.

2 which a at the back of the testimony that you have. This chart
is label "Effect of rule of 50 on vesting" but I want to call your at-
tention to the first column which lists percent now vested. Have you
got that I And the striking think about this chart is that it shows for
all age groups, 32 percent have vested rights and you can see that even
as you go up to the higher age group, the 40 to 50 age group, it is 88
percent; the 50 to 60 group, 42 percent; 60 or more, 46 percent. You
are still under half who have vested rights, however.

Now, vesting being such an important element of the general se-
curity affordefby a private pension plan, because of that it seems to us
to be a set of figures that cries out for doing something about it, and
for providing a requirement for vesting as part of the qualification
aspet of pension plans.

What we have sought is a vesting rule that does effectively provide
vesting and which particularly structures the incentives so that it
workslbetter and better as people get older and older. So, if you com-
pare again on chart 2 the second column with the first, you can see
that under the rule of 50, as we propose it, at the very young age group,
you don't have any change in the number vested but as you move up
and get to the 40 and 50 year-oldsyou have 82 percent vested. As soon
as you hit 50, it is 100 percent vested.

So the rule of 50, we think, works well and provides vesting where
it if most needed.

Now in chart 1, you have a somewhat more detailed explanation
of how the rule of 50 would work, that is, how it would work in
operation, and it is charted according to the age at entry, and then
the age, as you go along, it shows where you would hit 50 percent
vesting and where you would hit full vesting under the plan that
we propose

Now, chart 3 deals with the costs and I think, as we address changes
in thi private pension plans, which represent very large commitments
and judgments made by employers and unions and employees, one
must do what we think is right about them that is necessary to do
and, at the same time, we have to be conscious of the cost. think
this chart shows that the costs under the rule of 50 are moderate costs.

Finally, in arguing (a) for vesting and (b) for the rule of 50
approach to vesting, let me call your attention to chart 3-no, it is
chart 4-well, let me make a point without the chart in terms of the
question of the impact of pension plans on the employers' willing-
ness to hire an older worker. It seems to me this is one thing we must
have on our minds. Do we, by virtue of the private pension system,
and what we may do to it, tend to lead the employer in the direction
of being unwilling to hire older workers or not, or what effect are
we going to have I
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The way in which this particular plan is structured, it implies a
somewhat higher cost for the employer for a younger worker than
it does for an older worker, and the reason for that is that the younger
worker tends to have higher turnover at a particular employer's loca-
tion than the older worker does once the older worker is hired. So
if a vesting requirement is imposed and the younger worker is vested
and he leaves and goes to another employer, if he, in other words,
does not stay until retirement, that is more costly to the employer
than if you have a worker that stays all of the way to the end and
winds up drawing retirement benefits.

Senator NELsoN. Why is that more costly
Secretary SHULTz. It is more costly because when you have turn-

over, the employee who leaves, in effect takes that vested right out of
the system. Whereas an older worker who on a probability basis tends
to stay employed all of the way to the end doesn't start drawing his
rights until he actually retires. That is the situation now.

Yrou don't change the situation as much by requiring vesting say,
for a 55-year-old as you would for a 85-year-old. .

Senator N lsoN. Just so that it is clear for the record, the cost factor
you are discussing has nothing to do with the inherent provisions of
the pension proposal I It has to do with the fact that young people
are more likely to leave the job than older people ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Right. You say that, allright, here is a situation
where whatever degree of vesting there is--and say the degree of
vesting is in chart 2, the first column that I have called attention to-
now, Vet's say that is the situation in an individual plan and then
by virtue of a law that you enact, you change, in effect,-how that plan
is going to operate by requiring vesting. And then you ask yourself
how much additional cost has been imposed on the employer for, let
us say, a 30-year-old worker and how much additional cost has been
imposed for a 55-year-old worker.

The older worker will have a lesser additional cost, mainly because
you haven't changed the plan as much for that older worker -because
he is going to stay there until retirement anyway, probably.

Am I making myself clear at all?] I
Senator BxwrszN. Let's get to this point, though. You talk about

the young employee leaving who has stayed long enough to have
some of his pension vested. By the same token, generally, he has the
major portion of his pension invested so you have forfeitures to ame-
liorate the situation and he is customarily replaced by another young
worker and it takes some time for eligibility to accrue again?

Secretary SHULTz. Right. But that is the case now, as it is now.
The point I am trying to make and perhaps it is not worth this amount
of emphasis, but if you ask yourself the impact of the additional cost
imposed, assuming the system is going to work as it has and peo ple
are going to leave and so on, at the pattern that they left before 1 think
that the type of rule at 50 approach that we have does have the effect
older worker than the younger worker. So it will mitigate somewhat
of imposing a lesser incremental cost for the employer and for the
the general effect of pension plans on employer hiring processes;
namely, to be a little reluctant to hire the person who is closer to
retirement age.This will mitigate that.

Senator BxNTSzN. Well, we are in agreement then that there is a
hindrance in the hiring of older workers?
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Secretary SHurzm. Yes, sir.
Senator BmNsEN. You are talking about a man who is 49 years of

age and he would only have to work several years before he had 50-
percent vesting. Now that is a much more expensive situation.

Secretary SHuvrz. Not in the rule of 50 and maybe I had better
read it--

Senator BzNTSEN. Then if you hired a 80-year-old, because you
wouldn't have any vesting there for 10 years. It is much more ex-

rsve, in other words, to fund a pension for an older person who is

Secretary SHuurz. In the rule of 50, as we put it forward, there
has to be a 3-year length of service, however old you are, and you
can see on chart 1-if you have chart 1 there--column 6 lists the
years of service it takes at various age categories. Obviously at age 80
in order to hit 50, you would have to have 20 years of service and so
on down the line.

The person who came in at 50, would have to have 8 years of serv-
ice before vesting.

So I understand your point but-
Senator BENTSEN. If you choose the example of 8 years, you still

have the same problem; that is, you are going to have an extra bur-
den on the employer in funding that more rapidly than you would
someone who was 30 years old who was hired.

I think it discriminates against the older employee.
Secretary SHULTZ. We have a chart somewhere on that. It tries

account of that fact and, at the same time, account of the fact that
there is turnover and put those two things together in a cost calcula-
tion. I guess chart 4 is the one you should take a look at.

As we have computed it, we have a line showing without vesting,
we have a line with vesting we have the increase in cost as we com-
pute it due to vesting and the percentage increase in cost.

Senator BzNTszN. Well, doesn't the fact remain that the annual
pension cost of hiring an employee at age 55 would be $585 per $100
of retirement income, as opposed to $155 per $100 of retirement in-
come for an employee age 351 Doesn't that clearly show the greater
expense of hiring an older employee?

Secretary SHUMM. Yes, sir, and that is the situation as it exists.
My point was to ask in what way would the imposition of this rule
change that and it changes it somewhat in favor of the older work-
er. That is all. It does not change the basic fact that the existence
of a pension plan by its members, I mean, that it is more expensive
to hire an older worker than it is a younger worker.

Then the question is, if you put a vesting requirement on top of
it how does that change-how does that vesting requirement by it
self change the situation? And my point was, this particular rule
tends to favor the hiring of the older worker.

You may want to come back to this point but let me summarize
in saying, first, that we believe that the evidence is strong that a vest-
ing requirement of some kind should be added to the list of require-
ments for eligibility that we now have and, second, that we think
that the rule of 50 as we have outlined it here in the chart and in the
testimony, is a good way to go about that that it tends to provide
the greatest proportion of coverage for older workers and, at the
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same time has moderate costs. And then on an incremental basis-
and I recognize the point you made about the overall impact-but on
an incremental basis it does not discriminate further against the
older worker or lead to possible discrimination and so it helps a
little bit.

I have already run way over my 10 minutes, Senator, and I am
afraid-

Senator N soN. Are you still on the vesting question?
€ [Secretary SHULTZ. I was going to go on to funding.

Senator NzwSN. Before you do that in your chart No. 2 you show
that at age 50 to 60, 42 percent of the people now are vested out under
the rule of 50, 100 percent would be vested at that age level.

It seems to me that is kind of misleading because the fact of the
matter is they are vested all right, but it is a percentage of nothing.
There is no credit for service performed prior to the law.

Secretary SHUTZ. Well, obviously, you are going to have to provide
credits according to service in some manner.

Senator NzLSON. Prior service creditI
Secretary Snuz. If somebody has very little service, he doesn't

have very much to be vested in but, at least, he can be vested in that.
Senator NzLSON. Does the administration proposal provide that if

somebody has 20 years of prior service credit and he is age 40 that
he is going to get the 20 years of prior service credit ?

Secretary SHULTZ. Sure.
Senator NSOiN. You do ? That is news to me.
Secretary SHULTZ. Senator, are you speaking about retroactivity?
Senator NELSON. Yes.
Secretary SHuvrz. Oh, well, we are talking about a rule that is

prospective and applies to what is going to happen from here on out.
If you went back and vested all of what now exists in private pension
plans, then the cost would become very, very high.

Senator NzLsoN. Well, if my memory is correct, the cost of the
administrp.cion bill under the rule of 50 ranges up to seven-tenths of
1 percent of payroll. If you eliminate service credits from S. 4, its
cost would be I percent of payroll. However, giving prior service
credit 1. 4 cost ranges up to 1.4 percent of payroll.

Swert~ary SHULTZ. The Wilfiams-Javits, as I understand it, was not
retroactive but I gather it has recently been changed retroactive. We
think that is a big cost step to impose at this time.

The CHAmMAN. May I ask a question at this point because I am a
€ novice at this thing. I am just learning, Mr. Secretary, and have a

great deal to learn about this I am sure. But do I understand that if
a worker, age 20, let us say, goes to work where they have a pension
lan that meets the requirements we are setting forth here in rule of

90. He works for a period and then leaves, then he wouldn't be vested
with anything? And if he works with somebody else from age 25 to
85, and for another 5 years let us say, he still wouldn't have anything
is that correct ? And then if lie goes along to where he is age 49, and
he works for 1 year, that would give him the 50-the 49 plus the 1 year
of coverage service, which he needs to meet the rule of 50-and he
would be vested for only 1 year of contribution. Is that the way it
will work?

Secretary Swmuz. This is a new employee now.
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The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. If he works for first one company
and then another company so that he moves from place to place, he
has, in effect, lost out on all of his rights under his previous employers.
Thus, what he earned would benefit somebody else in the pension
fund, but not him, is that correctI

Secretary SHUmz. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So when this worker finally got vested assuming

he didn't become vested until he was working for his finai employer
when he reached age 50, this worker would only be vested for 1 year
if that is all of the time he worked for that one employer?

Secretary SHuurz. That is correct.
The CHAnuMAN. Well, then, I don't know why this is not done-and

there must be some reason-but from the point of view of the national
interest, why don't we try to work out a way-what with computers
and all of that sort of thing being what they are-whereby if a per-
son works for 5 years for the first employer and earns a certain amount
of contribution in the pension fund, then that person would just
transfer that over to whatever pension fund the employee goes to
thereafter. What the man has earned with employer (A) would be
added to the fund of employer (B) when he moves over there, and
then added to the fund of employer (C), and so the employer would
just transfer that right across the board. Why don't we do something
like that, so that a worker's years of meritorious service and contribu-
tion would follow him wherever he goes. It could just be pushed over
to the next pension fund when he goes to another employer. Why
don't we do something along that line?

Secretary SHULTZ..Well, it is technically possible to impose a require-
ment that any pension plan to qualify must provide for immediate
full vesting of all rights, but that is very costly and you are constantly
balancing in these things between providing something like immediate
full vesting, on the one hand, and the level of benefits you are going to
offer the people who stay with the employer for some reasonable
period of time and then retire on the other hand.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if we just set up some kind of fund to hold the
assets and put you in charge of that and let you have somebody sitting
around running the computer, I don't know why you can't just push
some numbers on the computer and just add this $100, which this
worker earned working for employer (A) and put that in the fund he
earns when he goes to employer (B)? If we had an arrangement of
this sort, it -would seem to me that rather than this man working from
the time he is 20 to the time he is 50, and have 29 out of 30 years of
his efforts go to add to somebody else's pension fund, everything he
earned would be added into his own pension fund.

Now, what kind of equity is there in a situation where you have a
company, which because of normal turnover of personnel, has an
employee who stayed with the company for 30 years and then left, and
the company picks up the pension that he left. Not only that pension
but the pension that perhaps 50 other people earned.

What kind of justice is that
Secretary SHuvrz. First, let me point out we do have a system like

that except it goes further than you are suggesting, that is, it says,
whether or not the employer and his employees agree on a pension
plan or not, they are going to have one and it is called the social
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security system. It is immediately fully vested and the rights are
transferred around. That is the basic underpinning we have, and-

The CHAMMAN. This ineuity just beats the daylights out of what
we are talking about here. Te poor devil should at least get the bene-
fit of having worked these years.

You are talking about an arrangement where he might not get 5
cents of benefit out of a lifetime of hard work. It would seem to me
if we are considering pension reform now, we ought to try to move in,
the direction of social consciousness and responsibility and equity and
justice for the poor fellow who worked and put so much money into
the pension fund.

Have you made efforts to try to pursue that idea I Have you tried to
find the mechanics to allow the short-term worker to get the full bene-
fits of his hard work under a pension plan rather than leaving it for
the other employees who don't chang j obsI

Secretary SHULz. These cost benefits have been weighed and are
weighed every day in collective bargaining as unions and employers
try to work out the nature of the pension plan they want and the
higher benefits they want with some given cost that they are willing to
pay. So there is a tradeoff here. People have to make a judgment about
the nature of the plan they want to agree to. I think to a degree we
have to say in the government that if the unions and management
want to make an agreement of some kind and it is satisfactory to
them and it is full and open and above board, then we should think
twice about putting ourselves above their judgment in this tradeoff
that they have.

Now, in imposing a rule of vesting of some kind-and I have no
doubt this is the reason why Congress has not done it up to this pointy-
you are imposing a governmental judgment on these private plans.
And we think that it is appropriate to do that but not to go so far as
to basically destroy the cost basis of the gigantic private pension plans
we have.

The CHAIRMAN. The thing that concerns me-and this is sort. of new
to me, I guess-but the thought occurs to me, here is a negotiation
between the United Auto Workers and the General Motors Co., for
example. Now, General Motors is interested in the people who work in
that General Motor plant, and so is the United Auto Workers inter-
ested in the same thing, so they negotiate an amendment and we give
them a tax deduction on the theory that it is good for the people to
work in that plant. But then to say that the problem is solved by the
collective bargaining, even tough it works out in such a fashion that 50
percent of the people who work in that plant don't benefit from this
thing at all, well, I think that as a representative of the public, we have
written a very poor law. We have fixed it up so that the business
agent took care of the business agent, so that General Motors took care
of General Motors, but half ofr those working people suffered very
badly.

Now, I am not interested in trying to dethrone any labor people
or trying to dethrone the General Motors people, but in the poor
devils who work in that plant.

Why don't we work it out to their benefit?
Secretary SHULTZ. Presumably we have representative institutions

and collective bargaining is an elected representative institution and
the people who are elected try to represent the people who are there.
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I might say, as we get on to the administration's proposal I have
a partial answer to your question, but let me leave that somewhat now.
Anyway, I think we do have to say that in the structure of our col-
lective bargaining process, there is representativeness and people are
trying to ook after the interests of people as a whole but peoples'
interest vary. That is one of the problems in collective bargaining;
namely, to somehow strike some balance among the divergent interests
that different people have.

The CHA iRAN. Do I understand, Mr. Secretary, we are talking
about a situation where let us say, a worker at age 20 goes to work
in the General Motors plant and we are talking about letting General
Motors negotiate an agreement with United_ Automobile Workers
whereby after he works for 20 years in that plant and puts his share
of the money into the retirement fund and certainly generates his
share of the income that goes into it then if he leaves at that point, he
has absolutely nothing and takes nothing with him.

Secretary SHuIrz. Well, it depends upon the situation-and I don't
know enough about the General Motors situation to talk about that
specifically-

The CHAIRMAN. Well, take any plant.
Secretary SHULTZ. But, let us say situation A where the plant

is entirely employer financed-that is, all of the contributions to the
plant come from the employer-which is the case for most plants, and
under the situation that is right; to the extent that you had any em-
ployee contributions, then the employee contribution belongs to that
employee. He gets back what he puts in.
Let me just point out that in our organization and in our practice,

we have many ways in which length of service, seniority, and so on is
recognized in society. Now, we say "A rolling stone gathers no moss."
Now, let's take this discussion out of the vesting area completely, the
pension area, and just talk about vacations. In most plants, the longer
you work there, the longer vacation pay you have; is that wrong?
Should we say everybody should have the same?

There are things that come to people who are able to stick with
something over a long period of time, and even in the U.S. Senate
where seniority counts for something.

The CHAIRMAN. If you are trying to persuade me, Mr. Secretary, I
would add, I am for seniority properly used.

Secretary SnuLrz. Well, now we have the principle taken out and
we can go on.

The CHAjMAN. I am not for it improperly used.
Secretary SHULTZ. OK, I am with you there, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, if you are trying to persuade

me that I ought to vote for a law that wi let two men get together
and negotiate a contract theoretically, for the benefit of the third guy,
whereby after that third man puts in 20 years of hard work and either
because he had a falling out with his employer or makes a mistake of
cutting out the business agent, he finds himself out of a job, and then
none of the benefits of that 20 years of hard work which have found
their way into the pension fund follow him to the next job, then I
think he can find something better than that. And so can we.

Secretary SHULTZ. If you were to vote for the rule of 50, that fellow
who put in 20 years of hard work would be vested because it is hard
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to conceive he could have worked there for 20 years and not be 30
years old.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I see what you are talking about.
Secretary SHULTZ. Look at chart 1.
The CHAIRMAN. In computing the rule of 50, the worker counts his

age plus the number of years he worked?
Secretary SHULTZ. Right. That is how you sum up rule 50.

. The CHAMMAN. If he started at 20 and worked 10 years, he wouldn't
have it, though. If he started at 20 and worked 10 years, that would
make him 30 and 30 plus 10 would be 40, so he wouldn't get the benefit
of it or, if he worked until age 34, 84 plus 14 wouldn't give him the
benefit of it.

So he could work for 14 years and not have anything to take with
him thenI

Secretary SHULTZ. You can think of example after example that
add up to less than 50 under which he wouldn't be given anything by
the rule of 50, but the chart tells you where you would be given some-
thing-and, particularly, on chart 2, do you have that ? If you look at
the difference it would make as you move up in the age structure, by the
time you get to the 40- to 50-year-old bracket, you are 82-percent
vested and-y the time you get to the 50-year-old bracket, you are 100-
percent vested. It seems to us that the age category that you want
to be concentrating on, particularly when you are talking about secur-
ity of a private pension annuity, then, is that age rup.

Senator NELSON. You mentioned social security a few moments ago
Secretary SHULTz. Yes.
Senator NELSON. Isn't it correct for all practical purposes that when

we adopted social security we gave prior service credit ? If you were
631/,2 years old at the time social security was adopted, you worked
11h years and retired and had full benefits of social security?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I would-
Senator NFSO~N. Or whatever it was.
Secretary SHULTZ. I would have to recollect but I don't think so.

There is a minimum amount of contribution and the extent of your
contributions interplay in the amount of benefits you draw. Every-
body doesn't draw the same amount under social security. But we have
the table somewhere on that.

Senator NELsOr. But-
Secretary SHULTZ. The point about social security is-and it does

do what Senator Long was suggesting, namely, that wherever you
work, as long as it is covered employment, the contributions that you
make and that your employer makes go into a common fund. I wouldn't
say that the contributions come from that fund. We are on a current
cost financing basis now. But, at any rate, it has that spirit of that
to it-

Senator NELSON. But when we adopted social security-I had for-
gotten the number of quarters but anyway, when we adopted it I
think it was 11h years and after that you got the full benefits of social
security. If you were age 63 and work 1 years and retired, you
retired with the same benefits, with the full benefits that anybody would
get if they worked 35 years?

Secretary Siwaz. I am not sure just how that breaks down but if
you say so, I will accept that.
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Senator CuiRIs. I think I can clarify the record. A worker cannot
of his own volition choose to stay out of the labor force until he is 63
or so and then go in and earn his social security retirement in a year
and a half.

There was a long time where the self-employed such as farmers,
your unincorporated business and the like, weren't covered by the
social security law and when the program was extended to their
occupation it was provided that they could earn their benefits in a
lesser time.

The individual worker doesn't have the right to voluntarily stay
out of covered employment until he is 63 and get social security
benefits.

Secretary SuLTz. Correct. There is as we know, and the schedule is
available but I can't find it. I just don't have a copy of it in. my hand,
but there is a provision wherein in order to draw the maximum you
have to be earning so that contributions are at the maximum for some
period of time and your social security benefits are keyed to that. And
then there is a scaling from that. At any rate, the point having to do
with vesting is that you are immediately fully vested under the social
security system, but I suppose the overall point here is that we are
talking about one element of the American system for providing
retirement benefits; the social security system is a big piece of under-
pinning that goes throughout the society.

Now, about half of the labor force is covered by private pension
plans of various kinds. Half are not covered at all by the kind of plans
we are talking about. We are talking about a piece of legislation that
would alter the private plans as they now exist and as they unfold.
And then, of course, individuals have all sorts of savings and invest-
ments and private annuity plans of their own which they try to pro-
vide for their retirement. 8o we are talking about an element in a total
system.

Senator BENNErr. Mr. Chairman, social security is not complete
vesting. You must have worked within the last 10 years. You can
work in your early life and then take an occupation outside of social
security and you lose social security.

Senator NELSON. That wasn't my point. We are discussing changing
pension plans and the question of vesting. What the administration
proposal says is that you can start to work at age 20 and work until
you are age 34,-and you don't have any vesting whatsoever. What it
also says is that you can be 50 years old and work somewhere 30 years
and when it vests you get no prior service credits at all.

What I am saying, is that right? Is it right to have no prior service
credit at all?

Secretary S;iu.TZ. You are speaking about the question of whether
or not you should consider enacting a retroactive law?

Senator NELSON. That is what I am using the phrase prior service
credit to cover.

Secretary Snuurz. I think that is pretty tough going and you have
to be careful you don't disrupt the costs of these plans too much.

Senator NELSON. I wanted to get to that in a moment. I wanted to
make it clear, and I believe I am correct that when social security
was adopted, the statute was drafted that-and I don't have the
phrasing of it-but if you were 62 years old, yQu worked 3 years,
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retired at the end of 3 years with the maximum social security cover-
age just as though you had worked 35 years. And then as each new
group came under, that is, you brought the salesmen under in 1947
it was administered so that if you had a man who was a salesman and
out on the road and he was now 631 , he worked 11/2 years and had
total full coverage, the equivalent of nor service credits. And when
you brought the farmers under, if t'e farmer was 63 years old, he
worked 2 years and he had full total coverage as though he had worked
30 years. And when you brought the lawyers under, you had the
same.

At every single stage right up to modern times we gave, in effect,

total prior service credit and all you had was a minimum of whatever
it was-and I think it was six quarters. And all I am saying now is,
we are starting with a plan here and you are going to be saying to
somebody that he can work 14 years and be age 34 and then move to
another job and he has no vesting and gets no credit for the 14 years
at all.

Secretary SHULTz. You say this as though either we or you can wave
a magic wand over the American economy and make a change in these
plans without affecting the costs. What I am trying to point out is that
all around the country unions and managements have sat down with
each other and they have constructed-these private plans and they
have said that we are going to put 10 cents an hour into our pension
plan. Now, that is part. of their bargaining. Now and then they have
said to each other, "how are we going to spend that 10 cents an hour?
We could spend it all on vesting if we wanted to or we could say we
want to raise the benefits so those wh work here until they are on
retirement will get, at least, some amofint which we think added to
social security is what is needed to get along on, and so we will spend
our dime that way."

And so different plans have made different compromises on that.
What we are talking about here is in whatever vesting requirement
that is put in, is the imposition of a Federal governmental judgment
overlaying all of this visualized judgment which has been made the
right vay ? We think that no matter how you want to spend that dime
that you 'have to spend a portion of it at least for this amount of vest-
ing. Now, to go back retroactively and second-guess all of the decisions,

* Think that is taking quite a step.
Senator RiBIcoFF. Will the chairman yield for a second ? Couldn't

e your point of view be reconciled with the chairman's by having a
meaningful portability provision in the law so that you could transfer
from one place of employment to the other and you could carry your
pension rights with you ? You could protect the employee's rights in
that way. You are not having an undue burden on the employer then
because the employer is paying his portion into an overall fund.

Secretary Siiumrz. I think that the portability is an issue that de-
serves exploration. It is pretty complicated largely because the struc-
ture of plans vary so tremendously one from the other. And we are
trying to approach the portability question by a combination of vest-
ing, funding, and the rollover provision in the administration's pro-
posals, but we haven't set up a portability fund as such, as I believe the
Williams-Javits bill does.
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Senator RmiconF. Well, I think what is bothering Senator Nelson,
and certainly what is bothering me, and as I listen to the questioning
of the chairman, is bothering him, is how are you going to make this
overall provision fair for the worker who changes jobs, in situations
where the factory perhaps closes down and he has to get another job
and he has had 10 or 15 years with one employer? Does he lose that?

In all fairness, could we have something comparable to social secu-
rity where there is an overall fund?

Think what the chairman was driving at is there is no reason why
this committee can't wrestle with this portability question to insure
that the individual employee is protected. I don't think it is so com-
plicated that between the'Treasury and the committee and the staff
we can't work out a system and protect the individual worker.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, if I could, Senator, let me try to distinguish
here for you the distinction between vesting and portability. As I
would see it, portability has to do with your ability to take something
that is yours with you and move it from employer (A) to employer (b),
whereas vesting has to do with what it is that you have and, if you
had nothing to take with you, portability isn't an issue. It is only once
you have some vested right, some amount of money, that portability
becomes meaningful.

Now, we have tried to meet it in part through the rollover provi-
sion, which I wanted to discuss. That makes it easier for people to do
that and, in other words, they would not be taxed on a lump sum pay-
ment the way they are now.

Senator RIBICOFF. It isn't just a question of taxes. I think they do
both go together, Mr. Secretary, both vesting and portability. I mean,
individually, I would feel that no pension plan that didn't have vest-
ing and portability would give the protect .,n that the workers of this
country need and, my personal feeling is, there have to be provisions
to make both meaningful and they should be tied together, both vesting
and portability, in order to have a pension that has some meaning.

Senator CuRnIs. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be well if we called
attention to the fact that we cannot compare the overall plan of so-
cial security with these voluntary pension plans. Social security is
not funded; it never has been. It does not work that way now.

Second, it is based upon the premise of taxing the young and mid-
dleaged to pay the benefits for those retiring. That is the way we are
paying benefits currently. In other words, I am not trying to argue
about the administration of social security but merely point out the
vast difference.

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. I was just pointing out Senator
Long was, in effect, saying we don't have a decent system unless there
is immediate full vesting. That is not stating your view exactly, Sen-
ator Long, but the social security system has an element of that in it,
and Senator Bennett pointed out in a sense that is not true but, by and
large, that is the nature of the beast.

Anyway, should I go on and summarize some of these other points
or do you want to stick on this ?

Senator NnoN. Why don't you summarize the other points and we
will withhold further questions until you finish if the committee
doesn't object?

Secretary SHULTZ. I will hit them very fast.
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I think just as we have talked about vesting being an important
element oi protection of private pension rights, so funding is an essen-
tial thing in order to be sure there is money there to meet the obliga-
tions, whatever they are, whether they are a vested right or a right
at retirement.

Now, this problem is acute when a plan terminates. Say a plant
closes or something like that. Here I would have to say we have studied

C the termination problem hard. We find that, for example, in the first
7 months of 1972, approximately 8,100 employees lost $11 million
through plan terminations. Now that is to be compared to ay roughly,
$6 million paid out in the first 7 months of 1972 and $10 billion over
the year. So, in terms of the total, it is not large but for the employees
who lose their rights it is a tragedy. And we would like to be able to
figure out how to deal with that problem. I have to say to you that we
haven't felt we found a solution, a satisfactory solution. We h.ve
looked at termination insurance. Termination insurance, it seems to us,
would draw the Government into a posture where it is present at every
collective bargaining table and at every employer decision on a pen-
sion plan because, once you are insuring those plans as the fiduciary,
you must protect the rights of all of the other people in the insurance
plan, with respect to what anyone does. So you get yourself drawn
more and more into this and, therefore, it seems to us that is quite a
danger in the termination approach. So we have not recommended
this We have studied this carefully. We think the problem is im-
portant. We think something ought to be done about it and we would
like to work with the committee to find an answer but we come to you
not having an answer in hand except to the extent that funding over
period of time will do the job. So, what we have proposed is that in
addition to the requirement that any new liability be funded, that we
require at least 5 percent of the unfunded vested liability as plans
move on from here on out. So that after a period of time has passed
we wQuld have handled the funding problem properly and that would
eventually take care of the termination insurance-problem, because
the money would be there. But at the present time, when the money
isn't there, there is a problem. We don't know the answer to that prob.
lLe

Let me just say a word about the self-employed. We now allow the
self-employed to take free of tax 10 percent of income or $2,50 which-
ever is lower as a rate of contributing to their own annuity. It must
be noted there are no limits to the amount that can be contributed un-
der employer financed plans, and that looks like an inequity to us and
we would propose you change those limits to 15 percent or $7,500,
whichever is lower in order to get the elf-employd to make a contri-
bution to their own retirement on a tax basis comparable to what is
done in the corporate plans.

We think that if something like this isn't done, we will provide a
terrific incentive to incorporate. There is no particular reason why we
should force self-employed individuals to incorporate just to get this
particular tax benefit.
.We have talked a little bit about portability and the relationshippf

vesting to it and the relationship of funding to it. And then I think ih
essential agreement-and I recognize, Senator, this doesn't go the full

_distance but I think it is a necessary condition, if not a completely a-
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ficient condition-namely, the rollover provision that we have pro-
posed. At present, if an employer takes a lump sum payment out of
a plan, that is taxable. So he gets his lump sum and tax is taken out
of it, and then if he wants to put that lump sum into some new fund,
into some portability provided fund, he has already had the tax taken
out and, therefore, he has been distinguished from somebody who just
stayed in a pension fund or stayed in a particular employer's fund.

Our proposal is that if he transfers this lump sum that has been
provided for his annuity into another annuity-like setting, that you
would not take on that transaction but you would wait until he starts
drawing the annuity so that it is easier to, in effect, rollover. And I
think this is a necessary condition for portability plans to operate.
And it may be that if this were provided, there would be some develop-
ment of pools of various kinds that would reflect the varying circum-
stances people find themselves in.

Finally, let me talk about the question of the tax status of employee
deductions; that is, of employee contributions to their own annuity.
This is not a self-employed person; this is an employed person. Re-
member now, that half of the labor force is not in private pension plans
at all and many are in private pension plans which perhaps they per-
sonally consider inadequate and would like to take more of their in-
come in terms of an investment for the future than they do now. Our
present law provides that if a contribution to a plan is made by the
employer, then the employee pays no tax on that until he starts receiv-
ing benefits in the form of an annuity. On the other hand, if the con.
tribution is made by an employee on his own behalf, he has to pay a
tax on the income before he can make the contribution.

So our tax law has biased the system against the individual and the
exercise of individual choice on pension systems. That is why, of
course, practically all of our private pension _plans are entirely em-
ployer" Lanced.It would be silly to do it otherwise, given the tax
system.

So, what we are proposing is that individuals be allowed to have con-
tributions to a tax system put in the same tax status as aii employer
contribution up to 20 percent of income to a maximum of $1,500. Now,
that would allow an individual, not in a private plan, a better chance
to develop his own retirement annuity. It would also allow a person in
a private plan to the extent that the employee contribution isles than
satisfactory, to supplement that if he wants. It could very well be
developed right within the framework of the collective bargaining or
employee established plan.

And we think this provides a better element of individual choice
It also, I believe, woud hel p a great deal in many collective bargain-
ing situations, where you have an older group and you have a younger
group and you have a lot of pensions in the collective bargaining
situations as a result of that. The younger people are not all that inter-
ested in pensions. The older people are. So, going back to this 10 cents
an hour we were talking about, the older people in the work force
want that 10 cents an hour or as much of it as possible to go into the
Pension and to go into the benefits at retirement. The younger people
have a different view, so there is a terrific fight and then some kind of
resolution takes place.

Well, if you were to change the law in this respect, it would be pos-
sible to say "all right, here is our basic plan, it provides something that
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everybody must have. On the other hand, if you, the older worker,
want to put more of your current income toward your retirement,
right wit in the framework of our collective bargained plan, we fig-
ured out a way for you to do it and the tax status is the same as the
employer contributing."

Andso we think this would be helpful to both those who are in plans
and those who are not in plans, and would help relieve some of the ten-
sion in society that comes from the difference in interests, really, of the
older worker and the younger worker and it would give some outlet
for that. So we would urge you to consider this modification in the tax
rules.

I might say that by structuriig it in terms of 20 percent of income
to a maximum of $1,500, we are aiming this at the low and moderate
income person. It is not a bonanza for the rich person. It is aimed at
low and moderate income. It is low enough so that it isn't going to in-
terfere with the basic private employer-financed plan where contribu-
tions much higher can be made should the employer and the union,
whomever is collectively bargaining, choose to do so.

Well, this is a summary, Mr. Chairman. I have taken a lot more time
than I was allowed. You will bear with me because you did have some
questions as we went on into this.

Senator NzLsoN. Thank you.
Let me call on, first, those in the committee who haven't asked a

question.
Senator DoleI
Senator DoLz. No questions right now.
Senator NuLSON. Senator ByrdI
Senator Byw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, on that point you have just been discussing, the $1,500

or 20 percent of a person's income, that means that an employee who
earns, let us say, $30,000, he could take 20 percent of that or $1600, and,
now, does he turn that over to the employer for safety ? What does
he do with that $1,500?

Secretary SHULTZ. He could establish an annuity himself with it or,
if he were in a plan, a private plan, with that employer and the plan
was set up to allow individual supplementation, which would be very
simple in this day and age of computers, he could simply add it in
there. It would be administratively much easier for him.

Senator ByRD. Or he could do it on his own ?
Secretary SHULTZ. Or he could do it on his own. If he is not in any

plan he doesn't have any plan to contribute to, but insurance companies
are ready to provide plans of this kind.

Senator Briw. Then he would take a deduction of $1,500 on his in-
come tax ?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is right. Just as the employer contribution
to a plan is not shown on your income tax. You make the tax statute
for an individual tryingto do something for himself the same as when
it is done on a collective asis. That is all.

Senator BYRD. Is there much basic difference between your plan and
Senator Bentsen's plan?

Secretary SHmruz. Well, I always prefer-well, Senator Bentsen
can speak for himself; he is right here. I won't argue with the inter-
pretation.
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Senator Bnw. Well let me put it this way -
Secretary SHuLnrz. e both have the same objective, I know, of try-

ing to make these plans operate more equitably.
Senator BanD. Let me put it this way: I assume there is a greater

basic difference between your plan, that is, the administration's plan
and the Wifliam-Javits proposal than there is between your plan and
Senator Bentsen's plan I

Secretary SHULTL. I think you have to go down the items one by one
and argue the merits or demerits of it. Let's assume we are talking
about vesting. What should we have in vesting ? Now, there are differ-
ences of how one should approach it.

Then there is the question of retroactivity which I think is very im-
portant. You will want to think hard about that. There is the ques-
tion also of funding and how far to go. This particular thing on the
tax status of individual employee efforts is something that we have put.
forward. I don't know whether others have the rollover in it or not.

Senator BNTszN. I would say that I am scheduled to testify next
and rather than impose on the Secretary's time, I would prefer you
deferred those questions to my time, as to the differences between my
bill and the administration's.

Senator Bano. All right.
Secretary SHUIrz. We have a tabular presentation that goes down

the line on different issues. It doesn't pro and con them. It states what
the differences are.

Senator Brun. I have that before me. What I was really trying to
understand is, if the committee did not accept your proposal and was
planning to accept one of the other proposals, which would b3 the more
acceptable to you; the Benteen proposal or the Williams-Javits pro-

Senator BzNTSzN. I would like to hear that also.
Secretary SHUJA'-. Well, Senator, I think that what needs to be done

is to look at the various incremental questions. First, what about
vesting? That is a subject that to some extent stands on its own feet.
What about funding? What about the rollover? What about employee
contributions What about the self-emplo ed?

So I would suggest you take each one of tese subjects and consider
them. They are interrelated, but they also each have a certain life of
their own and not just say that we have only three alternatives. We
probably have 500 alternatives when you put all of theme combinations
and permutations together.

Senator Byu. Thank you.
Senator Bzwnie. Senator Dole, do you have any questions?
Senator DouL No.
Senator Bm'snmi. Senator Bennott, do you have any questions of

the Secretary
Senator BmvPimr. Way back when we were talking about vesting

and we were agreeing about the fate of employees who came in at
different stages, well, think this question might ,.st this in perspc
tive. The proposed rule of 50 permits exclusion of new employees who
are withif 5 years of normal retirement; correct ?

Secret R Correct.
Senator Burnrr. In order to qualify, you have to have worked 8

year?,
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Secretary Suuvr . Right.
Senator BuNwr=r. So, in effect, anyone who works for les than 8

years may be excluded; any person with just 8 years before the retire-
ment date, he may be excluded I

Secretary Suuz. I didn't hear that--if a person came in at-
Senator JSSNNETr. In other words, if the retirement age is 65 and

you can exclude the last 5 years, then if he comes in at 60, plus 1 day,
he can be excluded ?

C =Secretary SHHu . ExcludedI
Senator sN . If he comes in at 57 plus 2 days and has not worked

8 days, can he not be excluded ?
Secretary SHuLz. If he comes in at 57. If he was a new employee

at age 57?
S&ator BN vrr. That is right, 57 plus. So that he cannot complete

8 calendar years.
Mr. HickxmA. He can be excluded if he is 57 years old if the plan

so provided.
Senator BIN=NFTr. In effect, when you put these two things together,

the effect is that a person who has less than 8 years to go at retirement
ag, can be excluded. Is he automatically excluded

Secretary SHUu1m. No, it is just that this is a minimum retirement
plan that can provide immediate full vesting if they want. That is up
to the people deigning the plan.

Senator Bazxwrr. This condition being as it is, what is your im.-
presion of the impact of this particular feature on the employment
of older employees from the point of view of the employer ? Would it
-be largely that he would find men who have less than 8 years to go,
because he doesn't have to take them into the system ? Is that an ad-
vantage, where a man is looking for immediate opportunity to get a
job? IU that an advantage to the employer I

Secretary SHULrZ. Oh, I don't think this would be a dominant
consideration to employers to look in that direction, but it is a factor
that protects against the existence of a private pension plan having
such an economic cost for the hiring of an older worker that employers
wouldn't do so. And that kind of gets back to a little different point
that we were talking about previously.

Senator BaNNr. It protects the private pension plan from the
situation that was described at the beginning with Social Security,
where a man may work for a year, or a year and one-half, and auto-
matically retire ?

; Secretary SHuIrZ. If you had a situation, say, where you had a
man and somebody is hiied at the age of 61 and works for 2 ears
and then is going to draw all of the pension benefits, if you had that
situation, you are going to certainly discourage the hiring of people
because it imposes too high a cost on the system. That i the basic
problem. And as you all know better than I, it is a very tricky area.
You can make what seems like are small changes and they can cost
a lot, and there needs to be a constant interplay between the benefits
you achieve and the cost of achieving them and whether that is the
ri ht benefit given the cost that you may pay.

The era caution that I was offering here was that when we talk
about Federal legislation, we are talking about the exercise of some
common standard throughout the country that limits the exercise
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of the tastes of people in our particular line of employment to develop
whatever they think is right for themselves. And we recommend going
this far, but we would hesitate to go too far with it.

Senator BENNr. I am aware that there is a practice in some parts
of the educational system, for instance universities, to hire retired
professors from other institutions and give them 2 or 3 years more
of earnings but to be free of the responsibility of their pension. This,
I think, is quite common among universities.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary SHULTZ. You mentioned the university setting, and if I

could just take a minute, Mr. Chairman. I first started thinking about
this question of the tax status of an individual contribution when I
was a professor at the University of Chicago and we had a system-
and this is allowed for the nonprofit institutions, where you are allowed
to have a system like this-and we had one like this and you could
make your individual contributions. And I was involved in a very
heavy mediation in a labor collective bargaining situation and met
with the union people involved at length, and the principal hangupr
was the pension plan, and the thing that they just couldn't see how
they could come to grips with was the terrific difference of opiniony
between the young workers and the older workers. They could t find
a common blanket to throw over the whole situation. And not being
aware of this different tax treatment, I said, "Why don't you put
something in like they have at the University of ChicagoI" And then
we found-out that it was against the law for private employers to do
it. So this has been a little bit of a crusade with me ever since, and here
Iam.

Senator NzLsoN. I notice it is 11:15, and we have five more wit-
n eses. I don't want to cut anybody off, and I wouldn't because I have
taken more time than anybody else. I have a number of questions that
I am not going to ask you, Mr. Secretary, but I assume if we send
them to you, you will respond to the questions for the record?*

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir; be delighted to do that and we would be
delighted to come and meet with you individually or in groups to try
to work out answers to these questions. They are complicated.

Senator RIBICOF. I just had one question: Mr. Secretary, you seemed
to indicate that there was some difficulty in your mind as to what the
Government role would be in the termination of a plan. You felt that
the Government would become involved. But if you set up the equiva-
lent of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for banks and
have some sort of protective insurance device, where the employers
would pay a small percentage of insurance, wouldn't that protect em-
ployees from a company that went bankrupt or a plan that went broke ?

Secretary SHULTZ. It could.
Senator RinicoFF. Would that be such a burden after all? FDIC

isn't a burden on the Federal Government, is it?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think that you have to ask yourself, if

you have an insurance program of that kind administered by the
!Federal Government and then you name some Federal official as the
fiduciary or the trustee for that insurance program, that means that
all of those insured have a stake in what is agreed to in any individual

*See appendix A, volume 1.
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lan and, if something crazy is agreed to in that plan that they can't
egin to meet then as a trustee you better get in there and tel them

that they cant agree to that, and so you must ask yourself whether
you want to do that. In other words, you develop a need to get in and
regulate and be part of the process of what is going to be the structure
of these plans.

Senator RIBioFF. Yes, but if there are basic standards--to protect
the liquidity of the funds and to protect the employees-you could give
the protection needed. I think probably the most famous of allor
infamous, was the termination of the Studebaker Corp. in the mid-
1980's where many thousands of employees, because of financial dif-
ficulties of Studebaker, lost their rights. Now, here it is important to
protect the rights of the individuals and a general insurance program
of some sort in which a small premium was paid, which would build
up a very large fund would definitely be worthy of our consideration.

Secretary SHuurz. Let me say to you that we agre with you that
there is a problem that deserves attention there ana we would like to
see an answer develop to it. We have worked quite hard on the termina-
tion insurance question and we finally decided not to recommend it to
you because of the considerations that I have mentioned, but we are
continuing to work on it. We are wondering if there isn't some way the
private sector can come up with something that would be helpful. And
I have stimulated quite a few people to get after it and we will continue
to work at it but I would just urge on you to be cautious about some of
these implications that are not apparent on the surface. Maybe there
is a good answer to them. If there is, that would be great because we
think there is a problem here and we would like to see it get solved.

Senator RmiCorF. Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Senator Bennett?
Senator BzNN fr. Just one comment. The FDIC absolutely super-

vises and can control the management of the banks which it, guarantees.
It can remove the manaeent, if it needs to, and in the case of a pen-
sion trust, it may be that the management of the company destroys the
value of the trust and not the management of the fund.

Senator RmicoF. Well, on that, that wouldn't bother me. In other
words, if you have all of these vast sums of money in the hands of a
trustee, whether he be the trustee of a bank of insurance company or a
union or a company, there is no reason why a fiduciary should not be
subject to supervision in the event of mismanagement of any type and
I am not worried about that and don't think that the banks complain
about that. I would say that the overwhelming number of banks in this
country are very pleased with FDIC and I don't see why we can't set
up something comparable with this because of the vast sums of money
involved and the rights of millions and millions of people involv.

Secretary SHuLTz. The Studebaker case you mentioned may provide
an example of the kind of problem you would be drawn into and, pre-
sumably, you would do something about it if you were the trustee of
a Federal insurance plan. As I understand, the Studebaker Co. made a
substantial increase in the benefits of employees and then terminated
the plan. Now if they did that, you would, in effect, say they were try-
ing to milk the insurance plan and you wouldn't let them do it. So, there
you would be in there with both feet somehow or other trying to say
you can or you can't increase benefits according to some standards.
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Senator Rmioorr. Well, Mr. Secretary, I am unwilling to feel that
the labor unions and the employers wouldn't realize their respon-
sibility. I am sure that they would much rather have security for the
plan and-assurance to every worker that at a given time his rights
were protected, and he was going to get his pension rights than to
try to force some outlandish term that would break a plan because
there is, obviously, a realization that social security is insufficient
to take care of the needs of the average American once he retires. It is
still not much different than the poverty line. So all of this thrust is
an effort to assure security for the middle class and lower middle class
employee, especially, andto try to work out standards. I would feel
there would be a correlative responsibility on the part of those nego-
tiating for the unions, the companies and the fiduciary to. get a sound
plan. "Mybe that would be a great contribution for stability. And
I don't think I am afraid of that.

Senator NixsoN. Senator Curtis I
Senator Cuns. Mr. Secretary, could you provide the committee

with any background information as to what the cause of those plans
terminating?

Secretaxy SHULTZ. Yes, sir. I think this information was as a
result of a study that the Treasury and Labor Departments did and
we can provide copies of this study.

Senator O=ns. I think that would be quite helpful.
Now, I would like to ask you this one further. question. If a plan

is fully funded, it should be able to terminate without a loss to em-
ployees, shouldn't itt So that proper funding can be the answer to
termination?

Secretary SHuurZ. Yes, sir, but at least in our recommendations,
we don't see how you could suddenly require 100 percent funding
and so we have this 5 percent funding. Over a period of time you are
going to get there but the question is what about the interim. And I
think that the question Senator Ribicoff was concentrating on is a
question what about the interim ?

Senator NUsoN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the

opportunity to discuss this question with you. I think it is very im-
portant in its own ri ht and I think it is also important in relation-
ship to many other thing we are considering suc as the trade bill,
where the question of what happens if somebody is out of a job is
something I am sure will be discussed when it comes before your
committee.

Thank you.
Senator NzuioS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Shultz with back-up mate-

rial follows:]

PmA STATEMNT or Ta HoNosAuz Ome P. RauMs, SuowA&ay or =z
Tmaunr

Mr. Obairman and members of this subcommittee, I am pleased to be with you
this morning to discuss pension reform, and to support S. 1681, the "Retirement
Benefits Tax Act." Tis bill embodies the President's proposals for reforming
and expanding the private means for asuring retirement security for older
Americans.
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The fundamental concept of savings for retirement Is embodied today in the
Social Security system. Our Social Security system is the largest system of its
kind in the word and one of the most effective and progressve. However, Social
Security in itself provides only a floor of Income security. In order to assure a
more adequate income for older Americans, social security benefits must be
supplemented with benefits provided by the private pension system and by indi-
vidual retirement saving

In general, the private pension system has served us well. However, the system
Is not perfmot. Abuses exist Reasonable expectations are not always met and only
half of our work force is covered. Furthermore, there is room for substantial
Improvement in the federal laws dealing with private retirement savings.

President Nixon's pension Reform Message of April 11, 178, calls for the
enactment of two bills which would substantially strengthen the private pension
stem-the "Retirement Benefits Tax Act", 8. 1681, and the '1mployse Benefits

Protection Act", S. IT. These bills would go far to accomplish the needed
Improvement.

The Federal government provides a substantial incentive to qualified private
retirement plans by means of special tax treatment in the Internal Revenue Ode.
This special tax treatment reaults in a major revenue los, amounting to $4 bil-
lion per year, or almost 2% of total tax collections. As a consequence, the govern-
meat, and the American public, have a strong interest In assuring that the private
pension system does the job it Is Intended to do, and that the system Is extended
broadly throughout the American work fore.

Traditionally, since 1942, the bulk of Federal pension regulation has been
accomplished by the Internal Revenue Service. Presently, the basic provisions
governing qualified retirement plans are found In sections 401 through 407 of
the Internal Revenue Code. In addition, since 1958 the Department of Labor
has had an important role In connection with the Welfare and Pension Plan Dis-
closure Act, which requires reporting and disclosure by welfare and pension
plans, Including qualified pension plans, which cover more than 25 individuals.
The 830 has also played a role, in connection with the securities aspect. How-
ever, the bulk of the regulation of pensions has been by the Internal Revenue
Service, which now has a large staff of highly experienced and qualified pension
experts located in IRS odices throughout the country. These are the experts in
the subjects currently discussed today In connection with pension reform; such
subjects as eligibility requirements, vestin, funding, plan terminations, and so
on. The Labor Department has a staff of experts in both Washington and in the
field who are familiar with the subjects of reporting, disclosure and bonding.

The approach of the Nixon Administration has been to build on the existing
expertise of the Treasury and Labor Departments, using the Treasury Depart-
ment in the area of its current knowledge and the Labor Department in the
area of its current familiarity. We believe it would be a serious mistake to
attempt to transfer jurisdiction in either area to the Department which currently
lacks the expertise, personnel, and experience to handle matters traditionally
within the province of the other department. For this reason, speaking as one
who has beaded both departments In question, I cannot concur !a the proposals
which have been made to give Jurisdiction to the Labor Department over vesting,
funding, eligibility requirements, or the like.

I will limit my discussion today to the areas which we feel are appropriate
I for administration by the Treasury Department and which are dealt with in S.

1681, the "Retirement Benefits Tax Act" I understand that Paul Passer, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary of Labor (for Labor-Management Relations), will discuss
with you tomorrow the "Employee Benefits Protection Act."

Briedy, B. 1681 would:
(1) Provide minimum standards for vesting and funding of benefits under

qualified pension and profit-sharing plans, and for participation In those plans,
(2) Raise the limits on deductible contributions that may be made to retire-

meat plans established by self-employed Individuals,
(8) Provide an Income tax deduction for retirement savings by employees

who are not covered by employer-financed.plans or who participate in plans with
inadequate benefits, and

(4) Make a variety of other improvements In the present functioning of the
private pension system

We have previously prepared and distributed a general explanation~of B. 1681
which we will submit for the record In slightly revised form. We are preparing

-a technical explanation of the bill and a set of proqoeed technical ame ts
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to the bill, which we will also submit to you in time for the publication of the
record of these hearings.* In my testimony today I would like to review briefly
each of the principal topics of the bill.

1. VESTING EQUIR MENTS AND TRZ PROPORD RULE OF 50

Under existing law, many employees now covered by pension plans and
expecting retirement benefits will lose these benefits if they leave their Jobs,
either voluntarily or involuntarily, prior to retirement. The loss of expected
Itetirement benefits accompanying termination of employment represents a
grievous personal tragedy. Vesting-defined as the right to receive retirement
benefits even though the employee terminate employment before retirement-
would prevent this tragedy. Under present law, vesting is required under the
Internal Revenue Code only in plans covering self-employed individuals who
are owner-employees and certain other plans where vesting is required to prevent
discrimination in favor of officers, stockholders, supervisory, and highly com-
pensated employees.

Overall, in the United States, 68% of plan participants have no vested rights--
which means that, if they terminate employment, they will receive no pension.
This percentage, of course, includes many young employees with short service.
Many of them will remain with their current employers and later obtain vested
rights. Many of them, because they are young, will have an opportunity to obtain
vested rights as they move on to other employment and participate in other
pension plans. However, an uncomfortably large number of older workers do
not havs vested rights. With respect to the age of employees participating in
qualified retirement plans today, we find that-
62 percent of participants between ages 40 and 50 have no vested rights;
58 percent of participants between ages 50 and 60 have no vested rights; and
54 percent of participants who are 00 or more have no vested rights.
The degree of vesting among older workers is particularly critical, since If

older workers terminate employment, they will not have the same opportunity
to obtain pension rights elsewhere as younger workers.

The lack of adequate vesting andconsequent hardships from forfeitures have
led to a clearly felt need for a minimum vesting standard. We have studied
many different possibilities in depth and have developed and recommend to you.
for adoption a standard known as the "Rule of 50." Under this rule, an employee's
benefit must be at least 50 percent vested when the sum of his age and years of
plan participation equal 50. In the following five years, the percentage vested
must increase at least 10 percent per year to achieve 100% vesting. The new
standards would apply to newly-accrued plan benefits as they accrue, starting
with plan years after 1974.

As an illustration, a worker who begins to participate in a plan at age 80,
would become 50 percent vested when he reached age 40, because his then age
(40) plus years of participation (10) would equal 50; and his accrued benefits
would be fully vested 5 years later when he reached age 45. Further illustra-
tions are given in Chart 1.

To complement the vesting proposal, the bill provides minimum service and
age standards for eligibility to participate in a qualified plan. In general, an
employer would not be permitted to exclude from plan participation any employee
who has attained age 80 and has worked for the employer for at least 8 years.
However, an employer would not be required to cover an employee who would
first become eligible to participate after he has attained an age within 5 years
of normal retirement age under the plan. Thits, it normal retirement age is 65,
employees who are over 60 when they first satisfy the other eligibility require-
ments would not have to be allowed to participate.

The "Rule of 5W" would be a major step in assuring pension benefits, particu-
larly among older workers. Overall, it would raise the number of participants
with vested rights from 82 percent of all participants to 61 percent of all partici-
pants. But more important, among participants age 40 and over, the percentage
with vesting would rise from 40 to 92 percent. Thus, the "Rule of 50" would assure
vesting of retirement benefit rights for virtually all older plan participants.
See Chart 2.

Because it concentrates particularly on the vesting problem of the older em-
ployee, the cost of the Rule of 50 is reasonable. We estimate it would raise over-

&* appendix B, volume 1.
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all pension costs by 2.4% in contributions or 0.15% of covered payroll Even
in the extreme case of plans currently providing no vesting before retirement, we
estimate it would increase plan costs by 7.6% in contributions or only 0.88%
of covered payroll. In terms of average cost per hour per covered employee, the
costs would be increased by three-quarters of a penny per hour on the average
for all plans, and 1.86 cents an hour on the average for plans with no vesting
now. See Chart 8.

The Rule of 50 also holds cost down because it applies only prospectively. The
limited cost involved in this solution to the vesting problem is extremely im-
portant because, to the extent employer contributions must be allocated to the
cost of vesting, the level of retirement income that can be provided under the plan
would be reduced for those who remained employed uiaW they retire. A balance
must be struck among the various considerations. We believe the Rule of 50,
which protects primarily the older worker without increasing cost unduly,
strikes the proper balance. We have studied carefully other vesting proposals
that have been advanced but have found that they may be more costly, may not
concentrate as well on the problem of the older worker, or may not benefit the
employee who works in short term employments throughout his work career.

We have carefully considered whether the Rule of 50 would seriously affect
the hiring of older employees and have concluded that it would not do so. We
find that the discounted single-premium cost of providing $100 of retirement
income at age 65 for a worker who begins to participate at age 55 is $570 if no
vesting in provided, and the cost rises only $15 to $585 if the Rule of 50 is
operative.

The net increase due to vesting is actually greater for younger workers; for
example, at age 85 the cost of the retirement income is $125 without vesting and
$155 under the Rule of 50. The reason why the cost increase due to vesting is
greater for younger workers is that the employee turnover rate is considerably
higher at the young age levels than at the older. There would actually be no
cost for vesting if all employees stayed until normal retirement age.

Thus, the net effect of the Rule of 50 Is to reduce, rather than increase, the
existing pension cost disparity which might tend to favor the hiring of younger
workers. However, even for younger employees the cost is not excessive. See
Chart 4.

Vesting for Self-Employed Plans. Under present law, a plan tenefiting a self-
employed person who is an owner-employee must include any employee with at
least 8 years of service, and his rights must be fully vested. The vesting and par-
ticipation rules result in vested rights for many young workers who have short
periods of service. Their benefits are generally small, and the administrative
costs of handling these cases are relatively high. We recommend some relaxation
of these requirements.

The proposed legislation would provide that, In self-employed retirement plans
covering owner-employees, an employee would become 50% vested when he quail-
fled under a "Rule of 85", that is, when his age plus years of participation total
35. As in the case of the Rule of 50, his vesting would have to increase by at least
10% a year to 100% over the next five years. Such an employee could be required
to have as much as one year's service before being eligible to participate in the
plan, or two years' service if he is between age 80 and age 35, or three years'
service if he is under age 80.

Thus, under present law, in the case of plans established by self-employed
persons who are owner-employees, en employee hired at age 20 must begin to
participate and become fully vested at 28. Under the proposed legislation, he
must begin to participate at 28, must become 50 percent vested at 29, and fully
vested at 84. An employee hired at 85 would become 50 percent vested at 86, when
he begins to participate, and fully vested at 41.

Definition of Acormed Benefit. For any vesting requirement to be effective, there
must be a definition of "accrued benefit." Vesting is relevant only when an em-
ployee leaves his job prior to retirement. Vesting refers to the percent of the
employee's accrued benefit which he receives if he leaves his job prior to retire-
ment. However, a high percentage of vesting can be small comfort if the accrued
benefit is a small amount.

For a profit-shqring plan and a money purchase pension plan, the accrued
benefit is easy to define; it is the balance in the account at that time. However,
for a defined benefit pension plan, the question is a more difficult one. Other
vesting proposals would leave the definition of accrued benefit to regulation.
However, we believe that the matter is so fundamental that it should be specified
in the statute. We have developed a definition which calls for essentially a
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straight line accrual. The rule in that an emrloyse's accrued benefit, as of any
applicable date prior to normal retirement age, is expressed as a fraction of the
annual benefit commencing at normal retirement age which the employee would
receive if he continued employement at his current rate of compensation until
normal retirement age. The numerator of the fraction is the total number of
his years of service with the employer.

The denominator is the total number of years of service he would have per-
formed as of normal retirement age if he continued to be employed by the em-
ployer until normal retirement age. However, the denominator would not be les
than 15 nor more than 40. For example, an employee who is hired at age 85 and
loses his Job at age 50, halway to a normal retirement age of 65, would be
deemed to have accrued one-half of the benefit he would have received under the
plan if he had remained employed at the same salary until he was 65.

2. MINIMUM FUNDING STANDAI

The basic expectation of a participant in a defined-benefit pension plan is that
when retirement age arrives, pension benefits will be paid out according to the
terms of the plan. To give this assurance, it is essential that an employer con-
tribute to the plan the money that will eventually be needed to pay the benefits.
Most plans today are adequately funded, and the amount of benefit losses on plan
terminations is minor in relation to the overall volume of pension benefits paid
out. During the first seven months of 1972, for example, 8,100 employees lost $11
million of vested benefits as a result of termination of underfunded plans. While
this is a small fraction of $10 billion of benefits paid out in 1972, this is small
consolation to the affected employee, who had been promised a pension and found
that the promise was not to be fulfilled.

Federal law at present provides no, explicit statutory funding standard, al-
though a funding standard has been developed administratively for use in deter-
mining whether or not a complete discontinuance of contributions has occurred.

The bill would augment this minimal protection by an additional requirement
to fund annually at least 5% of the unfunded vested liabilities under the plan.
This is similar to the standard required by the accounting profession for financial
statements.

This provision of the bill would be effective for plan years beginning after De-
cember 81, 1973. Because of problems some plan,--particularly collectively bar-
gained multi-employer plans-may have in meeting this standard, it may be ad-
visable further to delay this effective date until the end of the term of the current
collective bargaining agreement.

Other proposals have been made to require all past service costs, whether or
not vested, to be funded over a fixed period, or to require the funding of vested
liabilities to have attained specified percentages at specified times. We believe
that the government should insist on the funding of liabilities as they become
vested, since these vested liabilities represent promises to the employees which
should be backed up with cash. We do not believe the government should insist
on the funding of all liabilities In view of the larger additional costs thereby im-
posed, which may be reflected in less adequate pensions. We further believe that
a funding standard should be simple in concept, simple to administer and should
not be so inflexible as to require waivers of the standard in those cases such as
declining industries where the standard is most needed.

S. INCeREAS IN OONTAUTION LIMIT FORe THlE 8XEL-ZMPL .OX

Present law limits contributions to qualified pension and profit-sharing plans
made by self-employed Individuals. The self-employed are subject to a limit of
the lesser of 10% of earned income or $2,500 per year on deductions for retirement
savings. No such limits apply to employer contributions on behalf of corporate
employees. As a consequence, corporate employees have substantial tax bene-
fits as compared with self-employed individuals. This and other disparities have
disounSgd the formation of self-employed plans and have encoura d many self.
employed Individuals to incorporate their business to avoid these limitations.

The tax law should not require self-employed individuals to incorporate merely
to obtain greater retirement deduction benefits. For a small business, Incorpora-
tion can be expensive and uneconomic and may lead to unnecessary administra-
tive difflcultie. And once incorporation has taken place, qualified plans will fre-
quently involve deductible contributions of greater than $7J00 per year for the
owner-employees, thereby leading to substantial revenue loss.



To reduce the existing Inequity between unincorporated and incorporated bus-
nesses, the bill would raise the deduction limit for the self-employed to the lesser
of 1% of earned income or $7,500 per year. The limitation on excludable con-
tributions on behalf of shareholder-employees of Subchapter 8 corporations con-
tained in section 1879(b) of the Internal Revenue Code would also be increased
to this level.

We estimate that this proposal would involve a maximum revenue cost of $70
million in the first year of operation, rising to $140 million In subsequent years
However, because this proposal may forestall incorporation and the establish-
ment by such corporations of plans with deductible contributions in excess Of
$7,0 per year, this estimate may be overstated. In fact, there even may be an
actual revenue gain.

The proposal would reduce the tax motivation to incorporate where insufficient
business reasons exist for such Incorporation. In addition, it would promote the
growth of self-employed plans and have a benefiia Impact on the coverage of
employees of nonincorporated enterprises and on their level of benedts

4. EMPOY= DEDUCTIONS F03 VOLUNTARY 3ZWMM NT SAVINGS

About half of the full-time private non-agricultural adult work force is cov-
ered by private retirement plans, and the average annual private pension bene-
fit is about $1,700. Unfortunately, the other half of this adult work force is not
covered today, and many of those covered do not have sufficient retirement bene-
fits. We believe it Is of prime importance to offer a remedy for the millions of
employees who are not covered or are inadequately covered by employer plans.
The Retirement Benefits Tax Act would do this by providing income tax bene-
fits to encourage and assist these employees to save for their retirement

Under present law, employer contributions on behalf of an employee made to
a private qualified retirement plan, and the investment income on these con-
tributions, are generally not subject to tax until paid to the employee or his ben&-
ficlary. Yet, compensation set aside for retirement by an Individual employee in-
dependently, as well as Investment earnings on those savings, are taxed 4ur-
rently as they are earned. As a consequence, present law discriminates against
those individuals who do not pe.rticipate In employer-sponsored qualified plans or
who participate in plans providing small benefits. Under the Retirement Bene-
fits Tax Act, employees not covered by employer plans would be allowed to estab-
lish their own qualified retirement accounts and take an income tax deduction
for contributions up to 20% of their earned Income, with a maximum deduction
of $1,500 per year. The proposal would extend also to employees who are cov-
ered by employer-financed plans to assist those employees if the employer con-
tributions are not adequate to provide suflcent retirement earnings. To accom-
plish this, the limit on the amount deductible by the employee would be reduced
to reflect pension plan contributions made by the employer. For this purpose, the
employee could assume that employer contributions amount to 7 percent of his
earnings, but he would be permitted to show, under regulations that would be
provided, that the employer contributions were in fact a lesser amount, if swch
were the case.

In the case of employees who are not covered by social security (such as cer-
tain government employees), the deductible contribution limit would be further
reduced by the assumed amount of employee's social security tax that would
have been Imposed had the employment been covered by social security. This re-
flects the fact that social security tax is not deductible. To permit a deduction
of retirement contributions without an assumed social security tax oftet for
those not covered by social security would discriminate against those covered by
social security.

Individuals would be permitted- to Invest their retirement savings in a broad
range of a~wets, Including stocks, corporate or government bonds, savings ac-
counts, mutt.al fund shares, annuity contracts, and life insurance contracts. Par-
ticipants in qualified employer-sponsored retirement plans could make their In-
vestment for retirement savings by contributing to these plans.

The proposed limitations on the amount of deductible contributions direct the
tax benefit primarily to low and moderate Income workers. Yet, the permitted
contributions would provide substantial amounts of retirement income. or ex-
ample, contributions of $1,500 annually beginning at age 40 would produce an
annual pension of $7,500 per year beginning at age 05, assuming a 5% interest
ratL See Chart 5.
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The permitted contributions level is not so high, however, as to undermine
the incentive in existing law for the creation and maintenance of employer-
financed retirement plans that cannot discriminate in favor of employees who
are officers, shareholders, or supervisory or highly compensated employees The
employer-financed non-discriminatory plan is the heart of the present private
pension system and should be maintained.

The bill provides for a deduction from income, rather than a credit, in order
to put the employee who establishes his own plan in approximately the same
position as the employee who participates in an employer-financed plan.

We propose that the employee deduction provision should be effective begin-
ning in 1978. However, we have revised upwards our revenue estimates with
respect to this proposal on the basis of better data. Because of the budgetary
impact, and because the year is almost half over, we propose that the deduction
for 197 be limited to one-half the full year's deduction available for subsequent
years. The technical amendments we are submitting would make this adjust-
ment. We estimate that approximately 15 million individuals would be eligible to
benefit from this proposal for deductible employee contributions. The revenue
cost of the proposal is estimated at $875 million in the first year of operation and
at $800 million in the second year. It is estimated that 56% of the tax benefits
will go to persons with income below $10,000 and 88% will go to persons with
income below $16,000.

5. ROLL-OVER PROVISION

Under existing law, it a lump sum distribution is made under a qualified
retirement plan, ,the distribution is subject to income tax. The distribution Is
taxed even if received by an employee before his .retirement and set aside by
him for his future retirement security. Often, if an employee leaves his employer
for a new job under circumstances where he has a vested right to retirement
benefits from his first employer, his retirement benefits will be distributed to
him in a lump sum at the time he leaves his first employer. This is convenient
for. the employer, because he thereby avoids continuing to administer funds
for the benefit of a former employee. However, because of the Income tax pay-
able at that time, the employee will have a smaller fund available for his
retirement years. On the other hand, an employee who, throughout his working
career, is employed by a single employer, will typically avoid any tax on his
retirement funds until actual retirement. Such a result creates an inequity
between employees who work for only one employer and employees who are
more mobile.

i Under the bill, an individual would not be subject to tax upon receipt of a
lump sum distribution if he reinvest the funds in a qualified individual re-
tirement account or a qualified employer-sponsored retirement plan within 60
days after the close of the employee's taxable year. If the individual receives
the distribution in property, other than cash, he would have to contribute the
same property in order to take advantage of this tax deferral opportunity. The
proposal would encourage retirement savings by enabling an employee to defer
taxation of this amount until retirement.

6. PROHIBITED TRANSAOTIONS

Under present law, a trust maintained under a qualified private retirement
plan is denied exemption from taxation if it engages in a prohibited transaction.
Prohibited transactions are defined in section 505 (b) and (g) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Generally, a prohibited transaction is a transaction between
the trust and the employer or a related person which results in a diversion
of assets from the trust to the employer.

If exemption from taxation is denied to the trust, special benefits affecting
th. employees are denied. The employees will be taxed on their vested interests
in the trust before it is distributed to them, their retirement benefits will be
decreased by taxes paid on the trust income, and the special averaging pro-
visiorns with respect to lump sum distributions will no longer be available.

The denial of a trust's exemption from taxation has not been a satisfactory
deterrent to participation in prohibited transactions. An employer, in need of
working capital or in a failing financial condition, may find it advantageous
to forego a deduction for any contribution made to a plan in order to divert
trust assets to his own use. In far too many instances, the fiduciary of the
trust acquiesces in the employer's demand to divert assets to the detriment of
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the'employees. In many cases, the consequences of the denial of exemption fall
upon innocent employees.

The sanction against prohibited transactions should be directed only against
those who participate in such transactions. An employee who is a stranger to the
transaction should not be penalized. Accordingly, the bill follows an approach
similar to the approach of the Tax Reform Act of 1960 with respect to private

----- foundations. Excise taxes would be imposed on the amount involved in a pro-
hibited transaction. The taxes would be paid by any party in interest who is a
participant in the prohibited transaction. An initial tax would be imposed at the
rate of 5%. An additional tax would be imposed at the rate of 200% if the
transaction is not corrected within 90 days after a notice of deficiency for such
tax is mailed.

Under the bill, prohibited transactions would be defined in the same manner
as acts which are prohibited by the Employee Benefits Protection Act. Thus,
there would be a uniform application of the tax law and the law relating to
fiduciary standards. Furthermore, the effect of this definition would be to extend
the fiduciary standards of the Employee Benefits Protection Act to qualified
private retirement plans that are not covered under that Act, for example, to
qualified plans covering fewer than 28 participants.

7. EMPLOYEES COVERED UNDER COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS

Under existing laws, a qualified private retirement plan must cover either
such employees as qualify under a classification which does not discriminate in-
favor of officers, shareholders, or highly compensated employees, or specified per.
centages of employees. In addition, contributions or benefits under the plan
must not discriminate in favor of those participants In the plan who are
officers, shareholders, or highly compensated employees.

In many cases, employees covered under a collective bargaining agreement
prefer current compensation or other benefits to the benefits provided under a
qualified plan. Thus, many employers are unable to establish a plan for other
employees because the percentage requirement cannot be satisfied if the bargain-
ing unit employees are not covered. In other cases, the exigencies of the
bargaining situation may dictate adherence to a union plan, and the benefits
provided thereby will effectively preclude a better level of benefit for non-
bargaining unit employees. This deprives the employer of flexibility in fashion-
ing compensation packages tailored to meet the needs of the non-union employees.

Under the bill, employees who are included in a unit of employees covered
by a collective bargaining agreement may be excluded for purposes of satisfying
the coverage requirement, unless such agreement provides that the em-
ployees are to be included In the plan. Under the technical amendments we will
submit, such employees may also be excluded for purposes of satisfying the
discrimination requirement.

8. TRUSTEES AND CUSTODIANS

Under existing law, the trustee of a trust forming part of a retirement plan
benefiting an owner-employee must be a bank, trust company or building and
loan association. Furthermore, a custodial account may be treated as a trust
if the custodian is a bank, trust company or building and loan association, and
if investment of the funds is either solely in mutual funds or solely in annuity
contracts.

Under the bill, any person who demonstrates that he will hold the assets
consistently with the requirements for qualification may be a trustee for a plan
benefiting an owner-employee or a custodian for any plan. The restrictions
relating to investment by custodians would be eliminated. This provision is

-4dentical with the corresponding requirement the bill would establish with
respect to qualified individual retirement accounts.

9. TIMM WHEN OONTa1BUTIONS DiMU) MADE

Under existing law, a taxpayer who reports his income on the accrual basis
may deduct contributions made after the close of the taxable year, if they are
made prior to filing a tax return for that year. This rule is desirable since in
many cases it is impossible to determine by the end of that year the amount
which can be contributed under the plan for the year.

Under the bill, this rule would be extended to cash basis taxpayers.
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Under existing law, except In the case of a shareholder-employee of an elecing
small business corporation, there Is no limit upon the amount which- may be
contributed under a qualified private pension plan on behalf of the employee and
which may be excluded from gross Income by that employee. Furthermore, there
is no meaningful limitation on the deductible amount which may be contributed
by an employer under a money purchase pension plan. Under the bill, an em-
ployee would be required to Illude In his gross income currently the employer
contributions made on his behalf under a money purchase pension plan to the
extent in excess of 20% of his compensation.

Before concluding, I would like to turn briefly to two other subjects being
discussed currently In connection with pension reform--portablity and termina-
tion Insurance.

Portability
Proposals have been made to provide a national system of pension portability.

The theory of portability is admirable. The Idea Is that when an employee leaves
one employer for another, he should be able to transfer his pension rights from
the first employer to the second employer. Unfortunately, the theory breaks down
when one considers the vast differences between the various retirement plans
which are being maintained today.

As a partial answer to this problem, It has" been suggested that the port-
ability system should be voluntary. I am afraid that gets us no further, since
it is possible today for employers to agree voluntarily to allow pension rights
to be transferred.

In our Judgment much of what the advocates of portability want is, in effect,
provided by two provisions in the Retirement Benefits Tax Act. First, the mini-
mum vesting requirement of the Rule of 60 partially achieves the basic aim of
portability-4hat pension credits not be lost when an employee transfers from
one employer to another. Second, the roll-over provision of the bill provides the
assurance that a lump sum pay-out from a former employer may be reinvested
for retirement security without payment of extra taxes,

In addition, the provision for qualified individual retirement plans would
permit an employee to set up his own plan which would move with him from
one job to another, whether or not either employer maintained a retirement plan.
And, under the qualified individual retirement plan provision, funds could be
transferred tax-free from one investment medium to another-another element
of portability.

Termination Inauraoe
It has been suggested that a government-sponsored termination insurance

program should be established to assure that no workers or retirees nudEer ter-
mination losses. We have given this proposal thorough consideration, but we
have not recommended it.
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In December of 1971 President Nixon directed the Departments of Labor and
Treasury to undertake a study to determine the extent of benefit losses arising
from pension plan termination. It wab the purpose of the study to obtain the in-
formation needed to determine what Federal policy should be on funding, the
nature of the employer's liability, and termination insurance. An Interim Re-
port on this study was completed In February. This study found In general that
there are significant losses upon plan terminations but that these losses are small
in relationship to the benefits paid under the private retirement system. Consid-
erable effort was exerted to study the insurance plans which have been pro-
posed and to attempt to devise a better one.

It Is not easy to develop an insurance plan which would reduce the benefit
owes significantly without providing government regulation of pension plans,

business practices and collective bargaining on a scale which i completely In-
consistent with the amount of benefit losses now being experienced. We at-
tempted to develop such a plan but found ourselves forced Into provisions im-
posing regulatory requirements on all pension plans, the Impact of which re-
quirements would have been clearly disproportionate to the scope of the problem
as actually experienced. To be truly effective, an insurance system would have
to insure all vested benefits without limitation. However, such a system without
any controls would be highly susceptible to abuse. As abuse-controls are built
into an Insurance system, the degree of coverage decreases and the degree of
governmental interference increases. Accordingly, we have concluded that, on
balance, no Insurance system Is preferable to any insurance system we have stud-
led or have so far been able to devise

We have not abandoned the Idea. We are continuing to study It, and would be
happy to discuss the insurance problems with you and your staff In the days
ahead.

I appreciate the opportunity to have appeared before you today to urge passage
of the Retirement Benefits Tax Act. As I have explained, the Administration's
pension reform program would strengthen the private retirement system by curb-

abuses and encouraging the expansion of the system. It would Increase the
coverage of retirement plans to a greater number of employees and would
provide for more equitable treatment between the self-employed and those em-
ployed by others. It is a very significant and Important program which deserves
the support of this Committee and of the Congress, and I commend it to you for
your consideration.

Thank you.
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Chart 1

RULE OF 50 VESTING STANDARD
50% vested when age plus years of participation in a plan equal 50;

10% more each year thereafter.

OPERATION OF RULE OF 50
Age Years of Service

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
At At At 50% At full vesting To acquire To acquire

entry participation vesting full vesting 50% vesting
date*-

20 30 40 45 25 20
25 30 40 45 20 15
30 33 42 47 17 12
35 38 44 49 14 9
40 43 47 52 12 7
45 48 49 54 9 4
50 53 53 58 8 3
55 58 58 63 8 3
60 63**- - - - -

Minimum participation standard: Must participate at age 30 and three years service.
Oe not participate if age is five years less than normal retirement age.



Chart 2

EFFECT OF RULE OF 50 ON VESTING

PERCENT NOW PERCENT VESTED*
VESTED* UNDER RULE OF 50

Under 25

25-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60 or more

All age groups

Participants in plans who are at

19%

23

26

38

42

46

32%

least 50 percent vested.

AGE

19%

23

36

82

100

100

61%



Chart 3

AVERAGE EMPLOYER COST INCREASE
UNDER RULE OF 50

ALL PLANS WITHCOST INCREASE AS: PLANS NO VESTING

% Increase in contributions

% Increase in payroll

Additional cost per hour
per covered Worker

2A%

0.15%

7.6%

038%

1.8640.7519



Chart 4

COST OF VESTING AN OLDER WORKER IS MINIMAL

ro provide

tAge I

25

35

45

55

a $100 annual

Without
Vesting

$20

125

310

570

pension at

With
Vesting

$30

155

340

585

age 65 costs as a single payment.

Increase In Costs Due to Vesting

Amount Percent

$10 50%

30 24

30 10

15 3

Assumes straight life annuity for males, with assets invested at 5%.

Assumes typical employee turnover rate (for example, 85% of employees age 25 will

leave their present employment before age 65; only 3% of those age 55 will leave.)



Chart 5

EMPLOYEE'S INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT
DEDUCTION AIDS MATURE WORKER WHO

RETIRES AT AGE 65

Begins Contributing Annual Pension if He Contributes Annually
at Age: $1,500 $1,000 $500

40

45

50

55

60

7,500

59200

3,375

1,950

900

5,000

3944 7

2,250

1,300

600

$2,500

1,723

1,125

650

300

* Pensions are straight-life pensions for males
A 5 percent interest rate is assumed.

payable in monthly installments.
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Senator NLsoN. Our next witn(As will be Senator Bentsen.

STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE ST RfE OF TEXAS

Senator BmniN;. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement that I will submit for the record, but

for the purpose of this meeting if it is all right with the committee,
I will do it more informally and summarize. Then we can get to some
of the major points in my particular bill and how they compare with
the administration's bill.

I think we ought to say, first, that private pension plans across
this country, in the vast majority of cases, are performing well and
doing a good job for employees. What we are trying to do here is
to take care of some of the aberrations, take care of some of the
people who have taken advantage of employees and to see that this
is not done in the future. We are not really trying to establish an
ideal pension plan, but we are trying to set up certain minimum
standards to avoid abuses by pension plans. I think that is the ob-
jective.

Now, some of the things that have been said by the committee this
morning I would be in total concurrence with as the ideal; things,
that is that we would like to accomplish. But we have to keep in mind
that what we are dealing with are voluntary pension plans.

There has been a fantastic increase in the number of pension plans
in the last 20 years and we want to see that trend continue as a
supplement to social security. So that is why we talk about minimum
standards that must be put in.

Now, let's get to this question of vesting. The administration pro-
posed a bill with a rule of 50, which I feel is definitely discriminatory
against the hiring of older employees.

Senator NELSON. Discriminatory against the hiring of older em-plo ees I
P nator BmtTSim. Of older employees, yes. This means the employer

has to fund it faster. It means it is more expensive to him and that
he will think a long time before he hires a man who is 48 or 47 as
compared to one that is 80, because of the short time in which he
has to fund the older employee's pension and take care of the liability.

Senator NFLsoN. The Secretary made just the opposite argument.
Senator BzNTSEN. Well, I am not sure he made it without some

equivocation.
Senator NEsON. I didn't notice any equivocation.
Senator BDNTsUm. I think in his testimony he weighed his words

very carefully.
Senator CUiss. He referred to the individual in his sixties, and you

are talking about the effect of people in their forties.
Senator BEwrsEN. Correct.
In my proposal, we provide for 25 percent vesting after 5 years in

the plan. Now he can be eligible for participation in the plan after 1
year of service or at 30 years of age, whichever comes later. We pro-
vide for additional vesting of 5 percent per year so that at the end of
20 years you will have full vesting. We do not tie it to age. S. 4 does
not tie it to age. I think it is a serious mistake to tie it to age.
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As to Senator Ribicoff's question on portability, you achieve some
additional portability by earlier vesting. A pension plan participant
has something that is his, and he owns it and my bill would allow,
with the agreement of the employer and the employee, the tax-free
transfer of the vested portion. Now, if there is no agreement, remem-
ber it is still vested anyway, so when he reaches retirement, even
though he is working for someone else, he receives the pension from

C this plan where he had a vested interest anyway.
One of the other things I have done is to try to do something for

the older man when this act is put into effect. And we do provide
retroactive vesting for all men who are 45 years or older, when this
goes into effect,

Now, we gie current pension plans 3 years to change their provi-
sions of funding and vesting to accomplish what we are talking about
here

One of the major points in this bill and the administration's, as
opposed to S. 4, is the administration of the plan itself. Who does it?
Under S. 4 the Labor Department does it. U-nder my bill and the ad-
ministration's bill the Treasury Department does it. Where is the logic
in this I Which really should be the administrator ?

Well, at the present time, if you have a pension plan, IRS will
come in and investigate it to see that it is nondiscriminatory and to
see that you have reasonable vesting provisions. Now, if you go ahead
and let the Labor Department also minister this, then you are going
to have two agencies doing it and they are going to have two sets of
employees coming in to check on the funding and vesting; IRS to see
if it is nondiscriminatory and the Labor Department to see if it com-
plies with S. 4. It is quite possible that you would have one set of
Federal employees from one agency telling them that the plan was in
concurrence with everything they wanted and the other agency telling
them that it was not. And you would have a conflict there. So, insofar
as avoiding duplication, insofar as avoiding expense to the taxpayers
and insofar as having less confusion, less burden to the employer, I
think we would be much better off in seeing the administration of this
plan under IRS and under the Treasury Department.

Let's get to the question of termination insurance, which I have
provided for in my bill and the administration has not. It is not
an easy problem. It is a complex one but I don't think that means
we ought to walk away from it. Each year only a small number of

C pension plan participant lose benefits because inadequately funded
plans terminate. But to that small number of persons, they may lose
100 percent of their earned benefits. By the same token, only a small
number of banks become insolvent as Senator Ribicoff indicated. The
vast majority of banks are safe and they do provide protection for
their depositors but that doesn't stop us for a minute from continuing
FDIC so that people can feel safe about their bank deposits.

The Secretary said, each plan is a part of one big pool and if you
have termination insurance on pension plans, you can be affected by
the administration of other plans. I ar with that. But if you have
a bank for instance, you are a part of one big pool and you are also
affected; that is, the FDIC is affected by what happens in those other
banks. Would we say, by the same token, that somebody might be
encouraged to make bad loans in the banks because we have 7FDIC
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insurance and the insurance would bail out your depositors? I don't
think so at all.

It would be a reflection on the management. You would have Fob-
lems with the stockholders and management. I think you woul run
into the same kinds of things on termination insurance for pension
plans.

Senator Dom How do you handle termination insurance?
Senator BwnTEzN. There are a number of ways to handle it. In my

particular bill it is handled by imposing a premium on the unfunded
vested liability of each plan. Now this a rather difficult thing to do
and I am not wedded to that particular provision. Another way would
be to impose the premium on all plans, for example as a percentage of
yearly contributions to the plan.

Another thing that I have provided for is that prior service liabili-
ties must be amortized over a 80 year period. That gives a reasonable
period of time for the employer to accomplish it.

Senator NzLSON. You said must be?
Senator BzNTSEN. Must be.
So that would not be more than 80 years--
Senator NELSON. It can be less?
Senator BzNTs8EN. That is right. Remember, the plan can always be

more generous than these minimum standards that we are talking
about.-But the one thing we must not do is to make the standards so
tough that we discourage the installation of new plans.

My bill also has a provision relating to experience deficiencies.
Actuaries make certain assumptions as to what your forfeitures will
be, what your turnover of employees is going to be, what your invest-
ment return is going to be, and they unfortunately often err. It is not
their fault because they just don't have the clear crystal ball it would
take to precisely determine what the stock market is going to do and
what interest rates are going to be. I believe that experience deficiencies
should be funded over the average remaining working life of the
employees covered by the plan. I think that is the most practical
approach.

Another important decision I have made is to require even the
smallest pension plans to comply with the minimum standards. S. 4,
on the other hand, only covers pension plans down to 25 employees.
Why not below that? Some of the worst abuses in vesting provisions
and funding provisions occur in the very small plans. So I think they
should all be covered. -

Another thing I have provided is a tax credit for employees who
make contributions for their own retirement. Instead of proposing a
tax deduction, I have provided for a tax credit. In many instances, an
employee would be permitted to contribute $1600 and receive a 25-per-
cent tax credit of $875. I think that a tax credit is more equitable than
a tax deduction.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that covers in a very few minutes the major
points in my pension reform bill and some of the major differences
with the other bills that have been proposed. I would be pleased to try

'to answer any questions the committee might have.
Senator NiLsoN. What is the range of the credit you permit under

your billI
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Senator BENvEN. At a maximum, an employee can contribute $1,500
and receive a 25-percent tax credit.

Senator BENKETF. That is 25 percent at every levels
Senator BENTSEN. That is right.
Senator BPNNnTT. He puts up $100 and gets $25 back.
Senator BENTSEN. That is right.
Senator NaLaON. Any other questions? Senator Byrd, do you have

annator BYRD. I think not, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSoN. All right, thank you. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BzwrsmN. Thank you very much.
Senator NFwSON. We now go to the 10 minute rule.
Senator BENTSEN. Well then, I wasn't far off.
Senator NELSON. It didn't apply to the authors of proposals. That

is the only exception that we have made; that those who are appearing
on behalf of their own proposals are not limited on time.

[The prepared statement of Senator Bentsen follows:]

PREPAMM) STATEMENT OF SENATOR LLOYo BENTSEN ON BEzHALF or S. 1179
Mr. Ohairman, I greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify here this morning

on behalf of my private pension reform bill, S. 1179.
Over the past several decades America's private retirement system has ex-

panded at a very rapid pace. For the tens of millions of American working men
and women who have received their earned benefits in full, our private retirement
system has performed very adequately. For these workers the private retire-
ment system has proved to be an excellent example of the ability of our free
enterprise system to respond to a vital need-the need to provide retirement
security for our senior citizens. Unfortunately, in far too many instances retired
workers have suffered tragic economic losses because they have been denied their
earned benefits. In these instances America's private retirement system has not
only failed to perform adequately, it has performed dismally.

It is essential that Congress act now to correct the inequities in our private
pension system. I am hopeful that the Senate Finance Committee will take rapid
action on pension reform legislation and report a bill to the floor quickly enough
so that the Senate can complete action on pension legislation before the August
recess.

Very briefly, S. 1179 would amend the internal revenue code to establish mini-
mum standards of vesting and funding and to require all pension plans to obtain
terminate n Insurance.

These minimum standards would apply to all plans regardless of size. Only
plans administered by the Federal or State and local governments would be
exempt. S. 1179 would also allow a tax-free transfer of vested pension rights
upon a change of employment but only If both the employee and employer con-
sent to such a transfer. In addition, S. 1179 would provide a limited Federal tax
credit for an individual's own contributions to either a qualified employer.
sponsored plan or a qualified "Individual retirement account." A tax credit would
be much more equitable than a deduction in this situation.

I would now like to discuss in some detail four very Important pension issues
which presently face the Congress.

First, the most efficient and practical metJhd to enforce minimum vesting,
funding and termination Insurance requirements would be through appropriate
amendments to the Internal Revenue Code.

Second, the most equitable vesting formula would be a graded formula based
solely on number of years of service. A formula tied to age would have the most
undesirable effect of discouraging the hiring of older workers.

Third, while a minimum funding schedule is essential, a program of pension
plan termination insurance is also needed.

Fourth, while legislation is essential to protect the earned benefits of those
fortunate enough to be participating in retirement plans, Congress must also
focus on the tens of millions of American working men and women who do not
now adequately participate in the private retirement system.
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S=JL-ENCOBCMZNT THROUGH THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

One of the major issues that Congress must decide in whether minimum stand-
ards of vesting, funding and termination insurance should be enforced by the
Labor Department through mandatory injunctions or be enforced by the Treasury
Department through a denial of favorable tax treatment. There is no question
in my mind that these minimum standards can be most effectively administered
and enforced by the Treasury Department through a denial of tax qualifications.

The favorable tax treatment granted to pension and other retirement plans
has been a major stimulus for the growth of America's retirement system.

The Internal Revenue Code already Imposes many restrictions on private
retirement plans for the specific purpose of protecting those American workers
who participate in these plans. The most practical method to impose additional
(but related) restrictions would be to add them to our tax law.

It is now several decades since Congress decided to promote the growth of
private retirement plans through federal tax incentives. The Internal Revenue
Service which is a part of the Department of Treasury has been administering
these laws since their enactment. Over the years the Internal Revenue Service-
has acquired the experience and expertise needed to administer the tax laws
pertaining to the many complicated and diverse retirement plans currently
used by private business. There is little justification to create a new federal
agency or to divide jurisdiction between two separate federal departments
where an existing agency can adequately do the job.

NECESSITY OF A GRADED VESTING FORMULA BASED SOLELY UPON YEARS OF PLAN
PARTICIPATION

A fundamental problem in our private pension system involves the loss of
pensions by workers who leave their jobs before their pension rights become
vested. Vesting occurs when an employee receives a nonforfeitable right to the
money contributed to a pension plan on his behalf. Once an employee's pension
rights are vested, he is entitled to receive his benefits even if he leaves the
company prior to retirement. A vested employee retains his rights wherever
he may go.

There have been countless examples of employees who have worked for a
company for many years, but have lost all of their pension because they left
their job before complying with unreasonably long vesting requirements.

These tragedies clearly demonstrate the need for Congress to require all
private pension plans to adopt at least some minimum vesting standard to ade-
quately protect the interests of plan participants.

The question naturally arises as to what vesting formula should be the mini-
mum required.

There is no question in my mind that a graded vesting formula based solely
on the number of years of plan participation is the best approach.

A formula which provides 100 percent non-graded vesting after ten years of
service has several distinct drawbacks. Such a proposal provides no assistance
to an employee who terminates employment prior to the ten year period. The
proposal might also encourage employers to discharge workers Just prior to ten
years of service.

A formula such as the "rule of 50" which ties vesting to age also has distinct
drawbacks. The "rule of 50" formula would have the very undesirable side ef-
fect of discouraging-the hiring of older workers. Under this rule a 50 year old
applicant would vest immediately while a 20 year old applicant would
not vest for 15 years.* This would be a substantial incentive not to hire the 50
year old applicant because the cost of funding a pension for anyone close to re-
tirement age is comparatively high. In that older workers already face a great
difficulty in finding employment, a vesting formula should not be adopted which
would aggravate the problem.

A graded vesting formula removes all of these inequities. Such a formula is
not an all-or-nothing approach and will not result in age discrimination.

TERMIATION INSURANCE IS ESSENTIAL TO REAL PENSION REFORM

Although adequate vesting and funding standards are vital components of any
proposal to protect pension plan participants, any really meaningful reform must
also include a program of pension plan termination insurance.



Only with k system -f termination insurance can every American worker be
guaranteed that he will actually receive the vested benefits that he has earned
through years of long, hard labor.

There have been many examples of pension plans that have terminated with
Insufficient assets to meet all of the plan's obligations. Some of these termina-
tions have involved plans that had been following very liberal funding schedules.

The Departments of Treasury and Labor recently indicated that during the
first seven months of 1972 alone over 8,000 pension plan participants lost vested
benefits. Over a ten year period we can anticipate that more than 50,000 plan
participants will lose vested benefits&

This i certainly cause for concern. This loss of benefits constitutes a tragic
hardship for the victims involved. In addition, this loss of benefits further un-
dermines the confidence of the American worker in the ability of our private
pension system to function effectively.

The concept of termination insurance is certainly nothing new. In fact, It
is well established and has proven to be very effective In protecting millions of
Americans from substantial economic losses due to such financial mishaps as
the failure of banks, and savings and loan associations, or the financial difficulties
of brokerage houses.

We have all heard of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. Just two years ago Congress
added a new system of termination insurance with the creation of the Securi-
ties Investor Protection Corporation.

The existence of the FDIC and the FSLIC for close to 40 years in addition to
the recent creation of SIPC, provides substantial precedent for and demon-
strates the feasibility of a program of pension plan termination insurance.

The structure and organization of SIPC was used as a model for my pro-
posed Pension Guarantee Corporation (PGC) which would be a non-profit mem-
bership corporation composed of all private pension plans.

NECESSITY OF EXPANDING PENSION PLAN COVERAGE

While legislation is essential to safeguard the pension rights of those Ameri-
can who now adequately participate in private retirement plans, Congress must
give equal attention to two very-related problems. First, there are tens of mil-
lions of American working men and women who do not now participate In any
retirement plan whatsoever. Currently about one half of our non-agricultural
work force--about 80 million workers--are not covered by retirement plans.
Second, many employees who do, in fact, participate in retirement plans will not
receive adequate benefits because employers are simply not making adequate
contributions into the plan on behalf of the employees.

It is clearly discriminatory for Congress to provide special tax benefits for the
80 million participants of private retirement plans while totaUy denVing any
tax benefits to the tens of millions of workers who are not able to participate
In these plans. These persons certainly deserve equitable treatment from Con-
gress.

We must remember that when a consumer purchases an item such as a tele-
vision or car a portion of the price will be used to create the pension of the
electrical worker or auto worker. It is inequitable that many persons who In-
directly contribute to the pension plans of others can not even establish a tax
qualified pension plan for themselves.

Congress must now provide a mechanism for the millions of workers who do
not currently participate in the private retirement system to save on their own.
One method to do this would be to offer individuals a federal tax credit for a
portion of their current income placed In a retirement fund. S. 1179 includes
such a tax credit.

A tax credit is much more desirable than a deduction in this particular situa-
tion. A tax credit would provide a greater economic benefit to persons in a rela-
tively lower income bracket than would a deduction. Those workers with lower
incomes have a greater need for a monthly pension to provide financial security
during their retirement years.

I7hUOIAN UR5PONSIRILITT AND VISIOUZ

Although 8. 1179 contains no provisions relating to fiduciary responsibility and
disclosure, I will most certainly support proposals to enact stringent fiduciary
responsibility and disclosure laws. This can be most effectively accomplished by
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amendini the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act. S. 1179 contains only
those provisions that I believe should be Included in the Internal efenue Code.

Smator NzlsoN. Our next witness is Mr. Bert Seidman, director,
social security department, AFL-CIO.

Would you identify yourself for the record, and the gentlemen
accompanyingyou?

STATEMENT OF BERT SEIDMAN, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL CITY
DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD SHOE-
MAXER, ASSISTANT DI TOR, AND NET A. MEIKLJON,

LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF AFL-CIO

Mr. Szmx4;N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Bert Seidman
and I am the director of the Department of Social Security of the
AFL-CIO and with me to my right is Mr. Richard Shoemaker who is
assistant director of that department and to my left, Mr. Kenneth
Meiklejohn, who is a member of the legislative department of the
AFL-CIO.

Mr. Chairman, I will keep to your 10-minute rule, but we do have
a more detailed statement and I would appreciate it if the detailed
statement would be included in the record of the hearing.

Senator NELSON. It will be printed in full, in the record, at the
appropriate place.

Mr. SFMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The AFL-CIO strongly supports the goal of making the private

pension plan system more responsive to the needs of the beneficiaries.
Those covered by pension plans should have a greater assurance than
they now have that they will, in fact, ultimately receive a pension when
they retire.
. Through collective-barganin unions have, over the years, greatly
improved the vesting and funding provisions of union negotiated
plans. However, unions have no leverage over unorganized employers
and collective bargaining cannot protect the interest of beneficiaries
when their employer goes out of business. Only a Federal program of
termination insurance can provide protection against this reisk.

Neither S. 1179 nor S. 1681, the bills under consideration by the
Pension Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee, nor S. 4
whose-principles your subcommittee is considering adequately differ-
entiate between single-employer and multi-employer plans. They are

, both pension plans, but we think there are the built-in advantages to
the beneficiary of multi-employer plans which clearly indicate that less
rigorous standards of vesting and funding would provide as much pro-
tection to beneficiaries as a more rigorous standard for single-employer
plans. After all the bankruptcy of one single employer or even two or
three in a multi-employer plan causes no hardship to either the plan

-or the plan's beneficiaries. Moreover, the value of a Federal termina-
tion insurance program is minimal for multi-employer plans and par-
ticipants and, for this reason, such plans should not be required to pay
the same termination insurance premium rate as single-employer
plans

The AFL-CIO favors the coverage provisions of S. 4 except that we
think the coverage under the law should be. broadened to include State
and local government pension plans. In this regard we do not object to
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the Williams-Javits bill's exclusion of plans with 26 or fewer partici-
p ants and we indicate in our testimony our reason for this. We also
think it is appro rate to exclude union plans financed exclusively from
members' dues. S. 1179 and S. 1631 exclude pay-as-you-go, unfunded
plans. We think this is a major omission since such plans provide little
protection to beneficiaries.

We think the vesting standa' in all these bills should be improved
for single-employer plans. The AFL-CIO recommends a standard of
100-percent vesting after 10 years of service for single-employer plans.
Multi-employer plans should be given 5 years from enactment to
provide relevant data after which the Secretary of Labor should be
specifically authorized to grant variances from this standard for such
plans. In granting such variances, the Secretary should be required to
take into consideration such relevant facts such as the proportion of
the industry or geographic area covered by the plan, the number and
extent of reciprocity arrangements between plans, the special problems
of fixed benefit plans and the economic hardship to employers and/or
participants that would result from imposing the 10-year standard
and such other factors that are appropriate to establishing a variance.

Portability of vested benefits is meaningless and amounts to no more
than the privilege of receiving one check instead of two.

And, as has been indicated, we think there would be real problems
in trying to establish portability of nonvested benefits in private pen-
sion plans.

The AFL-CIO favors a funding standard of 30 years for single-
employer plans and 40 years for multiemployer plans. The Secre-
tary should be given the authority to grant a variance from the 40
year standard for multiemployer plans based on the same relevant
facts as are required for granting a variance from the vesting stand-
ard.

Few multiemployer plans terminate. Therefore, the AFL-CIO en-
dorses the concept of S. 1179 which establishes two termination insur-
ance pools: one for single-employer plans and the other for multi-
employer plans. Termination insurance premiums for the two pools
should reflect the degree of risk of termination for the two classes of
plans. The AFL-CIO does not favor experience rating of plans within
each of the two classes.

The AFL-CIO strongly opposes the granting of tax credits to
individuals for money set aside to establish individual pension ac-
counts. You will find in our detailed testimony the figures which clearly
indicate that only well-to-do individuals could take advantage of such
a program. To our minds, S. 1631 and to a lesser extent S. 1179 simply
create another tax loophole for the wealthy which, if enacted, would
probably expand in the future. Likewise the AFL-CIO opposes ex-
panding the tax-deductible limit on pension contributions made by
the self-employed. The Keogh Act has primarily benefited high paid
doctors and lawyers. Most small businessmen have not been able to
take advantage of the program.

MT. Chairman, it has been claimed that the Keogh plan is neces-
sary and should be strengthened in order to cut down on the establish-
ment of professional corporations by doctors and lawyers. Well, I have
the current issue of Medical World News, which is a magazine that
goes to all of the doctors, and it says "the key then will be whether the
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new appeal of Keogh will make it a more viable alternative to profes-
sional incorporation than it is now." And they say the answer is "no."
In other words, even that objective would not be achieved by raising
the limits for tax deductible contributions to pension plans under the
Kogh Act, which is proposed.

With respect to the question of where this legislation should be ad-
ministered, we think that the appropriate agency for administering
any pension reform legislation enacted by Congress is the Department
of Labor. This is because pension plans are an integral part of the
collective bargaining process and relate to labor relations generally.
Regulation by the Internal Revenue Service relies on the'employer's
self-interest in maintaining tax deductions. Now, this is a very weak
enforcement mechanism from the point of view of the beneficiaries.
And it is this point that should be of paramount consideration to this
committee. Ordering a plan to discontinue would not protect the
interest of the participants.

In summary, while S. 4, of the three bills being considered by the
subcommittee, comes closest to the kind of legislation the AF1-CIO
would like to see enacted, we think it needs improvement. The bill
should be improved along the lines suggested by this testimony in
order that the private pension plan system be made more responsive
to the needs of its beneficaries. And it is the beneficiaries, we repeat,
who deserve the most careful consideration from this committee and
the Congress.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much. Senator Bennett?
Senator BEzNNEr. You're asking for more liberal vesting and fund-

ing requirements for multiemployer plans because of their special
circumstances.

So you object to the application of the same principle to other
areas indicating less need for proposed funding investing rules, for
example, regulated utilities for companies that maintain a network
several times the unfunded liability ?

Mr. SEDMAN. We are suggesting that from the point of view of the
worker, that he will get more protection in a multiemployer plan than
he will under any ordinary circumstances in a single-employer plan,
including such things as public utilities. After all, if a worker leaves
the employment of that public utility and goes somewhere else, he is
not covered. If he is a carpenter and he goes from one plan covering

-- him to another plan, which plan has reciprocity or a national reciproc-
ity agreement, he will continue to be covered by that plan, and, there-
fore, it seems to us that multiemplover plans should have different
treatment from the single-employer plans.

Senator BENzErTr. No other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYm. No questions.
Senator NELsoN. Senator BentsenI
Senator BE.NTSPEN. Just one comment concerning my provision for a

person contributing to their own retirement where they don't have a
plan in their company, for an individual contributing to it, I put a
limit on it of $1,500 or 25 percent, which would means a tax credit of
$375. I know that means a substantial savings. I used to own a savings
and loan and I was always pleased and impressed with the fellow who
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came in with callouses on his hands, work boots, and got out of his old
Chevy, as I watched him come in. Then I would see someone come in
in a rented Cadillac and the fellow in the rented Cadillac often went
over to borrow some money, yet the other fellow went over to make a
deposit to his savings account. And so I would like to encourage that,
and that is what I am trying to do with my bill.

Mr. Szm &. -I understand your objectives, Senator, but we do
think by and large it would be the higher income people who would
be able to take advantage of this and they would get the most advan-
ta of it because they would be in the higher tax brackets as well.

Senator BENT5EN. Of course I made mine a tax credit, as you know.
Mr. Szxm N. I understand.
Senator BrrsEN. Rather than a deduction to meet that problem.
Senator NzLSON. As to the credit approach, I assume you would

agree that it is more equitable than the present system of tax deduction ?
Mr. SEmMAN. Yes, I would agree that if you have to make a choice,

that the tax credit would be more equitable,'but we still think that this
would have greatest effects to the higher income people.

Senator Nsox. You stated in your testimony that you had pre-
viously favored the exemption of multiemployer plans 'but now you
favor the coverage of multiemployer plans under a little bit different
basis from a single employer plan.

Does this reflect a change in the position of your major union mem-
bers who have ultimately employer plans ?

Mr. SIDMAN. Yes it does, Mr. Chairman. The AFL-CIO had taken
a position in favor of the complete exemption of the multiemployer
plans from vesting and funding standards. We have taken a gocd look
at that and at a meeting in which we had wide representation of rep-
resentatives of unions which have primarily multi-employer plans,
there was a consensus which was later ratified by the Executive Coun-
cil of the AFL-CIO that rather than seeking a complete exemption of
the multiemployer plans, that instead we would do everything we
could to get a realistic recognition of the differences between multi-
employer and single employer plans reflecting in the provisions of
the legislation. And so this is currently the position of the AFL-CIO
and seems, as I said, from meetings with unions where these plans were
widely represented that was a consensus.

Senator NELsoN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your time in
coming here today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Seidman with attachments follow:]

STATEMENT or B=RT S IMAN, Dm s DEPARzENT or SOmL SzcurTy Aumr-
lOAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTIAL ORGANIATONS

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to present our views with regard
to S. 1179 introduced by Senator Bentsen, S. 1681 introduced on behalf of the
Administration by Senators Curtis, Hansen, Bennett, Dominick and Fannin and
on the principles and policies embodied In 8. 4, introduced by Senators Williams
and Javits along with 51 other sponsors, which has been reported to the Senate
unanimously by the Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

All of these bills have for their basic purpose to improve the probability that
workers now covered by private pension plans will, In fact, receive a pension
when they retire.

1he AFL-CIO supports this goal. In fact, our affliates have, through collective
bargaining, greatly improved the vesting and funding provisions of pension plans
over the year& Unions have actually gone on strike over the issue of adequate
financing of pension plans. Much has been accomplished. The vesting provisions
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of most negotiated pension plans are more liberal than the minimum standards
proposed in any of the bills before this Committee.

Nevertheless, we believe the time has come to establish minimum Federal
standards of vesting and funding in order that too many years will not pass before
all employees covered by pension plans will have reasonable assurance that they
will receive a pension on retirement

This is essential because private pension plans are an Important part of the
retirement expectations of 80 million workers and their families.

Our unions can and they have improved the vesting and funding provisions
of private pension plans through collective bargaining. However, we have no

C leverage on unorganized employers. Also, collective bargaining cannot provide
a solution for employees who lose their pensio~as because their employer goes out
of business. Only a Federal program of pension plan termination insurance can
protect employees against this risk. We, therefore, strongly support such a
program along the lines of S. 1179 and 8. 3 and deplore the failure of 8.1681 to
Include any termination Insurance provision in the bill.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, we would prefer to discuss the bills
before you together under the major subject headings of coverage, vesting and
portability, funding and termination insurance, tax credits for Individual pen-
sion accounts and administration.

Before discussing these Issues, we believe that a clear distinction between two
classes of pension plans needs to be drawn. The major difference between pension
plans is between those that cover employees of only a single employer and those
that cover employees In a plan that embraces many eLlployers. Some of these
multi-employer plans are national in scope and provide continuity of coverage
under the pension plan even though the worker may chatige employers many
times during the course of his working career.

The umbrella of coverage for participants in a multi-employer plan Is broader
than In a single employer plan. Therefore, our recommendations with respect to
various aspects of the legislation reflect the fundamental differences between
these two types of plans.

COVERAGE

- Both S. 1179 and S. 1631 would apply to all private pension plans which desire
favorable tax treatment under Sec. 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. Thus,
the bills would apply to small employers with less than 25 employees. One of the
major gaps in pension plan coverage today is small employers. We are concerned
that placing them under the law with the associated burden of reporting would
further discourage small employers from providing a pension plan for their
employees. We, therefore, believe small employers should be exempted from
coverage unless subsequent events should Indicate to the contrary.
S. 1179 would also cover pension plans unilaterally administered by employee

organizations and financed exclusively by employee contributions. S. 4 excludes
such plans from coverage. We strongly favor S. 4 in this respect. It is unwise,
In our opinion, to Impose standards on plans where the participants themselves
have the means through the democratic processes of their union to install these
Improvements themselves. To Insist on the application of the standards to such
plans would result In union members having to tax themselves at a higher rate
for benefit Improvements which they have been unwilling to institute.

Neither 8. 1179 nor 8. 1631 cover pay-as-you-go, unfunded plans established by
the employer. Employees must, in such plans, rely entirely on the good faith of
the employer and the Indefinite prosperity of the company if their pension ex-
pectations are to be fulfilled. S. 4 would apply to unfunded plans.

All of the bills under consideration exempt local government plans. Unfor-
tunately, many pension plans established by states, counties and municipalities
are not adequately funded. For this reason, we favor covering state and local
government plans in any legislation that is enacted.

In summary, we favor the coverage provisions of S. 4 except that we do not
believe state and local government plans should be excluded as they are in all
three of these bills.

VESTING AND POBTABITY

The purpose of vesting Is to increase the probability that any given par-
ticipant will actually -receive a benefit when he retires. Given any level of
vesting-whether 10 years, 80 percent after 8 year plus 10 percent thereafter,
25 percent after 5 years plus 5 percent per year thereafter, or the "rule of 50"--

9-939 0 - 73 - pt. I -- 25
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more participants will vest in a multi-employer plan than in a single-employer
plan.

While we know of no study that proves this point, it is relevant to cite the
following facts.

The International Ladies Garment Workers Union has a national pension
plan. Thus, and ILGWU member can move from New York to California or to
most places in between and continue his coverage in the national plan.

The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America participates in six pension
funds covering various subdivisions of the industry. Two of these plans are
national In scope and the other four cover regional areas. The regional plans
all have reciprocal agreements with the other plans so that service accrued
under one plan counts toward the vesting requirement of the other plans. These
reciprocal agreements even extend to plans in Canada.

In the building trades, multi-employer plans are generally confined to geo-
graphic areas (but a number of crafts have national plans). In the crafts not
covered by a national plan, there is an extensive network of reciprocal agree-
ments between plans in the same trade. A recent nationwide survey conducted
by Professor Maurice E. McDonald of Georgia State University estimated 4.5
million, or about 66 percent of all workers covered under multi-employer plans,
had some form of reciprocity.

It is our contention, therefore, that a vesting standard that would be appro-
priate for single-employer plans would not be appropriate for multi-employer
plans.

Both the Williams-Javits and Bentsen bills would allow for a 5-year defer-
ment of the vesting standard upon a showing that meeting the standard would
cause substantiall economic injury" to employers or beneficiaries. However,
there is no recognition of the difference between single and multi-employer plans
as a class. The Administration bill makes no provision for any variance from
the "rule of fifty."

The vesting standard proposed in all three bills Is not strict enough for single-
employer plans. At the same time, these same vesting standards might cause
substantial economic injury to many multi-employer plans whose vesting stand-
ard, while apparently not as liberal, still results in a high percentage of par-
ticipants becoming eligible for a benefit.

The Administration bill's "rule of 50" would credit an employee's past serv-
ice only for the purpose of meeting the vesting standards and not for the pur-
pose of computing his benefit. Thus, S. 1631 is meaningless to employees now
covered by a pension plan until many years into the future. We urge that any
bill enacted by Congress credit past service for the purpose of meeting both
the vesting standard and the computation of the benefit.

The graded vesting provisions of the Bentsen and Williams-Javits bills yield
minimal benefits after 5 or 8 years of service which do not appear to warrant
the additional administrative costs that would result from keeping track of
participants with vested rights to an almost meaningless pension. For example,
A pension plan with a liberal benefit formula of $8.00 per month per year of
service would vest a pension of only $10.00 per month upon retirement with
5 years of service under the Bentsen bill. Under the Williams-Javits bill the
pension would amount to only $19.20 with 8 years of service. Inflation would
further erode these dollar amounts.

Fixed benefit plans have a special problem that has not been dealt with In
any of the bills before this committee. A fixed benefit plan plays a stipulated
amount, $100 for example, after a stipulated number of years of service, say,
of 20 years. Thus, there is no accrued benefit in the usual sense. There is no
accrued or vested benefit until the full service benefit is met. Any bill enacted
by the Congress should provide langauge to define what proportion of the fixed
benefit would be vested where the mandated standard is less than provided by
the plan. Our suggestion would be that the fixed benefits should be pro-rated
from the age of entry into the plan to age 65.

Thus a worker who entered the plan at age 35 would be vested for 15/30 or
%- of the fixed benefit of $100 assuming full vesting after 15 years of service,
this is of critical importance to some plans in the garment and maritime
industries.

The AFL-CIO proposes for single employer plans a minimum standard of
100 percent of the accrued benefit to be vested after 10 years of service. Pension
plans should have five years from the date of enactment of the pension legislation
to meet the standard.



Multi-employer plans should be required to submit within five years appropriate
data to the Secretary of Labor. The Secretary would then determine for each
multi-employer plan, based on the facts submitted, an appropriate variance
from the vesting standard, taking Into consideration relevant criteria including,
but not limited to, the proportion of the Industry or geographic area covered
by the plan, the number and extent of reciprocity arrangements between plans
in the industry or area, the special problems of fixed benefit plans and the
economic hardship to employers and/or plan participants that would result from
Imposing a stricter standard on the plan.

With regard to the portability of vested benefits, the concept is meaningless
and amounts to no more than the dubious privilege of receiving one check in
the place of two or, at the most, three. Portability of non-vested pension credits
is another question and Is equivalent, insofar as cost Is concerned, to the cost
of immediate vesting. None of the bills before us attempts to bite Into this
bullet. The only portable pension plan for non-vested pension credits is Social
Security.

FUNDING AND TEIRMINATION INSURANON

These two issues are closely related. Clearly, the more adequately a pension
plan is funded, the less likely is If to present a claim under a pension plan termi-
nation insurance program. However, as long as past service is recognized for
the purpose of paying benefits, a pension fund will seldom have sufficient assets
to pay at a given time for all accrued benefits. A pension plan termination insur-
ance program Is therefore essential if beneficiaries are to have the assurance that
they will receive a pension.

But with regard to both funding and termination Insurance, It is essential that
a distinction be made between single and multiemployer plans.

In single employer plans, both the employees' employment and his pension
depend upon the viability of his employer's business. In fact, the employee is
placed in double Jeopardy. If his employer folds, he loses both his Job and his
pension.

In multiemployer plans, the union can generally place an employee in another
Job and his pension coverage continues regardless of the fate of the employer. In
fact, we have been advised that about 300 employers go out of business each year
in the ladies garment industry. Many contractors in the building industry like-
wise go bankrupt each year. But the pension plan goes on independent of the fate,
of any single employer.

The Instances that have been cited in which employees have lost their pension
benefit, Including the Studebaker tragedy and others, have involved single
employer plans.

Last year, the President directed the Departments of Labor and Treasury to
undertake a 1-year study to determine the extent of benefit losses arising from
pension plan terminations. In February of this year, a preliminary report on this
study was released. This report stated that only 79 multiemployer plans termi-
nated during the period 1965 through 1971. Almost all of these terminations
came about because of merger which protected the accrued benefits of the
beneficiaries.

With regard to benefit losses of beneficiaries in multi-employer plans during
the 6 year period, the report stated:

"On the basis of information submitted by respondents, there were benefit
losses for 540 participants in 8 plans (out of 64 who responded to the survey)".

Multi-employer plans are generally funded on the basis of paying only the
interest on any past service liability that may exist. Apparently, this degree
of funding is quite adequate for multi-employer plans. It is also apparent that
multi-employer plans would have virtually no claim against a termination insur-
ance fund.

The AFL-CIO therefore proposes that single-employer plans should be required
to pay normal or current costs and fund all past service costs over a period of
80 years. This is the standard of S. 4 and S. 1179. While we believe "interest
only" funding is adequate for multi-employer plans, we propose that such plans
should meet a standard requiring that their unfunded liabilities be amortized
over a period of 40 years. Multi-employer plans should, however, be allowed to
petition for a variance from this standard. They should be required to demon-
strate to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the plan's benefit commitments
could be met under an alternative funding program. In considering applications
for a variance from the 40 year standard, the Secretary should be required to
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take into consideration relevant criteria Including, but not limited to, the pro-
portion of the industry or geographic area covered by the plan, the number
and extent of reciprocity arrangements between plans and the economic hardship
to employers and/or plan participants that would -result from imposing the
standard on the plan. Any experience deficiency should, in our opinion, be amor-
tized over the average remaining life of the employees covered by the plan
as provided in the Bentsen bill rather than over 5 years as in the Williams-
3avits bill.

With regard to termination insurance, we endorse the provisions of S. 1170
calling for two separate Insurance pools--one for all single-employer plans and
another for multi-employer plans. Separate premium rates related to the degree
of risk should be established for each pool. We oppose, however, experience
rating of the plans within each class as Sec. 407 of the Bentsen bill appears to
allow.

A most important issue is a termination insurance program to protect the
rights of plan participants to the benefits they have earned through their toil.
Nothing can be more tragic than for an older man to lose both his job and his
pension simultaneously when his employer shuts down his business.

Critics of termination insurance can correctly show that the number of per-
sons who lose their pension because their employer goes out of business is quite
low. These critics state this proves a termination insurance program is not
necessary. On the contrary, we say that this proves that the cost of preventing
this needless tragedy is very low. The Ideal insurable risk is one in which the
insured risk is financially unacceptable to the insured but that risk is of such
infrequent occurrence, that the premium can be set very low. In short, termina-
tion insurance is just about as close to an idoal Insurable risk as is possible to
attain.

Has anybody proposed that because few banks go out of business, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) program should be abolished? The
Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPO) was established to protect
investors when brokers went out of business. Surely, if such protection can be
provided to banks depositors and investors, it is unconscienable to deny workers
protection against the loss of their pension. The suggested and very conservative
estimate of the rate needed for such a termination insurance program is but 0.2
percent of the unfunded liabilities for vested benefits. This is-the rate proposed
in both the Bentsen and Williams-Javits bills. This comes to an average of only
.02 percent of payroll. Where else can we achieve such a socially useful program
at such low cost?

TAX CREDITS FOB, INDIVIDUAL PENSON ACCOUNTS

The Administration proposal'in S. 1631 to provide income tax deductions for
individual savings that are placed in special retirement accounts would add still
another tax loophole which will only benefit the wealthy.

There has been a remarkable consistency about the Administration's economic
and tax policies which are making the rich richer and the poor poorer. Let us cite
Just a few of the new loopholes that have been initiated by this Administration:

(1) A new depreciation system, officially called the Asset Depreciation Range
(ADR) system--speeds up by 20 percent of the tax-write-off allowance for busi-
ness machinery and equipment.

(2) The 7% investment tax credit.
(8) A ew provision which empowers U.S. companies to funnel their exports

through subsidiaries-known as Domestic International Sales Corporations--
wherein the tax on one-half of their export profits is deferred, perhaps indefi-
nitely.

(4) This year the Administration has presented to Congress a package of
tax propsals which refuses to address itself, except in a very limited way, to
the major loopholes for the wealthy and for corporations. Instead, new loop-
holes are proposed including a $50 million-a-year tax giveway to the oil and gas
industries, a property tax relief scheme and a private school tuition tax giveway.
In total, the Adminstration tax package would result in a net loss in revenue of
$600 million. (The AFL-CIO Executive Council Statement of May 6, 1973 on the
Administration's tax bill is attached as Appendix A.)

The above measures afford-tax relief primarily to wealthy corporations. The
"Retirement Benefits Tax Act," the Administration's pension proposal, would,
as stated by AFL-CIO President George Meany, provide "another tax break for
the wealthy, the banks, the insurance companies and the mutual funds."
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The bill provides that Individuals may take an income deduction amounting to
20 percent of earned income up to a maximum of $1,500 per year for sums set
aside for an individual retirement plan. But as a practical matter the plan has
little value to those with low incomes.

To determine who will benefit from this proposal, the Committee might con-
sider these questions

How many families with an earned income of $5,000 per year can save
$1,000?

How many with a $6,000 income can save $1,200?
How many families with a $7,500 income can save $1,500?
How many families with an annual Income of even $10,000 can save $1,500

in this day of sky-high living costs?
Now, ask the same question for those with annual earnings of $15,000,

$20,000, $50,000 and up. Clearly, the percentage of families which will be able to
take full advantage of this deduction will rise with income. Thus, the effect of
this provision will be extremely regressive, benefiting all the rich who wish to
take advantage of It and none of the poor.

Even If a family of four could save $1,000 out of a $5,000 income, their income
tax would be reduced by $98. Thus, the Federal government would be subsidizing
the retirement savings at the rate of 9.8%. The same family of four earning
$10,000 would save $285 In taxes and the Federal government would be sub-
sidizing their retirement plan at the rate of 19%. The $50,000 family of four
would recoup 48 percent of their retirement contribution or $720 In taxes.

But that Is not all. A worker with a $5,000 income even if he could take full
advantage of this legislation could save only $98 in taxes. In contrast a wealthy
investor who made $200,000 from clipping coupons and who also received a $5,000
consulting fee could save $700.

Thus, the proposed legislation is class legislation. The rhetoric from the Ad-
ministration does not deceive us nor do we believe It will deceive this Committee
nor the public. In this connection, we wish to present certain facts that relate
to the ability of low and middle income families to save.

In 1971, according to the latest survey of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, median
family income in the U.S. was $10,290. Half of all families were below this
amount, half were above. Nevertheless, for that year:

(1) The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported than an income of $10,971
was considered the standard for a moderate budget for an urban family of
four-and no savings were included in such a budget.

(2) Some 25.6 million persons, or 12.5% of the nation's families, were below
the poverty income threshold which, according to official government estimates,
required an income of $4,187 forn family of four in 1971.

(3) Among families with only one wage earner, only one out of every four
(27%) families had incomes of $12,000 or above.

(4) Less than one out of. 5 black families achieved the $12,000-and-above
mark, and for families headed by a woman only one dn ten attained that level.

Who, therefore, would benefit from the enetment of S. 1631?
We have stated that the Administration is making the rich richer and the

poor poorer. We recognize that this is a serious charge but the facts amply sup-
port our contention.

Between 1960 and 1968, for example, the Census Bureau data shows that there
was a modest but nevertheless real and continuing trend of improvement In
the way in which the shares of the nation's income were flowing. Over that

period, the bottom 20% of the nation's families Increased their share from
4.9% of income to 5.7% while the share of the top 20% declined from 42% to
40.6%. This trend came to an abrupt halt in 1968. Between 1968 and 1971, the
proportion of the nation's income received by the lowest 20% dropped to 5.5%
while the top 20% Increased its share of the nation's Income from 40.6%
to 41.6%.

The detailed data are shown In Appendix B which we have attached to our
statement.

And, of course, these figures do not tell anywhere near the whole story,-for
huge chunks of the income of the very wealthy are not counted. The Census
figures for example, do not consider capital gains as income-and on top of
that, the IRS only taxes such Income at half the rate which applies to the Income
of a wage earner.

The new proposed loophole would accelerate the trend toward distributing
more of the nation's income, its wealth and its tax resources to the well-to-do.



S. 1631 would also raise the deductible limit on pension contributions made
on behalf of the self-employed from 10 percent of earned income up to $2,500
per year to 15 percent of income up to $7,500. The AFLr-OIO opposed the original
Keogh bill as a tax avoidance program and we oppose the expansion of this tax
loophole now. The main beneficiaries of this program have been doctors and
lawyers and not proprietors of "mom and pop" groceries or small businessmen.

If a doctor goes into practice at age 36 and save $7,500 for 30 years he will
have not only a tax shelter for his savings over this period but also a tax savings
on the interest earnings on his account so that -by age 65 he will have accumu-
lated the tidy sum of $592,950 assuming a modest 6 percent Interest return on
his savings. While this is somewhat short of making every doctor a millionaire
upon retirement, the estimate Ignores any capital gains that might accrue under
a Keogh retirement plan.

Even more than the individual tax deduction, the three-fold increase in the
present maximum deduction for the self-employed would benefit only high
income individuals.

S. 1179 is, of course, a substantial improvement over the Administration bill
since the individual tax credit is limited to $875 or 25 percent of the contribu-
tion an individual makes toward his pension. The Bentsen bill also does not
expand the tax loophole for the self-employed. However, tax loopholes are
difficult to close and once enacted, usually expand. The present drive to increase
the tax deductible contr buttons allowable under the Keogh law is an example.
The AFL-CIO is therefore opposed to any tax credit for individual contributions
to individual pension plans.

ADMINISTRATION

Both S. 1179 and S. 1631 provide for administration by the Treasury Depart-
ment. Under S. 4 the law would be adminstered by the Labor Department. We
strongly favor S. 4 in this respect for the following reasons:

(1) Pension plans are an integral part of the collective bargaining process.
An improvement in a negotiated pension plan invariably means that workers will
have to give up dollars that they could have received in wages. Even in unorga-
nized firms, pension plans are considered a deferred form of compensation. Pen-
sion and other fringe benefits are invariably handled by the company's em-
ployee relations department and not by the company's tax counsel.

(2) If the enforcement of this legislation is entrusted to an agency whose
primary interest is the collection of taxes, we suggest this places the agency in a
conflict-of-interest situation in relation to policing any funding standard because
the more rapidly a pension plan funds, the less it pays in taxes.

(3) Regulatory supervision under the Internal Revenue Code hinges on an
employer's self-interest In maintaining tax deductions. This is a very weak en-
forcement mechanism from the point of view of the beneficiaries. What if the
employer refuses to meet the funding standard even though he is financially able
to do so? What would IRS do? One possibility would be to remove the plan's tax
qualification in which case the employer may convert the plan into a pay-as-you-
go, unfunded plan. Such a solution would not protect the interests of the bene-
ficiaries. Or, IRS might order the plan discontinued in which case the employees
would presumably be paid the contributions made on their behalf by the em-
ployer. The employees would have some cash but no pension. Does this help the
beneficiaries?

(4) Under both S. 1179 and S. 1631, enforcement is separated from reporting
under the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. The annual reports-are
important for effective enforcement. While liaison arrangements could be worked
out between Labor and Treasury, such arrangements would not be as satisfactory
as having both functions under a single administration.

In contrast, the Williams-Javits bill would establish minimum safeguards to
which virtually al* plans would have to adhere independent of their taxable
status. The bill is drafted as a minimum labor standards bill, like the minimum
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wage, and based in the constitutional authority to regulate interstate commerce.
8. 4 provides for administrative and Judicial remedies and penalties to enforce
the standards and protections under the bill.

For these reasons we favor administration by the Labor Department.
In conclusion, of the three bills before the subcommittee, S. 4 comes closest to

the kind of legislation we would like to have enacted. If S. 4 Is improved by liberal-
izing the vesting provision for single employer plans, by providing more flexi-
bility with regard to multi-employer plans and by eliminating the meaningless
portability provisions, a major forward step will have been taken to make the
private pension system more responsive to the needs of the beneficiaries. As we
have indicated, we think the appropriate administrative agency for enforce-
ment of the Act would be the Departenint of Labor.

While we recognize and appreciate the interest of this Committee in pension
reform legislation, we hope this important legislation will not be held up because
of a difference of opinion between Senate Committees as to where the primary
responsibility for pension legislation lies.

-. APPENDIX A-STATEMENT BY THE AFL-CIO EXECUTDv COUNCIL ON TAxEs,
MAY 8, 1978

The Administration has presented a package of tax proposals to the House
Committee on Ways and Means which, at best, can be characterized as an exer-
cise in tokenism. Indeed, the most significant aspect of the Administration's pro-
posals is what is omitted.

Through its refusal to address itself to the major loopholes of ;decal privileges
to wealthy individuals and corporations, the Administration made a calculated
attempt to preserve inequities and thwart any efforts towards the goal of tax
justice.

The Administration's package contains little in the way of reform. The "mini-
mum tax" proposal would still let wealthy individuals use certain loopholes in
order to cut their tax burdens in half. The proposals to tax the profits of foreign
subsidiary operations of U.S. based multinational corporations go little beyond
begrudging recognition that a problem exists.

At the same time, under veils such as "simplification" and "energy crisis", the
Administration has put forward a series of proposals which are directly counter
to the need for tax justice, increased federal revenue and public confidence.

The "simplification" proposals, for example, increase the-tax burdens of many
Americans who have suffered prolonged illnesses, high medical costs, severe cas-
ualty losses, as well as workers who are covered by health, accident and disability
insurance programs to which their employer contributes.

Also contained in the package is a $50-million-a-year tax giveaway to the oil
and gas Industries-despite the fact that the loopholes presently enjoyed by these
industries amount to a national scandal.

In addition, the Administration has proposed a property tax relief scheme
which would potentially aggravate the current inequities in local government
real estate taxation. And, there is a private school tuition tax giveaway that is
clearly a new tax loophole which sets the dangerous precedent of subsidizing a
particular group of individuals which chooses not to use a particular public
service.

Last February 28, the AFL-CIO Executive Council called upon Congress and
the Administration to respond to the need for Justice in taxation and adequate
federal funds by enactment of a program of loophole closing that would raise
at least $20 billion in badly needed revenue.

The Administration has offered a program which will "reform" the tax struc-
ture to the tune of $800 million; "simplify" It at a cost of $400 million and, at
the same time, add new loopholes costing $1 billion.

The result--a net loss of $800 million.
It is a tax package we cannot and will not support and we call upon the Con-

gress to provide Americans with tax justice.
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1971

11.9%

17.40

23.7%

41.6%

N.A.

Aggregate Income Going to Families

1960-1971

1968

5.7%

12.4%

17.7%

23.7%

4o.6%

14.0%

1966

5.5%

12.4%

17.7%

23.7%

40.7%

14.8%

1964

5.2%

12.0%

17.7%

24.0%

41.1%

15.7%

1962

5.1%

12.0%

17.5%

23.7%

41.7%

16.3%

Source: U.S. Bu reu of the Census; Current Population Reports. Series P-60,
No. 85: "Income in 1971 of Families and Persons in the United States.!
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1960

4.9%

12.0%

17.6%

23.6%

42.0%
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Ttiz PniTascuxs FzIACES: KE~oGut PL~iss Vi mis towwrtszONAL COL'VORATIONa

Lonig awaited changes In rules for estabishing Keogh-type retirement plans
leer self-emplo'yed professiewals are still tnder wrats. but it appears likely
that bloeralizatiun is not far off. The question then will be whether the new
appeal gof Keoth will make it a more viabli alternative to profebsiiunal incorpora-
thueta than it is now. The answer in no.

THlE ADMINI11MATION( FPOO

Plaus now being weighed call for increasing the annual contribution allow-
able fri-a 10%l. of intcome up to a maximum oft U.70I). to 15% oft income up tot
a maximum cof $7.5AN1. Voluntary cont rIbut ions would bie Issosted from the cur-
rent imaximull of another $2Z1,0 a year to $5.000. So the physician making at
least $50,000 a year could deduct an annual Keogh contribution of $7.500 tax
4rer and sock away antot hre $5.INw on which hie would pay income tax. The

~accuwulati~on f the fund would noit toe taxed until reirement, at which tine he
would draw it out at ordinary income tax rates: but boy then, p~resumabzly. he
would be lIn a much flower tax bracket. This is the essence oft the Administration's
Keogh revisn as currently beier considered.

But regardless tif his incozue level. the physician today is almost always
better tog in a profe.saenial ccirlmorutton. anda neccierdhing to sp&u-cialists in the field.Kt4)gh liberalizatitan will dot nothing tit change things. -I totall agait
Ketsith.- says practice Inanagement ctsultant and attorney Michael 11. Rittman
of Chicago. **If the doctor can afford tot make a Keoigh contribution. he's better
off putting it Into, a eiarlwerate porfotit-shariag plasn. The only petelile who shouldn'tt
incuirirae are tibaus. io canl't sifford :any kind 4ot %arings plan.**

iumn objects to the re~strictimis (pin the types 44f investments available
under Keeigh and being liockedl into them. Another 'ift-recited objection tit
Ketigh. thle requirement that euaopleg bie rested, is not longer valid in his view.
**In almost every juri.-lictioin for small corporate pln with less than five
lieullte. You huvts 1tP vest everybody immediately. so the vesting issue it~ gode-
and I think rightly so.'*

As currently pirovided. Keoogh plans alleiov tile physician to set aside uji to
$2147i oft his. yearly income in& an stpqpraired retirement fund. Emloyees of three
air more years full-time service must then bie lreevided with their town retire-
ment funlds. The money set aside fir thv.~w funds is not taxed as current income.
An additional $'2,.5o van lee set aside by ulaicteers who hare euamloovees included
it, thle Plan. lout !hese veeluatary ctom~rileutittits are noit tax deductible. All appre-
ciation of liriltal ctont riliuted ti, a Keoigh fund is not taxed until withdrawn.
at which time it is treated ats ordinary income. The funds may not be with-
dtrawnt until thev deecteer reaches aige -A)". Benefits must start before he is 70%~.
but tax-free conztriloutiia, can continue as loing as hie keeps working.

Lack of flexibility is charzacteristic of Ketogh plaits, and will no doubt continue
to bte so after they hare been liboeralized. Withdrawing the fund pirematurely
elicits severe tax Imenalt its. A second Keoigh plain cannot lie started within five
Years (of the first title. with certain excepticenm. Plans ust be aplprored toy the
Internal Revenue t$ervlce. Master plans are set IIp boy sqmnsoring a'rgataizat ions-_
mutual fund, inisuirance comnly, batnk, brokerage tirin. or whaterer-and ad-
ministered ley them. Protoitype plans are also aruailaiele freenal sponsoring orgunhza-
ti-a.s, which in this vase also includes medical societies andl consultants. These
latter ure simply standard plans. accepted byv thle III,4 Wi~t not administered lby
the slumnsor. In eithtr case, thle jelysicians ability to ciontre; the investments in
his fund is severely imiited.

Professional corporations alletr far wider latitude, and their most widely
ellirestwd dru'rhack-thait the IRS will eventually disallow theim-ajpearx at
this loliiit to bie wholly unfounded. It hasl been estimated that nearly 405,r of
Physiciansl are associate with Icreifessiemnal corporations, and the tide Is not
likely to turn at this late date. "The new director (if Internal Revenue is Don
Alexander** Nays Rotman. "aild soime people may not reuiember that he was one
of the ptioneers (of doctors' professional corporations. it hard to imagine him
goiing after thenn"

-Merely Increasing the amount tof money that can bie put aside ini an approved
Kettgh plan, which is what current libteralizatioin jiroisals amount to, does
nothing to make Keogh more ultlieailiiig than incoerl~ratltin, It is the doctors who
have more money to put away that incorporation helps most. And, according
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to practitv management cousultants in all areas, the plhysicieu in private prae-
lice with too little income to justify inc'rporation in rare indeed. Under a cur-
Itirate structure, even moles doctors may iimiorlerate, lay themselves a salary.
or retain the rest tf their earnings in the ctorlusration. where it will nut be
reported as inctitue tn the doctor's yearly tax returns. There ar restrictions as
tit use of funs1. bill nothing like tie AIBC's of Keogh jllais.

C'orlattrallios reiluire anal Ueetinggs, replrts, slectiom of oft&.-fr strict
actmuNtilnility. and mouie hltatious (sil the amount tif funds that can be applied
to haLriem but they al.o allow the physician greater control over the an'.wumula-
lion ,if his nest egg than undsmier Ketigh. O f nearly eelsl italmortaiiice 4t the fact
that the corporate accutmulation will eventually be taxed at capital ,ains rates,
while Ketigh is taxed at lsaytut as -rdinwry income. It is true thai sone curtail-
nient of aloital gains tax advantages may Ise iassid into law before many of
today's inc-trioa-ated ilhysieiats will bet-gin to draw out tieir retirement incomes.

ut ,harl -utb'acks in capital gais are less than certain.
A lileralizwd Keoigh an r.suld ec--mie les liberal if li1 dtlcieded [is tighten

upa rulings in stw areas. This itas lit Ill.ted before. li I!N;!i. for example. i14
decided that plhysicians whes shifted funds frolu ,ie K4eegh plan! to another would

taty ia ietlllty Iax unless the transfer wat made directly from one fund trustee to
the uther. More recently. IRS ruhel thai withdrawals of thw volutary contrl-
butitjas in Ketgh plmS sire fully taxable to owner-enpih-yees. (Although this
Pirt tf the fund was taxed as incnitie before ciontrilsutel. the withdrawal is i on-
siulered to have lWen mtiade frn llse deductible part tif the eu ntribution.o SJnte
e'oril)Erat. pIlans have fewer re.,triciliins is to teamtributitin.. vesting, tyles of
prtiti-shairiiig uitl retirement plaus allowed, and aianagenient of funds, there is
le.-P likeliitits that professional corisuratins will be hampered by new IR8
rulings .er tax legislation.

The orosfessi.feial ecrporatitii has clearly arrived. and because of it. Keogh.
libteralized. is of no pra.tica aplication for ntmit phiysicians.

SiMIMETIRE AND STILL LIVE IT IP?

I By James A. Brusel. I.). I

*'When i'm ready to take life easy in 1990, 111 have the income from half a
millitm dollars."

"Yoifre sure that'll be enough to get Iy in ?"

This exchange recently occurred after dinner at the home sf a 45-year-old
internist who was boasting about how he'd guaranteed his late-in-life security
Isy starting a prtofessional eors ratidsn. The younger doctor who challenged his
was. Elf course. being facetiou.4. But I didn't join in the round of chuckles that
greeted his questitin. After a .o'ilsle of years of seniretirement. I know how hard
it is to calculate in advance how much you'll need to live in style when you're
ready to take things easy.

Nevertheless iny experience shows Lat it's possible to seriretire and still live
it up. The less ,ns I've learned should be helpful to colleagues looking ahead to
the time when they. too. (ln work less and enjoy life more. I realize that my
situation and iy life-style may MLeen untypical to many physicians. However. I
believe that ily two main guiding principles might serve any dtictor, no matter
what his circmumstances are:
Plit an e ad-the earlier, the better. It's in your productive years that you

van use your earniLgs as a base for determining what you'll be able to afford
later when you want to cut back. You can use the intervening years to gear your
savings and investments to whatever goals you've set for yourself.

ala flcrible-and be prepared to adjust your plan to unpredictable factors.
such as possible shrinkage in the worth of your investments or increases in the
ost of living. Yisu may have to choose between altering your way of life to cut

down on expenses or working more than you'd anticipated in order to maintain
your preferred life-style.

I've taken the second of those alternatives. The way I managed it may seem
at first glance to be of limited applicability to the majority of doctors in fee-
for-service private practice. For one thing. I've been on salary for most of my
professional life and thus was able to center my semi-retirement program on a
fixed pension. But more and more doctors will have a comparable retirement-
income base front Keogh or corporate-benefits plans as these methods of pro-
viding for the future continue to grow In popularity. I've also been lucky in
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gaining additi-nal income through freelance writing and other work that's only
indirectly tied to dutoring. But the c-ntinuation of the doctor shortae should
provide tipisrtwutiuties for any physician to supplement his income by v.unulta-
tious and othor astvtie--no matter how much he cuts down on direct patient
care. or even if he stjs it altogether.

Though I'd been working for many years to build a nest egg to supplement
ny pension. it wasn't until 11*5 itmt I sat down a,,j drew up a formal pro-
spectus on what I could expect it nay first full year of temiretirement in 19().
That was when I was intending to leave 4 and subsequently did leave) my post
with the New York State department of Mental 11.giene after nearly 40 years
as a medical .ivil servant.

Aorrding to nay 19W projections, my wife and I would need about $25.000
to live as we'd laen accustomed: I figured that my pension plus what I expected
to have as supplementary income should bring my annual income to nearly
V3.Nul. But when INDIB came around and I reckoned up the actual figure. I
found I'd lean a bit pessimistic about earnings and far too optimistic about
expenses. The tawin reason for this was tho.t I'd underestimated both my tax
,dligatins and the pace of runaway inflation. A closer I.,k at how this pes-
simisia and optimism balanced. and how I managed and expect to manage from
now on, may prove helpful to other doctor*--no matter what variations there
may be In their inv,-aue potential. standard of living, or obligations to heirs.

WHEN SEMIREIREMENT UVING COSTS MOME

1965
projectioa

for 190 Actual. 190

locom:
Net income from practice .................................................... 510. 000 $16.00
Otb1c income (frelance waiting. witnss tees) .............................. 3.000 17. 000
Riemei t pemon ...................................................... 22,.000 . 000
Divideatds (stocks. bend Federal shor-trm otes) ........................... 12.000 12.000
lauance ammanty ........................................................... S.000 $.000
Rese ................................................................. 70 700

Tolel t mmo .......................................................... 52. 700 72.700

Ajusments:
Taxes (Feral. state, cdy income tams; sales, amusement, and miscellaneous taxes). 11.000 26.0W
Insua e Premiumms ...................................................... 1.750 1. 0
Savings ad investmeo --s . ........................................ 5. 8.000

Total in .................................................... 24.595 37.200

YOU EARl MORE. SAVE LESS

1965
projection

for 1963 Actual. 1960

Expenditures:
Housing (rent and utdlties) ................................................. 4.650 5.450
Furniture and funisangs .................................................. 1,000 1.100
Houseimld help. .....................................................-- 1,000
Clotng ................................................................... 900 1.300
Food (44 weeks) .......................................................... 1.100 1. 500
Medical and dental ........................................................ 600 600
Entertainment. iecteton. and hobb- --e.................................... 1.700 3.000
Travel (11 weeks) ........................................................... 7. 0 10,000
Local transportation ................................................... 400 700
Gfts .................................................................... 2.000 6.750
Contribution ........................................................... 2.400 2 4.400
Miscellaneous (club dues. ees. newspapers and niapzines. tobacco, persoa

V01i001. etc.) .......................................................... 2.400 3.400

To expen Ms ...................................................... 24,950 37.200

Let's take an item-by-item look at what I anticipated and what actually hap-
pened, starting with costs. You'll see that inflation accounts for most of the dis-
crepancies. I'd expected a rent hike, for example, but got an even bigger one than
anticipated. The additional $200 a year for our cleaning woman is mainly due
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to a new minimum wage law and to the increase in the Social Security tax. But
crerytisi costs more than I'd thought it would four years before--priaes in the
supermarket and in restaurants, clothes, laundry and dry clvasalig. liarler atd
beauty sotp treatments, theater tickets, taxi and subway fares. lonig-distantce
transportation and resort living, even uiny accountant's fees.

However. unforeseeables apart from galloping inflation alms had a big effect in
putting my" calculatilum out tof whack. I didn't know in 11165 that by 1 M we'd
have four new granddaughter. Tile big jump in gifts reflects my having bmght
stock for all four. TIe increase in my utility bills isn't solely attributable to in-
creased telephone and power company rates either. Ever Since the additions to
our family, nay spouse's role as a doting grandmother has featured marathon
long-distance phoue, calls. It all adds up.

How did I more than make up for this added spending by uppinlg liy earnings?
I'd wen Mme private patients even during my years af full-time salaried em-
ployment. and Ive continued to do so. At $5) an hour. it toomk only a little more
than eight hours a week for 40-some weeks to net tae the $16.MI I wade in the
private practit-e of Icychiatry during 1911. 1 could easily double that with little
strain if I so wished. As for the money I've made from writing. I hardly count
that as work since it's a lamor of love.

The 1111M computations that sloood tl in lISi had too ots with isy investments.
That was because I kept a close eye on tile market and wax aile to shiff many
of my holdings from common stocks to Federal note" in time to avoid ltwses in the
market slide. But since goilg into seimiretirement. I don't forte myself to save
or invest. Making moure money than anticipated but spending a lit more. I
wasn't able to put aNide the $15.000 I'd projected. bat I was still $P0t0I ahead
for my first semniretirement year. And I still don't intend to put more money
away if there should be something iy wife and I want to do or want to buy.

That. to me. is the beauty of the freedipm that semiretirement can give you.
My wife and I go out more. Our food budget would be even higher titan it is if
we stayed home more than the 44 weeks we now spend in New York. Mst of
our vacation time is spent in the Caribbean. where we rent cottages for ourselves
and sometimes for our children and grandchildren. We also go to Eurle and
other places abroad. Much of our "getting away from it all" is unisantned: When
the mood strikes us. we simply hop a plane for a weekend in the West Indies. a
week in London. or a drop-in visit to our college-professor son and his family in
Virginia.

Our cleaning woman comes to our apartment for half-days' even when we're
away. There's no problem about scheduling nay few private-patient appoint-
nients around our absences: not malty of the people I .e are on long-term courses
of treatment, and I've habituated all iay patients to deferring visits when I plan
to be unavailable. Even )n days when I have professional duties. my wife
and I naiage to walk at least a inile. And I invariably sleep eight to 10 hours a
night without sedatives.

But what if the pa1Ce of inflation should zoom even more in the years ahead?
What if my freelane* writing income should dry tip? Right now I could, as
I've said. increase ny part-time practi(* earnings with little strain-but what
if I found myself unable to do tlhat, too? We could stint if we had In. spending less
on travel and recreation and on being bountiful to our grandchildren. But the
flexibility of my planning allows us to have other alternatives.

Drawing against capital is. of course. the nain alternative. As I explanned
to my wife during a recent discussion of our future: '*Look. you're 63. and I'm
6.1. Even if we needed as much as $S200,4At a year for additional expenses. we could
sell that much in securities every year without exhausting our holdings until
we're in our 80s. Meanwhile. the loss of dividend income from what we sold
would amount to only about $800 a year."

Even if we ended up liquidating all our securities. there'd be other assets for
our son and daughter to inherit. But they're both in their mid-30s and in good
circumstances. so their financial future doesn't depend on what we may leave
to them.

If I should leave my wife a widow. her living expenses would Ise proportion-
ately less than our joint expenses, and she'd still have the capital to draw on
if need be. Though my pension would stop, there still remain nine years before
I wipe out my contributions to It. and she'd inherit the residue. There's also the
life insurance.

Even If worst came to worst, we'd have to live to be 90 before there'd be a
chance of going broke. All in all. the elasticity of my financial arrangements and



the pleasure of doing what I want when I want give me only one regret-that I
didn't take the plunge seven yetrs earlier, when I first became eligible to retire.
I'd advise any physician who's approaching his 60th birthday to do what I did-
sit down and make a balance sheet to get an idea of what you can and can't do
when you decide to move into semiretirement. Just be sure to allow enough time
for planning and preparutions that will accentuate the "can" and minimize the"6caiot"

MANAoING Yoa Moxzy Arrva You IcompoaATS

(By Sheldon H. Gorlick, J.D.)

Creating an over-all design that will mesh your corporate retirement funds
with your other assets sounds like a tall order. It needn't be. The guidelines in
this article will show how you and your advisers can devise such a plan with a
minimum of effort. You'll be well rewarded for that minimal effort, too, because
once you've worked out your plan, It can show you how to:

Reach your financial goals faster by shifting your personal investments in
the ways that are made possible by the corporate retirement plan.

Balance your retirement plan and personal investments.
Side-step estate taxes on your retirement fund so that your family gets

the maximum benefit possible.
Let's take those up in order.

Cor orate pen.,ion and protit-sharing plans can help you reach financial goals
faster if you remember that the savviest tax move you can make is to put as
much as possible into such plans. The tax deductions will let you save up to
twice as much in your retirement fund as you could outside It. And exemption
of the income and gains from current tax puts even more zing into retirement-
plan savings.

What gtols can you save for through the retirement puan? More than retire-
unent. certainly: maybe a new house. a college education for your children, or
whatever you cho4oe. When you want to tap the fund before retirement, you
can. provided the wording of your plan permits you to. You may even be able to
Iborrow up to 100 per cent of the money in your account, or you may have to
put up outside collateral. In any case. you'll have to pay interest on what you
borrow, but that can only help your fund grow.

If you're already putting away the tax-deductible maximum you're allowed-
as much as 25 or 30 ;percent of your annual compensation under a typical corpo-
rate setup-then your only way of fattening up the plan faster is to put away the
voluntary 10 per cent contribution in addition. That wouldn't be tax-deductible,
but income from that money would be exempt from current tax.

If you're like most doctors, however, you're not putting away the tax-deductible
maximum. In that case, you should consider beefing up the contributions to hell
you-save more.

Here's a plan I recently worked out for one incorporated physician. Because his
receipts rose faster than he'd anticipatted. he estimated that he'd have $4.000 to
spare at the end of the year. That amount couldn't be stuffed into the pension
plan he had. so It went into a new profit-sharing plan. set up to supplement the
Pension plan. That allowed him to put away the entire $4.000 as a tax-deductible
expense. If the corporation had paid out the money to him. he'd have paid $2.00)
incoi" tax on it. leaving only $2,000 to put away.

Assuming that he'll continue to put the extra $4.000 into his profit-sharing
plan and that it will earn 7 per cent annually, his retien,.hnt fund will have
an additional $23.000 in five years. If the doctor had put away the money after
taxes, he'd have less than $11.000.

Just such a corporate retirement fund can help you build up money fast for
your children's education. .ay you have a child starting college five years from
now. Putting $4.000 a year in the fund. you'd have $23.000 available to borrow.
On your own. you'd have to earmark $8,000 a year in pre-tax earnings to have
that much in hand.

It cats pay you to increase your retirement-plan contributions, even if you
have to eat into savings to do it. Take the case of a New York doctor who has
decided to make the maximum contribution to his retirement plan even though
that leaves him with a gap between his salary and personal expenses. He plans
to bridge that gap by drawing on savings he accumulated before Incorporating.
Here's what he hopes to accomplish:
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FI"Aeitiza61g that h43s inc-Ome will fall $4,4004 Abcert f his Ila'sste dt~tor
haas A-It out fil an ingeniojUs wit hdrawal portbgraiu. lie's taking $4010M a year out
off thse hsank and Isis loersonlal stock accout. Alloswi:.x ftor after-tax interest. his

$5o~~i vngs-zadiaarstnaaataviorunt will last bills 15 years. In effect. hell be
taking the utinitey 4.114 ofinde jum-ket and putting it into. ane~ther--wita this in.&-
Iirtuat gain: The tax hse ."iaves loss the add jtbal evitietimins ten tise retiretit.*t
jolian will got int. flit set-eind ijewLet. timp.

Thtus. at thse end 4of the 15 years. when thant $VIMN account will ite all ulsedl up.
the doctor will hav~e joist ail extra $1-U11111N in his retiremseit pslan. If hed put1
away aneeney e4tiele thw leensiunt plana at the same rate lof return ctut in halt
hey thse tax jeaynaiensa'a his $dMIsavings accernuint weoull )save grown toa ernly
$7TS.(MA#. Soe inkiug Ilse off thse withdrawal le wrill jilat hills $62.IAM ahtadu.

As4 theta. exampleS6 sho4w. Y40aa call use crrperate, poenissin and jorsti-Aiaring
lis tor dlo ussre than Just save tip fer yetltr retirement. ierna may tali the funds
whenever andt fur whatever ytou wish- leroevlel,1 thnat sily loans are repuid. Yeiu
inist also pay a going rate f interest. want. DoI enld V. Alexander. al tattorisey
with thep Cincinniati. Oi iie. tirmta D i~nsre. %4-heohl. Cicates & DI jree. The slat-
4ifk' rtejuirements ate slielleil fast in ruling hry the Internal Iteveitu Serttee.
loornig fouli Mel M~aisel lof Slaeilizatrn Mlas fur Husinss. 1w. a pniee-lil hilan-
ilg firsts in White l'laitis. N.V. lI nmoist carss you*ll lume too repay any leuulis in

two. years. ailt herigla yfou mtay be able toon renew fihtsi for aelelit itual petriods. If
there*.% slly 41lernubt in nota I.R{.S. agent's mindelojt yeour intetions teoo repaty a le'an. it
will lee treated instead am a (list ribuatern. awd yernnll hate tit pasy tax fin the anierunt
y'rnu beerrieweel. Almsu. aill eintldleoyes must hate the same right it) lueorreew frtn thep
funds fithat eu have.

Tax cernsideratirnus aside. yern sheenllie careful ntot tern Iserriiw tern heavily frii
ytour retirentent jolaza eer y*reeas ray endae upl titheeut enernaigh tier yernaar foldl sige. ()tne
way tern keels erntrnceli'ver what ytitt hut in andl take touat is tern earmark thle
tielmoests anal gains terni uwased foir retirement stl the lines thant ran lbe tajped tir
either gtials.

With your retirement fund din thle track. yernu inust still Illals how to mantage
and use yemur either assets. Unless they're eatent UII tel flinanc*e tttrillutitins; to
your retireinttt lats. theyll remain as; leart (if your ne-st e=g You waly even
tind ycrnu keep adding to your perseetial assets if ycrnur colleagues w(ontt gti along
with increased corntributidins. Or ytou waay decide wait to fatten yeeair pension plant
if the amc'untls you wceatld have to putt in for either emplory"s would wake tile et
jirtiloitive. 1xiints wait llerrli-i Eatomn. P t Phewnix. Ariz.. atteerutey. In any event.
contsidler this aieraeacls to leerstinal investinvitts kelit in tandemt with a pension
Illait

Make anl iisetrtant polave in your town jairtfeilim fernr stimwks. esecially graewth
'4cwkls. The bias it fareer 4if equ1iities sltcrulal 1w "specially lrcellcusie if your
retirement funds sire in fixed-incime investments. By weighting yceur persinsil
pe irt folirn with sttorcks. you'll nut mitain the bialance that lerefesicenahs consider
e-seuttial in ati investment program. Besides, with yieur persil assets in Stocks.
ittist tit your yield can come through capital gains taxed at lito mutre than half
tle usual rat~e.

Another reasets foir leliting your lirirate fundes into stoc-ks is. that, with yaeur
retirementt and jsissilely tether goals taken care (of through tlte eorlmtratiein. youl
Cail afford tern take risks that may boringa thte reward of large calsital gains. And
if you should wat is little sixvulattive spice lin your investments, the pelatce for
it is; otsde the retirement fund. which -should be exised tee as little risk as
juesibhle.

Inivest in tax-exemspt nmunicipaul bcenls aind (other tax shelters. Since they have
ii(o place in your ceirloterate retiremaentt hlatt. which is itself tax-sheltered, you'll
wanat them iii yotur personatil lifertfeelio. That's especially imsimrtahit if yteu're a
high-earning derntir whoo might lie liable ftir tax in brackets as high as 70 per
vent efil rents. dividlends. Interest, and all either sio-called passive ittctltiie.

Cuat cash sat-bags to the bone. As your ernrperate retirement pelain builds up.
you really htave less need for money in the boazk. Because the batnk interest will
lee taxed in your idghest bracket. tlte (inly reason to have nioutey in the loauk is as
it quick source feer an emergency. And because you cani tali the retirement plan.
which is p.rcrbabrly cash-rich, there*s certainly little need to have the money sitting
in the bank where the after-tax yield i.' negligibele.

Put money Into real estate. With the extra liquidity you'll have in your retire-
ment plan. you can well afford to tie tip your money in property. Besides the
economic benefits. the tax play continues t; be valuable. Developed real estate
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can give you tax-free current income, and your gains can get favorable lons-
term capital gains treatment. If yofre interested in a mphisticated tax parlay,
consider this plan suggested ly Chicago attorney Marvin Kamensky:

Buy developed real estate, with the Iuiling in your name and the land in the
name of the retirement trust. You'll get personal tax deductions that may not
only offset the rental income. lout some of your other income as well. When the
tinse mtes ts sel the real estate, aoist ir all of ti h gatin van Ie a igtteed to tei
land and the building can le mild at a depreciated value. So the gains go largely
tmtaxed while you don't have to lay back any of the depreciation deductions
that you've taken as you would it you owned all of the real estate. The impor-
tant thing, according to Edward Pesin. a Newark. N.J.. attorney. is to make
sure the trust isn't shortchanged .

Important as it is to work out a plan for your investments and goals in the
light of your corporate retirement plan. It may be even wore rewarding in the
vase of your estate plan. With the proper moves, tents of thoutatds of dollars
that would otherwise got for needless estate tax payments call be saved.

Remember that any noney in your retirement fund at your death is exempt
from estate tax as lbng as it's left directly-tio your wife. your children. tr any
other lwr*on you name-not through your will. ('hicagoo attorney Jerry M.
Ieinsdorf iMints out how ti carry the advantages even farther loy leaving the
money in trust. The savings lie coitmes tilt with by doing this are so startling
that they may send you back tot your own lawyer to review the figures you
got on incorporation.

If you leave your retirement benefits in trust, they'll be insulated from
estate tax as long as the trust remains in effect. If the circumstances are right.
you could set up the trust to last for your children's lifetimes as well as your
wife's. Here's a comparison of the savings for a dttir whose retirement fund
reached $L'A.Ml matterr Imiyment o)f the income tax that will le levied on any
dist aliution from the retirement trust) and whose, other assets total $20uU.i00.

Assuming the do'tor already has a will dividinlg his s:2.1MO.U0 estate iii twES.
half the money van be left toi his wife outright and the other half heft in a trust
laying her income but restricting her right too the irinciilal. That will cut the
Federal estate tax on the $-1.0000 too less than $11109).

But the real tax saving. Rein4Idorf points tout. conies by leaving time retiremseit
benefits in trust. Trhat inisulates the retirement bInelits from estate tax ,is long
as the trust reuiains intact. Thus the doctor's children and even hsis grandchildren
can have the $450.000 with an estate tax bite of under $10.0AX). If the inoiley were
paid out tit the wife. the tax ton both the husband's and wife's estates would
balioon tit iIoie than $41.0(0K.

The advantages Elf holding the retirement benefits in a trust are available after
retirement as well as before. In that case. you'd have to take y, ur retirement
payments in installments and leave the lialance with the retirement trust.

ion't get the idea. though, that y..ii van bring off the ."viligs siillly by Chanlg-
ing the Iwneficiary of yolr retirenlnt ian to a trust. That requires an expert.
In some states. if you leave the death lenelit lf a retirement plan tol a trust Set
tilt in your will. you'll lose the estate tax exeipltiin at y~atir death. Even if you
don't live in Ell l of those states. the safest way tol avoid estate tax is to leave the
money to a trust you set till during yplur lifetime, advises New Y,rk attorney
Leolnard Bailin. In any case, special safeguards are needed to make sure the
funds are properly insulated from estate tax.

Bcauxe (f the likelihood that your corporate retirceictit fued trill becottMe fne
of opur lar,'gst assets. Danuy fltn'ial ,,irisrs Iliere that estate plautsit should
be d',eae 'at the tice you jit-torporatl rather than later. That's the way it's handled
at Reinslirf's firm of Altman. Kurlander & Weiss. Explains Reinilsorf: "I kelay-
Ilg needed changes in an estate Ilan frequently results in not linking them at
all. If a dwt~or has not yet worked his retirement benefits into his- estate Illan.
he should make that a tip-priority item."

COMING: A ,- BE" KEmOGH EAL Fon DOKMrSA

I By William A. Levinsmdli

There's a ill in ('Clngress now. drawn tip by the Treasury and sullmitted by
President Nixon last December. that may enable nearly all doctors to save more
money for their old age. Those with Keogh plans would get the biggest break-
ceilings on their tax-deferred contributions would go up to $7.500 a year. But
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corporate pension plain would become even more flexible than they are today.
And doctors with no tax-deferred retirement plans at all would be alile to start
modest ones without having to include their staffs.

If you're hung up on which type of plan will come out best for you. you can
decide without waiting fur Congress. The one that's best today will still be best
tomorrow.

That's the consensus taf tax and legislative experts in Washington and else-
where around the country. It was obtained in a series of confidential interviews
during which many of these insiders talked quite candidly about the hudividual
Retirement Benefits' Act of 1971, its chances for Imssage this year. and what it
might wean for doctors in private practice. They declined, however, to :,e quoted
by name because of their semitive rules in drafting the legislation or coping
with it once it becomes law.

To understand why they feel the way they do. it's important to examine the
act- itself. Its purpose is simple--better old-age security for nre people, rofes-
sional and notiprofe~sional. employed and self-employed alike. The key prol-
,ons loy which it aims to at-omplish this are simple, too:

It raises the ceilings on annual tax-deferred Keogh contributions, now I.500
tor l per cent of net earnings, whichever is less. to $7.50 a year or 15 per cent.
The strategy is that Keoga plans must include qualified employes. ,o' nmking
Keogh wore attractive to employers will result in more such plans and more
employes covered by them.

It creates a new, personal-type. mini-pension plan into which any worker. em-
Idloyed or self-employed, can put up to $1,O0 a year, tax deferred until retire-
went. Since this plan is aimed at helping people who aren't covered, who are
insuficiently covered, or who aren't currently receiling tax-deferral benefits from
Keogh or corporate plans, its benefits don't have to be extended to any staff
members.

It proposes minimum vesting standards for all pension plan-. based on the
"Rule of 50." That means every employe becomes at least 50 percent vested lay
the time his age plus his years in the plan equal 50.

When the President submitted the bill, which is now in the hands of the
Senate Finance and the House Ways and Means Committees. he expressed the
hope it would remove "an artificial incentive for the self-employed to incorpo-
rate." Significantly. however, it does not take away or even reduce any of the
present benefits enjoyed by professional corporations. In fact. if It comess law
as it is now written, the bill will reopen the door for a once-popular tax-saving
tactic that has been out of favor among professional corporation boosters for
several years.

More about that intriguing prosiect later. First, according to most of our in-
siders, the Presidents proposals have a long way to go before they can lecomne
law. and there's almost no chance at all that they'll escape the Congressional
scalpel along the way. Only tone. a former Treasury employee, sees any (hance
of passage this year. "I know some of the thinking that went into this bill." lie
told me. "'and I know the trouble we went through to check out our ideas in ad-

ance with the key committees and those memlaers of Congress who have been
especially interested in this kind of legislation. It gives something to everybody
and takes nothing from anybody. If the President really puts some muscle be-
hind such a sure vote-getter, what politician would risk opposing him?"

I repeated that c,,mment to the legislative aide of a Congressman on the House
Labor Subcommittee. and he laughed. "He sounds like a proud parent. Look at
it this way: You've got two strong Democrat& Senator Russell B. Long of
Louisiana and Congressman Wilbur D. Mills tif Arkansas. running Finance and
Wayj and Means. respectively. How much priority do you think they'll give a
Republican bill during a Presidental campaign? Hell. right on the title page of
the House version. it says 'Introduced by Chairman Mills at the request of the
Administration. Not to be construed as the statement or positionn of the Com-
mittee . . . or any member thereof.' How lukewarm can you get ?"

"If T remember correctly." said a Southern attorney who stweializes in In-
corporating professionals and was in the thick of the original Keogh lanttle. "it
took more than 10 years to get H.R. 10--Keogh-pased with a $1.250 annual
ceiling, and another six years to get it up to $2.500. Why should this bigger can
of worms move any faster?"

The other observers take a middle ground. Most of them feel the bill has a
!50-W chance of coming out of committee sometime this rear-the later the like-
lier. They say neither Senator Long nor Congressman Mills. both veteran politi-



clans, would risk being tagged an obstructionist during a campaign year by a
President who's currently a heavy favorite f,,r re-vleo'tion. A Treasury att,,rney
expressed the majority sentiment best when he said: "'uch lig-ticket bills as the
President's family welfare and national health programs and (Congrt.. iaan Mills'
own version of revenue sharing will occupy the committee firmt. Even if thiae go
through smoothly, and there are nio dranpitic Phase 2 t-olmjlitatitons to I re-emlet
the priorities, the best we can expect foir the iensiton package is to get it tout tof
(mmittee sometime late this year-and that's just the beginning. We expect the
real fight during looor debate."

Most of the other insiders also a a fight coaminig. That's why they Mee no chance
for the pension prolsMsals-amended ,or it-to bct'iouie law until next year at
the earliest and maybe not for two 4or three years after that. They tend its pwg
the bill's timetable through 'ongre tin tLte President's own jslitical fortunes.
If he loses in Novemler. he'll be a lame duck and so will the bill. If he %ins.
there'll probably be a tough one- or tmo-year floor fight. but something resem-
bing his priopoals wil probably be enacted into law.

The legislative aide to a member of the olluse Lalour Sublmtnittee was even
more hard-nosed. "'Vntil wow." lie said. "pnsion reform was Big lalwor's turf:
all prooilwals went through the house and Stnate lalmor conmittees. Tax reform.
on the other hand. be'longed too the Treasury. acting through Finate and Ways
and Means. Maybe the President did a siart thing Isy bringing ltth parts of
the same problewa into one package. but he's created tconflicts, tots.

-The ialr coininii(tee lw'ile can't cet at his bill while long and Mills have it.
but wait till it cones down to the flhoir for a vlte. There are at least five other
lenslm)n-reform bills in Congress right now. ,Snator Javits, who's already
screamed publicly that the Rule -f 50 i6n't adequate protection for a lot of
workers. has toe he's been working on for years. It's ilAortant to him to keep
his naie on it during an election .%ear. And I van hardly wait to hear what

-4nators like Ribicoff and Kennedy will say alott bigger and better lins.ions for
ltttr% after the way they cheered the fee freeze. The President nity be able to

beat them in a floor fight. but lie may not want one during an election year.
and he'll have to accept e changes they'll demand."

Which provisions in the bill would most likely be changed during a floor
fight? Here. surprisingly, in view of our experts" wide range tf occupations
and loyalties, there is remarkable unanimity: The $7.7P0 telling on contribu-
tions will probably be lowered.

*'It's unrealistic." says a Midwestern practice management man. "In order
to put away $7.500 in a Keogh plan. an M.D. would have to be netting 30( a
3ear. A professional corporation would let the .aine man salt away $10.000 a
year-more under special eircumstances-in a insifon plan that would ie free
of estate tax. more flexibly tailored to his personal requirements. and able to be
integrated into Social Security. His corporation could buy disability insurance
for him and a group medical Policy for him and his staff. Keogh, even at $7.500.
Isn't attractive to him.

"The doctor who needs to be encouraged to start a Ketogh plan or eximand Ilia
present one is the doctor who may not Ie making. enough to incorlporate but who
can afford to save more than $2.50 a year. An M.D. netting $34.00 a year. for
example. Fifteen per cent of that Is $5.100 a year-twive what Keogh allows
him now-and you don't have to go any higher to interest him."

A porominent New York City tax lawyer expe'ts a diff-rent line of attack
on the proposed $7.500 ceiling for Ketogh. "Coiigress isn't going to let all that
new tax-deferred money fly out the window without looking for a place to make
it up. Firt,.t thing they'll try is to lower the ceilings on corporate retirement
plans and recapture some revenue."

"IWe thought of that." the Treasury attorney told me. "'But frankly. we've tried
twi.e to get corporate ceilings down. The corporate lobby is just too tough. Maybe.
this time. by leaving corporate ceilings out of the bill. we'll wake up a few Con-
gressmen to do the Job for us."

A West Coast labor-union lobby..;t chips in with another reason why the $7.50
Keogh ceiling, and the $1.500 lIersonal pension plan. too. might come under fire.
"The bill's supposed to help workers and small-bu.inesa men." he told me. "But
those two provisions are strictly for professional men and white-collar workers. A
doctor can net $50,000 a year or more on a gross of around $90.000. Most small-
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business uiefl work tin a much lower liroitt margin: that same $-I*mls(Iu gross.j ftor
a Nuilt busiiue.- wight mean $15.tXIs* prit. tor e'.en le."-and 15 jwr cent 4of thiat
is $2.2:0i. tips. C~an a!ty tidy iuakithg fl.-.UwMtor lebs afford that loig a (ut its tuke-
howe psay? And what bolutt-vollar worker caza ifftord too lout u'.~ay $1.Aots a tal
Be"-ides. it (lowJm5ht save either #of beoja e ill tI heir tax t'ruvkels7

Wae expected. Alhvn we -strted tour vonisfitg'utal r-urlty. to tuid -ttim, jaraict.ce
maanjageuient experts who'd deacry fuler and !aster %evitjig Jrp! UP. likel
to cot al lost (of iiihiiirs haja're iai.ozat'y ill the fudinJg asid 4-*IMr.Ititon oof thi-r rus-
pit.) s' itIiusion funds. Humt we put In question ito four different an. anud got the
sumet anzo er from racla: What.*rer plan 3j ou how o#ffer yojur eu.i. .oye~s. the i'r-
j0.1.vd chanllgeS s ont tVirit 3'u it tinme. TIhat's latauw tof the stricrt atitti ae takeii
by the Intertial Rtevenue Serviee toefore qualifyitig a penanon plan. )Mo~t jiroofes
~.ionul corporation piatit. ulr.*udy offer t he empbs,)ce a letter deal t la th bleoi
dents Rtule of 50. And Kei-gh. which itisaits ion ittiiittiiate ~eit-sitg. ioi e'tn stricter.

8si if the Individual Rtetirement 11hmieflts Act of 19.71 xioes uiljileteiy d'.o'An the
drain-which isn't likely--ldoor.. will lie mao woor.- toff than they are 1141W. If
it's aueded-which is tikel3-rlae samet sold joetcking order will hotld true:

iaacrmorition will t ill be the iwest deal fier dioutiirp who 4-111 afford the initial
cost and the cutliack in take-home pany :a Kceargh ;ulaza will lm- tine it-betst ulterlia-
tive for thoettory. whose "list to put a%% ay moere thaatstI a 3cvar anid Ilinclde their
a-m;loyet- and dtwt'iors whoi iow have tigi ta x-detft'rned rtetireiiet jolan sit all1 will
be able to set aside $U1 a year. llon't t-rier at the latter. If you're in the 50
ler cetit loracket. that's a S74*A amanut tax --avuzg. awlI ini ;.# 3Qat-. tir' Trru~sury
ficurt-s a doctor its hbiN Jo's (-all funmd a witidruaa ittlun that'li phy hil ait leah-st
S7..WA a year after retirement.

And should the hill go through exatitly its subimitted. there'll be a tax break
and a po~tentilly bigger pension in the future 4of every doctor. Every doetor'!
You don't recall a previous intitin (of a letter tax break for inex imrated M.D.i.?
Thats right. because we've been saving it for last. First. bietause it wufli worlk
for every i ntcorimra tedl lotuir. .and -"-- tl. tseruw-e it sl' jtiiiv the wilel iprolo-
1cm often boils down to a hatite of wits loetwieen the G;uvernment and your tax
advisers.

Wtimneualor Sultchugiter S? I iider it mal incorl~oruft-(t M.D. tcoutld eneorv all fringe
benefits but could save money- and trouble with the I.R.S.-by electing to have
the ctorixoratiirms torutitii iof r - ta'e i ts himn ai. all iimtivituni(lnge tight-
ened the screws on that in 1969. sitice then. in (order to elect Subochapter S. the
doctor has to aticept a ceiling onl his corporationsfi annual contribution to his
pension jlan-same as Keogh. $2.;-A10 tr 10 jiet cent, whichever is less. So it's, no
longer such a good deal. But if Keogh limits go uip to M7.5(o. or even S5.00i0. a
lot of incorporated physicians who don't want to put away more than that will
go into Subchapter 8.

"The best thing that could happen to an incorporated d# -tor." expl~ins a vet-
eran Fast (oa'4t attorney. *wo'n'd Ise for the litzif'- til Keoghj ciontriltiiii- to go

as high as possible. They can't go any higher than the corporate ceilings. nor
buy the other corporate advantages."

In other words. the winds (if change tare blowing in a favorable direction for
seif-enipioyed M.D.s. tout tMe more things change. the more they'll remain the
same. The important thing is to act now. A Texas attorney. whose firm hasi some
8O profe&s;ional inceorporations, to its credit, explains why :

-When Keogh was first passetl. we had to p)u.sh doctors into it. When the ceil-
ing was raised to S2.50O. a lot of them continued to put it off. And now that In-
corporation is legal. some of them Still need a %hove. Those who did take (our
advice are happy toany, while the ones who. waited for a better deal have lost
years oif substantial tax savings. Many are now too old to take the ltest advian-
tage of any plan."

So. if yore planning to inctorjmornte. go ahead. if you can't afford to (or don't
want to be bothered, a brighter K 'gh is tin the waty. And if you're still trying to
make up your mind, don't wait tul Congres to make it up for you.

Senator NEI-stoiN. Our next %witjtwsc will 1* Rolotert Aliuright. vice
chairmtani, ernp)oi'ee lK1twfits t'oiliiiitt&'e. National A-;&uciiit iof of
Manufacturers, and chairman. vice president. adlllijst'itiOfl, I lited
States Steel and Carnegie liezsionl flnd.
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einforo-emen*:t of pension. profit-Aharing ret irement and other empioye

SAM Mrif114v.,.tionks the need for this provision. Under present
hw.. ,e'ieral Federal departments and agencies, have jurisdiction over
uu;tcTN r mIetim itigriv:1t. ittisioti plan---. For examiJ~e. the Treasury
1)ej:trt tiellt. the 11i'dh1 nient of T.:lmwr. the Seitte Bankingi and linsur-
ulwoi I ~harT ?twtat. :a1igolig otljvr!.. mo4w liave clear and1( defin~ite nespon-
iI Ol I it v 111 t IIs 1 tre.. 111 v iew oft Ihe extenit of e.Xist tg ivgilat ions. NAM%

1.l .that ca~re !%hItld Iw t.aies, not to 1tiiii't-e an additional level
of Ilj IX1~e 31whll woul WOII(I ivte con fusion loy dupi iea'.t ion and Coni-

fi,.i %%t1h curn'.ist laws and :igeieies.
Ct~pri;~kDp vil ElifellIsioi. WhIile NAMJ~ is (lefiniteli' ojxpsed to

It 1a iv 1attirv p orta :ii tY ai plain terminiation insurance atures. we
.1l1:. it' etttI*e. -,in tirgei nieed for speedy enactmnent of legis-
1a:11 ~ii ii.r041it njitz fidhu r standards, tiwaningful disclosure, early

114k.4111: ih iIu et irelinbtt taux dec(Et ions. and ;;ovue additional
1R., reu41uiF4rlltient for the flindim' of unfmndedl vested liabilities.

Mr. AIit UIt.ItIT. AM lil)bS .1557. Mating to fidluciary responsi-
hiibitv :iniu rteji4orIii-r. We4 :Oh.4 $lil)jX.!t S. 1631 a.;; modified by recoin-

liulitatid* 4-ojita iiied In the. s-tilte'ietit. NA.A is. however. strongly
(ll4%lto S. .1 as it ev.iutaiii ainii other things provisions estab;-

Lsslilm! plhrlulility and jilati terinaiition) insurance.
If %v(11114 wo li act 11n accordance with the fore~roine suugerestions.

%%( e f' ivet1:t thev will hiave ate'(itplished their desired objectives
rphatil (r to the protection of lwrivate p~ension participants. without
1t1iululv Interferingr with the flexibility necessary for the system to
0 *jbte~( effect ivl ndv 1 efficiently.

Thaii; you.
S""Ilit(Or N %:isenuator Byrd. any questionsI
N;Zcator RTRm. NO(IluestionlS.
iet ator Nrisox. Senator Bentsen?
%wriator Bt-.\r-.v. Isn't it true that when rieople emphasize vesting

at younger daLes and Ixirtalhilitv. they would be taking away funds
froin the pension 1-olan which would otlierwise be available for older
wo rki. M.

Mr. ALBRiIr. Very definitely. That ir- one of tle danprera of enact-
:fL 'ferv strong vesting. Companies would Ie unable to afford better
hmnefits for tlorw retiring at the normal retirement age and who have
worked for a l)ng t ime.

Senator N:i.'4i\-. Well, thank ivou very much.
f The prepared statement of fr. Albright follows:]

l'3-.pARWm TEonw~oN.y or ROuivMT A. Aixitic-HT. VICE PRESIDEN.T-A~nEINISTRATIo'.
U.S. STYME. AND CARNIIF.F PENSION Fn*qD. ON BEHALF 0Or TUCE NATIONAL AeSo-
(IATION (WF MANUFAcTURERS

My name is Raobert A. Albiright. and I am Vice President-Administration of the
r.sR. Steel and C'arnegie Pension Fund. I apiwar today on behalf of the National
As,4wiat ion of Mamfacturers with whom I currently serve ax the Vice Chairman
(of the Ensjol",te BTi-efita' ('tommittfie. Appearing with tue is Kenneth E. Schweiger.
Director tof Empltoyee Relation% for the National .As4ciation of Manufacturer.

NAMI member evinhlaniet. large. mediium and small In size'. account for a sub-
stantial portion tof the nation. monufactured gtx~,I as well an for the employ-
metnt oif millions if people in manufacturing industries. A significant majority of
these peoople are covered bry a private pensitin tor profit--ha ring retirement plan
wh ich ftor t he most pa rt it; pa id for byr t he em~ployer.
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I az pleased to submit our views with respect to the general area of private
pension plan legislation which is now pending before the Congress.

INTSIU(T OMN

The National Association of Manfacturers seeks to encourage the expansion
and improvement of private pension plans which now have tremendous flexibility
to adapt to the varied requirements of employers and employees. Private pension
plans are making and will continue to make a significant contribution to the
retirement security of more than 30 million Americans. and It is expected that
by 1980 more than 42 million workers will be covered.

In addition. pension funds are a vital source of capital accumulation so neces-
sary to sustain the continued growth of our economy. Currently there are more
than $160 billion in private plan assets. With an anticipated rate of growth of
more than $10 billion a year, it is projected that by 1980 private pension plans
will have assets in excess of $20 billion-all of which will hell) to supply the
capital needed for the creation of more Jobs, expanded business. increased home
building and many other facets of our economic life. While some of today's crit-
ics of private pension plans imply that few actually receive benefits, the fact is
that benefits of about $8 billion are paid annually to approximately six million
retirees.

It is quite apparent, therefore, that voluntary private pension plans-both
those unilaterally established by companies and those established as a result of
the collective bargaining process-have made, and are continuing to make. a
vital contribution to the retirement security of more than 50 percent of the pri-
vate non-farm labor force. Here again, it is estimated that by 1980 almost 00
percent of the private labor force will be covered by such pension plans.

While we believe, in general, that the private pension system has served the
nation and a substantial number of the labor force well, there are some areas
where constructive legislation would be helpful; and we believe it Is timely to
enact legislation now covering those areas in which there is substantial agree-
ment

MIEA ?NGFUL DISCLOSURE

NAM believes that adequate disclosure of pension plan operations is desirable.
The existing statute and current reporting forms under the Disclosure Act now
call for much greater detailed information than is generally realized. The D-2
report form, which is required under the Act, demands 16 pages of detailed In-
formation concerning the operation of private pension plans. The new D-1 Sup-
plement will require several more pages.

While the disclosure of some additional information may be useful, we believe
that it is not desirable nor helpful to further burden plan administrators, bene-
ficiaries and government agencies by requiring disclosure of information of a
more marginal and generally less meaningful nature. Disclosure for voluminous
individual Investments and investment transactions other than those involving
parties-in-interest is not necessary and indeed could be harmful to many pension
plans. In this connection, we can support the disclosure provisions of S. 4.

We enthusiastically support the provision which would require an annual audit
by independent accountants except where such plans are regularly examined by
banking or insurance regulatory agencies. We suggest, however, that the ac-
countant's responsibility should by limited to that of an auditor and he should
not be required to deal with actuarial considerations.

There is currently pending before the House ELIL 2. The Employee Benefits
Security Act. introduced by Representative Dent on January 3. 1973. and on
which NAM testified on March 1 of this year. We made specific comments at
that time with respect to certain provisions of H.R. 2 dealing with disclosure, and
we would like to include a copy of that testimony as a part of this statement.

MIUCLRT RESFON5IDs T

NAM is firmly convinced that administrators of pension funds should observe
the highest standards of fiduciary responsibility and we support the desirability
of legislation which would concretely define the nature of fiduciary responsibil-
ity. We do. however, believe that because of the nature of the duties of a fiduciary
there could be some unintentional and innocent violations. Since a fiduciary
could face personal and financial ruin through inadvertence of others even while
acting himself in good faith and with prudence, and since it Is not the purpose
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of legislation to discourage reasonable and honest persons from acting as trus-
tees, we believe that fiduciaries should be held personally responsible only for
willful misconduct or gross negligence on their part. In addition, we believe
the substance of Section Ill f) of H. 2 should be incorprated in any final
legislation. This section permits the allocatio of specific responsibilities among
fiduciaries in which event a fiduciary would not be liable for responsibilities
not allocated to him. provided he did not participate in nor have knowledge of
acitvities constituting a breach.

EFFECT OF OriTEa LAWS

AM strongly urges that the provisions of aiy new federal pension bill super-
sede any and all laws of the states as they relate to the specific provisions of that
bill in order to preclude the confusion and jurisdictional problems that could
result from conflicting state and federal laws. Many pension plans operate in
several states. Federal law must predominate in the pension field in order to
avoid the expense. inefficiency, and confusion of conflicting state laws, par-
ticularly where multi-state collective bargaining agreements on pensions are in
effect.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATION

NAM endorses the principle of requiring reasonable limits on the time an em-
ployee may be excluded from participation in a qualified pension or profit-
sharing plan. Whatever periods are legislated should take into account existing
collective bargaining agreements so that they would not have to be amended dur-
ing their present term.

VESTING

NAM supports the concept of vesting and has long espoused its inclusion in
private pension plans. The vast majority of such plans do provide varying
degrees of vesting. We recommend that this Committee consider alternative
vesting standards since many plans now having vesting provisions have them in
different forms. NAM, for example, has endorsed the Rule of Fifty. Additionally,
it should also be possible for a plan to qualify with a vestinz provision under
which a participant is 100 percent vested after ten year of covered service at any
age. Permitting substantially equivalent vesting forms would avoid the com-
plexities and confusion which could come about by having dual vesting formulas
in a single plan.

Many plans now having vesting provisions which would not meet new require-
ments of law have deliberately decided to allocate available funds for em-
ployees at or near retirement age and will need an appropriate transition. Ac-
cordingly, to help avoid the obvious inequities which would come about if a legis-
lated minimum vesting standard were to be Immediately applied across the
board to plans with little or no current vesting provisions and plans with liberal
vesting provisions, we suggest that the minimum vesting requirement In general
not become applicable until plan improvements are made. This would also serve
to minimize problems where pension plan provisions are a part of a collective
bargaining agreement.

In addition, we believe that any legislation in the area of vesting should prop-
erly indicate that payment of mandatory vested retirement benefits would be
at the normal retirement age specified in the plan but in no event later than age
65 and would encompass only a life annuity and not any early or ancillary bene-
fits, such as death, disability or other benefits that may be available under the
plan. Further, we recommend that a transition rule be established such as a
provision that any specified period of service for acuiring mandatory vested rights
apply only to service accrued subsequent to the effective date of the legislation
or some equivalent alternate. For obvious reasons mandatory vesting provisions
should not apply to the class-year type of profit-sharing saving plans.

FtMDING

NAM endorses adequate funding and we believe that the vast majority of pri-
vate pension plans are being adequately funded. This is confirmed by the study
made by the Pension Research Council of the Wharton School of Finance and.
Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania which is a definitive study of the
matter. The study showed that the ratio of fund assets to all accrued benefits
was 94 percent and that the ratio for vested accrued benefits was 99 percent.
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The study left little doubt that the vast majority of plans are being adeuately
funded and that diversity and flexibility rather than uniformity should be the
watchword. This finding has also been confirmed by a more recent compilation
by the Ofice of the Commissioner of Insurance of the State of Wisconsin en-
titled "Comparison of Fuad Assets to Vested Uabilty," dated May 1, 1972,
and covering plans audited by that department. The results of these studies
are evidence that the vast majority of plans are being adeuately funded. Present
IR8 funding requirements, together-with Accounting Principles Board Opinion
No. 8, give additional assurance that such adequate funding will continue in the
future.

However, NAM1 can support additional IR8 requirements for the funding of un-
funded vested liabilities provided the rules are reasonable and flexible. For
example. NAM would support an adeltlonal funding requirement along the
lines presently required for costing purpt;es under APB Opinion No. &

rOSTa5JtHTY

There Is considerable confusion with respect to portability and vesting.
Many who argue for portability are in reality arguing for vesting. In our
opinion, the adoption of mandatory vesting will make the justification or reason
for portability largely academic. Additionally, there are many reasons why
compulsory portability would be undesirable.

Portability would create many problems. If an employer had to be prepared at
any time to transfer funds, It would be necessary to restrict a greater portion of
iuvestments to securities which are readily convertible to cash-thereby fore-
going the consideration of long-term yield which helps to reduce the cost of bene-
fits or make higher benefits possible. Thus. portability would have an undesirable
effect on sound investment policies. Many technical difficulties also appear un-
solvable. For example, we have been unable to ascertain how the present value
tif a vested pension with its ancillary features would he determined for transfer
to another plan. In the absence of uniform plans, It would be equally difficult to
purchase credits having an equivalent actuarial value under the new plan.

Portability would require a participating employer to allocate or set aside
funds to meet current and Immediately pending portability obligatiots for short
service employees who might leave. In the net result, this could adversely affect
or discriminate against long service employees who stay with the employer to
retirement, not only by reducing their retirement security and the funds available
for them, but also by reducing the earnings of the funds which help pay their
benefits.

With portability there would be s necessity to duplicate recordkeeping and
add greatly to administrative costs, all without any benefit to the employees. For
these reasons we seriously question the need for or desirability of portability.

PLAi TERMINATION INGUsRS CE

NAM believes that the concept of plan _termination Insurance is unworkable,
inequitable, and undesirable. Among the reasons for these conclusions are the
following:

1. A pension plan may terminate as a result of an employer's seriously de-
clining operations, bankruptcy or for many other seasons. These situations are
not insurable risks. An essential element in insurance is that the risk insured
against be beyond the control of the insured. In the case of pension plan termina-
tion insurance, the risk would be within the control of the insured in three
important areas:

(a) The pension obligation (which determines the amount of the Insured
ri-k) is determined by the insured (an employer either unilaterally or by
agreement with a union). At the outset, this is based on nothing more than a
statement of intent. Even such an important matter as crediting service ren-
dered prior to the establishment of the plan would be determined by the
insured.

(b) The Insured is generally in a Position to determine whether the busi-
ness operation will continue or whether the plan will terminate. Thus the
insured controls not only the establishment of the amount of Insured liability
but also the occurrence of the event which results in the payment of the
insured liability.

(W) The insured determines investment policy which has an Important
bearing on the amo,3nt of the liability insured.
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2. Pension plan termination insurance would encourage the making of un-
sound pension promises and would discourage adequate funding of private plans.
A lack of adequate funding would lead to a greater number of problems in cases
of plan terminations, each with a larger amount of exposed risk. As a result
of the high cost of subsidizing terminated plans, the soundness of the remaining
plans would be reduced.

3. A plan termination insurance program could lead to a huge bureaucracy
with rigid regulations to control in detail all aspects of pension plan funding,
financing and Investing--all of this to deal with a relatively small problem.

4 It is inequitable to force soundly-funded, well-managed plans to pay for
the broken promises of others.

NAM believes that the tremendous problems and Inequities Inherent In the
establishment of a plan termination Insurance program far outweigh any bene-
fits that may be derived from such a program.

TAX IXNCNTATIVF5 FOR 5JTUMMILCT SAVIXG8

While approximately 50 percent of the private non-farm work force, number-
ing close to 30 million people are covered by retirement plans and enjoy the
prospect of retirement security, It is axiomatic that the other 50 percent do
not have this kind of protection. NAM believes that the private pension plan
system should be expanded to cover as many of the work force as possible and
that additional federal legislation that encourages such expansion should be
considered. We believe that a concept which would liberalize the tax treatment
of savings for retirement purposes by allowing a new deduction from adjusted
gross Income for employees not covered by employer plans, or where the em-
ployer contributions are not significant, and by raising the limits on deductible
plan contributions by the self-employed or shareholder-employees of small busi-
ness corporations is most desirable.

The effect of this kind of legislation would be to encourage additional private
capital formation and personal savings for retirement purposes, particularly
among those who are not now covered or only marginally covered by employer-
financed pension plans. The additional private savings generated world con-
tribute to prod-ctive investment in the economy. Legislation of this kind
would properly recognize that our labor market Is mobile and diverse and that
regular corporate pensionjlans cannot account for all conditions of employment.
The revenue loss of any new tax legislation of this nature must be assessed
very carefully In view of our overall fiscal problems but the cost of this program.
we believe, would be quite minimal cnmpared to the mass of direct government
spending programs for Income maintenance and otherwise.

TAXABIUTY Or LUMP SUM DIST3ITUTIONS

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 amended Section 402(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code to deny capital gains treatment to post-1969 employer contributions dis-
tributed as a part of a lump sum distribution from a qualified pension or profit-
sharing plan. Such amounts are to be treated as ordinary income but since
a significant amount may be involved in the distribution paid out in one taxable
year, the Act also amended Section 72(n) of the Code to provide for a seven-
year averaging device In lieikof capital gains treatment to avoid as unfair tax
on deferred compensation earned and accumulated over many years. Unfortu-
nately. due to the problems and complexities Inherent in the subject matter. IRS
attempts to write implementing regulations which are equitable and consistent
with the Act have been unsuccessful to date. It has been over three years since
enactment and final regulations have not yet been issued. In view of the fact
that-the tax rates on substantial capital gains have been increased as a result
of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. NAM recommends that the Congress take a new
look at the action taken In 1969 and seriously consider restoring capital gains
treatment to the total distribution in the interest of simplifying a complicated
area that presently is a source of great conusion to both employers and employees.
If Congress insists on continuing the present approach. NAM strongly urges
enactment of revised legislative language which would simplify the approach
and clarify its intent.

ADMINISTATnhE JtRIOICTION

R. 4 would create an Ofice of Pension and Welfare Plan Administration
within the Department of Labor to be responsible for the establishment, admin-
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istratlon, operation and enforcement of pension, profit-sharing retirement and
other employee benefit plans.

The NAM seriously questions the need for this action. Under present law
several federal departments and agencies have jurisdiction over matters affect-
Ing private pension plans. For example, the Treasury Department, the Depart-
ment of Labor, the State Banking and Insurance Departments, among others,
now have clear and definite responsibilities in this area. In view of the extent
of existing regulations, NAM believes that care should be taken not to impose
an additional level of supervision which would create confusion by duplication
and conflict with current laws and agencies.

CONCLUIONI

While NAM In definitely opposed to portability and plan termination Insur-
ante features, we also believe that there is an urgent need for speedy enactment
of legislation incorporating fiduciary standards, meanlntul disclosure, early
vesting, Individual retirement tax deductions, and some additional IRS require-
ments for the funding of unfunded vested liabilities. Accordingly, NAM supports
14. 154T, relating to fiduciary responsibility and reporting. We also support .
1681 as modified by recommendations contained In this statement. NAM is., how-
ever, strongly opposed to 8. 4 as it contains, among other things, provisions
establishing portability and plan termination insurance.

If Congress would act in accordance with the foregoing suggestions, we be-
lieve that they will have accomplished their desired objectives relating to the
lprotection of private pension plan participants without unduly interfering with
the flexibility necessary for the system to operate effectively and efficiently.

TESTIMONY OF THE NATIONAL AssociATio" OF MANUFACTURE ON H.R. 2,
EMPLOYEE BfEtsrs SEctjTY ACT AND H.R. 462, EmpLOxzz RvriamET
BENEFITS SEccu'ry AcT BEFoRE TaE GENERAL SuscoMmiTTEz ON LABoa OF THE
HousE CoMMITTEE ox EDUCATION AND LABOR, MARCH 1, 1973

My name is Robert A. Albright and I am Vice President-Administration of
the U.S. Steel Co. and Carnegie Pension Fund. I appear today on behalf of the
National Association of Manufacturers. I currently serve as the Vice Chairman
of the NA3 Employee Benefits Committee. Appearing with me is Kenneth X

chweiger, Director of Employee Relations for the NAM.
I am pleased to submit our views on II.R. 2 and H.A. 462. NAM member com-

panies-large, medium and small In size-accotnt for a substantial portion
of the nation's production of manufactured goods, as well as for the employ-
ment of approximately 15 million persons. A vast preponderance of these people
are covered by a private pension or profit sharing retirement plan which, for
the most part, is paid for by the employer.

INTRODUCTION

The National Association of Manufacturers seek to encourage the expansion
and Improvement of private pension plans which now have tremendous flexi-
bility to adapt to the varied requirements of employers and employees. Private
pension plans are making and will continue to make a significant contribution
to the retirement security of more than 30 million Americans at present. It Is
expected that by 1980. more than 42 million workers will be covered.

In addition, pension funds are a vital source of capital accumulation so nee-
essary to sustain the continued growth of our economy. Currently there are
more than $160 billion in private plan assets. With an anticipated rate of
growth of more than $10 billion a year. it is projected that by 1980 private
pension plans will have assets in excess of $250 billion all of which will help
to supply the capital needed for the creation of more jobs, expanded business,
increased home building and many other facets of our economic life. While
some of today's critics of private pension plans imply that few actually receive
benedt-. the facts are that benefits of about $8 billion are paid annually to
approximately 6 million retirees.

It is quite apparent, therefore, that voluntary private pension plans--both
those unilaterally established by companies as well as those established as a
result of the collective bargaining process-have made, and are continuing to
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make. a vital contribution to the retirement security of more than 50 percent
of the private non-farm labor force. Here again, it is estimated that by 1980
almost 60 percent of the private labor force will be covered by private pension
plans.

While we believe, In general, that the private pension system has served the
nation and a substantial number of the labor force well, there are some areas
where constructive legislation would be helpful. The chairman of this com-
mittee has sponsored legislation in this area for several years and we believe
it is timely to enact legislation now covering those areas in which there Is sub-
stantial agreement. NAM believes that H.R. 2 generally represents a positive
and a constructive approach, although we have reservations concerning the
desirability of Title III of the bill which deals with Funding.
NAM supports legislation in the area of meaningful disclosure, fiduciary

responsibility and reasonable vesting. We do, however. have some specific
comments with respect to the provisions of the bill as follows:

1. McaningIuI disclosure
NAM believes that adequate disclosure of pension plan operations is desira-

ble. The existing statute and current reporting forms under the Disclosure Act
now call for much greater detailed information than is generally realized. The
D-2 report form, which is required under the Act, calls for 16 pages of detailed
Information concerning the operation of private pension plans.

While the disclosure of some additional information may be useful, we be-
lieve that it is not desirable or helpful to further burden plan administrators,
beneficiaries and government agencies by requiring disclosure of information
of a more marginal and generally less meaningful nature. Disclosure for vol-
uminous individual investments and investment transactions other than those
involving parties-in-Interest is not necessary and indeed could be harmful to
many pension plans.

We enthusiastically support the provision which would require an annual
audit by Independent accountants except where such plans are regularly exam-
ined by banking or Insurance regulatory agencies.

Section 104(b) (1).-This section requests a listing of names and addresses of
each fiduciary which in a multi plant company could Involve a listing of several
hundred people. Such fiduciaries are covered by a group bond, there is nothing
gained by the government or a plan participant knowing who is considered a
fiduciary except as a breach occurs. Basically the responsibility for control of the
fiduciaries under the plan rests with administrators and such administrators are
identified. We therefore urge that this requirement lie eliminated.

Section 104 (b) (3 and 4).-As we interpret these paragraphs, there would have
to be disclosure of all assets held for investment purposes, aggregated and iden-
tified by issuer, borrower or lessor, with maturity date. rate of Interest, collateral,
cost and current value. In addition, paragraph (4) calls for disclosure in chron-
ological order for each separate receipt -and disbursement from the fund during
the year covered by the report. Further. it requires identification of "each trans-
action by trasaclion date, description of the asset involved, specifying issuer, bor-
rower or lessor or similar party to the transaction, rate of interest, maturity date,
collateral, par or maturity value and shall enumerate any expense occasioned by
the transaction and the proceeds or cost to the fund. In the case of regular and
recurring transactions such as receipt of contributions or benefits payments
these may be aggregated on a periodic basis, at least monthly, etc." Such ex-
haustive and detailed requirements In our opinion, is tremendously burdensome
and counterproductive. We believe, as a minimum that both of these paragraphs
should be modified and limited in the kind of detail required to those assets and
transactions involving amounts in excess of 3% of the size of the fund. Of
course, the Secretary would have sufficient investigatory power to examine the
complete detail where appropirate.

Section 104(b) (6).-This provision would require the disclosure of all loans
made from the fund during the reporting year or outstanding at the end of
the year. The language, however, beginning at line 20, states an exclusion "unless
such loan was a loan to a participant in a profit sharing plan ... " We believe
that the words "in a profit sharing plan" should be changed to "in accordance
with the provisions of the plan ... ." Such a modification would relieve an em-
ployer of having to report individual loans made to plan particiipants--in accord-
ance with the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement. the plan or both-
and not just a profit sharing plan.
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Section 104(e) (6).-In the interest of reducing the size of the filings required,
we urge that a plan furnish either a copy of the most recent actuarial report or
the information on actuarial assumptions as found in Paragraph 104(e) (6) A
and B-not both.

Section 104(e) (7).-In view of the mandatory vesting requirements of Title
II, we urge the deletion of this parsgrph, which calls for statistics on termina-
tions of employment, as being unduly burdensome and no longer necessary.

Section 105(b) (1) and (3).-We believe that these paragraphs, which deal
with disclosures directly to participants, need clarification. They are too broad
as presently constituted. The intent of adequate disclosure to participants by
these paragraphs could be reasonably met by requiring that (a) a copy of the
plan or a description thereof as It applies to the participant along the lines of the
new D-1 Supplement recently promulgated by the Labor Department and (b)
an adequate summary of the latest annual report be furnished each participant
upon request.

Section 105(c.-In order to relieve the Administrators of undue burden and'
without detracting from meaningful communications with plan participants, we
suggest the following alternative:

"The administrator of an employee benefit plan shall furnish to any plan partic-
ipant at least once every three years, a statement indicating whether or not he
has a non-forfetiable right to receive a benefit and. if he does. the benefits he has
accrued. In the event that he does not have a non-forfeitable right to receive a
benefit, the statement should indicate the earliest date on which benefits will be-
come non-forfeitable."

The suggested change would substitute three years for one year and would
clarify what we believe to be the intent of the language.

Section 106(e).-Ths section should be changed to limit the right of a partic-
ipant or beneficiary "to recover benefits due him under the terms of his plan or
to clarify his rights to future benefits under the terms of the plan :" since there
appears to be adequate protection for such participants under the powers given
to the Federal Government for enforcement. Private clas actions are unneces-
sary and could lead to nuisance suits.

In addition, it Is suggested that employees be required to exhaust any collec-
tively bargained remedies (e.g., grievance and arbitration procedures) before
Initiating civil actions involving his rights to benefits under the plan.
2, Fiduwiary Reapoibility
N[AM is firmly convinced that administrators of pension funds should observe

the highest standards of fiduciary responsibility. We therefore support Section
111 which concretely defines fiduciary responsibility and establishes a prudent
man rule.
3. Effect on Other Laws

Section 114.-We support this section which states that the provisions of this
Act shall supersede any and all laws of the states as they relate to certain
specified provisions of the bill. We believe, however, that the provisions of this
section should be broadened to encompass all Titles of the bill as enacted.
4 Title l1-Vesting
NAM supports the concept of vesting and has long espoused its inclusion in

private pension plans. The vast majority of such plans do provide varying
degrees of vesting. We therefore concur with the principle of vesting as set
forth in this bill. Further, we believe that in this connection, the bill should
appropriately indicate that payment of mandatory vested retirement benefits
would be at the normal retirement age specified in the plan but in no event later
than age G5. and would encompass only a life annuity and not any early or ancil-
lary benefits, such as death, disability or other benefits that may be available
under the plan.

Scction 203(a) (1).-We recommend a clarification of this paragraph to con-
form with the Committee's summary of H.R. 2 so as to make it clear that under
this alternate the specified period of service for acquiring mandatory vested
rights applies only to service accrued after the effective date of this Title.

S. Title ll-Funding
The National Association of Mianufacturers endorses adequate funding and we

believe that the vast majority of private pension plans are adequately funded.
This is confirmed by the study made by the Pension Research Council of the Whar-



ton School of Finance and Commerce of the University of Penmylvania which is
a definitive study of the matter and with which this Committee Is familiar. As
you remember, the study showed that the ratio of fund assets to all accrued bene-
fits was 94 percent and tlt the ratio for vested accrued benefits was 99 percent.

The study left little doubt that the vast majority of plans are being adequately
funded and that diversity and flexibility rather than uniformity should ie the
watchword. This finding has also been confirmed by a more recent compilation
by the Office of the Commissioner of Insurance of the State of Wisconsin entitled
"Comparison of Fund Assets to Vested Liability" dated May 1, 1972 and covering
plans audited by that department. The results of these studies are evidence that
the vast majority of plans are being adequately funded. Present IR8 funding
requirements, together with Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 8, give addi-
tional assurance that such adequate funding will continue in the future. F%;r these
reasons, we do not believe that there is real need for Title III and any possible ad-
vantages would be more than offset by the disadvantages and harm that could
result to the future growth and development of private pension plans.

SUMMART

We believe that this bill, HLR. 29 subject to the foregoing comments, represents
a forward step. We therefore urge Its speedy enactment.

H.R. 462-EMPOTE RErIRtEMET BEvjrw Srgcum-r AcT

1. Title I-Portability

Sections 101 through 105 of the bill would provide for a compulsory portability
program to be administered by and under the direction of the Secretary of labor.
It is our understanding that portability would require. upon termination of
employment by an individual with vested benefits, the transfer of assets equal to
the value of the vested pension to a "portability program fund." In addition, the
Secretary of Labor would be designated as the Trustee of the "Fund." He would
have responsibility for administering it and reporting to congress s concerning its
operation and status as well as reviewing general policies in the management of
the fund.

There is considerable confusion with respect to .portability and vesting. Many
who argue for portability are in reality arguing for vesting. In our opinion, the
adoption of vesting makes the justification or reason for portability largely
academic. Additionally, there are many reasons why compulsory portability
would be undesirable.

Portability would create many problems. If an employer had to be prepared
at any time to transfer funds, It would be necessary to restrict a greater portion
of investments to securities which are readily convertible to cash-thereby fore-
going the consideration of long-term yield which helps to reduce the cost of
benefits or make higher benefits possible. Thus portability would have an un-
desirable effect on sound investment policies. Many technical difficulties also
appear unsolvable. For example. we have been unable to ascertain how the pres-
ent value of a vested pension with its ancillary features transferred would be
determined for transfer to another plan. In the absence of uniform plans, it
would be equally difficult, under the language of the bill, to "purchase credits
having at least an equivalent actuarial value under the new plan" (Section
105(M)).

Portability would require a participating employer to allocate or set aside
funds to meet current and immediately pending portability obligations for short
service employees who might leave. In the net results, this could adversely affect
or discriminate against long service employees who stay with the employer to
retirement not only by reducing their retirement security and the funds available
for them, but also by reducing the earnings of the fund which help pay their
benefits.

With portability there would be a necessity to duplicate record-keeping and
add greatly to administrative costs, all without any benefit to the employee. For
these reasons, we question the desirability or need for Title I.

2. Title II--plaa termination inmramme
Sections 201 through 206 provide for the establishment of a "private pension

plan termination insurance program." NAM believes that the concept of plan
termination insurance is unworkable. inequitable and undesirable. Among the
reasons for these conclusions are the following:
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. A pension plan may terminate as a result of an employer's seriously declining
operations, bankruptcy or for many other reasons. These situations are not In-
surable risks. An essential element in inurauce Is that the risk inured agaiut
be beyond the control of the insured. In the case of pension plan termination
Insurance, the risk would be within the control of the insured in three Important
areas:

(a) The pension obligation (which determines the amount of the insured
risk) in determined by the insured (an employer either unilaterally or by
agreement with a union). At the outset, this Is based on nothing more than
a statement of intent. Even such an important matter as crediting wrvice
rendered prior to the establishment of the plan would be determined by the
insured.

(b) The insured is in a position to determine whether the business oper-
ation will continue or whether the plan will terminate. Thus the insured
ccntrols not only the establishment of the amount of insured liability but
also the occurrence of the event which results in the payment of the Insured
liability.

(c) The insured determines Investment policy which has an Important
bearing on the amount of the liability insured.

2. Pension plan termination insurance would discourage adequate funding of
private plans. A lack of adequate funding would lead to a greater number of
problems in cases of plan terminations, each with a larger amount of exposed
risk. As a result of the high cost of subsidizing terminated plans, the soundness
of the remaining plan would be reduced.

3. A plan termination insurance program could lead to pressure for rigid re-
quirements controlling in detail all aspects of pension plan funding, financing and
investing.

4. Employers who have established and maintained sound pension plans for
their employees may for a period of time have a large unfunded vested liability
because of recent pension improvements. It is Inequitable to impose on such
employers the additional burden of contributing to the insurance fund for the
purpose of supporting employers and unions who may make unwarranted pen-
sion promises.

5. Some proponents of pension plan termination insurance compare this proposal
to Federal Bank Deposit Insurance (FDIC). Such a comparison is invalid. FDIC
insures assets in being while pension plan termination Insurance proposes to
insure pension plan promises and not necessarily actual assets in being.

Our conclusion is that a sufficient case has not been made for pension plan
termination insurance.

CONCLUSION

While we are definitely opposed to mandatory portability and plan termina-
tion insurance, we do not want to conclude our testimony without reiterating
our support and endorsement of the need for speedy enactment of H.R. 2 sub-
Ject to our recommendations. This is necessary and desirable to clarify the
uncertainty on the matter of federal/state Jurisdiction and to remedy areas of
weakness in present law in order to support the beneficiaries of the private
pension system.

If Congress would act In accordance with the foregoing suggestions, we be-
lieve they will have accomplished their desired objetives related to the protection
of plan participants without unduly interfering with the flexibility necessary
for the private pension system to operate effectively and efficiently. It would also
create the atmosphere necessary to promote the growth and development of
existing plans and expansion of coverage through the creation of new plans.

Senator N]Esox. Our next witness is Mr. John IL Lindquist on be-
half of the Profit Sharing Council of America.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. LIIDQUIST OF CHICAGO LAW FIRM OF
MIcERMOTT, WILL & EMERY, IN BEHALF OF PROFIT SHARING
COUNCIL OF AMERICA

Mr. Lt. -isr. Mv name is John Lindauiist. T am a member of the
law firm of McDermott, Will & Emery which is located in Chicago,
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Ill. I appear before you today on behalf of the Profit Sharing Coun-
cil of America (foriuerly known its the Council of Profit Sharing In-
dustries). Mv firm has bee.n a member of the Protit Sharing Council
4if America lor nio'e than z5 yeas. and I am a naeulher of the c,,un-
cils legal and hlgi.slative ,4,nittee. The councilil is grateful to the

subcomnittev for this opportunity to ,,mrnent with respect to certain
topics which are included in the scope of these hearings.

We have submitted a longer. formal statement and I would ask at
this time it be incorporated in full in the record.

Senator NItL.o. It will be printed in full in the record in the appro-
priate pl)la*.

Mr. I4N .UIt'ST. A brief word about the council. The council is a
non-profit asiciation of approxiiiiatelv 1.4A4) coinpanies which have
profit sharing ldans cm 'ering al.;roxiuaitely . million employees. The
'oumicil believe-; tht profit sharing has innde a sigiti, aut contribi-
tion to the growth. itroductivitv and :-tab,ilitv of our e,'olmnly and
to the economic securit v and well-being of millions of emmploy'ces and
their fainilie.. The council al;o Ihelieves that the goals of profit shar-
ing are coinetely in accord with our current national efforts to in-
crease our ability to compete in world inarkets and to stabilize our
ecOlicill|V lit hOillle.

.%an" of the propotals which are now being considered by Congress
which woull affect the private retirement ,%,ysten are directed pri-
marily toward pension plans. However. nmiay of those propo sals also
would apply to profit sharing plans.

It is toward some of the.- Iprolm:-ais that tihe council would direct
its comnmnent&

First. Vc sitq
Practically all landing Iropo$.als would d ado)t a minimum Federal

standard of vesting applicalde to all qualified vlans. The council is
not convinced that a statutory vesting standard applicable to profit
sharing plans is necessary or desiralle. The council's belief on this
point is grounded on the fact that. in geneial. profit sharing plans
have historically conmimnenced vesting of employee benefits and have
attained full vesting of benefits moe t-apidly than is true. for instance,
in pension plans. Generally. profit sharing plans also comminence to
vest earlier and rtach full vesting more rapidly than many of the
proposals that. have been included in the bills now before Conress.

Senator NElo. That doesn't. cause you to oppose these minimum
provisions in the bill. though?

Mr. Li DQuisT. No. sir. Somne of the reasons why this has been so are
set forth in the council's formal statement.

However. if Congress deems it to be in the public interest to adopt
some form of statutory vesting for all plans, then the council would
not object if certain considerations were taken into account. Some of
those considerations are:

1. There should be no single vesting which is standard applicable
to all plans.

2. We believe an alternative vesting requirement. based on length of
participation, and without regard to age and length of service, should.
be included in any legislation and should be specifically applicable
to profit sharing plans.
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3. Any 1ego-1ad ion siili tztke into :ievoillt ceti .iin v'S(fpoi
.S11:a x'iiatr phi us. whih are 4-ledi "clao,5 yvar" plma s. 1 ier tho.sk plazis

4 % h I A-1 ~U.N1ll vk-.t at a rvh1:11%t1, i ,3 1 I-a ite -i I l of thI e fuiids at trilIb-
i:1 Ole4 to I 1 1i4*is-hir rlot- veiar l'C IiQ es-tl ed -q:ratel v ,it the ritte
sjv ,-iiitAdi the. phlan. The 6ouiwi l ph Lr*ie to U' ate tha*t both S. 4&
.11A S. 117,.l K reogni/ the slv: wiatit re of tIhis t 1Wa (of a.

4 h te lf~ta Iiof Ta :at I4 aof IDiaj ~a lat I )i- t 14l Wiati a~~ hile tiot
ill ;Iny sifteeitie porfooi lona111 jreIV ly lwfue ():I(a-~. of thle -III-
1i011we4 I at is 41f Iie-~e %%:Iuar~~s t he ti~t le di11 of taIX t great uatent of

phlaa. For t~~~s.tforth tilt toimatjFs fopilui:aI-1.4tvillei-tt. if C.oll-
irl t-!S is g(111117 to 411 IS~j der ; t Jcazgiv I tilt iihi 1~od vf tamit ion of stih

'lis ii au iiaui :a *ol! a ilktill ~ prus-iut 1 .'. t Len til, In' etauntil would1 ur1ge
tit agt ( ',III rr'.ttwie thilt- imthlt!( of t riteataaut whi-li lreuziietl janorr
to Thle Tanx R,64411-1 Act 41f P4,69. Th (.4m111c'i fevis timit tile t reti':ilt
11161-11:apjal itl t pnior to) thie TnX He4foni Art of ]969 wits the parope'r
t 1fa miueint of h ioip -olali~ nlit'ii i~tl tier quatii t-t' portait -'har-
inuz- 111111S. M-1'f~r C Ile 1-411114A' ft4els tbhat Mt, NXlhgmlvf~vrli a
tiviatileiat guailtit'l to liazi. balackdI taXp:l%-a'r$ mid(el thfe t'eititicilt which
I In :*1 0-11 prnior to tile TaIX lk~eform Act (Of P661;.' wil eliu11ii~td lov ('on-

gn. iiial dIevt-i~i lit 11t169 to) taX loha1--terill en jitill galins ill e\xess of
.04 )jot "I at :1 wrn ntle. ra hern t hant -I r.-i-reu te. ano) to treat.

41144-111lf of atay loitg-te-ridk v:1 -It 11 c:I ilv; :is -ill itemll of taX pwefeiiaaee

Tile vohliI reta-nI.'le,b l : hat the dt'fe-r:1 oif taxat ion of liln-
re:1 Iit.(l 1 zippalef .itam1, ill ,461*1iitstle (if tilt-ea~aa I wich~! UIPe ii&-iiilvt
:ts :1 Ima:Illii a Iurip--u t l4iltill lot-h iv oiltitluel. T'he coiwil
1*iefieves thiat 0-iuuiina-tio.-I of thil; defteru1-l (of tax.-ution wolit i ot oi be'
11iiai bt w41111.1 violate i-etuai.'lprin'-iiah-s of income tax.
Itioujle sl41411lA not 6- tam-d mlit il tilt, ev;ict aniount of the in'omne is'kt j*iiedq maid it la:is I oveint- iv -til isv the taixin:.v.-r. It fe rad of t:x-
11t (i.u f iaavlio):1 /'praeci~id it Ill of se'rtisof t 11 emp~!over which
;1i,- lV11I14l4 ill flu In' hillp -Siua :S 4-nils 5Zt1t wi I loas ti; prinliphes.

N.ext. Fe'deal l'iiuinry Stiaiuiarths: The voiutneil eios tile Colt-
(tilt oif a FedlelA fi'luiriarv "4;ilia i-41nl :uj;1 ibl to all trmstees and( ot h-
(-rs who ai'tiv: fiduvcianv posit ion with! -'jaet to tile betliiInies
of ;IIly 4qualilied p1:111. I however. lK(:mhse mlanyV (piified prtolit-sharinhg
phi US; halve 64vv1i .A :iialshietl 11134101. (Iiv(-;. vollilit ioU5 mii'l wit!h diver.sek
ohijectivies. fliP' .'miii believ":s thiut aily 1egisat ionl Should take inlto

P.e th;gn' topa-ta.ad -jttvjrovide for the iui-vettieiit ill.
senit u-s of the (bill) lover. Ally Ft I1 Infiiir StaulithirI which hill-

its iuiveediiieits by a qual1ified! phin inl swctiities of thle employer or
Whit~i iII1j1M.-S a .ipraideiit imm"uI rile whichh uigtiot crry wit!h it allt
oliigaitioni to (livensify investuients) should not be atoplIn-alble to Sili

anIS. The council is plewsted to note that S.4 and S. 16-31 recognlize
this problem mid tirgrs th.at any final legislJatioi adopted by ('ouigre'
retaat this juistilie') exception to any divensifleatiou requirement or
jwrentalge limnitation.

Ill the subaject of -Admainistration of 'Newv Reguhatory Legrislatio":'
In order to avoid (lilIlir-at jot andl the iae'ce.sity for -Am -triug appjrovtd
of, and for 1wrlialm being audited bY. tw~o separate Agenicies of the
executive dej'artmnCn, the council. believes that aniy iiew major reg-
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ulatory legislation nadopted boy Coi igrens should continue to hie a~i
isteret! lov the U.S. Trei~amv Departmient. Ilie atlnilitrat ive ex-
lert ise re4Ljlire(1 to lnauilister allay new law alre-ady exists ill that De-
l Parillienit. Ih11P counclil &Koe4 1101elev thait 1111V le giSlationk which, in
iargej 'art. Would r1'atiire (biaiiolovers to perforn-ii certain acets or to
iiielite certaini provisions in their: plans ShouIld IN- ve.--te(I ini a (lepatrt-
mint o)f the execut ive branach whose hasitc mandate maighit lot, to advance
the ilitt'tvts of itiotlaei inixiirtant :-egmieiit of our eteooial.

On the question of overlapping State regulation: Whatever niew
1(rlulator'-' leorislat ion is adloptd. the council would urge (Congress
to uitaiKe clear, that. having acted,. Congress hias p)IeeIIptedI the field at
it Ftccral level ill:;ofar ats the -A-veral States are concerned. If this is
nlot inside d-ear. and~ tla' several States cGontinue to lxe free to impose
suldlit 1 ma! requi recent.% whether they deal with ves-t lg, fiduciary
ob1ligat olls, re jirn re4 il irements. and( 'ZO forth, the results could~ be-
t'haos. con fusimi, and confllict. The counivil voinnietads S. 4. for (lirecting
aittentioin to tis ill sections 6409(a ) andI would recommnend that any leg-
islsat ion ado,,ted l0ou11)si -oeeitivau liv over thins t roublesomie point. V

Senator XNip~orix. Is the laIiminve iii S. 4 ilequante in Your judguient
Mr. [amativisr. I hiave it ulifhcltv i'i thatt it (esnot preemlpt.

:as it were, other exi-tig Fedleral legislation. but there it has a elause
ill it that :-avs "Ex'.'eel ot to te e-xtenit otherwiu-e vrovidled lit this bill."
That leads linc to S(4. sime po-sile confli4t, for iistaie. between .S. 4
ned the Treasury 1 )pzaitmnent. For example, nothing is froing to be
taken avvav fronti the Trezasiirv Degmirtuient hV S. 4. or nothing is
ititenideal to. but. for i-statac~e. vestiiIJ! hlas beent 1ieltioiied in S.. 4.
Wotil( there bie a eonflict theree? I donit know. I think the basic prob.
lt-il ;S IN-inge earapilhd with in (;09( a) and( I think any legislation
'sl,ld grAlmle with it. I note that this legislation does specifically.

S4enater NFLsciON. hlave voii comapleted yourstaternent 1
Mr. LIxivQUIST. Yes.
S'aaaator NE.u4),x. Senator Bennett ?
1Seniator RBFv\.- rr. No questions.
S senator Nrisox. Thank Yo it ery much 'Mr. Lindquist. We appre-

viate vour taking the time to testify.
I That lweimared statement of 'Mr. Lindquist and a letter of Mfr. Lind-

quist to Senator Nelson follows :1
PRF.PAKRE1 RTATF.Mr..% or Jojix R. TJNDQUIRT OF THE LAW1am or 3McDF:Ru OT.

WILL. AND EswERy. ox BEIIAiF (W THlE Pitovi -SuARiNG- (orxcr. OF AMERcA

WHlY THlE (OUNTIL APPEARS

The Proifit Sharing Co'unc il of America (whieh waxs formerly known as the
Council opf Proftit Shiariug lIndustries and which celebrated Its 25th anniversary
In 1972) is a non-profit as-;ociation of approximately 1.40)0 employers who hare
profit sharing plans. Thitse plans corer approximately 2.000.000) employee". Coun-
cil members are located throunait the uited States' and are engaged in prac-
tit-ally all areas of ecoinoic aetirityr. The ('ouncilrs tiffice.' are located at 20 North
Waceker. Drive, Chicago. Illinois 60606.

The ('ouneil believes that proflt r-haring hap maade a significant contribution
to the growth. productivity and stability of our economy and to the economic
aft urity and well-being of millions of employees and their families. The Council
also believes that the goals of profit sharing are completely In accord with our
current national objective of Increasing our ability too compete In the economic
world while. at the same time, restoring stability and real growth at home.
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'fhi (,.unell naturally i-. cowtine .l"ut at~y lorelw.ais wlai u u~uldl di*-our--%ge
air izahiloit Ithe growth tof piito.it !-harinag.

Ill loreasith and -;sl t of th~s hea'rinlgs is evidetet tof the nmumerous prpo.al
Which hae Ilecen advatuved Withi tile atm of improving the strenl~th and security
of the ).rivate rvtirmetat systiUI. Te thrust of tiAuRIy of tile pripp-als is dirreiied
pirimiarily tiowarils pe~nsions plans. Iloswteer. ItV-uuM prutit slnirimg planes pi4#vitle
ixtit-e"...ut LvLz*~its till additiiu to otiler loeits which often are not found
in liwer44I1 j'annu), tsiny tif the 1ireolmssals aulvaneed als would apply to prolit
shatring polaus. It is toward those liriopto.-ull that the Council would dlirect its

L VENTI%4I

Practically all of the major pies tot legislation under consideration w~-ould
introduce restig alt a ti~usr roie( in till plans, ineluittngi prolit shazrinig lalaii.
This is true of *%. 4. S. 1179I and S. 163I1. This principle is also embodiedi in 11.11
2iatroxituvd in the lHouse uf lteiaresentative-4.
l'Fiit silarillg plants have~ hitstorically provided fair wore rapid vesting thn

has been tile viase in pension pilns. lit filet, it is fair Ito ,Qty that lienefits; under
pnitit shearing plans gealeratly comillelce to vest it till earlier (late lad reach
full vesting more rapidly than would lie roajuirei tader most of tile majtor bills
whit-itl~ 1110 w loeldig lit either thet Miouse or i he ' Seisate. For example. in a
recent 0ounc-il -,urvey of rest ijg prisvisitins in thep plans of its mnembers. It was
found that appartziately "-)* t if the plans tof its memlers; responding to thke
survey preavide for ftill vestig after a period, of participation in the jilna of ten
years tor less. Where anl employee separate's with less thant tell year. while lie,
nuty nost lIe fully rested. generally lie ix rested in souse ratabale portion of his
itccuiiutibtud h-itits lou:-et onI fts length of time lie lists participated. This is to
be etitrttistid Witlli the aliseueiti'of a reejlttieiett of any vesting during (I) thle
first eight years tof service under -8. 4: (lit the first five years oft service under

5.1179: iia rutrying lengths tof service. depenetotgIntecs f5
U941 . and t IV) tell yearsIl I time 4ease tf MR. 2.

There are a nunlier osf reanams whey earl%~ eonaaamt-'nelcnt of vesting eid ar.
rapid attainment usf full vesiiiig tirc feundtt iii iroolt sharing plaux. Antion - them
are:

1. Profit sharing pslants are designed to provide a sense of "partnership*' and
an incentive to employees wrho participate in them. Requiringr long periods fi
employment and irtieipltion1 before anl employee attains any rested rights under
a profit sharing 1.1211 (145s little to p~romlote either tof those gosads.

2.While It is nit universally true. generally v'mounts which are contributed
by ait emspltoyer to at liott spring plan and wrldc-m are ftirfeited by emlployee's%
who terminate before they bie-ome fully rested are ,;imply reallocated among tile
(other participants in the plant. Therefore, except in thtwe relatively few eas~es
where forfeited amounts serve to reduce the employer's contribution obligation
for the year in which the forfeited amounts are asswertained, the employer hans
no particular interest in the size or amount of the forfeitures which will ari.se
during a plan's operations. This is one of the significant differences between
pension plans rnd lIrtifit, shiarinig plians. In the ea-e tif a pension plan, the Internal
Revenue Code requires that contributions made for the purpose of providing
benefits for an employee which are forfeited by him, in whole or in part, loecause
he separates before hie becomes fully vested, must boe applied to reduce the costs of
providing benefits for those who remain with the employer. In a pension plan
forfeited amounts may not be used to increase the benefits of employees who
remain with the employer.

3. Because forfeitures usually are reallocated among ter participants in
profit sharing plan. the Internal Revenue Servive. in discharging its respoon-
sibility to s .-e that qualified plans are not operated in a fashion which produces
discrimnination In favor (of certain categories j ILe.. officers, shareholders, or highly
compensated or supervisory employees). generally insists upoin more rnaid
realtIng than It would require in the ease of a pension plan.

Since most profit sharing plants rest more rapidly than pension plans al also
generally rest as fast as. or faster than. the pnfblmosals presently under con.dera-
tion, the Council is not convinced that any minimum vesting standard lit reitired
in connection with profit sharing plans. The Counceil would prefer to leave thle
subject of resting in profit sharing plans for settlement by the parties Involved
with each profit sharing plan. However, If Congress deems it to be in the public
Interest to provide a reasonable inuimum standard (if resting, the Council would
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ntst oil-je.*t if certain .aanieratiostrR. Fozie lof which are peculiarly appjlicable to
jaroolt 4iara zi j:z s. %vere Ia ken into aet.euuat.

.t-4eerdhiagly, tile 01til wr'uld caution agaiimst tile alotitit of ally single
stiiartl nhich all 4, usilifiedt plans must weet. The hundreds (of thousands of
quzalititult lehis already in existence have been eslabli~hwd tinder diverse condi-
tiotas :a,141 wiih dlivers~e olbjectiveu. lin recognition of this, thle Couluudl helievva
that any l-gislatifon rceinamendeIt y thais' S4uhcointtee or tile Senaute Finance
t'tiaaitte' (for aultopetiton by ('nigr's-s should take Into account the following:

i aS Aui a'tirniatve s*ituatory vepiting reopkireiet. hiIUJ!oiU leglth of p~ar-
tieij6al6'a ;eza'l Alaj~liv..hle Sjao*iiivally tis porsoit sLorizag plazas, should be included
ill ally Ieari-!;at ioul 41idopted. 1Tle ('tniquesti.a; whether a single inillniub
VteStiua, StIaULAnt, uvhoduer l~a.ed ",lely fill leaugl of ster%-Ie or based onz lenigth) of
a'tbrvitc and1* ag.. I-& al lortioriaite (tor pooit shairinag plans. The Council further
tjueNto$ec % zlatr atge. in aniy event, is an app4roplriate fartier to I* taken Inato

1u4r1a'tuu: Ill a vf-tig standard, which wu~utld applly to all profit sharing joluas. In
th. &zI u-zeatead survey on venting conduc-ted by the (Nmuinil among its
nitaiah'ers. witly If' oft the e-oulaieAs reporting Indlicatedl that age was a factor
ii £leiermiz.t--iii tof vehstia lit a profit sharing plain. Many profit sharing plans
arev coeat rii-u~pry and if an euilol.ye doles not elec to join the plan when, he Is
first 0ligible [to tli sa, lie nuay join at sime later (late.

Vealig ba-eed so40lY (onl aRrriec lit Slich a situation. as eonianred, with vesting
lastal oin jiartielgeitiuin. wfpild npt Ise ahlopriate. Not only are age and length
of s4rvitI' &aas contrai.4ed with lpuilieltsutioni generally Ignored in determining
the voting rate tauauer a praoft sharig plana. bilt both factors als-o generally are
igiaored for gliven lit tie vveialit in alliegatiag annual enipl~kyer euuatributi4s under
a hiruilit sia ritg plan. While length iof service is- soluietimmes taken into account for
this plmise'. existing lazerzaal Reven~ue iServive pratic"t require that the
awonit allocated to all entipltowee in each year must hare a relatively uniform
relationship to their cionipensatlii within the year. In this w-nse profit sharing
phait.4 differ siubstantially from penision plans. Under a typical pension plan the
ainui cost for anl older enaiploye~s benefits Is suhzt4antially greater than the
cost for a younger employee, even though their compensation and benefits may
boe identical. Therefore, while age and length of service may be appropriate
factors for pension plans, they generally have no significant relationship to
profit sharing plans.

(b) Special, onsider-ation. should be given to certain types of profit sharing
jelawas whicha are referred to as "class year" iolans. Typically, under these plans
a relaively rapid rate of ves-.ting applies,, but it applies separately with respect
ta 11t fund.4 at-t-natlate-1 under the iolal aftt ribua Iule to each class year. Fre-
(Iutezlir thic.:e l1allas are' diesizeu to etnaslole rniaolikyes- to invest In stork of the
enloYer if tliey *) desidre. lin iaiist orf such pilanus with which the Council Is
himiali-ir. v.4ins-ft of earh cla."s -ear oilerss within a pe'riodl of tenl years or le.s
Usually five years) after the close 4of the particular class year. The Council Is

plva!-(A to noute that !4*. 21(r~ta) (3) of 1.. 4 recognizes the special nature of this
typve of p:nolfit sharing plan. Tilte Conil strojigly recoummends to ('tingress, that
any 1*n:al legi-lati-1u on the subject of vesinag should include recog-nition of the
sp.evia nature of ae.b:c plans.

It. TAXATION OF LUMP SUfl DISTRIBUTIONS

In temoaaiermag lte Tax Refoerm Adt of 1W ib eth the 114aaate Finance (Commaittee
stil tile I11ou1e Wazys and Meuas ('41nuna1itfte extensively Studied! the questlon of
the taix treatment oft liuu; sum poaymeunts miller ujualifiedt pension and porotit shar-
Ing plans. As a part of tho Tax Htuforin Act oft 111419. Congress adopted, a change
Ina fho tax treatimeut tof lumpkl suaa distriattions whieh had bcen in existence since
thle Ru'ventue Ad (of 1942.

In brief. maualer the Tnx Refoirm Act tof 1941 Congress% continuedl long term calil-
tail gain treatment with resptet to lumip sumat distributioirn. except with respect
too that part tof :ally suhl distrioiion %%hich feminists of employer contributions
nettle ffor plan years. hieginiaing after hiecemheer 31. 1949. The Tax Reform Act
of 11.9MS provided fior at speeiail seven-year averaging (of such post-1969 employer
rcintriautuezas which are licluded ati a part tof a lunip sum distribution. In If69
F'ezagreP.,z als. cntinumed the deferral of taxation of net unrealized a-ppreciation in
thle valute of securities of an emiplo'yer which are distributed as a part of a lump
sum .Iietrihmntlon.

In its- con-tider.ation, of any. propoistls to change the methodl of taxation of lump
Buil paymnizts m ide under qualified pans, the Council earnestly urges Congress
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to return to the treatment of lump suit distributions inade under qualified lortifit
Otharint* plaus us long termn capital gains and to continue the deferral of any tax
onl unrealized appreci-ation in securities of the emnployer %hieli are Included ais
a part of a lump sunm distribution. The Council urges this for the foliuwitig
reasons:

1. lkwause an employees Interest in a qualified lorit *-baring Idan reiiru~ieInts
fuad~i **at risk",. often fair long joeriudat of time. treamneint tof such distrilbiniou as

i-ag term capital gains is the appropriate tax treatment. Onve an enujdes4O er has~
mai~de a teontrilouton. ton iwh-lalf of atn einaiiboyet under a jiroit sharing plan. tMe
employee toears all of the rlIA-u (ande enjoys ail of the lwia'ifils) 4if tine inivestmenit
results As contrastn' with a pl'u&-itin jelua.i the vnapioyer ito 1'pnt-r hnas any inater-
est i ite fruits uot the coiniriliution tons.e it hit.- lit-en naile. O~n the mother hand. in
a tyical lit-usihm lan1: thle frids of Invetmetttnt are taken 1in1( acuntI lit deter-
aiising tine amount of the eneipluyers contrilittion and. tit the extent thog.e fruits
exeed the exevuteI rt utrn, emloyi~er etint ri hut io uns are r' duced.

±Clearly iii a contributory prolit skiing pulan the fruits of a~n
eeuributie'nsm jiro~atvid h., the invenntuieit thsereopf under the jolan is no ditlert
trout any Investmniat wichl tile e.4 nployee could uwke In his towu riJzt and
11141(1 uitIlit. tf tile julia n.

*L De..ferral cof tax on anot unrealize-d ail-rclaion lit st-uritie't 4f an vitiiloyer
which are luiclualeal In a lui sumt diptribulnt isn coui~sttt ithi ftiuianenital
lbrlncilples of tax law, as well as jiriiiciuiti f equity. As juitiieid oiut almove,
in thle case tof such securities purha-neul by sin etiilioyees uwit voilntrililiui
tinder a cozttrihiitttry plan. the eamailoyee Aiild lie plated in in. different lov'itiolt
tisaa hle would be had lite purchasied the0 Stuc-k iliteje-lidttlit if thke 111:111. IsI-ofar
ans say huch sevurit iss attributable ito an villoIyi-r's c-tinitriliiitiss are ceiiinl,
the lumal si dis'trilbuiaki rejrcsuts lunuls which hiive loevin **ut risk" niam? with
rtesuect to vvieh. toy the were acet oif distribution. there has been Rio reali;'.jtiun
of income. A fidnamtzln e piicjt of otir federal ilvdoile tax I1mw is tlhat iollen
Is taxed when It is -rezalizeV'. When a Aar~le of elgliiiyer St4Kck I-; di.strilittd as
a part of a lump -suut distribution, no linvor1ie" is realizAed at that time. InlkAp.st non,
.of a tax at thA time based tin the vilue of tile share would loeuCinfair if tha~t
valtume hats not L*een realized biy tine emplloy-ee. Th'le emlployete taught actually sell
tine share at a later date for a lesewr atantit. than tihe amtiuunt, fin which hie hnad
paid taxea. Taxation of any uurealiztti aphuireiat ionf should cotinill toi Le
deferred. unttil tine --hare is ac~tually suold and~ income i.- realized Ivy tile eeaniioyev.

41. Taxation of a lump stiml (list ribultioni as a long tein capital gain lpr-idilces.
an equtitable result. Tile telullaged ant-thou '-iiel wais atiliied iIs,;~) wans Iluit
intended toi porwisie -4igmiiliuiutt antoImilIS of revenue. In fact, tile ('utiul SIW-il.
lated tit thit time before tine *84na~te Finallee Ctsmuniee thvit tile htoji&.-foir
revellues (aonteitlilated by the Huse versiois wmiiil lhe out w4ilghtd Iiy thle ill-
erva~wd :td :tuii ut rat i i burdens lull4"t- used It Mea lt t:ix -isnyiliq jail ujie a lii thne
Internal Rtevenuie Serice. One of the stated objectives of tile changed niietleid
(of taxation (of Itittp sunn distribution. as proloostd in the House lin 1969 w;ts
to eliminate what was felt to be an unwarranited t:x advantage efljoiyeloYi~ high
boracket taximnayer-i who aiigh--,t receive sliiistantial llimp snime distribmions. Thbis
(ilijective was achiievedl andi anly allegedly ulnwanrralntedl tax be-inelits for high
hiratcket taxplayers were eliminated by lulagre-ss th-visi'n lin 11.94) to tax lon-: term
vaiil gaimns, ill Pee'A (of $:A) at a -35' f rate rather tMan a L:±5'C- roan ud
to treat outhlf of silly bfig term capital P:lilnS *:istil itini (if ireft'renvei irlwtte.

lin tine event Congress does niot see lit to return to taxatjion tof Isunah s111
di-zri1%nHai v ii ler qualified Ia.-ll~s as l4111P. iternie najitall -XilS. fihen the C41iusa1il
would urgo that ('4a-l.rss 11ot Udilit souie0 toler wtil hod of taxiing such4 (istribu-
tioins. Llumpnlin di.t rjiltioans fiftezn rcjir.mtit amolunlts accuinWu~ued over a1 long
juerloal fit lime an11d rejire-ent tine retirniiellt st-curity of emluloyees who revvire
thenii. %Li lilliu~rt-int factor ili lt' retjritiitnt !i!i~iiE oif (lmlJiioytes is tile elvuacant
tof certainty ne-siriisg how their bemnefit.-; ill lie taxed to them If they revive
themein te formj oft a Iuaili %um1 di-triloti. This eleinent of certainly is- lost
if the ziacalid (if taxing such distrilntions is diairged fretimemitly. Whi!e the
Council believes that tte chamgc' iuiade llt 19t9q brought about netdit -sS cotrijiexity
without any c4.ilwusatilg revenues amid would prefer to see long terill capital
gained treatin'mnt restored. if Cul dre d lies mint sets fit toi LI.) fink,. th11-1 line ('unulvil
would urge CongrVess to retain flute nthOwd tof taxation adoupt( d ill 1 1419 Adsoption
of anothe-r niew niu-lh.d of faxing iiual suin dtilriauions wou4d ouul m'rve to
conxfuse einjoluyeei wino re, eive *uvh distrii'utious and would innmpnir tine conldence
of enipioyeen Al plannjg fur their retirement.
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UL FKIJAL FIDUCIARY STANDAR"I

Most of the major pension reform bills under consideration in the lious . and
in the Senate would impose federal fiduciary standards governing the conduct
of trustees and plan administrators. This Is true of 8. 4. S. 155T and H.R.

The Council endorsed the concept of a federal standard for the conduct of
trustees and others who occupy a fiduciary relationship to the Ieneficiaries of
qualified profit sharing and pension plans. The Council believes that profit slur-
ing trusts should he managed and administered for the exclusive benefit oft em-
ployees and their beneficiaries, and that fiduciaries should be held to standards
of conduct in accordance with the time-tested principles of trust law. Further,
the Council believes that the vast majority of profit sharing trusts are so oler-
ated and would not condone the actions of those who do not oberve Those time-
tested standards of fiduciary conduct.

In adopting any federal fiduciary standard. the Council again would rteoun-
menmd that Congriss take into am.couozt tie fiet th:ft manty qualified 10hig have
bWen established under diverse couuitions and with diverse objectives. For ex-
aniile, nimay qualified profit sharitig ;.lanas contemplate t hat the funds held uader
those plans will be lnveisted in securities of the einjolo~ter corpooration. This pro-
vides a "double-barreled" Incentive fur employees who aire covered by the plan.
Th..s.e enaloyees share not only in the annual profita of the entltkoyer who inain-
taizlt- the plan, lut l so in the long term growth and prosperity of the employer
as rflected in the value of the securitlex of the employer whit-h are acquired
under the lan. This type of plain provides employees with a long term anti eon-
tilninig Inventive to increase the v:ue of their own invelment ill .stock of their
employer. This incentive aslptet of manny qualifled profit sh:0rlug i.1ans should
not he ovrlooked, espl-eially at a time when four national efforts are directed
toward bitcming more productive and competitive in world mrkets.

The Council is pleased to note tha2t S. 4. in prescribing limits on investments
by loens on and profit sharing laitzs iii the securities of the employer who main-
taimas the plan, makes sp cial allowance for the fact tlt mnany qualified profit
sharing plans are deigned to iw invested in securities of the employer. As re-
ported. %-. 4 would exempt such profit sharing plains from any lhrt-eutaige iluita-
tion applicable to investments in employer securities and arlso would extu-pt soch
plans from any diversificationa requirement which otherwise might apply tinder
a federal "prudent man" rule. The Council would strongly urge Congriss to
Include in any final legislation which it sees fit to adoot the .tcncept enmbodied
it 8. 4 with respect to profit sharing plans which are des;.gnmd and intended to

invest in -curiti s of the employer.

IV. ADMINISTRATION OF NEW RFGtLATORT ! H;I5LATI'Y

In addition to setting federal standards in areas su'h as vestin . fiduciary
conduct and funding (if pension l ,metits stnme of the proposed legislation now
before Congress would place re. onusl.ility for namini-trntion of the new leis-
lation under the jurisdiction (of the Secretary of Labor. This is the case in S. 4
and H.R. 2. Other legislative loroiposals. such as S.1179 iTand 8. 1M31. would leave
primary responsibility for administration where it has been for the oiast thirty
years under existing law (i.e.. with tile Treasury Department and the Internal
Revenue Service). Earlier versions of sotue of the legislation now orotqlose4 or
pending would have created an entirely new administrative agency to admin-
ister new federal laws rgulating the private retirement system.

Of all of the approaches suggested in various past and current bills, the
Council recommends continuing to vest responsibility for administration of any
new federal regulatory statutes in the Treasury Delrtment. The Concil's
reastuas for this recommendation are:

1. The major federal laws which presently reinulate the prbrate retirement
system (i.e.. See. 401. et. seq. and See. M01. et seq. of the Internal Revenue ('ode)
have been administered by the Treasury Department for the past thirty years.
Over that period of time, a substantial body of expertise in this highly technical
field has been built up within the Treasury Department. Such expertise should
not be wasted or ignored, nor is the expense of duplicating it in another admin-
istrative agency warranted.
.2. Transferring new regulatory functions to a different branch of the Executive

Department can only lead to unnecessary duplication and possible confusion. To
Illustrate, none of the proposals which envision that new regulatory laws will be
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administered by the Secretary of labor take away any responsibilities now con-
ferred on the Treasury Department by the Internal Revenue Code. (See, for
example, See. 009(a) (3) of 8. 4.) In effect, employers would have to have their
plans initially approved by two separate branches of the Executive Department.
Moreover, qualified plans presumably would have to be audited periodically for
compliance by two separate branches of the Executive Department. It is entirely
possible that in the normal course of events a qualified plan might be caught
between the requirements of two different branches of the Executive Department.
This possibility should be avoided.
& Enforcement of legislation regulating the conduct of employers should not

be vested in a department of the Executive Branch whose basic mandate is to
advance the interests of another Important segment of our economy. The
Cotuncll feels that this would be applicable whether enforcement were vested
in the Department of Commerce or the Department of Labor. The Council be-
lieves that there would be greater public confidence In the "even-handedness"
of the administration of aty new law if it were not vested in a department repre-
sentiug any particular segment of our economy.

V. OVExLA"PIG STATE MEGLLATION

The Council recommends that it be made explicit in any legislation that Con-
gre., having acted, has preempted the area of regulation of the private retire-
ment system. Unless it is made completely clear that this is so, it is respectfully
submitted that literally thousands of qualified pension and profit sharing plans
could be subject to future laws passed by states which would require the per-
formance of, or abstinence from, certain additional acts and which would Im-
pose additional penalties for failure to comply wlth those state laws.

t$ome of the prop,,sed egi,,ati,,n. notably See. 609(a) of S. 4, directs attention
to this problem. Some of the other proposed legislation does not attempt to
clarify this t rouleso moe quest ion.

The Council rtonamtnds to congress s that the concepts embodied in See. O09(a)
of .. 4 he ine!hded in any legislation which is adopted by Congress.

31elwauorr. WILL & EmEty,
Chicago, Ill., May 25, 1973.

lion. GAYWoRD NELSOx,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Prir ate Pcnion Plans, Committce on Finance,

U..S. Senate, Dirkiaes Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.
Sin: In reviewing the transcript of my testimony before your Subcommittee

on May 2~2 on behalf of the Profit Sharing Couacil of America. I noticed that
my respnse to one of your questions toward the end of my testimony perhaps
did not make clear the problem I envisioned.

Specifically, you asked me whether or not the federal "preemption" provisions
of 18. 4. as set forth in Section 00(ab of that Bill were adequate. I replied
that I envisioned some diffkulty with it and touched on the kind of diffi, 1lty
I could fore.ee. Perhaps the following will tet forth more clearly what I had
in mind:

Assume that an employer has a qualified profit sharing plan which purports
to v,-st emnloyees on the hasis of length of partici ptiox in the plan. The Internal
Revenue Service usually insists that vesting in a profit sharing plan be based
upon participation, rather than length of service. on the grounds that more
highly compensated. supervisory. etc. employees will tend to have longer periods
of service than other employees, and. for this reason. a disproportionate share
of any amounts forfeited loy terminating employees eventually will be reallocated
to highly paid. supervisory, etc. employees.

Assume now that S. 4 were enacted into law. The employer would have to
aiwedd 1Id. plan to slpe,.ifically provide for vesting based upon length-of service
lit order to comply with S. 4. The Internal Revenue Service. on the other hand.
might well take the loition that engrafting of such a provision upon the profit
sharing plan could result in prohibited discrimination and therefore. would
disqualify the profit sharing plnn for tax purposes. Which law would prevail?
Section-lOl(a) of the Intenal Revenue Code or . 4? 1 am not sure that the
preemption langiuage of S. 4 would answer the question since It says, in effect,
that no other federal legislation is "preempted" (i.e., superseded), "except as
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swctIfically provided in this Ar-t*. (See Section 000(a) (3.) Section 202(a) of
K. 4, which iwts, forth 11w statutory resting staimlard, say# that all profit sharing
plans ***hall provide under the teruts of the plain 0* 10". and then pruceed.' to
awt forth the vestig standards. Ilues this meanu that. having exjarinwly priavid
or required a veatii standards baved upon w'rricc, any lIternal Revenue Service,
clalm, that re~ting mwAis be hamed upon participation (in order to preclude dis-
criniluatlion) Is noa longer vaid?

Admittedly. the matter Is a tedluiltal one, but It Is the kind of prolodea with
which we lawyers ust cosuatly concern ourdeies. Any final. legislation. in
Jareeuptiaag. either biuid take. care (of thia dilemmPJa. or. as sugg ited in the
ttimotny of ilhe Profit Sharing Couiincil (it Americat. should have an alternate
resting standard based upon participation, rather than service, in the case of
profit shIaring plans.

Oiue agatin. let ine express msy own personal gratitude. as wePl as that of
the Profit Sharing Conucil, for allowing us to make our views known to ytiur
&abconaanitta'e.

Very truly yours
Jous II. LiNDQUI-T.

Senator Niio~.Our finial witnes,-s is Mr. Robert G. Skinnier. chsair-
Man.s Division of Federal Taxationi, Ainericati hIstitute of Cetified
Public Accountants.

Would you identify for the reporter Your associates?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. SKNNR CHAIRMAN, DIVISION OF
FEDERAL TAXATION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP CERTIFIED PUB-
LIC ACCOUNTANTS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOEL M. FORSTER. DI-
RECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE'S DIVISION OF FEDERAL TAXATION,
AND THOMAS R. H ANLEY, DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE'S FED-
ERAL TECHNICAL LIAISON DIVISION

Mr. SKINNE.R. Thank von, 'Mr. Chairman. and Senator Bennett.
My name is Robert G. Skinner, andl I ani chairman of the 1)visziol
of Federal Taxation, of the.Anierican Institute of Certified IPulilic
.Accountants. I am accompanied by Mr. Joel 31. Foster, director of
the institutes division of Federatl taxation, and 'Mr. Thomas It.
1lanley, director of the institutes Federal technical liaison division.

T1hse American, Institute of ('ertifled lPubhlie Accountant.s is the ';olC
national organization of professional ('~V.It was established in
1887 and currently has more thuasu 9.ON) m'enillers.

Our conmments at this hsearinsg on the F'ederal income tax aspeekt. of
private pension 111am legrisation are limiteti generally to those pro-
visions of the adinistration bill (S. l(631) which mi dlirectly alfect
the inuenubrs of the Institute andl their employees. AccordimIgl. our
eoninents in) this respect will cover the Jpriqo- d ehuanges: relating to
funding. Plitribilityv, vestingv and -oontributios limitations in thle ease
of plants which cover one o)r more sei f-emaploved individuals: the pro-
pos~al for deductions for individual retireint savings: and the pro-
posal to impose an excbise tax on the parties to prohibited transaet ionq.
Our comments on (1iselosture and rt-porting requirements are limited
generally to proix-ns;a is eontai:ied in thle retirement inicomie Szeurity
for employees bill (S. 4).

Our comnniciuts regarding the incomep tax n~pects of the proposed
pension legislation have been developed by our Tax D~ivision. and onr
comminents with respect to the reporting and disclosure requirements
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have been developed by our Connittee on Iealth, Welfare and Pen-
sion Funds.

In the interest of conserving time, I would like to emphasize four
aspects of our testiniony: eligibility, vesting, contributions on behalf
of self-employed individuals, and disclosure and reporting require-
)11ensl.

It is our general view that special restrictions or limitations on quali-
fied retirement plans covering self-employed individuals should be
ialx-osed only where there is a clear and present need to establish riles
.Chich wouh not. otherwise be satisfied by the general unodi-srimina-
tion and. other qualification provisioL of the code as they relate to
e hiployee retirenwit plain. We therefore urge that the goal of equal
ttatient in this respect be a key element in your consideration of this
important area of tax legislation.

With regard to eligibility, the administration bill would not permit
a plan to qualify if it requires that an employee have completed con-
tinuous service vith the etiplover in excess of 3 vears, have obtained
an agre in excess of 30 years, or'where, as of the tiiue he is firs eligible
to pan acipate, he has not obtained an a greater than 5 years j)recteling
normal retirement age uider the plan.

In the case of plans covering self-employed individuals who are
owner entlloyes." the eligibility conditions could not require that an

entolovee have completed niore than 3 years, of continuous service
if ihe'enillovee's age is less than 30 years. more than 2 years of such
:erviale if his age is 30 years or more but less than 35 years, or more
than I year of such service if his age is 35 years or more.

The Institute agrees with the underlying iphilosolphy that qualifica-
tion of private retirement plans should be permitted only where the
eligibility conditions are not unduly restrictive as to age and service.
It is a matter of judgment whether an appropriate age qualification
requil.ment should be established at a soerifie point within the -30- to
:1-vt.ar range, or whether the service qualification re4tmirentent should
he ns.d on a 3-year formula. I lowever, we do not believe that the age
qualification requirement should be less than age 30.

Moreover, the Intitute (oes not believe tlt there is any basic jin-
tification for imposing additional restrictions on the qualifying condi-
tions for a plan which also benefits self-employed individuals who are
"owaer-enwlovees." We. therefore, oppose the "thre+-two-one" service
and age eligibility tests proposed for such plans. The t-lit-ibility re-
quirviments for plans benefiting "owner-employees" should be n dif-
ferent than for plans e4ahlished hy corporate emnplovers.

As to vesting, the Tnternal Revenue COe-
%,emtor Nh.so.x. What was that last sentence again I
Mr. SKix x:n. We feel that the eligibility requirements for plans that;

benefit "owner-emjployees" should be no different than for plans estab-
lished by corporate employers. In other words, we feel that there should
be in etiuality of benefits and availability of the-se plans for the self-
eplo-ved and their corporate coui trparts. As to veling, the Inter-
nal PRevenue Code does not lIvsently spe'ify vestingr standard. for
qualification of employee retirement. plans. and various standartLs have
been applied administratively. Generally, the administrat ive stand-
ards aplied for profit-sinarinL plans have been more restrictive than
tho-e for Iension plans. In the ease of profit-sharing plans vesting
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usually has been required to begin within tile first 5 years of partici-
pation, whereas in the case of pension plans vesting may be deferred
until retirement.

The administration bill would provide the same standard for both
penison and profit-sharing plans through the general application of
a "Rule of 50." or in the case of plans which cover "owner-eniployees,"
a "Rule of 35." Under the "Rule of 50" and employees rights to at least
50 percent of his accrued benefits derived from employer contributions
would have to be nonforfeitable (vested) when the stm of his age and
years of plan participation equals 50; and this percentage must increase
annually thereafter at a rate of at least 10 percent per year.

The dRule of 35" requires .50 percent vesting when the sum of an em-
ployee's age and participation years equals 35; and thereafter his
vested interest percentage must increase at a rate of at least 10 percent
per year.

The Institute agrees with the basic philosophy that qualified retire-
ment benefits should become fully vested after a substantial period
of srvice

Senator NEzLSo. What doyou mean by substantial ?
Mr. SKEN ER. Well, that is a matter of judgment. I would say per-

sonally, after the employee has established that he is suited for the
job, is acceptable to tie employer and is well situated from his own
personal employment. goals. Someone who has passed a test period, so to
speak, woul fit into that definition.

Senator BEN? Err. That could be 3 months.
Mr. SKINNER. It could be an number. Th-re mav not he au black

or white answer. It stwins at thie inininntun there ought to be'a trial
period of tine and consideration of other important factors after
which tile vesting of retirement benefits would Ix-'come justified.

We believe that. vesting standards should now be legislatively
prescribed-

Senator XELs.. Should what?
Mr. SKIN-a.. We believe that they should be provided by legisla-

tion.
There is a wide variation in the many proloeals for standards of

ininimnum veing. The "Rule of 50" is distinguishable in principle
from other proposals in that age and years of service are effectively
consideredl to have equal importance for this purpose. We believe that
years of service should be the most important element in any vesting
formula. If it is indeed desirable to recognize age in addition to serv-
iwe as an appropriate factor in establishing vesting standards. we urge
that the recognition be on a basiz othefthan the "one-to-one" approach
of the "Rule of 50."

In proposing its lenrislatie -hanges, the administration has stressed
the inportawe of eliminating artificial distinctions in the tax treat-
ment of similar plans because such plaits are Siintsorel by different
types of business entities. Yet the administration's earlier proposal
{II.R. 1227-2) had three levels of vesting standards. Although the cur-
ent P',olosal eliminates the third standa l wh ichi wtas specifically

direted toward eertain closely controlled lartnerships and corpora-
tions, it does include a two-tiered formula which provides an artificial
(distinction between similar plaits depending upon whether an "owner-
employee" is a participant in the plan. We look forward to the time
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whien all such artificial distinctions are eliminated from the code, but
if at this tiie. such a distinction is considered necessary, we urge that
Congress promote greater uniformity be-tweein and aniong qualified
ret ireinent plans by providing for a two-tiered formulla for resting-
with a rational baisis for the more -Arino-ent sec-ond tier. An ujppro-
irate testA would be where the accrued tenefits are primarily for a
limited gro up of pjailicilnuits wrho also have control!ig ownership
interests in the butsiess entity. We suiggett that this more restrictive
Vis._tinge provision s1houl1d apply irrespective of the form of business

It Pec
We proposed therefore. that the second -Aamndard for vest4ing ' *which

IiiadIK% lit) !)lriI 11estrictives titalm the .-ille of :15") should apply Il
AMN, (*!,Wh.'re the voilktrollitig: owntelrship inittrests of those wi to par-

t icipji, iii he plain aggregate inote than )0 pe-renlt of th valu (or
V:14- -if t li isiezs entit y ( Iiairt iaerh or corpirat ion). and thle prtbs-
put vaI-,1e of their aiggregae lintere.'s InI accrued heiAefits exceed's 50

j.vet-of the total piesteit va:itie of accrued benefits under the p)lanl.
Although~ we large, that anyv s44-oiid vestimur standard Ile lprescribexl by
hrleitat'ion. t1,. aidninist-raitive aptsof tis provision, such as th~e
fillaire i-eatilwilt. ill illtalittes where tile owtker~shij ijiterePSt change,
vil~l ptni 1)rly lIe tihe subject of Irisury Dei niutent. re-rulatioinq

I .4g111ri1ing ont nil ut ios onl behalf of -ofemlydiivuas
I'isn aw provides a distjiaon between jIauis covering only e--

jiloies :111 those4' which also ctivei' Asef-ehiployed pe rinis. In tile (case
of piiais 4*4 )VCr1.i! rself-ua1 d1oved penions. the ILe.'sr of -%*:!-(0 or tell per
C%611r *lf 0''n3e*4ic:nl)e ill t le nlluXnnuuun1 allowable aunimald (eduict ion for

c'11 ib; jltsonbehalf of a.self emuplovedljrn h Anusrto
hi0 ii iitii~ses a. revision of tle~ hluitat ionis oi, dedulictible emlployer con-

1 il.aWS.,to (111311 i ed plants covering sel -emnployed idividuals 1by
I.iigthe allowable deduictionl to thle unaxuntuuui1 oIt the lesser of $VwOO

or 1 jk-i'sTit Of earned incoine. lit ouir view,, with npect to deductible
cefrl iii1t imis to titalifiedl retirejijent plainsq there is nio rational juta-i-
fiv~a.ion for (listiiiguIishuiilg betweeit plans covering- self-employed per-
:-o1I5 and eta1Iplr ' vs and thos-e which cover only employees.

Mlhovwli stlii a double -staiidard inav livxe been coitSideie(I alppro-
j1.dite ill i1962 whenl tile 1H.R11 provisioins were first enacted, it does

wa apipar relt.%4iale to continue that distinction nowv Sinc1e profes-
si'i.aif act ivities in intost State-A miay he carried onl in corporate formn as
jh:1ui'rshijE-; or is soic ptrop~rietorsliips. Neverthele. *L we commI~end tile
Adl;su inist rat iol an p~rpad for atteinupt ilig to. achie%-e greater equity th11an

,IJ'll p1reelt $.,o.O lmitationl is generally inla(leqllat&' to prov-ide
Dn11;I1l iiit-rful ret iremnent mieeits for sel f-employed indlividitahs at all
lcvels of earnitags.

We( mot thbat (erfailt billk bfore tile ('oiresR which ilielude (uS-
eitieaund ruvpwting Pejii-1ix-ieis stij'iate that.- audits are to be

c1401(lictQel aiii-ally by iuldeplid Iiqa Iitied pulic accountants. Ave
st roilu.1ri Slipillat legisla-tionl re'juinijur ig ti audits.

.k, oit- iaWV uo thr- ("u:- C aI e'ial in a letter ( ated Sep-
ti141l 'aA.) . 114.-I) to tIlC ht.ai ; fe.lci-al dtjpartiias aiid agencies ot-
lincid the qualifications of iualepleiet. )ilblic accountantAs deented.
nec-essary for financial audits of grove ri ueital organizations and pro-
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goramlS. For your convenic-e we have it~corporatftl these qualifica-
tious as A pendix I to our written test imony.

Wye enlorse the standard audit language advocated b~y the Comp-
troller (IVneral and recozaunend that such language be incorporated
in anay legishzt ioi relating to annuital audits, of enaployce benefit f unds.

We~ would like niow to couniut on the financial (1 isclosure and re-
porig r-qidremta which are incorporated in thle "Annual Re-
port" A.Ctjifii of certain of thle proposed bills.

As dlrafte'd, these requnIirents would, ill effect, necessitated inl-
corporating into the anutal repot dupijlicaite copies of substantial
p arts of the books and records najaintaaned b~y anl emlployee benefit
tunid. This would result inl extremely cuiunesonae filings andl~. ini our
opinlionl, would interfere with the acCOmpjlishmaut of the legislative
itent of achieving adequate financial super-vision. We recogniize that

there is nee-d for assuraiwe that iadequate boo~ks and records will be.
znaimtaiiied by these funds. We be-liev-e, however, that alternatives
exist and should be explored.

We have itichaded as appenidix 11 of our written testimonyy, tug-
gested alterniatives to set ions 506O (e) anid (d) anid 507(c) (2) of S. 4.
We be-lieve that our suggeMS.tionls Will mleet thle legTishitive in1tezat of
Conlgcress conerning1t (list-oeiulre RmId neportinig requlireents, while at
the saiap, time provide a more effec-tive supe-rvision of (employee beziie-
fit funds and be less costly both to the flids and to suupervior
ageliies.

Thle formal of our surgvestioums undoulitedly will require reIview anld
revi-sion liy vour legislative dra ftsulienl; however, we would be happy
to discuss wlvml yo or your staff any refinement~s to our proposals oil
finlancial ditkdosure anjd rep-Ior-ting rrequiii-ire ts which yotu believe
would be ap~prop~rialte.

The institute hats for scoiie time shatre'd with committeess like yours
the keen intere-t ill reforming the exis-tingt requiienits rela11ting to
empijloyee bxieleit funidi. Ill connection with the financial Stateilents
of thles.e funds and related lilousthme Institute has prepared and
we respectfully submit for iiicltiji in thle recor(I of these proc-eedinigs
a dra ft of aJpirol)Oked lpuhivation entied "Audits of Penision Funds".

Svinator N:so.That will b* tiriited inl the recordd*
Mr'. Smxxt. That dIraift was recently circulated to iterested

parties for coinuaitzt. We think it will be helpful b-cause it be-ars
direct I onl vourstudie.

We :tlso have a lamblaiat~mi entitled "Audits of Emaployee Health
anld IAelfare lh'iielit IFmids5 which ive would like to saimit at this
time. Thuse auidit rileIS are ineddto lprov-id letiomi to (PA'
elimigred to examimme anld rejim po l imaeid statements of emn-
Jployee heat h, mel fare, midi~ pi'Ix-i eit fuidus thley inca rlporate
the princilels of aecountijago to lot- followed ii Jprepamrijur financial
stat-l.)(nts for these fun1d:S and( the audititilgr proe(lures to Ix- followed

Se-nator Nazu,.'llat will lie atcee(d for the record.*
Mir. SKINN.Cf. Inadl~ditiofl. it is sigmificaiit to iote that 'n member

of thie AJ'CIIA who departs f roa rveomnenlations stet forth ini these
guitles canl 1w called upon to justify his departure.

OTh4' draft preferred to w-is nitle a j.:art of thme afficIPI1 filoli f tiahonwnheammitte.
*The publication referred to was inade a part of the official Ailes of the subcommittee.
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We appreciate the opporltity to pre-sent these cciniiieits o'n behalf
of our inimers and hope they~ ire helpful tol yott. If tlie histitute carn
aaisist you or your staff in further analysis of t these proposals, we would
bo plea.-Ad to do so. Ttti o eyntdguteui.W ~~~eit

Senator NazsoN.Thn oivr muh etee.W ap eiie
your taking the time to emu it-m her d test i f v.

(TUlhe pre-pared stAateneuta of Mr. Skinneri~ollows :1
P3sFAlwp TEsTiImoxy OF TIES lKVIOX Or FIJEMAL TAXATION OF isii: AmiluuciN

IZI6;T1TVTV Ur CIUTIW Pt'MCsi Aumn7X~tis,8 SUSMLl1TLD BYT i*.Ti G. S-KINMA&

3My name tit liblwrt 4l. Skinner. I ain C'hairman f tlip Division taf Fet-01rill Taixa-
tini ofitle American Instituie f Certifiedl Pubtlie Accotuntanitas. I asia atwcui.puieil
Ivy Joel 19. Forster. Director tit li astitiits Ilirisoa tot lpdendt Taxaijaf. sad
Thomas It. Hamnley. lDiretor of the Iustit utes Federal Technilcal J.1ai.moi llivi.iin.

The Auaerivasa Iustitute of (ertltied Public Arrunataats 1it He ).ule it siojul
organization f proitnslaonal CPA& It wus estaalilisheul iu 1-h-18 sand rurrew~ly has
inore than 511.0 nieuiers

Our coviueutas at this hearing (in thep Federaul inctuse tax a-apects oft tarivate
pe'nsion plan lej'islittion will 1*e lituittd genlerally to thusse lirtvisitals of thep Ad-
ministration [fill (F. PV31) Which mlay directly affect the met'naers tof the niatitute
and their enujdoyrms Atcordingly. our cotumwaatit In this; rtesiw'4t will c..n ur tile
jirmojsoawa (isazgeae relial ills to) fluding. elis~dbilily. vesting and ctuualri'ui uii liullua-
titans In thle ease~ tat piaiM; wlwhI c~ovr 0wi Or awarr mlf-(Iliployedt ininivillls; the
prolatisal for deductions, for Individual retirement savings: and the imiositiman of
an excise tax with resjoed- tol tarophibited traiausationsa. Our coinen~ltst fill ilslosure
and reporting requirements are limild gentwrally too jproojKiAls cuatainido In the
Retirement Isicoine .s.llrity for Ewaslesovces 1Bill ( 8. 4)l.

Our commauents regardling the iue-ame tal ass ieetst of the prapoxsed i peuion. legis-
lation has been d.'veliapei lby our 'f'ix Ilivisitmin and our cimawnwtaa with reset to
thne relidbrting and disesuaire ri-quiremaents have beeu deviojued toy our Cummittee
on Health, Welfare and Peusion Funads.

IWrAJ:L INCOME TAX ASPIXTS OF lMUOl'SL:D PELNSION LMI.SLATlON

It Is our general view that sped:-l re-stricions ror Ilimitatifins fill qualified retire-
nuent plans covering self-einjoldiyed individuals -should lie iumi.-kA only where there
is a clear ani jaretwut nee'd to establish rules which would ntot otherwise be satio-
fled by tile general foudiscrindliltinl and either quahlliatiopn p"Ovisions tor the
Code as they relate to employee ret irement Islains. We therefore urge that the goal
tof equal treat nt-ut lit this resibect toe a ko, y element In your consideration of this
minrtant, area tof tax legislation.

Funding
Under present law, there Is 11o sqeciftc requirement that tile accrued liability

for past service under a deilurd bacunetlt planm ever bie actually funded. Ilowever.
in order to achieve the vet.timag objectives totfli thplan. tile related trust noust lie
funded in an amount at least equal to the hum of normal cost and interest on tine
unfunded liability.

Section 2(a) (1) of the Adlministration lo111 would. In general, require a de-
fined benefit plan to boe fundsed annually In an amount at least equal to the
sum of normal cost. Interest on the uuafuaned liiaility, and 59% of the prin-
cipal of thne unfunded vested liability. The Wide hheiuae Fact S~heet Issued on
April 11. 1973 relating to this liropovsal states that "Tihe accounting proafes'sion
now requires audited financial statements to show pension costs in a substan-
tll similar manner."

Thie Institute gu'neralLy supports tipe position that tine minimum funding
standard tof present lawr should 1e modified to require systemllatir paymeusts of
the unfunded liability under the plan. Such a requirement would reduce thne
frequency and magnitude ot benefit losses when pension plans are terminated.

It should bie noted, however. tlhat the counting profession has not estab-
lished any requirement that jaemeaon liability be funded. The relevant pro-
nouneement of our pirofesson In this coinnection Is Accounting Principles Board
Opinion (APRO) 'No. 8 which was issued in November of 1966. That Opinion
provides that the cost of pension plans should be recognized annually, whether
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or nut the plans are funded. To the extent that such plans are not funded, an
appr, joriate liability should Ie recognized In the finauciat statements. It dites
not iwpyme a requirement that the lpast service liability to participants, whether
they have vested or nonvested benefits under the tenns of the plan, bIe sN .
teaatically funded. The thrust of APO No. 8 is that fair presentation in d1.
imncial statements requires a reflection of such past service liability over a
period of not more than 40 Vears and not lead than 10 years
E~ligibilityl

The Internal Revenue ('ole dses not Isre'seuty contain auy slo.cfic rtquire-
meats for a qualified Ilan conmerninl eligibility cotnditious lmod on age or
it'uth of service. extcpt that in the t-use of an unueorjeorate hu.4ness in whici
an "'owner-t.mlulyee" participate., the plan -ant exclude an eniplo)ee w1141
has been employed for thrte or more yearn.. i art from this except ion, existlang
adainlsirative pructice perudis a plan to limit participatiou to employees who
hale :ttlined a sliscilied age £e.g.. 40 years). wio mve ,en emlnluye-d for a
r-ixvified period of time te.g.. 5 years) or who are too -l.o,;e to retirement age at
the time they would otherwise first become eligible t,, participate in tine iolan.

• kection 2(a) (2 of the Administrtion hoill would not iscrinit a plan to qualify
if it requires that an employee have ('omlileted t nitiunuous service with the
employer in exctis of 3 years, have attained in age in extes of 31) year. or
where, as tif the time he is first eligible to partic-linate. he hats not attained an
age greater than 5 years preceding normal retireetit age miner the pian. In
the case of plans covering self-employed individuals who are 'owuer-enmlodyee.4'
the eligibility conditions could not require that an eunployee have -umlehttl
more than three years of continuous service if the employee's age is less than
30 years. wore than 2 years of such service if his age is 10 yearn" ,or more
tout Iess than 35 years, or more than one year of such Nervive if his age is 35
)ears or more.

The iutitute agrees with the underlying philosophy that qualification of private
retirement plans should be permitted only where the eligibility conditions are
not unduly restrictive as to age and service. It is a matter of Jinulgnent wheth-r
an nlPraoIriate age qualification reaquirement should be established at a .$teatlic
point within the 30-to-3i range, or whether the service qualification requirement
should Ie hnased on a 3-year formula. However, we do not believe that the
age qualifitvation requirement should be less than age 30. 31oreover, the Insti-
tute does not. believe that there is any base justification for Imposing addi-
tional restrictions on the qualifying conditions for a plan which also beefitus
self-emjloyed individuals who are "owner-employees." We, therefore, oivpOse
the "3-2--1" service and age eligibility tests proposed for such plans. The eligibil-
ity requirements for plans benefiting "owner-employees" should be no different
than for plans established by corporate employers.

Vestius
The Internal Revenue Code does not presently specify vesting standards for

qualification of employee retirement plans, and various standards have Wen
applied administratively. Generally, the administrative standards applied far
profit-sharing plans lmve been more restrictive than those for pension pla'..
In the former case, vesting usually has been required to begin within the first
5 years of participation, whereas In the latter case, vesting may be deferred nutil
retirement.

Section 2 of the Administration bill would provide the same standard for both
pension and profit-sharing plans through the general application of a "Rule of
air'. or in the ease of plan which cover 'owner-employees". a "'Rule of 35". Under
the 'Rule of 50" an employee's rights to at least 50,% of his accrued ieneflts
derived frout employer contributions would have to be nonforfeitable (vested)
when the sum of his age and years of plan participation equals 50: and this
percentage must increase annually thereafter at a rate of at least 10% per year.
The 'Rule of 33" requires 504 vesting when the sumn tf an employee's age aud
ioartictilation years equals 35: and thereafter his percentage ve.sted interest iust
increa.e at a rate of at least 10% pwr year.

The InsLtitute agrees with the basic ihilo-)phy that qualified retirementn Ilwn-
fit.s should wciume fully vest.d after a substantial wrind of ser-ice and at a
point in time prior to retirement. Further, we believe that resting standards
should now be legislatively prescribed.

There is a wide variation in the many proposXais for standards, of minimum
vesting. The "Rule of W0" is distinguishable in principle from other proposals in
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that age and years of serve are considered of equal importance for this pur-
pube. We believe that years of service should be the most important ingredient in
any vesting formula. If It is Indeed desirable to recoeguze age in addition to
service as an appropriate factor in establishiug vesting standards, we urge that
the recognizatIon be on a basis other than the "one-to-one approach of the "Rule
of 5W".

In proposing Its legislative changes. the Administration has stressed the lm-
portance tif eliminating artificial distinctions in the tax treatment of similar
plans b-cause such plans ar ptimn.".red toy different types of business entities.
Yet the Adunils ration's earlier proposal 0il1112272) had three levels of vesting
standards. Although the current proposal eliminates the third standard, which
was specifically directed toward certain 'losely-tcontrolikd partnerships and cor-
Poratonoz. it does Include a two-tiered formula which provides an artificial dis-
tinction betwe .n similar plans da-penling upon whether an "owner-employee"
is a participant In the plan. We look forward to (lie time when all such artificial
distinctions are eliminated from the Vtoie. but if at this time such a distinction
is considered nece.,.ry. we urge Iliat O',ngre.sw plouote gnater uniformity be.
tween and among qualified ntirement plans toy providing for a two-tiered formula
for vestisg-witit a rational basis for the more stringent second tier. An appro-
priate test would be where the accrued benefits are primarily for a limited group
of participants who al,- have controlling ownership interests in the business
entity. We suggest that this more restrictive vesting provision should apply
irrespective of the form tif lhu4itess entity.

We Proiotte. therefore, that the second standard for vesting (which should be
no more restrictive than the **Rule of 35"1 shoul apply In any case where the
controlling ownership interests of those who participate in the plan aggregate
more than 0% of the value (or vote) of the business entity (partnership or
-orp ratlinn. and the l--ut.ill value of their agIregate interests in accrued bene-
fits ex -eed i0,; of the total present value of accrued benefits under the plan.
Although we urge that any second vesting standard be prescribed by legislation,
the administrative aspects of this provision, such as the future treatment In
Instances where tse ownership interests change. could properly be the subject
of Treasury Department regulations.

Derdaction for RetiremeNt Saings
Tile Internal Revenue Clde does not presently permit a deduction for amounts

widch are set aside by an employee for a personal retirement plan. Section 3 of
the Administratiou hil provided a method whereby an employee may establish
and contribute to a personal retirement plan to provide for his own retirement
benefits and secure a limited deduction for Federal income tax purposes In
general, the amount deductible would lie limited for any year to the lesser of

A of his earned income or $1.IO0. subject to further reduction for (1) amounts
contributed on his behalf under another qualified plan of his employer, or (2)
for the equivalent amount of tax that would be imposed on the employee under
FIC.k in the case of an employee who is not covered by the social security system.

The Institute urges the adoption of this provision in the proposed bill because
it believes that the individual retirement plan provisions will be beneficial to
employees of many business entities which do not now have employer-smusomred
retirement plans. In this respect, the proposal represents a step in the right
direction. However, we also believe that there should ibe an early reappraisal of
the deduction limitation with a view toward establishing complete equality with
remuployer-spnsired pilan s.

It addition. appropriate provision should he made for a simple method of an-
tinal reporting by individuals. The lbnefits of individual retirement savings plans
should not lie erodd by placing onerou. reporting burdens on relatively un-
saphi.sticated taxpayers who choose to adolt such plans. Tile desiraloility of a
simplified reporting procedure could be described In accompanying committee
reports.

('ontributioas on Behalf(f Self-Employcd Imdividuc'la
Present law provides a distinction between plans covering only empho3 ee4S an

tloe which also cover self-employed persons. In the latter case. the le',,er tif
$*2)0 or 10% of earned income is the maximum allowable annual dedutiut1
for contributions on behalf of such a self-employed person. Section 4 of tle
Administration bill proposes a revision of the limitations on deductible employer
contributions to qutalified plans covering self-employed individuals by raising
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the allowable deduction to a maximum of -he lesser of $7,5o00 or I5 of earned
Income.

In our view, with respect to deductible contributions to qualified retirement
plans, there is no rational juAtifitation for distilnguishing tietween ldans coveriag
self-naiployed person and employees, and those which cover only employees.
.Although sueh a double standard may have Wen considered aqpropritate in 190
when the 1R 10 provisions were tirst enacted. It does not appear reasonalle to
continue tlt distiuction now, slnce prof(Lwsloual activities in moust state% may be
carried on in corporate form, as partnerships or as sole proprietorshps. Never.
thele.s., we commend the Adauslistralion propladl for attempting to aelieve
greater equity than currently exists. The present $,IUO limitation is generally
Inadequate to provide meaningful retirement benefits fur self-employed individ-
uals at all levels of earning.

With respect to the proposed new limitation of $7,50 as a deductible contrihu-
Hin. we are pleased to note that the earlier Administration iropt"Ial (lilt 1-22 I
to apply the 15% rate to a $30.0 maximum earned income base has beat
eliminated. At that time, we suggested tut a formula lnvolving a anximula
earned Income bae operates unfairly in many instatalivs and further couiluuutd
the lack of equality between walf-enphbyed lans arid corporate plans. We strongly
support .etion 4 of the current Adninistration prolisal which corrects many
of these Inequities.

Prohibited Traaetious
underr the present Oxle provisions., an otherwise qualified retireianut trust li

denied tax exenpition if it engaged ini a prohibited transaction. Under snuelh cir-
cutastances, in addition to the taxatiol of the trust's earnings, the employer lay
ie denied a current deduetion for contriutiins in certain cuses, and the enldoyee
imarticilaints will ie denied the benefits of drferral of taxation of nonforteitalile
amounts eoutrilbutetl on their behalf Iky emlap er,. as well as the special averng-
lag provisions available with respect to Jump sta distributions, In effect, the
cowquas unejn es of denial of exemption ainny fall largely upon intent covered
ejiployets.

The lirolimed legislation switches the burden (icasioned by a proiltited t:ans-
aetion from the employees to the irtites to suwh a trausaction-usually the em.
ployer and the fiduciary-by the inapositioun of excise taxes on the amount in-
voled in the transaction.

The Institute agrets with the philowsohy that the detriment arising from
prohiliited transactions should be borne by the parties who engaged in such
transaction.

DIS LOSUiE AND RF.ORTING REQUIREMENTS

We note that certain bills before the Congress. which relate to disloasure ani!
reporting requirements stipulate that audita are to be conducted annually by an
independent qualified public accountant. We believe that independent audits
conducted by qualified persons are in the public interest and, therefore, strongly
support legislation requiring them. However, legislation providing for such
audits of financial information should be worded to produce* the result which
Congress deem neeewessary.

In a letter sent to the Senate Sulbcommittee on Labor, dated February 23 19-3.
the Anwrivan Institute in commenting on S. 4 recommended that the bill be
modified to require that audits be conducted in accordance with "generally
accepted auditing standards.."

The objective of an audit made in accordance with generally accepted audit-
ing standards is to enable the C(PA to express an opihiiont. for which he assumes
professional responsibility, as to whether the inaneial statements under exam-
ination present fairly the financial poIsition and the r-sults of operations of the
reirting entity.

Generally accepted auditing standards are well recognized as the standards
which establish the responsibilities assumed by a CPA, and have frequently bseen
cited by the courts. the S'ecurities and Exchange Commission and other govern-
mental agencies. It is significant to note that CPAs are subject to disciplinary
action if it is determined that they have not adhered to such standards.

Audit Guide# for CPAs
Recognizing your keen Interest In pension reform, we are pleased to report

at this time that an Institute draft of a proposed publication Audits of Pcnsiots
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Funds was recently circulated to Interested persons for comment. This audit guide
will complement one already published by the Institute regarding Audits of
Em plopec Ml a tk and Wlellare Btecxils Fu nds.

Theve audit guides are intended to provide guidance to CPAs engaged to
examine and report upon financial statements of emioyee health, welfare and
pension benefit funds; they incorporate the principles of accountiug to be
followed in the financial statements for such funds and the auditing procedures
to te followed in examining and reporting on them.

Audit guides such as the ones mentioned are authoritative references which
contain the views of informed members of the accounting profession as to what
constitute the best practices of accouutlng, auditig and reporting In a slpecifie
area. Any member of the AICPA who delarts from recommendations set forth
In a guide can be called upon to justify his departure.

We respectfully submit fCr your information and for inclusion In the record
of your proceedings, our publication. Audits of Euopdyce I1calll and Welfare
Bcncjl Funds and the draft on Audit# of PCeasioI Funs.

Qualiflcd Auditore
The Comptroller General. in a letter dated September 15. 1970 (I-146114) to

the heads of Federal departments and agencies , outlined the qualifications deemed
necessary for independent public accountants making financial audits of govern-
nental origanizatious and programs. For your Information, we have enumerated

these qulitlcations in Appendix I attached hereto.
Spq"ifying such qualifieatlons would ensure that audits required under any

legislation would be conducted by individuals with the highest qualiictitbins and
we believe the public interest would be better served if audits are conducted
boy those who meet these requirements. Therfore. we endorse the langUage as
to the qualification of independent autditors advcated ly the Comptroller G'is-
end and reconinuend that such language be Invcorprattid in any le-,6ati, n re-
quiring independent audits.

Annual Re port
As previously mentioned, generally accepted auditing standards require that

the report of an independent qualifitld public ac-ountant, as a result lef his
examination, include the expression of an opinion as to whether the financial
statements lie has examined prIe-'nt information fairly in conformity with gou-
erally acceiited a.coulnill ig principles, or to clearly set forth the reasons why
such an opinion cannot le expressed.

In our comment letter on 8.4 sent to the Senate Sulcommuittee on Labor we
recounuended a nw~lifieation of the sectionin disclosure retluirements to clarify
the intent of the legislation as it relates to htiancial statements aind related
information speviled in the bill. The purptise of the nitdifiation would lIe to
simplify the reporting process and at the wine time provide for the filing of finnn-
cial statements and other information n vesary to effectively SUliervise the
financial activities of employee benefit funds. Financial reportaug requirements
can be developed which would permit adequate financial supervision but which,
in comparison with the proposed requirements contained iii bills such as S. 4.
would be less costly both to the employee benefit funds and to supervisory

Certain provi aons of proposed bills as drafted would, in eftI.t, require in-
-orptbrating into the annual report duplicate copies tif substantial larts of the
hipiks and records nmintained by the fund. This would result in extremely cum-
bersoe fillings and, in our opinion, would interfere with the accomplishment of
the legislative intent of achieving adequate financial superviin. We recoguize
flint there is a need for assurances that adequate bmioks and rectris will be main-
tained by such funds. However, we believe that alternatives exist and should be
explored.

Legislation and regulations applicable to commercial companies subject to
federal regulation require that certain financial documents be preserved. Ex-
aniples are:

,Setion 31 ( a) of the Investment Companieps Act,
Rules 17a-2 through 4 of the General Rules and Regulations Under the Securl-

ties Exchange Act of 19Ml. and
The Holding Company Act of 1935 and the related Securities and Exchange

Comnnision's "Accounting Series Release No. 84."
Incorporating provisions similar to those adopted by other agencies of the
Federal Government, but tailored to employee benefit funds, efficient in super-

96-939-73--It. 1-29
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visirag financial operations of funds awl at the some time aisure unevesmarY
novord niaa i -na eiand ireserliatIiou.

In Appendix 11 we have redrafted Smctions X06(c) awl (d) and 54re4c) (2) of
S. 4 in a manner wih we believe would nacet the legislative intent of Congreiv
coinverning disclosure and reporting requirements. but at the Same time pro-
%Iide more effet-ive supervision 'if employee bcefeitt funds and be less vostly
both go time euijlliyee loenetit funds and to supervisory agencies.

We would Ioe hajijoy to IIinewss with you or your staff any refinementis to sour
5rn4N~ed alnift Of liiueiwial disclosure and reporting requirtvmeuts which yohu
bel ieve would lie aat oiroioriua c.

We appqreviate the 'Opportunaity to present these comments out behalf of tour
miaI'rs. If the In-tiltre can assist yrou or your staff In further analysis oif
t hem- jortijaoL-ut. we wtouald lie plea-4ed to do so.

Aa'emisux I- rAira r Of- o IN UaApIENT :y MmOUS ENG(AGE-0 MY
f ;OlM )igN It E N TA L. ()M9.A N IZATION h

Whn out side a hail tors tire emiployued fo r asnieuamts requi ring the ex pre.'oii
(it an ospinion on financial reports of governumeutal orgaanizutlons, Oaly fully quall-
tied public nevostmautst should be employed. The type Of qualifiat1ioaas, as stated
joy tht t'oniluaroiutler (ent-ral. dte4nwd uvt.ee.-airy fir financial audits Of goven-
muentail orgaaaizaitions and programs Is quoted below:

-Such audits shall Ime conlut-ted 0 t oy independent certified pualolc aie-
teounlants or by independent livensed4m public nein~uitanit-q, licensed oin or before
Deezulor 31. 151741, whis are certified or licensed lby a regulatory authority of
a IKtaatp or other piolitlcal subdivision of the United States: Except that lode-
penadent public accountanitm livensedl to practice by such regulatory authority
after lletemuher 31. 1070. and( litaimmn. who. although not so certified or licensed,
meet, in the opinion of the -Secretury, standards of education and experience
repren,,tative of the highest prescribed by the licensing authorities of thne sev-
ernl States which provide for the continuing licen-sing of public accountants and
which are prescribed by the Secretary In appropriate regulations may perform
suchl audits until Ikeinelor 31. 1975i: inrovide-d. that if the Secretary deems It
necessary in tile public interest, he may prescribe by rgulsatlon higher standards
than those re-quired for the practice of public accountvtncy by the regulatory
authorities of the States&"%

APPENDIX I-ooSOM iaAIO OF 8FA17ZONS 506(C) (NDi0) AND 507
(c) (2) or S. 4: ANXLAL REroaT Rzqu=Ects.VT8

(Present bill In roman; proposd reviions~ int italic)

A06 tc) Section 7(a) of Such Act Is further amended by adding the follow-
ing paragraphs:

0*12) If some or all of the lienefits under the plan are provided by an In-
surance -carrier or service or other organization, t-uch carrier or oganization
shall, certify to; tlae administrator of such plan, within one hundred and twenty
days after the end of each calendar. policy, or other fiscal year, as the case
may be, such information as determined by the Secretary to be neewsary to
enable such administrator to comply with the requirements of thim Act.

"(3) The administrator of an employee benefit plan shall cause an audit to be
made annually of the employee loenetit fund established In connection with or

jourstuant tto the iirovisiuns of the plan. Such audit shall he conducted in ac-
ciorohince ith geunerally accepted standards of auditing by an lndeliendemt
qjualified loliei act-oluitamt to *hall conduct such an (j-andaitin oif the fi-
"ncial staltentete of the fund as lhe snay deem neeisary to citable hiln to forIst
an opinihon ax to whlether the fineaceeal statecanent a re-quired to be included ine the
anenutil r-ptort ljI Section ;06 ~il aire prevented fairly in (-onforinity with gese-
es-ally arepted ae-ountiiig principleR applied on as ba'i# consistent with that
iof the preciling year. Such exaiaiiitan A1 all lbe conducted in act-os-dance witlh
generally (tcccpre d auditing standards aind shall involve such tests of the bookx
and records of the fund as are conitiicred necessary by the independent quali-
flu 4 public arecoueant. The indepe-ndent qualifie-d public accoun tanit shall also
xuble si a report asn to whether the suppleenstary financial dato *peified in

I btt.-r E(B-148114. Rept. 13'. 1970) ftnm the Comptrioller GeneralI to hefadIs of Fedleral
departments and almecks. The reference to -Speretary" fmeamns the head of the d.IeWortnaent
executing the Instrument to which the quotations apears.



J064;d) priest fairly ian all mat erial reptcts tbe information contained
t-is en cn s cease so ekeed in con juetica welk Ike fineanceal s* at c~es ta fakc

as 81 ark 'ale. Xestleisg haereina shall I*e aavstrued to require such an audit of UA@
botiks oar nactords of any bzauk, insuranc* cowlaauy. or other Institution pcrovidiung
hizrueazt' irnve-osg za-t. or related faaaa-tioaa for the ptain. It such hoomks air FeC#Fird
acre hubjt-ct to £n-riudie examination by any agency of the Ftaknd Govc-rauaeut or
the g'overisauit tot any State. The auditor** opinion anad vouaz-ets with res.et
to the flaaa-iM itiftorisiaaliaz required to be furnished in the aunaual relmort by the
pilaza udaainiistratur shad! fea its it jurt of suc~th n-Itort.

.. ( I For purosesxvi of Ku a bpaswSiy apie (.1p of th is paragraph, th6e termo -qnalI.
lee it Public cce-eaeat"ar on* fie--

(i1 a pcr.%m ecleus La *certified public oencusetaost fv-ciiflcda by a ef-Mulatory
aictlecrity tif a Ntolr,

4M G a gus .os erico i* as liee-cootcd public ace-ounfcaitt. litveah-cdlties or bWore
Dct seber .'I. 1.9"s, bit a ra 'jalattirlp authority of a State, tor

tjiii frith ruspect to aeuito pcrjis-sead before Jqanuasry 1. 197GeL asi esiher
pa rso, ac-he its. in tihe opinion of fle e rretary, standards of .daeeation,
unit1 Cxprpciicie wkir-h are re'pre~ecstative of thts highest prcacrabed by the
lie nsing auetierties t4f the awvrrl Maes ,-h ici Proveide fer the conatinueineg
lac-rcueeg of public etcunitcnts and rhick are prcswcribcd by the Sceetary
in appropric nagcclationw: )

era-ept Mla if flhe Scerctarg deerne It Paecessary in tlee public interest, lhe may
prt-scribe I#y rtcguistiwo higher satadeeca thasn Mtic i required ftor tlhe Prcac-tie'
#if public aeceuntaunt byl the regulatory authorities of thes State*.ada r-o
shall be ecamide reel a ejecahufivid public acounstaaet for purposes of subpar-agrapjh
tJ, ifoily if he niceta nuce utan-dards.

44d) Section 1 o aand (e I of such Act are nant-uded to read as follows:
-o b) A report uader this section shaall hIza-ude-
a itA ). Finuaaciesl icttecnses for Emseployer ' Welfare benefit plaen.-a stutr-

sece-set 4of aaccas and liabilities; a stealt-mct of revcenues asnd exrgc leaes for the
1*e rit~d upygrygtt d by gesecral source awal aepplic.ationz; a steatenc. cc ef ca-h uele X
it ' oil blanece: a .tatesee-st of chang es in fiseascial posit ione; in the xNotex
to financial stuhte swets aiasehoaures concerniseg the folloaiing iicenca should Zoe
ccinsideredf: a ecription (if tlhe pan including any sigseificeest e-Lacasy in liar
plean meade doerineg the period and the im.part of seech cheangyes (in bune-fift; a
description of materials Icu-e oemtnne other eaousidmeets Q,411 caeticefet
liulilitit-4: a et w-riptfica e4 aueaseats and transactions tifle Persoses kneown
to be p-irtivit ice ic restt* a qcseerul dexcriptieae of priorities up',o terueiatiiae
of flee plan: iceforse-fition Con-erneing whether or not a teax reelioeg or eletc-misea-
ti, letter hja- beeot obtained: andl eane# other iattera sifeceas-cry to fairgs present
fle fisca ceial stiste c5# ief of a Particular welfare benefit fund.

a B p Fiancial atofessects for Employee Pensions be-nefit plases.-a ntsteme'ct
of ee*,cta usedl liability ie iceiddisg the c~qimsstco escteeariallg detcrsained pree9-
ent ralue of acerecel benefits to be paid uncder flhe plun as calieeeatedc ?,gv a qi#'uli-
peel eeeteary~ caed agyrt-gatesl bcy type of participant (retired. nocrtired. r-acdi.
nosereaf ee, etc.) ; a statement of changes in net ankcts urailable fuse plane best-
-fife orheic-h All/ int-hide details of no-renucx. e-p(-nscs aned of ler chanseC cay-
gr-f/ltril by qci sar c wourre ani appliuetics..: in tlee oaptces to fineuccal statements
*hisv'cerc ac ceef a-se isp tlee foUceeing itunis si bld bi e (oneidcredc: a recristicc
n 'f tile Plean inclcacicet easep siacifie-ast c-hanegesa in lice Islace seade ducringy lee pe-
rirodl tic. fesseeiseg piuliep 4 including puclieff ce-ilk r(-asgset to pr-ior serrier voast ).
unit asc. citsye~cie ite suach p.ivii-c during tier year: flee accost recent vauleatione
elate eeasc d to (Yamhseute the prexwet value of accrueed bcsesfits ande the actucarial
r-cast sjcatlicslant esselcccwuuptiohcs: a demsriptifan of eay *ejysificaset eleanufuea in plane
toa sec fitie seaic dlering flee perioda aced tMe isepact of such c-h aseqe 'an tlee prc-tt
*eslee t4 us-recc beseeflts: a dlescript ion oj'f mcstesrl lease co-nintictien~tt. otheer
t-cas eauttnic setatie rueeaclinegent liabilities: agreessacels and fsuaeeuctitas ecith p.et-

Atse knuacnu to bce parties in isnterest: a geneercal description of prirsrit ie i os
tcrisitiase~ (ef the plan: information c-oncerning tochet her or kin-t a tar reulingy or
oie-terciiatican le-tter has been obtained: and any other matters neee -a to fairly
pre-eest th e jfsen-i ssl atotmeuta of a particular pt bcaican bc -nc,-fi stsn di.

a 2) 1e 9pplcsctury financial infiorm.at ion for all cssepioye- be nc-it fundsd:
(A i ac A*ntnseargi of in -cat uent trasationsa for the ya-ar by major c'laasificatiose

inc-luding flee bcelane- at the be-ginning of the period (at co'sst). pearr-lases. *ales
and maetccritius. the iclanee at the end of the period (at Cost and at maaret
ralce- 1asna inreetmenf income (dividends. interest. etc.
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(it) a schedule telting forth all assets held for inrcstment purpoaca (inclaulo
in inrcatmenta in securiliet, properti(*, etc.) during the pe-riod which El) rcprc-
sent more than fire percent of the total ascta (at cost) held for iutcmstm'iat. (2)
inrolrc a person 'norn to be a party in interest, or (3) are not listed or tradt 4
on an e.rchange, or (4) are in default as to the paym cnt of principal or iterrat
at the end of the period. ich suchcdul shall also atate at Paratcly all ax,:a to ht Id
for inricstment rittb n off during the period a. sncolttile. The assets s.' ime.d.
aled should be id.ntiltd by isauer. borrower or lessor, a similar party to the
toiansaction, maturity date. nate of interest (amount of rental income, etc.),
collateral, par or maturity ralue. cost, and current market ralue.

ft) In addition, the administrator of the plan &hall furnish the fll.r'ng
inf formation:

El) the average number of emplohecs corerci (contributory and nuew,-
tributory) during the period;

(2) a drtailcd schedule of salaricm. cas anid e.,-mmissions paid or aoerue-d loh
the plus to any indiridual or organization which ectds the lce.irr of Jr' of
total rerenue or S20.000 for the Mcar, to chor paid, in chat amount and the
purpose of suck paymnts.

(3) the name and address of each flduriary, his position with respect to the
plan. his relationship to the employer of the cunployccs tvorered by the pian O,r
the (mployce organization. and aop other to0cc, position or empliymsnt he holda
with asy party in interct. In additin to the foregoing. suck information shall
include the mames and address of all per.*ona who were trustees of the ple
durit-g the pear. showing the Jollowriaag: the year cack such pcrfon bicawe a
trstce, his occupation Ia) and position(a) held during the past fire ycars. fees.
cto nensation. ctc. paid as a trustee. and c.rp nasca (trael, entrtaimueant, cte. i.

(4) a statainut listing any changes in the appointment of trustees, the qualify id
public accountant, insurance carrier, actuary or administrator and the rta'son
for the change.

(d) The Sccretary. should he decm ucccary, eamny request that the admin-
istrator of an indiridual plan Ia) provide such other flnancial information at
maty be mccsary in a particular circumostauce.

(e) Sulject to rule s of the ,,cretary designed to preclude the filing of
duplicate or unnecessary statements If some or all of the assets of a plan or
pIlan are held in a common or collective trLt maintained by a bank or similar
institution (or in a separate account maintained by an insurance carrier, the
report shall include a statement of assets and liabilities and a statement of
receipts and disbunsements of such common or collective trust or separate
asccunt and such of the information required under paragraphs (1) (A), El) (R),
(2) (A) and (2) (B) of Section 7(b) with respect to such common or collective
trust or separate account as the Secretary may determine appropriate by
regulation. In such case the bank or similar institution or insurance carrier
shall certify to the administrator of such plan or plans, within one hundred and
twenty days after the end of each calendar. policy, or other fiscal year, as the
cae may be. the information determined by the Secretary to be necessary to
enable the plan administrator to comply with the requirements of this Act.

(f) If the aswts of the plan are held in more than one fund, then the schedule
required under subparagraph (2) (B) may be prepared for each fund or at the
option of the administrator, the requlired Information may he prepared for all
such funds in one schedule treating the assets as though they were held in a single
fund.

"t g) If the only a-sets from which claims against an employee benefit plan
may be imid are the general assets of the employer or the employee organiza-

tion, the report shall include (for each of the past five years) the benefits paid

and the average number of employees eligible for lartlcIlmtioL"
In addition 8ee. 507(c) (2) (relating to publication requirements) should be

mmlified as follows:
"(2) the administrator shall furnish annually to each plan participant or

beneficiary so requesting in writing a fair summary of the latest annual report;
the statcments and schedules described in Section 506(d);"

Senator Xr.rsox. We will conclude the hearings for today. The com-
mittee will meet tomorrow in the same room and hearings will begin
at 10 o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene
at 10 a.m. Wednesday, May 23,1973.]



PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

WE.DNESDAY, XAY 23, 1973

U.S. S E.m ,
Su'cOMM[vITU ON PRIVATE P>ENSION PLA.S

OF TLE CO txxiTE o.x FIX.AC'E.
Washlagton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, it 10: 12 a.m., in room
22211, )irksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

lrerent: Senators Longr (chairman of the full committee), Nelson,
HIartke, Beutse-u, Curtis, bole, and Roth.

Senator NvaLso.x. Our first witness this morning is the Honorable
Paul Fas.,er. Assistant $ccrettary of Labor for Labor-3anagement.

The committee welcomes you here. Mr. Fasser. If you would iden-
tify your associate for the relprter and the record.-

WeZ- are operating under a 10-minute rule but that is not applica-
lMe to administration witnesses nor to authors of legislation we are
considering.

We will print your prepared testimony in full in the record.
Go ahead, Mr. Fasser.

STATEMENT OF PAUL 1. FASSER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF LA-
BOR FOR LABOR-MANAGEMENT, ACCOPANM BY FRANK X
ILEILER- DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LABOR-NAN-
&GEMENT RELATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AND HENRY
ROS ASSOCIATE SOLICITOR FOR LEGISLATION, DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR

Mr. F.ssEn. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I vave with ine this morning Mr. Frank Kleiler. Deputy A.sistant
,'iretary, Labor-Management Relations on my right and on my left,

Mr. 1 [eunry Rose, A-sociate Solicitor for Legislation in the Department
of Labor.

I have a written statement. Mr. Chairman, that would run about 10
ivt.S and I am cognizant of the 10-minute rule. If it is OK with you,
would like to proceed to read the statement, and if you find that I

at g o-ig too long, I will be happy to cut it short.
Senator NErSOx. As I said, ihe administration witnesses are not

limoitcd to 10 minutes.
Mr. F.vEssmn. I hope the statement will obviate more questions than

it will stimulate and I think we can keep to the time fairly clm-oly.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee: I wish to thank "ou

for the invitation to appear lere on the subject of pension reform
(431)



kegishit ion. M-keise .1eeretary Shuiltz te:iiied vebterday onl a major
part of the aclminisration*14 penlsion rpsas will restrict niv re-
mtarks to ouir proj os-ed Enmjdoee Benefits P~rotect ion Act and to Soule

obI servat ions onl the subjects of i'ort.ability andl termination insurance.
The Empldoyee Blenefitt lProtet ion S(et (I 1A ). inatoduced as

S. 157and eoniiionlv called the fidtiiiarv bill. ist one of two adiil-
1st rationl Jbam psals f(;r streigthteIiIg therightsa lntl interests of par-
tiei,..mnms in employee lK-iiefit. plants. It p~rovidles inimjf-bementic in the
areas of fihmeiiarv stailardN repor01tingi and Hlslste oIM eniforc*-
menit protcedures. Similar legislat ion wa revontlintled Iv thle adanin1-
istrat ion during the 9Ist-and 9-Id (migresses. The current jar-ojoaSl has
S-ome improvements over thec pror luills,, :111d1 I will aululrt'es- these itema
later onl in myw teustiniony. Bom fotoinig that, I woukl irst like to
(lemerill* the lasic features of the legislation.

A key part, of the bill establilt-4 Federal .4amidartis of fidaawiarv
responsibility applicable to persioll who hold responksibi le posit ions ift
fuindled employee benefit plans. Timors s4tnardl wold refiluire pln
adiministrsttors and otlier fitlaciaries to ai slel illII( tige (.rt'!.s of
participants and la'neficiarites and to perform their duaties inl accordl-
ance with. the lanii (6ctimenits and contsistenit with the Federal14 pml-1
dent 11a8n r-tle Iendkdltiedl in thle bill. In 3iddlitioli to these general prilt-
ciplesq. %%. 15--7 conitainls specific prohibitions aiginlst cer-tin tvypeS of
self-dealing and conflicts of interest. A filiirv whoE breavi!*- anyv
of thle standards wo1uld be persomiallv liable to the Idaiml for a'av titianl-
cial loss resulting from the breach lamnd would have to re~storti to the
plan any per-sonal Profit nittle throtigh ause of plan arssets. Asa: flirjlier
safegiiard against. irresponisibility inl plan nmaagenent. t~je lill woua1ld
prohibit persons convicted of certumiu listed criinal offeiisse-s fromt
serving rIn responsible plan positions for a periodl of 5 yealrs..

Witt regard to rvjaortinur and disclosure, the EBIPA wouldl provide
pa t ivi pants andI beneficiaries with iore Significant in formation a! omit
their benefit rigclits andl plait operations. including-i mnaagemenit oif
plaii asots. The plain deticript ion would] be coinjreltensi%-e and] woold
lave to be written in laynians huigage. Anntual reports would pro-

vide more detailed inforn.uatiom about plait investnmts. and] pewi-iou
lplan~swould be required to furniish (laits onl their f'midiuag staitmis. The
requiremtent of-alli annual independent au(Iit will help to inspire Aced-
racy in annual reports. and will allow plant 1)ailiipaiuths to reskch inl-
formned ju(lgluenits about their plans* financmial condition.

Participants in pension plans wouldI be entitled upon written re-
quest to receive a variety of statements and docueiuntuts, imncludinlr -olin-
pkete copies of the plan dIescription. the manual report. ail mus a 6tatemuenmt
of benefits (includling vested hemiefits) ) which hau*ve MOccruedi to tln'm-.
Tint addition. upon his termination of service tinder. a plait, a partipmlit
would )v automatically fnuished with in forma-t ion :iJ 1, t Issrights
amnd privilegei under the plan.

Enforceut. of the bill's prov's-ions wold l- shiared hy the phln
parlticipats and the Secretary of Labor. Pairticipatnts would be Put-

1 oweredl to suec for redress of fiduiciary brevaclics. to) r-vilove lbhieJIXs
ioldiiw~ plant positk'nus in violation of the criminal. conviction bar, and

to enforce their rizlints to disclosure by the plan administrator. The
-ecrettirv ivould have power to brimayr sntit for the samle purjps as

well -is to enforce other provisions of the bill str.h as those onl reporting.
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There is a criminal It'nalty for violating any provision of the legisla.-
tion except for the fiduciarY standards.

Our proposal would provide for a uniforiat source of Federal law in
the areas of fiduciary nSlnsibility. umprtinf,, and disclosure. How-
ever, State law would continue to'applv to plans not subject to the
bill and there would be no interferelie In State regulation of insuan e,
banking, or securities.

That completes my description of the WINl's basic features. Admitted-
ly it is a general description, and this subject can get. very technical.
I am therefore submitting for the record a more detailed explanatory
statement of the bill.

Now I would like to point out the inan imnpovements in this bill
over our earlier versions.

One change involves an expansion of coverage to include plans
administered by tax-exempt organizations established for charitablee .
religious, educational, or fraternal Iuroseq. We are also covering any
plan which has a trust fund subject to sect ion .302(e) of the Taft-
Hartley Act. This will include plans established for such purposes as
vacation benefits, apprenticeship programs. scholarship funds. and
child care centers. These expansions of coverage arehlogical. and avoid
inconsistency of treatment.

In the bill introduced in the f2d Conge.v. information in the plan
description about vesting was required to be stated in layman's lan-
gumge. S. 1557 requires all of the plan description to be stated in such
plain terms. All of this information is vital to participants and the
value of its disclosure would be seriously dinished if it is not easily
understandable.

A new provision has also been added to give the ",cretary authority
to require that plan administrators furnish reasonable notice to par-
ticipants and beneficiaries of their rights under the EBPA. This
authority is necessary to insure that palti.ileaInts know about the new
law, and the protections. rights and entitlements it bestows on them.

I think I can safely dispense with a tinae-cosumninn explanation
of the need for this legislation. The need is urgent. ias ben well
expressed in the past, and is fully documented in executive branch
and congressional studies. Fiduciary legislation now has widespread
support. as evidenced by the similarity between the administration
bill and title V of S1. 4. Clear coiIniunication of plan provisions
and open, honest. and prudent management of plan funds are funda-
mental to the integrity of the Nation's private employee benefit plans.

Having alh'ded to" title V of S. 4. 1 would like" to direct a few
comments to the differences between our fiduciary bill and the analo-
gous provisions of S. 4. 1 would preface these remarks by pointing
out that. although these differvnces are not major if considered in
the overall context of pension reform legislation..,everal of them
are nevertheless substantial.

For example. the enforcement provisions of .S. 4 would involve
the Seretauy directly as a collection agent for a participant who
believes that" he has niot received the proper amount of benefits from
his plan. Under our fiduciary bill. the Secretary is authorized to sue
in the case of fiduciary breach (which. of course. would have rami-
fications affecting all plan parties). but in the absence of such a
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breach, the Secretary would not become involved in disputes be-
tween the administrator and a particular participant or beneficiary
over the antount of benefits owiig. Federal involvement, we believe,
should be limited to cases in which an action or omission has ramifi-
cations afflicting the phan itself rather than a particular, individual
participant or beneficiary.

A mwcond significalnt difference relates to the criminal conviction bar
provisions. Under the administration bill, the decision as to whether a
convicted individual is suflicientlv rehabilitated so that lie should be
allowe~l to serve in a responsible idan position even though the 5-vear
period has not run is made by the Parole Board of the Justice De-
partment. Xot onilv is this treatment consistent with that tinder the
similar provision of the rAhor-Managenent Reporting and Discloure
Act: it is also appropriate because the Parole Board has the experi-
ence and expe-rtise necessary to make this type of decision. Unler
S. 4. the decision about suffiient rehabilitation is to be made hr the
Secretary of Labor. By vesting in the Secretary the authority to lift
the bar. S. 4 not only departs from a time-tested system. butt also
burdens the ecretaryv with a duty calling for judgmettts of a type
for which he has no special expertise .

There is also a subtle, yet importalt difference in the disclosure
sctemies of the two bills. I have already outlined the disclosure me-
chani sn of S. 155i7. Aliongr other thing,,% it provides that a partici-
pant or benefiriary must. upon written request, be furnished with
all pe-rtinent sports and documents. In the normal course of events.
we expect that participants will be aware that they have a right to
in.spe.t these papers and to receive collies if they so, reiq-est. For those
cases where they are not aware. the Secretary ltas authority to re-
quire the plan a'dministrator to furnish each participant and surviw-
MOg be1neficiarv with a statement of their rights uler the act.

S. 4. on tlh otlier hand. has a long and comldex provision wiich
requires that Pwiti(ent plan reports an doctimnents ie "fi niished or
Malde Available. whidever is uoest pra'ticable." There is no provision
giving the Sec.rtarv authority to require the furni-sing of a statement
of rigiits. It is euttirely ims. bible . tlierefon', that a plan might decide
that it Ls "mIIost pIractieable" merely to make plan ( lueitnts available
(in workplace offices. union halls.etc.) rather than furnish the dou-
ments direfly to the palticipaunts. In this situation, a urt l m1lalny par-
ticipants uight never know of this "availability" and of their rights
under the law.

Now I would like to take lp the subiect of portalbilitv. Butt first. T
ntit admit that whenever I consider this subject, it calls to mind the
ol expression alolt the cowboy who hopped omi his horse Uand role
off ill all dirtetiouls. That very 'orny statement.1Mr. (il:uirnuan, I had
Scratt.led out of the other copy, but I ti.aped4i myself when I r ,tl it.

Th e term "jImitailitv" has i,-en used with various iml iei iienings
to s 'hu an extent that it distracts attention from the eriti,'al issues.

Many 'ople who slak of portability really are concerned alut
the preservation of pension edits as a worker moves .rom one jo to
nuother. This crt:ainilv is all ilmportant issue.t1t it is tle issue to whi'h
the administration's vestingl proiMSal is directed. A ma.oi:le .vstintg
standard is the m*t direct and effective approath to achieving preser-
vation of pe.nsion credits. Therefor, an affirmative conclusion on the
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veting question will achieve resolution of the major concerns regrard-
ing portabilityc.e

ter pwrtability coiwepjts. siwlm as a vlearingliouse. for jM~Of
cmvdits or terchnical amistaue to pan im dries iii thier efforts to kivelop
recilproityV arrain1gemmet;,MS raitkquesIs wiliCh We belieVe hlaVe Hot
limit satisfamtorily anasieredl in any lpcuding l~gislatom. Ti'e clearingr-
house idea, for ex~imple, raises several issues. tetvhiiez and suboitamit ive.%
To our kntowledgm, no one has yet devised a tuet 11041 to provitle eq4uitable
tix"atinemt aimioug iail tet pants4 whose 6.eefits are tratisfered41114 ad o-se
i01i&o5 LK'lefitsleiai withl the julan. 'Moi'ttvt-r. one of the naijor oil-
htawes wHch ntow pieveatis a pentsion plait froin voluntarily distrikmit-
iniet time inloiletarv value of a v~4dbenlefit is tile taxat 11o1that uliglat
occur. Hinuoval of this obtaCwle is lI-)ided for in t la zdiinist ratios
lrol xksedl Ret irventent Benefits Tax Act.

The technical assistance idlea stentas appealing andi certainly reci-
procity arrangements and plait inergers Jhould be encouraged H ow-
ever, these efforts often involve 1mar41 bargainingr andi vouip"Ailse-
inatters wihel are be.t left to time parties thmettoe vit's unless thley Ieed
outside hiell). This tyj* of assistance is easily obtained from cnut
ing finms and other sources, and private ami'stAince lias the virtue of
providing a flexibility and diversity that are itmobt valuable in anl area
where the "best wa y" has not yet beeni identified.

I1egardincr the issue Of penionl plait termminat ion insurance. the
admimnistrationm decided, after thorough consideration. not to recomi
im-d suci a program at this tinie. This does not imean that wec are un-
sytnjpatletic to the problem of benefit losses resulting fromt plan termni-
natio!s. The interim report on termninationis issued jointly by the
Departments of the Treasury anil labor shows that tie numbiler of
people who lost benefits in termninatedl plans and the total dollar value
of benefits lost are verr small ligires compared with the total number
of pension plan lparticiPallts and time amount, of be-nefits currently
kx-ing paid to retirees. On the other hanid, the report also shows that
serious hardsh ips and frustrations are suffered by individuals who
lose benefits whenm a plan terinitiates ivitht insufficient asset.

Recognizing a p~roblenm and solving it are twvo different, things. Wye
have not come forward with a solutiont becau--e we have not yet been
able to (develop) a termination insurance system that does niot have
serious dIrawback&. An interagency task grroLup workedl vy hard
examining tile termination insurance question. anid concluded 'that its
complexity makes it extremely difficult to develop am al)PFoach thlat
will not lead to undesirable changes in our pe-ison Systemn or undue
Government interference. To (10 the job well. an iisurance jrogrrin
should have wide coverage of l)laus. should guarantee benefits with
a mninium of "ifs" and "buts." and should not be subject to nlaijipu-
lat ion by plan l)aries. At, the sinie time, time program shouldI not inter-
ject thle Govermmient into every major facet of pension plIanniinfi or
require the Governmnt to regulate ex ess-ively collectively bargained
pension benefits or a firms btsiness practices. What needs'to be devel-
oped is a workable balance, between these considerations.

I do not want to give tile inpessiomi that we have thrown in the
towel on terniniat ion insurance. Qui te (ie opposite. We are continuing
to study the problems andl will acqire comments andl advice fromt a
broad range of pension experts amid interest groups. We aire hopeful
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that this eff ort will move us closer to a workable termination insurance,
program.

This concludes my comments on the fiduciary bill, po rtability pro-
posals, and pension; plan termination inuane I will be happy to
answer any questions that the members of this subcommittee may have.

Senator Nxa~ioy. Mr. Fasser. tit your statemaentt. you stata that the
total dollar value of benefits lost are very small *figures couipa red
to thle total nmuber of IM'I&ioII plait patiiiaiits.

What is the nature of the dilliculty Of sonice kind of anl insurance
policy! If the Icsare small and 'thle utimiahers are small and thle
aunount. of anon.'v is small. whyv wouldn't tioine kind of fee levied oil
all plans, create a pool of noniey that would cover anty lo *es!

Mr. FAS!'EIL Th1e IMi.I1ltmmm. 'Mr. (Itainia. is that while there are
snuall inmmber of Ix-tiple ilit 64~e benefits as a restilt of plants ter-
i41illattiig with imsaiffient aswlcs. we would be impixwng Oil tile road
peilsici svstemin over tile coEutryt a turt'isonlie, ardlaius, solution to a
v'eri' stikali but. serious proleiiia by thoseq- that suitter. That is thle et
son that we have not voin forward with whait on the surface would
seen to be a simple solution. butt time adiistrative cost that it. would
requre to adniniister the kind of things thtat you suggest mnighit hear
80o1newhiat in regard to the 6bedits that are paid 1wv thle beneficiaries
of tile plan tliat are in gcxl shape and~ wot I notl b' in je-opardy.

H-owever. thiat. of course, Mr. ('hairanan. is something that we mnmu1A
in%-estigate very anlytmd I really (1o not look iipomi this ais a p~it-
off in teris of terinination insurance. 'We work verr hard in the 1tlbor
I )epat'ieit with other departiiientz; attemulpting7 to develop It ter-
initiationt imliuramme(e pro-edlure that would not cause-4 3111 of these kinids
of 1)m)llenis that I have related. We will continue to do that. We will
continue to work, to look toward a solution of the problem where a
man loses his Ibenefits because there wer-e hiin~fflient astwt5.

Of course, we have lpropoed certain funding ivestingr require-
- ments and these go a long way toward helping that. b)ut nevertheless
there are prograiis that do terminate with isuificient assets to lian-
tile the people that thought that they were earning pension benefits
during their work years. and this does., need to be corrected.'

!-4nautor Nrusox. Whether (it- not termination insurance is the most
ilimiOlaInt ;Islx4.t of a pensionm legislation depends upon your v'aiit4ige
j'iiit. I siu)Ixose for those who workiedl for Studebaker the mnobt ink-
1~iX%31mtt thimalg for then wats that their life's contribution was nt
vmroe" t. Tha e iiiost widiely iscussed a-spect of pension plan legisla-
tioui is thme iniurmv miefeature anid the coulplaintRq that have received the
P_#rezutest publhicity so far as I know have been the eases where a plant

vtedor was pulrchs4d and closed or something and you left a whole
14)t- of pi'4)1)le in tha penion~l prrin~t without anythiing, any money
to retire onl.

I am just wondering when you say that not many people are in-
vlvdthut tMere sir- not !many banks6 that close either.

We have FDIC insurance whlIet since the 1930's guarantees saving
depos-its but I can't recall any bank in modern history of my State
elosimur. Tlawi'e iiiight have, been fine but I don~t. recall it. And vet they
pay their isorance to guaratmttee the investors in that baufc which
reIn" .eet a tinly amount of thle wealth of tile country, depositss of thle
country, and a liandfull of people. but it is their assets and what
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puzzle .ie" is w~hamt i's su) 11111411 m1ore (lh4 nt about les-ig'lting a tcaaa-
tiitjot fator for pentsitin plaits as cointra.-stcd with what is applied
to thltm auks ?

3Mr. F~ssrjz. Well. I certaintly mider.-tand the insuranie printple.
Of course. thle banking business is somewwhat iftfereant than~ the pension
fund bitess. Mr. Kiciler. who is with tme this morning. has Sivint
somie time oil these initeraigencye stuiesit antd if I may. I will ask him to
shed a little light oil that.

31r. K,~ixmut. Thank you. I think Iprobably the toighest problem
is defining the risk that 6ou want to insure. piension plan It1-rnainationl.

Now. it is fairly valsi when a pension plait terminates ait a conse-
qiseite of bankruptey but if wie only insure terminations where the
ei!:.jloy~r ho-cotius hankrupilt we will not have licked the problem.

Now. ue have looked at the bills spending in ('onirress. k-n.iftor Bent-
seats bill. Scimtator (hilin*.q bill. aul the Wilhinis-Javits bill. and we
don't think that they' have dealt with the problems of defining teruima-
tion in sucha a way that it would be feasible to admininter the p~rogramu.

For exai)1e. .4. 4 dosn't etbintaitI any definition of the x~dird "ter-
n'inution", nt all. However. wietiou 40-2(a) of the bill Sayx that the
iuisuraite pirogtaauhll 1 insure paliiattand bineficiaries agi st
1os-; of bx-eitth-driva-d from vested riarl its which arise from the com-
plete Or suh.tuantial termination of such, plans5 as determined bky the
Seetal~ti.

As we see ait. that mnins that the Secretary is going to aiake, a ease
by vase iletertuitation as to whether the p~lani is terminated or ntot.

Now. -'R. 75 refers to itavoluatarv lan termination. defined as ier-
inition dlue to intaolvetaev under thle Bankrup~tcy Act. TIhey make a

stab at it hutt still thev don't really deal etreetiveli in that bill with thle
probleisi of partial teriination.

Senator B1entsen's bill doesn't really define termii.iaion. so piv-smi-
ablv tilt Treasuiry INepart aent. eorj)ration. the adtiiitering agenUCy,
would have to amiake the dleterintaitioni on a ease-hy-case basis.

Now. there is a definlitioti of termitnation inl the Internal Revenule
reuraiatioias. It is a ctip )]icated. cott~ex definition. We think that any
leLVIShttiotl to provide tertminatiotn insurance should lImoWitle the sti
definititi for purposes of the Intertnal Revenue Codle that would ap-ply for thle itsliraliI corp)orationt lN'uimse when a 1 Plan terminates. trlie
lpIR aaOkesa a determaIi itatloll which thenl r.gaives thle immediate vest-
ing of all lntrtivilmit at that stage. and if we are going to have inl-
coiisisteiit rulings for hiternal Rev emine and itnsurance. things will get

verv bahi nmuddhed.
Now. there is alsoA a problems of definingr thle acctuedh benefit wblai

will hwe insul. There is bicotnsstemacy now among definitions in hills
RId there aLmrzif we, p~robJably need to ge-t solace consistency between
HuNitd benf-its definition for jpurposqes of Internal Revenue as well as
for ptu*r 'os of termtinat ion insurance.

Now. one of the great difficulties with these termination insurance
bills i-. that they attempt to aplyl somewhat thle satme concepts to
tnulticminpoyer lAnus as to single e empIIloyer p~lanas. We think it is more
reasonably l)(-sille to like thle terninatioti insurance i)robl('iuls with
respect to single employer penvsion plans but it is a whole new ball
game, when onii are dealingg with these large ninars of small employ-
ers, in the construction industAry whore (eomcelpts of contingent liability
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such its you find in the S. 4 and in S. 765 simply can't be made apluli-
cable tod'liiall plastering and p)ainting contractors coming a1n1 going
all thle time. Their simplly don't solve tile problems Witt re-ipect to
mitultiploycr plins, yet they would cover multienplo3'Cr plans.

I have gora a lot-mny other technical problem but perhaps I have
talked too long already.

Senator NUE1., o~.tu have told tie the problems but I want a
Soltiton.

Mr. KwELER. W~ell. as Mr. Faswir said. we havett't abaladg~eltt the
efloit We are still working otp it. We simply dont have a bill to ofter.

Senator Nmi.*ox. I recognize that themr, are techutical and voiajdi-
cated problems but it see'nw to tile you ought to 1* able to work owat
s;oni formula that guarantees, the a(cumulated benltththv
vested. It is one things. I understand. to guarantee a bank deloo..iit he--
("alSie volt are dealing dollar for dollarr. Now vott will be clealail!g with
peso p~lants thatt have a great variety of benefits, so vout couldl
tackle that by gular-ankteing thle benefits that have ac-crued. tota! Intne-
fits that have accrued. or beiiefits that have accrued and ve.-tk-l ftar
each individual p~lan, or vout could take 80omeC. it SeemHS to nike, ilietwein~l
po~sit ion and he* sure you; guaranteed some eqjual amount to everyl'owly
who is insured. 

0

1 re-alize it is complicated lint it just seems to mie we can't leave this
quest ion alone and not deal with it. Is cost a big factor?

-Mr. KiLE.I. I think that, aedupon thle results of our joint Trenz,
ury-Labor study, the losses are not all that tremendous that it would
be* a treunendlo~us cost. factor in levying jremmuum and pztviuu"r tile
clainals. But there would be% Cost in administration be-cause if we are
going to really (develop) a termination insurance prgrm wehae
got to build ini some defense mneehanismus to make Fare emiployers; are
not terminating plans to take advantage of the insuramet fNMI. Andt
it leads you down thle road to regulation muchl further than the aminm-
istAratioma's vetigmi id funding propo)-als would go. and wie: voil
go down the road of regulation, you do incur greater admnini~trat aVe
costs.

Senator NIO.You are going to haveanauladtof 1 e jli
3Mr. Kim.uin. Well. the fiduciary plain now requires an amilm1 antue

hi' a CPA. It does noit require an *miimal audit or an annual attwi-tra
study. W'e do require some actuarial information wbich would lie
rather difficult to suplhv without the services of an actuarv.. soI
dommt think that is tile problems.

whld-t I :am six-akiulz alwmut is to build in suifiient thing; like qui.-itde
clauses to muake sure that an mnscrtiuaius ('mllov('r is not teriuitiiir
his plan to ffet thle winudfall of insutiance after having mad-de pt'nsilt
p~rom !-A s of a large magnitude.

.Sdemaor NF-,. What w-ould he c'o difficullt about seIttlingt thatprh
1cm in a court. of Law? All the facts would come ouit.

Mr. KixWEU. WVell. we would want tile specifications ina the bill so
that the around rideqa are set forth in advanee rather than haive to
.struzrgle on anl ad 11ow basis.

Se14 r~E.~N That may lie neeessary ,ind that was onle of vour
objierionq to the provisions'of S9. 4. bit T don't see why we er'ldnt
dIra ft a bill that took eare of the major eontinizeneies. There is :ilmavs
something that woul(l fall through the cracks, but, onl balane. thle
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3ie-e..sity for Irotating people who have worked all their lives reach-
in retirement age with no benefits at all. seems to me to be of over-
ridinlg imix)tanl We may have to subsequently amend tiae law to
Iot{e.t agaiiLst situation ilat were not completely ltandled but it
FvePI1s to ise the injustices that would ari-e ouat of an imperfectly
drafted provision in the first plate aren't nearly so great as thtte that
ariAe out of the fact that people do slxpnd their lives working and end

ni1) without ay pension.
Go ahead, Nfr. Fa*ser.
Mr. FKtssat. That concludes any statenient, Mr. Chairman.
.4.nator Nraso.v. Are you through I
Mr. FASSE.. Yes, sir.
Senator NErso.. Yesterday the S cretarv of the Treasury. Mr..'hultz. testified. Let me read a quote from his testimony and ask

for your conunents.
This is the quote: "The approach of the Nixon administration has

beena to build on the existing expertise of the Treasury and lAbor De-
plaalnents' using the Treasury in the area of its current knowledge
and the Labor Department in the area of its current familiarity. We
believe that it would be a serious mistake to attempt to transfer juris-
diction in either area to the Department which currently lacks the
expertise. peromnel, and experience to handle matters traditionally
within the province of the other Department. For this reason, speak-
ing as ope who has headed both Departments in question, I cannot con-
cur in the proposals which have been made to gave jurisdiction to the
Labor Department over vesting, funding, eligibility requirements, or
the like."

Do you agree or disagree with that statement I
Mr. FAssm. I agree with that, sir. There are. certain things that the

Labor Department is competent to handle and there are certain things
that IRS is competent to handle. Without trying to use his wons,
building on the base seems to be the proper way to put it. We in the
Labor Department are in a position to deal with the fiduciary aspects.

,vemnator NELjso. Are or are not I
Mr. FtssFA We are. We are not prepared as well as Treasury is in

regard to the tax aspects of the bill.
Senator N aLso v. Are you saying that. You do not have the expertise

or that it would be diflicult to acquire it for the lkPpartinent to have
juriAiction over vesting, funding, eligibility requirements?

Mr. FAssE. It would be difficult to acquire them since Treasury has
already acquired them and people that are apparently performing
similar functions in Treasury would just expand on their operation.
For the Labor Department it would be a brandnew responsibility and
we would have to develop that.

Senator NiEasoy'. What is your -sponse to put-upon taxpayers wlio
are always saying they are being investigated by dozens of 'litrerent
bureaus at the State and Federal level and particularly the little
busine.N-inan who is sitting around all day long filling out forms, and!
Lord knows there is a tremendous number of them. How dIo von
answer the question of having two huge l)epartmnats of the " overn-
ment evaluatingr and taking responsibility for various asplts of one
pension plan? Why can't we have it all in one placeI
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Mr. Fvusir.a. Well, I can respond to that. Mr. ('hairnan. by .sying
that. I synijathize with people in business who ned to fill'out. are
required to fill out all sorts of forms and paperwork: of course. is
endless. A great deal of the work in the labor-management relations
aspect. of the Labor Department is involved with forms and reports
and things of that nature. But I don't really think that it matters that
two separate people are asking for two different kinds of information.
If all of it were in the Labor Department we would be asking for two
different kinds of information and that would be just the sane volume
of world It. just happens to be different people, that is all. If it were
all in the Treasury Department. they would be asking for Noth things.

Senator NwSXAm. Yes, but it wou(ll be one visit, not two. And one set
of standards. not two.

Mr. F.qsER. Well. it would be a set of standards for each kind of
activity and perhaps it could be accomplished by one person but be
would still be spending the amount of time that two otherwise would,
and because we are in a situation in the lAbor Department where we
have the expertise and the mechanics to handle the fiduciary kinds of
reporting. it just seem to make sense that we could deliver that
product the best.

Mr, KEJiLzr. Mar I add something as a technician who has lived
with this problem 10 years. We really explored with the Treasury
Department staff this problem of duplication and overlap. We
reached a partial solution of one part about it many rears agn in
which the IRS accepts a copy of our annual fiancial reiot form filed
witt the labor Department in satisfaction of some of the annual
reporting requirements of the Internal Revenue Service.

But keep this in mind, Mr. Chairman. The overlap and duplication
has been greatly exaggerated. First. we have got about 179.000 plans
on file under thie Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act and 75
percent of them are welfare plans that the Treasury Department has
very little to do with. They hare no special reporiingr requirements.
1W have about 45.000 pension clai on file and something like 16.000
of then--only about 16.000 are big enough to have an annual reporting
problem because of the size exemption under the WPPDA at present.

Now. in the Internal Revenue Service. the biggest area of overlap
and duplication is in the filing of the plan documents at the inception
of a pension plan with the Internal Revenue. Service. It is a voluntary
thinjr ov the part of employers who want a ruling that their plan is tax
qualified and to get that ruling, they submit the plan documents. The
welfare-and those, however, are not in the public domain. They are
examined by the Internal Revenue staff to determine compliance*with
the nondiscrimination features of the Internal Revenue Code and
similar purposes.

The purpose of the WPPDA is to make the plan description and
the phan documents in a position where the plan palicipauts and the
general public can see it. The purposes of the reporting and disclosure
reituirenents are vastly different than the purposes of the Tnternal
Revenue Service.

One solution to the problem obviously would be to take the Labor
Department out of administeringr the WPPDA anld saddle the Treas-
ury with that job which they do not now have, or the other way around
it..but as Mr. Fasser and Secretary Shultz both said. we have got dif-
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femnt purimpos untler the ditffe vit relk.l'ting reiuirt-nients and it
itnakes inuch more sense to build onito what we iiow haave rather than try
to elilinalte.

Senator NI.L.v. . Senator Long.
The CIM.iUMAx. No quest ions.
&,Snator N:z.isn.. Senator llartke?

-%enator IARTL.. What are you saying? Are you MV ing vou don't
want the authority.

Mr. FgsstR. Sir'. for the tax bill?
Senator ]I.lArtK. Yes.
Mr. FAsER. That is right. ve do not. The labor 1D paitnient con-

firms the position of Secretary Shultz that the fiduciary bill would fall
within the purview of the Tabor Dei ltn)ent. the tax bill would fall
within the purview of the Treasury Department.

Senator HTrKE. Maybe we coul(il set up an indeemaient agency to
take it over.

Let mine ask you another question. You take the Imsition. as I under-
stand it. that here is no need for any type of insurance program at the
present time. Is that right !

Mr. FASSER. We did not take that position exat'tlv.Senator. We took
the Position that we know that there is a problem in regard to termi-
nations, termination of plans without stfficient assets to take care of
the equity of the employees who are displaced. We understand that
that is a problem. "

It our statement we have said that we have looked at the entire situ-
ation and front the studies that we have made in coniunction with tI: ,
Treasury Department on the interim report. we had determined that
the problem. while significant and very important. and a iuost difficult
one for the parties affected. in light of the large number of pension
plans that there are and beneficiaries who are recei';ng benefits, that
it is not. that large a problem for pension plans countrywide. It is a
severe problem where it occurs.

Aenator HART. What does your study show? How many Iople.
who are participating in pension plans, ever receive a pension comn-
la d with those who do not

Mr. FssR.R. The study covered all of the penivion plans that had ter-
minated.

Senator HArJ. I am just asking yon how many people who par-
ticipate in pension plans never receive a pension. Correct me if I am
wrong. At the present time, only 1 out of every 10 receive their pen-
sion rights. of the people who participate. Is that right ?

Mr. FAssF.L That could well I- the fikrure, but perhaos the reason
that they did not. and certainly I think it is true. they did not receive
their pension rights was not because there were insufficient assets in
the funds.

Senator HARTKL. I1 1972, one out of every" 14 plans that was filed
with Internal Revenue. failed . That is a pretty high rate, too. isn't it !

Mr. Fs.sER. I am not familiar with that figure. Senator.
Senator H.irmr.. Do vou think that that is a very good record I You

say it is not a severe problem. It affected 125.000 erilovees in the first
7 iontls of 1972. There were some 600 plans which failed and affected
20.000 employee& What about those 20.00 eml)loveesI Are they sup-
posed to be thrown on the junk heap_ like used automobiles!
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Mr. F.%A%.L No, those plans--those 20.000 people, roughly half of
them lot their benefits. Tlmt is right. They should not-$'ezator I l\nua. They should not have lost them. right ?

Mr. F. ,sF:I. They should not be thrown on the scrap leap, Senator.
My* I-Dit--

.enator I l.urr.. What do vol want to do with them?
Mr. F.Rtsn. What we prope to do is to tighten up, of course. Oil

tie funding and the vesting under the tax prolxtd.
:R'nator ll.mrKr. IA't me give Volt I of 1.000 examples. In ('hie.

holpe. Mass.. the Cycles plaint closed u]own and moved: 3,.-o ieoplh
lost their jois becat the )lant moved all of their plduction over
to Taiwan where they pay 25 cents an hour for labor. The company
saved i money and added to their profits. But, the 3,:AO einployecs lost
all their pension rights.

Now. what should happen to those people! What do you want to
do with them?. I mean. yolt have no plan for then whatsoever, right?
And you dot think it is a major concern !

Mr. Fus sEn. Xo. it i. not.
senatorr l[ai(Km I just want to go back to tie people of (hieolpe

and tell their Vou think the Government has no responsibility for their
failure: that "everything is just glorious and the second coming is
here for them now.

Mr. F.:ss. You have pointed up the problem Tery well, Senator.
There are things that can be done--w

Senator I [.%BTK. Like what I
Mr. Fssta [continuing]. Prospectively.
Senator Hlrr.. Like what ! What do you propose to do ?
Mr. FA.SENI. By appropriate investing, appropriate funding.
Senator l.%ARr-r. How would investing save tho4e Peolle ?
Mh'. FAS ER. If the pensions were vested and if they were properly

funded and there were sufficient fiduciary standards to safeguard thAt
fund. then there would have been a distribution of those assets when
the plan went down.

Senator ITAwruE. The plan has bwen terminated now.
Mr. FssaR. The plan has been terminated?
Senator I.uTmr. The plan has been terminated. You don't recon-

mend any vtsiting, do volt? That is. when the sum of an employee's
age and the period of his active participation equals 50.AMr. F.-%S-:. The riide of -A, yes. sir.

Senator 1I. nTmrm. That is a eomnhinat ion factor, right?
Mr. F..'sFn. That is a nomination factor. ves. sir.
Senator IIAiITKT.. You really don't thinly it is much of a problem,

do von
Mr. F.,SS.R. Yes, sir. I do think it is a problem.
Senator II.aRTar. But it is a problem that we hsouldn't be concerned

with noir.
Mr. FKssrma. No, sir. I do not believe that. I think it is a prollem that

we should w eoncerned with. The reason we are tip here with the tax
bill and fiduciary bills is because we are concerned about it. We do toi.
think we are in a imtmir to recommend a termination insurance bill
but that does. not mean we are not working on it. concerned about it,
sympathetic to it and are looking for a solution to the problem, and
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we did spend some time at the hearing today discusing some of the
problems about termination.

Senator H This administration with the help of Senate
sponsor, Senator Jacob Javits, successfully passed in Congress, an
insurance program for the securities people--stockholders, and bond
people. Do you think that they are entitled to have their rights pro-
tectdl by insurance and the average workinguan is not entitled to the
same treatment ! In other words, there is more reason to guarantee
money than there is to guarantee a workingman's future I

Mr. FA.ED. Well, sir, there is not more reason to guarantee money
than there is to guarantee a workingmaWs future, but in regard to
guaranteeing the securities and banks, the money is there and that
is what is insured, In regard to the pension fund, the money is not
there and that is the problem.

Senator ILurrx. So it was in the Studebaker plant closure in South
Bend, Ind. Too many unfunded liabilities and 8,500 workers lost their
pensions.

Mr. FAwssL. That is a problem.
Senator IMz. That is what we are trying to correct.
.Hr. FAssE.. Yes, sir.
Senator HIrrKL. Thank you.
Senator NasON. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BE.XrsEX. Mr Secretary, I am sorry I didn't hear all of your

testimony. I have been reading it here as quickly as I could. I have been
attending a meeting of the Senate and Ilouse conferees on the Federal
Aid Highway Act.

I have some concern with the remarks made on termination insur-
ance. One of the points I understand that has been made is that there
is no definition of termination. On the other hand, you referred to an
IRS regulation that defines terminations

Why isn*t that definition just as applicable to termhntion insurance
as to the present tax consequences I

Mr. F.usraL. Senator, Mr. Kleiler did spend some time on that this
mornin .

Wou -d you summarize briefly, Frank, please, for the Senator, what
yon said.

Mr. Ku rn.E% Well, the toughest problem in devising termination.
insurance is to define the risk which is to be insured.

Senator BE.rsa.. Well, let's get to that one, then. The risk we are
talking about insuring is the vested interest of the participants and I
think that that is true of Senator Javits' bill and that is true of my
bill.

Mr. KLEum . Well, when does the risk get insured ! When does the
plan terminate I

Senator BEisIrsx. Well, we were just told that there is a definition
under IRS regulations as to when it terminates. When does it get
insured I It L:-comes insured at the time it becomes vested.

Mr. KLELR We had hoped that the statute, if there is to be a
termination insurance program, would give us a definition for insur-
ance liurposes which would be consistent with that IRS definition. The
trouble with the IRS definition, however, is that it is so long and com-
plicated that frankly I can't understand it and I vould hope that a
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better definition could be found. But the same better definition otu,_ht
to serve both purposes.

Senator B*TSxF.,. Well. the Government and IRS at the )IN.-.nt
time are asking eniployers across thi.t Nation to undersand it'. They
are askijig tax lawyers a'rosi this Nation to undertAmnd it. Now. if
they can uidertand it. it stems to me that the sane applicability is due
on the (Ijestion of termination for insur-ance purposes.

Mr. KLE ixin. The other technical problem. Senator. I think involves
devisinV strategies to preclude emplovers front terminating plan- to
take advantage of the insurance prograi and that is a real toiigh prob-
lem. I f you are onliy going to cover plan terminations which are a bv-
produ.t', bankruptcy of the employer, I think that is manageable. but
it is not going to solve the termination problem because a great many
plans terminate in connection with mergers, in connection with eco-
nomie h'ardshil1 short of bankruptcy, and-sonietime simply because an
employer wants to substitute a profit-sharing plan for a pension plau.
There are all sorts of reasons for plan termination and in our own ef-
forts as technicians to struggle with thiU problem. we are attempting to
devi.-e a mechanism which would go far beyond the bankruptcy prob-
lem and insure the victim of plan termination regardless of the cause.
hut we don't want to create a situation in which the insurance fund is
a patsy for Pe-olle who want to take advantage of the insurance pro-
grain. That is our problem.

Senator BTSF.X. Well. I would be in total agreement with you on
that hut I would holM that we could devise language that wodd ac-
comp)lish that.

Mr. Ktuzs.m_ It can be done but with regulation which the admins-
istration feels would be excessive.

Senator Brrwsm. By the same token, some of these arguments. not
all of them, of course, were made on the question of FDIC for banks.
We were told at that time that. we were talking about a common pool
and that the maladministration of one bank in its investments policy
and loan policy affected others and that is quite true. However. I don't
think you would seriously argue there, I suppose, that a bank might
be making bad loans with the idea they had a bail-out by FDIC and I
would think in most of these instances that this would react to the detri-
ment of the bank. I think we could write some punitive provisions in
a termination insurance program to prevent abuses.

I have no further questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Senator N.E.so. Senator DoleI
Senator Roth I
Thank you very much, Mr. Fasser. We appreciate your taking your

time to come before us.
Mr. FASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
IA supplenientary statement from the Department of Labor

follows:1

EXIPLANATORY STATEMENT OF AMENDMENTS TO THE WELFARE AND PENSTON PTANS
DIz O wRgz AcT MuAE BY Tut EMPLOTEE BR,.NErs PRoTEcno ACT

The fundamental imrpose of the proposed amendments to the Welfare and
Pension pians DPielosurp Act Is the broadening and strengthening of the protec-
tin of rights and Interestt of participants and beneficiaries of employee welfare
and lie,,ion fl emt plans. This aIm is accomplished in three ways. First. by the
addition of two new sections: one setting forth responsibilities and proscriptions



applicable to persons occupying a fiduciary relation.ship to eutpldyee beneia p!au1,
including a "prilent maf" standard for evaluating the eoudud of all fiduciaries;
the other tarring from responsible fiduciary positions in such plans for a period
of five years all persons convicted of certain listed .riaidnal offenses. S-ectid. by
additions to and changes in the reporting requirements designed to disclose more
slgnilkant Information about plans and the transa-ctions engnged In by those
controlling plan operations and to provide specific data to irtleipauts and
beneticiarit concerning the rights and the benefits to which they are entitled
under their plans and their rights under the law. Third. by providing remedies
through either State or Federal courts to insure that the protections provid.il by
t he Act can be effectively enforced.

. FIDUCIARI RESPONIBLUTY

.A fiduciary Is one who occupies a position of cosifidenee ar trust. As defined by
the amendments. a fiduciary Is a person who exercises any power of control,
management or disposition with respect to monies or other property of an em-
ployee benefit fund, or who has authority or responsibility to do so. The fiduciary
responsibiity section, In essence, codifies and makes applicable to these fiduciaries
certain principles developed in the evolution of the law of trusts. The section was
deemed necessary for several reasons.

First, a number of plans are structured In such a way that It is unclear whether
the traditional law of trusts is applicable. Predominantly. these are plans which,
although maintaining a fund of assets to finance benefit payments, are not e'tab-
lished as trusts. Certain insured plans fall into this category. Administrators
and others exercising control functions In such plans under the present Act are
subject only to minimal restrictions and the applicability of present State trust
law Is sometimes unclear.

Second. even where the funding mechanism of the plan Is clearly in the form
of a trust. reliance on conventional trust law often is iusuficient to adequately
pr,';ect the Interests of plan participants and beneficiaries. This is becawze the
c.t'uion law of trusts was deveolped in the coutext tf testamentary and inter
vivus trusts (usually designed to pass designated property to an individual or
small group of persons) with an attendant emphasis on the carrying out of the
instructions of the settlor. Thus, If the settlor includes in the trust document
an exculpatory clause under which the trustee is relieved from liability for cer-
tain actions which would otherwise constitute a breach of duty. or If the settlor
specifies that trustee shall be allowed to make investments which might otherwise
be considered imprudent, the trust law in many States will be interpreted to
allow the deviation. In the absence of a fiduciary responsibility section In the
present Act. courts applying trust law to employee benefit plans have allowed
the same kinds of deviations, even though the typical employee benefit plan,
covering hundreds or even thousands of participants, is quite different from the
testamentary trust both in purpose and in nature. It is expected that courts will
interpret the prudent man rule and other fiduciary standards bearing in mind the
special nature and purposes of employee benefit plans intended to be effectuated
by the Act.

Third, a fiduciary standard embodied in Federal legislation is desirable be-
cause it will brng a measure of uniformity in an area where decisions under
the same set of facts may differ from State to State. This uniformity of decision
will help administrators, fiduciaries and participants to judge the legality and
prudence of proposed actions by an established standard and will avoid the
necessity of reference to varying State laws.

Finally, taken together, the funds of employee benefit plans constitute an
enormous sum of assets and it is evident that the operations of such plans are
lnMslngly interstate. The national public interest in the continued prudent
management of these plans and in the integrity of their funds is direct and
clearly warrants protective Federal legislation.

Section 14(a). when read in connection with the definition of the term "ea-
ployee benefit fund." makes It clear that the fiduciary responsibility provisions
apply only to those plans which have assets at ri.-k. Thus an imfunded plan.
such as one In which the only a&ets from which benefits a:.- paid are the
general assets of the employer, im not covered. 1-wever. !f the !an dovs i,.ave
awsm at risk. tfip form In which those assets are held is deemed to be a trust,
whether or not a trust agreement exists, and the trust assets may be used only
for the two stated purposes; providing benefits for participants and defraying
reasonable administrative expenses.
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The next two subsections (14(b) awd ()) incorporate the core principles of
fiduciary conduct as adopted from existing trust law, but with modifications
appropriate for employee benefit plans. These salient principles place a two.
fold duty on every fiduciary: to at in his relationship to the plan's fund as a
prudent man In a similar situation and under like conditions would act, and to
act solely in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries of the plan; that
is, to refrain from involving himself in situations or transactions (especially
transactions with known parties in Interest) where his personal interests might
contlict with the interests of the participants and beneficiaries for whom the
fund was established. Thus, section 14(b) (1) sets out the prudent man standard
and the attendant affirmative duties to discharge responsibilities In conformance
with Instructions (as set out in the governing plan documents) and solely in
the interest of the plan's participants and beneficiaries. There follows a list
of proscriptious (axetiom 14(it) 2)) which represents the most serious types
of fiduciary misconduct which In one way or another Iave owcurred In connection
with employee benefit plans. Some of these situations have been found In the
administration of the WPPI)A. Others have been discovered by congressional
Invest igaitians, newspaper reporters, audits, and miscellaneous sources. While
the magnitude of these Improper practice is small in relation to the total num-
ber of plans in existence, the seriousness of the improper practices disclosed
Indicates the need for additional precautions to Insure that these specific exam-
Ides do not become general conditions. The list of proscriltions Is Intended to
provide this essential protection.

The exemption provision whichh follows the listed proscriptions has been in-
cluded in recognition of established business prmtices, particularly of certain
Institutions such as commercial banks, trust companies and insurance companies
which often lierform fiduciary functions In connection with employee benefit
plaus. The Secretary will. ,y individual or class exemptions, provide exceptions
so that the established practices of these institutions and others are not unduly
disrupted, so long as they are consistent with the purposes of the Act. For
example, the proscription In section 14(b) 42) (G). prohibiting a fiduciary from
furnishing service to a party In Interest Is not Intended, in the normal course
of events, to bar a fiduciary bank from providing services to the employer
whtte employees are participants in the plan.

Next, there are listed transactions In which fiducisrie" are expressly allowed
to engage. This listing is necessary for reasons similar to thoe which required
inclusion of the exemption provision. That Is. the breadth of the proscriptions,
while considered necessary for the reasons stated above, would operate In some
cases to prohibit transactions which-are deemed desirable to the sound, efficient
fun-tioning of employee benefit plans. It was therefore necessary to specify that
certain transactions, likely to be engaged in by fiduciaries of virtually all plans,
will Ime _allowed notwithstanding the proscriptions. It is emphasized, however,
that even .rith respect to the transactions expressly allowed, the fiduciary's con-
duct must I~e consistent with the prudent man standard.

E. ieeially significant among the expressly allowed transactions is that which
permits. in most types of plans, investment of tp to ten percent of the fund assets
in secirlties issued by the employer of the employees who are participants In
th, plan. Since such an employer will often be an administrator of his plan, or
will function am a trustee or In some other fiduciary capacity, this provision
creates a limited exception to the listed proscription against self-dealing. The
exception is made In recognition of the symbiotic relationship existing between
the employer and the plan covering his employees. Such investments are com-
monly made under provisions in a trust agreement expressly allowing them. In
recognition of the special purpose of profit sharing plans, the limitation does not
apply to such plans If they explicitly provide for greater investment in the era-
ployer's seurities. Section 14(c) also recognizes the practice of Including in
trust Instruments various authorizations governing the handling of the fund.
Many such authorizations have been inserted by legal draftsmen because of
itletlotns In their Judgment as to authority and are generally recognized an
alprospriate.

TIM next two subsections ((4) and (e)) are Intended to codify, with respect
to ,employee benefit fund fiduciaries, rules developed under the law of trusts.
Thus a fiduciary is made personally liable for his breach of any responsibility,
dnty of obligation owed to the fund. and must reimburse the fund for any los
resvilting from such a breach. He must also pay over to the fund any personal
jroft realized through use of fund assets. Where two or more fiduciaries manage
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a fund, each must us cam to prevent a co-fiduciary from committing a breach
or to compel a co-fiduciary to redress a breach. Plan business is to be conducted
by joint fiduciaries In accod with the governing instruments of the plan. or
in the absence of such provisions, by a majority of fiduciaries, and a fiduciary
who objects in writing to a specific action and files a copy of his objection with
the Secretary Is not liable for the consequences of such action.

The requirement (section 14(f)) that every plan contain specific provisions
for the disposition of fund assets ulmon termination is necessary to avoid coufu-
sion on the part of fiduciaries and participants and beneficiaries alike as to the
proper disposition of the fund assets upon termination ot the plan. It is essential
at such a time that the plan administrator (who is still, notwithstanding tie ter-
mination, a fiduciary subject to the Act) know how assets remaining in the ilan's
fund must be distributed and it is important that the distribution plan be speified
so that participants and beneficiaries can assess the propriety of the fiduciary's
actions when the plan terminates. The requirement that liabilities to ilarticilpants
and beneficiaries be satisfied before claims on the fund by contributing parties
will be heard it inserted to insure that the interests of participants and bene-
ficiaries will be fully protected.

Exculpatory and similar clauses which purport to relieve a fiduciary from any
reponsibilty, obligation or duty under the Act are expressly prohibited and
made void as against public pulley (section 14(g)). Whatever the validity such
provisions might have with respect to testamentary trusts, they are inappro-
priate In the case of employee benefit plans The large numbers of people and
enormous amounts of money Involved in such plans coupled with the public
Interest In their financial soundness, as expressed In the Act, require that no
such exculpatory provision be permitted.

The basic three year statute of limitations (sietion 14(h)) for suits to en-
force the fiduciary provisions or redress a fiduciary's breach may be extended up
to an additional three years if tle breach in not diselosel in a report required
under the Act. No action may be Irought more than six years after the violation
occurred, except that It the. breach involves a willful misrepresentation or willful
concealment of a material fact, a suit may be maintained within lO years after
the violation occurs.

Finally, section 14 (1) explicitly provides that a fiduciary is mot liable for vio-
lations committed before he became or after he ceased to be a fiduciary.

The second all new section, section 15, prohibits persons Convicted of certain
listed crimes from serving, for a period of five years after conviction or the end
ot Imprisonment for such conviction, in a reiquponible position in connection with
a employee benefit plan. Coverage extends to consultants who receive direct or
indirect benefits. This prohibition is considered tweewtary because of the large
funds Involved and the attendant great risk of a low affecting a large ntumer of
permms. e-tion 15 is modeled after section .04 of tle Labor-Management Re-
porting and Disclosure Act (I.MRI)A) which bars persons convicted of certain
crimes from serving as union ofice-. The presence of the LMRDA prohibition is
another reason for Including a similar provision in the Protection Act. Without
such a Provision. person barred from serving as union officers might take lxmi -

tions with employee benefit plawn.
The crimes listed have been chosen with reference to three kinds of criminal

activity. These are (1) activities which involve a wrongful taking of property.
(2) activities which are related to and often occur in connection with tie efforts
of organized crime elements in the labor-management and securities fields, and
(3) crimes of a nature so vicious that Involvement in them casts grave doubt on
the individual's responsibility. Thus, in addition to the specifically named crimes,
the list includes crimes deptibed in section 9(a) (1) of the Investment Comiany
Act of 1940 (involving misconduct In the seeurties field), violations of section
302 of the Labor-Management Relations (Taft-lartley) Act, certain violation
of the LMRDA, violations of chapter 63 of Title 18, United States Code (mail
fraud) and violation of sections 974 (kickbacks from public works employee"),
1027 (false statements in documents required by the Welfare and Pension Plans
Disclosure Act), 1954 (offer. acceptance or solicitation to influence operations of
employee benefit plan). 150S jury tampering), 1505 (obstruction of government
agency proceedings). 1}506 (theft or alteration of court record or process: fals-
bail), 1510 (obstruction of criminal investigations) and 1951 (interference witit
commerce by threats or violence) of Title 18, United States Code. The section
contains its own criminal penalty, with a higher fine than that provided for other
criminal violations of the Act. It is the same penalty as that specified in section
5i04, LMRDA.
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To avoid confusion which has arisen over the similar IMRDA provision. sec-
tion 13 states clearly that the term of imprisonment does not Include the period
of parole. If any, and the problem of unequal application o the restoration ot
citi.eumship rights clause due to varying State laws has been obviated by removal
of the clause.

IU. FOaTIFNG AND DISCLOURS

T!on underlying theory of the Welfare and Pension Plans l)iselsure Act to date
has Iwen that reporting of generalized Information cuuceruing plan operatitUS
to lan participants and beneficiaries and to the public In general would. by
subjecting the dealings of persons controlling employee benefit idaus to the light
of public scrutiny, insure that the plan would be operated according to instrue.
tions and in the best interests of the participants and beneficiaries. The .Secre-
tary's role in this scheme was minimal. Disclosure has been s-en as a device to
imliart to participants and beneficiaries sufflcient Information to enable them to
know whether the plan was financially sound and lwinK adnbunistered as 1:itended.
It ias expected thlt the knowledge thus di ..uwinalted would ena!,'e piti;icipeta;it
to Implice their plans.

But experience has shown that the limited data available under t:e present,
Act is insulficient even though the burden of enforcement has b en lr:-rtly as-
sumed by the Secretary. The Amendments therefore are designed to increase
the data required in the reports, louth in ;coloe and in detail. Experience bus also
demonstrated a need for a mor- larti,,larizd form of reporting, so tMat the
individual participant knows exactly where lie stands with respect to his plan-
what benefits he is entitled to and what stels lie must follow to secure hs bene-
fits. Moreover, the addition of fiduciary responsibility provisions has increased
the need for both generalized and particularized data. On one hand. participants
will loe able to ascertain whether the plan's fiduciaries are observing the rules
set out in the fldut ary responsibility section only if they have access to sufficient
data about plan transactions. On the other limL, the pr(ohylactic effect of the
fiduciary responsibility section will operate efficiently only If fiduciaries are
aware that the details of their dealings will Ie open to inspection. and that in-
dividual participants and beneficiaries will be armed with enough Information
to enforce their own rights as well as the obligations owed by the fiduciary to
the Ilan in general.

-The existing exemption from coverage under the Welfare and Pension Plau-e
l)is-losure Act for plans of tax-exempt private organizations has been removed.
Substantial numbers of persons are not participants In plans established by these
organizations and they are entitled to the same assurances and protection as
partliiliants in other private plans. In addition, nonpension type funds subject
to section 302(c) of the Labor-Management Relations Act, such as funds for
apprenticeship, scholarship and day care center programs are included within
the definition of "employee welfare benefit plan."

To provide the flexibility necessary to avoid hardship and duplicative report-
ing, as well as unnecessary paperwork for both plan administrators and the
Secretary, the Act lne!udeq exemption and variation authority which the Secre-
tary may apply on a class basis.

There are four significant changes designed to impart more information about
the plan and Its operations in general. First, administrators will no longer be
required to Include the trust agreement or other Instrument governing the plan
in the plan description. However, the description must be written in layman's
language so that participants and beneficiaries will be able to understand their
plan's schedule of benefits and requirements concerning eligibility. nonforfeit-
ability, and procedures for claims and remedies. Second, the annual report must
include the opinion of an Independent accountant based upon the results of an
annual audit. Such information will allow better assessment of the plan's finan-
cial -Aundness by administrators and participants alike (the exemption for the
books of institutions providing investment. insurance and related functions and
subject to periodic examination by a government agency will prevent duplicative
audit examinations of these institutions).

Third. plans other than those which are unfunded must include In their re-
ports information pertaining to leases, party In intere-st transactions and in-
vestment assets other than securities in addition to Information about securities
investments and loans. Finally, actuarial Information is now required so that
participants and beneficiaries can Judge the progress of the Iplan's funding
scheme and Its overall financial soundness.
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Amendments to provide particularized information to individual participants
asd is.neltcaries are found in section . In addition to the plan athiuLtra,,r's
ololii4tian to make available copies of the lan description and latest annual re-
port, the 1ecretary may require the administrator to furnish reasonable notifica-
tion in !ayuan's language to all participants of their rights under the Act, and
to iLaui.h to any participant or beneficiary so rt questing in writing a fair sum-
mary of the annual report and a statement of what Lbeneiti( (iucludizg nunfor-
feltil le benefits, if any) have accrued in his favor or both. This will enaile a
participant to find out where he stand with reslect to the plhn at U,,) given
tise. Administrators must make good faith efforts to supply to a parlicipunt tor
his -urivor). upon his termination of s.rvive under a plan. a notice explaining
exactly what procedures must be followed to secure benefits due.

Further, the administrator must furnish to participants sand Ibnelk-itaries
upon request complete copies of the plan description, annual reporL ,or laruin-
lag agreement, trust agreement, contract or other instrument under which the
plan is established and operated. He may make a reasonable charge to covr the
cost tof such copies. If a plan is subject to a Federal vestig requirement and is
exemslpted from providing preretirement vesting for benefits earned during a
.var -if financial hardlip participants must be itaforinel of the lack of vesting
in that year.

iii. E.FORCEMS7T

The changes in the enforcement provisions have been made so that the rights
given to participants and beneficiaries elsewhere in the Act will be enforceable
in an appropriate forum. The enforcement section reflects the addition of the
fiduciary responsibility provisions and provides remedies of two kinds: those
det-igised to rectify fiduciary breaches and those to insure that participants
and beneficiaries, and the Secretary. will receive the Information required b. the
rt.litrting and disclosure provisions. Authority for the .Secretary to call for and
review unlerlying plan documents is explicitly provided. Certification by an ac-
ounl:ant as a prerequisite to the Secretary's investigation is no longer necessary

lmewauhe the annual audit requirement allows an assumption that the plan reporti!"- 1r ln, .

Suits to redress lreache" of duly by a fiduciary may be brought by the' Secre-
tary tor ley a participant or beneficiary. The Attorney General. as well as the
Secretary or a participant or beneficiary, may sue to reutove a person who is serv-
Ing in violation of the criminal conviction Imar ptovision. The provision for equil-
taile relief would allow, among other things, the imposition of a constructive trust
over fund assets transferred to a third person in breach of the fiduciary's duty.

i'articilants and I.ueficiaries may sue in any State court of competent jurisdic-
tion. For actions in Federal courts, nationwide service of procew Is provided in
order to remove a possible procedural obstacle to having all proper parties before
the court. Federal and State courts are given discretion to award attorney's
fee end court costs to any party in actions brought by a participant or a bene-
ficiary. The court also has discretion to require the plaintiff to post security
for csairt costs and reasonable attorney's fees. Suits by a participant or leteficiry
to redress a fiduciary breach or remove a fiduciary must be brought as class
actlots where the Jurisdiction permits class actions and the retirements for
such an action can be met.

Fiduciary breaches may be rectified through civil suits only. Criminal penal-
ties for such breaches are inconsistent with the principles established under the
cnmzuon law of trusts; However. criminal penalties remain available in cases of
ri- prtiag violations, and. under Title 14. United States Code. in cases of em-
bt.zzlcnent. false statement, bribery and kickbacks in connection with employee
bent-lt plan.

TV. Or O OTHER LAWS

The Act provides for a uniform source of law for evaluating the fiduciary
c,.iuct f persons acting on Whalf of employee benefit plans and a singular
rtri'.,rris: aind t iosure system in lieu of burdensome multiple reports. How-
ever. State law will continue to apply to plans not subject to the Act. This
application of State law will include actions brought by particiliants and bene-
ficiaries, to recover benefits due under the plan or to clarity rights to future
benefits.

States may require the filing with a State agency of copies of reports required
-under the Act, and actions in State courts for accountings are expressly allowed
If certain conditions are met, Including adequate notice to participants and the
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Secretary. Furtbemor, the Act expready authorises cooperative arrangements
with state agencies as wel as other Federal agencies and provides that State
laws regulating bankin& insurance and securities remain unimpaired.

Senator wso z. Our next witness will be Senator Hartke.

STATEMENT 0 RON. VAICE HITKZ A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE 0 INDIANA

Senator HFumaRr A.ll I need is 5 minutes of your time. I shall ask
that the entire statement be placed in the record.

I want to discuss with you my own pension bill; the Federal Pen-
sion Plans Protection Act of 1973. It goes the farthest to right the pres-
ent wrongs. At the present time. I feel that the pension plans before
the Congress are far too weak. I don't think they go far enough. I
think it is wrong to have the expectations of our American labor force
dashed on the atar of failed pension plans, the lack of proper funding
and insufficient vesting rights.

Mr. Woodcock, I am gad you are here. As you know my interest in
pension reform began with the Studebaker plant failure in which
over 8,500 people lost their jols and pensions. One man who was 59
years of age, and who had worked in the plant since he was 16 got only
15 percent of his ultimate pension benefits.

There are 30 million workers covered by private pension plans and
30 million who are not covered. Of thohe who are covered only one out
of every 10 receive any benefits. V esting is at the crux of the problem.
My bill calls for an eventual 100 percent vesting after 5 years. The
condition for participation is a period of service no longer th'an 2 years
or age 25, which ever occurs later. This is the most liberal of all vesting
measures before the Congress.

With regard to funding; every pension plan must pay normal or
current costs and amortize any unfunded liability for past service over
a period not to exceed 25 years.

Termination insurance is also provided by my bill. The legislation N
provides that every eligible pension plan shall pay a uniform premium
based upon the unfunded obligations of each inured fund but in no
case will this premium exceed 0.5 percent for each dollar of unfunded
obligations.

The technical difficulties they are talking about just frankly do not
exist. They are excuses for non-performance and I would say that the
pension plan we enact here, and we are going to enact one, could be so
weak that it would be a disgrace to this industrialized nation. We can-
not do less for our people tian the rest of the industrialized nations of
the world. All the Western European countries and Japan have better
pension plans than offered here. And if the Japanese can do it and
still cause us many headaches in our balance of trade I think it is high
time that we start doing it in the United States. I just want you to
know that I want to go farther than any of you people want to go.

The CHaRm.&c. Could I ask the Senator just one question ?
Senator I-nrrz. On your time or mine I
The Cu XAXv . On ny time.
Senator Nr sov. He has got all the time.
The CHuAxa.q. Why would you want to introduce a bill and speak

for it if you think it has no chance whatever of passing, and if you
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think the bill has a chance of passing. why would you want to condemn
it before it ever gets on the statute books I

Senator HARTK. I think you have to have a proposal before you
which really nwans something to tlw people. But as so often happens,
truly liberal and innovative legislation does not become law because
it is proposed before its tinte an( more stufering must follow until these

e,.eeeSary changes are forced upon us.
You see, by a.ssuining a skeptical attitude, maybe we will be able

to change the minds of some of the people. I nay even be able to
(1'ivince the Chairman of the full Committee, the Chairman of the
SulIommittee. and my distinguished friends to join with me and do
something meaningful for the working people of this nation. I hope
that I will be more successful than I think.

%4-nator NElO.x. Thank you, Senator Hartke. Your full statement
will he printed in the record.

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT Or Hox. VANCE HAJME. A V.A 8LNATO FRnoM THE STATE OF ISPL&AA

Mr. Chairman. never has the need for pension reform been greater. In 1940,
only 4 million employees were covered by private pensions; in 1950, the figure
m.,re than doubled to 10 million; in 1960, over 21 million employees were covered;
in 1973, over 34 million wage and salary workers rely on the private pension's
prnui.e of retirement income. By 1980, their number will have reached 41
million.

The a.asets controlled lby these private pension funds have also grown. From
a lwere $:.4 billion in 1940, their funds now stand at a record $152 bUllon. By
11t4. as .ets are estimated to reach V250 billion. This is the largest concentration
of wealth with the least regulation in the country.

The growth and development of the private pension system In the past two
decades has been substantial. Yet, regulation of the private system's scope and
operation has been minimal and Its effectiveness a matter of debate. The assets
of private plans. constitute the only large private accumulation of funds which
have escaped the imprimatur of effective federal regulation.

Although the assets controlled by private pensions are large, they do not give
a comparably large return. Only I out of 10 employees who enroll In a private
pension plan, will receive pension benefits. As a Government olcial put It: "In
all too many cases the pension promise shrinks to this: 'If you remain in good
health and stay with the same company until you are sixty-five years old, and If
the company is still In business and If your department has not been abolished,
and It you haven't been laid off for too long a period, and If there's enough money
in the fund, and if that money has been prudently managed, you will get a
pension'."

In almost every instance, participants lose their benefits not because of some
violation of Federal law, but rather because of the manner In which the plan
is executed with respect to its contractual requirements of vesting or funding.
Courts strictly interpret the plan indenture and are reluctant to apply concepts of
equitable relief or to disregard the technical wording of the pension document.
Thus, under present law, accumulated pension credits can be lost even when
separated employees are within a few months or even days, of qualifying for
retirement.

Statistic Indicate that one in every fourteen plans qualified by the Internal
Revenue Service terminates. In 1971 alone, &,M85 plans folded affecting more
than 125,000 workers. The Internal Revenue Service only requires that when a
plan terminates, the employer must pay out all the money in the fund. But the
funds generally ennot cover all of Its liabilities. Many people lose all their money
and there is nothing they can do about it. These statistics do not reveal the
severity of the problem as they only include those employees who are participants
In pension plans at the time of termination. Most employees are laid of prior
to termination, during production cutbacks and other employment changes that
usually go along with plan terminations.

On the average, 20,000 workers a year are affected by pension failures. The
participants hit hardest by these close-outs are those between the ages of 40 and
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60. This age group usually has many years of service for which they w;.re paid
little or nothing in pension benefits, and they have considerably less chance than
younger persons in findiug new jobs with pension coverage.

My own interest in private pension reform dates from 1964-the year in which
the Studebaker plant in South Bend, Indiana closed its doors and over 8.50
employees lust their pensions because there was not enough to fund them. The
company remained in existence, but various laws allowed it to escape its obU-
gation to thee employees. Those between forty and fift-nine with ten years of
service got fifteen percent of their promised benefits; everyone else got nothing.
One ifty-nine year old employee who had worked for the company since he was
sixteen ended up with only fifteen cents for every dollar of pension he thought
he was earning during those years.

Since that time, I have fought for Federal termination insurance, liberal vest-
Ing rights and minimum standards for funding. Earlier this week, I submitted
my latest proposal dealing with theme issues, "the Federal Pension Plans Protec-tion Act of 197&" (S. 1858).

TUC HAgTEK OWLTION

A. Plan tcrmnesios ixsurwe:
In the first seven months of 1972. OM pension plans failed affecting :.V.7t*

pension participants. My bill would protect these workers by guaranteeing to
them the payment of pension obligations If a plan should fail. It establishes a
Federal Insurance Program which would be self-financing through prenuiums
asse&%ed on the unfunded liabilities of all eligible pension plans. A pension plan
would be eligible for this Federal Insurance Protection only if it met pre.ent
qualifying requirements of section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code. These are
the same requirements which determine the eligibility of pension funds f,,r t;.%
exempt status.

The legislation provides that every eligible pension plan shall pay a uniform
premium based upon the unfunded obligations of each insured fund. but in no
case will this premium exceed one-half of one percent for each dollar of un-
funded obligations. Vested benefits would bep Insured to a naxiinun ,sf 0
percent of the highest average wage over a five-year period or $riu0 mtonthly.
whichever is less.

The Secretary of Labor. whose Department is given jurisdliction over the rein-
suranee program, is given general authority to set the premium rate. The pro-
gram is specifically placed under the direction of the Secretarv of Lal,"r Auie
his department is charged historically with the protection of workers' inter.- ts
and already collects detailed annual Information on assets, costs and actuarial
liabilities under the Pension and Welfare Plans Disclosure Act

It in with grave concern that I note that the administration's loension leiwh
contain no provisions for termination insurance.

8. Venting:
Vesting. or the nonforfeitable right or Interest which an employee particiloant

acquires In the pension fund, is at the heart of the current battle over pension
reform. This legislation calls for an eventual 100 percent vestring after five year.
the condition for participation is a period of service no longer than two years
or age twenty-five, whichever occurs later.

The Hartke vesting approach is the most liberal of all the bils presently
before Congress. The Williams-Javits bill would not require full vestinz until
after fifteen years. Senator Bentson's legislation would require twenty years.
and the administration's proposal would only begin to vest when the sum of an
employee's age and the period of his active participation equaled fifty years.

My more liberal rules on vesting will open the way for more frequent Jh
changes, inerea-ses in work satisfaction, a more mobile and a more effective 1.-lor
force. We ove this to the working men and women of this country.

(. Funtding:
Funding refers to the accumulation of sufficient assets in a pension Jbh-n to

assure the availability of funds for payment of benefits due to the em,!,wees
as such obligations arise. Far too many pension plans are under-funded ani when
tho demand exceeded what s there. benefits have to be cut.

The tragedy of Studebaker was the lack of adequate funds in their pen-inn
plan. The problem today is at pressing a it was In 1964. The W4-tern Ta'i,;n
'Telegn-ph Comipany hid only twelve percent of its liabilities in their fund am
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of July 80, 199 Uniroyal, Inc.. was uuder-funded to the extent that its a-ets
amounted to less than thirty-five percent of Its liabilities. A recent United Auto
Workers study of failed plans showed that thirty-nine percent of the workers
covered by these ldans received no benelitx at all because of the lack of adequate
funding.

Under my bill, every pn.mi-n plan must itY iornud or current costs and
amortize any unfunded liability for pati service over a period not to exewd
twenty-five years. This will put an abrupt halt to the unfair practice of unfunded
pension plans.

Critics of pension reform claim that It would lHJot cobl which would result
In stiflnig the growth of private lension plan. Thu; is clearly incorrt.t. The
enorniouu increase in the number of plans since 1940 with a parallel increase
in their worth. in indicative of their tremendous popularity. A proposal which
would better guarantee that these plans will not disappoint the expectation of
those they are supposed to benefit, should not materially hinder their expansion.

A I Ineilc ale above, there are over 20,000 workers yearly who are adversely
affected by pension plan failures. I do not consider this to be insuibtantial. I
do itot consider thiq to be minimal. I do consider it to be wrong.

My legi-dation will right these wrongs. Les than three years ago. I was
impre.sed by the speed with which the Congres. acted to protect. the livelihood
of those who would invest in the stock nmrket. I an sure that the Congress
will not do less for the average American worker whose future security depends
ulyan the strength of his pension.

Senator .N'El.soNx. Does anybody want to ask any questions !
Our next witness is Leonard Woodcock, president of the United

Auto Workers, accompanied by Jacob Hurwitz, UAW social security
department con.idltant, and three T.% W members. Mike Daly, Vivienne
Hampson. and Ray Battestilli.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD WOODCOCK, PRESIDENT, UNITED AUTO
WORKERS, ACCOMPANIED BY JACOB HURWITZ UAW SOCIAL
SECURITY DEPARTMENT CONSULTANT, AND THE FOLLOWING
UAW MBERS: MIKE DALY, VIVIENKE HAMPSN, AND RAY
BATTESTILLI

SRenator XEJvSOx. Glad to see you here this morning, Mr. Woodcock.
We .tre trying to operate under some time constraints. Your full

statement will be printed in the record. We hope the major points
could be summarized.

I have been asked by Senator Harry Byrd to announce that he is
tied un in a meeting of the Armed Serviees Committee at this time
a 14 is unable to be present.

(o ahead. Mr. Wiondeock.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Mr. Chairman, as you have said, the statement will

be printed in the record. I -do not propose to summarize it. I would
like to make some very brief comments, and then. with your permis-
sion. have the individuals who are with me tell through their own
experience what lack of termination insurance means to human beings.

We have a private pension system because of the relative failure of
the social seciiritv svstem. If the social security system were aderluate
in terms of the benefits it pays relative to the average wage while
working. we would not have a private pension system. As a matter of
fac't. until 1947. employers refused to bargain with us On pension plan,
claiming that that was not within the province of collective bar,",in-
ing. It was not until the Supreme Court, in the -Jones and Lonughlin
case, held that unions were free to bargain for wages and then divert
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those wages for the sustaining of pension plants that it became a proper
subject for collective bargaining. Thus the private pension plans con-_
stitute the equivalent of money individuals contribute on a collective
and poled bmsis.

tnator Hartke just niade reference to the Studelmker plant. Most of
the UAW plans call for :1)-year funding of past service costs and, of
course. 100-percent payment on current. costs, providing for vesting
after 10 years, and are more stringent in their privately negotiated fea-
tures than ay proposal before the Congress. We hae made studies,
however, of TiAW plans that are vested, that are funded, in a sensible
way and they are not proof a.,ainst termination. Termination baunie
of bankruptcy y is one thing. Termination because an employer, vome-
times conglominerates, deliberately walks away from a conimaunity ad
their workers and leaves them stranded is a'different matter.

The point is made that multiemlover situations are in a different
field. I don't see any difference between a multiemplover pol plan
and a mltiplant plan for a major corporation. Let us" take General
Motors. If a single plant of General Motors terminates, that is no prob-
lem because they are under the umbrella of the total plan. If you have
a pool plan involving multiemployer situations. then so long as the
plan itself is viable, the fact that one particular employer goes out of
existence does not qualify that plan for any type of termination in-
surance. that is because the very fact they are pooled means they can
share the risk among those who" agree to belong to th-e pool. Therefore
I see no difference between that ty e of situation and the nmiltiplhnt
situation of General Motors, Chrysler or Ford. We urge that the Con-
gres.s gant some form of termination insurance and to do it on the
Wr,; ce to date. Doing it prospectively accomplishes nothing at all.

Sme of the most difficult situations I face as President of the ITAW
are in trying to explain what we mean when we .say you have a funded
lan-we even sometimes use the words guarantee, we mean these be.ne-
ts to which wages have been contributed will be available under cer-

tain conditions at certain ages. Then when that plan is washed out,
our members say. "Wlhat happenedd" How do you explain it? Tihey
are very. very hitter.

I would, with your permission. like to begin with Mr. )aly, who will
very briefly tell you of his own particular situation.

senatorr .Nm,4I,,. Thank you.. |r. Woodcock.
M[r. l)alv. would you identify yourself. full name for the record I
Mr. l)A A.. I's GIentlenten. m v ane is Mike Daly. I am the chair-

wan of Local 25i0. UAW Retirees Chapter. which represents tJhe people
who retired from the Gar Wood plant. We took a 60-percent reduc-
t ion i i pension. My pension was reduced from $93 per month to $-7.50
a month. Our life insurance was cut from $1.00 to $40.3 death benefits.
Oiir hospital insurance will be discontinued l)ecember 1.

What happened to me happened to the others. and I wish the Con-
grssaniten here could have been in attendance at a retiree meeting
were we had to tell the people what had happened to them.

I s:w heartbreak and fear in the people's eyes. Many broke down
and were unable to speak. There were wives of retired. to voice their
husbands' despair. many who had never spoken in public before. Their
lips moved but not a sound. These are memories I will never forget.
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Where do they go from here " Scrap heap? Mental institutions?
W elfare? Sponging off relatives? Or many other degradations inflicted
by this loss of dignity through the loss of jobs Why.

This is eating the very moral fiber of our Nation.
I would like to cite .ome actual cases for you gentlemlen. The case

of Albet I)avenipot who retired at are 68 under compulsorv retire-
zawiut. lie is now 86 and almost totally Mind. lie did not have 25 ears'
retirement credits at the time of retireamient. Since the cut, lie will
probably get around $30 a month.

Two. take the case of Malcoln MILellan, 85 years old. and in , Xuld
health. hut with a bad hearing problem. Tlie ease of ai:other worker,
Chester Gira, who is handicapped, but who gave 100-percent perform-
ance over tie years. lie had 32 years seniority and is now only 55 years
old. lie had a flawless attendance record. Ile m.eived nothing hut a
paltry amount in sevcralce pay.

Iy the way. I forgot to add1 that I myself had 321/2 year. seniority
in Gar Wo(d'.

No. 4, take the case of the widow of Walter Miller, who was buried
on Saturday 2 weeks ago. May 5. ")he stood before her huslnind's
(15sket1 :nuil asked te dot-s iiis pjn';sion cease, and Isit I pay for ;ny
own lblue ('ros. and I had to answer res.

Bismamrk one said of the enemy. leave them nothing but their eyes
to weep with. I have .sen more tears. not from the enemy but fron;
the soil of America. these people who made America great. these
people who have worked hard al their lives believing they were build-
ing solmte security for the years when they no longer would be working.
Now. their world has dropped front under them.

Gar Wood Products. now Sargemt Industries. is still in buSiness
in other parts of the country. It is one of the new conglomerates that
thrive on the liquidation of suall companies with huge tax writeoffs.
These tax writeoffs were nmde possible by an act of Congr es. I say
to the Members of Congress and the Senate that it is time that you gave
protection to the people whose lives are destroyed when these things

ca nei.
If our Government can insure bank deposits. wh. is it so difficult

to get (ongess to understand the need to insure pension credits
Most of the people I represented had little in the way of ink

deposits. They had hen suaile to save er " an.' h and their pension
credits represented the security for the years they would no lomuoer
be productive, and now it is all gone. " "We .still have our meetings. We generally end up singing. One retiree
sweigested that we not sing the National Anthen or Solidaritv but sing
Wearer my God to Thee. Paraphrasing the late John Kenney think
not what I can do for myself. but what I can do for mv country. to,
n-ad. think not. what I can do for my country but what can my
country do for ne. I have been asked thatmany times.

In conclusion, I hope that every church in America, regardless of
denomination, who has heard this testimony will take to the pulpits
to espoum this jumt cause to eliminate a cancer that has grown stead-
ily in the United States.

One more thing I would like to add to this. Last Sunday one fellow
called me on the telephone,. a fellow by the name of Fraser, and asked
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me could we just increase our pensions $10. If we could just increase it$10. it would be the difference between poverty and living.
Thank you.

eaator Nmox. Thank you, 1r. Daly.
Senator Cvirwrs. Mr. Chairman, I really should wait for the panel,

but I do not have the information as to the company and what hap-
pened and that part of it. I think it ought to be rigit at this point in the
teinion. if soielhdy ean c supply it.

Mr. WootucgcK. May we supply) that in writi ng?
Senator Cuirrs. Just briefly what was it and then you can enlarge

upo0n it.
Mr. Woovcocx. This particular situation was where a conglomerate

bought out an existing plant employer and then moved tle opera-
tion to other places. One of our dilticulties, Senator, is that as the
work force gets older and the pension costs build up, the competitive
pressures to go to some place where it is cheaper become operative.

4.nator Cjrris, Who is the conglomerate I
Mlr. DALY. Sargent Industrks.
Senator Cvirris. You will supply the further details.
Mr. Wooocx. We will; yes, ir.
Senator N xsox. That will be put in the appropriate place in the

record.
[.%fr. Woodcock subsequently supplied the following:]
Gar Womad is one of the oldest and best-known names in the manufacture of

refum.-. truck bodies in the nation.
For nany .vcars Gar 1,.od Industries niaintained their tnruk bogly manufut-:ur-

ing facilities in the Detroit area, most recently in Wayne, Michigan, a western
suburb. Local 250. UAW represented from 500 to 000 workers there.

Sargent Industries. a conglomerate, purchased Gar Wood in April 1970.
In January, 197Z UAW was notified by Sargenit that manufacturing opera-

tion% at Wayne would be dis.ontinued on or about October 1, 1972, and the
work moved to other Sargent facilities located in Exeter, Pennsylvania. and
Enterprise, Alabama. Although some work would be retained In Wayne, Mich-
igan, there would be jobs for no more than about 10% of the employees in the
bargaining unit. In accordance with the terms of the Pension Agreement between
the Company and the Union. the pension plan was terminated, effective July 1,
1'70_ sifter employment in the bargaining unit had been reduced below 100
workers.

Mrs. Hi soN. My name is Vivienne Hampson. I am financial
secretary of 985. I was employed in Macord Industries from 1942
through 1969. Our company wa. bought out by Howell Industries
and they in turn elo.-d the Detroit plant and moved to Pennsylvania.

At the time our plant. was closed we had 200 employees and there
were 20 on normal pension. 10 on early retirement, and I on disability.

Since they moved to Pennsylvania, Howell Industries closed that
plant completely and oar xople have had a cut in pensions. Their
life insurance has been completely dropped. That happened in 1970.
Our plant closed in 1969. Their life insurance and their Blue Cross
was completely droppd and tLey have been told that their pension
will run until 1977. those who are on pension.

From 1969 I went to work at Procon Pump and that, too, moved
out of town and I in now employed at Walway Corp.. and I started
there in 1972. I was U years of ige with 27 years of seniority at the
thueii that Macrd IndusCries closed.
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We have in the UAW a slogan. 30 years and out at $500. Well, at
my company we topped that. I was 27 years and out with nothing.
A dl there were others worse off than I was. There were others that
were older than I was and had 37 years or more of seniority. They got
nothing. -

I have lwen fortunate that through my connections with the union
T have bien able to get jobs in other inmthtries, at a greatly reduced
hmrly nate than what. I had. 3y exlprienee is like M[r. Dalv"s, except
that. thev would be different naies. different faces, but equally tragic,
gentlemehn, as everyone that he has mentioned. Some of the employeesthat are now unemployed from my plant subsist on their social s-
curity and baby sitting jobs and try valiantly to pay for the taxes on
their home& '1hey seem to sense tiat there is a security in owning a
home and yet how long they can do this I do not know. It is one thing
for themselves to be faced with this. but it is another thing to tell the
people that you yourself have sold them a mes of pottage.

My pension plan was funded. as General Motors, a 30-year-sup-
i)sedly secure pension plan. Life sometimes seems a comedy of er-
rows. It has been for me, and we do urge that you gentlemen see fit to
p:l-.s the Williams-Javits bill. not that it wifl do any good for the
lvople that I represent, or represented, rather, or for myself, but for
ti thousands that come after me. I believe they are entitled to it.

Certainly, gentlemen, with the pensions that you have, and yours is
a 'Well fulnded 1ension as you welf know. you come to the taxpayers to
funl your pension. Could you deny the taxpayers this which you
yon r.wl e take ?

Do not hesitate, gentlemen. or do not procrastinate. Justice delayed
is instice denied.

Thank you.
Senator N.xso.. Thank vou.
Mr. WooDcocK. May I° have Mr. Battestilli tell you of his

experience ?
Mr. BArTESTILLI. Senator Xelson, and members of the committee, I

ant Ray Battestilli and I am a citizen of the great State of Michigan
riiht iow. I don't have a prepared statement and I am not going to
go into a lot of statistical rhetoric here. I think Brother Woodcock who
is the president of the union to which I belong, and by the way, I think
is a great one, has done a pretty good job providing the committee with
all tie statistics you need.

I want to talk to the distinguished Senators today about the human
suffering and the despair that conies to a community when situations
.1,1. as have been described here by the people who I am following,
when plants close down and people are relegated to the scrap heap,
so to speak when they are told this is it.

Stop anA think for a minute. I worked for better than 20 years with
the Packard Motor Car-Co. which later became the Studeblaker-Pack-
ard Co. and moved to South Bend. Ind. No reflection on Senator Hartke
from the great State of Indiana, but yon know, when your roots are as
deep as some of ours were in Michign, it was pretty hard to j :t pick
u p and move to Indiana. .

Fortunately for us, we didn't move because it didn't last too long in
Indiana. They finally moved to Canada for a little while and .then
went into oblivion.
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But when that happened, when they closed the door in 1956 in the
city of Detroit, the Packard Motor (ar Co. had been what we referred
to as a prestigiom company. It was wlhat everybody thougllt of as
solid as the old proverbial Rock of Gibraltar. But lo and behold, one
day they closed the doors on sone 10 or 12 thousand people, some like
myself who had worked there for years--some of them started at the
ages of 15 and 16 and had not reached retirement age. I was a part of
the bar inning committee that helped negotiate a Pension plan at
Packard in 1950, but as was pointed out by Brother Woodcock, most
of these plans are funded over a 30-year program and, of course, the
pension plan at Packard was only some 6 years old when the eom-
pany folded. There was only a limited amount of money in escrow.

hey divided that money among those who were over 60 years old.
There was an agreement reached between the company and'the union
that they would distribute the money to persons who were over 60 who
had not yet retired. Those people got a little out of it. but persons who
were less than 60 years old didn't get 1 red cent. And some of those
guys had worked for the company some 2.5 or more years. They were
production type workers Their world came to an end.

I want to relate to you that I had the sad experience-I don't think
any of you have had to confront the situation where a good friend or
a fellow worker came up to you and asked you to be a pallbearer at
his own funeral. This actually happened to me. One of the workers
was so depressed and felt that there was nowhere to turn, and he ac-
tually asked if I would be a pallbearer at his funeral because lie was
contemplating suicide. Some of the Packard workers did commit
suicide. They had nowhere to go. So this is the story of what hap-
pened to Packard.

As Brother Woodcock here has pointed out. the time is past due.
The time is past due for something to be done. something to prevent
repetition of these kinds of situations in America. I think, gentlemen.
that. that task lies in your hands as the lawmakers, as the leaders of
this great country.

I don't think that I have to remind you. but T am going to, and one
of the Senators here, I think it was Brother Hartke again, mentioned
Japan and what-has taken place. I think all of us know that in Euro-
pean countries, Germany. Italy, and, yes, Japan. too. that were devas-
tated by great wars but were rebuilt, and they were rebuilt, T don't
think I have to remind you gentlemen, primarily with the tax dollars
of the American working people. I see nothing wrong with this. I am
not an isolationist. I think we should help other nations out. But cer-
tainly I think charity starts at home.

I ihink we should do something for the American people, for it
was the American people who made America great and I think that we
should do something to preservethe dignity of the American worker
when he has reached thatpoint where he is too old to continue to
work and yet too young to die. I think the Congress has a responsi-

_The conglomerates that. we talk about here that make windfall profits

when they create these situations are making this money because of
laws that are on the statute books They are protected bv laws that
were enacted by the U.S. Senate and House of Representaives. And I
think that since these conglomerates, these multinational corporations
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that are bringing all the heartbreak and the tear shedding situations
to the American workers, if they can be protected by law, certainly
I think that the time is now, the time has conie for the Congrvss of
the United States to enact legislation that will protect the American
worker. I think the time is now. Tomorrow may be too late because we
have a young generation that is coming up, and I don t think that
generation is going to take these situations as lightly as some of us took
them. I really fear for what could haplen if these'kinds of situations
continue to develop and go by unattended.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before you and I ce-rtainly
hope that something is going to be done.

Senator Nrwsox. Thank you, 3r. Battestilli.
Senator Curtis I
Senator Cirris. No questions at this point.
Senator XNu;so.. Senator Hartke I
Senator H.swrKZ. It is quite commonly known but let ime congratu-

late the UAW anyway for the great amount of pioneering work you
have done in this field. I have been working with you for quite soice
time in an attempt to seeUre effective legislation.

I would like to take the privilege of referring to your statement
which deals with our Elkhart. Lid., situation. I would like to have it
read into the record in addition to being placed in the record. This is
where the Conn Saxophone Co. established their plant in 1950 and
terminated in May 1972.

One and a hall million dollars of assets of the pension fund were
only sufficient to guarantee about 65 percent of the annual $26.i()
pension payments for 204 persons who were then either retired or
over age 65 and eligible to retire. From October 1969 to October 1970
active employment dropped from 611 to 368 persons for whom the
cost of full pensions at the time of closing would have required ad-
ditional assets of approximately $1,550,000. Of the final group of 368
there were 218 persons with sufficient service tnder the terms of the
plan to qualify for vesting. None of them will ever receive aJlenefit.

hus. in the aggregate, (f G. Con workers, that is the Con saxo-
phone people, and retires lost pension benefits that would cost more
than $2.3 million to replace.

That is from Mr. Woodcock's statement.
I want to point out also in your statement; "Let it be noted that the

bulk of the terminated plans included in our study, including Stude-
baker, unable to fulfill their benefit commitments would not have been
considered poorly funded."

That is a fact which is forgotten on the question of termination.
Plans consider themselves well fumded but are not. My legislation
would set definite m'imum standards.

I want to commend you for the work you have done in this field.
Your studies have beei very helpful For example, the fact that
Sweden has an experienced rate of two-tenths of 1 percent and that
has been mom thaji adequate as a premium for termination insurance.
Is that right I

Mr. Wooooc. That is correct.
Senator HAarm. In other words, they have had pension insurance

since 1962.
Mr. Woomooc Sixty-two.

96-939-7"--pt 1- 0
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Senator H.srrz. And it has worked effectively. I think that really
demolishes all these arguments. Most of these people just don't want
to have pesions regulated and there is $152 billion in private pension
funds at the present time. and there will be $250 billion by 1980. These
funds must be regulated for the best interests of the workers as well as
the pension plan creators.

I am willing to support S. 4. I think it is not a timid step. But I
don't think it goes nearly far enough and so I have introduced my own
legislation. I don't condemn my own bill ti'd I am not condemning
myself to failure. will *ve you all a chance. I just hope when we
pass some kind of bill that is satisfactory. Conjrratulations on fine
work.

Mr. WoowocK. Thank you. Senator.
Senator NELSEN. Senator Dole I
%enator DoLr. I have no questions. I would only state as a new

nienibir of the committee and subcommittee I am very pleased to hear
the tesjimony.-I think it does point up many of the human tragedies
involved when there is a bankruptcy or relocation or for some other
reason the employer moves or shuts down a plant. And I-accept the
nrsionsibility as a member of the committee that we have an obligation
to try to come up with some legislation, but I would say, as Mr. Wood-
cock" Is said. we are not suggesting that this is a panacea for all the
ills but it tt leat.-t is a goal we can strive to attain.

I appiciate very much particularly the testimony of the three who
have had personal experience because it underscores the need for good
legislation.

Ir. WoocucK.-Thank vou.
Senator XEISF.N'. Senator Bentsen !
Senator BET5. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.

Congratulations on your testimony, Mr. Woodcock, and those who
Lave appeared before is. I thank you for your comments concerning
my work in preparing pension legislation. I think what we are propos-
ing here and what we must keep sight of is the fact that we are talking
about mininmm standards. We are trying to take care of some major
abuses in pension plans. We have had a great increase in the number
of private pension plans over the years and we want to continue to
emicourage that.

Yon have commented concerning my 5-year vesting at 25 percent
as early vesting, that you felt that was good. and I appreciate that.
Tie reason it was pui there was to provide, in effect, a little more
portabilitv in a practical way.

On the'other hand. felt that 20 years was too long for 100 per-
cent vesting, and I can understand thit kind of a comment., but once
1pon a time I used to sell pension plans and I know how tough some
ofthese salesmen work in trying t6 get employers to put them in and
I want to see, them continue to grow and to see employers continue to
put, them in.

That is why I look at this as a minimum standard, a standard that
could be improved on certainly, but that this ought to be the starting
point which would be a major improvement over some of the things
that we see today in effect in some of the pension plans.

I think the vast majority of pension plans do a good job but there
are many abberations that are terribly important te the individuals
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involved. To them it can mean 10) percent involvement and 100 per-
ent failure.

Now. insofar as the tax credit. ytou don't favor that idea in my legis-
lation, but what I am trying to (1o again is to encourage the puritan
ethic of saving. I have nt prolmsed this as a tax deduction because
I think that would favor xrsojns in the higher incojae tax brackets.
Instead I have promised this as a tax credit.

An individual can contribute up to $1.5i00 and Let a tax credit up to
S1.5. I would hope that ion, a31d more we could get people to save
up to that amount of money.

Now let's get to this point of termination insurance and what the
administration has said and what you in turn have said in your
testimony.

Tie flhain objection. it seems to me. on the part of the administra-
t ion is that there will be abuses. You have reconinended a 2-year wait-
in period for insuring increase in belxefitp. I hiwve ,rviaed in my
bill fer 5 wezrs ixfole the termination insurance goes into effect and
that protects at-ainst one of the possible abuses. But then I think you
make a particle a,'ly strong and good recommendation, one that I don't
have in my piece of legislation. and that is this question of employer
liability in the event of a voluntary termination of a plan that is not
fully funded. I really think when a company terminates an inade-
quatly funded plan they are morally wrong because I think the emi-
ployee is entitled to feel that all of the liability that hasq been accrued
has actually been finded so that he should be" able to receive what is

t..t... If , s vdvnt company terninataes maInsion plan it should n.-
imburse the termination insurance fund for Ienefits paid out.

If a company acquires another company,, the purchaser should be
eqnireJ to, in effect. consider in determine the purchase price the

obligation of funding accrued liabilities of the seller's pension plan.
These safeguards Would prevent abuses. I would support this kind of
approach.

Z I think you make a contribution with your testimony and I think
we can overcome these so-called problems of termination insurance
with just a little creative thought and we have seen some of it here
today.

Tfiank you very much.
.Senator NF %sox. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Roth.
Senator Rort. I have a couple of questions. I am not an exped in

this area, but I am very much interested in your testimony and gen-
erally sympathetic to what you have to say.

Like ".Senator Bentsen said. I feel that we ought to try to promote
pensionS. particularly among- the self-employed. Isn't it possible for
us to develop some kind of legislation that will encourage these groups
without running too grave a risk of creating new loopholes? Isn't
this desirable from the national point of view

Mr. Wooococx. Well, if there could be protective devices-
Senator RTH. There are always a few that will take advantage of

whtaever you do.
Is it right to sacrifice what I would consider legitimate needs of

the many because there might be a few that would exploit itI
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Mr. Woovcoc.. I must confess. Senator, that nay eye. is UpMn the
greater objective that we have our honestly negot ited plans pro-
tected in their operative features. The other Is really a separate prob-
lem about which we have concern but about which I an not dislmed
to make great argument.

Senator RoTn. Do you see portability as a long-range objective in
pension pla ns.

Mr. Wooiwtx-x. If we can get the vesting provisions in the ji r).er
form and particularly if we have termination insurance, tlhen we
will have gone a long way toward portability. We have. of eour.w.
a inagnificent instrmament for portabi ity, the - o'ial Security .vSstei.
almost completely portable, almost onapletelv universal, ah'uot eom.
pletely universal coverage. Unfortunately. it is the failure of that
system in tennis of adequacy that has givenl rise to the private pen-
sion system. and when you talk about portability to be grafted ualpm
the private pension system so that in effe%-t you then have to gt aill
individual policy for every separate ixersou, the costs art' going to g;o
out through the roof. It is very, very difficult.

Senator Rorit. I won't take more tine but I join my colleagues
in thanking vou for your help and testimony.

Mr. 1 iicK. Mr. Chairman. may I make one point. It is in the
statement but I want to emphasize it.

Reference was made here to the VAW 30 and out program. We
are not asking for termination insuranm for that kind of supple-
mentar- feature. We are talking only about the basic pensioit that
would formally accrue on a vesting basis or at given retirement ate.
Those supplemental featums we are not concerned with reinsuring.

Senator Nuso.. Thatk you very much, Mr. Woodcock and your
associates.

Mr. DuLY. Mr. Nelson. could I leave swne copies of my )reseltation
for your committees consideration I

Mr. B.ivrsrmmja. One int I overlooked, an editorial that ap-
peared in the Detroit Free Press. This is a Knight newspape-r. They
make reference to the Williams-Javits bill in the Senate and the
Dent bill in the House. I think this editorial really hit the tail on
the head. They really point out what has happenecl to many. iaany
lwople and. of course, they give encouragement and support* to Ithl
these bills. -

Senator N uaox. We will receive that editorial for the record. Thank
you all very much.

IThe article referred to and Mr. Woodcock's prelm d statementfollow :]
[From thi Detroit FrPe Prem. May .3. 19731

JriD Aa.ETT SAys: U.8. MrsT AcT To HALT 1IN'jrsT'IC TO P NNIONU

The text for today's outrage comes from Mike Daly. chairman of Inlted Auto
Wtrkers A tree Council for Region 1E. who has penned the following letter to
thisl outpost....

"On April 14. 1 testified before the Congressional Subcommittee on Pegoin
Reinsurance at the ('ty-County Building and called attention to the hard&hilsi
and heartbreak suffered by the workers and pensioners of Garwood Produtts, mow
oqrating in other sections of the country as a part of Sargent /ndustrks

"We took a 60 percent redueton in pensions and my own pension wax redud
from SS a month to $37.75. Our life insurance was cut from $1.000 to $430 dentih
Benefits. Our hospital insurance will be discontinued as of Drember 1. IPM&
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•arc :st Industries will continue to prosper because (tingress has taken care of
thrim.

*Who tjok care of us? The answer is--'no one.' We worked hard all of our lives
Iwlevijig we were building security for the years we would no longer be working.

N,,w our world has dropped out from under us. Why?
•If fur government can insure bank deposits, why is it so difltult to pt theia

to understand the need to insure pension credits? President Franklin D. Rtosevelt
said. 'All we bave to fear is fear itself.' How [ wish that were true. Older workers
in the Ilants and our pensioners live In fear. An illugtration of the fear generated
lty the Ito& fit pensions, fir even reduced pensions. is a coustant query-'do you
think it can happen to usr 0 •

• .. 'ogres enacted the tax laws that Mrake it protitable to mve plants.
Isn't it time for (Congress to enart a law to protect the workers and retirees? . . ."

T lhdaik you, Mr. Daly. for your timely reminder a a glarilt weakness in our
syst,-m. I do not argue that a company should not have the right to move, or to
rras operations. But you are certainly on firm ground when you insist that in the
event df either happening. the pensions of workers should be protected to the
fullest extent.

What has become. one wonders. of all of the millions of dollars paid into pen-
sion systems that malfunactioned? k4one lsdy benetited from It: Earned money does

-"ot Anmilly vanish into the thin air. Either the corimiration* in question pocketed
the payments., or plegles. or the pension unlerwritera made vast profits out of un-
(-e'?aeiEJualme arrangements. There was money; It disappeared: the worker was
left holding the sack; how can such an arrangeiment Ise supportable in this day
8d114 ae?

Furthermore. what Port of a system is It which derees that It you spend 10 or
even W years with one outfit, then decide to move to another, you must forfeit
yosur cviitributions Into the pension plan? Why can't you take them with you. to
the iWtt Jl.?

After all. If the company moves It does not necessarily sacrifice the assets it
li:si a.cunulatetL Why should a conglomeration of interests, known as "the com-
liany," bare more rights than an individual in this resiet ? Mike I)aly is al"Milute-
ly etrre-et: This is a form of "ducking out." of leaving the worker high and dr'.
that has long since been outmoded among bank depositors through a federal in-
surant* program. -

When you come right down to it. what is the difference whether a worker
creat-s saviulil through a pension plan or bank deposits? lit neither inStAtte
sh,,ulj bie lie subject to avarice, misrepresentation, the mishandling of funds. It is
diffM-ul enough for the arerag (.tien to prepare for retirement. Lie should not
have the added burden of pension disappearance for reasotis far beyond his
control.

(',n gs has been looking into this situation and already the Subcommittee that
heard Mr. Daly has received testimony which excites contempt-for the manner
in which onie pension funds have etien mismanaged. One hesitates to Invite still
another intrusion of the government into private affairs. but what alternative is
there?

I' pn retirement, a worker should have coming what he has earned and saved
ithout question. It is bad enough that much of this accumulation will be eaten

away l.y inflation, but it makes a joke of "democracy." or any other form of guv-
erniwnt. that he should run the risk of being cheated. Yet this is what has been
hJ4aalwing and it should be stopped-now.

PREPARED STATKMFXT BY Lo"NARD WooCocK, PSIiUiN.T, INTN3ATIO NAL

Uxio UAW

SUMMARY

Many of the widely acknowledged shortcomings in the operation of the private
pension plan system would be less troublesome for our nation if we placed greater
reliance for achieving individual retirement security on the public Social Security
system. Virtually universal coverage, portable benefits, liberal vesting, eaficent
administration and solid assurances of permanence and continuity are all char-
acteristics of the Social Security system. In our dual public-private system, how-
ever. national legislation is necessary to make the private sector function more
reliably for the benefit of covered workers.
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Reform of the private pension system is an issue of fundamental social justice
and a necessary Ingredient of any comprehensive national program to combat
poverty in old age. American workers need assurances that their pensions will
be protected If their employer goes out of business, that pension plans will be
adequately funded, and that they will accrue a nonforfeltable right to a pension
after a reasonable period of service. They should feel stcure that pension funds
will be managed in their interests and that Information concerning their plans
will not be withheld from them.

The only appropriate remedy for the well documented and publiciz4l sh,,rt-
comings of the private pension plan system is comprehensive reform legislation.
rather than piecemeal reforms that attempt to Isolate Individual facets of the
total problem. Pension reform should not be sidetracked by linking It to other
problems the solutions to which are r.ot clearly perceived.

The UAW has been a pioneer, an Innovator. and a trend setter in the de% ,l,.p-
ment of pension plans for Industrial workers over the pat quarter century.
Our membership has been keenly aware of the importance to them of pensi,,n
plans Over the years, they have allocated for pension purposes substantial por-
tons of the economic gains made available through collective bargaining. We
have tried to make these plans responsive to the needs of our members and to
build them on sound principles of plan design, prudent management and adequate
financing. Yet we are constantly made aware of Individual plans that terminate
and are unable to fulfill all of their benefit obligations.

Benefit losses occur In plan terminations-whether the result of business
failure, plant movements. consolidations of operations, plants being purchased
and closed by conglomerates, or other economic contlngences*-bcau.E almost no
private plan is free at any time of unfunded past service liabilities. These lia-
bilitIes are usually attributable to both service before Introduction of the plan
and plan amendments granting benefit Increases for service prior to the date of
amendment.

When a plan terminates with Insulficient assets to assure full payment of
accrued benefit rights, the effects on Individual workers, active and rtiredl and
their families can be devastating. In addition, terminations impose serious wel-
fare burdens on local communities.

It appears Inevitable that pension plans will continue to terminate with sig-
nificant attending benefit loses. Any purported pension reform legislation failing
to address Itself to that problem, or relying solely on mandatory funding to solve
it, is at best unresponsive to the overriding concerns of workers for th- .safety of
their pensions. Effective pension reform must include a federal program of plan
termination Inur;aince (sometimes also called pension reinsurance) "lmilar In
concept to well e-ablished government programs reinsuring bank and saving
deposits, and housing mortgages, and protecting investors against losses causAd
by financial difficulties to brokerage houses.
A. Basie Pemsioa Reform Program

In our view. the essential requirements for meaningful pension ref,,rin Include
the following:
L Pension reinsurance lased on the following concepts:

(a) Coverage of pension plans should Ie mandatory and effective ,,r,,muitly
after enactment of legislation.

(b) Plan participants and beneficiaries should be protected agaiLst loss
of vested pension benefits, including benefits lased on service Ibefore and
after enactment of legislation.

(c) Premiums should be assessed against all plans at uniform rates based
on the unfunded vested liabilities of each plan.

(d) Insured benefit guarantees should cover all types of plan termina-
tions. Including partlal discontinuances. subject to reaso-nable safegmrds to
prevent abuse and "unloading" of liabilities.

2. Vesting standards that would:
(a) Require full vesting after 10 years of employment:
(b) Recognize all service with an employer or covered group. includ!,ag

service prior to enne. mtent # f legisla tion: :, id
(c) Limit mandatory coverage to lifetime benefits of the kind genuralty

provided at a plan's normal retirement age.
3. Establishment, along with pension reinsurance. of appropriate funding

standards to assure that contributions to each pension plan will he sufficient to
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meet current service costs and to amortixe unfunded pet1 service costs over
periods not longer than 30 Years.

4. Clear cut federal standards of fiduciary conduct in the hand~lug of employee
benefit funds and measures to assure more Intelligible disclosure of descriptive
and financial Information to covered workers and other interested persons
B. A stvw e Propomi for Ps.to. ReIorm

L 8. U79.
Senator Benten's bill, S. U79. is a commendable effort to achieve ntmtded

reforms, and the UAW is able to support many of Its provisions. We are unable
to endorse S. 1179 without retervation, however, because:

(a) While we are fully In sympathy with one of the bill's objectIves-to
extend pension coverage to the millions of American workers not now part
of the private pension system-we doubt the wisdom of attempting to aceom-
pUsh that through the mechanism of individual tax credits. Our fear is that
such an approach will create new tax loopholes for persons at high Income
levels without measurably Influencing the extension of private plan cover-
age to low income workers.

(b) The proposal to begin to require vesting after 5 years of service is a
progressive step. To vest no more than 25% of the accrued service at that
time. and add 5% increments over each of the next 15 years, however. delays
for too long the attainment of signficant vested pensions.

(c) Administration of pension reforms legislation lay the federal Tr-sury
Department. which is oriented to prevention of tax abut, does not offer
the most promising route for protecting workers' pension rights.

2. 4
Of the many hills on pwnsion reform now pending liefore Congress. the UAW

has chosen to suplqrt 8. 4 as the most effective reswlonse to the lproblen" that
have been identified. We support .4. 4 for the following reasons:

(a) It is a careful, comprt.henive lill that covers all necessary itt-eiu of
pension reform including plan termination insurance, vesting, funding.
disclosure and fiduciary resimonsilillty.

(.) .. 4 would trust the iasic re-i.,jnlbility for lorott'ting w4.rkt-.r,'
pension rights to the Department of Labor whose historic mission and
orientation is worker protection.

(c) It would protect the plan termination insurance fund against unilat-
eral, voluntary plan terminations loy solvent employers.

(d) It provides for a reasonable esting schedule and offers greater flex-
ibility to accommodate the varied approaches to vesting in existing lorivate
plans.

We believe the problems of the private pension systemm are known an1 that
effective and equitable solutions to them are available. We hojie that Congress
will act in timely fashion to aplove pension reform and fore. tall tie kind% of
personal tragedies of which we have spoken.

STATEMENT

I am Leonard Woodcock, President, InternatIonal Union UAW with 1,t0".000
members. Accompanying me are Jack Beidler, Director of our Legislative De-
partment and Jacob Hurwitz, Consultant on the staff of the UAW Social Security
Department. With me also are three FAW members, Mr. Mike Daly. Mrs.
Vivienne Hampson and Mr. Ray Rattestill, who can speak from personal knowl-
edge of the shortcomings of our private pension system. With your permission.
Mr. Chairman, at the conclusion of my statement. Mr. Daly, Mrs. Hampson and
Mr. Battestlli will tell you of their experiences, and those of some of their fellow
workers. when the pension plan in which each of them particilpated was di.-acton-
tinned.

Mr. Chairman. on behalf of the UAW. I thank you for the opportunity to ex-
press our views about measures designed to improve our nation's private pen-
sion system. My fellow offi ers of the PAW and I have appeared on a numlwr of
occasions before Congressional coammitte4s in support of needed pension reform
legislation. We welcome the opportunity to convey to you once more the deep
seated anxieties of the workers we represent for the safety earned pensi-ns
and the urgency with which they view the need for reform.

I think you should know that we in the UAW have arrived at our position ,n
pension reform not because we are frightened by the prospect of this iiation
placing greater reliance for the retirement security of Its citizens on the Iulilie
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.%wial Security system. but because we are convicted that the public system
isa too small a role. Many of the major shortcomings of the private system

simply do not exist in the Social Security system whieh provides nearly universal
coverage, truly portable beuetits. liberal vesting, efficient scandal-free admnis-
tratiun, and offers solid assurance of permanence and continuity. social becu-
rity represents the most effective, least expenWsre approach to providing economic
security in old age.

In sharp contrast to the apathy we found only a few years ago when our Union
was one of the original handful doing "missionary" work on behalf of pension
reform legislation, we are encouraged by its emergence as a prime current Issue
of public policy. It is an issue, moreover, that affects the lives and well-being of
-tes of thousands of workers and their families. It is an issue of fundamental
social justice. The time is post due for the Congress to face it squarely and adopt
effective measures to assure workers they will not be deprived of pension benefits
they had every right to believe they had earned.

Pension reform, in all its aspects, Is not a universal panacea for the ills of
our stiety, but it is directed to a specific concern affecting millions of American
workers and their families. It is not complete insurance against poverty in old
age. but it is, in its essentials, a necessary ingredient of an effective contemporary
policy against that possibility. American workers are entitled to the peace of
mind that will come from the knowledge that their earned pension rights are
protected It their employer goes out of business, and that contributions reason-
ably adequate to support their promised benefits will be made. They need to
know they cannot be arbitrarily dismissed to prevent them from acquiring vested
pension rights, or that they will not face unreasonable obstacles to earnings
vested pensions. They should be assured that pension contributions presumably
made to finance their retirement will not be manipulated In behalf of an ulterior
objective, and that the benefit and eligibility conditions of the plans covering
them will be clearly explained.

These are, of course, the stated objectives of pending reform proposals. I
am happy to come before you to urge you to unite in a common effort with your
colleagues In both houses to make reform a reality In the curre-at session of
Congress. It is our fervent hope that the level of interest shown in the new Con.
greds and the impressive list of sponsors of reform bills mean that pension reform
will now receive the priority attention which millions of working people in this
country believe It deserves.

I propose to skip any recitation of the significance of private pension plans as
a major economic and social institution in America today. The statistics, of
which your Subcommittee is well aware, need no repetition from me. What is
significant is the fact that accumulated pension reserves represent what hap
been appropriately cited as "the largest accrual o virtually unregulated funds
in the country."

Your Subcommittee is equally aware of the system's observable shortcomings
affecting significant numbers of those who look to It for security In retirement.

It should not be necessary to stress the fact that these shortcomings call for
comprelhensive. interrelated reform legislation, not piecemeal gestures.

Neither Is it appropriate to evade the issue of pension reform by linking it
with a heo,4 of other, related and unrelated. problems-achieving full employment,
the balance of payments deficit, the destruction of small businesses by the activ.
ities of the conglomerates, tax reform, extending pension benefits to the currently
uncovered portion of the workforce. and the like--so as to preclude any rational
solution of even the currently manageable problem.

Your Subcommittee has properly addressed itself to the need for a broad and
comprehensive approach to strengthening the performance of the private pension
qyitem. We are confident. Mr. Chairman. that measures of the kind you are
considering, will enable the system better to fulfill Its role as a meaningful and
flexible part of total retirement security for millions of wage earners In addition
to the basic still too minimal benefits of 5ocial Security.

tAW PZ STO1r PLA-A-M MZROsIP STAKE

The concern and stake of UAW members and their families in the effective-
nes of the private pension system Is long-standing.

Our Unlon was in the forefront of the movement of the late 1940'i and early
150's which for the first time established private plan pension coverage for large
numbers of industrial workers In America. Since that time, UAW-negotiated
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pe pro ns have been widely recosnised as laying a signifcant, pattern.
s role in shaping and contributing to the development of plans In a variety
of industric.

We have consistently sought to develop our plans on sound fundamental pen-
don principles and to make them responsive to the needs of our members, both
active and retired.

UAW members have regularly given a high priority to pension benefits In
collective bargaining. Repeatedly, with membership support from all age groul,,
decisions have been made to direct substantial parts of a potential "economic
package" Into pensions. Understandably. the initial plans in the early 190's lut
primary emphasis on the immediate income needs of workers then near or past
normal retirement age. As the plans developed under successive contracts. vest-
ing provisions were introduced and liberalized until, by 1964, full vesting after
10 years' service at any age had been achieved as a TVAW pattern. Other In-
provements have included meaningful early retirement provisions with special
supplements in addition to basic pensions, more adequate disability protection.
and liberalized service crediting. We have also been innovators of subsidized
survivor benefit elettions with a substantial art of the cost borne by the plan
rather than by an "actuarially equivalent" reduction in the worker's pension.
In addition, we have recognized a continuing obligation to Improve and protect
the purchasing power of pensions received by our retired members.

As an outgrowth of the importance our membership has placed on pensions in
collective bargaining, we have had considerable experience of plans; running
into trouble, particularly in the cam of abrupt and unforeseen terminations.

It is Inherent in private plans. If they are to provide meaningful retirement
benefits supplementary to the Social Security system, that most such plans will
always have unfunded liabilities. These liabilities exist because plans start
'at'--Le. when growing numbers of older and long-service workers make
retirement needs self-evident. Meeting theme needs requires creation of sub-
stantial "instant" liabilities to cover the cost o benefits for service before the
plan started. The problem is magnified by additions to unfunded liabilities cre-
ated because plans must be amended periodically.

Segments of the private lIension system simply break down when business
failures, market forces, acquisitions by conglomerates with subsequent shut-
down or removal of plants, or other economic contingencies cause abrupt termi-
nation of pension plans and repudiation of significant portions of the employer's
pension commitment.

The practical significance of these breakdowns can be seen in concrete form
by citing some specific examples of what is lost In plan termination.

Gwwood Division (Wayne. Michigan) of Sargent Industries Inc.-When this
employer drastically curtailed operations at this plant in suburban Detroit in
1972, moved them to other locations, and terminated the pension plan, the 231
retired workers (many in their 70's and 80's) of this firm had their pensions
reduced by approximately 60%. Nearly 600 active worker, almost 500 of whom
had worked long enough to earn a "vested" pension. lost all pension rights. The
total present value of lost "vexted" benefits and pensions approached $4,0.000.

Thospeon Grinder Dtvision of Waterbw Farregl Division of Te.rtron. Ine.-
When the conglomerate closed the doors of its Springfield. Ohio plant In 1972,
pension assets were sufficient to provide full pensions to 56 retired employees.
but the 13 active workers who were laid off can expect no more than 11% of
the value of their accrued pensions. Their bx-nefit losses are close to $700.000.

C. 0. Conn., Limited, Elkhart. Indiaua.-When this plan, first established in
September, 1950, terminated in May. 1972, the $1.,5 million of assets in the pen-
sion fund were only sufficient to guarantee about 65% of the annual $236,101)
pension payments for 204 perons then either retired or over age 65 and eligible
to retire. From October. 1969 to October, 1970, active employment dropped from
611 to 368 persons for whom the comt of full pensions at the time of closing would
have required additional assets of approximately $1,55,000. Of the final group
of 368, there were 218 persons with sufficient service under the terms of the
plan-to qualify for vesting. None tof them will ever receive a benefit. Thus. in
the aggregate, C. G. Conn workers and retirees lost pension benefits that would
cost more than $2.3 million to replace.

I can recite any number of other plan terminations that were. or will be.
equally devastating to the workers and retirees affected. Murray Body. Packard
Motors, Midland Steel, Bower Roller Bearing Division of lederal-Mogul, as
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to mind.

It is :g-ainat this background of our members' stake in the system, Mr. Chair-
turn. thar I wish to offer sl*ecifie comment today on the major Issues of pension
reform.

ISLURAWCE OF UISK oF r'LAx TF.MviATxOx

UAW subscribe without reservation to the view expressed by Senator Bentsen
on the 'oceasion of his introduction of H. 1179 when he said, "Pension reform
with,,it ::iuinuum funding standard* and required insurance is really no reform
at all." *

The priolleus :,s.c .:ttil with il'l-n termintions have been widely studied.
Two .4,:nate voemituittee have reviewed the matter. It h-is been .'tudid In the
lluse., too. lteiit!y. a Joint study of l:ension pln lt:imnldiations l.r the I'.
Treasury and ULbor Deiartments was ren.-d. We l'ave al- made Is study
oif I(X) UAW plan terninationg in the pe'ribd 1H9-4;9. We concluded that signifl-
ct :t numbers of private plans terminate and can be expected to continue to do
so. In these termnhal ions. ltrge numlrs of persona will not receive all-son'e
lnwtj:iee,. any---of their expected benefits. Frequently, workers; with tlonz service
who have not reached retirement age will receive less than the full amount of
their accrued benefits.

Let it be noted that the bulk of the terminated plans included In our study,
including Studebaker. unable to fulfill their benefit commitments would not have
been eoisidered poorly funded. For the moqt part. they were funding on a
schedulee sit least as stringent its any standard proiamose in any of the pending
pension reform bills that have attracted serious consideration.

It Is Ailuply absurd, therefore, to rely solely on fund-ug.aathe solution to the
prosl'bm or to dismiss the need for plan termination insurance its uunecessary
be.au relatively few plans terminate. It is equally true that relatively few
airliners are hijacked and relatively few banks fall.

The attitude of President Nixon towards termination insurance is scarcely
more reassuring. By inviting the private sector to "devise protection" against
th. isr,lu4ez. the President has turned his hack on the central isisu troubling
work.rs-loss of pension benefits. A moment's reflection, however, should per-
suade anyone of the dangers of a voluntary s.lution. Without-the4-assurance of
required participation by well-established. proftnble employers--a nunmlier of
whom have expressed no interest In. or outright hostility to. the concept-there
is simply no chance for the less profitible, more vulnerable ones to develop a
viable program that will not also further weaken them competitively.

Penion reinsurance is not a devie to harass or interfere with the conduct
of business., but it ix a mean.4 of protecting benefits, with virtually no direct
cost to the federal government, and with significant savings in Old Age Assist-
ance and other welfare costs.

The principle of federal reinsurance has been well established and has proved
effective in the matter of bank and savings deposits for almost 40 years. It has
long been applied in the housing and mortgage fields. In 1971 it was again applied
when the Congress j)issed the Security Investor Protection Act, creating a
federal insurance corporation to guarantee stock market investors against losses
stemming from financial difficulties to brokerage houses.

Wt 1, u:t attempting a technical analysis of reinsurance. let me mention four
principles we see as particularly important.
I. Reinsurance coicraqe rf wn.sirn plan should lie mandatory and cifectire

promptly after CDeactment of legislation.
Mandatory and bisicinlly universal coverage of all pension plans is neces-

sary to achieve the broadest possible sharing of risks and to minimize required
prensiums. Once termination insurance has lseen enacted, workers have every
rirhat t,, ,'-lwet that their plans will be brought under Its protection as soon as
::duatin<tratively feasible.

f. As a minimum goal, plan participants and beneficiaries should be protected
against los of pension benefits to which they have vested rights under the
terms of a particular plan, including benefits based on service before GO
celi as after enactment of legislation.

*Congree.ioawl Recerif; March 13,1973; p. 84423.
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The definition of the benefits to be guaranteed under the program, in the event
of a plan termination with insuflicient assets to secure them, Is of critical im-
portance. We believe a reasonable starting point is to focus protection on beLeltits
of the *ype normally paid as life incomes to eligible employees or former em-
ployees and surviving beneficiaries. The benefits would include those for which
they are eligible either immediately or on a deferred basis on meeting plan re-
quirements for vesting.
5. Iremium, should be awasccd against all plans at uniform rates bascd (ao tht

unfutadcd vested liabilities of eaci plan.
We believe, on the basis of the conclusions of informed observers, as well as

an independent review by UAW actuaries, that a maximum basic annual premium
of .21% of unfunded vested liabilities for the first three years of operation of the
program is a reasonable and appropriate starting point. The experience of
Sweden. which has had reinsurance since 1962 and found a premium of .2%
nre thait ade ivate, tuloports this view. In connection with any initially adopted
pr-aiumu. it is ueces-ary to allow leeway for later revision in the light of ex-
perience. We would also regard favorably charging an additional premium not
to -xcted .2% with respect to vested unfunded liabilities incurred prior to enact-
ment of legislation, for plans whose previous funding may have been inadequate.
4. To the broadest extcn possible, insured bcncjt guarantees should cover all

typ(* of plan terminalions, iluding partial dicoontinuanwes, subject to
reasonable safeguard* to prevent abuse and "unoading" of liabilities.

Perhaps the most frequent argument advanced by opponents of pension ter-
mination insurance Is the one concerning pottia-Vabuses of the program.
Fortunately. safeguarding features to provide effective deterrents against pom-
sible abuse are available.

One would be a three year waiting period, under which unfunded benefit la.
abilities if new plans, as well as additional unfunded liabilities resulting from plan
ampndiunts. would not be covered in the event of plan termination within three
years after the liabilities were established.

The w-ond would be a feature requiring a demonstrably solvent company (or
its sucve!.-or) terminating a pension plan to reimburse the reinsurance program
for some -portion up to 100% of th0 unfunded benefits which the program has
paid off or guaranteed. We believe the concept underlying this feature not only
protects the Integrity of the termination Insurance fund. but makes practicable
the full implementation of insurance guarantees in virtually all plan
terminatios.

A further commendable aspect of the principle of employer co-liability is the
salutary effect it may have In Injecting a greater measure of social responsibility
into wpj of the acquisiton-and-discard transactions of conglomerate
corporations.

VESTMNG AND FUNDING

While the concept of pension reform has-enjoyed broad support in Congress.
including members of this Committee, it is somewhat unfortunate that after so
manuy years of effort there remain so many competing aiproaches to the Issues
of vesting and funding. If there is to be a serious effort to enact legislation in
this seslson of Congress, therefore, I respectfully suggest to you that the time
is at hand to begin efforts to harmonize conflicting views among the sponsors
of proposed legislation.

A. Mininitim Vesting Standards
EstabliP!.ment of minimum vesting standards for all private plans to which

workers l,",k for retirement security is long overdue. It makes neither economic
nor .-oeial iense to impose a penalty of loss of substantial earned pension rights
an a worker who. after a significant period of service, is separated either volun-
tarily or involuntarily, from -his Job before retirement age.

We believe vesting standards should:
(1) require full vesting after 10 years of employment.
(21 require recognition of all service with an emToloyer or covered

group, including service prior to the enactment of legislation: and
(8) limit mandatory coverage to lifetime benefits of the kind generally

provided at a plan's normal retirement age.
Such standards are workable, entirely reasonable and would not-particularly

In view of the apparent willingness to allow the administering agency to grant
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So-called "varlances"--ead to excesdve incream In emtj. It thee standards
are im b to achieve is the iitial legiatiaa, hinwever. we are convintcd
of the availability of practical and effective alternatives that offer a reasonable
start towards meeting the most urgent needs. One alternative the [AW has
endorsed includes the following elements:

(a) recoguitlon of pre-legislation and post-legialation service with an em-
ployer; and

(b) a vesting formula permitting either:
(i) graded vesting starting with 30% after 8 years and increasing by

10% increments for additional service up to 15 years: or
(I) retention of an existing vesting schedule equal to, or better. in its

overall effect, than the prescribed schedule.
The so-called "Rule of 50" proposed by the Administration Is not. in tour

view, an acceptable alternative. It can only have a discouraging effect on the
hiring of older workers, leave unprotected long periods of service by ytung
workers and generate, to no very clear social pterpose, large numbers of rela-
tively insignificant pensions for older workers with short attachments to par-
ticular Jobs. We also regard as unfortunate the fet that under the propuial
only prospective service would be counted towards accruing a benefit.
B. Minimum Standards for Funding

A comprehensive approach to pension reform, Including the essential element
of plan termination Insurance, must likewise include consideration of appro-
priate minimum standards to be followed in funding pension benefit.

The standard we supprt-requiring that plan contributions be sufficient to
meet current service euts and to amortize unfunded past service costs over
periods not in excess of 30 years--is a reasonable and practicable objective.
For a great many plans, including most -of those covered by UTAW negotiated
agreements, that standard would require littl, if any, change in present prae-
fles. When changes are required, the time allowed for such changes, coupled
with the "Ivariance" provisions, should make compliance feasible.

It is worth noting that statutory funding standards, without plan termina-
tion insurance. already in effect in Canada for some years, are actually more
stringent. In spite of that I can tell you that Canadian UAW members have
also suffered los of earned pension benefits resulting from plan termiati,,s.
Our Canadian experience also convinces us that fears sometimes expressed
that any legislated funding standards will stifle the development and flexibility
of private pensions are groundless.

FIDUCIARY STANDAIbPS AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

The UAW has long supported the enactment of federal standards of fiduciary
conduct in the handling of employee benefit funds. We also support measure% to
assure more intell:s'ile disclosure of desriptive and financial information to
covered workers and other interested person. The required measures are long
overdue and should be effective, workable and scarcely controversial.

PTEXJOs PORTABILITY PROGRAM

The concept of portable pensions has considerable appeal. So much .o. that
we sometimes fail to recognize that legislated minimum vesting standards and
voluntary liberalization of vesting beyond minimum requirements. along with
reinsurance of the risk of plan termination, are the most effective weans of
achieving practical and widespread pension portability.

It is conceivable that a legislated portability arrangement would be workable
in retirement plans in the nature of profit sharing, money purcham or similar
plans providing benefits based on Individual accounts or individually purchased
annuities. We have doubts, however, about Its suitability In the more prevalent
types of plans which operate with pooled funds of unallocated assets not assign-
able to individual participants.

ALTE NATE PKrNSJON REORM PROPOSALS
A. H. 1179

I wish to compliment Senator Bentsen for the careful thought and evident eon-
eprn that went into the preparation of S. 1179. My earlier remarks suggest that
the UAW would have no difficulty in supporting much of Its basic thrust, but we
also have several serious reservations.
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1. It is unthinkable that anyone associated with the American labor move-
ment would begrudle the extension of private pension coverage to those millions
in the work force now without such protection. I have nothing but the gravest
doubts, however, about the wisdom of attempting to solve that problem by ae-
cording preferential tax treatment to individual contributions to approved retire-
ment savings programs or pmedoa plans. For those without coverage, the prob-
lem is not lack of incentive, but lack of resources. The tax Incentive approach,
moreover, carries with it the possibility of creating additional tax advantages
for those Americans who are already the major beneficiaries of tax loopholes
without offering the least assurance that those in whose name the proposal is
justified can benefit from it in any significant numbers. We do not need addi-
tional advantages through tax shelter for higher Income persons, when closing
tax loopholes and enacting genuine tax and pension reform should be a high
order of federal business.

. There Is much to be said in favor of beginning to require resting at the end
of 5 years. It the portion of the accrued benefit vested is no wore than 25%,
however, we have some question about the value of giving vested status to 1%
years of service while withholding 100% vesting until completion of 20 years of
service.

.3. The Treasury Department. for all Its expertise In administering the pen-
sion provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, has never demonstrated to us the
nemmary sensitivity to workers' Interests in pension plans. Over the years it
has been clear that the primary Treasury focus was to make certain that tax-
favored funds are not used as a device to escape taxation. We have no confidence
in the effiacy of enforcing pension reform standards through the mechanism of
the tax qualification status of pension plans. Experience suggests that route is
not promising for-protecting workers! pension rights.
8.8.4

Among the competing versions of proposed pension reform, on behalf of the
UAW. I wish to express a decided preference for 8. 4. We base this preference on
it conviction that 8. 4 is not only the product of a most diligent and painstaking
study of the problem over a period of several years, but also represents a care-
ful. comprehensive response to the major Issues identified. While S. 4 may not be
loerfect, we feel It is superior to any of the alternatives offered for the following
reasons:

1. It deals in significant and appropriate fashion with all of the essential ele-
ments of pension reform Including plan termination insurance, vesting, funding,
disclosure and fiduciary responsibility.

10 It would place major responsibility for protecting the rights of workers
where it belongs in the Department of Labor which s historically oriented to that
mission and which exists to carry it out.

3. It makes an effort to hold accountable a solvent employer now free to ter-
minate a pension plan while there are unfunded liabilities with scarcely a thought
to the havoc created among his workers dependent on that plan.

4. It Includes a reasonable vesting schedule and offers greater flexibility to
accommodate the many varied approaches to vesting in existing private plan..

I urge you. therefo re, to join your Senate colleagues of the Committee on Labor
and Publie Welfare in support of 8, 4 so that we may have an early and affirma-
tive vote on it by the entire Senate. It would be tragic indeed if responsibility for
failure to enact significant pension reform were attributed to two Senate com-
wittees becoming locked In a jurisdictional battle over proposed legislation. I
iniplore you not to permit that to happen.

CONCLUSIO~t

Let me conclude by saying that the present session of this Congress has a
antique opportunity to adopt comprehensive, logical and constructive legislation
too improve the effectiveness of the private pension system. make it more equit-
able in its distribution of benefits, assure that pension funds are managed In the
intwrt4ts of covered workers, and more fairly allocate the cost of plan
termination&

We believe that the principles on which pension reform must be based are well
identified and have been presented before committees of the Congres for the
iust several years. They are more adequately reflected in the Williamw-Javits
Bill (8. 4) than any otber measure now before the US Senate. I hope and urge
this Committee and Its Individual members will help bring about its passage
early in this session.
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Senator NFmsox. Our next witness is Wr. Robert Thompson, a niem-
her of the board of directors, Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, and senior partner in the law firm of Thompson, Ogletree,
D)eakins and Vogt of Atlanta, Ga., accompanied by Mr. Andrew
Melgard. staff executive of the chamber's private pension and social
security committee.

The committee welcomes you here this morning, gentlemen. You
have a prepaix.' text. It will be printed in full in the record. If you
would summarize the main points, we would appreciate it.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. THOMPSON. MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES. AND
SENIOR PARTNER IN THE LAW FIRM OF THOMPSON, OGLETREE,
DEA8INS & VOGT, OF ATLANTA, GA., ACCOMPANIED BY ANDREW
A. MELGARD, STAFF EXECUTIVE OF THE CHAMBER'S PRIVATE
PENSION-SOCIAL SECURITY COMMITTEE

Mr. 'rio.sox. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen.
The chamber appirciates this opportunity to appear be:--e you

today to discuss these vital private peisuon issues.
I am Robert, T. Thompson, a senior partner in the law fin of

Thompson, Ogletree, I)eakins and Y ogt of Atlanta. Cia.. anId a muemiber
of the hoard of directors of the Chamber of ("tmnieree of the lnif-.1
States.

My associate is Andrew A. Melgtard. the ,. mmittee executive. f thi.
.han'ber's private pension-social security committee.

We appreciate the opportunity to have our entire statement. in-
cluded in the printed record of the hearings, and I will make a sum-
mary of the main points which are covered by that statement.

The chamber believes that maximum encouragement should be
given to the continued growth of private pension plans, Govern-
mental restrictions which would hamper such growth should le
avoided. Private pensions are good for employees, employers, and
our economy. Therefore. the business community* wants to see private
pension plans improved and their benefits spread to more employers
and employees.

Huue social and economic dividends are flowing from private IXpn-
sion plans. They are now making a significant and major contribution
not only to retirement security but to the capital market.

Current. estimates are that private pension plans are paying prob-
ably $10 billion a year to some 6 million retirees. Private pension
assets exceed $160 billion. Employer costs exceed 15 billion a year and
are growing. This growth has occurred voluntarily, not by compul-
sion. We believe that any action that would curtail this grow-th would
be highly undesirable.

The long-term trend. over the last five business cycles. has been
downward f6r after-tax profits as a percent of corporate wages and
salaries, and upward for supplements-employee benefits-as a per-
cent of such wages and salaries. From 1946 to 192, corporate wages
and -daries increased 460 percent, supplements to corporate wages
and salaries such as pensions increased about 1,600 percent but cor-
porate profits after taxes increased only 212 percent. During that
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period, supplements to cAlw rate wages ad -Alaie. inv'iva.-Al - 'n1 t
alout 20 percent of corporate after-tax profits to 115 to 10 lwreent
of such profits.

During the 10-year period from 1961 to 1971 average weekly earn-
ings increased 6i percent, but the cost of employee benefits rose 103
percent. This trend will continue.

Therefore, employers are vitally concerned with any legislation
that would increase employer costs for private pension plans. Em-
ployers are equally concerned about the effects that new private pen-
sion controls will have on employee choice and free collective bar-
gaining for p ate pensions, as well as the freedom and discretion
management to design such plans.

While there have been statements recently suggesting that there
is little Government regulation in the private pension area, the record
indicates otherwise. Some 11 Federal departments and agencies exer-
cise some jurisdiction. The present rules and regulations are found
principally in the Internal Revenue Code, and under the Federal
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.

The time has come, however, for Congress to enact additional con-
structive private pension legislation in those areas where there already
exists substantial agreement among all interested parties. Such Fed-
eral legislative action should preempt State action to avoid the dangers
and confusion of i piecemeal approach in 50 different jurisdictions.

This raises two questions.
First, what additional legislation is needed to promote private pen-

sion growth and to protect the interests of employees andtheir bene-
ficiaries in private pension and related employee benefit plans?

Second. which agency or agencies of the Federal Government are
best suited to administer such new laws I

The chamber thinks that two private pension bills should be enacted
by the 93d Congress.

First, the tax-writing committees of Congress should amend the
Internal Revenue Code to provide reasonable minimum Federal
standards or regulation governing the vesting of private pensions. to
encourage individuals to save for retirement, and to increase the pres-
ent tax deferral available to the self-employed who have or establish
pension plans for themselves and thier employees. This new law
should be administered and enforced by theTreasury Department's
Internal Reveinue Service. We favor the approach used in S. 1631 by
Senator Curtis and in S. 1179 by Senator Bentsen. We do not favor
the S. 4 aproach.

Second, the labor committees in Cojgress should amend the Wel-
fare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act and include in it a Federal
Fiduciary Responsibility Act. The act. as amended, should continue to
be administered and enforced by the Department of Labor.

The chamber supports the enactment of such legislation.
At the same time, the chamber opposes new and additional fund-

ing standards for private pensions, and proposals for reinsurance
and portability.

Because of their impact on private pension plans. the committee in
the course of its study may wish to consider related problems such as
public employee pensions, social security -iots and benefits, and in-
flation.
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Finally, any new pension legislation. rather than imposing restric-
tive regulation. should encourage private pension growth so that our
citizens will have adequate retirement income.

Gentlemen, the subject before you is most complex and involves
numerous significant issues. The time has come to separate private
pension reform rhetoric from private pension facts. We consider our-
selves fortunate at the chamber in having available from the busins
community many pension experts from management, from the cor-
porate trust and insurance areas, fromn the legal, employee relations,
actuarial, and accounting professions to assis us with these difficult
issues.

As your studies and deliberations on private pensions continue, we
look forward to working with the members and staff of this commit-
tee in any way we may be helpful to you. And, we will be happy to
hel am emble our experts to assist you if you so desire-

T, nk.yow-"
Senator NEL SON. Thank you very much. Mr. Thofpson.
The Chamber opposes termination insurance, yet you recognize, of

course, that there are going to be involuntary ruminations with in-
sufficient funds to pay accrued vested liabilities If you oppose termi-
nation insurance, do you have any suggestions on how to take care of
the problems arising from involuntary termination with insufficient
funds

Mr. THOxi-O.x. Mr. Chairman. we have spelled out in more detail
in our statement the reasons that we feel that reinsurance or termina-
tion insurance at the government level is impractical. It is not that we
are unmindful of the problems by any means. It certainly shouldn't
be taken as an indication that we are unsympathetic to the problems
that aeerue when plants close down or companies go out of business.

As we underntand the facts, the size of the problem and the perspec-
tive to the overall pension program, it is a relatively minor problem
in the sense that you have less than one-tenth of one percent of the
people covered by pensions who actually are affected by this type of
problem. That doesn't mean for those people it is not a problem by any
means, but we feel to crank up what would appear to ius to be a'huge
government program to cover this small a problem would be a nmimake.
WVe think it would cost far more money to jutst administer such a
program than it would to cover the lowes that might 6ome up.

Our feeling is that this is a problem that should be solved by in-
dustry. It should be solved-in-the private sector if at all possible. We
think that a government program in the field not only would be imO
practical but is unneeded. We think the problem should be attacked
at thie bargaining table where von have collective bargaining. It should
be attacked where there are no unions by the businesses themselves.
We think the insurance industry could l;e a great help with a little
inmvnuity in coming up with solutions to this type of problem.

We recognize the problem. We simply hope that the solution doesn't
come from another government bureaucracy. We would like to see
the problem solved privately.

senator NPso o. Thank you, Mr. Thompson. We appreciate your
taking time to come here.

Mr. Tioursoic. Thank you. sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Thompson follows:]
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PR CARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. TuOMPSON, MEMaER,
BOARD or Duuwois, U.S CHAMBER 0? Co M

I am fobert To Tboqpson, a senior partner in the law firm of Thopeong

081ltree, Deiasm and Vogt of Atlane, Georg. I = a m er of the oard

of Directors of the Chamber of Coamrce of the United States.

My associate is Andrew A. Melgard, the Comittee Executive of the

Chamber's Private Pension - Social Security Commttee.

Mr. Chairman, the National Chaer appreciates this opportunity to

present its vi wu on the broad range of issues involving private pension planes

We are speaking today on behalf of the Chamber of Comerce of the Uuted

States, representing mqre than 46,000 business enterprises and 3g600 trade and

professional asociatLons, local and state chambers of comerce. The underlying

.eaer p is more than fave million individuals and firms.

The time has cme for Congress to enact constructive private pension

legislation in those areas here there already exists substantial agreement

amoug all Interested parties. Such federal legislative action would alleviate

uncertainty in state legislatures in area such as disclosure, fiduciary respon-

sibLUty and vesting, and avoid the dangers and confuo of a piecemeal

approach in over fifty different Jurisdictions.

Two billa should be passed by dds 93rd Congress.

Virstp the labor comittesof Congress the Senate Labor and Public

Welfare Comittee and the Rouse education and Labor CamLttes, should report a

bill to emend the Welfare and PensLom Plan Disclosure Act. This bill should

96-939 0 -73 -pt. I -- 31
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contain a federal fiduciay responsibility act and other provisions to strengthen

and impove the protection of participants in, and beneficiaries of, employee

welfare and pension plans.

Second, the tax writing commttees of Congress, the Senate CAmittse

on isace sad the Nouse Vays and Mes Committee should amd the Iaternal
lefetM Code to provide reasonable .i.m fedora standards or regulation

governing the vesting of private penilons, to encourage individuals to save for

retirmat, and to increase the present tea deferral available to the self-

employed *e have or establish pension plans for tm-elves sad their UPIoyee,

Ve support the enactment of such'legislation.

UASIC OS)ITIDLN ON VAT FP MoAN

The National Chmber takes a positive, clear-cut approach on private

pensom plans -- ons which cals fmr nzomus encouragement of continued growth

and expanios of private pension plans. At the ame time, the Chamber belLeves

that ever effort should be made to Prevent nsedless -vertal restrictions on
private pension growth. IA short# the busnass community wants to se private

pension plos improved a their benefits spread to vore ployers and oplowes.

bployers and employees should remea free to work out pension plan

arta ta best suited to their ova needs and requirmuts. To accomplish

these ends, basis principles applicable to the establishment and adodnstraton

of private pensLon plans include:

1. A clear explanatlon to wloyee of the pMsion plan provisions

oployee rights therenade, and the extent of employer obligations

and resposibLtLes.

2. h high t standards of Uuciazy responsibility and effective

and anLaful, disclosure.

3, ProvWions for vesting that will afford to a plan partLcLpant, sho

mets specLfied age and/or length of service conditis, a right

to an accrued pension benefit based on his service to date of

tenminetio of Np loymMn payable shea he reaches the plan's

normal retirement age.

4. A program of funding shich can reasonably be expected to provide

for the plan benefits.,
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In addition, a a mtter of public policy, all Ladividuals should be

encouraged during their working lives to build private retirement i cos out of

ear gs either on an Individual or group basis,

he growth of private pmsia plans Is one of Americ's mest recent
success stories. Huo social and ecomamie dividmads ae begiming to flo fto
thesa plans, Retirees are enjoying moe ecoomie freedom and im-pmdeme as

private retirenst lnom increases.

Ia addition, our eoonW has benefited from the over $160 billion in
ssets that are held Is trust for present and future retirees. ContimAig

additions to these funds help provide this Nation with the am capital that is
vital for econMlt growth end high ompyuMeut.

Overall, the business commit has an obvious and contmalng interest
is all legislative proposals that would affect private pension plans mad their
growth. Purthemre, we are vitally concerned with aW proposal that would
madate, through m Federal legislation, aM burdenso ad essa Icresse
in private person costs.

T iIM IN CORtM WAG= Am 5MAR13, SUV S, A ArIU T W M

We are concerned about the economic impact of Increasing costs

of doing business and shrinking profits. before looking at the growth of
private pension and related employee benefits, we think it would be helpful to
briefly review dat has happened in the last quarter of a century to corporate

-ags and salaries, supplement, ad after tax profits.

frm 1946 to 1972 corporate wages and salaries increased from $66.5
billion to $372.3 billion, or 4601.

Spplentito corporate wages and salaries increase durip the sme
period from $3.2 billion to $54.4 billion, or about 1,600. (Supplemnts to cor-
port wages and salaries include employer couributina to private pemsLo and
welFare funds ad employer contributions for socilI Insurance such as old ages,
survivors and disabLUty Lnsurance, hospital insurance state unmploy nt In-
surme, federal unlo m tax, railroad retrm insurnce, railroad
unemploment insurance, ad cash sickness cpesatio funds. It is estimated
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that e supplents Iclude about 60% of the costs of uhat ae comonly con-

sidred amployes benefits. The railning 401 include Leme like paid vacations,

paid holidays, paid sick leave and paid rest periods. The employer costs for

these benefits paid for time not worked are Lcluded in the corporate wages and

salaries figures.)

Duie this "no period of time, corporate profits after taxes increased

from $15. billion to $47.1 billions or about 212. (See Table 1)

These figures show that corporate profits after taxes as a percent of

wages and salaries have declined from about 25% in the 1946-50 period to about

M21 in the 1970-72 period. (See Chart A)

At the same time, supplements as a percent of wages and salaries have

increased steadily from 4.8% in 1946 to 14.6% in 1972.

By 1970 corporate supplements to ages and salaries were exceediU cor-

porate profits after taxes. For 1972 employers' costs for supplements were

$54.4 billion, som $7.3 billion more than corporate profits after taxes.

Chart 5 shows that from 1946 to 1972 supplements to corporate wase and

salaries increased from about 20Z of corporate profits after taxe to about

113 to 10 of mch profits.

In summer, the long term trend, over the last five business cycles has

been doum rd for after tax profits as a percent of corporate wags and salaries,

ad upward for supplements as a percent of such Msee and salaries.

These figures dramatically show why our mmbership is so vitally

concerned with legislation that will increase employer costs for private pension

plans. These statistics raise the question of the source of financing for any

such Increased costs&,sd the consequences to the business camnaity, specific

indust-Aes, and iividual firm ,da, Increased pension costs are mandated by
Congress.

Private pension plans are but one pert of the so-called "fringe benefit

packaNo How eployers' costs for employee benefits have increased over a recent

tan year period is shown in Table Ip which is based on the Chamberls study,
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Tred. is Co-Iat Vae n aais oemnts. and After Tax Prof its. 1.946-&972

(Bl1lons of Dollars)

Corporate
wages and

66.3
74
86.9
84.4
92.9

107.4
115.4
125.7
123.4
134.7

146.
153.6
131.1
1l4.3
172.1

174.3
166.
194.9
208.7
22A4.5

246.1
260.6
284.3
311.7
325.3

1971 340.2
1972 37.3

Supplements to
Corporate Vages

3.2
3.9
4.2
4.4
3.7

7.1
7.6
8.2
8.7
9.'

11.3
12.6
12.8
13.1
-16.7

17.3
19.8
21.4
22.9
25.2

29.5
31.2
35.2
39.7
43.2

48.6
34.4

Corporate
After Va=

15.1
19.3
21.6
17.7
23.'

20.4
18.3
19.2
19.1
23.4

25.3
24.1
20.6
26.7
24.6

24.9
26.7
30.3
35.3
43.2

46.7
43.0
43.8
40.4
35.4

40.1
47.1

Supplements
as Per Cent

of Was**

4.6%
5.0
4.$
3.2
6.1

6.6
6.6
6.5
7.1
7.3

-7.7

8.2
8.3
9.2
9.7

10.0
10.6
11.0
11.0
11.2

12.0
12.0
12.4
12.7
13.3

14.3
14.6

After Ta Prof its
as Per Cest of

lanee and SaXlare

22.71
23.0
25.1
21.0
23.7

19.0
16.0
13.3
13.3
18.9

17.2
15.7
13.6
16.2
14.4

14.3
13.4
13.6
16.9
19.2

19.0
16.5
13.4
13.0
10.9

11.8
1L2.7

Source: SuOMe of -Current ftsin~ess. U.S. Department of commerce.
by Chamer of Commerce of the United States.

Percentase" computed

Ne wan - ftme' gegi eeswsm ow omwm awkw onimb oameme. toeW611110ena

-OnTpeae, - pap, be. ee - e eeieM ean unmkos e ~ of a" co O"Mm
bow" no. mow" 0m w. "weee weie "en.a wew mOw. "AMLo o new "~&a

1936
1937
1958
1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

Supplements
as Per Cast
of Af ter
TxProf its

211
20
is
25
24

33
41
43
46
39

45
52
62
57
67

70
69
70
63
5.
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i m ft 1971. is thirteeth biomial study of amplaee benefits

m hbsed as infocmtIO rercted b 65 MSlOPr.mo

Umnhe is & Clea tred fo the cost of increased beefits to rise almot

ca em ast as the cost of increased wago and salaries. During the 0-yor
ped fre 1961 to 1971, average weekly eanaim incrase 64, but the cost
of s"l e benefits rose 30..

In the retirment area. employes costs f" S..l Security rose

m.L At te sm timeCLriva pension costs rOse 9M and prfit-s h ain

costs mose 114.

la 3971, the mw Social Security t we $405.60 per mployee. It
ros to $46 1972, to $31.80 in 19739 I will rise further to $702 IS
1974. (bloyees of course, maka watching contributions.) Tberefore, these
tm In Increased employee benefit costs ae expected to contime.

It should ale be mted that the cost of mplyes benefits va rie
aLsgniicatly on soa Ii Table IM. While imployse benefit costs average

$6.92 per mpoye Per Meek, these costs varied mng various induct i fe

$66.21 to $25.90.

In our free society, we have developed a pluralistic appomch to providing

eooms security . Idivid aL, employer uios and all levels of goverP

share in the responsibility fot the contmAning success of this greater, Citrde-
lpmem system. The above statistics help show the degree to which mloyers ae

inasily providn eom~m. security alinst haamrds such as disablity,
m loymt, prmare death and idu rePm t imcom. With respect

to private benefit propo there is a continuig need for an alcar
to be assured both flexibility adsretio in designing or negotiating a

"hmf it pack " that will beat most the needs wishes of all his apoyees.
The cost of en a or Improved benefits especially those of a long range

neture such s rPr Income amst be carefully comsevd

Our ~rsh1p therefore is vitally concerned with any legislation

hat would ncres ae employer oats for private pension plans. Ve are equally
about the effects that r iLvate pension controls will bave on

emlcyee choice and free collectvo bargaming Lw private pensions, as wall as
the freedom of mnagint to design such plans.
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WEEKLY EXTRA BENEFIT CO$T$, PE EMPLOEE

1;,Per 

PERo

Pvato pensions (notigovernfOnent). 7.73 $ 4.06,+ 9;
,r,Pald v actionn$. 7,9 4.06 + 89

Vild'Age, Survivors, Disability and*
- Health Insurance taxes........ .715 2,58 +177

InsUrance (life, sickness, accident,
hospitalization, etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . 7.10 2.62 +171

Paid rest periods, lunch periods,
wash-up time, etc.. ............ 5.38 2.52 +113

r' Paid holidays .............. .... 4.69 2.42 + 94
Profit-sharing payments'.'. . . . 1.66: 0.77 +114
Workmen's compensation........... 1.58 0.77 +105
Paid sick leave....... ... ..... .156 0.67 -+133

'Unemployment compensation taxes. 1.16 1.46 - 21
*'Employet meals furnished free. 0.25 0.15 + 67.
Discounts on, goods and services

purchased from company by em-
ployees ....................r;. 0.23 0.12 + 92

Other employee benefits .......... 2.76 1.92 + 44
T6TAL EMPLOYEE -BENEFITS .... $ 48.92 $24.12 +103
: VERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS... $158.85 $96.86 + 64

S AC

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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TABLE I

WEEKLY EXTRA BENEFIT COSTS, PER EMPLOYEE

P'i-te pensions (nongovernment)..
Paid vacations ................
Old Age, Survivors, Disability and

- Health Insurance taxes........
Insurance (life, sickness, accident,

hospitalization, etc.) ...........
Paid rest periods, lunch periods,

wash-up time, etc...........
Paid holidays ...................
Profit-sharing payments ..........
Workmen's compensation.......
Paid sick leave..............
Unemployment compensation taxes.
Employee meals furnished free ....
Discounts on goods and services

purchased from company by em-
ployees .....................

Other employee benefits ..........
TOTAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS....
AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS...

1971
7.73
7.89

Per Ce~l
161 Ch

*4.06 + 90
4.06 + 89

7.15 2.58 +177

7.10 2.62 +171

5.38
4.69
1.65
1.58
1.56
1.15
0.25

0.23
2.76

$ 48.92
$158.85

2.52
2.42
0.77
0.77
0.67
1.46
0.15

0.12
1.92

$24.12
$96.85

+113
+ 94
+114
+105
+133
- 21
+ 67

+ 92
+44
+103
+64
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W; L TI

TfpQott.v~ imel U 0Y

4~ 4

'( ~nt~vi~dgtas products......

COST

-Pr Employe

00.21

47M6
toIJ.t. Al.. 4

Qllpdnp is-trian"ius

I ,,e~y oLI~me~ten s~ppio.. 44A4i

~ ONANUPA0W0fIf 5.4

~~>-~~n10- tiesn n tcmaie....

:.ceflan#0us Jndubtris (Mining. trowp~ t~I
t-ferch, w0-!bousuu etc.)........48.03

iM I a nd 11ta (nvt dep#rmntoM e).. 304

-el nttre . 4.' (

~ .I 141

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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TABLE Ill

WEEKLY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS COST
1BY INDUSTRY-1971

P

ALL INDUSTRIES ...........................
MANUFACTURERS:

Po oleum Indusry .......................
Chemicaband allied products..............
Trlanpon.Ion equipment ........ ..PA, ,WM 6"..r,ut ,WI.
fod W rp tobacco ...............
Mec~nry (esrudng og elctri) ..........
t*M, d" *W hm products............

%x#vr~t aed mkeftneous r ducts .....
* cw meohilsy, equipmo),. .s.pplIes...

~do~id eWIpmo~Ict (exdjihg mchlnsy

, amd furntuoe........

Textiw Vroducs end apparel .................
NONMANUFACTURING:

Pvut I u ities ................. 00 . .....
--- $&nks, finen and bust companies ..........

Invwance compa ..................
Mscellaneous industres (mining, transportation,

research, warehousing, etc.) ..............
Vftoale and retail (not department stores) ....
D*prtmont *totes ...................

or Employee
Per Week

$48.92

66.21
6.23

.56.37
53.10
51.31
48.19
47A6
46.71
46.67

46.14
44.04

42,$7
28.87

58.42
52.08
48.33

45.83
35.44
25.90

r

*

I.

LI
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PIWVATS IUISWU GO

A further fact of major umportam is the groWth of private pension plans.

Mile pensiom plans were first adopted by industry as early as 1875, they began

their major growth in the 1940's and 1950's, As the following tabulation indi-

cates, they are am king a sgnLficant and major contribution not only to

retirement security but to the capital market.

Private Peuion PTnM
Number of Private Plan

millions) ('000's) (billions) (millions)
1940 4.1 200 * 2.4 $ 100
1950 9.6 450 12.0 370
1960 21.2 1,780 52.0 1,750
1971 (Est.) over 35.0 5,250 151.8 8,600

These figures show the phenomenal growth in private pensions, and parti-

cularly the increase La the mber of pensioners receiving benefits -- some five

allion retired mpoyess receiving montbly checks totaling over $8 billion a

year by 1971.

The Institute of Life lnsuranc repoJrts that paymets into priLvate pension

and retirement plans La 1971 mounted to $16.9 billion, of which employers contribute

nearly 90%.

Current estimates are that private pensions have over $160 billion in

assets and are probably paying some $10 billion a yew to sam six million

retirees. The April 1973 Social Security Dulletin reported that average annual

benefits per R(rvate pension increased 707 from 1960 to 1971, from

$1,020 to $1,730. Equal or greater growth is expected in this decade.

Ve believe the statistics on private pension growth show the concern

of am1oyers with helping to provide adequate retirment income and their
wilngness d ability up to now to "sm the heavy and long-range financial

burdens that are involved. This growth has occurred voluntarily, not by

compu1slon. Any action that would curtail this growth mould be highly unde-

sarable.
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EXISTING REGLATION OF PRIVATE PEISION PlANS

While there have been statements recently suggesting that there is

little government regulation in the private pensiou rrea, the record indicates

otherwise. The present rules and regulations are found principally in the

Internal Revenue Code and under the Federal Welfardi qnd Pension Plan Disclosure

Act.

The Internal Revenue Service provisions help assure that buna-fide,

definite, and essentially non-discriminatory plans are established. These

provisions require, for example, that in order for a plan to be qualified:

(a) there must be a trust, contract or other
legally binding arrangement.

(b) there must be a permanent and continuing
program

(c) it must be for the exclusive benefit of
employees.

(d) it must not discriminate in favor of officers
or highly compensated employees.

(e) it must have definitely determinable benefits.
(f) all employer contributions must be irrevocably

committed.

The Federal Disclosure Act, passed in 1958 and amended in 1962, was

initially passed on the theory of self-enforcement through public disclosure of

a plan's operation. The 1962 amendments to the Act gave the Secretary of Labor

enforcement authority, required bonding of administrators and added criminal

provisions against embezzlement, bribery, kick-backs, etc. There have been

almst no indictments under the criminal provisions of the Act. The required

Annual Report (D-2 Form) has been cnnsiderably broadened into a most comprehen-

sive and detailed fifteen page document. There are, however, areas where some

additional disclosure may be helpful as outlined later.

In addition to Internal Revenue Service Regulations and the Disclosure

Act, pension funds are subject to certain provisions of the Securities Exchange

Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Labor Management Rela-

tions Act of 1947 and, in many cases, to state laws and regulations.

In 1971, the General Accounting Office furnished the Senate Subcomittee

on Labor with a summary of the jurisdiction exercised by the federal government

over private pension plans through eleven federal departments and agencies. The

lie ting included the Department of Labor (acting under seven separate laws), the
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Department of Justice, the Securities and Exchange Comission, the Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission, the Department of Housing and Urban Development,

the Department of Defense, the National Labor Relations Board, the Cost of

Living Council, and, of course, the Department of Treasury and the Internal

Revenue Service.

This raises the question of what additional legisleton is needed to

promote private pension growth and to protect the interest of #.ployees and

their beneficiaries in private pension and related employee benefit plans.

It also raises the question of which agency or agencies of the Federal Govern-

ment are best suited to administer such new laws.

AMENDMENTS TO T1E WELFARE AND PENSION PLANS DISCLOSURE ACT

(S.1557, S.4, ll.R.2 and related bills)

The Chamber seeks the highest standards of honesty in the administration

of employee benefit plans. Also, we believe that employees need to better under-

stand the values of private pension and other employee benefits. We, therefore,

support suitable amendments to the Disclosure Act.

SpPe:!fi'ally, we:

1. support the concept that administrators of pension funds should

observe the highest standards of fiduciary responsibility, and

favor the concept of a federal fiduciary responsibility act for

pension plan administrators and trustees,

2. support an amendment which would bar persons convicted of certain

crimes from serving as a fiduciary or consultant to a welfare or

pension fund.

3. support an amendment requiring annual audits of funds, with

appropriate exceptions for those plans already subject to

dauequate audits by various federal or state insurance or

banking regulatory agencies. Actuarial certifications would

be of value.

4. support the principle of applying a "prudent man rule" as the

standard for the investment of employee benefit funds, and oppose

any attempt to limit its effectiveness or flexibility.
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5. support adequate investigatory powers for the Secretary of

Labor where he has reasonable cause to believe a violation

of the Act has occurred or is about to occur, but oppose

giving the Secretary of Labor added powers to regulate or

interfere in the management of plans in the absence of a

proven need for such additional powers.

6. support certain improved meaningful disclosure amendments,

but oppose additional unnecessary disclosure requirements.

These amendments of the Disclosure Act should have a first priority of

attention in Congress. We testified in support of such legislation before the

House General Subcommittee on Labor in both the 90th and 91st Congress, and

before the Senate Subcomittee on Labor in the 92nd and 93rd Congress. This

legislation present a number of difficult matters of a highly technical

nature. However, the fact is that for a number of years all interested

parties -- the business community, organized labor, banks, insurance

companies, actuaries, CPA's and others -- have supported such legislation.

As a matter clearly in the public interest, we see no reason for any

further delay in having this type of legislation reported by the labor

committees. We are certain that Congress will first want to assure that pension

plan participants and their beneficiaries are protected against dishonesty and

abuse.

Furthermore, we see no reason why an amended Disclosure Act should

not continue to be administered by the Labor Department, although the

Comptroller General of the United States did in March 1967 issue a report to the

Congress critical of the Department of Labor's administration of the reporting

and bonding requirements of the 1959 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure

Act. The Compt.oller General called for improved administration and enforce-

ment of the provisions of that law.

We believe that since then there has been some improvement in the

administration of this law. Certainly, if the Department of Labor is entrusted

with a vastly expanded Disclosure Act that includes a federal fiduciary respon-

sibility act, the Congress and all other interested parties will wish to be

assured of a faithful administration of such law.
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APPROPRIATE AGENCY FOR ADMaNISTRATION OF NEW LAWS

Except for amendments to the Disclosure Act, additional private pension

legislation should be tax legislation. The tax system is the appropriate

mechanism for new standards or controls in areas such as encouragement for

individuals to save for retirement, increased tax deferral for the self-employed

and their employees, vesting and funding. We support the approach used in

the Administration bill (S. 1631) and Senator Bentsen's bill (S. 1179), but

oppose the approach used in Senator Williams' bill (S. 4). In other words,

the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service are the appropriate

agency for administration and not a new bureau in the Labor Department.

The reasons why the Internal Revenue Service should be charged

with the administration of new, additional requirements include the following:

1. The legislative history of laws and regulations affecting

private pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus and annuity plans

clearly shows that the Internal Revenue Service has been the

agency administering these complex laws.

2. The growth of private pension plans and the benefits being

received by retirees is a tribute to the wisdom with which

the tax..iriting committees have formulated sound statutes

on such retirement income and entrusted their enforcement to

the Internal Revenue Service.

3. There is no appropriate and concrete way to encourage individuals

to save for retirement or increase the tax deferral for

self-employed pension plans except through amendment of the

Internal Revenue Code with appropriate administration by

the Internal Revenue Service.

4. The tax law is largely self-enforcing. For all practical

purposes, an employs? cannot afford a pension plan unless

the contributions to such a plan are tax-deductible on a year-

to-year basis throughout the duration of the plan. In

simple terms this requires qualification or approval by

the Internal Revenue Service. Plans cannot qualify for the

special benefits in Sections 401 through 404 and the tax
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exemption in Section 501(a) of the Code unless current tax

rules are met. The danger of loss of qualification for pension

plans has guaranteed outstanding compliance with the complicated -

statutes and regulations for over thirty years.

5. Over these last thirty years, the Internal Revenue Service has

developed vast expertise and an outstanding capacity to analyze

and fairly enforce the complex laws, involving complicated

actuarial issues, relating to the vesting and funding of pension

plans. It is essential that this unmatched and invaluable

expertise be used in the administration of any new rules in areas

such as vesting.

6. Currently, the tax laws provide the only rules for vesting and

funding. Any additional requirements should simply be added

to the tax code with a continuity of administration and enforce-

ment by the Internal Revenue Service. It would be costly,

inefficient and potentially dangerous to the welfare of covered

employees and their beneficiaries to create a new and inexperienced

bureaucracy in the Labor Department with joint and conflicting

authority in areas such as vesting or funding. Such a move

would disserve the public interest in the growth of private

pensions, the need for reasonable new legislation, and the goal

of efficient government.

M-M4MS TO TEE INTMERAL REV E CODE
(S.1179, S.1631, S.4, H.R.2 and related bills)

Promoting Private Pension Growth And Exanding Coverae

To a large extent, the number of retiring persons who will receive pensions

is in direct proportion to the number of private pension plans that are in

existence and the number of employees covered by those plans. In other words,

continued growth in the number of pension plans and the number of employees

covered under them will lead to more :etirees receiving monthly private pension

checks. Between 1940 and 1971, private pension plan coverage grew from 4.1

million employees to over 35 million, or from 97 to 50% of the private labor

force, excluding agricultural employees.
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There are some estimates that perhaps as much as 70% of the private

work force is covered if certain exclusions are made. For example, the 50%
coverage figure could be corrected for part-time workers where a work related

pension is hard to plan, or young workers still seeking their occupational niche.

But even then, at least 30% of all private employees still are not covered under

voluntary private pension plans.

In promoting private pension growth and expanding coverage of employees,

it is difficult to determine just which employees are not covered by private

pension plans. Early in the 1960's the Chamber determined that the two primary

areas where further pension growth was needed was among small corporate employers

and the self-employed and their employees. We have no exact figures but we

believe that between 18 and 20 million working Americans are self-employed or

are the employees of the self-employed.

Many of the employees not covered by private pensions can be found among

several million small firms. In some cases, of course, many of these firms

have been recently established and have not had an opportunity to succeed to

the point where they can assume the cost burdens of a pension or profit-sharing

plf. In addition, many other small firms may be marginal businesses.

If the percentage rate of coverage for private pensions is to be

increased, ways must be found to encourage pension growth among the employees

of small, and in some cases marginal, businesses on either a group or individual

basis, and among the self-employed and their employees.

This is exactly what some of the major provisions of S.1631 are designed

to do.

Therefore, the Chamber does in general .support proposals such as are

contained in Sections 3 and 4 of S.1631, the "Retirement Benefits Tax Act",

that would provide income tax deferral for employees who defer income for their

retirement, and that would increase the present tax deferral available to the

self-employed who have or establish pension plans.
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Section 3. Deduction for Retirement Savinas, S.1631

In general, we support the provisions of Section 3 of S.1631, the

"Retirement Benefits Tax Act". It will encourage individual employees,

not covered by employer plans, to establish retirement plans of their own

choice and to save for their retirement. It will also help many employees

covered by employer plans to increase their retirement income through

individual savings.

Specifically, the National Chamber:

1. Favors the concept that there should be some mechanism in the tax

laws to provide for tax deferral for individual contributions to

employer-sponsored plans.

2. Favors the concept that there should be some tax deferral for

employees who establish an individual retirement plaki!n a purely

voluntary basis.

3. Supports a differential for those employees who do not pay Social

Security taxes.

4. Supports reasonable disincentives to premature withdrawals of

funds from such plans before retirement.

5. Supports the principle that the limitation of the amount of tax

deductibility be expressed as some percentage of the Social Security

wage base with respect to individual employees.

Section 219 (b) (2) of S.1631 uses a figure of 7. of an employee's

earned income as an estimate of the amount of employer contributions to a pension

plan. Our 1971 &molovee Benefits survey showed that average pension payments --

as a percent of payroll -- for companies having pensions was 4.9%. The 7%

figure seems high. An alternative solution may be to allow all employees some

tax deferral for the amount of their contribution to an employer plan, but

allow a larger tax deferral to employees not covered by a plan.

Section 4. Contributions on Behalf of Self-fboloved Individuals, S.1631

We support this legislative proposal that would increase the

present tax deferral available to the self-employed who have or establil: pension

plans. Section 4 would increase the amount of tax deferral for self-employed

pensions from the present $2500 or 10% of income to $7500 or 15. of income, which-

96-930 0 - 73 - pt. I -" 32
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ever is less, We think this is a stop in the right direction, that it will lead

to more pensions for the self-employed and their employees, and that the increased

deferral will mean larger pensions and more adequate retirement income for this

large group of Americans. It seems obvious that the self-employed and their

employees have as great a need for adequate retirement income as do corporate

employees. As a matter of equity, we believe the self-employed should have

this opportunity for increased tax deferral.

Mandatory \Vstin&

Vesting is a right given a plan participant who meets specified age

and/or length of service conditions to receive, when he reaches normal retire-

A A , a proportionate pension benefit based upon his service to date of

termination. That right is not dependent upon his continued employment.

We support sound programs of vesting. The majority of plans do have

some form of early vest*~i and vesting periods are becoming shorter.

During the past few years, various proposals have been made for a

vesting standard for all qualified plans. There have been proposals for a

"rule-of-50"; 10 or 15 year vesting; graded vesting of 10% a year from the

sixth to fifteenth years of participation in a plan; 30% after 8 years and 10%

a year thereafter; and 25% after 5 years and at least 5% each following year.

We support reasonable minimum federal standards or regulation governing

the vesting of private pensions. If mandatory vesting is legislated it should

embody certain criteria, as follows:

1. It should be accomplished through an amendment of the Internal

Revenue Code, as a condition for qualifying a plan.

2. The reasonable minimum vesting standards should apply to all

private pension plans, including multiemployer plans.

3. It should allow employers a reasonable time, including the

duration of existing collective bargaining agreements, to comply

with the Act from the date of its enactment.

4. Vesting provisions may vary from any standard prescribed by law

provided they result in as liberal vesting as under the standard.
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5. Federal law should preempt state lava.

6. Special laws should not be enacted that would give preferential

treatment to selected groups on matters such as special early

vesting and portability.

Statistics that are available now show that vesting provisions are in-

cluded in the majority of plans. There continues to be a most favorable trend

toward voluntary inclusion of vesting. A Department of Labor survey showed a

29% increase in the proportion of employees covered by vesting from 1962 to 1969.

Seventy-six percent of all participating employees were in plans with vesting --

up six percent in about 18 months. Eighty-seven percent covered by single

employer plans were eligible for vesting rights. There was a dramatic increase

in employees covered by vesting in multi-employer plans, up from 237. in 1962-63

to 517. in 1969. Additionally, it is our understanding that most newly qualified

pension plans contain vesting provisions.

A study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, reported in the Hay 1971

edition of the Uonthly Labor Review showed that about 90. of some 20 million

employees covered by pension plans in 1969 were in plans with early retirement

and/or vesting provisions. This study also showed a lowering of age and service

requirements during the 1960's. By 1969, 71% of the workers in multi-employer

plans were in plans providing for early retirement compared with 29% in 1962.

A survey, made by A. S. Hansen, Inc., of 864 plans it services as consul-

tant, reveals that of 881,000 employees under these plans, over 30% already have

a vested benefit and over 35% more will qualify. Of the remaining 34% who will

leave their present employer before venting, 78% are under age 35 and 17% are

between 35 and 45 years old. It can therefore be expected that a large per-

centage of these younger groups will qualify for a pension in subsequent employment.

The financial costs of meeting some mandatory vesting standard are not

clear. Initially, the Treasury Department estimated increased costs to meet

various proposed standards ranged from 5.0% to 18.0% of plan costs, or 0.3%

to 0.9% of payroll costs. The Senate Labor Committee Study projected increases

of 0.0% to 53% of plan costs, or 0.0% to '1.4% of payroll costs. The comprehensive
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study sponsored by the House General Subcommittee on Labor concluded that

mandatory vesting would impose a wide variation of costs ranging from 0.0%

to 1.0% of plan costs for those plans that already have liberal vesting to a

high of 33% of plan costs for the plans costed out in the study.

The first step therefore is to determine more accurately the costs of

a mandatory minimum vesting standard and its varying impact on different

industries and specific companies. Only after the likely range of such costs

is determined can reasonable minimum standards be adopted.

One paramount point to bear in mind is that the enactment of a vesting

standard will mean, inevitably, some loss of freedom of choice and some

restriction on free collective bargaining.

When an employer adopts early vesting, that decision is the result of

thoughtful deliberate consideration of the merits and cost as compared with the

cost and advantages of some other benefit, benefit improvement, or higher take

home pay -- a decision made only after consideration is given to how it will

affect all employees.

When more money is available for employee compensation, employees may

prefer that such money be used to increase the pension benefit or provide a

survivor or disability pension, and that the money not be used for earlier

vesting. Or, they may prefer that the money be used for an improved health

plan or longer vacations. Or, they may choose to have such money used for

more take home pay.

When Congress mandates a vesting standard, employees, unions and

employers will obviously lose to some degree the freedom of choice they now

have to decide or negotiate what they want. This argues for restraint in

legislating a reasonable minimum vesting standard.

Other Issues: Fundi&t and Reinsurance

The Chamber opposes new and additional funding standards for private

pensions and proposals for reinsurance such as are contained in S.4. Present

information shows no overriding need for such legislation. Furthermore, to

add now unknown costs for funding and reinjuring private pensions on top of
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the unknown and varying costs of a vesting standard would compound the danger

of forcing some plans out of existence.

The Internal Revenue Service does require that the cost of current

benefits be funded plus the interest on the unfunded past service cost, i.e..

the cost of benefits for credited prior service of employees before the

plan was established or when it is improved. Failure to meet these require-

ments is treated as a termination of the plan and the benefits must then vest

in the participating employees. In addition, Accounting Principles Board

Opinion No. 8, entitled "Accounting For the Cost of Pension Plans", requires

the disclosure of pension plan liabilities on the corporate balance sheet

and provides an appropriate time period for funding fully accrued liabilities.

In 1969, the Pension Research Council issued a funding study showing

that "a very high degree of security" had been reached by the 4,000 private

pension plans, covering nine million employees, that had been surveyed. Pension

plans which had been accumulating funds for i5 years or more had assets sufficient

to cover 94% of all accrued benefits, and 99. of vested accrued benefits.

A survey of employee pension funds by the State of Wisconsin for the

period 1/1/71 to 5/1/72 showed an even more favorable picture of funding.

For the 142 plans examined by the State, assets were sufficient to cover over

107% of vested benefit liabilities.

Under current IRB regulations, there are adequate requirements for current

service funding. Restrictions on prior service funding are now unnecessary in

view of existing practices in managing funds. Further restrictions imposed by

Iaw would only serve to create more obstacles to pension fund operations. All the

evidence, such as indicated above, shows no need for any additional funding

requirements. In fact even the present IRS regulations on the minimum period of

funding may have had deleterious effects.

Reinsurance proposals contemplate an elaborate-and potentially costly

mechanism which would involve the most detailed regulation of every aspect of

private pension plan operations. It would requires

1. uniform actuarial assumptions;

2. controlled benefit formulas;

3. standardized plan design;

4. standardized vesting; and
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5. detailed restrictions on investments, with a consequent serious

loss to the whole economy.

It is important to point out that this kind of program would try to in-

sure non-existent assets. This is distinctly different from an FDIC-type

arrangement which insures deposited funds or savings. It is questionable

whether pension insurance for unfunded liabilities is workable.

Certainly, it would require the most stringent and complex regulations

imaginable.

Furthermore, a program of reinsurance to cover unfunded liabilities

would in the long run result in inadequate funding. Sound plans would be

financing unsound plans, and this would result in the loss of benefits to

employees in sound plans.

The recent interim report by the Treasury and Labor Departments of

plan terminations covering a 7-month period in 1972 shows that claimants losing

benefits represent about four one-hundredths of one percent of all workers

covered by pension plans. Any such losses, even if minimal, are regrettable.

However, the best approach to this problem at this time is to take up the

President's challenge to employers, unions and private insurance companies to

devise "protection against the small termination loss problem".

As to portability, sound vesting in all private pension plans will

effectively meet the needs in this area. In other words, adequate vesting makes

the question of portability academic. Portability would increase administrative

costs. Additionally, investment yields in current plans would be less because

of necessary changes in investment practices. This would lead to smaller

retirement benefits.

OTR AREAS OF CONCERN

blica Pensions

In 1970 during hearings on "Investment Policies of Pension Funds" held

by the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee, Chairman

Martha W. Griffiths said, during a colloquy with New York State Comptroller

Arthur Levitt:
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"My personal opinion is since all of us are public
employees that the day is going to come when the next revolution
is going to be those who are going to oppose the payment for a
favored group of public employees of such tremendous pensions
that are so much greater than anything they will ever get them-
selves and that is true whether we are Congressmen or Comptrollers
or Presidents or whatever. I feel that this is one of the great
burdens that is being borne by American society."

Mrs. Griffiths also thinks the cost of public employee pensions is "one

of the things that is destroying America's cities".

In 1972, Senator John A. Stennis, chairman of the Armed Services

Committee, said of military retirement:

"We cannot continue indefinitely retiring men in their
middle and late forties at the prime of their experience and hope
to h~ve any retirement system within reasonable cost bounds."

On public employee pension problems in Now York City, the Now York Times

editorialized:

"City officials have done a pcor job of safeguarding
the taxpayers' interest in the pension field and the state's
help is necessary to protect them against some of the conse-
quences of their own folly."

On April 24, 1973, the N again editorialized against the

pyramiding of public employee pension benefits "beyond either equity or reason".

The editorial stated, in part:

"No rational argument can be advanced for requiring
city and state taxpayers to foot the multibillion-dollar b1ll
for pension programs that give civil service workers more income
in retirement than they earn while working. Bven if the
ultimate costs of these overfat benefits do not push communities
into bankruptcy -- as indeed they might -- so much tax revenue
will have to go into sustaining them that vital public services
will have to be cut and active workers laid off."

The retirement fund for federal civilian employees has unfunded liabilities

estimated to be $65 to 085 billion. In April 1972, Senator Stennis estimated the

unfunded liability for retired military pay at $129 billion. Disregarding current

costs to maintain these two federal retirement funds, future taxpayers will have

bout $200 billion in unfunded liabilities to pay off -- that is about $1,000

v for every American man, woman and child. No one seems to know what the figure

is if you add unfunded liabilities of state and local public employee funds.
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Veteran newsmen have been reporting that hefty pension increases are

being given to public employees before the future costs of such gains are known

to public officials and taxpayers.

Comments such as these from members of Congress and the media have

caused some people to wonder whether it is public employee pensions, rather

than private pensions, that need reform.

The Subcommittee may wish to consider this problem.

Social Security Chanies

The 92nd Congress passed two Social Security measures that have caused

major changes in the costs and benefits of that system.

Zmployers and employees will pay an additional $14 billion in Social

Security payroll taxes this year. It is estimated that the total tax this year

will be about $65 billion. The maxin= tax on each employee has increased

from $468 in 1972 to $631.80 in 1973, and will increase to $702 in 1974 --

with matching contributions by employers. This means that each $12,000 a

year job in 1974 will impose $1,404 in Social Scurity taxes on the employee

and his employer.

These increased taxes are financing higher benefice. Beginning in 1975,

these higher benefits will automatically be adjusted in line with increases in

the Cost-of-Living Index. This means significant increases in primary benefits

will be made in the future. Furthermore, Congress has reserved the right to

raise benefits independently if it so desires.

These changes in Social Security costs and benefits are forcing all

employers to reexamine tho costs and benefits of their private pension and profit

sharing plans, as well as benefits under disability income plans, medical plans,

and survivor income and death benefit plans. Some preliminary studies indicate

that the new higher Social Security benefits when combined with private pension

benefits would give some individuals higher income after retirement than before.

We suggest the Subcommittee may wish to review how private pensions will

be affected by the new Social Security tax and benefit increases before it fin-

ally proposes further legislation that will increase employer costs for private
pensions.
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Inflation

Inflation, of course, is the real thief of pension values. The rate

of inflation based on the ConswVer Price Index (December to December, each

year) during the recent past hac been:

1966 -- 3.4%
1967 -- 3.07.
1968 -- 4.7%
1969 -- 6.1%
1970 -- 5.57.
1971 -- 3.4%
1972 -- 3.4%

A 4% rate of inflation will destroy $400 million of the purchasing power of the

current $10 billion a year in private pension retirement benefits. Successful

efforts by Congress and the Administration to control inflation will directly

and immediately help all Americans who are retired and living on fixed incomes,

as well as working Americans who are looking forward to retirement.

The Subcommittee may wish to consider this problem of inflation in

relation to its study of helping to provide adequate income through private

pension plans.

CONCLUSION

The time has come for Congress to enact constructive private pension

legislation in those areas where there already exists substantial agreement

among all interested parties. Such federal legislative action should preempt

state action to avoid the dangers and confusion of a piecemeal approach in

fifty different jurisdictions.

Maximum encouragement should be given to continued growth and expansion

of private pension plans. Governmental restrictions which would hamper such

growth and expansion should be avoided. Public policy should encourage all

individuals to build private retirement income out of earnings either on an

individual or group basis.

Therefore, the tax-writing committees of Congress should amend the

Internal Revenue Code to provide reasonable minimum federal standards or

regulation governing the vesting of private pensions, to encourage individuals

to save for retirement, and to increase the present tax deferral available

to the self employed who have or establish pension plans for themselves and

their employees.
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The labor committees in Congress should amend the Welfare

and Pension Plans Disclosure Act and include in it a federal fiduciary

responsibility act.

Finally, any pension legislation, rather than imposing restrictive

regulation, should encourage private pension growth so that our citizens will

have adequate retirement income.
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Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. Willard Bland, assistant
corporate secretary and director of corporate benefits of GENES-
CO, on behalf of the National Retail Merchants Association.

STATEMENT OF WILLARD BLAND, ASSISTANT CORPORATE SECRE-
TARY AND DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE BENEFITS OF GENESCO0,
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIA-
TION, ACCOMPANIED BY MARTIN AMDUR, ESQ., AND GERALD
GURALNICK, PRESIDENT OF ISI-WOODWARD, RYAN, SHARP &
DAVIS, INC., NEW YORK CITY

Senator NELSON. Your statement will be printed in full in the record
and if you will summarize your main points it would be helpful in the
presentation. We have received testimony a number of times on the
statistics of how many plans there are, how many people involved, so
it would be most helpful if you would zero in on the main issues of
concern to the association.

Mr. BLAND. We were going to ask your permission to do that, sir,
rather than go through the whole statement.

Senator N N. Your statement will be printed in full in the record.
Mr. BLAND. My name is Willard Bland, assistant corporate secre-

tary and director of corporate benefits, GENESCO, Nashville, Tenn.
I am also chairman of the pension and social security committee of
the National Retail Merchants Association known as the NRMA. On
my left is Martin Amdur, counsel to the NRMA, and on my rightm ih

r. Gerald Guralnick, president of ISI-Woodward, Ryan, Sharp &
Davis, Inc., of New York, who are pension actuaries.

The NRMA, a non-profit corporation, represents over 26,000 depart-
ment, chain and specialty stores in the United States, Canada and 48
other foreign countries, many of which are operated by small retail-
ers. Our members have a combined annual sales volume of over $50
billion. In the light of our vital interest, we in retailing are pleased to
testify on pension reform legislation, particularly the relationship be-
tween such legislation and the specia conditions of retailing.

Retailing is a labor-intensive industry employing a significant per-
centage of the country's labor force and operating on a profit margin
lower than that of many other industries. Not only do we employ a
number of part-time employees, but also a substantial number of all
of our employees-paiticularly our "new hirees"--are older than the
national average. Additionally, retailing is uniquely and quickly sen-
sitive to changes in the economy, in consumer -buying habits and in
prices, and also is highly competitive with many different sized busi-
ness operating in proximity. As a result, any universal legislation can
have an extremely adverse impact, especially if it does not consider
the special characteristics of industries such as ours.

We are not against necessary reform legislation. We have heard the
problems that you have been considering in the Congress and we
know that it is a complex situation. Our concern is how much is need-
ed by legislation.

In the case of fiduciary responsibilities, the NRMA favors legisla-
tion requiring both increased disclosure to employees of plan provi-
sions and of the annual status of the trust or other funding medium
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and also more stringent fiduciary responsibility, assuming such legis-
lated requirements not only are reasonable in light of the benefits
to be obtained from the significantly increased administrative costs
which necessarily would result, but also do not unduly restrict desira-
ble flexibility by the plan administrators.

The NRMA, however, is concerned that certain of the proposals
appear to impose unnecessary reporting requirements--for example,
inclusion in the plan's annual report of a schedule of each receipt and
disbursement--or to overly restrict the plan administrators' flexibil-
ityh-for example, required diversification by profit-sharing plans
which invest in employer securities--or to overly discourage service as
a fiduciary-for example, intertrustee liability and imposition of an
excise tax on a breach by a fiduciary whether he was aware of the
breach or not.

On vesting, the NRMA believes that a single uniform mandatory
vesting requirement may affect the dollar benefits to long term em-
ployees. But if vesting is to be mandated, such vesting formula should
be purely service-related and should not include an age factor. The
inclusion of an age factor tends to discriminate against the hiring of
older employees, common in the retailing industry, who comprise a
significant part of retailing's work force. If mandated, an acceptable
vesting formula would be both not retroactive and one requiring 50
percent vesting after 15 years of participation and 10 percent for
each additional year.

On eligibility, if an eligibility requirement is to be legislated, an ac-
ceptable eligibility requirement in our industry would be one that
provides that all full-time employees with 3 years of full-time serv-
ice with the employer and who have attained age 30 are entitled to
participate in the plan.

Senator NELSON. What do you mean by "entitled to participate"?
You said 3 years of service and/or achieving age 30?

Mr. BLAND. An employer could not require that an employee have
more than 3 years of service at age 30 to participate in the plan.

Senator NELSON. When you say "participate" what do you mean?
Mr. BLAND. Become a member of the plan, enter the portals.
Senator NELSON. And when does he have vesting rights?
Mr. BLAND. Well, vesting would start after that.
Senator NELSON.-. When?
Mr. BLAN-D. After he is a member of the plan.
Senator NELsoN. How long -
Mr. BLAN-D. In accordance with whatever vesting requirement is

set up.
Senator NELSON. Would you give him any accrued rights for that 3

years?
Mr. BLAND. I do not think you would.
Senator NELSOx. Go ahead.
Mr. BLAND. As a result of current requirements of the Internal

Revenue Service and of recommendations of the accounting profes-
sion, the NRMA believes that a mandatory fading requirement is
unnecessary. If, however, funding is to be mandated by legislation,
the period for funding- should be not less than 40 years. and such
period also should be applicable to increased benefits resulting from
amendments to the plan.
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On reinsurance, I think the matter has been well debated here this
morning and our statement really takes into consideration some of
the things we heard here this morning. In the light of present lack of
adequate data and expertise, plan termination insurance should not
be mandated by legislation at this time; consideration of any such
reinsurance requirement in no event should be undertaken until the
Labor and Treasury Departments have completed their study of plan
terminations and have determined on a course of action. From what
we heard this morning-and I believe you asked some very good ques-
tions Mr. Chairman-we do not think the people have the expertise to
establish reinsurance now; it would just create a great bureaucracy to
solve a problem which is not as great as the expenditure would be.

On portability, because of both the complex nature of administering
any legislatively mandated portability program, and the fact that it is
unnecessary for reasonably vested benefits provided under plans hav-
ing actuarily sound funding, no provision requiring portability should
be legislated.

On voluntary employee contributions, one of our great concerns
is that stated in the preamble of S. 1631. We are greatly concerned
about the 50 percent of the employees in this country who have no
benefits and do not have a promise of any benefits. Only two of the
pending bills propose to do anything about this. To help this 50 percent
of employees who have no benefits, the NRMA strongly supports leg-
islation providing for the tax deductibility of voluntary employee
contributions to either an employer established plan or to an individ-
ual retirement plan. We, however, question several of the restrictions
and limitations accompanying the current legislative proposals,
namely the maximum limitation on the tax deductible contributions
and the offset for any contributions made by the employer to a plan in
which the employee participates.

On administration, regulation and enforcement of any new pension
vesting and funding requirements should be by the Internal Revenue
Service, not by the Labor Department.

And finally-a miscellaneous item-we support the proposals in
S. 1631 for nontaxability to a terminating employee who reinvests
his lump sum distribution and for deductibility by all employers on a
cash or accrual basis of timely post-year-end jlan contributions.

This concludes our statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Your statement will be printed in full in the record.

I appreciate your taking the time to come here and present us your
statement.

Mr. BLAND. Thank you for allowing us to do so, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bland follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF WILLARD BLAND, CHAIRMAN, PENSION AND SOCIAL
SEcURITY COMMITrEF NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

Good morning. My name is Willard Bland, and I am Director of Corporate
Benefits of Genesco, Nashville, Tennessee and Chairman of the Pension and
Social Security Committee of the National Retail Merchants Association
("NRMA"). I am accompanied by Gerald Guralnick, President of 181-Wood-
ward, Ryan, Sharp and Davis, Inc. of New York City, pension actuaries, and
by Martin Amdur, Esq., of Well, Gotshal & Manges of New York City, counsel to
the NRMA.

This morning I am happy to testify before this Committee on behalf of the
NRIMA. The NRMA, a non-profit corporation, represents over 26,000 depart-
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meant, chain and specialty stores in the United States, Canai.i and 48 other
foreign countries, many of which are operated by small retailers. Our mem-
bers have a combined annual sales volume of over fifty billion dollars. In light
of our vital interest, we in retailing are pleased to testify before this Commit-
tee on pension reform legislation, particularly the relationship between such
legislation and the special conditions of retailing.

Retailing is a labor-in-tensive industry employing a significant percentage of
the country's labor force and operating on a profit margin lower than that of
many other industries. Not only do we employ a number of part-time employees,
but also a substantial number of all of our employees--particularly our "new
hirees"--are older than the national average. Additionally, retailing is uniquely
and quickly sensitive to changes in the economy, in consumer buying habits and
in prices, and also is highly competitive with many different sized businesses
operating in proximity. As a result, any universal legislation can have an ex-
tremely adverse impact, especially if it does not consider the special character-
istics of industries such as ours.

GENERAL POSITION

The concept embodied in the numerous pension reform proposals now pending
before Congress is, as we understand it, to better the realization by employees
of the work-related non-contributory voluntary private pension arrangements
which many of us in private industry have been providing over the past several
decades on an accelerated basis, and with constantly increasing benefits. Reason-
able reform legislation should, we believe, balance on the one hand the desire to
encourage those few employers, whose plans do not meet reasonable objectives
of fairness and security to their employees, appropriately to revise their plans
with, on the other hand, the need not to discourage other employers either from
continuing to revise their plans to improve the dollar benefits for their long-
service employees or, as to those employers who do not have pension plans,
from instituting them.

Pension reform legislation which proposes to enact all-encompassing restric-
tions on the private system is inconsistent with one of the basic strengths of
that system, namely its flexibility and its resulting. ability to meet the differing
needs of the numerous industries and their varied employer and employee make-
ups which comprise our complex society. Such all-encompassing legislation,
particularly in light of its probable effect on benefits for long-term employees
seems to us to be self-defeating even as to its declared social purpose. Because at
least one-half of the country's employees work for employers without pension or
profit-sharing plans. It is important to recognize that restrictive legislation will
discourage those employers from adopting any retirement plan. This is particu-
larly true in view of the constantly increasing cost of the Social Security system.
As a result, the NRMA believes that the best approach is for pension reform
legislation to attempt to encourage more universal pension benefits, particularly
for those employees who have none.

9ox1IJIvS10W (MoSodva

In connection with its consideration of the many pension reform proposals
to which I am sure the Committee will be giving attention, the NRMA would
like to present the following proposals which represent to us a reasonable legis-
lative step towards reasonably securing the desired protection of the voluntarily
provided private pension while at the same time retaining the desired flexibility
which has made the pension or profit-sharing plan an important ingredient in
the employee benefits program of many companies.

1. Dliolosure and fduotary responulbtity
The NRMA favors legislation requiring increased disclosure to employees of

plan provisions and the annual status of the trust or other funding medium
and also more stringent fiduciary responsibility, assuming such legislated re-
quirements not only are reasonable in light of the benefits to be obtained from
the significantly increased administrative costs which necessarily would result.
but also do not unduly restrict desirable flexibility by the plan administrators.
In this connection, the NRMA supports several key aspects of the fiduciary
responsibility and disclosure sections of legislation such as H.R. 2 (introduced
by Congressman Dent), S. 1557 (the Nixon Administration's Employee Bene-
fits Protection Act) and S. 4 (the Willlams-Javits bill), particularly the "pru-
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dent man" rule, the requirements for clear and informative booklets to employees,
for annual audits by certified public accountants, for actuarial certification and
for adequate termination of service information notices to the employees and
limitations on dealings with parties in interest.-

However, certain provisions of the proposed legislation appear to impose
unnecessary reporting requirements or to overly restrict the plan administra-
tor's flexibility. For example, some of the proposals (e.g., in H.R 2) appear
to require that the plan's annual report contain a schedule of each receipt and
disbursement from the trust fund during the plan year, and that all employee
benefit plans diversify their investments. The former requirement not only is
overly burdensome and expensive, but also would be of almost no utility to
the plan participants; moreover such data would be available in any event on
an audit. Any mandatory diversification requirement, if made applicable to all
plans (including those profit-sharing plans which either traditionally have, or
under their trust agreements are required to, invest in employer securities),
would make an unnecessary fundamental change in the manner in which these
plans have operated, a change which appears counter to the desires of most
of the participants in the effected plans. In recognition of this fact, most of
the pension reform proposals specifically have exempted profit-sharing plans
from any maximum limitations on the amount of employer securities which
employee benefit plans could acquire.

In addition, the NRMA is concerned that certain proposed fiduciary respon-
sibility requirements--such as inter-trustee liability and the especially wide area
for lawsuits by beneficiaries-may discourage talented individuals, many of
whom serve gratuitously, from continuing to serve as fiduciaries or administra-
tors of pension or profit-sharing plans. This problem is particularly acute if the
administrator also may be subject to an excise tax as a result of such violation-
as is proposed in Section 6 of S. 1631-whether or not he knew of its occurrence.
It is possible that only banks and trust companies-who in light of the vastly
increased liabilities will charge large fees--in the future will be serving as pen-
sion plan administrators. Therefore, the NRMA recommends that the Committee
closely examine the various proposals before adopting its own position in this
area. If the Committee so desires, I would be happy to expand on these matters
in greater detail.

2. Vesting provisions
The NRMA Is in favor of the utilization by all pension plans of reasonable

vesting schedules. Since a large percentage of the country's benefit plans have
vesting, and since such vesting constantly is being improved by reason of both
collective bargaining and the need of employers to attract qualified employees,
the NRMA questions the need for legislating a general mandatory vesting
standard.

We are deeply concerned that the effects of a Federal requirement of a man-
datory and uniform vesting schedule do not appear to have been completely
analyzed, especially with respect to the likely cost impact on the various indus-
tries in our complex economy and on retailing in particular. We have seen
numerous estimates as to what this or that vesting proposal would cost an aver-
age employer. Unfortunately, there are no "average employers". Even if there
were, such hypothetical employer would not be a retailer. It is clear, based on an
NRMA study of the retailing industry, that most of the various vesting formulae
in the pension reform proposals would increase significantly the pension costs
of retailers. As a result, if any such vesting formula were to be mandated by
legislation, industry in general and retailing in particular probably would be
required to hold the line on any improvement in the dollar benefits proffered
to employees, despite the reduction in the real dollar value of such benefits caused
by inflation. In such. legislation mandating a specific vesting formula, in effect,
is changing the bargain between the employer and the employee and in the
process may well thwart the essential purpose of a pension program-to reward
employees for loyalty over a period of years.

If, however, this Committee and Congress believe that a mandatory vesting
schedule be enforced and uniformly applied to all benefit plans, then the Com-
mittee should search for standards which are less stringent than some of those
so far proposed. To the extent that vesting requirements are formulated, the
NUMA recommends alternative vesting schedules so that industries with differ-
ent employee profiles can choose vesting formulae appropriate to their employee
profiles. The NRMA certainly suggests that any such vesting formula be purely
plan-participation related and not include any age factor. The Inclusion of an
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age factor would create a pressure which might well lead to discrimination
against the hiring of older employees. This is particularly relevant to retailing
which employs a number of older employees. Although the NRMA is not in favor
of legislr sing any one uniform vesting standard, if a single standard were en-
acted, we believe that a vesting formula requiring 50% vesting of a plan par-
ticipant's normal retirement benefit after fifteen years of participation in the
plan, and 10% for each additional-year of participation, would not be overly dis-
ruptive of the existing private pension system. This is similar to the proposal
made in the January 1965 report of the Cabinet Committee on Corporate Pension
Funds, which had been appointed by President Kennedy in March 1962. Any such
mandatory vesting only should apply to that portion of a plan participant's nor-
mal retirement benefit which is attributable to service rendered after the effec-
tive date of the legislation (rather than being retrospective as is proposed in
S. 4) and the enacting legislation should provide for a reasonable transition
period. We also believe that if any vesting requirement is enacted, it is important
for employers to be permitted flexibility, i.e., an employer should be entitled to
demonstrate to the appropriate agency that the vesting schedule he proposes to
use is in substantial conformity with that established in the enacted legislation.

Because of the high turnover in the retail industry, the NRMA supports the
eligibility proposal contained in S. 1631 for 30 years of age as the minimum age
requirement and three years of service as the minimum period of employment.
Shorter service or younger age eligibility requirements would impose an unneces-
sary administrative burden by requiring inclusion in the plan of short-term young
employees who never will vest in any benefits; long-term employees will obtain
their vested interest even with longer and older eligibility. Further, only full-time
service with the employer should be required to be counted towards minimum
service under the eligibility requirement. This is of significance to industries,
such as retailing, which have a large percentage of part-time employees, for
many of whom the part-time Job is a second source of income.

S. Funding pravieion8
Because the current requirements of the Internal Revenue Service and of the

accounting profession, along with the improved actuarial methods being utilized
by most pension plans, provide more than ample assurance that pension obliga-
tions will be met when they mature, the NXRMA believes that legislation man-
dating a specific funding schedule for all pension plans is unnecessary. In addi-
tion, the NRMA is concerned that a mandatory funding system requiring overly
rapid funding of the unfunded liability not only may result in a significant In-
crease in pension costs without a corresponding benefit to the pension fund par-
ticipants but also might require regulation of both actuarial methods and in-
vestments, likewise resulting in unnecessary cost Increases.

If, however, funding is to be mandated by legislation, the period of time for
funding the unfunded past service liability should not be less than forty years.
Such period also should be applicable to any increase in benefits resulting from
any amendments to the pension plan. This. in fact, is the period recommended
by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants to account for the
unfunded accrued liabilities.

4. Plan termination reinsurance
The NRMA urves that the matter of "reinsurance" requires considerable

further study before any legislation is considered. The body of data and theory
accumulated to date, if anything, speaks eloquently against the feasibility of
requiring any reinsurance program in the private pension plan area. To work
adequately, detailed Federal control of many operational and financial aspects
of pension plans would be required. with a concomitant curtailment of the pri-
vate pension plan system. Adequate disclosure provisions make reinsurance
substantiall.v unnecessary.

Finally, consideration of any such plan termination reinsurance requirement
in no event should be undertaken until the Labor and Treasury Departments
have completed their Joint study of pension plan terminations. Without such
completed study, it is fnr from clear that the problem is of enough significance
currantlv to merit restrictive legislation and the added costs involved. The re-
cently released Interim Report on the Joint study substantially bears out this
conclusion.

5. Portability
In light of the complex nature of admintsterine any legislatively mandated

program for the portability of vested pension benefits, as well as the undesirable
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impact on pension plans from the transfer of fully funded vested benefits (even
if actuarially reduced), the NRMA is opposed to the legislating of either a man-
datory or voluntary portability program. The desirability of 9ay governmentally-
imposed portability requirements has yet to be demonstrated.

Adequate notification to the terminating employee as to his vested benefits,
strengthened fiduciary responsibility and clear disclosure of his rights--con-
tained in all of the legislative proposals on fiduciary responsibility-should
ensure that the participant is protected as to his benefits upon his subsequent
retirement. Furthermore, to the extent that the employer finds it administratively
desirable to distribute to the terminating employee his account balance in a lump-
sum at the time of termination, portability would become unnecessary were the
transfer proposal contained in Section 5 of S. 1631 (discussed below) adopted.

6. Voluntary employee contributions
The NRMA strongly supports the concept of the proposal contained in H.R.

7157 (Congressman Patten) and S. 1631 (Senator Curtis)-the Nixon Admin-
istration's Retirement Benefits Tax Act-for a tax deduction for voluntary em-
ployee contributions, either to an individually-designed plan and/or to an em-
ployer established plan. Such a tax incentive, along with reasonable mandatory
conditions covering those few areas which merit legislative action, should serve
as the best motivator towards providing not only pension benefits for the many
employees not presently covered by any pension program but also adequate pen-
sions for covered employees. The NRMA, however, questions several of the re-
strictions and limitations which accompanied the proposal.

Any legislation which enacts the highly-desirable concept of providing a de-
duction to individuals for contributions should replace the maximum of $7,500
of earned income-proposed In S. 1631-with a dollar limit which Is consistent
with the retirement needs at least of middle-management level employees. The
proposed limitation not only is inconsistent with the rules governing contribu-
tions to plans which have no such maximum dollar limitations--c.g., plans pro-
viding for employer contributions as a percentage of pay, for integration with
social security and/or for mandatory or voluntary employee contributions-but
also is counterproductive to the basic intent of the proposal to adequately pro-
vide for employee retirement security. The proposed limitation also will serve
to significantly limit the usefulness of the retirement savings deduction.

Similarly, the proposed reduction or "offset" to the maximum deductible
amount by reason of employer contributions to qualified pension or profit-sharing
plans also should be eliminated. The "offset" not only is not productive in en-
couraging the primary objective of personal thrift but also serves to reduce the
individual's ability to provide for his future retirement security. Funds con-
tributed either to a qualified individual retirement account or to a pension or
profit-sharing trust will play both an immediate role in the economic growth of
the country as well as a future role in relieving Government of the need for
more massive old age support; the combination of these occurrences should off-
set significantly the current individual income tax revenue loss resulting from
the provision of an increased retirement savings deduction.

While both the replacement of the $7.500 maximum and the elimination of the
"offset" will do much to stimulate and expand the private pension system and
its ability to provide adequately for the retirement security of employees, the
NRMA recognizes that there currently may be budgetary and revenue problems
which militate in favor of retaining these two limitations on any retirement
savings deduction. Accordingly, we recommend that, If these considerations
should require present retention of the limitations, there should be a transi-
tional rule allowing for their gradual elimination over a reasonable period
of time. Certainly. the goal established by any legislation should be to permit
all individuals, whether or not covered by employer-funded pension or profit-
sharing plans, adequately to provide for their own retirement security.

7. Administration
The NRMA believes that, if pension reform legislation is enacted, regulation

and enforcement of any new requirements should be by those Governmental
agencies now having authority over the relevant pension areas. In other words,
any vesting or funding standards should be added to the tax requirements for
the qualification of pension and profit-sharing plans. rather than placed under
the supervision of either a new agency or the Labor Department. The NRMA
believes that a denial of a tax deduction for noncompliance is a more than ade-
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quate inducement to employers to satisfy any standards enacted by legislation
and that any additional enforcement bureaucracy, outside of the Internal Revenue
Service, not only is unnecessary but also would involve considerable additional
expense, both to the Government and to the pension plans themselves. Likewise,
it could be appropriate for the Labor Department to be responsible for any
increased fiduciary responsibility and reporting requirements under the Welfare
and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, but only if the proposal in S. 1631 to impose
an excise tax on administrators who violate the fiduciary responsibility require-
ments is not enacted. If it is enacted, there would be no need for Labor Depart-
ment enforcement.

In this regard, we believe that it should be brought to the Committee's
attention that at least part of the pressure for pension reform legislation-
particularly under the Jurisdiction of the Labor Department-is from those who
believe that the Internal Revenue Service is not enforcing adequately its functions
in this area and who concede privately that, if enforced, the Service's rules and
regulations would correct most of their complaints about the private pension
system. While the NRMA does not subscribe to this view of the Service's past
performance, we do suggest that the Committee consider ways to enable the
Service to improve its fine record in the pension and profit-sharing area.

8. Miscellaneou8 proviulons
The NRMA supports two new proposals contained in S. 1631 to which it would

like to draw the Committee's attention. Section 5 (a) (2) of S. 1631 proposes to add
a new subsection (7) to IRC § 402(a) which permits a terminating employee,
who terminates his employment prior to reaching retirement age, to avoid taxa-
tion on a lump-sum distribution from a qualified retirement plan by timely rein-
vesting the funds in either his new employer's qualified retirement plan or his
own individual retirement account. Adoption of this proposal would encourage
employees to provide more fully for their retirement. Likewise, the proposal con-
tained in Section 7(g) (4) to amend IRC § 404(a) (6), so as to permit cash basis
(as well as accrual basis) employers a deduction for post-year contributions,
corrects a hardship now imposed on employers who are unable to determine by
the end of their taxable year the amount to be contributed under the plan.

CONCLUSION

On behalf of the NRMA I want to thank the Committee for giving me the op-
portunity to present our views on pension reform legislation. It is an area not
only which we deem to be particularly significant both to our members and to
their employees, but also in which we feel retailing has unique problems. Rep-
resentatives of the NRMA would be pleased to render assistance to the Oommit-
tee and its staff in any manner which the Committe deems useful. Again, I thank
you for the opportunity to testify and for your kind attention.

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. William Hand, president,
American Society of Pension Actuaries.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. HAND, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SO-
CIETY OF PENSION ACTUARIES, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM
EVANS, COCHAIRMAN, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEEr
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PENSION ACTUARIES, AND SOLAMAN
LIPPMAN, GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PENSION
ACTUARIES

Senator NELsoN. If you will identify your associates for the record.
Mr. HAND. Mr. Chairman, I am Wiliam W. Hand. On my right I

am privileged to have our co-chairman of our National Le gislative
Committee of the American Society of Pension Actuaries, Mr. Wil-
liam Evans from Orangeburg, S.C.'On my left and privileged to have
with me our general counsel, Mr. Solaman Lippman, from Washing-
ton.
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Mr. Chairman, the American Society of Pension Actuaries for which
I speak today, is a nonprofit professional organization of approximate-
ly 900 individuals who specialize in pension and profit-sharing plan
design and administration. Our members now administer approxi-
mately 60,000 retirement plans in the United States covering approxi-
mately 2.5 million employees. This would mean that we now adminis-
ter approximately 20 percent of all pension plans established under the
Internal Revenue Service Code.

However, as you can see from the statistics, we specialize in the
smaller plan. We have generally been under the impression that most
of the witnesses that have appeared before this committee as well as
most of the committees investigating pension plans now over 10 years
have represented the interests of the larger employer and we appre-
ciate this opportunity to make the problems and views of the smaller
employer and the smaller employer administrators known to you
another members of the committee.

The intensive investigation that has taken place in the .private
ension system over the past 10 years has revealed very serious de-
ciencies which can be divided broadly into two categories--those

dealing with current plan abuses and those dealing with the fact that
only 50 percent of our employees in America are currently covered
under private pension plans. Our testimony today will cover primarily
the current plan abuses. However, we think the fact that 50 percent
of the workers in America are currently not covered by private pen-
sion plans presents an equally important problem and challenge to
Congress as does the current plan abuse area.

Let me succinctly state that, in the current plan abuse area, we sup-
port all legislation that is aimed at curing these plan abuses. Primarily
there are two areas of plan abuses, as we see it. First, inadequate vest-
ing provisions, and second, plan termination when the assets are not
sufficient to cover the vested liabilities.

Now, those are two broad categories and there can be a lot of things
put under those subheadings. For example, we support very strongly
stronger mandatory minimum vesting requirements. We think that is
absolutely necessary. We support stronger funding requirements. We
support plan termination insurance. We support full disclosure to the
employee. We do, however, question some of the disclosure require-
ments.

I would like to comment on each one of these individually, but before
getting started let me say, while we support these thiings whole-
heartedly, we believe that Congress must use care and restraint in
enacting legislation to cure these problems without overly complicat-
ing the private pension system and burdening the small employer
with excess reporting requirements.

If I may, I would like to touch on each one of these categories
briefly.

Starting with ve,ting, each of the bills that, is proposed before Con-
gress has a little different vesting formula. H.R. 2, proposed by Con-
gressman Dent. requires after a period of adjustment for the plans
currently in existence, 100 percent vesting after 10 years. We call this
the all-or-nothing anproach to vesting. We think'that is extremely
dangerous. Any employer who terminated an employee after 9 years
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of employment would certainly be most suspect under this type of
vesting requirement.

The administration and S. 374, has proposed use of the rule of 50.
Now, as pension lan administrators we have no problem living with
the rule of 50. I do not think many employers will have too much dif-
ficulty living with the rule of 50. However, I think Congress should
recognize that the rule of 50 has a very heavy bias toward the older
employees and we feel that this cannot help but further complicate the
problem of employment of older employees. We feel that this will add
to the discrimination against older employees rather than really help.

S. 4, the Williams-Javits bill, takes, in our opinion, a more 'logical
approach to the problem, requiring 30 percent vesting after 8 years
and 100 percent vesting after 15 years. Senator Bentsen's bill, S. 1179,
however, takes even a better approach to the problem in our opinion.
This bill requires 25 percent vesting after 5 years of plan participation.
This gives the employees a quicker vesting.

Vesting in this bill does extend to 20 years which may be objection-
able by some. If this becomes an objectionable feature then we would
recommend taking Senator Bentsen's approach of providing 25 per-
cent vesting after 5 years, increasing to 50 percent after 10 years, and
then 10 percent a year rather than the 5 percent a year straight through
so that you wouldagain accomplish 100 percent vesting after 15 years.

We realize that the matter of vesting will ultimately have to be
solved by compromise. We submit our ideas on this in the hope that
they will be helpful but the important thing is that there must be some
minimum vesting standard. Without this we cannot continue to tell
the American people that their private pension system is secure.

The next area I would like to turn my attention to is funding. Again,
we have various proposals. H.R. 2 proposed by Congressman Dent re-
quires the payment of normal cost plus the maintenance of a ratio of
assets to vested liabilities, which increases at the rate of 4 percent a
year.

This would mean that after a plan had been in existence 10 full
years, the ratio of assets to vested liabilities would have to be only 40
percent. As an individual practictioner, I do not know of a single plan
that I would consider adequately funded that had only a 40 percent
ratio of assets to vested liabilities after 10 years. In our opinion, this
is completely inadequate.

Senator NELoN. Forty percent of the accrued liabilities you are
talking about.

Mr. HAND. Yes, sir. Under Congressman Dent's bill, the ratio of
assets to vested liabilities would have to be 40 percent after 10 years.
It would increase at the rate of 4 percent a year. We think that is
entirely inadequate. I do not believe that this offers any safeguards
whatsoever to the great majority of plans.

Senator Bentsen's bill and the Williams-Javits bill, S. 4, both take
an identical approach to the problem of funding. They require the
payment of normal costs plus amortization of the unfunded past serv-
ice liabilities over a periQd of 30 years.

Senator NELSON. Unfunded past service over 30 years?
Mr. HAND. Yes, sir.
Senator NEzLSON. Current service-
Mr. HAND. Current service they must fund.
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Senator NELSON. Fully.
Mr. HAND. Fully. And then the unfunded past service liability

would be funded over a period of not more than 30 years under both
the Williams-Javits bill and Senator Bentsen's bill.

Now, we think this is a step in the right direction but I do not think
anybody should be fooled by what it accomplishes. I would like to
give you an example.

If we started a plan today, where we used a 5 percent interest
assumption and that plan had a $1 million unfunded past service
liability, we would be required under the Internal Revenue Service
Code, at the present time, to pay the normal cost, that is, the current
service cost, plus a minimum of interest on the unfunded past service
liability. If we were using a 5-percent interest assumption in the plan,
this would mean that we would currently pay $50,000 a year on the
unfunded past service liability. If Senator Bentsen's bill or S. 4, then
Williams-Javits bill, are adopted, this would increase that payment
only to approximately $62,000. In other words, on a million dollar
past service liability we really have increased the funding requirements
only about $12,000.

Now, please do not misunderstand me. We think this is a step in the
right direction. I doubt the wisdom of making it much more stringent
but I do think that Congress and the people of the United States
should know that this-is not within itself a cure-all to the funding
problems. If you are really going to safeguard the benefits of the
people that are working under these pension plans, you must couple
funding requirements and minimum actuarial assumptions together.
Any actuary in the United States can very easily overcome the fund-
ing requirements by changing any one of the fivee or six actuarial as-
sumptions that he is using. If you do not establish some minimum safe-
guards, some minimum actuarial assumptions, in our opinion, your
funding requirements will not adequately safeguard the American
public.

Senator NELSON. What would you recommend as a minimum obliga-
tion for prior service?

Mr. HAND. I think that 30-year funding is very adequate but I think
coupled-

Senator NELSON. If they stay in business 30 years.
Mr. HAND. Oh, as I have said, we definitely support plan termina-

tion insurance and I will get to that in a minute. I definitely think
that has to be a part of the overall security package. But what I am
saying is that if you have a 30-year funding requirement and have no
minimum actuarial requirements that an actuary can overcome the
increased funding requirement very easily by increasing his interest
assumption by one-half of 1 percent. You really accomplish nothing
in the funding area without some minimum actuarial assumptions.

Now, we say these things, Mr. Chairm-an, with full knowledge that
many of the actuarial firms are going to scream their heads off and say,
well, this is terrible. You are putting us in a box.

The American Academy of Actuaries conducted a survey in late
1972, I believe in November, and they found that practically all small
pension plans use only two mortality tables today. Likewise, interest
assumptions and plan terminations fall within a very narrow range.
From a practical standpoint when we establish a pension plan we take
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an actuarial table off the shelf. Not very many actuaries like to admit
that but unless the plan is very large it simply is not practical to study
the turnover that that company has had over a 10- or 15-year period
and the mortality that that company has had over a 10- or 15-year
period to devise a mortality and turnover and salary projection scale

.that would be precisely applicable to that company.
Now, having pulled the table off the shelf, we do not ignore it. We

constantly review that plan, at least once a year, to see what deviations
we are having from the assumptions used, but the point that I am mak-
ing is that if standard actuarial assumptions are made part of funding
and a plan is large enough to prove that the use of these standard
actuarial assumptions will impose an injustice on them, that they
really do have higher turnover than is proposed in the standard ac-
tuarial assumptions, or they really can earn more interest than pro-
posed in these standard actuarial assumptions, it should then be the
burden of that company's actuary to prove the adequacy of such tables
to Secretary of the Treasury and obtain special approval for their use.
We are proposing that these standard actuarial assumptions would
apply in the great majority of cases and particularly to the small em-
ployers who cannot afford to employ a wide variety of experts to make
these studies.

The next area that I would like to touch on is disclosure. S. 4 and
H.R. 2 both require that pension plans be registered with the Secre-
tary of Labor. This has been discussed here this morning and I will
not elaborate on it to too great an extent except to say we think this will
materially increase reporting requirements of the small employer and
will materially retard progress of the private pension system. When
you are reporting for a large company, the cost of that reporting is
relatively small compared to the cost of funding, but when you are
talking about a company with 24 or 30 or 35 or even 100 employees,
the administrative cost of that program is a very significant matter to
the employer.

We are currently overburdened in the small pension plan field with
too much reporting. We think it is entirely unnecessary to require the
type of reporting that is called for in S. 4-and H.R. 2, particularly
for small plans.

On the other hand, we think the small plans deserve the protection
that is offered by these bills. We think they must have the protection
offered by these bills. So what we are saying is that we think that if
you leave primary jurisdiction in the hands of the Treasury Depart-
ment, and you pass laws requiring minimum funding, and requiring
minimum vesting, and make these plans subject to audit, that you can
eliminate a lot of the reporting requirements that are called for in
S. 4 and H.R. 2. By doing this you will greatly enhance the private
pension system by encouraging the small employers to adopt plans.

Bear in mind that the 50 percent of the employees not currently
covered by these private pension plans are mostly employed by small
employers.

Senator NELSON. Do you make a distinction between the reporting
requirements for a small plan and a large one?

Mr. HAND. Well, we currently do make distinctions, yes. A com-
pany with less than 100 employee participants, for example. does not
have to file a D-2 report with the Department of Labor. We think
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that this is reasonable. The larger plans can more easily afford to file
this type of report. But frankly, from our vantage point as pension
plan administrators we cannot see that the filing of all these D-1's,
D-2's, and now the D-1 supplements that are being required by July
31 without the availability of forms, has done anything but increase
the cost of plan administration for the employer. Maybe it supplies
some statistics to somebody but from a practical standpoint the pen-
sion participants are not coming to Washington to get their informa-
tion. There is a requirement in almost every plan that is in existence
in the United States, that the documents be made available to the
participants and they can go to the office of their company to get
this information, and generally speaking, they are supplied this
information.

Now, if you would like to strengthen the language requiring that
they be supplied full information, we would support that 100 per-
cent. We believe in full disclosure to the employees. A close examina-
tion of the small pension case will reveal to you that pension benefits
are much more fully disclosed, much more fully understood by the
participants. The basic reason behind that is that the small employer
cannot hide behind 15 levels of vice presidents and plant managers
and supervisors. The president of the small corporation that we are
talking about, employing 50 to 100 employees, works with his em-
ployees. They are one family, or they try to be. A small amount of
turnover of five employees makes a big difference to that employer.
Most of my clients and the clients of my colleagues are constantly
asking us to help them make a fuller disclosure of their pension bene-
fits to their employees. They want the employees to understand. So
we have no hesitancy whatsoever in saying that we think that the law
should require that employees be given full and complete knowledge
of their benefits.

Senator NELSoN. Would you submit in writing for the record specifi-
cally what reporting requirements you think there ought to be and
why, and what reporting requirements required in S. 4 and any of the
other bills you think are burdensome and unnecessary?

Mr. HAND. Well, we did not cover the reporting requirement that
we think probably should be required in our report. We did cover in
our report the things that we feel are burdensome in S. 4 and H.R. 2.
Specifically, though, we think that when the primary jurisdiction is
with the Labor Department rather than with the Treasury Depart-
ment, that excess reporting requirement cannot be avoided.

Senator NELsoN. Repeat that.
Mr. HAND. We feel that if you transfer the primary supervision

to the Labor Department, that is, you require pension plans to be reg-
istered with them as required in both H.R. 2 and S. 4, that the excess
reporting requirements are just there. There is no way to avoid the
excess reportink requirements. That is the reason we are so opposed
to transfer primary jurisdiction from the Treasury Department to
thA Labor Department.

Senator NFASON. That is on vesting, funding, and so forth?
Mr. HAND. Yes, sir.
Senator NELSON. You would leave them in Treasury?
Mr. IAND. Yep, sir; very definitely. Again, this has been mentioned

before this morning, but the Treasury now has the expertise and the
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manpower to deal with these problems and that was not always true.
Even in my short experience of some 17 years in the pension field, we
did not always have very competent IRS men in the field to deal with
these problems. However, they have finally built up a very competent
staff to handle these problems.

The next subject I would like to turn by attention to is one that
is very close to our hearts and we think is a very serious problem.
This deals with actuarial certification or actuarial accreditation, if you
will.

S. 4 and S. 1179, Senator Bentsen's bill, both require that certain
reports be submitted, one to the Department of Labor or to the Secre-
tary of Labor and the other to the Secretary of the Treasury, but
basically the same reports, and that these reports be certified by "a
qualified actuary."

1Now, S. 4 and Senator Bentsen's bill leave it completely up to the
various secretaries as to who would and would not be considered
a qualified actuary. However, in the subcommittee report on S. 4
it was recommended that a member of the American Academy of
Actuaries be deemed to automatically have met any qualification
requirements.

H.R. 2 is must more specific on the point than that. It says that
these reports will be certified to by a member of the American Academy
of Actuaries or by some other person that may be deemed to be quali-
fied by the Secretary.

We strongly oppose these provisions in these bills for several rea-
sons. First of all, there has not to our knowledge been one iota of testi-
mony submitted to this committee or any committee over the last 10
years investigating the private pension system that has indicated
that any plan abuse whatsoever, or any loss of benefits, was a result of
actuarial incompetence. To the contrary, it is very interesting to me
to note that every single plan that has received any degree of pub-
licity that we can find, that has received any amount of notoriety
for having plan abuses, has been certified to by a member of the Amer-
ican Academy of Actuaries.

Now, we are not making this statement, Mr. Chairman, to in any
way be derogatory toward that organization. Members of this or-
ganization are highly professional individuals. They are highly com-
petent individuals. We make the statement only to'emphasize that it
has not been a lack of actuarial competence that has caused the plan
abuses.

Over the years as the small employer has adopted these pension
plans, there has developed a new profession of pension actuaries and
administrators to handle the needs of the small employers. This is
really the profession of members of the American Society of Pen-
sion Actuaries and there are hundreds of others like us. If Congress
sees fit to establish any type of requirements for a person practicing
in this field, we feel that they should establish requirements that
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would cover the total field of pension plan administration rather than
just the pinhead called actuar'Lal work. Competent pension plan design
and competent pemion plan administration require much more than
just competency in the field of actuarial science. We think if you
are going to establish tests and regulations that those tests and regula-
tions should cover the broad aspects and that everybody in the United
States, Mr. Chairman, should be subject to the same examination
requirements.

Ve believe any time that you establish examination requirements
you should have some type of grandfather clause to exempt those peo-
ple who have been practicing in the profession in a competent manner
for at least 5 years. This competence can be readily determined from
your Internal Revenue Service offices that have to deal with these
individuals.

Senator NELSON. I wonder if you could move on to your position on
termination insurance because you have run over your time and I do
have three more witnesses after you.

Mr. HAND. OK. One further statement on this, if I may, and then
right to plan termination insurance.

If these measures are left as they are, it will disenfranchise hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of competent pension practitioners in the
United States and will materially increase the cost of pension admin-
istration for the small employer which we think will materially retard
future growth of the pension plans for small employers.

In plan termination insurance, we agree primarily and basically
with the approach taken by Senator Bentsen. We think that you can-
not separate adequate funding from plan termination insurance if
you are going to guarantee employees in this country that their pen-
sion rights will be there when they are expected to be there. We five
heard the arguments against plan termination insurance this moni-
ing and I cannot help but agree with the man who said the technical
problems involved are nothing more than an excuse for lack of per-
formance.-There are technical problems involved in everything.

Basically, we approve and support the approach taken by Senator
Bentsen to establish a nonprofit organization. We think that it is very
well thought out. I was delighted to hear him say this morning that he
feels that his bill could be strengthened in the area dealing with vol-
untary terminations since in our opinion his bill does not cover that
adequately.

S. 4 and H.R. 462 proposed by Congressman Dent both require that
the assets of the corporation first be applied to pay for the unfunded
past service liabilities. We think that this is a good provision. We
think it is basically wrong for a corporation in America to promise an
employee a benefit that they cannot pay for. We believe the problems
of plan termination insurance can be worked out if established along
the lines recommended by Senator Bentsen and with full recourse on
the employer's assets if he voluntarily terminates a plan.
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Senator NELSON. Thank you very much for your presentation. We
appreciate your coming today.

Mr. HAND. We appreciate the opportunity to appear before you.
Thank you, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hand follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. HAND, PRESIDENT AMERICAN SOCIETY

OF PENSION ACTUARIES

INTRODUCTION

The problem of pension reform can be divided into two major categories:
(1) Current plan abuses.
(2) Extending coverage to the 50% of our working force not currently covered

by private pension plans.
This report deals primarily with propose legislation designed to correct

abuses in existing plans. The second problem of extending coverage of pension
plans should be considered equally important as protecting the rights of indi-
viduals who are presently covered by pension and profit sharing plans.

Intensive investigations into the private pension system over the past ten years
have uncovered certain abuses due primarily (if not entirely) to: (1) inadequate
vesting provisions, and (2) plan termination at a time when vested liabilities
have not been fully funded.

The American Society of Pension Actuaries (hereinafter referred to as ASPA)
(see page 10) supports legislation which will correct these plan abuses. However,
we feel strongly that care and restraint must be exercised in needlessly in-
creasing reporting requirements. Such increased reporting requirements could
materially retard the growth of pension plans among small and medium size
groups upon which the future growth of the private pension system is largely
dependent. If we lose sight of the basic problems involved and pass legislation
which is overly complicated, we may find ourselves in the same position as the
farmer who burned down the barn to get rid of a few rats.

SUMMARY
We support

(1) Mandatory minimum vesting requirements (see page 11). Contrary to
the opinion expressed by some others, we do not believe that reasonable vesting
requirements will adversely affect the growth of pension plans among small and
medium size groups. These groups have led the way in adopting more liberal
vesting provisions on a voluntary basis.

We support
(2) Minimum funding requirements (see page 14). However, to be effective,

funding requirements must also embrace minimum standards frr actuarial as-
sumptions and computation methods.

We support
(3) Disclosure (see page 16). We support reasonable disclosure requirements

and requirements to improve communications to employees. Fiowever, we believe
reporting requirements should be kept to a minimum. We support the provisions
of S. 874 and S. 1179 which retain primary responsibility for the supervision
of pension plans in the Treasury Department avoiding needless duplication.

(4) Stronger Fiduciary Standards (see page 18).
(5) Increased limitations on deductible contributions for self-employed indi-

viduals as proposed in S. 374.
(6) Tax deductions for individual retirement savings.
(7) Plan Termination Insurance (see page 19).
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(8) Coverage for all plans regardless of size, provided that reporting require-
ments are not materially increased.

(9) A voluntary system of Portability which should include (a) the direct
tax-free transfer of assets from one plan to another, or (b) purchase of a single
premium deferred annuity contract, or (c) purchase of a "Restricted Savings
Certificate" which would be issued directly to terminated plan participants. This
would eliminate the necessity for creating a new governmental agency.

We oppose
(1) The drastically increased reporting requirements of both S. 4 and H.R. 2

(see page 16). Excessive reporting requirements are unnecessary to obtain com-
pliance with published laws, provided the individuals or companies to which
such laws are applicable are subject to audit. This time-proven principle should
be followed in the administration and supervision of pension plans.

(2) The federal government establishing regulations for "pension actuaries" or
for any other professional group because we believe this establishes a dangerous
precedent. However, if such professional qualification requirements are estab-
lished, all individuals who demonstrate that they have been successfully prac-
ticing in this field for a period of at least five years, or who can otherwise demon-
strate proficiency, should be considered as havIng met such qualification require-
ments. We further submit that any standards established for pension actuaries
should emphasize the need for competency not only in the field of actuarial
science (which is in reality only a small part of pension plan administration)
but also competency in other aspects of pension plan administration which
requires a diversity of talents.

(3) Changing the method currently being employed in the certification of
pension plan calculations.

(a) There has not been a single bit of evidence presented to indicate that any
plan abuse or the loss by an employee of any promised benefit was the result
of actuarial incompetence.

(b) Language contained in the proposed legislation could inadvertently dis-
enfranchise hundreds of qualified pension actuaries who have competently per-
formed pension computations over a long period of years.

(c) The current method for certifying to pension calculations has brought
competent, economical service into the pension field for small and medium size
groups. Any change in the current method will result in unnecessarily increased
administrative cost for these small groups.

(d) The application of standard, published actuarial tables (used almost
exclusively in small and medium size plans) does not require the services of
an "actuary" as that term is generally recognized.

(4) Recognition of membership in a private organization such as the Ameri-
can Academy of Actuaries as automatically qualifying an individual to certify
pension plan calculations as required in H.R. 2 and S. 4 (see page 21).

(a) As far as we have been able to determine, by conscientiously searching
the D-2 reports on file with the Department of Labor, virtually all pension plans
which have received publicity or notoriety because of plan abuses have had the
actuarial computations performed by a member of the American Academy of
Actuaries. We submit that the facts conclusively prove that certification of
pension computations by a member of the American Academy of Actuaries has
neither caused nor prevented plan abuses and loss of benefits by covered em-
ployees.

(b) The American Academy of Actuaries is made up of members of five differ-
ent actuarial organizations. Many of its members have not been required to pass
a single examination to obtain their membership status.

(e) A large percentage of the members of the American Academy of Actuaries
have never performed pension plan valuations. Most of their members work in
fields that do not require a workable knowledge of pension plans.
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(d) Carte blanche recognition of the American Academy of Actuaries would
essentially give a monopoly in pension plan certification to a relatively small

- group of people thus materially increasing administrative costs for the small and
medium size pension plans.

(5) The provisions of Title III of S. 4, "Voluntary Portability Program" and
Title I of H.R. 462, "Portability Program for Vesting Pensions" (see page 28).

BACKGROUND OF ASPA

ASPA is a nonprofit organization with over 850 members who are engaged
primarily, If not exclusively, in design, installation and administration of pension
and profit sharing plans for small and medium size companies.

There are four categories of membership iW ASPA designating the degree of
skill and proficiency in all phases of pension planning which has been evidenced
by each member's ability or inability to pass one or more of five examinations
covering such diverse areas as law, IRS regulations, taxes, accounting, funding
methods, actuarial cost methods, actuarial assumptions and techniques as related
to retirement plans and investments. These examinations and related study
material are prepared under the direction and supervision of Professor Lloyd A.
Knowler of the University of Iowa, one of America's foremost authorities in the
field of actuarial education. The preliminary results of a survey currently being
conducted among our members indicates that members of ASPA administer in
excess of 60,000 retirement plans covering approximately 2.5 million employees
which have assets in excess of 10 billion dollars. This survey therefore indicates
that our members now administer approximately 20% of all pension plans in
the United States. However, these plans cover only about 5% of the total number
of employees covered under all plans. These statistics indicate that our members
administer primarily small and medium size plans. This same survey shows that
members of ASPA have an average of over ten years of experience in the pension
field and almost without exception have engaged In some type of specialized
training in this field In addition to their basic academic training.

VESTING REQUXREMNTS

The greatest single fault in private pension plans, brought to light by the in-
tensive investigations and hearings of the last ten years, is the lack of vesting
in a large number of plans. While most employers (particularly the small em-
ployers who comprise the majority of clients of our members) have been rapidly
moving toward the voluntary adoption of more liberal vesting requirements,
it has become obvious that some minimum standard is required to provide
uniform protection for all employees covered under Private Pension Plans. Each
of the major Acts has slightly different requirements in respect to vesting.
ASPA believes that the schedules set forth in all of the major proposed Bills
represent a step in the right direction. With certain modifications applicable
to exleting plans, H.R. 2 establishes a basic requirement of ten years of service
after age 30 as a condition for 100% vesting in all accrued pension benefits. S. 4
requires plan participants to have a vested interest in the accrued portion of
their normal retirement benefit equal to 30% after 8 years of plan participation
with such vested interest to Increase at the rate of 100 per year for each year
of plan participation in excess of 8 years. The "Rule of 50" vesting formula,
as proposed in S. 874, provides for 50% vesting when a combination of age and
years of credited service equal 50 with an increase in vesting of 10% per year
thereafter.
S. 1179 Introduced by Senator Bentsen would require 25% vesting after 5

years of plan participation with such vested interest to increase at the rate
of 5% per year thereafter. In a memorandum explaining the major provisions
of S. 1179, Senator Bentsen published a table comparing the vesting under his
Bill with the vesting proposed under S. 4 and H.R. 2. This table Is shown below.
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Senator Bentsen points out in his explanation of S. 1179 that the "Rule of 50"
vesting formula could have the undesirable effect of fostering job discrimination
against older applicants. After carefully comparing the minimum vesting require-
ments of the various proposed Acts and their impact on both pension plan par-
ticipants and the general work force, we support the provisions of S. 1179.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

Minimum vesting requirements without adequate funding and plan termina-
tion insurance could prove to be an empty gesture in attempting to cure abuses
in the Private Pension System. S. 4, S. 1179 and H.R. 2 all contain provisions
which would establish minimum periods over which to fund past service liabilities.
S. 4 and S. 1179 generally require payments into the plan each year sufficient to
pay all normal costs plus an amount sufficient to amortize unfunded past service
liabilities over a period of thirty years. H.R. 2 requires payments into the plan
each year which are sufficient to pay all normal costs plus an amount sufficient
to maintain the pension plan assets in a stipulated ratio to vested liabilities. In
our opinion, the provisions of H.R. 2 would not adequately protect plan par-
ticipants during the early years after the plan is established. For example, it
would require that plan assets be equal to only 40% of the present value of
vested liabilities after the plan has been in existence for 10 years. ASPA be-
lieves the provisions of S. 4 and S. 1179 represent a sounder approach to this
problem. It is important to realize that the provisions of these Bills alone will
not insure adequate funding of pension plans. Adequate funding depends on a
combination of the following factors which should not be separated:

(1) Funding requirements such as those stipulated in S. 4 or S. 1179, plus
(2) Reasonableness of actuarial assumptions used to determine funding re-

quirements and the value of the vested liabilities.
We strongly recommend that the legislation adopted require that minimum

actuarial standards and procedures be established and published to insure uniform
protection of all employees under private pension plans. Most pension actuaries
currently utilize standard actuarial tables which are widely published. This is
particularly true for small and medium size plans. It is customary to adjust
required contributions each year to reflect deviations between actual plan ex-
perience and the actuarial assumptions utilized. In a survey conducted by the
American Academy of Actuaries (the results of which were submitted to their
Board of Directors in a report dated October 21, 1972) it was revealed that prac-
tically all small pension plans use either the 1958 CSO Table or the 1951 GA
Table sometimess with projections) as the basis of mortality. Interest rates
and other atuarial assumptions used in these plans also fall into a narrow range.
From a practical standpoint, it is not feasible to base actuarial assumptions in
pension plans on actual experience except in the very largest plans. Variance
from the published actuarial standards should be permitted only when it can be
conclusively demonstrated that such standards will impose unreasonable fund-
ing requirements for a particular plan as compared to funding requirements
based on actual experience of the Plan or employer over the previous five year
period. Publication of such actuarial standards and procedures will dramatically
reduce the cost of administration both for the government and employers spon-
soring private pension plans.

DISCLOSURE

Both S. 4 and H.R. 2 require pension plans to be registered with the Secretary
of Labor thus drastically increasing the reporting requirements applicable to
pension plans. S. 374 and S. 1179 would retain primary responsibility for the
supervision of pension plans In the Treasury Department avoiding needless
duplication. Over the years, the Treasury Department has developed a great deal
of expertise in pension plan supervision among its staff members. It would
take the Department of Labor many years to develop comparable expertise among
its staff members. ASPA, therefore, strongly recommends that primary super-
vision of pension plans be maintained in the Treasury Department for the fol-
lowing reasons:

(1) Current plan abuse can be corrected by establishing minimum vesting re-
quirements, minimum funding requirements (with published minimum accept-
able actuarial standards and computation methods) and Plan Termination In-
surance. Assuming plans will be subject to audit, the oppressive reporting re-
quirements of S. 4 and H.R. 2 are completely unnecessary.
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(2) The increased reporting requirements of S. 4 and H.R. 2 will result in
prohibitive expense for most plans, will be impossible to comply with for some
and will create an unmanageable avalanche of paper for the Department of
Labor. It is extremely doubtful that enough pension experts exist in the
United States to prepare and (on behalf of the Department of Labor) intelli-
gently review the extensive reports required under these two Acts.

(3) The increased reporting requirements will materially retard future ex-
pansion of private pension plans. Most employees not currently covered by pri-
vate pension plans work for small and medium size employers who cannot afford
the tremendous administrative expense these reporting requirements would
entail. The increased reporting requirements are, therefore, in direct opposition
to the second major objective of pension reform; i.e., expansion of the private
pension system.

(4) Experience has proven that excessive reporting requirements are unneces-
sary to obtain compliance with published laws, provided the individuals or com-
panies to which such laws are applicable are subject to audit. This time-proven
principle, administered under appropriate IRS procedures, should be followed
in the administration and supervision of pension plans.

FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

ASPA believes in strong enforceable fiduciary standards and basically agrees
with the provisions of Title V, Section 510 of S. 4. While we agree with most of
the basic provisions of Title I, Section III of H.R. 2, we question the wording in
subparagraph (2) of Section III (a) which seems to prohibit death and disability
benefits from being part of a pension plan.

SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS

We recommend that limits on deductible contributions for self-employed in-
dividuals be increased to 15% of earned income not to exceed $50,000, as pro-
posed in S. 374.

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT SAVINGS

We support tax deductions for individual retirement savings equal to at least
20% of the first $7,500.00.

PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

Adequate minimum vesting requirements and plan termination insurance can-
not be separated if all employees under private pension plans are to be guaranteed
uniform protection against loss of their expected pension benefits in the future.
The provisions of H.R. 462 and S. 4 dealing with Plan Termination Insurance are
almost identical. Both of these Bills provide for administration of Plan Termina-
tion Insurance by an agency of the federal government. S. 1179 sponsored by Sen-
ator Bentsen provides for the creation of a non-profit corporation to be known
as the "Pension Guolantee Corporation," to administer Plan Termination Insur-
ance. This corporation shall not be an agency or establishment of the United
States government. ASPA fully supports the concept of having Plan Termina-
tion Insurance administered by a non-pr6fit private corporation as specified in
S. 1179. In connection with Plan Termination Insurance, we again respectfully
call attention to the absolute necessity to publish tables based on standard ac-
tuarial assumptions and to set forth standard actuarial cost methods to be used
in determining liabilities under this Section of the Act. While there may be very
logical justifications for using varying actuarial assumptons (based on actual
turnover experence, actual investment yields, actual death and disability experi-
ence and actual salary increases) to determine funding requirements of a plan
that is to be continued, it must be realized that Plan Termination Insurance must
be based on the situation that would exist if the plan was terminated on that day.
Under such circumstances, the corporation or other governing body will not be
able to look to actuarial gains based on future terminations, other than mortality,
nor will it be concerned with projected future salaries, nor with the history of
past investment earnings under the plan. It will be faced with a very real and
factual situation; i.e., that of paying all vested accrued benefits under the plan
at such time as they become due. When a pension plan terminates, the governing
body can look only to actual assets under the plan, possible recovery from the
employer, any possible mortality gains which could result if vested benefits are
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not paid to the participant's beneficiary, and investment gains that it (the govern-
ing body) can expect in the future.

It must also be remembered that each plan registered under the Act will be
required to pay a "premium" or insurance "tax" on the difference between the
present value of the vested liabilities under the plan and the market value of the
plan assets. All of the proposed Bills are virtually silent on how the present value
of the vested liabilities is to be determined. Failure to publish standard tables
based on acceptable actuarial assumptions, as well as the procedures to be used
in determining this liability, will result in gross inequities and ultimately the
downfall of the entire pension insurance system. While certain except' )ns to the
use of standard actuarial assumptions could be granted by the Secretary for a
plan which will be continued in effect, there can be no logical reason for allow-
ing the administrator of any plan to use other than the standard published tables
and procedures in computing the present valUe of vested liabilities for Plan
Termination Insurance.

COVERAGE R1 .'UIREMENTS

S. 4, S. 1179 and H.R. 2 exempt plans administered by the federal government
from coverage under the major provisions of the Acts. In addition, S. 4 and
S. 1179 exempt plans established or maintained by the government or a state or
any political sub-division of any agency of a state. While there may be reasons
for not including U.S. government employees and the employees of state and local
government, we see no logical reason why employees covered under retirement
plans, established by certain governmental agencies, which are subject to the pro-
visions of Section 401 (a) should not be afforded the same protection offered un-
der the Acts to other employees. For example, we see no reason why vesting is not
as important to an employee covered under a plan established by an agency of the
federal government, such as Federal Land Banks, as it is to an employee covered
under a plan established and administered by a private corporation or a labor
union.

S. 4 exempts plans with 25 or less participants from coverage under the major
provisions of the Act; H.R. 2 exempts plans with 8 or less participants from the
Disclosure regulations of the Act; and S. 1179 applies to all plans covering non-
governmental employees without any minimum number of lives. Assuming that
our recommendations to simplify the reporting requirements are adopted, we see
no reason why the employees under all small plans should not receive the same
protection as employees who participate in larger plans. However, if the oppres-
sive reporting requirements of the two Acts are retained in the legislation which
is ultimately passed by Congress, we strongly recommend that such reporting
requirements not be applicable to plans with 100 or fewer participants. This type
of exemption for plans with 100 or fewer participants now exists for the filing
of D-2 reports under the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.

The provisions of S. 4 and S. 1179 exempt "fully insured" plans from certain
requirements of the Acts. Many small and medium size plans utilize a "Combina-
tion Method of Funding" to build up the required assets under their pension
plan. Under the combination method of funding, death benefits and the cost of
providing retirement benefits are guaranteed by the life insurance company.
Plans using the combination method of funding should also be exempt from the
same requirements as "fully insured" plans, especially if the additional assets
are accumulated under the level annual actuarial cost method (under which full
funding is accomplished by the date of retirement) based on standard actuarial
assumptions and procedures published by the Secretary of Labor, as we have
heretofore recommended.

ACYrUARIAL CERTIFICATION

The provisions of both S. 4 and H.R. 2 require reports to be certified by a
"qualified actuary". While Section 101(b) of S. 4 provides that the Secretary is
authorized to determine who is and who is not a "qualified actuary," the Senate
Sub-Committee report recommends that members of the "American Academy of
Actuaries" be deemed automatically to have met any required standards of a
"qualified actuary". H.R. 2 is even more emphatic on this point. It stipulates "all
statements required pursuant to this Sub-section 104(e) shall be certified as
being in conformity with accepted principles of actuarial practice by an actuary
who is a member of the American Academy of Actuaries or who meets qualifi-
cations as the Secretary may establish by regulation." S. 1179 stipulates "The
Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe rules and regulations establishing
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standards and qualifications for persons responsible for performing actuarial
services in connection with this Sub-section and, upon application of any person,
certify whether such person meets the standards and qualifications prescribed".

(1) We object to the Federal government establishing qualification require-
ments for any professional group because we believe this establishes a dangerous
precedent. However, if such professional qualification requirements are estab-
lished, all individuals who demonstrate that they have been successfully prac-
ticing in this field for a period of at least five years, or who can otherwise dem-
onstrate proficiency, should be considered as having met such qualification
requirements. We further submit that any standards established for pension
actuaries should emphasize the need for competency not only in the field of
actuarial science (which is In reality only a small part of pension plan admin-
istration) but also competency in other aspects of pension plan administration
which requires a diversity of talents. These include, but are not limited to:

(a) Ability to design a plan to meet the objectives of the sponsor.
(b) Knowledge of the laws and regulations governing pension plan qualifica-

tion.
(o) Knowledge of the various tax laws and IRS regulations dealing with both

contributions and benefits.
(d) Knowledge of the various funding media, computation methods and

actuarial techniques involved.
(e) Knowledge of the various reports required by the Treasury Department

and the Department of Labor and some states.
() Ability to establish and maintain records which will reveal any required

information at a later date.
(g) Knowledge and skill in employee communications.
In recognition of the various areas of competency required by pension

actuaries, each of the above-listed areas is separately tested in the current
series of ASPA examinations.

(2) We also object to the provisions in the proposed Bills dealing with
actuarial certification because we see no necessity to change the method cur-
rently being employed in the certification of pension plan calculations.

(a) There has not been a single bit of evidence presented to indicate that
any plan abuse or the loss by an employee of any promised benefit was the
result of actuarial incompetence. At the present time, pension plan computa-
tions are being certified by a pension actuary, selected-by the Plan Administrator.
Each Plan Administrator is at liberty to pick the pension actuary who he feels
can render a competent service at a reasonable cost. This free and open selec-
tion of pension actuaries has developed healthy competition for professional
competency in keeping with the highest standards of the free enterprise system.

(b) Language contained in the proposed legislation could inadvertently dis-
enfranchise hundreds of qualified pension actuaries who have competently
performed pension computations over a long period of years. Actuarial science
generally encompasses vast areas of knowledge completely unrelated to pension
actuarial work such as (1) knowledge of rate making for both life and casualty
companies, (2) establishment of equitable, non-forfeiture value of a wide
variety of insurance plans, (3) distribution of dividends under many types of
policies and insurance coverages and (4) development of appropriate contract
provisions for different types of life, health, disability and annuity policies. It
is unnecemsary and unrealistic to require pension actuaries to have a knowledge
of this type which is completely unrelated to the pension field.

(0) One of the earliest criticisms of the private pension system was the fact
that small employers could not afford the high cost of administration of pen-
sion plans which at that time were largely handled by highly paid specialists.
This resulted in the development of :

1. Standardized, master and prototype plans.
2. Common trust funds for the investment of plan assets, and
8. A new profession of pension actuaries who are capable of handling all

aspects of pension plans (excluding legal services) for their clients.
ASPA members are a part of this new profession which has brought compe-

tent, economical service into the pension plan field to small and medium size
groups.

Recent statistics show that the average pension plan approved by IRS during
1972 involved slightly less than 25 plan participants. ASPA members are now
responsible for providing complete service for approximately 20% of all of the

96-939 0 - 73 - pt. I -- 34
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pension plans established in the United States. It would be a gross injustice for
this professional group to be denied the right to perform future computations
on the pension plans they have established and currently administer.

(d) As previously mentioned under the "Funding Requirements" section of
this report, most pension actuaries utilize standard published actuarial tables
in performing pension plan calculations for small and medium size plans. It is,
in fact, impractical to attempt to develop special actuarial tables for all but
the largest of plans. The application of standard published actuarial tables
(used almost exclusively in small and medium size plans) does not require the
services of an "actuary," as that term is generally recognized.

(2) We strongly object to the recognition of membership in a private organiza-
tion such as the American Academy of Actuaries (hereinafter referred to as the
Academy) as automatically qualifying an individual to certify to pension cal-
culations required under the proposed Bills for the following reasons:

(a) During the hearings and investigations which have been conducted with
respect to the Private Pension System, the names of dozens of plans have been
published where abuses were found and where pension plan participants had
lost their benefits. A careful search of the D-2 reports on file with the Depart-
ment of Labor revealed that in every instance (where a 1-2 report could be
located for these companies) the actuary was a member of the American Academy
of Actuaries. We submit that the facts conclusively prove that certification of
pension reports by a member of the American Academy of Actuaries has neither
caused nor prevented plan abuses and loss of benefits by covered employees.

(M) The Academy is made up of members of:
1. Casualty Actuarial Society.
2. Fraternal Actuarial Association.
3. Conference of Actuaries in Public Practice.
4. Society of Actuaries.
5. Canadian Institute of Actuaries.
Many of the current members of the Academy did not have to take a single

examination to obtain their membership status. At the present time, there are
approximately 2,800 active members of the Academy. An additional 320 of the
total membership are either retired or do not indicate any business connection.
A large percentage of the active members of the Academy work in fields coma-
pletely unrelated to the pension field and have never performed an actuarial
evaluation of a pension plan. More than 60% of the active members of the
Academy are employed by insurance companies. Only a small percentage of the
actuaries employed by insurance companies work-primarily with pension plans.
In fact, only a small percent of all life insurance companies have pension
departments. Approximately 30% of the Academy members are classified as
"consulting actuaries and insurance brokers." A large percentage of this group
also work in specialty lines other than pensions. We respectfully submit that
there is absolutely no logical reason to give this small group a monopoly in
pension plan certification simply because they belong to an unlicensed private
organization. We further submit that there is no reason to disenfranchise the
members of ASPA and other pension actuaries who have helped to build the
Private Pension System into the strong, viable force that it is today.

PORTABILITY

The provisions dealing with Portability of vested pension benefits are prac-
tically identical in S. 4 and H.R. 462 except the provisions of S. 4 are on a
voluntary basis and the provisions of H.R. 462 would make Portability manda-
tory. Basically, the provisions of both Bills Drovide, in effect, that the present
value of vested assets applicable to a severed participant shall be transferred
to a Special Fund to be managed by an agency of the federal government. These
funds will be invested ". . . in interest bearing accounts in any bank which
are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or savings and loan
association in which accounts are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation." The assets accumulated in this Special Fund for the
participant will be paid out at the request of the participant to purchase credits
of an equal value under another pension plan to which the employee transfers
or upon his request used at age 65 to purchase for him a single premium annuity
contract from a qualified insurance company. S-1179 encourages Portability
by providing for a tax-fee transfer of vested pension benefits from one plan to
another on a voluntary basis.

While the provisions of S. 1179 are a step In the right direction and are sound,
we believe additional flexibility is needed.
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In addition to the provision of S. 1179 and as an alternative to the provisions
of S. 4 and H.R. 462, we propose:

(1) That plan administrators continue to have the right, on a voluntary basis,
to purchase single premium deferred annuity contracts which are sufficient to
pay severed participants the amount of their vested retirement income benefits
at their retirement age.

(2) That Congress authorize "Restricted Savings Certificate" to be issued by
banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or by savings and
loan associations insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration. These certificates could be purchased on a voluntary basis by Plan
Administrators for severed participants by paying over to the bank or savings
and loan association an amount equal to the present value of the participant's
vested benefits. The "Restricted Savings Certificate" would be issued directly to
the severed participant and could be used by the participant only to have the
assets transferred to a successor plan or to buy an annuity for his benefit at age
65. This would eliminate the need for a special government agency to administer
the program and would allow the participant to select the qualified bank or sav-
ings and loan association of his choice.

We oppose the provisions of S. 4 dealing with Portability because this Bill
would create a needless governmental agency without accomplishing anything
which could not be accomplished either (a) through the direct transfer of assets
from one plan to another, or (b) purchase of a single premium deferred annuity
contract, or (c) purchase of a "Restricted Savings Certificate," as stipulated
above.

In addition to the objections to S. 4 as stated above, we further oppose the
mandatory aspects of H.R. 462. We oppose any program for Portability being
made mandatory, for the following reasons:

(1) If any portion of the vested liabilities of a plan were unfunded at the
time a participant severed, the severed participant would, in effect, be given
preferential treatment by having his vested assets transferred in their entirety
to the governmental agency. We see no reason for giving such preferential
treatment to severed employees. If a large group of employees severed at one
time, such transfers could deplete the assets of a plan to such an extent that
it would be impossible for the plan to fulfill its obligations to retirees or other
plan beneficiaries.

(2) The transfer of assets may require forced liquidation of plan assets at
a time when the market value of such assets is depressed. This would be par-
ticularly true if a large group of employees terminated at one time.

(3) The transfer of the present value of vested liabilities for severed partici-
pants could frustrate and defeat an attempt to keep the ratio of assets to vested
liabilities in a plan in accordance with the requirements of Section 302(a) of
H.R. 2. For example, if the ratio of assets to vested liabilities at a given time
was equal to 50% and 25% of the employees severed, the ratio of assets to vested
liabilities would automatically drop to 25% (assuming the present value of
vested liabilities of all plan participants were equal.) The provisions of Section
302(a), in effect, require that the ratio of assets to vested liabilities increase
at the minimum rate of 4% per year over a 25 year period. Under the above
circumstances, contributions in the next succeeding year would have to be
sufficient to bring the ratio of assets to vested liabilities back to the minimum
required schedule. In other words, the unfunded portion of the vested liabilities
applicable to the severed participants would have to be made up by contributions
each year. This could prove to be an insurmountable burden on many plans, thus
forcing them to terminate.

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. S. C. DuRose, Commis-
sioner of Insurance, State of Wisconsin.

STATEMENT OF S. C. DuROSE, COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE,
STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. DuRosE. Senator, I am Stanley C. DuRose. I am also insurance
commissioner, as you noted, of the State of Wisconsin and I might men-
tion that I -have been in the insurance department there for 25 years.
I have been commissioner since October 1969.
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Through those 25 years I have developed a great sensitivity to the
problems of the consumer in attempting to work on resolution of
those problems. In Wisconsin we have haa pension and welfare fund
disclosure act and fiduciary responsibility act since 1957. We have been
one of the few States that have been in business, so to speak, adminis-
tering the type of thing that is being referred to in much of the Fed-
eral legislation but in tile area of fiduciary responsibility.

I appear today both as commissioner and as a spokesman for the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners, and the scope of
my remarks is basically limited to fiduciary responsibility regulations
as opposed to funding, vesting, and portability. In general, it is my
opinion that these are more properly, not necessarily so, but more
properly issues for the Federal Government but I think that in respect
to fiduciary responsibility regullation, the Federal law, if there is to be
one, needs to have in it a provision for allowing States to assist in the
enforcement of fiduciary responsibility regulation or requirements,
or whatever.

In Wisconsin we have got some 7,200 plans registered. About 90
percent of those plans are intrastate. There is no employee that partici-
pates in a plan that is not a State resident. To some extent it is sort of
like mutual insurance companies that you are familiar with. We have
an examining staff. We examine these funds and the examination
process, examination report, is much like mutual examination.

A great preponderance of the funds are small funds, 90 percent of it
in the State. Of those I think approximately half have 100 or less
employees participating. So that there is this great bulk of plans that
we have that are largely an intrastate issue, in my opinion.

Senator NELsoN. What is the total number of people covered by these
private pension plans in the State?

Mr. DvROSE. I do not have a table with me on that but I believe that
it is somewhere in the area" of 800,000 and that number of employees
would break down, again from memory, possibly 200,000 in the smaller
plans.

I can provide you with tables that are current on those types of
numbers.

[Mr. DuRose subsequently submitted the following:]
STATE OF WISCONSIN,

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE,

Madi8on, WTi8., May 81, 1973.
Senator GAYLORD NELSON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pen8ion Plans, Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D.C. -
DEAR SENATOR NELSON: During my May 23 appearance before your committee,

you requested that I prepare and submit Information on the number of Wiscon-
sin employes covered by the various classifications of funds Included in Exhibit
B of my statement.

The following table summarizes participant totals reported by the 1,650 Wis-
consin funds and 493 out-of-state funds shown in Exhibit B of my prepared
statement.

Number of covered employes
Employed

E played In outside
Wisconsin Wisconsin Total

Fund located In Wisconsin .......................................... 684,994 138,021 823, 015Fund located outside Wisconsin ------------------------------------ 222, 930 iO, 262, 817 10, 485, 747
Total ----------------------------------------------------- 907,924 10, 400, 838 11,308,762

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Detail on the participants covered by the types and sizes of Wisconsin funds
is shown on the attached table.

It should be noted that these tabulations are made from 1972 fund annual
statement filings made with my office. Such filings are required from any fund
covering more than 25 Wisconsin employes. Data on the 4,969 funds registered
with my office on December 31, 1972 but covering fewer than 26 Wisconsin em-
ployes is not included in the above'or attached tables. 'About 45,000 additional
Wisconsin employes are covered by these funds.

These tabulations point out the great number of employes covered by smaller
funds which required continuing surveillance by a governmental agency. Effective
consumer protection is needed for participants in these smaller funds.

Federal enactment of a pre-emption provision will eliminate protection now
provided under our Wisconsin law, and prohibit other states from establishing
fiduciary standard regulation for smaller funds to replace the federal proposed
solution of permitting a fund participant to engage an attorney and initiate suit
in federal court to resolve his question with this fund.

Sincerely,
S. C. DuRosE,

Commissioner of Insurance.

STATE OF WISCONSIN, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE

[Employes welfare funds with situs in Wisconsin covering 26 or more Wisconsin participants; number of funds and
participants classified by type of fund and number of participants

Number
of funds

Total employees

Participants

Out of
Wiscoisin State Tote I

Pension:
26 to 100 ......................................
101 to 200 .....................................
201 to 300 .....................................
301 to 400 ....................................
401 to 500 -------------------------------------
501 or more ....................................

Total ---------------------------------------

Profit sharing and ravings:26 to- O0 --------------------------------------
1 0 1 t o 2 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201 to 300 .....................................
301 to400 .....................................
401 to 500 -------------------------------------
501 or more ....................................

Total ................................

Health and welfare:
26 to 100 ......................................
1 0 1 t o 2 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201 to 300 .....................................
301 to 400 .....................................
401 to 500 .....................................
5 0 1 o r m o re . . . . .. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total ----------------------------------------
Other subgroup life and vacation:26 to 100 --------------------------------------

101 to 200 ------------------------------
201 to 300------------------------------
301 to 400 .....................................
401 to 500 .....................................
501 or more ....................................

Total ........................................

Total all funds -------------------------------

317 ',6, 759
116 15,401

70 16.197
42 14,068
31 13,015

127 259,133

703 334,573

24, 964
12,341
6,142
5,021

52,086
22,576

123,130

449
532
717
586
748

78, 480

81,512

855
983
826
421

15, 528
13,833

32,446

25 1,510 10
27 3,557 88
14 3,225 231
12 3,752 298
10 4,097 28
78 143,613 13,131

166 159,754 13,786

17,208
15,933
16,914
14, 754
13,763

337,613

416,085

25,819
13,324
6,968
5,442

67,614
36,409

155, 576

1,520
3,645
3,456
4 050
4,125

156,744

173,540

12 841 -------------- 841
14 2, 111 9 2,120
6 1,523 33 1,556
2 754 .............. 754
7 2,9 9 218 3,117

21 59,409 10,017 69,426

62 67, 537 10, 277 77,814

1,650 684, 994 138, 021 823,015

Mr. DuRosE. I have attached to my report breaking down by
fication the number of funds intrastate as opposed to those that
domicile outside of Wisconsin with employees in Wisconsin

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

classi-
have a
where
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subjects are reporting restrictions. There are some very interesting
numbers. I think this aspect of the small fund operating only in one
State has really been overlooked in the past in the various hearings
because people come down here and they are talking about Caterpillar
Tractor or talking about General Motors. We have hundreds of thou-
sands of employees where you have some very sophisticated personnel
management activity and administration and you get into the small
shop 'with 50 or 100 employees and it is not that way at all.

Now, another aspect that we have found is the employee with a
grievance. He hesitates to go and talk to his employer in a small shop,
or a lot of times he hesitates to go to the union'leader or the shop
steward because if he asks a question as to whether or not his plan
is being properly administered or asks a question that might reflect on
the management, then he fears that he is going to lose his job or he is
going to fall into disfavor with the union, and for that reason it is
my opinion that you need some local level agency to look into these
grievances and to resolve them.

Senator NELSON. Would you simply reserve State inspection, sur-
veillance. as you say, to solely intrastate plans?

Mr. DuRoSE. Yes. I think that is a convenient line of demarcation.
As an example-or you might even set a line of demarcation, say, of
a thousand employees. You could say plans with a thousand employees
or less are subject to State fiduciary responsibility administration or
those with more would be subject to Federal. There are a number of
ways that you could carve out different areas of responsibility and
I think that these types of things need to be focused on.

All of the pending Federal legislation would preempt completely
State authority and State activity so that we woud be out of business
in Wisconsin. Our people in Wisconsin would not get the protection
and the activity that we are doing now and there would be no viable
Federal substitute. They would have to either try and get the Secre-
tary of Labor to do something or they would have to get an attorney
and go into Federal court and I think that is a nonsolution for our
people out in Wisconsin.

Senator NEL~soN. Do you see any problems of duplication?
Mr. DuRoSE. No, because, you see, I think the duplication issue is

one largely in an interstate corporation or interstate employer or inter-
state union but if you keep this strictly on an intrastate basis, then
there is no-there really is no duplication and particularly if you
properly draft the Federal legislation, as I have suggested, and I have
attached to my statement a proposed text for S. 4, that the Secretary
of Labor, whatever Federal agency would be involved, should have
authority to assign to a State, if the State would be desirous of enter-
ing into this responsibility, the Secretarv of Labor could assign author-
ity to the State insurance commission for a certain specified block of
funds, whether it be by size, number of employees, whether it be intra-
state versus interstate. You could have a specific agreement as to
which plans that State agency would have jurisdiction over. You
could eliminate by drafting this matter of duplication and if you only
have an intrastate fund, the duplication would only be dual rather
than multiple, the State of Wisconsin and, say, IRS, or whatever,
which is what we have got right now-our forms track for these De-
partment of Labor forms, D-ls and D-21s and that sort of thing.
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The thing is that the employers in Wisconsin, the labor people in
Wisconsin, the plan beneficiaries all agree we are doing a great job
and this is something that is good and desirable and it bothers me
that all of a sudden this would be removed from the picture.

Senator NELSON. What responsibilities do your inspectors have now?
It is just fiduciary?

Mr. DuRosE. Basically, fiduciary and actuarial status. We can
examine into the actuarial status of a plan. We can use certified public
accountants under the authority of our statute to provide examina-
tion reports. We have a department of about seven men that admin-
ister these 7,000 plans that are registered with us.

Senator NELSON. 7,000?
Mr. DuRosE. Yes.
Senator NELSON. How often are these plans examined?
Mr. DuRosm We have the plans on about a 7-year cycle of exam-

ination, as far as one-the-scene visits, but annually the plans that are
more than 25 employees file an annual financial statement and that is
subject to an office audit. So we can detect from that audit parties in
interest, investment, and things that would raise questions that would
precipitate correspondence or an examination. So that we actually
look over-there are about, as I recall, 2,500 that file annual state-
ments. So we look over that number of financial statements each
year and satisfy ourselves as to whether there is any problem indicated,
and we do find problems and follow up on them.

Senator NELSON. Go ahead.
Mr. DuROSE. So there is that type of activity that we are involved

with which we think would be most unfortunate if we were to-the
Federal act would-as I say, this is to stop and then there is no viable
substitute.

There are just four or five points I might just make as far as to
summarize this. We think that as far as Federal regulation of dis-
closure, fiduciary responsibility, it should be supplemented by State
regulation because there are too many funds for proper surveillance
by the Federal Government, that most problems of fiduciary standard
regulations are in the smaller funds, that you need some aggressive
action to adequately cope with these problems of disclosure, fiduciary
responsibility, and that the reports alone just are not adequate, that
consumer protection needs to be afforded at the level of the consumer,
and that the Federal-the solution of hiring an attorney and going
into Federal court is a nonsolution foi protecting the consumers.

That basically summarizes what I have to say, Senator.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much for your presentation. We

appreciate your taking the time to testify.
[The prepared statement of Mr. DuRose follows:] •

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STANLEY DTTRosE, JR., COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

My name is Stanley C. DuRose, Jr., and I am the Commissioner of Insurance
of the State of Wisconsin. I have been Commissioner since October 1, 1969.
Between 1948 and 1969 I was a civil service employe of the Wisconsin Insurance
Department, serving as Deputy Commissioner from 1965 until being appointed
Commissioner. In addition to the State of Wisconsin, I also appear-on be?'alf
of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). I serve as
Chairman of the NAIC Subcommittee on Regulation of Employee Pension and
Welfare Plans.
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With this background of almost 25 years in insurance regulation, it is not
difficult to understand why I have developed a concern for the protection needed
by Mr. Average Person, now commonly referred to as a consumer. I am of
the opinion that he frequently needs help in understanding his insurance cover-
age and resolving insurance problems he doesn't understand. I hold the same
view when he faces the same difficulties with his welfare or pension plans and
benefits. Because of our experience with the Wisconsin employee welfare fund
law, we have developed some opinions as to what protection is needed. I vigor-
ously disagree with the concept contained in all pending federal legislation
that all state interest and activity in the area of the regulation of disclosure
and fiduciary responsibility be abolished and that all responsibility and authority
be pre-empted to the faceless federal monolith. It is essential that federal regu-
lation be supplemented by state regulation because:

(1) The number of funds is too great for proper surveillance to be provided by
any one federal government agency.

(2) Most problems in fiduciary standard regulation come from funds with the
smaller number of participants.

(3) Affirmative and aggressive action is required to adequately regulate dis-
closure and fiduciary standards. Disclosure reports alone are not adequate.

(4) Effective consumer protection needs to be provided at the level of the con-
sumer.

Our Wisconsin law was passed in 1957, at the time when many states were con-
sidering or passing employe welfare and pension fund regulation. The bill origi-
nally introduced provided for fiduciary standard regulation, including examina-
tion powers, over Taft-Hartley type funds only-like New York's present law.
As a matter of fact, I believe the original bill draft came from the New York
legislative draft file.

During legislative consideration of the bill, labor spokesman complained that
employer established funds should also be subject to the proposed law. Their view
was adopted and our law applies to any fund that is operated under a trust
agreement.

Any employe welfare or pension fund covering one or more Wisconsin employes
Is required to register with my office. Any fund covering 26 or more Wisconsin
employes is required to file an annual statement and provide us with copies of
the trust agreement, plan, employe booklet, labor agreement, or other document
under which the fund operates.

Exhibit A attached to this statement consists of a table showing the classifica-
tion of the 7,204,funds registered with my office as of December 31, 1972. On that
date we had 2,235 funds covering more than 25 Wisconsin employes and 4,969
funds covering less than 26 Wisconsin employes.

We "office audit" all annual statement filings and conduct examinations at
regular intervals of all funds covering 26 or more Wisconsin employes which
are located in Wisconsin. Where unusual circumstances exist, we examine funds
with less than 26 Wisconsin employes, and in a few instances-one of them being
the Barbers Pension Fund in Indianapolis-we examine funds located outside
Wisconsin. Since 1957 we have conducted about 1,700 fund examinations and re-
ported thereon to fund trustees and participants. To a large extent, our examina-
tions are accomplished with the assistance of the certified public accounting firin
and. If a pension fund, the actuary regularly servicing the fund. We have de-
veloped audit programs for the different types of funds and an actuarial report
form, all with the assistance of advisory committees from the professions
involved.

Our law contains some specific prohibitions, but the primary thrust Is to re-
quire trustees to be responsible fiduciaries. Trustees are identified as those parties
having overall management of fund affairs.

In Wisconsin we became aware early In our experience of administering our
law that many people do not view employe welfare and pension trusts as trusts
requiring trustees to conform to the high fiduciary standards of conduct. I must
acknowledge that we have a great number of very sincere trustees conducting
fund affairs in a most proper manner. But there are exceptions. Quite frequently,
those trustees not following proper fiduciary standards are those that by educa-
tion and profession should be aware of trustee responsibility. I cannot avoid a
conclusion that there will always be some union and employer officials who will
refuse to accept the fact that employe welfare and pension funds are trusts and
that they must be administered as such. So additional laws are needed to protect
fund participants and to require trust surveillance by some governmental agency.

Let me give you some examples.
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We are right now involved in action against three individual trustees respon-

sible for a profit sharing retirement fund covering 20 employees. About $250,000
of the total fund assets of $400,000 represent unsecured loans to the employer
establishing the fund. As originally written, these notes carried the personal
endorsement of company officials, but this endorsement was eliminated in recent
note renewals. The employer Is now bankrupt. Of particular interest is the fact
that the three individual trustees are knowledgeable and responsible people.
Two are practicing attorneys and they all are men of stature in their community.
In their representations to my office they do not acknowledge that as trustees
of the profit sharing retirement fund they were wearing hats different than those
worn as officers of the employer.

As another example, let me cite a problem with a jointly-admlnitered Taft-
Hartley type fund providing health and welfare benefits to around 25 building
trade union employes. The employer and union trustees, although designated
trustees by the trust agreement, never became involved with the fund, with the
exception of the one trustee also serving as union business agent. He operated
the entire program and, because of his unfamiliarity with accounting and office
procedures, all union finances and affairs were completely commingled with
those of the fund. Our examiners are assisting in the reconstruction of the fund
records.

These two examples are not unique. Our experience Indicates that many fund
trustees do not recognize that they serve as fiduciaries and must operate the
trust in accordance with fiduciary standards.

It also has to be acknowledged that state action in this field has not been
very impressive. In the 1950's, various states were considering legislation and
a few, like New York, California, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Washington, and
Wisconsin, did pass laws of various kinds on the subject. With the passage of
the federal disclosure act in 1958 state interest disappeared. The states were told
that although trusts had been primarily the responsibility of state government,
the federal government had taken over those state responsibilities.

In my opinion, the 1958 federal law could well have been supported by fund
officials not wanting controls. The federal disclosure act Is completely ineffective,
except as a paper shuffling experiment.

But state interest in employe welfare and pension funds has increased recently.
In my state, as a result of plant closings with resulting pension benefit disap-
pointments, the 1971 legislature appointed a legislative council study commit-
tee. This study committee drafted a bill now before the 1973 session proposing
increased state regulation of fiduciary standards and also proposing state fund-
ing and vesting standards.

Because of our Wisconsin law and legislative counsel study, I have become
aware that California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York and Pennsylvania also have legislation under consideration.

I should point out that at this time I am not an advocate of the states adopt-
ing vesting, funding, portability and reinsurance standards.

I am directly involved in encouraging states to enact fiduciary standard regu-
ladon of employe welfare and pension funds. I serve as Chairman of a National
Association of Insurance Commissioners Subcommittee drafting a proposed
model act for consideration by state legislatures interested in this area. It is
my hope that a- model act will be adopted by the NAIC this June during our
meeting here in Washington.

The proposal before the committee would establish state Jurisdiction where
federal law permits. The model act would require funds to operate in accord.
ance with fiduciary standards; require an annual disclosure to each participant
of his benefit status in the fund; and vest regulatory authority over funds with
the Commissioner of Insurance. Fund registration and annual statement filings
would be required and the Commissioner would have the authority to conduct
examinations of the funds. The proposed act would estabUsh regulatory authority
and procedures very similar to that now in effect in Wisconsin.

Broadly, the proposed model act is aimed at providing understandable dis-
closure to fund participants and establishing regulatory authority and procedures
which minimize filing and cost burdens to properly operated funds. It is my
view that private pension funds should be encouraged-not discouraged. The
proposed act is consistent with that view. The adoption of a model act by
the NAIC will tend to promote the development of a uniform pattern of regula-
tion by the states, and hopefully fill a void that now exists.
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One major problem I have had in my efforts against federal preemption of
disclosure and fiduciary standard regulation is that the people drafting the
legislation seem not to be listening.

First of all, the vesting, funding, portability, and reinsurance questions have
been getting most of the publicity. Plant closings have attracted public and
legislative interest to the subject. Although I might disagree with many of the
proposed solutions, I do not disagree with the proposition that pension fund
rules on vesting, funding, portability, etc. must be established on a national
level. But, this being true, it is also equally true that fiduciary standard regula-
tion must involve the states if it is to be effective.

Everytime I have appeared before Congressional hearings, and, for that matter,
before business and labor groups, they cite programs like the Caterpillar Tractor
Co. Pension Plan coverage perhaps 40,000 employees, the Garment Workers Fund
covering 400,000 members, or a General Motors Pension Fund covering about as
many. Then they say, how can states deal with funds like these? But I am
not too worried about the Caterpillar Tractor, Garment Workers, or General
Motors funds and their adherence to fiduciary standards. They have highly
sophisticated administration, and such giant multi-state programs could appro-
priately be administered by the federal government.

The programs I am worried about-the funds needing surveillance-are much
smaller funds, generally intra-state funds covering employes in only a single
state. Exhibit B attached to this statement shows the number of funds filing
annual statements with my office dUring 1972 classified by location (Wisconsin
and out-of-state) and also type of fund and number of participants covered. This
table clearly indicates that fiduciary standard regulation concerns a great
number of smaller funds. There were 886 of these funds (865 Wisconsin funds and
21 foreign funds) with more than 25 but fewer than 101 participants.

S. 4 will have the federal government taking over exclusive responsibility
for fiduciary standard regulation for all of these funds.

Our experience indicates that inadequate administration and conflict of interest
questions are almost common in funds with the smaller number of participants.
There are several significant reasons for this. First, a smaller employer is likely
to adopt a profit sharing retirement plan as the pension funding arrangement.
Rather than a corporate trustee, employer officials frequently serve as indi-
vidual trustees and their employer interests frequently over-ride their re-
sponsibilities as trustees, which they view as a secondary consideration. This
condition applies equally to profit sharing funds covering a few hundred em-
ployes as well as smaller numbers of employes.

In 1972, 161 profit sharing retirement funds located in Wisconsin covering
between 26 and 100 participants were operated by individual trustees. Of this
total, 21% had invested trust monies in party-in-interest investments. It should
be noted that because of our auditing and examination efforts, party-in-
interest investments should be much less frequent in Wisconsin than in other
States.

Another circumstance tending to create an abnormal number of fiduciary
standard problems in the smaller funds is the fact that many of these programs
are sold by insurance agents, investment brokers, or others. Their interest
is to make the sale and not in establishing proper trust administering procedures
and providing the continuing service needed.

Another problem area in funds covering a small number of employes is the
tendency of small funds to be established and operated for the convenience and
tax saving of the owner-employer. Government surveillance over these small
funds cannot be effective by relying solely on an annual disclosure report com-
pleted by fund trustees.

Perhaps because of my many years of experience in both insurance and pen-
sion and welfare fund regulation, it is my personal belief that effective regula-
tion also requires a review and audit of annual reports supplemented by field
examinations. As an example, I do not believe I can accept every Insurance com-
pany anual financial statement received in my office as proof that the company is
conforming to minimum standards of solvency and methods and practices. It is
essential that we review and audit annual statements and also obtain additional
information by correspondence and field examinations. In my opinion not less
than the same type of activity is necessary to properly enforce employe welfare
and pension fund fiduciary standards.

It is my view that the federal government will not provide the supervision
required over these smaller funds. According to our calculations, based on the
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number of trusts filed with our office, the federal government would be respon-
sible for seeing to it that somewhere between 85,000 and 100,000 trusts were
being operated in accordance with the fiduciary standards provided by S. 4.
Certainly the record of administration by the federal government under the
1958 disclosure act would not inspire confidence as to how this new, and much
more complex task would be handled.

I want to emphasize again that participants in the larger funds are at present
generally well taken care of. Recently in my state the retired participants of a
large employer became exercised over a unilateral change in their group life cov-
erage. They knew where to go for information and within a short time started

K- legal action to attempt to reverse the insurance reduction. They had no trouble
banding together with a class action and were led by one of their own retirees--
formerly legal counsel for the employer involved.

But such opportunity is not available to an employee of a small employer or
member of a small union. As a matter of fact,_he is afraid to make any inquiry
to his employer or union for fear of losing his Job or friendly union status.

It is a non-solution to provide that such a person should engage an attorney
and start action in a federal court to correct a wrong. But this is the solution
provided in all federal legislation to date. Consider the following special cases
in which my office brought about correction of the wrong.

A retired individual has $900 coming from an employer profit sharing retire-
ment fund, but the trustee who is also a company offlP.er won't pay because the
fund is all invested-in real estate used by the employer;

Building trade union members vacation money distribution from a jointly-
administered trust was being withheld by the union business agent because of a
disagreement over union affairs between those members and the union office;

Trustees in a jointly-administered fund covering about 200 union members
ignored the failure of one employer to make the monthly contributions on his
employes required by a collective bargaining agreement but continued to-pur-
chase insurance coverage for the employes involved;

In the samt fund, more than a reasonable amount of money is paid the union
every month as compensation for administrative services needed by the fund
but grossly inadequate services are provided;

The federal proposal of hiring a lawyer and initiating action in federal court
also is no solution to the man who terminated his employment and received the
correct first year distribution from fund trustees of his profit sharing retirement
fund but never received the other nine payments. The total amount due him
was around $370.00;

The federal proposed solution might have solved the problem of two partici-
pants in a profit sharing retirement fund who terminated their employment with
amounts payable from the fund of $12,000 and $23,000. They could have engaged
a lawyer and started action when fund trustees refused to pay their termination
benefits. The trustees refused because the two individuals now worked for a
competitor-but the plan and trust authorize no such trustee discretion. The
amount here was sufficient so the terminated participants could have hired a
lawyer--but they did not and my office got the matter corrected. We have had
many similar complaints where the benefit is too small to permit the engage-
ment of an attorney.

An attorney initiating federal court action would also be a nonsolution in a
complaint we had from an employe who was employed at various times by many

V subsidiary companies. A cumulative record of his contributions had not been
maintained so he needed help in forcing the companies to compute his total
contributions. The total paid him, after this effort, was about $2,600.

S. 4, as amended by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and re-
ported to the Senate April 18, 1973, contains language indicating that the ad-
ministration of the fiduciary standards and other bill provision can be a joint
federal and state venture. Section 101 (e) states:

"In order to avoid unnecessary expenses and duplication of functions among
Government agencies, the Secretary may make such arrangements or agree-
ments for cooperation or mutual assistance in the performance of his functions
under this Act and the functions of any agency, Federal or State, as he may find
to be practicable and consistent with law. The Recretary may utilize on a re-
imbursable basis the facilities or services of any department, agency, or estab-
lishment of the United States, or of any State, including services of any of its
employees, with the lawful consent of such department, agency, or establishment;
and each department, agency, or establishment of the United States is authorized
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and directed to cooperate with the Secretary, and to the extent permitted by
law, to provide such information and facilities as the Secretary may request
for his assistance in the performance of his functions under this Act."

It is my opinion that the arragement described in this section is not worka-
ble. If a state agency is to provide the surveillance needed over a particular as-
signed classification of funds, that state official must have some authority over
such funds. The authority granted the Secretary of Labor in S. 4 must be trans-
ferable by the Secretary to a state official or the state official must be able
to have such authority by state law.

As an example, when a fund participant writes to my office describing a fund
problem, I need some authority over that fund to determine if the trustees have
acted properly. I now have that authority under Chapter 211, Wisconsin Statutes.
If S. 4 is enacted, section 609 will repeal our Wisconsin law for all funds cover-
ing 26 or more participants. We -will have no choice other than refer fund
participants to the U.S. Secretary of Labor in Washington. AF; I have noted
earlier in this statement, I question whether the U.S. Labor Department can, or
intends to, attempt to resolve complaints or inquiries from individual fund
participants. My concern is reinforced by the statement in the explanatory ma-
terial prepared by the Treasury Department to accompany the President's Pen-
sion Reform Program. That explanation says, "Neither of these bills [i.e. Retire-
ment Benefits Tax Act and Employee Benefits Protection Act] would require
any significant expenditure of tax dollars since the Federal Government will
play principally the role of watchdog over the new standards."

All of bly contacts with the federal agencies and Congressional committees
have confirmed my view that the consumer grievance and complaint aspect of
fund regulation has been overlooked in the plans for federal fiduciary standard
regulation. To me it is elementary that a governmental agency must investigate
a complaint from a trust beneficiary on the treatment he has received from
trustees. I do not believe the federal government should take over responsibility
for enforcement of trust fiduciary standards, abdicate responsibility for in-
vestigation of complaints from participants, and then by law prevent the states
from affording consumer protection activity.

As noted earlier, S. 4, like the other bills, solves this problem by authorizing
the trust beneficiary to hire a lawyer and sue in federal court. I question both
the equity and effectiveness of this -remedy.

The complaint resolving activity provided by my office is a necessary function
in the regulation of the disclosure and fiduciary standards of employe welfare
and pension funds. It is as valuable a service to fund trustees and managers as
it Is to fund participants. It also is an essential part of our fund regulatory
activities. Frequently we first become aware of fund mismanagement or improper
administration through a complaint from an individual participant in a fund.

I believe that total federal pre-emption of fiduciary standard regulation will,
in effect, result in ineffective, or non-regulation, particularly as respects the
smaller funds where regulation is needed most.

I do not advocate dual regulation. I think It is desirable for the federal govern-
ment to establish standards and to determine whether the regulatory activities
of any given state are adequate to enforce those standards. In such event, respon-
sibility for regulation of a clearly defined classification of funds, located in that
state, could be assigned to that state agency by the federal regulatory agency.
Thus fund trustees could report to and be regulated by either the federal or state
agency, but not both. In general, those funds covering a small number of em-
ployes, and/or primarily covering employes in one state, would be regulated by
that state, if adequate regulation was provided by that state.

I respectfully ask that your committee give consideration to amending S. 4
in the following respects:

(1) Add a new subsection (f) to Section 101 of the bill similar to that
attached as Exhibit C to this statement. This is intended to authorize the Secre-
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tary to assign fiduciary standard regulation on a specific defined area of funds
to a state meeting the regulatory standards established by federal law.

(2) Insert the following new language between "title" and "the" in the third
line of Section 609 (a) of the bill, "and state regulatory enactments approved
under section 101(f)".

It is intended that the proposed model act under consideration by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners would track with such regulatory
requirements as are in S. 4. If Congress permits assignment of part of the enforce-
ment responsibility to qualifying states, the NAIC model bill would be ready for
enactment by those states electing to provide such service to its citizens.

In closing, I want to state that I appear before this committee as a public
employe concerned with the need for a reasonable measure of consumer protec-
tion for fund participants. In this protection endeavor, cooperative state and
federal efforts are urgently needed. It is important to keep in sharp focus the
fact that in Wisconsin the employers, the union leaders, the fund trustees, and
the employee all agree that the job we have been doing needs to be done and
further they are most statisfied with the results over the past 16 years. I ask
that, when you consider the federal style of consumer protection as compared to
the effectiveness of state activity at a local level, you consider my experience with
the Barbers Pension Fund in Indianapolis.

In 1970 we became aware that this fund was an unsound venture. About
00,000 barber union members had been contributing to this pension program
since 1966. Benefit payments were to begin in January, 1971. We were convinced
that the fund would completely run out of money before 1986. I asked the Wis-
consin Attorney General to Join, as an "Amicus Curiae", in a class action lawsuit
in U.S. District Court in Indianapolis brought by a dissident group of members,
I wanted to either stop this program which was headed for bankruptcy or have
it amended so that it would be actuarially sound. The program was not only
actuarially unsound, but the investment practices were at best irresponsible.

I, together with members of my staff, and an Assistant Attorney General of
the State of Wisconsin, spent many weeks in Indianapolis over a two year period,
participating in court hearings and conferences to bring about a resolution of the
Barbers Pension Plan matter. No other governmental agency appeared on the
scene to assist in the project. The court in rendering its decisions was most
gracious in acknowledging the efforts of the State of Wisconsin.

I am not knowledgeable in the powers the Labor Department feels it has under
the present federal disclosure laws, but in my opinion some effort should have
been made by that agency to help the barber union members straighten out their
pension fund. The federal Department of Justice did take action in Chicago
against certain individuals for fund investment practices. But no federal agency,
to my knowledge, took any action to resolve the pension fund problem.

With this background, it was interesting to me to read the recently released
1972 Report to Congress by the U.S. Department of Labor on their administra-
tion of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. Five pages of this report
are devoted to describing welfare and pension plan problems and legal action
taken to correct the wrongs. Of these five pages, two are used to describe the
Barbers Union Pension Fund and how the matter was resolved in the U.S.
District Court by appointment of a receiver, referendum by members, and
planned distribution of the fund. Everyone reading this report will conclude
that the U.S. Labor Department assisted in bringing all this about. That is every-
body but me and those people directly involved in the court action.

This is the kind of governmental regulation and assistance that the people
don't need.

My interest is in providing needed protection to participants in these trusts.
And I feel that the present .'dral legislative proposals, with the federal pre-
emption of fiduciary standard rgulation, can be enthusiastically supported by
those employers and unions who favor ineffective control.

I wish to thank you for this opportunity to appear before you. If I can be of
any assistance in providing information we have available from our Wisconsin
regulatory experience, please let me know.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE

CLASSIFICATION OF REGISTERED EMPLOYEE WELFARE AND PENSION FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1972

Total Wisconsin Out of State i

All funds registered:
Pension funds ----------------------------------------------- 3,428 2, 880 548
Profit-sharing funds ------------------------------------------ 3,174 3,023 151
Health and welfare funds ------------------------------------- 309 182 127
Group life insurance funds ------------------------------------ 61 17 44
Supplemental unemployment benefit funds ....................... 43 17 26
Vacation, savings, and other funds ------------------------------ 189 132 57

Total ...................................................... -7.204 6,251 953

Funds covering more than 25 Wisconsin employees:
Pension funds ................................................ 1,036 730 306
Profit-sharing funds ------------------------------------------ 714 654 60
Health and welfare funds ...................................... 252 172 80
Group lifo insurance funds ------------------------------------ 41 16 25
Supplemental unemployment benefit funds ....................... 35 17 18
Vacation, savings, and other funds .............................. 157 118 39

Total ...................................................... 2,235 1,707 528

Funds covering less than 26 Wisconsin employees:
Pension funds ................................................ 2,392 2,150 242
Profit-sharing funds .................... .................... 2,460 2,369 91
Health and welfare funds ------------------------------------- 57 10 47
Group life Insurance funds ..................................... 20 1 19
Supplemental unemployment benefit funds ....................... 8 ........... 8
Vacation, savings, and other funds .............................. 32 14 18

Total ...................................................... 4,969 4, 544 425

1 Principal office of fund located outside Wisconsin.

EXHIBIT B

STATE OF WISCONSIN, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE

EMPLOYEE WELFARE FUNDS FILING ANNUAL STATEMENTS-1972, NUMBER OF FUNDS CLASSIFIED BY LOCATION,
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS, AND TYPE OF BENEFITS

Profit Other-
sharing Health SUB group

and and life and
Pension savings welfare vacation Total

WISCONSIN FUNDS

Total employees:
26 to 100 .................................. 317 511 25 12 865
101 to 200 .................................. 116 97 27 14 254
201 to 300 .................................. 70 28 14 6 118
301 to 400 .................................. 42 15 12 2 71
401 to 500 .................................. 31 42 10 7 90
501 or more ................................ 127 26 78 21 252

Total Wisconsin funds ..................... 703 719 166 62 1,650

FOREIGN FUNDS

Total employees:
26 to 100 ................................... 11 2 7 1 21
101 to 200 .................................. 3 1 3 1 8
201 to 300 .................................. 6 1 1 ........ 8
301 to 400 .................................. 5 5 1 ............ 11
401 to 500 .................................. 6 4 2 1 13
501 or more ................................ 262 78 55 37 432

Total foreign funds ........................ 293 91 69 40 493

1 A fund classified as located in Wisconsin is: (1) A jointly administered or association type fund with its situs in Wiscon-
sin, (2) a fund established by an employer with his main office or operations in Wisconsin, or (3) a fund established by an
out-of-state employer which covers only employees located in Wisconsin.

Note: This tabulation excludes certain funds reported on exhibit A because of incomplete or delinquent annual state-
ment filings or newly established funds not required to file annual statements In 1972.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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EXHIBIT C

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE FOI NEW SECTION 101 (f) TO 8.4 TO PERMIT STATES TO REGU-
LATE EMPLOYEE WELFARE AND PENSION PLANS AND FUNDS

(f) (1) Any State which, at any time, by state statute and regulations as-
sumes responsibility for development and enforcement of employe benefit plan
disclosure, fiduciary standards, examination or audit programs and other regula-
tions reasonably as effective as those in sections of this Act may submit for
the Secretary's approval such State regulatory enactment, together with such
other information as the Secretary may require.

(2) The Secretary shall approve the State regulatory enactment or any modi-
fication thereof, if such enactment in his judgment-

(a) designates a State agency or agencies as the agency or agencies responsi-
ble for administering the disclosure requirements and plan and fund regulations
throughout the State,

(b) provides for the development and enforcement of employe benefit plan
requirements for disclosure and regulation reasonably as effective as that pro-
vided in this Act,

(c) limits state jurisdiction to those plans or funds covering only, or sub-
stantially only, employes in that state and such other plans or funds as may
be specifically designated by the Secretary,

(d) contains satisfactory assurances that such agency or agencies have or will
have the legal authority and qualified personnel necessary for the enforcement
of such enactment,

(e) gives satisfactory assurances that such State will devote adequate funds
to the administration and enforcement of such enactment, but nothing in this
Aot shall prevent such state or agency thereof from making reasonable charges
for the administration of the program,

(f) provides that the State agency will make such reports to the Secretary
in such form and containing such information, as the Secretary shall from time
to time require.

(3) If the Secretary rejects a state regulatory enactment submitted under
subsection (b), he shall afford the State submitting the same due notice and
opportunity for a hearing before so doing.

(4) The Secretary shall, on the basis of reports submitted by the State agency
and his own inspections make a continuing evaluation of the manner in which
each State having a state regulatory enactment approved under this section
is carrying out each enactment. Whenever the Secretary finds, after affording
due notice and opportunity for a hearing, that in the administration of the
State regulatory enactment there is a failure to comply substantially with any
provision of such enactment, he shall notify the State agency of his withdrawal
of approval of such enactment and upon receipt of such notice such enactment
shall cease to be in effect, but the State may re -in jurisdiction in any litiga-
tion commenced before the withdrawal of such approval.

(5) The State may obtain a review of a decision of the Secretary withdrawing
approval of or rejecting its enactment by the United States court of appeals
for the circuit in which the State is located by filing in such-court within thirty
days following receipt of notice of such decision a petition to modify or set
aside in whole or in part the action of the Secretary. A copy of such petition
shall forthwith be served upon the Secretary, and thereupon the Secretary
shall certify and file in the court the record upon which the decision complained
of was issued as provided in section 2112 of title 28, United States Code. Unless
the court finds that the Secretary's decision in rejecting a state regulatory
enactment or withdrawing his approval of such enactment is not supported by
substantial exidence the court shall affirm the Secretary's decision. The judg-
ment of the court shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United
States upon certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254 of title 28,
United States Code.

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. Eldon Nyhart, president,
Howard E. Nyhart Co. of Indianapolis.
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STATEMENT OF ELDON H. NYHART, PRESIDENT, HOWARD E.
NYHART CO. OF INDIANAPOLIS

Mr. NYHART. Thank you, Senator. The full text of my comments is
here. I would like to have them introduced in the record.

Senator NELSON. They will be printed in full in the record.
Mr. NYHART. I would like to devote the time allotted to me to a

graphic representation of the problems in connection with vesting
which I think might be helpful to the committee members.

There is much confusion about what vesting is and if I might, an
individual who participates in a pension plan can be displayed as a
dot on this graph based on attained age running from 15 to 65 and
age of hire running from 15 to 65. Everybody, every participant in a
pension plan, can be displayed as a dot on this graph.

Now, you will notice-and we find from our experience, that plans
do have vesting-most plans have early retirement provisions, age
55 and above, after completion of at least 10 yeals of service. So this
area in most pension plans already provides for 100 percent vesting,
and I wanted to make that clear.

Now, let us take the various proposals. Based upon age and service,
S. 4 provides partial vesting for the light blue group and 100 percent
vesting for the darker blue. They would be 100 percent vested, par-
tially vested there. If they are in the white area they would have no
vesting at all in the event of termination of employment.

Let us take S. 1179. This based on the vesting schedule provided
and the participation requirements would have 100 percent vesting
here, partial vesting here for this age group if they fell within thisdisplay.

Let us take S. 1631. It would provide partial vesting for anyone here,

based on attained age, and age of hire, and w6uld have 100 percent vest-
ing in the event of termination for this dark group.

Now, how does this cost out? The cost of vesting in the event of
termination of employment is highest based upon attained age and
age of hire the smaller the box becomes. In other words, providing 100
percent vesting for this group down in here is much lower in cost
than if we get to the high hire ages and the longer service.

So the problem is primarily this group here. This group is the one
that costs the most to provide 100 percent vesting and it also is the
group that probably needs vesting because of inability to get back
into the work force. So let us see the solution to these various vesting
schedules.

Here is S. 4. It provides 100 percent vesting down here where it
costs very little but also this is not the problem area. The problem area
is where these little boxes get smaller, and here S. 4 does not provide
any vesting at all under the law as it now stands and only partial vest-
ing among this group here.

Let us take S. 1631. This does a better job. It provides partial vesting
for this group up here and 100 percent vesting. It also provides vesting
down here, but you see it covers this critical area right here. Likewise,
it would cost more.

Now, let us take S. 1179. It does a pretty good job by providing
partial vesting for this small box critical area. If you remember that
there is already in most plans 100 percent vesting down here, it really
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provides 100 percent vesting in a group here that really is not very
costly and really is not much of a problem and it does provide partial
vesting for this group here.

Now, we have provided the so-called rule of 50 at 10 percent a year
which is in our proposal. It provides 100 percent vesting here and it
provides partial vesting for this critical group. You see how these
differ. This is our proposal compiled to 1631. This is 1631. It provides
a partial vesting for more of the group but not as much-and 100 per-
cent vesting for this grou ) here. It does a pretty good job. In other
words, 1631 is a pretty good pattern.

Here is 1179. You see, it also provides a pretty good coverage here
and it would cover-it would provide 100 percent vesting for a group
down here that is not very critical.

Here is S. 4. You see, S. 4 really does not do as good a job as the
other proposals because it provides 100 percent vesting down in here
where the boxes are big and the cost is not very much. However, it
does not get into the critical area up here. In other words, you see,
S. 4 does not get at the real problem. It provides 100 percent vesting
down here where the boxes are big. In most plans there is already 100
percent vesting here but it provides very modest vesting here and
provides vesting over in here where the cost is rather low. In other
words, expressed as the problem area for this group, a dot here is a
participant.- Where we are really getting at the problem is in these
small box areas and S. 4 does not really do the job.

Again, to just review, here is S. 4, leaving out the problem cost
areas. Here is 1631. It does a pretty good job, at least in the partial
vesting and 100 percent vesting up in here.

Here is 1179, partial vesting, only 100 percent vesting in here. It
covers a good group of people but only partially vests them. And this
is our proposal. We think it is a partia--'it covers partial vesting. It
covers a few more people, 100 percent vesting only among the group
that is pretty well covered in most plans now, and partial vesting for
a fair number of the work force.

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to bring this today to--it is an attempt to
graphically-it requires practically a three-dimensional approach but
we have developed it to try to help focus in on just what the various
vesting schedules mean a;d what they amount to and try to visually
present what the costs are. Remember again, to summarize, everybody
can be displayed on this area on these various vesting schedules,
partially and 100 percent. The sn aller the box, the higher the cost.

Senator NELSON. Does that plan take into consideration prior
service?

Mr. NYTART. Yes, it does. We had to make certain assumptions, yes.
This takes into consideration prior service.

Senator NELSON. You-fund the prior service?
Mr. NYHART. In our recommendations we feel that the minimum

funding required now by IRS is sufficient, which is interest on the past
service liability. We think that is adequate. We believe in reinsurance.
We thnk if you are going to have any pension reform legislation and
require vesting, you have to have reinsurance to reinsure the unfunded
vested liabilities in the event of plan termination.

Senator NELSON. Well, thank you very much for your presentation.
We appreciate your taking the time to come.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Nyhart follows:]
96-939-73-pt. 1-35
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELDON H. NYHART, PRESIDENT, HOWARD E. NY11ART CO.
OF INDIANAPOLIS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the operation of the private pen-
sion system in the United States is increasingly becoming a subject of criticism
by public-minded individuals. There is no doubt that this country's private pension
system must be improved and strengthened to overcome the valid criticism it has
received.

It would seem that the criticism of the private pension system is usually a re-
suilt of one or more of the following:

1. Employees do not understand their benefits.
-2. For any of several reasons, employees lose benefits to which they should
be entitled.

3. Too many employees are not covered by private plans.
Any pension reform legislation can and should correct these defectg without

the expense of significant additional involvement by agencies of the Federal Gov-
ernment. At the same time, it should treat all private plans alike as nearly as
possible.

Al private plans must be treated alike if we are to have effective reform, avoid
the cmnnberso.ne administrative complications which could discourage the growth
of private pensions, and avoid discriminatory loopholes in the law. Exceptions
cannot be made for union plans, small employer plans, self-employed, plans ad-
ministered by tax-exempt organizations, and most Important of all, no exception
can be made for plans already In existence on the effective date of the legislation.

1. BROADER COVERAGE

Plans should be required to provide broader coverage through minimum stand-
ards for participation. Each employee who has completed three years of service
and is at least twenty-five years old should be eligible to participate. Such
employees have established the permanent nature of their employment and
should no longer be excluded from a pension plan. Of course, more liberal require-
ments could be adopted either unilaterally by the employer or though collective
bargaining. Pension credit can easily be given for early years of employment
before meeting the eligibility requirements, but the employer should not be
required to keep pension records for very short-term employees.

Additionally, coverage should be extended to employees hired at older ages.
Many pension plans exclude employees hired after age fifty-five, or age sixty,
or some other higher age in order to keep down the employer's cost of providing
pension benefits. A maximum age limit for participation should not be allowed,
however, employers should have an adequate period of time to fund benefits
for older employees, such as ten years of participation before an employee
could receive full benefits. An employee retiring with less than ten years of
participation could be entitled to a proportionately smaller benefit.

2. VESTING

Restricted employee participation requirements when combined with some
minimum vesting provision would add immensely to benefit security and would
surely encourage mobility, especially among that segment of work force near
retirement.

A well designed vesting schedule would provide earlier vesting for employees
who are hired at older ages so that pensions can be earned by that portion of
the labor force. Gradual vesting Is necessary to allow time for the employer to
adequately fund the benefit. It is important to the employer, to the employee,
and to the soundness of the entire system to encourage full funding of vesting
benefits and, therefore, the requirements must be designed such that full funding
of vested benefits can be accomplished under normal funding techniques.

To accomplish all of these objectives, pension plans should be required to pro-
vide that at least 10% of the full-acrued benefit of an employee be vested when
his age plus his participation (after enactment of legislation) equals fifty.
An additional 10% of the accrued benefits should become vested with each addi-
tional year of participation.

It should be stressed that the vesting percentage recommended be applied to
the full accrued benefit and not just that portion accrued after legislation be-
comes effective. Little, if any retirement income security Is provided the present
working generation by vesting only benefits earned after the effective date of
the legislation.
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ten years of an employee's participation to fully fund his vested benefit. Under
normal funding techniques this gives the employer a reasonable period to fully
fund all vested benefits and also to fund full normal retirement benefits for
employees hired at older ages.

The cost of vesting in pension plans is of considerable concern to everyone
involved in the private pension system. This question has been thoroughly
analyzed by Howard Winklevoss, Assistant Professor of Insurance at the Whar-
ton School of the University of Pennsylvania in his publication "Analysis of the
Cost of Vesting in Pension Plans" prepared for the United States Department
of Labor in 1972. Mr. Winklevoss analyzed three vesting provisions and con-
eluded that the difference, in cost among them was not significant. The expected
cost to add vesting (where none existed) In a maturing labor force with medium
turnover under the three schedules analyzed would increase pension costs 14%
to 20%. The added cost of vesting provisions recommended herein would likely
be in the range of 10% to 13%. Certainly the true added cost of the recommended
vesting is considerably less than that for the typical plan which now has some
vesting. It can be expected that the aggregate actual additional cost to require
the vesting described above would be in the range of 5% to 10% with wide vari-
ances among individual plans.

Participation and vesting requirements could easily be enforced by the De-
partment of the Treasury as a part of the procedures currently in operation for
qualification of plans for favorable tax treatment under the Internal Revenue
Code. Such prior qualification of plans has proven in the past to be an excellent
method to assure compliance with pension policy.

S. REINSURANCE OF UNFUNDED VESTED LIABILITIES

There has been much publicity concerning employees losing their pensions
because of inadequate funds upon plan termination. To help remedy this problem
each pension fund should be required to reinsure, through a Federal agency,
that portion of value of the legally required vested benefits in excess of the
pension fund assets which can reasonably be expected to be available upon plan
termination. In case of full or partial plan termination, the reinsuring agency
would make up any such deficiency in fund assets. This would guarantee that
employees would not lose any legally required vested benefit either upon termina-
tion of employment or termination of the plan for any reason.

4. FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

Pension benefits should not be jeopardized by the mismanagement of funds, nor
by the decline in value of the employer's securities. Although most fiduciaries
accept their responsibilities conscientiously it would certainly be worthwhile to
have legib1"Rtion requiring fiduciaries to act as reasonably prudent men. For pen-
sion plans, fund investment in the employer's securities should be restricted and
transactions involving conflicts of interest should be prohibited. Rules similar
to the recommendations in the Report of the President's Commission on Finan-
cial Structure and Regulation pertaining to Trust Departments and Pension
Funds are appropriate here. That Commission recommended a "federal prudent
man investment rule."

5. ,DISCLOSURE

Disclosure should be made in two directions--to the employee and to the
Department of Labor.

Employees are entitled to be informed of their benefits so they can adequately
prepare for retirement. Specifically, the administrator of each plan should be
required to:

Give each new participant a written summary of the plan.
Give all participants a summary each time the plan is amended.
Give each participant an annual Written statement of estimated normal retire-

ment benefits and his present vested benefits.
Give each terminating participant a written statement of benefits due.
The Information currently required by the Department of Labor under the

Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act should be altered so that the Depart-
ment can determine if plans are complying with the requirements of reinsurance,
fiduciary responsibility, fund transactions and communication to participants.
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6. EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

Participation in private plans could be made more meaningful through the
encouragement of greater individual savings toward retirement. By encouraging
greater employee contributions to pension plans through favorable tax treatment,
more individuals would be inclined to put aside some of their current income for
retirement. A tax credit equal to 25% of an individual's own contribution to a
qualified plan should be allowed. A practical limit to contributions to which
such a credit would apply would seem to be 16% of compensation because that is
generally the maximum total mandatory and voluntary employee contributions
allowed presently under qualified pension plans.

If pension reform legislation incorporates only the provisions outlined above,
the pension reform needed to achieve the public goals will have been accom-
plished. These goals will have been met in a manner that provides the maximum
benefit to employees with the least amount of additional administrative Involve-
ment. The pension system would remain flexible and the increased cost of pro-
viding benefits would be kept at a minimum. There would be no need to consider
other elaborate provisions that could h .ve dotrimental effects on the system.
For example, reinsurance of unfunded vested liabilities would preclude the need
for any minimum funding requirement; likewise, a minimum vesting require-
ment eliminates any reasons for having portable benefits.

In short, good pension legislation can solve the real problems and encourage
growth in a sound private pension system in this country....

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. Leon Shapiro, National
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, AFL-CIO, accompanied
by Mr. Robert Leaf, president, Benefit Services of New York City.

STATEMENT OF LEON SHAPIRO, NATIONAL MARINE ENGINEERS
BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
LEAF, PRESIDENT, BENEFIT SERVICES OF NEW YORK CITY,
AND BRIAN ONES, ASSOCIATE ACTUARY, PENSION AND, WEL-
FARE PLAN

Mr. SHAPIRO. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I also have with me Brian
Jones, who is an associate actuary for the pension and welfare plan.

We l ave had the opportunity to examine various of the legislative
proposals which have been made in the area of private pensions. We
sympathize a great deal with many of the objectives and we do have
some reservation-, with respect to certain of the concepts proposed. We
can live with the idea of vesting and funding standards. In fact, we
have-already provided generous vesting and a fast funding schedule
for our MEBA plan.

We do point out, however, in our prepared testimony that the fund-
ing standards can be a problem for new plans. We have serious res-
ervations about the disclosure requirements of some of the bills. We
think they will be expensive, time consuming, and unproductive. All
they will do is waste money which could be better spent on benefits.

We think that the proposed insurance of unfunded liabilities is not
practical, especially. in those bills which do not distinguish between
single and multiemployer plans and those bills which do distinguish
between single and multiemployer plans. It is important that a defini-
tion of inultiemployer plans be clearly established in order to avoid
the "creation of loopholes for those single employer plans who wish to
avQid being designated as such.

We think that the proposal for portability can be deceptive and
may be harmful. It achieves really nothing which the vesting standards
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do not and it also allows the terminating employees to take assets out
of the plans, perhaps to the detriment of the long service employee

-who remains and the pensioners who are already out on pension.
Additionally, we are of the opinion that if there is to be-any pension

legislation, it should begin in relation to those organizations that have
pension benefits at all for their employees. It seems unfair that all
current legislation is directed at those groups which have been willing
to provide pension benefits for their employees with no regard what-
soever to those other groups who have not been so profitable.

Basically, Mr. Chairman, our pension plan which emanated out of
a collective bargaining agreement in 1955 was a plan that we had
hoped to streamline and we think it is a plan that has met the require-
ments to answer the problems that have arisen out of other plans. We
think that the multiemployer program at present with the records
indicate that less than one-tenth of the total employees in multiem-
ployer plans have experienced any termination of their" plans.

We think that the provisions that have been provided for in
a plan such as ours on termination are sufficient unto themselves.
Our present program which is multiemployer covers the industry so
that the vesting and the practicall aspects of portability are already
applicable to our people. They can work for any company within our
union and receive the same benefits that they receive if they staved
with one company for the entire length of their career. The one thing
that we really do not want to see is because of the many bad problems
that have emanated from single employer plans it. created almost an
emotional aura in the country and we think that the law should be
written to cover the problems and should be written in a sensible,
levelheaded way in which those plans which already have provided
the needed requirements spelled out in the bills such as multiemployer
plans with sound funding vesting should be excluded.

Senator NELSON. You are saving they should be excluded from all
provisions of proposed pension'legislation or just from the reinsurance
)lan ?

Mr. SHAPIRO. We think the ultimate, of course, is exclusive from all,
but vesting and funding is something that we can live with.

Mr. LEAF. I would just, like to comment. Mr. Chairman, on the point
that Mr. Shapiro brought out regarding the termination of l)lans that
are multiemployer. The study done by the Department of Labor and
Treasury Department in 1972 on pension plan terminations points out
that most, of these terminations are not due to failures of the )lan.
In fact, I can quote from the study. They say that when multi-
employer pension plans terminate it is usually because the union and
the mp loverss desire to consolidate various pension plans on which
they are parties in order to achieve economy of administration. So
the statistics, as low as they are, at two-tent'hs of 1 percent, are far
from an indication of inadequacy on the part of multiemployer plans.

Senator NELSON. The fi,ure you gave us is 1
Mr. S.PmnO. It is two-tenths of 1 percent.
Senator NEisoN. And you are saying some of those terminations

were not failures of the plan but consolidations?
Mr. SHAPIRO. That is right, sir. I am saving that according to the

study done by the Department of Labor anl Department of the Treas-
ury, not some but the vast majority of those terminations were not
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failures. They were mergers of the plan and then they would show
up because the study was geared to show a termination every time a
plan stopped existence they (lid not really differentiate between ter-
minations due to failure and terminations due to merger.

Senator NELSON. Is there not a somewhat different problem if it is a
multiemployer made up of Ia whole lot of small employers in the
building construction trades as contrasted with large employers in the
,'hipping business?

Mr. LEAF. Generally, Mr. Chairman, if the multiemployer definition
which Mr. Shapiro requests be made very specific, it if is-if it pro-
vides certain safeguards, for example, Industrywide, industrywide
representation, regardless of the industry, the terminations have been
very, very low. The termination figures in the Treasury study include
terminations of all multiemplover plans even though small'building
trades and what we would like'to avoid if there is 'going to be a dif-
ferentiation between single and multiemplover plans is the oppor-
tunity for a single employer plan to merge with another single em-
ployer plan and call itself a multiemployer plan and then get the
favor' ble treatment that would be given under the law to a multi-
employver plan, therefore, creating a loophole. We would strongly
suggest that kind of situation be avoided.

Senator NELSON. Well, you say there has been a termination of two-
tenths of 1 percent of the multiemplover plans. How many of them
did in fact involve an involuntary termination with insufficient funds
to pay the vested accrued obli nations ?

Mr. SuAPIno. The statistics were not clear on that, sir, except for
the point that it was a very small portion of those terminations were
due to failures.

Senator NEL,ON. What is the objection to having an insurance pro-
grain to cover the termination? If it is such a small percentage, it
would obviously, I suppose, require a small amount of money to coverit.

Mr. SHAPIRO. Well, providing the amount of the insurance premium
were geared to the rate of failures, we would really have no basic ob-
jection to insurance. It does, however, offer another problem. When
an insurance provision is put into a plan that really does not need it,
safeguards have to be written into the law to prevent the plan from
assuming assumptions which might normally be unsound.

For example, instead of investing the money in a conservative port-
folio of fixed income and equities which would support an interest
assumption of 4 or 5 percent. the fund, to go to extremes, might invest
in building more funds which yield 18 percent and base their benefits
on an 18 percent assumption, and the failure of that fund would then
l)e guaranteed jii~t as well as the failure of the fund with the more
conservative. So if there is going to be insurance we feel there should
be, one, a separate premium established for multiemplover funds which
will be based on the actual failure rate of these funds' and two, there
should be some safeguards put into the law which will prevent abuse
on the part of any fund, the kinds of abuse I mentioned in assuming
unrealistic assumptions which might increase the probability of fail-
tire, which might tempt them to fail because they are insured.

Senator NELSON. Under the present multiemployer fund arrange-
mnents, do you have reinsurance provisions? That is to say, do you
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guarantee every vested pension right if some company goes out of
usiness or there is involuntary termination, or bankruptcy? What

happens to the pension under the multiemployer plan such as the
Marine Engineers have?

Mr. JONES. When one employer goes out of business that does not
mean that the plan goes out of business. The credits that that particu-
lar employees' members have accrued remain perfectly valid. The em-
ployees generally move into another company in the same industry.
That company continues to contribute for them and their credits re-
main perfectly valid. They come up to retirement with perhaps a his-
tory of working for four or five different companies. Possibly one of
those may have gone out of business in the meantime but that would
have no effect.

Senator NELo-N. What you are saying is that you already have a
voluntary reinsurance or termination insurance program within the
pension plan that your employees are under.

Mr. JONES. Built into the structure of a multiemplover plan, yes, sir.
Could I make one other small point about the question with reference

to insurance? Another problem with insurance is that if you institute
an insurance program, a single employer or a multiemployer fund
which is funding very quickly, for instance, the MBBA fund which
now has only 20 years' funding under its funding schedule, there may
be an incentive to slack up on the funding schedule to the minimum,
the 30, 40 years that have been discussed. This would mean that instead
of a plan properly funding its own benefits it would be kind of leaning
back and relying on the Government to bail them out if there is trouble.

Senator NELSON. But you would not object to some--did I under-
stand you right-some termination insurance if it were specifically
tailored to a particular fund and the experience rating and-well,
experience rating of that fund?

Mr. Jo-Es. Well, if the-
Senator NELSON. And the liabilities, et cetera?
Mr. JONES. If the experience rating were very specific and took into

account all of these factors, then presumably at some point it would
no longer be objectionable but it would be extremely complex at that
point.

Senator "NELSON. SO it is your position that there is no need for any
reinsurance at least for the multiemployer plan under which the
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association operates?

Mr. SHAPIRO. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELoN. Just one more question. I did not quite understand

the problem raised by provisions for portability in the plans. Are you
taking the position that vesting itself satisfies all the requirements,
all the benefits needed and portability necessary?

Mr. JONES. Yes. We are saying not only that, we would go further
and say portability would create a distortion, and I would like to
illustrate that by pointing out that the person that that portability
provision takes care of is the first one to leave the plan which very often
may be the youngest employee, assuming that he is vested, he has maybe
15 years of service. He terminates. At that point he takes assets out to
the detriment of the people who remain.

Senator NELSON. That is the point I do not understand. Even if the
assets remain in there, they are his and it is an obligation against the
fund.
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Mr. JoNEs. Yes, but if he takes the assets with him, thenlie has com-
plete priority on those assets. For instance, in a hypothetical plan
which has just three employees, and this could be three large groups
of employees, so it is equally true of a large plan, if A has 15 years of
service and the present value of his benefit is $10,000, B has 20 years
of service and his vested benefit is worth $15.000, and C is drawing a
pension and his annuity is worth $5,000, then if there is $12,000 in the
fund at this point, that would leave an $18.000 unfunded vested lia-
bility. So the vested liability at that point would be 40 percent funded.

Now. let us assume that A terminates. Under the portability pro-
gram. $10,000 would be transferred to the portability program. so
some central agency, to fund his vested benefits and that would leave
the plan with only $2.000 in the till against a $25.000 vested liability.
So at this point it would only be 8 percent funded and the benefits of
the other employees would be much less secure. And to take it even
further, if B were to leave, then he would be attempting to draw
$15,000 out of this plan and there would at that point be only $12,000
in.

Senator NELsoN. This is on the assumption that nobody else took
his place, for one thing, right? And. two. I do not know how you
would have a vested retirement fund of $5.000 based on the amount
of money you have named. You could not produce that much.

fMr. JoNEs. Excuse me? No. I am just talking .about hypothetical
values. The value which it would take to go to an insurance company
and purchase this man's benefits or to-the amount that would be re-
quired to transfer into the central portability agency in order to guar-
antee a man's benefits, and I am saying that if the vested liabilities
of the total plan are only as in my hypothetical 40 percent covered,
are not. completely funde l, then if you allow the man who is lowest on
the priority ladder to take out hi's liability, take with him the full
assets corresponding to that liability, you leave ver " little or maybe
no assets to cover the liabilities of ieh people who remain.

Senator NELSON. I OqIss-I am not an actuary. I would have to
take a longer, harder look at that. If that is based upon the assump-
tion that You have 10,000 employees that one-third of them are going
to-9.000'employees, one-third'of them are going to immediately
leave and are in the lowest seniority and take all their money with
them, is that right?

Mr. JONEs. Yes. My hypothesis was a very small single employer
plan but if this were a lareaer plan and there was ccntriaetion in the
industry and people with the least seniority moved out into a different
industry and then the portability program required that they be able
to take out of that plan assets to match their liabilities. then they would
be geting the first crack at those assets and they might even exhaust
the assets, leaving nothing for the people who are already on pension
or who may have much more seniority.

Senator NELso,-. Have you ever applied that to an actual situation,
say, the coal industry, or the railroad industry which-I do not have
the exact figures in mind any more, but which over a period of 20 years
dropped their employment by about 50 percent from 1940 to 1960?

wouldd that have happened?
Mr. JoNEzs. I certainly have not analyzed a particular industry but

I would think that in an industry such as the type you mentioned,
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if vou had a combination of generous vesting and a portability pro-
grami which allowed everyone who left with a vested benefit to take
assets out of that plan, then I think you may very well find that there
would be a number of plans, both single, particularly single employers,
l)ossibly even nmultiemplovers that would be forced under bv that sort
of provision.

Mr. LEAiF. What you might be doing is starting a run on the bank
because the best way, for the man to guarantee that he would receive
all of the assets that have been accrued on his behalf would be to quit.
As soon as lie quit he would have top priority over other employees
who remained.

Senator NElSONI. On the other hand, if the industry is contracting
fairly rapidly. 10, 15, 20 years, and all the money remains in there,
there are not roinr to be enough people paying into the fund to pay
out the ret i remen _elefits anyway.

Mr1'. LEAF. Well. that is where the funding schedule doles in, sir.
That, is where the funding has to be structured in such a way that
there will be enough money coming into the fund.

Senator NEL.so.-. But you could not very well do that. The funding
schedule was all right, as I understand it, in the Studebaker plan but
they terminated without adequate funds. If they had stayed in busi-
ness 30 years. according to the testimony, their funding schedule would
have been fine. But they did not stay in business that long and. there-
fore. they could not pay the benefits. So if you have a contracting
industry which reduces employees by 50 percent in a 15-year period.
then all those accumulated obligations are going to have to be paid for
by the employer and the employee and what is left of the industry and
that fund itself probably is not viable.

MI. JONES. That is true. sir, but then the Studebaker situation, as
I understand it. what hap opened is that the retirees did receive their
benefits. People who were close to retirement received partial payment
and the ones who were furthest from retirement received nothing.

Now, under the portability program our objection is that the short
service people-comparatively short service people who might be en-
titled to vesting, let us say 10, 15 years, they could bail out when they
see a problem, take assets'with them, and the net result would be that
the pensioners who do not have that sort of option perhaps would
then be the people who are getting 30 cents on the dollar. So there

-3puld be an inversion of the priorities.
Senator NELSON. So in any event, your position is that all vested

rights should remain in whatever fund they have accumulated in and
that the employee at retirement age will draw whatever accumu-
lated benefits lie has in that fund based upon the contributions at the
time h-e retired plus the accumulation of whatever interest, and so
forth. Is that what you are saying ?

Mr. JoNEs. That is correct.
Senator NELSON. So lie may be drawing from three, four, five em-

ployers in his lifetime.
Mr. Jo-Ns. Possibly. Plus there is also the serious problem that we

did not discuss, that I could just mention briefly, and that is that each
plan has different actuarial assuml)tions. Each actuary has a different
idea of what the vesting benefit is worth and this would involve great
complications when a man transfers from one plan to another.
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Senator NELSON. OK. Thank you very much for your testimony.
We appreciate your taking the time to come.

[Mr. Shapiro's prepare statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEON SHAPIRO, DISTRICT 1-PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT,
SECRETARY-TREASURER, NATIONAL MARINE ENGINEERS BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION,
AFL-CIO

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Leon Shapiro,
representing the National Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, AFL-CIO.
MEBA is a labor organization representing marine engineers aboard American
flag vessels. MEBA is composed of two (2) affiliated districts-District No. 1-
Pacific Coast District, MEBA and District 2. I would like to submit this State-
ment expressing our views on S. 4 and S. 1179.

The affiliated districts of MEBA participate in three (3) major pension plans
and three (3) major welfare plans. These Plans are established pursuant to our
collective bargaining agreements with employers in the maritime industry. They
are multi-employer Plans and all employers under contract with various affiliates
of the Union contribute to these pension and welfare Plans.

Marine engineers who are members of our affiliated districts work for various
employers in the maritime industry. Employment is generally obtained through
hiring halls and ah engineer may work for a number of different employers over
a period of time. A marine engineer earns pension credits by employment with
an employer in the maritime industry.

I wish to state at the outset that we support the principle of protecting the
pension entitlement of American workers. I only wish that many more American
workers were protected by pension and welfare plans so that, upon retirement,
they would be able to receive pension benefits in addition to Social Security.

I am familiar with the tragic stories of pension default that have been un-
covered and publicized by various Senate and House Committees over the past
years. No one with any feeling or sensitivity for the problems of the older mem-
bers of our society can help but be affected by the injustices perpetrated upon
employees who have given a lifetime of service to a particular employer and
then found that they were either not eligible for a pension or that their pension
payments, after being received for a short period, were no longer available.
There is no question in my mind but that these abuses and these tragic examples
of the inability of private pension plans to fully protect older employees need
correcting and need action by the Congress of the United States.

However, I would like to emphasize that the many examples of the forfeiture
of pension entitlement and the many instances in which an employee was deprived
of pension benefits arise exclusively under single employer pension plans. These
situations have not occurred under multi-employer pension plans.

Under the multi-employer pension plan the risk of an employer's failure to
continue in business is substantially reduced because that risk is spread over the
number of employers in the industry. If an employee Is adversely affected by an
employer's going out of business, he may secure employment in the same occupa-
tion or at the same trade with another employer engaged in the same form of
business. More Importantly, an employee's credits are protected by the continua-
tion of the employee benefit plan which is maintained by other employers in the
same industry.

I need not detail for you the adversities which have beset the American Mer-
chant Marine over the past few years. In our industry we have seen a number of
shipowners who have been forced into bankruptcy or out of business. Yet no
marine engineer has suffered a deprivation of pension benefits because the
multi-employer pension plans have protected the pension credits of adversely
affected marine engineers.

Thus, it Is my view that your attention should be primarily directed toward
single employer pension plans. The abuses in the pension field and the tragic cir.
cumstances leading to the loss of pension benefits for individuals have occurred
in the curcumstances of single employer pension plans. I frankly see no need to
impose burdens, financial and otherwise, on multi-employer pension plans for
the purpose of correcting abuses arising from single employer pension plans.

The most important factor in the administration and operation of any pension
or welfare plan Is its cost. In any multi-employer plan increasing the cost of the
operation and administration of the plan results either in the necessity of In-
creased employer contributions or in the reduction of the level of pension or
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welfare benefits. It is my general view that the proposed legislation creates sub-
stantial additional administrative and operational costs for our pension and
welfare plans which will have the obvious result of further burdening the em-
ployers in this industry and requiring increased contributions in order to maintain
the present level of benefits.

This result is created by both the procedural and substantive aspects of S. 4
and S. 1179. Not only does the proposed legislation increase the cost of adminis-
tration of our pension and welfare plans, but also the provisions of this legis-
lation will undoubtedly result in increased costs to employers because of the
requirements for funding, portability, termination insurance, etc. Such an in-
crease in costs can only result in adversely affecting the purposes and objective
of the welfare and pension programs established by the employers in the mari-
time industry and MEBA.

I shall attempt to analyze some of the increased costs which are bound to
result from certain provisions of S. 4 and S. 1179. Section 104 of S. 4 concerns
the annual report required to be filed by any employee benefit plan. The report
referred to in Section 104 goes beyond the reporting requirements presently con-
tained in the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act. I believe that the report-
ing requirements of Section 104 are unnecessarily burdensome to employee
benefit plans and will clearly result in increased costs to such plans.

For example, Section 104(b) (2) of S. 4 requires the report to include a
schedule of all investments of the fund as of the-end of the fiscal year. I am
not aware of what purpose such reporting will serve and whether a detailing
of the investments of any fund Is essential Information that need be provided
to the Secretary of Labor.

Similarly the requirement of 104(b) (4) that each receipt and disbursement of
the fund be reported is undoubtedly burdensome to any employee benefit fund.
The present provisions of the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act permit an
interested party to review books and records of any plan and ascertain such
disbursements adid receipts. I question the wisdom of imposing upon employee
benefit plans the" necessity of making such a detailed report. Moreover, the
requirement of Section 104(e) requiring detailed reporting by a pension plan
of facts concerning its fund, the number of participants, its reserves and liabili-
ties and a copy of its most recent actuarial report is of questionable value.

I have substantial doubt as to the purpose of the kind of reporting required
by S. 4. Welfare and pension funds have been required for some ten years to
file an annual Form D-2 with the Secretary of Labor. Our welfare and pension
plans have. annually complied with this requirement. Yet I know of no use
that has ever been made of these reports or no purpose that they have ever
served other than to occupy space in the warehouse rented for this purpose by
the Secretary of Labor.

I do not believe that the reporting requirements of the present Act should be
increased. Those requirements have been sufficient to permit the Secretary
of Labor to make investigations where it was felt deficiencies in the operation
of a welfare or pension plan existed. Those reports are of course available to
beneflc!arles. Increasing the detailed information necersary in these reporting
requirements will add substantial costs to the operation of an employee benefit
plan without a resulting increase in the benefits gained therefrom.

A similar comment could be made about the requirements of Section 105 of
S. 4 dealing with the requirement that an employee benefit plan publish the
plan description and annual report. It is stated in Section 105(b) (2) that the
Administrator of the plan is required to make available copies of the latest
collective bargaining agreement for examination by a participant or beneficiary.
In many instances administrators do not have copies of such collective bargain-
ing agreements. I would point out that Title I of the Labor-Management Report-
ing and Disclosure Act of 1959, 29 U.S.C. 414, entitles every employee affected
by a collective bargaining agreement to receive a copy of such agreement from the
labor organization involved.

I am also concerned about the provisions of Section 106 of S. 4 because I be-
lieve it represents an open Invitation to litigants to use the courts in an effort
to force an employee benefit plan to provide benefits. Obviously an 'increased
amount of litigation will result in an increase in administrative costs to any
employee benefit plan. We are afraid that the provisions of Section 106 will
Invite attorneys to take advantage of disappointed claimants and to begin friv-
olous law suits in the hope of obtaining an award of counsel fees or a settlement
which will Include counsel fees. I am concerned that participants who feel
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themselves unjustly treated will create unnecessary litigation, which will only
result in increasing the legal expenses of employee benefit plans.

It should be noted, in passing, that S. 4 exempts from its coverage employee
benefit plans administered by the Federal Government or by an agency or in-
strumentality of the Federal Government. I have serious question as to the
necessity for such al exclusion which is contained in Section 101(b) of S. 4.

The exemption of an employee benefit plan administered by the Federal
Government from the coverage of S. 4 would mean that employees of the Federal
Government of any agency thereof would not enjoy the benefits and protections
the legislation is intended to accomplish. MEBA, for example, represents marine
engineers who are employed by the Military Sealift Command (MSC) and
who are covered by a pension plan administered by the Federal Government.
If some of these marine engineers leave employment with MSC and obtain em-
ployment ag a marine engineer under our collective bargaining agreements
there is no reason why they should lose their pension credits with the Federal
Government and not receive the benefit of the lorta)ility provisions of S. 4.

I suggest that the Federal Government should get its own house in order in
regard to pension coverage before attempting to impose upon established multi-
employer plans those conditions which it does not itself observe. Why should
employees of the Federal Government who leave such service and obtain em-
ploynent in private industry be deprived of the benefits which this legislation
seeks to effect?

I believe that there is no basis for the exclusion of pension plans adminis-
tered by the Federal Government from the provisions of this legislation. Em-
ployees covered by such plans should certainly be entitled to the same pension
protection as employees in private industry.

S. 4 contains provisions for vesting, funding, portability and plan termina-
tion insurance. I suggest that the Committee should give serious consideration
to the effect of these provisions and requirements upon multi-employer plans
as distinguished from single employer plans.The Department of the Treasury and the Department of Labor issued In
February of 1973 an Interim Report entitled "Study of Pension Plan Termi-
nations,. 1972". This Study shows that in i71 7.5 million workers were covered
by millti-employer pension plans, roughly one-third of tho 23 million workers
in private pension plans. Multi-employer pension plans, however, comprised in
1971 about one-tenth of the private pension plans on file with the Department
of Labor under the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act.'

The National Marine Engineers Beneficial Association has affiliates who
are parties to three major and substantial pension plans, the MEBA Pension
Plan, the MEBA Pension Fund (covering West Coast employers and employees),
and the District 2 MEBA Pension Plan. Reciprocal agreements exist between
tlhese three Plans under which a marine engineer who is employed under any
of the three Plans wll receive reciprocal pension credit for such employment
arid, when he achieves sufficient overall credit to earn a pension, his pension
payments will be shared by all three Plans.

Experience liaq shown tMat there is very little movement among marine en-
gineers to employmeplt outside of their chosen occupation. A marine engineer
who studies to receive his license and spends five years ot so in tile industry will
make such employment his life's work. We think that this is true of our Industry
arid certalify is true in the building and construction industry where t large num-
ber of rnulti-employ'er plans exist. For these employees, in our industry and else-
where, the multi-employer fund structure provides a degree of security of pen-
sion rights at least equal to that offered in tile Bills before this Committee.

Thus. I believe that the concept of portability is impracticable In our indus-
try and in other Industries covered by multi-employer pension plans. Because
of reciprocal agreements between our pension plans, the portability requirements
of the proposed statute accomplish nothing except a distortion In allocation of
sets and an unnecessary expense. This same protection to employees can better
be accomplished by mandatory vesting standards.

The vesting requirements of the proposed statute have no serious effect upon
the MEBA pension plans. We have 15 year vesting and many of our plan partlc-
ipants are fully vested.

I believe that the provisions of these bills on funding should be considered with
a view toward their effect on multi-employer plans. They are written upon the

I Study of Pension Plan Terminations, 1972, p. 68.
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assumption that a level of benefits is established and then the plan is funded.
This Is simply not the way collectively bargained multi-employer plans are
established.

When the MEBA pension plan was established, the parties did not decide on a
$100 per month and then hire an actuary to figure out how big the shipowner's
bill should be. A contribution of $1 per day was negotiated, and the question
was how big a benefit this cold buy. Tie trustees de-cided tlmt the first priority
wias to provide an adequate leiefit to the ohler employees retiring in the early
years and, therefore, they adopted "interest only" funding. Of course, as the plan
inatured, benefits were increased, le funding was improved and the plan grew.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that had higher funding been legally required at
the outset, the early retirees might only have received perhaps $80 per month
instead of the $100 per month they actually got.

Finally, 8.4 attempts to provide wlat i. referred to a P lan Termnination Insur-
an(e. I think that such Plan rerniiiation hisuranie is unnecessary in multi-em-
ployer plans.

The Study of Pension Plan 'rermintions, 1972, issued by the departmentt of
the Treasury and the Department of Labor points out that in the years from 1965
through 1971 only one-half of 1% of all nmulti-employer pension plans terminate
In any given year and that such termimliations involve less than 2/10ths of 1%
of the participants covered by ill such plans.2 The Study further points out that
these terminations generally result either from the merger of a pension plan into
another plan or from the voluntary desire of the l)articipants to cease contribu-
tiom s to the plan. The Study of Pension 'lan Terminiations states:

"When multiemployer lenslon plais terminate, it is usually because the union
an(l the employers desire to consolidate various pension plaits to which they are
parties in or(er to achieve e(conony in administration and to provide uniform
benefits." ,

Thus It is clear from the Study undertaken by the departmentt of the Treasury
and the department of Labor that the termination of miulti-enployer pension
plans has not resulted in a loss of benefits or pension rights to employees. Such
terminations may well have Increased the pension entitlement of covered em-
ployees. But the important fact which is established by this Study Is that multi-
employer plans do not create or engender the risk of loss of pension benefits which
are entailed for single employer plans when the employer involved ceases opera-
tions or goes out of business.

The Imposition of Plan Termination Insurance upon multi-employer pension
plans is unjustified by the experiences under such plais. Tthe Study by tite )e-

amrtinent of the Treasury and I he lDepartment of Labor shows conclusively that
when a ntlti-employer pension plain terminates, employees are not adversely
affected. This is for the obvious reason that such employees, if their employer
goes not of business, still have a right to benefits which Is supported by the
assets of the fund and by the future contributions of the remaining Employers.
Thus, employees covered by multi-employer pension plans do not lose pension
credits by the loss of employment, but retain their pension credits and coverage.
The incidence of the termination of multi-employer pension plans, is. according
to the Department of the Treasury and the D)epartment of Labor. practically nil.

Yet S. 4 would require multi-employer pension plans to assume the same in-
surance requirements and costs as are imposed upon single employer pension
plans where the risk of going out of business Is far greater. Elementary prin-
ciples of Insurance Indicate that where there are different risks, different pre-
miums are paid. A man aged 30 pays a far lower life Insurance premium than
a man aged 60, for straight life insurance. Fire Insurance costs differ depend-
Ing upon the structure and the degree of fire protection for the insured building.
Automobile insurance premiums (liffer depending upon the location, amount of
driving, etc. of the Insured. But S. 4 would Impose the same insurance require-
ments on multi-empi'yer plans and on single employer plans.

The evidence is clear that employees covered by multi-employer pension plans
maintain their pension credits even if a particular employer ceases business
operations. The very nature of a multi-employer pension plan creates a basis
for protecting the employee's pension credits and permits him to continue to
earn pension credits by continued employment In the industry. None of this Is
true for a single employer pension plan and it is my belief that this Committee

2 Study of Pension Plan Terminations, 1972, p. 73.3 Study, p. 78.
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should' concern itself in the proposed legislation only with single employer
plans.

I believe that the failures In the private pension system ste.:m from single
employer plans. The need for legislation in the pension field concerns single
employer plans and not multi-employer plans. Yet the proposed legislation is
universal in application and will raise the costs of multi-employer plans as
much as, and perhaps more than, it will raise the costs of single employer pen-
sion plans.

I request this Committee not to correct the injustices and the tragedies to
employees covered by pension plans at the expense of the seven and one-half
million workers covered by multi-employer plans. Moreover, I think it necessary
to emphasize that there are some 30 million workers in this country who enter
retirement with no pension coverage except that provided by Social Security
benefits.

Every pension plan must be tailored to meet the needs of those employees
covered by it. The needs of our industry differ from the needs of other industries
and our multi-employer pension plans may provide different coverages and
benefits than those prevalent in other industries. I ask this Committee to give
the same consideration to -this legislation. Enact a pension law to meet the real
problems in the pension field and do not penalize those sound and well admin-
istered multi-employer pension plans which have been serving their Industries
and the workers whom they benefit.

Senator NELSON. The committee is in recess, subject to the call of
the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the committee was recessed, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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I. Question:
The Administration's proposed rules on vesting and funding apply across the

board for all qualified plans.
(A) Does this mean that in order to be a qualified plan a Government plan

such as, for example, the Federal Civil Service Retirement would have to have
the current liabilities fully funded and also make payments into the fund equal
to 5 percent of unfunded vested liabilities attributable to past service?

(B) Is it correct that the Federal Civil Service plan is not funded to this
extent? If it is not, does this mean that if the Adminis:ration bill is enacted the
Federal Civil Service Retirement System will no longer be a qualified plan?

(C) Is it correct that the vesting rules contained in S. 1631 apply uniformly
to both private and governmental plans?

(D) Has the Rule of 50 been tested against the rules of the Federal Civil Serv-
ice Retirement System?

(E) For example, if you had someone who was 46 years old who had 4 years
of service, under the Rule of 50 the plan must provide for vesting in order to be
a qualified plan. However, under the Federal Civi Service Retirement plan. if
a person terminates his service without having been in Government service for
5 years, he forfeits the amount put up for him by the Government. Doesn't this
mean in the example I have described, that vesting has not yet occurred in the
case of this 46-year-old Individual who has had 4 years of service under the reg-
ular rules? Doesn't this mean that under your rules the Federal Civil Service plan
would not be a qualified plan?
A nsw'r:

As presently constituted, the Federal Civil Service Retirement System would
not meet the proposed Rule of 50 vesting standard. If the Administration's pro-
posal is adopted, the Civil Service Retirement System would either have to be
amended prior to the effective date of S. 1631 or an exception in the law would
have to be provided to allow it to continue as a qualified plan. It is. of course,
important that the Civil Service system retain its qualified status since there are
certain tax benefits which would be lost by government employees if the plan
became nonqualified. For example, an estate tax exclusion under section 2039(c)
of the Code is available only to qualified plans. In addition, contributions to
nonqualified plans are taxable to employees unless they are subject to substan-
tial risk of forfeiture.

Under S. 1631 as originally introduced, the Federal Civil Service Retirement
System also would have had to meet the proposed new minimum funding stand-
ard. However, under the technical revisions we are proposing, governmental
plans would be exempt from the new minimum funding standard.
II. Quc.stionl:

(A) .May T lhve yomr comments on this arguimient? Some penile ar-te tlh.t
the Rule of 75 for vesting discriminates against workers approac:hing the age of
50 because pension costs to cover such workers may bo higher thtan pension costs
to cover younger persons and that this will discourage the hiring of Ipersons
nearing the age of 50.

(B) On the other hand, others have suggested that the Rule of 50 liscrlnii-
nates against those considerably younger than 50 because it provides less pension
coverage for them than for older persons even though they may have worked the
same period of time. May I have your comments on this suggestion?

Ansiwer:
(A) It has been suggested that the proposed Rule of 50 ininiunnin vesting

standard would increase the cost of hiring older workers and lead to dis ri i-
tion against older workers. It is true that, under the Rule of 50, older env.ployee-
will vest more quickly than younger employees, and this taken alone will tend
to increase the relative cost of vesting for older employees. However, there is a
countervailing factor which reduces the cost of vesting for older workers. Vest-
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Ing results in a cost only when an employee leaves. Older employees are much
le-s likely to leave than younger employees. Taking this factor into account,

tIt hough the Rule of 50 would result in higher ve8ting for older workers, it would
nit necessarily result in higher vesting c008t for older workers.

In fact, chart 4 of Secretary Shultz' testimony on May 22 to your Subcommit-
tee shows thmt, for a plan promising $100 annually foe'each year of service, on
the assumptions used, the additional cost of the Rule of 50 imposes with respect
to an individual age 55 (at hire and initial participation) is only $15 per year,
while the co.t for an Individual age 35 is $30 per year. In this case, the differen-
tial cost between hiring an older worker and a younger worker is actually
reduced by the Rule of 50.

The relationship between pension costs for older workers and pension costs for
younger worker,; Is determined by many different factors, and it is impossible to
make meaningful estimates of the precise cost relationship that apply to all cases.
Iiowever,-after studying this question in depth, we have concluded that the Rule
of 50 would not result In discrimination against older workers. The possible
incentive for age discrimination in hiring that is currently provided by the dif-
ferential costs under existing benefit formulas and assumptions would not be
modified significantly by the imposition of the Rule of 50 as a minimum vesting
standard.

(B) It has been suggested that the Rule of 50 discriminates against younger
workers because it provides them less pension protection than older workers.
It is true, of course, that the Rule of 50 provides less pension protection for
younger workers than for older workers for the same period of time worked. The
Rule of 50 is intended to concentrate the benefits of vesting on those who need it
the most-older workers. Younger worlkers who stay in the work force will ulti-
mately benefit from the Rule of 50 as they become older workers. The general
judgment that loss of benefits by unvested workers terminated near retirement
age is particularly undesirable-is illustrated by the heightened dismay which is
felt when workers in their 60's are terminated with no pensions.

III. Question:
The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation staff pamphlet of the

various pension proposals contains, on page 9, a table comparing costs of the
vesting rules provided under S. 4 and under the Rule of 50 recommended by the
Treasury Department. In terms of cost as a percent of payroll, that table
shows that the S. 4 funding requirements have a cost which ranges up- to 1.4
percent of payroll. The Rule of 50 is shown as having a cost which ranges up
to 7/10th of one percent of payroll. I understand, however, that if S. 4 did
not provide for the vesting of past service, its vost would range up to 6/10ths
of one percent of payroll. In other words, if you leave out of account vesting for
past service, the cost of these vesting rules may actually be slightly below the
cost of the Administration vesting rules.

(A) Since in most respects the vesting rules under S. 4 provide for earlier
vesting than the Administration proposal, why would one want to substitute
the Administration rules if there is no significant difference in cost?

(B) Isn't the real difference in cost simply a question of whether you cover
service rendered prior to the date of enactment of the bill?

(C) Isn't this fundamentally an issue which can be faced separately from
the issue of when vesting in the future generally Is to begin?

Answer:
(A) The vesting standard of S. 4 does not provide for earlier vesting than

the Administration proposal "in most respects." Compared with the Adminis-
tration proposal, S. 4 provides earlier initial vesting and about the same age
of full vesting for younger workers, but later initial and full vesting for older
workers. For example, a worker hired at age 30 will reach first vesting at 39
and full vesting at 46 under S. 4, while he will reach first vesting at 42 and
full vesting at 47 under S. 1631. A worker hired at 50, on the other hand, will
reach first vesting at 59 and 100% vesting at 66 under S. 4, but will reach ini-
tial vesting at 53 and full vesting at 58 under S. 1631.

(B) The Rule of 50 and 8-15 year vesting will have roughly the same cost
when fully phased-in, and the main difference in cost between S. 1631 and S. 4
arises from the fact that the vesting standard of S. 4 applies to benefits previ-
ously accrued.

(C) Yes.
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IV. Question:
The Administration proposal's requirement for the funding of past service is

at an annual rate of 5 percent of the remaining unfunded balance. Senator
Bentsen's bill and S. 4 provide for funding over a 30-year period, which for
the most part is a longer period for funding of these past service liabilities.
However, both S. 4 and Senator Bentsen's bill require the funding of all ac-
crued liabilities, while the Administration's proposal deals only with liabilities
which have vested. Could you explain the logic of overlooking the funding of
liabilities which have accrued even though they may not yet have become
vested?

Answer:
The reason that the Administration's proposal requires funding of only

liabilities presently vested is that the most pressing protection needed for
workers is with respect to such benefits. Forfeitable benefits can be lost by an
employee if he terminates his employment. He does not rely on receiving such
benefits and employers need not necessarily be required to fund them. A re-
quirement to fund all liabilities may lead to overfunding since only vested
liabilities are ever paid.

As we understand it, neither S. 4 nor Senator Bentsen's bill would require
the funding of all accrued liabilities, since in computing accrued liabilities
turn-over assumptions would be used to limit funding to those accrued liabili-
ties which it is expected will ultimately be vested. If the assumed turn-over
rates are too small, overfunding will result. In funding liabilities now vested,
no turn-over assumptions are used.

V. Question:
As I understand your testimony, the Administration Is not prepared to offer

any termination insurance proposal at this time in part because of unresolved
technical problems of such a proposal. I have been informed that the Treasury
Department drafted this year a bill containing a termination insurance plan. It
is my belief that some members of the Senate Finance Committee and many mem-
bers of the Senate favor some form of termination insurance and will, in all like-
lihood, vote for such a plan. So that the Subcommittee on Private Pensions may
have the benefits of Treasury's work in the area, may I request a copy of the
draft bill and any accompanying technical material?

Answer:
I understand that copies of a preliminary draft of a termination insurance bill,

prepared by the Treasury staff, and a preliminary draft of a termination insur-
ance bill, prepared by the Department of Labor staff, have been made available to
your Subcommittee staff.

The background of the draft bills and the reasons for the Treasury Depart-
inent's reluctance to propose termination insurance legislation are discussed In
the attached statement which Deputy Assistant Secretary John H. Hall presented
to the General Subcommittee on Labor of the House Committee on Education
and Labor on June 13, 1973.

[EDITOR's NOTE: The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. HALL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
-TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee, I am pleased to be with you
today to discuss proposals for a government-sponsored system of insuring pension
plan benefits against losses on plan termination.

A you know, the Administration is not recommending a plan of termination
insurance at this time. We are sympathetic to the Idea of termination insurance.
We have done quite a good deal of work in attempting to frame a reasonable
program, and are cotninuing to study the area in hopes of developing a workable
program. However, as President Nixon stated on April 11, 1973:

"No insurance plan has yet been devised which is neither on the one
hand so permissive as to make the Government liable for any agree-
ment reached between employees and employers, nor on the other hand
so intrusive as to entail Government regulation of business practices and
collective bargaining on a scale out of keeping with our free enterprise
system."
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This morning I would like to discuss with you some of the specific problems
which underlie that conclusion.

First, a bit of history:
In December of 1971, President Nixon directed the I)epartments of Labor and

Treasury to undertake a study to determine the extent of benefit losses arising
from pension plan terminations. It was the purpose of the study to obtain infor-
mation needed to determine what Federal policy should be on funding. the na-
ture of the employer's liability, and termination insurance. To do this, it was
necessary to determine both the extent of the problem of termination-conneeted
benefit losses, what kind-f insurance program would best correct the problem,
and what new problems if any would be created In the course of solving the
termination problem.

An Interim Report on this study was completed and released in February of
this year. This study found in general that while individuals suffer significant
losses on plan terminations, each representing serious hardship to those affec,,d,
these losses are small in relationship to the total benefits paid under the private
retirement system. Specifically, during the first seven months of 1972. 3.100
employees lost $11 million of vested benefits as a result of termination of under-
funded plans. This is a small fraction of the $10 billion of benefits paid out in
1972. This is also a small fraction of the-benefits lost through termination of
employment without full vesting.

In connection with this study, the Administration exerted considerable effort
in analyzing the insurance systems which have been proposed and in attempting
to devise the optimum program.

If we could be confident that the existence of the termination insurance pro-
grain would not affect people's behavior in any way, the idea would be an
excellent one. Because benefit losses from terminations -nre few. they could
lie insured against at a relatively small cost. and with relatively few adminis-
trative difficulties. As we studied the possibilities, however, it became readily
apparent that there is an inherent instability in the situation. The existence
(if the insurance program itself could lead to a variety of abuses and in fact
increase the number of plan terminations, creating constantly rising costs for
what vould at the outset appear to be an inexpensive program. Let me illustrate
this.

Under current law: it is to the advantage of unions and employees generally
to see that plans are properly funded. An underfunded plan endangers the
ul tim ate receipt of retirement. benefits. With full termination insurance in
effect. it is to the union's Interest to have the barest minimum funding the law
permits. with the employer dollars thus saved applied to increase other forms
of compensation. However, with minimum funding. benefit losses would increase,
and the insurance l)rograin could become very expensive.

Without termination insurance, an employer is less tempted to cause trust
assets to be invested in risky securities in hopes of getting a better yieldWith
termination insurance, his employees have little to lose from such investment
policies because, if the investments become worthless, the insurance system
will pay their pensions. Here again, the existence of the insurance program
could increase benefit losses.

Under present law. where there is no termination insurance, benefit increases
are not lightly granted, particularly in declining industries where the plan's
ability to make payment is problematical. If such increases are to be insured,
however, the increased pensions will be paid even If the plan is underfunded
and the employer is bankrupt. If worst comes to worst, the Insurance %'viil always
take care of the unfunded benefits. With termination insurance, in fact, it would
be 1 A . don't have proper safeguards--for an employer in a declining
industry to substitute an unfunded promise of benefit increaseF, (at the potential
expense of the insurance fund) for a wage increase he would otherwise have
to make.

Again, to keep highly-paid people from receiving large amounts from the in-
surance fund, some limit on the size of benefit insured seems desirable. But then,
in the absence of regulations saying who gets paid first out of the fund, plans
could respond to such limits on termination insurance by providing that unin-
8ured benefits would be paid first with available trust funds. The insurance
fund would then be left to pick up the balance.

As a result of these and other potential abuses, we coyicluded that abuse-
prevention controls would be absolutely required for a sound termination Insur-
ance plan. Some form of maximum insured benefit would be needed to keep



stockholder-employees from lining their own pockets at the fund's expense. Some
form of residual employer liability would be needed to prevent the premnature
or unnecessary termination at the insurance fund's expense of an underfunded
plan. For instance, a new employer taking over the assets and employees of a
predecessor could look at the predecessor's underfunded plan and rather than
funding it in order to keep his employees content, could just terminate it and
let the insurance fund pick up the check. Some restriction on benefit increases
or limitation on the insurance of such increases would be required to preclude
a large benefit increase as a parting pre-bankruptcy gift at the insurance fund's
expense by stockholders of an organization facing imminent insolvency, to the
enaployee-and perhaps to themselves. It would be necessary to have some form
of prescribed order of priority for use of available trust funds on termination.
Otherwise the available funds could be used first to pay the uninsured benefits.
leaving the insurance fund holding the bag, and so forth. Actuarial assumptions
would have to be controlled in order to avoid underfunding. and investment
policy would have to be controlled in order to minimize investment losses.

In order to determine what kind of abuse controls could be devised, the staffs
at Treasury and Labor, with assistance from Commerce and the 0MB. went
ahead and prepared discussion drafts. Because no decision had been reached on
which I)epartment could best administer such a program, the Department of
Labor staff drafted a statute designed for administration by their department:
the Treasury staff prepared a statute designed for Treasury administration.
Having done this, we then stepped back and looked at what we had done.

We had bills which would not have eliminated all benefit losses. To prevent
abuses, it was deemed necessary to exclude coverage of benefits beyond $500
per month, to exclude coverage of benefits under new plans for several years,
to exclude coverage of benefit increases for several years, and to exclude cov-
erage of non-vested benefits. On the other hand, the bills would very significantly
encroach upon the present flexibility of establishing plans. We had regulated the
order of priority of payments: we had imposed a residual liability on the em-
ployer which he never bargained for when lie established the plan and which
might adversely affect his financial statements: to protect the fund, we had
authorized an outside agency to come in and terminate a plan which appeared to
the agency to be endangered : and we had created a system of regulations which
would apply to all defined benefit plans although only a small minority are in
jeopardy of termination. In fact, it appeared possible that the regulatory and
other costs of the system to protect the Insurance fund might actually outweigh
the benefit payments themselves.

The result of our investigations both into the scope of the problem and into
the possibilities of termination insurance, led us finally to the reluctant con-
clusion that we could not justify the best termination insurance program we
could devise, in the teeth of the great problems which would be created either
by a program without adequate abuse controls on the one hand, or one with
adequate abuse controls on the other.

We are only too well aware of the painful impact of termination losses on
those who are affected. Bnt we had to conclude reluctantly that the adverse
impact of the kind of program we are talkifig about on the whole system of
voluntary pension coverage might, In the aggregate. deprive more employees
of benefits because their employers decided not to set up plans, than the number
of employees who would receive insurance benefits.

We are still working oT1 the problems, and we are open-minded, and hopeful
that we may yet be able to devirse a workable soIntion Which steers between the
Scylla of under-protection against abuse and the Charybdts of over-regulation.
To date. the best status we could come up with sfietn to us to impose social
costs which outweigh their social benefits.

Now, in the light of our consideration of this problem, perhaps it would be
helpful if I covered more specifically some of the issues our staffs sought to
deal with in preparing our study-drafts of termination insurance legislation.

IVEnRSITY OF PLANS

In attempting to design a feasible pension plan termination insurance pro-
grain, we found that there are many types of pension plans, with significantly
differing characteristics. We initially concluded that termination Insurance is
inappropriate for about half of the retirement plans in the country. Such plans
consist of money purchase pension plans. profit-sharing plans and stock bonus
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plans. Under such plans the employee recognizes that he is entitled to no more
than the balance in his account, and makes his plans accordingly. Moreover.
since the employee stands to gain by market gain, it is only fair that he should
suffer any market loss.

Thus, the termination insurance concept makes sense only when applied
to a defined benefit pension plan. However, even among defined benefit pension
plans, there are wide variations. We quickly despaired of devising a separate
system for each type of defined benefit pension plan. Nevertheless, we found it
useful to make a distinction between two broad groups of plans-single-employer
plans and multi-employer plans.

Single-employer plans may cover only employees in a single plant or office, or
may cover substantially all of a company's employees and plants throughout the
country. These plans may or may not be collectively bargained. Most single-
employer plans call for a specific benefit amount payable at retirement, but do
not specify a required employer contribution. They are generally administered
by the employer, and the employer generally has the right to terminate the plan
at any time with no further liability for pension contributions.

Multi-employer plans have significantly different characteristics. They gen-
erally require a specific employer contribution. They generally are administered
ny a joint employer-employee board of trustees which has the authority to set
benefits. The employer's 'obligation is generally limited to making the specified
contribution, and a participating employer cannot terminate the plan although
he may withdraw from it. The withdrawal of any employer does not necessarily
terminate the plan.

Because of these differences, it is difficult to draft one insurance program
which applies to both types of plans. It has been suggested that multi-employer
plans do not need the protection of termination insurance. However, significant
losses have been incurred in multi-employer plans. Multi-employer plans do have
a special problem because, from the employers' point of view, the plans are not
defined benefit plans at all; they are somewhat like money purchase plans, since
in general the employers have agreed upon a specific contribution rate, but have
not agreed on a specific benefit level. Thus, one approach that might be followed
is to treat single-employer plans and multi-employer plans separately under a
termination insurance program, with different funding and employer liability
requirements and, perhaps, even with separate risk pools.

Of course, devising separate provisions for different types of plans creates
problems. Initially, there is a significant definitional problem, since some single-
employer plans have many characteristics which are more commonly found in
multi-employer plans, and vice versa. Furthermore, separate provisions create
administrative complexity. Nevertheless. if termination insurance is adopted.
some distinction must be drawn between single-employer plans and multi-
employer plans.

NsuRE TERMINATION

A significant problem exists in deciding when an insurance system should step
in to take over a plan. If the system takes over too early, losses can be created
which would not otherwise exist. This is because the employer might have made
significant contributions to the plan in the future. If the system takes over too
late, losses can be incurred because payment of non-insured benefits may have
depleted the fund. or because assets have been poorly managed.

There is an additional problem of coordinating a termination for insouran'-e
purposes, which may trigger an insurance payment, with a termination for the
purpose of causing 100% vesting under the plan as required by the Tnte-'nal
Rev,,ipe Code. We have felt that these two "terminations!' should oceor At the
same time to the extent possible. However, we have yet to develop a comnrohen-
siv definition which solves both problems. For instance, suppose an enmpoyer
switches from a Pension Plan to a profit-sharing Plan. Is that P plnn termination?

Some Proposals limit the types of terminations Permitted or insured ngnirst.
Those provisions provide abupe control, but result in both over-regulation -)nd
under-protection against benefit losses.

EMPLOYER LTABILTITY

At Present. under most pension plans, the emnover hnq no nbliptinn tn make
further nyments into n terminated nension nlan. nltboph rnon, eninlor vr mnke
such payments in order to maintain employee good-will. Under an Insurance
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system, if there is no employer obligation to make payments, employers will tend
to skimp on their funding requirements and to terminate their plans if the
value of the fund assets drops significantly since they know their obligation will
be met by -the insurance system. Unfortunately, however, imposing a liability
upon employers in such cases is unfair to employers with existing plans-par-
ticularly multi-employer plans-and may force an employer into bankruptcy, or
adversely affect its credit rating or its ability to meet its day-to-day expenses.

In such a case, the-termination insurance concept creates a situation which
is worse than that which exists under the present system. If we are not careful,
termination insurance, rather than increase retirement security, will jeopardize
Jobs by adding to the problems of marginal employers.

As an attempt to solve this problem, we considered a concept whereby an eni-
ployer would be liable in the event of an insurance loss, but with liability
limited to 25% of taxable income over the 20 years following termination. We
excluded from liability multi-employers except in the case of a dominant
employer.

This solution--has its own problems. Efiiployers can hold down profits by pay-
ing large salaries: 25% of taxable income may exceed the available cash: a
subsequent reorganization of the business may substantially reduce (or increase)
taxable income; raising fresh capital could be hampered, and so on. However,
at present this solution appears to be preferable to other proposals we have
seen.

INSURANCE LIMIT

To be truly effective, an insurance system would have to insure all vested
benefits without limitation. However, such a system without any controls
would be highly susceptible to abuse. As controls against abuse are-built into
an insurance system, the degree of coverage decreases and the degree of gov-
ernmental interference increases.

We concluded that, for effective abuse control, new plans should not be
insured at all for a short period, such as 3 years, and should not become fully
insured for a longer period, e.g., 10 years. Benefit increases would be treated
as a new plan for this purpose. We further concluded that large pensions should
not be fully insured and that insurance should be limited to vested benefits.
However, we were uncomfortable with these conclusions because the result is
inadequate coverage. We never did figure out just how far we might wish to go
in insuring benefits which are not pure retirement benefits-such as deatl bene-
fits or widow's allowances.

In general-lt would seem that, under termination insurance, plans would have
to be amended to provide that insured benefits are paid first, in order to prevent
the assets of the plan from being depleted. However, previously retired em-
ployees have a special status which suggest that they should be paid first even
though they receive more than the insured limits. We found ourselves led to
imposing a requirement that the assets of a terminated plan must be applied
in a specific order required by statute until all insured losses are paid.

Unfortunately, the termination insurance concept forces us to impose require-
ments in these areas-thereby greatly reducing the flexibility of the private pen-
sion system.

FINANCING

One of the basic decisions which must be made in developing a termination
insurance proposal is the means of financing the insurance payments. The sim-
plest means of financing is out of general revenues. This would have the ob-
vious advantage of no additional collection cost. The amount of estimated annual
benefit losses, in the area of $20 million to $40 million, is small enough to make
this means of financing feasible. However, financing out of general revenues
car be criticized because substantially less than one-half of the work force is
covered by defined benefit pension plans, and this half is already receiving sig-
nificant benefits through the tax system. It seems a little unfair to require the
rest of the work force to contribute to the security of those who are already
favored.

If financing is to be by means of a premium, a premium base must be chosen.
Our first thought was that the premium should vary with the risk of loss. How-
ever, we soon realized that the risk varies with so many factors-isuch as the
degree of funding, the composition of the portfolio, and the financial strength of
the employer-that a completely risk-related premium would be practically
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impossible to administer. Moreover, a completely risk-related liremium would put
suc.h a burden oi a failing plan as to cause it to be terminated. Nevertheless, we
felt that the premium should bear some relation to risk.

There are three basic alternative premium bases which we considered--con-
tributions, number of participants, and unfunded vested liabilities. The base of
cmiiitributions and the base of the number of participants have the advantage of
simplicity. and since the premium should be quite small, it should not matter too
iouch if the premium burden is not completely equitable. The contributions base
is probably more risk-related than the number of participants base, since under
i1 (.tntrilbuti(ins base a rich plan will pay a higher premium than a meager plan
('ivering the same number of participants. However, the contribution base has an
unfortunate effect in that-whlile higher contributions would reduce the risk, they
would also, increase the premiuls.

The bose tif unfunded vested liabilities may be the fairest of the three ba.-es.
lowever. it iuffers from being the lmist difficult to conpute. In fact. the (ost

of calculation the base many very well exceed the premium cost itself. In brood
terms. inifunded Neve(l liabilities relate to the insured risk. IIHowever. even plan s
which di, not lhave unfunded vested liability still have significant risk of becoin-
ilg underfunded due for exapnile tj a decline in portfolio values. Yet. under thi,
ha;ise there would be nli relniUl.

The ioeans of a assessing the premium is another problem. Most terininatixh
i iiranme lpropsalis simply iml se a liability for the premiln. aid leave it to tie
odlminist, Ilg agency to sie upon default. Some proposals cancel the insurance
in the event of default. We have considered a concept whereby the lremium is
imposed as an excise tax. which would be collected by the Internal Revenue
Service under normal tax procedures. An amount equivalent to the tax collected
would then be paid into tihe insurance fund.

Of curse, hart of the insurance payments can be financed by employer lia.
ability. if employer liability is imposed. However, it is expected that collection,
from employer liability would be relatively-snall.

The financing of the administrative expenses is another problem. Some terni-
nition insurance proposals impose a fiat charge on each insured lilan equivalent
to its pro rata share of administrative costs. We anticipate that the administra-
tice (ist., (if such a plan will be very substantial, perhaps even as high as the
lbleefit li-ses. It does not seem equitable to have a plaan covering 100 participants
pay the same administrative charge as a plan covering 100.000 participants.

ADMINISTERING AGENCY

The selection of an administering agency is a difficult ole. Any choice will in-
vilve the establishment of a large bureaucracy to solve a relatively small problem
in the cmtext of the entire private pension system. We tenl to think that the
administering agency should lie either the Treasury Iepartment or the Labor
IDepartment because both departments have significant respnsibilitles regarding
lirinate pension plans. However. no final decision on this matter vas ever reached.

The basic problem which creates the desire for termination insurance is that
employees do not always receive the benefits they expect. In large part that prob-
lent can be alleviated through minimum funding requirements and through ade-
quate disclosure. We must continue to work on the termination insurance prob-
lem, because it is an important one. But we must recognize that there a-re many
other areas of pension reform where action is clearly called for because we know
what we do will result In a better pension system. We should act in those other
areas now-before tackling the difficult termination insurance probleio.

The establishment of a government-sponsored termination insura nct, program
would be a very significant step, and should not be taken lightly. We feel that,
on balance, the step is too large to lie taken at tills time, when we know so little
(if the consequences. There is a significant danger that an ill-advised insurance
system could cause greater social costs than benefits by restricting pension cov-
eraze. limiting benefit imlrovements, delaying earlier vesting, and precipitating
employer bankruptcies.

I hope that you have found this discussion helpful. I will be glad to respond to
any questions which you may have.

VI. Question:
The Administration recommends that the amount which self-employed Indi-

viduals can set aside for retirement pension be increased from 10 percent of
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salary to 15 percent and from a maximum of $2,500 a year to a maximum of
$7,500 a year.

(A) CouldI you give me a distribution by adjusted gross income class as to the
income levels where you expect the revenue losses from this proposal would
occur?

(B) Isn't It true that only those with relatively high income levels could afford
to set aside as additional savings the $5,000 additional amount which you permit
under this provision?

(C) Also, doesn't the fact that it is a deduction mean that it is more useful
to those in the higher tax brackets?

Answer:
(A) As Secretary Shultz stated in his testimony before your Subcommittee on

May 22, we estimate that this proposal would involve a maximum revenue cost of
$70 million in the first year of operation, rising to $140 million in subsequent
years. However, because this proopsal may forestall incorporations and the es-
tablishment by such corporations of plans with deductible contributions in excess
of $7,500 per year, this estimate is unreliale. except as an outside revenue loss
figure. In fact, there may well be revenue gain. Because there may in fact be
such a gain, it is not possible to predict with any accuracy the new benefit levels
which will be established in practice in response to the proposed change, and
because we do not have adequate data on the number of salary levels of non-
professional employees who will receive better pensions under the proposed
change, it Is not possible to furnish a meaningful breakdown by income class of
the revenue effects.

(B) You asked whether it was true that only those with relatively high in-
come levels could afford to set aside as additional savings the $5,000 additional
amount permitted under this provision. Under the proposal, the additional amount
allowed to be set aside could, of course, only reach the $5,000 maximinu if time
income was at least $50,000. However, those individuals could make the ad(li-
tional contribution only if they made correspondingly higher contributions for
their employees, since, in geenral, self-employed individuals may not contribute
for themselves at a higher rate than for their employees.,

IC) You also asked whether the fact that the amount contributed by self-
employed individuals is allowed as a deduction means that the tax deferral is
more useful to those in higher tax brackets. This, of course, is true. The basic
nature of pensions makes a deduction much more appropriate than a credit. The
principle underlying the special tax treatment accorded pension plans is that
individuals should be allowed to set aside a portion of their income with a tax
deferral during their working years in order to provide for their retirement.
The portion to be set aside should be enough so that the empolyee will he able
to maintain substantially the same standard of living during retirement (with
his pension, social security benefits and savings) as he maintained pri' to re-
tirement. Tax is paid on the income during retirement. Following this principle,
the amount to be set aside should be a percentage of income rather than a lat
dollar amount. Since tax must ultimately be paid, the deferral should be reflettd
by a deduction rather than a credit. The subsequent inclusion correlates properly
with a deduction but not a credit.

This general principle is followed under retirement plans for employees. How-
ever. under retirement plans for self-employed individuals, there is a fiat dollar
limit on the amount which may be deferred. The effect of this fiat dollar limit is
to make the deferral advantage much lower for high income Individuals as a
percentage of income than for low income individuals. The Administration pro-
posal, because of the potential revenue loss. would not eliminate this limitation.
However, it would increase the limitation in order to lessen the discrimination
under present law between the employed and the self-employed and reduce exist-
ing artificial advantages to incorporations which are inducing wholesale fornma-
tion of professional corporations with attendant revenue losses.

VII. Question:
Before December of last year, an employee by means of a "salary rednclion

agreement" could agree to a salary reduction and then have the employer con-
tribute the amount of the reduction to a qualified plan without current taxation
to the employee. On December 6, 1972. the IRS Issued a proposed regulation
(Proposed Treaf. Reg., 87 Fed. Reg. 259.38) providing that the individual would
he charged with immediate constructive receipt of any compensation he elects
to defer by using a salary reduction agreement.
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(A) Isn't the salary reduction agreement achieving the same purpose as tax
deductible contributions to personal retirement plans, proposed by S. 1631?

(B) It seems that the Administration is asking Congress to qualify direct
employee before-tax contributions, while the Treasury proposes to prohibit in-
direct before-tax contributions. Please explain the logic of the Treasury position
on these two items.

Atiswcr:
Both S. 1631 and salary reduction agreements provide tax deductions for con-

tributions to personal retirement plans. The chief difference between the two is
that S. 1631 contains limitations which are not present in salary reduction agree-
ments and which serve important objectives:

IIide coverage. Our existing pension system is designed to promote coverage
of all employees. Employers and high-paid executives are not permitted to pro-
vide pensions for themselves with government assistance without also providing
pensions for employees generally. If our system had permitted everyone to provide
for himself individually, we would have nothing like the 50 percent coverage of
the work force which we have today. Insofar as salary reducing plans are a
device to permit optional participation by employees at their own expense. they
depart from the basic approach of the present statutory scheme. A system used
only by the provident will leave the improvident as potential social charges.

On the other hand, some limited system of permitting individuals to provide
for themselves is required. There is a $4 billion revenue loss associated with the
tax benefits provided under the present pension system. While taxpayers gen-
erally bear the revenue loss, only half of the work force (and a lesser fraction
of the total population) receive the benefits. Equity requires that the remaining
one-half of the work force be given an opportunity to share in pension benefits
and the Administration believes that goal can be achieved only if otherwise
uncovered individuals may elect benefits on their individual initiative. Thus, the
problem is to permit optional individual participation, but to do so in a way (1)
that is targeted on those who do not now have benefits and (2) that does not
undercut existing employer plans. If the benefits under optional plans are as
favorable as those under employer plans, we will destroy the incentive to pro.
vide coverage for all employees.

To that end S. 1631 provides limitations on individual deductions. In general,
those limitations permit deductions which are more liberal than salary reduc-
tion plans in the case of lower income individuals and more restrictive in the
case of higher income individuals. Under salary reduction plans (where a 6 per-
cent of income ceiling is customary), a person earning $100,000 can deduct up
to $6,000 per year, but a person earning $10,000 can deduct no more than $600.
This sharply contrasts with the Administration's proposal under which both a
person earning $100,000 and a person earning $10,000 can deduct a maximum of
$1,500.

Revenue los8. A major potential revenue loss is associated with salary reduc-
tion plans. Some revenue loss Is inevitable if we are to extend pension benefits
to those persons who do not now have them. But in considering whether the reve-
nue loss is reasonable, account must be taken of the fact that salary reduction
plans do not serve the desirable objective of providing coverage for all em-
ployees within a unit. Since the deductions accomplish a more limited social
purpose it is appropriate that they be more limited in amount. Even more seri-
ously, however, salary reduction plans require the acceptance of the legal
theory that an employee may avoid tax on his salary simply by saying "don't
pay it to me directly, but pay it to someone else who will invest it for me and
pay me later." The implications of such a theory are enormous and might, for
example, be urged in an attempt to alter the long-standing tax treatment of pen-
sion contributions by civil service employees. The potential revenue loss to the
government under such a theory is great, perhaps in excess of $5 to $6 billion
in the first year (when employees would seek refunds for a number or prior
years) and $2 billion a year subsequently. These amounts are so major that
Congress should focus specifically on the salary reduction plan issue.

VIII. Question:
In 1969, Congress Imposed the same kind of limitations on retirement plans

of 5 percent shareholders who availed themselves of the subchapter S partner-
ship-type treatment as applies in the case of the self-employed. At that time,
the Finance Committee also proposed a similar type of limitation on profes-
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sional corporations, but the Treasury Department opposed this on the floor of
the Senate.

(A) Have you reconsidered your position In this regard?
(B) What would the Department's position now be as to imposing the same

limitations as those applicable to the self-employed in any case where 5-percent
shareholders are covered by a pension plan (except perhaps where they account
for only a very small portion of the total number of covered employees)?

Anajwer:
(A) We feel that it Is unwise to base a limitation on the maximum amount

of contributions to a pension plan on the basis of whether or not a corporation
engages in "professional" activities. We see little relation between the business
activities of the corporation and the kind of pension Its employees should
receive.

(B) A proposal that imposes the same limitations as those applicable to the
self-employed in any case where 5% shareholders are covered by a pension plan
discriminates against small business. In practice the limitations would be ap-
plied to all employees if some 5% shareholders are participating. As a conse-
quence, employees of widely-held corporations would receive greater pension
benefits than employees of closely-held corporations. In fact, In numerous cases,
the response would be not to set up a plan at all and leave small-business em-
ployees without any pension.

The proposal also prevents administrative problems. The Subchapter S limita-
tion under current law already is very difficult to administer. The proposal
would be much more difficult because it would apply to more corporations and
because corporations in general are not limited to one class of stock and 10
shareholders as are Subchapter S corporations.

IX. Question:
The figures on vesting given on page six of your testimony before the Subcom-

mittee and Table B accompanying the Treasury Department's fact sheet raises
questions of consistency with other data, specifically the survey by the Pension
Task Force of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee and reports of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Please indicate the basis for your figures and explain specifically the relatively
high rate of vesting among younger workers and relatively low rate of vesting
among older workers contained in your figures in view of the early retirement
provisions provided by most pension plans.

Answer:
The studies by the Pension Task Force of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare

Committee and of the Bureau of Labor Statistics are directed to the question of
how many participants are In pension plans with no vesting and how many are
In pension plans with vesting (by categories of vesting provisions). While this
Is useful information, it does not indicate how many participants in plans with
vesting are vested. A plan may have a liberal vesting requirement but have a
high percentage of participants who are not vested. Moreover, it is important to
have information on the extent of vesting among participants by age groups.

To fill this data gap, Treasury, Labor, and HEW Jointly contracted with the
Census Bureau for a special survey of workers in the labor force In the Spring
of 1972. The special survey was, In effect, an add-on to the regular Census Cur-
rent Population 8rurvey dealing with labor force characteristics. The survey cov-
ered about 29,000 interviews which was a representative sample of the U.S.
work force as a whole. At this date, there is no final report on the results of the
s ecial study. The delay is attributable to checking the consistency and validity
of the data and time needed for analysis. However, because data were needed
to make pension decisions early in 1973. the Treasury made estimates based on
preliminary tabulations from the special survey, and these are the figures shown
In the Secretary's testimony.

The special survey tabulations used to obtain Treasury estimates of the extent
of vesting among private pension plan participants were obtained using the
following criteria :

1. Only full-time workers were included.
2. Only those In private employment were Included. Excluded were gov-

ernment workers, self-employed, unpaid family workers, and those not
employed.
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3. Plan participation was based on the answer to the question: "Excluding
Social Security, Railroad Retirement, and Veterans' Pensions, are you cov-.
ered in your present full-time job by a i)ension or profit-sharing plan pro-,P
hiding retirement benefits ?"

4. Vesting status was based on the question: "If you should change to a
job not covered by this plan, would you still be eligible to receive the plan's
benefits at retirement age?"

Evaluation of the survey is now underway. A final report will be issued
shortly and will focus on the vesting data and their limitations.

We have no reason to believe that the effect of early retirement provisions
is not reflected in the data.

X. Question:
Both S. 4 and Senator Bentsen's bill provide for plan termination insurance.

The Administration's proposal does not.
(A) I recognize that In terms of total plans ofily a very small percentage of

plans are terminated, but Is there not a real hardship in the case of those plans
where termination does occur?

(B) Isn't it highly unfair to an employee who has spent most of his working
life building up rights to a vested pension to suddenly find that he is to receive
nothing or a very small percentage of what he thought he was entitled to?

(C) If plan terminations are at a very low level, is it now also true that pre-
niums required to fund insurance to cover these plan terminations can also be
very low?

Ansiver:
The Administration's difficulty with termination insurance should not be

interpreted as reflecting an insensitivity to the real hardships which result
in the few cases of plan termination. However, it is somewhat of an over-
simplification to assume that premiums required to fund Insurance to cover plan
terminations will be low. In general, to prevent abuse of an insurance system
(and presumably to keep premium costs down) it will be necessary to closely
regulate pension plans and their vesting provisions. However, such a program
runs the risk of incurring large administrative expenses which must be borne
by the system. On the other hand, a loosely regulated system will not cost much
to administer but would require high premiums to insure against the termination
of insufficiently funded plans. The problems in a termination insurance program
which we encountered are more fully discussed im our reply to question V.
XI. Qustie4n:

Mr. Harold Swartz, a former Assistant Commissioner (Technical) of the In-
ternal Revenue Service, testified before the Subcommittee that the IRS expends
annually more than 400 man-years of field office staff time on pension matters
and has more than 50 pension specialists and actuaries in its National Office,
in Washington. Please comment on Mr. Swa-rtx' statement and also provide the
Subcommittee with Information of the extent of IRS personnel experience and
knowledge as to the problems of vesting, funding, termination, and qualification
of private pension plans.

Answer:
Described below is the staffing, experience and knowledge of personnel in the

various branches and divisions of the Service with regard to problems of vest-
ing, funding, termination, and qualification of private pension plans.

1. Audit Division (Compliance).-The Audit Division expends annually more
than 400 man-years of field office staff resources on pension plan matters.

These pension specialists Issue advance determinations as to the qualifica-
tion of pension and profit-sharing plans and examine plans in operation to
ensure that the plans continue to qualify and that the tax deduction claimed is
correct. Through training and experience these sl)eclalists become expert in
all aspects of the law, regulations, and rulings relating to pension plans. A
comprehensive training course of seven weeks, given in two phases, is re-
quired of Revenue Agents newly assigned to this activity.

2. Pension Trust Branch (Technical).-As of June 1, 1973, the Pension Trust
Branch has a total of 58 employees on its professional staff consisting mainly
of attorneys and accountants, some of whom have both disciplines. Almost
half of this staff has prior Service experience although not necessarily in the
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pension trust area. The Branch Chief has a shade undw 30 years pension trust
experience, the two Section Chiefs approximately 20 years experience, and each
of the six Group Supervisors a minimum of 10 years experience. Below the super-
visory levels, the average range of experience drops off sharply. Only one em-
ployee has had any relevant pension trust experience prior to coming with the
Service.

Each professional employee is given intensive training, both on-job and class-
room, extending over a two-year period during which time actual cases are
assigned depending on his progress. This training and case assignment covers all
termination.

3. Actuarial Branch (Tech nical).-The Actuarial Branch currently employs
four actuaries who work full-time in the pension trust area. Three of these are
Fellows of the Society of Actuaries and all had experience in pension plan design
and administration before coming to the Service. They are full familiar with all
the factors involved in pension plan operation, such as vesting, funding, termi-
nation, and qualification in general. The average Service experience of the four
actuaries is approximately three years. Prior to Service employment their ex-
perience ran from three to 20 years with consulting firms or insurance companies.
In addition, the Branch Chief has some 20 years Service pension trust experience.

Each actuary is given similar training to that furnished employees of the
Pension Trust Branch, but the on-Job and case assignments are primarily with
regard to actuarial matters.

4. Legislation and Regulations (Chief Counsel).-The Legislation and Regula-
tions Division of the Office of the Chief Counsel for the Internal Revenue Service
is responsible for the preparation of draft legislation and regulations relating
to the Internal Revenue Code. Branch 4 of that Division has assigned 5 attorneys,
including a Branch Chief and Assistant Branch Chief, to matters relating to
qualified plans. Both the Branch Chief and Assistant Branch Chief are Certified
Public Accountants as well as attorneys and both had prepared materials relating
to qualified plans prior to government service, as had one of the other attorneys.
Although matters relating to qualified plans are assigned exclusively to these 5
attorneys, none of these attorneys works exclusively on these matters.

XII. Question:
I understand that one problem with present administration of the tax law is

that the failure of an employer to comply with the rules-for example, as to
prohibited transactions-many result in the pension trust losing its exempt
status. This tends to penalize the employees who are generally innocent of any
wrongdoing. Thus, the IRS is reluctant to use this sanction. Are there any other
sanctions which would make the IRS administration more effective?

Answer:
As you note in your question, the existing sanctions in the tax laws are un-

satisfactory in that they generally penalize those innocent of wrongdoing for
the wrongful actions of others. In addition, they fail to discourage violations
of the rules since parties who administer or control pension plans are not subject
to penalties. In order to correct this deficiency in the law, S. 1631 would impose
excise taxes on the amount involved in a prohibited transaction. These taxes
would be paid by any party in interest (e.g. the trustee, the employer, officers
of the employer, and other persons having a close relationship to the trust or
employer) who are participants In the transaction. An initial tax would be
imposed at the rate of 5% of the amount involved in the prohibited transaction.

-- An additional tax would be imposed at the rate of 200% If the transaction is
not corrected within 90 days after notice of deficiency for such tax is mailed.
An additional period for correction of the transaction may be allowed if reason-
able and necessary to bring about correction of the prohibited transaction. These
provisions are similar to taxes imposed by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 with
respect to private foundations. The appeal in this approach toward prohibited
transactions is that the pension trust and its beneficiaries are not deprived of
the tax benefits available under the Code by reason of the wrongful actions of-
others.

XIII. Question:
On page 21 of your testimony before the Subcommittee, It is estimated that

approximately 15 million individuals would benefit from the Administration's
proposed employee tax deduction for voluntary retirement savings.
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Would you provide an estimate of the number who would benefit because they
are currently contributing to a retirement plan aad the number who would be
expected to benefit by setting aside additional amounts for retirement savings
beyond their current savings?

Ansver:
As indicated in the following table which compares first and fourth year effects

of the employee deduction proposal, an estimated 15 million individuals would
benefit in the first year and 16.1 million would benefit in the fourth year. The
15 million who would benefit in the first year are employees who are in employee
contributory plans. The 1.1 million increase in the fourth year is attributable
t; individuals who would increase their retirement savings as a result of an
independent voluntary plan. It is expected that this number would continue to
increase in the future as more and more people become aware of the benefits
of this provision and marketing procedures become more developed.

ESTIMATED COST OF RETIREMENT DEDUCTION FOR EMPLOYEES AND NUMBER BENEFITING

1st-year effect 2 4th-year effect

Salary and wage class Number Revenue Number Revenue
benefiting loss benefiting loss

(thousands) (millions) (thousands) (millions)

0 ta !3,000 ---------------------------------------- 230 $1 240 $1
$3,YJO to $5,000 ------------------------------------ 1,640 13 1,670 27
$5,000 to $7,000 ------------------------------------ 3,040 63 3,110 129
$7,00C to $10,000 ----------------------------------- 4,410 133 4,610 278
$10,000 to $15,000 ---------------------------------- 4,140 120 4, 420 269
$15,000 to $20,000 .--------------------------------- 1,330 42 1,580 126
$20,000 to $50,000 ---------------------------------- 190 3 370 62
$50,000 to $100,000 -------------------------------- () (2) 50 30
$100,000 and over ----------------------------------- ) () 10 8

Total --------------------------------------- 14,980 375 16, 060 930

1 Based on 1973 levels and social security tax provisions.
3 Initial effect, before voluntary plans are set up. In the first year deductions are limited to 50 percent of employee con-

tributions.
8 Less than 500 employees or $5tC,000.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis, July 1973.

XIV. Question:
The Administration has proposed a tax deduction for contributions to a per-

sonal retirement saving plan. Senator Bentsen's bill (S. 1179) contains a similar-
proposal except that a tax credit would be given.

(A) Please comment on Senator Bentsen's proposal and provide an estimate-
of revenue loss resulting from the tax credit approach.

(B) If there is substantial difference in the cost of the credit compared to the-
deduction approach, please provide an explanation for the difference in revenue-
-loss.

Answer:
The tax credit approach contained in the Bentsen bill although more costly

than the Administration's proposal, would, in general, have the same impact upon
various income groups as would the Administration's proposal. In some instances,
a credit-would give a greater benefit to a taxpayer than would a deduction where
it exceeds his highest marginal rate.

The table below shows the initial full-year revenue effect of the Administra-
tion's deduction proposal and Senator Bentsen's credit proposal. The distribu--
tion of the revenue loss by income class is shown for each. In order to have a
$750 million revenue loss-equivalent to the Administration's proposal-the credit:
in the Bentsen bill would have to be reduced to 19 percent. The overall cost dif-
ferential would probably be maintained in later years.
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COMPARISON OF ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL AND SENATOR BENTSEN PROPOSAL: INITIAL EFFECT OF

PROVISIONS FOR EMPLOYEES

Revenue loss

Administrition Bentsen
Salary and wage class proposal' proposal 2

0 to $3,000 --------------------------------------------------------------------- $1,000.000 $2,000,000
3 000 to $5,000 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 25, 00, C00 48,000, 00
5,000 to $7,000 --------------------------------------------------------------- 127, 0(G, 000 201, 0,000

$7,000 to $10,000 ------------------------------------------------------------- 26, 000, 000 347,00,C00
$10,000 to $15,000 ------------------------------------------------.............. 240, 000, CCU 288. 00, 000
$15,000 to $20,000 ------------------------------------------------------------- 85, COO. 000 90 COO,000
$20,000 to $50,000 ----------------------------------------------------- ------- 5, 00,000 4,000, 4)O
$50,000 to $100,00 --------------------------------------------------------- () ()
$100,000 and over ----------------------------------------------------------- :) (

Total -------------------------------------------------------------------- 750, 000, 000 980, 000,000

I Represents the full first-year effect if allowable deduction were not cut in half.
a Allowance of 25-percent tax credit in lieu of exclusion for employee contributions to retirement plans.
s Less than $500,000.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis, July 1973.

We disagree with the tax credit approach. As Secretary Shultz pointed out
In his testimony, it is desirable for the tax situation of an employee who estab-
lishes an individual retirement account (or who makes a contribution to an
employer-financed plan) to be substantially similar to the tax situation of an
employee covered under an employer-financed plan. When an employee is covered
under an employer-financed plan, the amounts contributed by the eml)loyer to
the plan on his behalf are excluded from his income. The provision for a de-
duction for employee contributions achieves substantial similarity with the ex-
clusion approach, but the provision for a tax credit is radically different.

Moreover, as stated in the answer to question VI, the basic idea behind special
tax treatment for pension plans Is that individuals should be allowed to set aside
a portion of their income in their working years to be received in their retire-
ment years. The provision for a tax credit is inconsistent with this general
principle.

XV. Question:
In 1969, Congress added a provision to the tax law providing that in the case

of lump-sum distributions most of the amounts received with respect to future
contributions would be treated as ordinary Income but be subject to 7-year aver-
aging. I am told, however, that the provision turned out to be quite complicated.
In view of this, would you think It appropriate for the Committee to reconsider
this provision with the idea of simplifying the ordinary income treatment and
the averaging provisions that we enact in 1969?,
Answer:

As you point out, the existing tax treatment of lump sum distributions from
qualified plans is unsatisfactory because it is overly complicated. The compli-
cations are of two kinds:

(1) First, it is very difficult to determine how much, if any, of a lump sum
distribution Is subject to capital gains tax, and how much is subject to
ordinary income tax.

(2) Second, it is very difficult to compute the tax on tOe ordinary income
---portion.
Proposed regulations have been issued on both types of computations and a

new set of proposed regulations was recently Issued on the second category
computations.

We agree that it would be appropriate for the Committee to reconsider this
provision with the idea of simplifying the provisions enacted in 1969.
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PROPOSED TECHNICAL REVISIONS OF S. 1631 (93D CONG.)

Page 2
1. On line 4, after "provision" insert ", the reference is to a section or other

provision".
2. On line 11, after "paragraph," insert "except in the case of a plan established

and maintained by the United States, a state or political subdivision thereof,
or a corporation which is an instrumentality of the United States, a state or
political subdivision thereof,".

3. On line 20, after "interest" in.,; rt "for such year".

Page 4
1. On line 2, strike out "or" and insert in lieu thereof "including".
2. On line 7, strike out "greater" and insert in lieu thereof "less".

Page 5
On line 2 strike out "or" and insert in lieu thereof "including".

Page 6
1. On line 11, strike out "earnings during the 12" and insert in lieu thereof

"average covered earnings during the 60".
2. On line 15, strike out "or" and insert In lieu thereof "including,".

Page 7
On line 23, strike out "gains" and insert in lieu thereof "expenses, gains,".

Page 8
1. On line 5, after "such contributions" Insert "(less withdrawals)"
2. On line 6, after "employer" insert "(less withdrawals)"

Page 9
On line 4, strike out "insert" and Insert in lieu thereof "interest".

Page 11
On line 19, after "plan" insert "year".

Page 12
On line 25, strike out "to" and insert in lieu thereof "in".

Page 18
1. On line 3, strike out "and".
2. Strike out line 18 and insert in lieu thereof " '(3) The plan benefits-".

Page 14
1. On line 8, after "year" insert "and does not Include any employee who is in-

cluded in a unit of employees covered by an agreement which the Secretary or
his delegate finds to be a collective bargaining agreement, If such agreement does
not povide that such employee is to be included in the plan".

2. On line 19, after "(10)," insert "of" and after "(6), and" insert "of".

,Page 15
On line 25, strike out "and (c)" and Insert in lieu thereof ", (c), and (h)".

Page 18
1. On line 20, strike out "tion with respect" and insert in lieu thereof "don

for a taxable year with respect".
2. On line 22, after "years" insert "before the end of such year".

Page 19
1. On line 22, strike out the quotation mark.
2. After line 22, insert the following:
"'(g) Regulations.-The Secretary or his delegate Is authorized to prescribe

such forms and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this

._ (573)
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section, including forms on which employers may be required to furnish needful
information to employees. Such forms shall be furnished to employees at such
time as the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe.

"'(h) Special Limitation for 1973.-For taxable years ending before January 1,
1974, the amount allowable as a deduction under subsection (a) shall not exceed
50 percent of the limitation determined under subsection (b).'"

P'age 21
1. On line 8, strike out "in" and insert in lieu thereof -by".
:. Oi line 9, strike out "trust by, or in the custody of,".
3. On line 12, strike out "or have".
4. On line 13, strike out "custody of".

Pagc 22
On line 9, strike out "spouse) ' and insert in lieu thereof -slouse),".

Page 23
1. Strike out lines 1 through 4 and insert in lieu thereof the following: "cim-

stituting a qualified individual retirement account if such arrangement would,
except for the fact that it is not a trust, constitute a qualified individual retire-
inent account under this subsection. Paragraph (6) shall not apply if distribu-
tion".

2. Strike out lines 9 through 16 and insert in lieu thereof the following
- '(1) Excess contributions.-If all or a portion of the contributions paid by

an individual during any taxable year to a qualified individual retirement ac-
count are not deductible under section 219 (other than by reason of section 219
i(c) ), under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, such coil-
tributions or portion thereof shall be treated in the same manner as an excess
contribution within the meaning of section 401 (e) 11 ). and for this purpose.
section 401(e) (2) and (3) shall apply as If such individual were all owner-
employee."

Pagc 24
1. On line 4. strike out "or" at the end thereof.
2. On line 5, strike out "having custody of".

Page 25
1. Strike out lines 3 through 6.
2. On line 7. strike out "(4)" and insert in lieu thereof " (3)".
3. On line 23, after "219" insert "(other than by reason of section 219(. )"

Page 26
1. On line 1, after "distributed" insert "to him".
2. After line 2, insert the following:

f Special Rule.-Solely for the purpose of determining whether section
72 (p) (2) (C) applies to a contribution under subsection (a) (2) or to an amount
paid or distributed under subsection (d) (2), the requirement of sevtion 72 (p)
41) that the amount paid or distributed be received before age 591/, shall not
apply,' "

: . Strike out line 3 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(g) Cross References.-
" 1) For excise tax on a qualified individftoal retirement account, see section

49'10.
"(2) For additional tax on certain distributions from a qualified individual

retirement account. see section 72(p)."

Paqe 27
On line 13, strike out "(B)" and insert in lieu thereof "(A)

Page 29
o)n line 20, strike out "13" and insert in lieu thereof "31".

Page 33
T'f Tike out lines l through 9.
2. On line 10, strike out "(5)" and insert in lieu thereof ' (4)"
3. After line 25, insert the following:
"'(5) 13asis for assets held for qualified pension plan contracts.-Section

801(g)(7) (relating to basis of assets held for qualified pension plan con-
tracts) is amended by striking out 'or (D)' land inserting in lieu thereof
'(D), or (E)'."
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Page 3.f
1. On line 19. strike out "after '72 (in)" and insert In lieu thereof "after

'72 (n)".
2. Strike out lines 20 through 26.

Page 35
Strike out lines 1 through 26.

Page 36
1. Strike out lines 1 and 2.
2. On line 14. strike out "aply" and insert in lieu thereof "apply".
3. On line 20, strike out "Indivduals" and Insert in lieu thereof "Indi-

viduals".

Page 37
1. On line 9. strike out "or 10 percent".
2. On line 10. strike out "or 15 percent".

Page 39
1. On line 7. strike out "within 60 days" and insert in lieu thereof "no later

than the 60th day".
2. On line S. after 'him. such' insert "othei-wise includible".

Page .0
1. On line 2. strike out "within ( days" and insert in lieu thereof "no later

than the 60th (lay".
2. On line 3. after "such" insert "otherwise includible".

Page 4 1
1. On line 23. strike out "payee" and insert in lieu thereof "employee".
27-On line 24. strike out "payee" and insert in lieu thereof "employee".

Page .42
1. On line 3, strike out "within 60 days" and insert in lieu thereof "no

later than the 60th day".
2. On li'ue 5. after "such" insert "otherwise includible".

Page .4
1. On line 1. strike out "within".
2. On line 2, strike out "60 days" and insert in lieu thereof "no later than

the 60th day".
3. On line 3, strike out "him. such" and insert in lieu thereof "him, such

otherwise includible".

Page 49
Strike out lines 10, 11, and 12 and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(iii) by striking out 'chal)ter 42 tax' in subsection (c) and inserting in lieu
thereof 'chapter .12 or 44 tax'."

Page 52
1. On line 1. after "inserting" insert "in".
2. Ol line 7, strike out "therof" and insert in lieu thel'eof "thereof".
3. On line 20, strike out "and inserting" and insert in lieu thereof "and

inserting".

Page ,53
1. Strike out lines 8 through 11 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(b) Amendment of Section 401 (a).-Section 401 (a) (relating to require-

inents for qualification) is amended-" (1) by striking out paragraph (3) (A)
and inserting in lieu thereof :".

2. On line 19, strike out "which" and insert in lieu thereof "if such agree-
ment".

3. On line 21, after eludedd" insert "In the plan".
Page 5.

1. On line 3, strike out "or'." and insert in lieu thereof "or', and".
2. After line 3, insert the following:
"(2) by Inserting after the second sentence of paragraph (5) the following

new sentence: "'The determination of whether a plan is discriminatory within
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the meaning of paragraph (3) (B) or. (4) shall be made without taking into
account any employees who are included in a unit of employees covered by a col-
lective bargaining agreement, if such agreement does not provide that such em-
ployees are to be included in the plan."'

Page 55
1. On line 17, strike out "in trust by, or in custody of," and insert in lieu

thereof "by".
2. On line 20, strike out "or have custody of".

Page 56
1. After line 4, insert the following:
"(e) Employee Contributions of Owner-Employees.-Section 401(d) (4) (B)

(relating to additional requirements for qualification of trusts and plans bene-
fiting owner-employees) is amended by inserting 'in excess of contributions made
by an owner-employee as an employee' after 'benefits'."

2. On line 5, strike out "(e)" and insert in lieu thereof "(f)"
3. On line 9, after "Accounts" insert "or Other Arrangements".
4. On line 10, after "account" Insert "or an arrangement similar to a custodial

account or similar to an annuity contract".
5. On line 12, after "account" insert "or arrangement".
6. On line 14, after "section :" insert "and".
7. On line 15, strike out "custodian is" and insert in lieu thereof "assets thereof

are held hy".
R. On line 18, strike out "have custody of" and insert in lieu thereof "hold".
9. On line 19, strike out "section; and" and insert in lieu thereof "section.".
10. Strike out lines 20 and 21.
11. On line 22. after "account" insert "or arrangement".
12. On line 24, strike out "custodian of such account" and insert in lieu thereof

"person holding the assets of such account or arrangement".

Page 57
1. On line 1, strike out "(f)" and insert in lieu thereof "(g)".
2. On line 10, strike out "(g)" and insert in lieu thereof "(h)'.

Page 60
On line 20, strike out "(h)" and insert In lieu thereof "iI)".

Page 61
Strike out lines 12 through 16, and insert in lieu thereof the following: "'(1)

the amount of the contributions made on his behalf (reduced by any amount in-
cludible in gross income under section 1379(b) (1) with respect to such contribu-
tions) by the employer during the taxable year of the employer (including
amounts deemed to be paid during such year under section 404(a) (6)) to or un-
der a money purchase section 404(a) (6)) to or under a money purchase pension
plan which satisfies the requirements of section 401(a), 404(a) (2). or 405(a)
during such taxable year of the employer, over".

Page 62
1. One line 20, strike out the quotation mark.
2. After line 20. insert the following:
" '(d) Limitations.- (1) Subsection (a) shall not apply for a taxable year

of an employee if, at all times during the employe,'- taxable year referred to
in subsection (a), tinder the money purchase pension plans maintained by the
employer (considering all such plans as a single plan) the rate at which em-
ployer contributions are to be made with respect to employee compensation
does not exceed 20 percent.

"'(2) Subsection (a) shall n~t apply to contributions made to or tinder a
money purchase pension plan on behalf of an individual who Is an employee
within the meaning of section 401 (c) (1) with respect to such plan.

" '(e) Regulations.-The Secretary or his delegate Is authorized to prescribe
such forms and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of
this section, including forms on which employers may be required to furnish
needful information to employees. Such forms shall be furnished to employees
at such time as the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe.'

"(j) Penalty for Failure to Furnish Information.-Subehapter B of chapter
68 (relating to assessable penalties) Is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following new section:
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"'SE. 6090. REPORTS BY EMPLOYERS.

"'(a) Civil Penalty.-If any person who is required, by regulations pre-
scribed under section 219(g) or 409(e), to furnish information to an employee
falls to comply with such requirement at the time prescribed by such regula-
tions, such person shall pay a penalty of $10 for each ,Ich failure, unless it Is
shown that such failure is due to reasonable cause.

"'(b) Deficiency Procedures Not to Apply.-Sulehapter B of (hapter 63
(relating to deficiency procedures for income, estate, gift and certain excise
taxes) shall not apply In respect of the assessment or collection of any penalty
iml)osed by subsection (a).'

" () Net Operating Loss.- Section 172(d) (4) (relating to net operating loss
mod Ifications) is amended by-

"(1) striking out 'and' at the end of subparagraph (C),
"(2) striking out 'such individual.' in subparagraph (D) anti inserting

in lieu thereof 'such individual : and', and
"(3) by adding immediately after subparagraph ()) the following new

subparagraph (E)
"*(E) any deductions allowed under section 219 shall wit be treated

as attributable to tie trade or business of an individual'."
"(1) Retroactive Changes in Plan.-
"(1) Amendment of Section 401.-Section 401 (relating to qualified pension,

etc., plans) is amended by striking out subsection (b) and inserting in lieu
thereof :

" '(b) Certain Retroactive CIanges in Plan.-A stock bonus. pension. profit-
sharing, or annuity plan siall )(e considered as satisfying tihe requirements of
ssubsection (a) for the period beginlng with the date (On which it was put
into effect, or for the period beginning with tho( date in which there was put
into effect any amendment which caused tie plan to fail to satisfy such require-
nments, and ending with the time prescribed by law for filing the return of the
employer for his taxable year in which such plan or amendment was put into
effect (including extensions thereof) or suli later time as the Secreto ry or his
delegate may designate. if all provisions of the plan which are necessary to
satisfy such requirements are in effect by time end of such period and have been
made effective for all purposes for the whole of such period.'

"(2) Amendment of Section 1379.-Section 1.379 (relating to certain qualified
pension, etc., plans) is amended by striking out the last sentence of subsection
(a) and inserting in lieu thereof :

" 'A plan shall be considered as satisfying the requirement of this subsection
for the period beginning with the fir.t day of a taxable year and ending with
the time prescribed by law for filing the return of the employer for vuc'h taxable
year (including extensions thereof) or such later time as the Sc"retary or his
delegate may designate. if all the iirovis'Qns of the plan which are necessary
to satisfy this requirement are in effect b1y the end of such period and have been
made effective for all purposes for the whole of such period.'."

3. On line 21, strike out "(i)" and insert in lieu thereof "(in)".

Page 63
1. Strike out lines 5, 6, and 7, and insert in lieu thereof the following :
"(2) Clerical amendments.-
"(A) The table of sections for part I of subclapter 1) of chapter 1 of subtitle

A is amended by Inserting at the end thereof the following new item : " 'See. 409.
Inclusion of certain employer contributions in gross income.'

"(B) The table of sections for subehapter B of chapter 68 is amended-
"(i) by striking out the penultimate item and inserting in lieu thereof :
"'See. 6688. Assessable penalties vith respect to information required to be

furnished under section 7654.'
"(ii) by inserting at the end thereof the following new item
"'Se. 6690. Reports by employers.'
"(C)-Subchapter B of chapter 68 is amended by striking out the heading of the

section immediately preceding section 6689 and inserting in lieu thereof:

"'S8m. 668. ASSESSABLE PENALTIES WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION REQUIRED To
BE FURNISHED UNDER SECrIo-N 7654.' "

2. On line 8, strike out "(J)" and insert in lieu thereof "(n)".
3. On line 9, strike out "(h)" and insert in lie, thereof "(1)".
4. On line 12, strike out "(h)" and insert in lieu thereof "(i)".

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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For each subsequent plan year, the standard Is increased by the total of the
amounts determined tinder (I) and (ii) of the preceding paragraph with respect
to the plan for each of the preceding plan years beginning after December 31,
1973, and reduced (but not below zero) by the total of the amounts contributed
toi or under the plan for each of the preceding plan years beginning after such
date. Thus, amounts contributed for a plan year in excess of the standard reduce
the standard for subsequent plan years.

The proposed minimum funding standard for any )lan year is not to exceed
the excess (if any) of the accrued liability, under the entry-age normal funding
method (including the normal cost for the year), over the fair market value
of the assets held tinder the plan. Thus, for example, if the fair market value of
the assets held under the plan is greater than the accrued liability under the
entry-age normal funding method, no contributions would be required tinder
this provision because the plan is already fully funded.

For purposes of the mninimuni funding standard, liabilities under the plan and
thie assels held under the plan are to be determinedd as of the same date during the
plan year and such date is to be used consistently from year to year. The fair mar-
ket value of the assets held on such (late is to be determined on the basis of a
reasonable method applied consistently. such as on the basis of their average
value during the year. Further. the actuarial assumptions used in determining
liabilities tinder the plan are required to be reasonable in the aggregate.

As under prese'it law, failure to satisfy the minimum funding stan(lard would
not Ihe the only means of effecting a complete discontinuance of contributions.

As amended, paragraph 17) would also provide that the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate may autlioriztthe use of another minimum funding
standard which results in a satisfactory rate of funding.

Eligibility rcqui-cmcnt.-pr-opo. cd scetioi .401 (a) ( 11)

Under section 401 (a) ( 3) of the code ( relating to requirements for qualifica-
tioli . a qualified pension. profit-.sharing, or stock bonus plan (or plans treated
as a single plan for qualification purposes) must (over either (1) specified i'er-
(.e(taes of employees (generally. 70 percent of all employees or 80 percent of
the eligible employees if 70 percent of all employees are eligible) or (2) such
(eapl.yecs as qualify liiider a classification that does not discriminate in favor
of oflicer,. shareholders. supervisors. or highly compensated employees. U nler
the percentage coverage requirement, employees who have been employed for
a minimum period prescribed by the plan (not in excess of 5 years) and certain
part-time and seasonal employees may be exclud(ed. These requirements, hov-
ever, do not directly limit the restrictions oil eligibility to participate which may
be imposed byll such a qimlified plan. Un(ler section 401 (a) (4) of the code, a
plan miay not discriminate in favor of shareholders, officers, supervisory em-
pli).Yees, or highly compensated employees. For example, under present law,
employees who, when they first otherwise become eligible to participate in a
plan. are older than a specified age (generally an age close to normal retirement
age) may be excluded if the prohibited discrimination does not result.

Proposed section 401 (a) (11 provides that a trust is not to constitute a quali-
fied trust under section 401 of the code if the plan of which such trust is a part
requires, as a condition of participation, that an employee (A) have a period of
c(iitinlious service with the employer (including, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, a predecessor of the
(.mloyer) in excess of 3 years, (B) have attained an age in excess of 30 years,
(r (C) have not attained an age which is less than the normal retirement age
under the plan reducd by 5 years. For this purpose it is contemplated that
regulations will provide a definition of "continuous service" which will be broader
than the definition of "employment relationship" provided by § 1.421-7 (h) of
the Income Tax Reanulations. The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is,
by reulation, to define the term "normal retirement age under the plan" for
liil)roso ,' proposed section 401 (a) (11).

Accordingly, under subparagraphs (A) and (B) of proposed section 401(a)
(11). a plan would be required to cover an employee who has completed 3 years

.of service and is at least 30 years old (if he meets all other conditions of par-
ticipation) if any trust forming part of the plan is to constitute a qualified trust
under section 401 of the code. Furthermore. for example. if the normal retirement
,,-e umnfli, the Wian is ae 65. the reonirerents of nroposeld section 401 (a) (11 )

(C) would not be satisfied if. under the plan, employees who, when they would
first otherwise beome eligible to participate in the llan, are excluded because
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they have attained age 59 (because 59 is less than 65 reduced by 5). However,
in such a case, the requirements would be satisfied if the plan required, as a
condition of participation, that an employee have not attained age 60 years or
an age greater than 60 years when he first becomes otherwise eligible to partici-
pate in the plan.

A plan would not be required to cover an employ who is younger than 30 years
even if he has completed 3 or more years of service with the employer. However,
a plan could, for example, permit coverage of employees younger than age l0 wh:,
have completed more than 3 years of service, or employees who have completed(
less than 3 years of service who are older than age 30. Similarly, a greater service
requirement could be imposed with respect to an eiuplo.Nee who, as of tire time
he is first otherwise eligible to participate, is older than normal retirement age
reduced by 5 years.
Vesting requirenen ts-proposed sect ion 4101 (a) (12)

Section 401 (a) of thu code (relating to requirements for qualification ) does not
expliitly require that a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus plan
provide that a participant in the plan acquires a nonforfeitable right to his
a(crued benefit under the plan at any time before lie becomes eligible to retire.
However, section 401(d) (2) (A) of the code (relating to additional requirements
for (lualificatioln of trusts and plans benefiting owner-employees) presently re-
quires that a plan established by an unincorporated business in which an owner-
employee participates must provide that each participant's rights to or derived
from the contributions under the plan are nonforfeitable at the time tin (ontri-
iutions are paid to or under the plan. In addition. under section 401(it (4)
of tie code, the failure of a plan to provide for preretire.ment vesting is taken
into account by the Internal Revenue Service in determining whether ihe plan
satisfies the requirement that it not discriminate in favor of officers, shareholdLrs,
supervisory employees, or highly compensated employees. Furthermore. under
section 401 (a) (7) of the code, a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock lonus
plan must provide that, upon its termination or upon a complete discontinuance
of contributions under the plan, the rights of each employee in his aterued bene-
fits, to the extent funded, or the amounts credited to his account, are nonfor-
feitable. Although the computation of benefits accrued by an employee is required
for purposes of section 401(a) (7) of--the code an(l for purposes of other eide
provisions, the code does not provide rules for the computation of accrued benefits.

Subparagraph (A) of proposed section 401(a) (12). provides that, except as
provided by subparagraphs (B) and (C) of that paragraph (relating, respec-
tively, to forfeitures due to voluntary withdrawal of employee contributions,
and forfeitures required to prevent discrimination in favor of shareholders, offi-
cers, supervisory employees, or highly compensated employees) a trust is not to
constitute a qualified trust under section 401(a) of the code unless the 1)la of
which such trust Is a part satisfies specified minimum vesting standards. Under
the proposed standards, an employee's rights in his accrued benefit derived from
his own contributions must be nonforfeitable (other than by reason of death).
Furthermore, under a qualified plan at least 50 percent of his accrued benefit ie-
rived from employer contributions would be required to be nonforfeitable (other
than by reason of death) no later than the later of (i) the close of the first plan
year in which the sum of his age and the period of his active participation in the
plan equals or exceeds 50 years, or (ii) the time he has completed 3 years of
continuous service with the employer (including, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, service with a prede-
cessor of the employer). For the purpose of (i), years of age and years of active
participation are to be rounded separately to the nearest whole year and active
participation would not include, for example, periods after employment ceases,
or periods for which employee contributions required to be made under the plan
are not made. Proposed section 401(a) (12),(A) would further require that an
employee's rights in the remaining percentage of all of his accrued benefit de-
rived from employer contributions become nonforfeitable (other than by reason
of death) not less rapidly than ratalbly over the next succeeding 5 plan years
following the close of the first plan year in which such employee satisfies the
initial nonforfeitability requirement. More rapid vesting than that required mm-
der proposed section 401 (a) (12) could be required under section 401(a) (4) if
necessary to prevent discrimination in favor of officers, shareholders, supervisory
employees, or highly compensated employees.
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Under proposed paragraph (12) (A), if an employee's active participation of a
plan year at age 30, and continued for a period of 15 consecutive plan years, his
right to at least 50 percent of his accrued benefit derived from employer contri-
butions would have to be nonforfeitable (other than by reason of death) no
later than the close of the 10th plan year of participation and his right to all
of his accrued benefit would have to be nonforfeitable (other than by reason of
death) no later than the close of the 15th plan year of participation. Further.
under proposed paragraph (12) (A) his right to any benefit accrued after such
15th year would have to be nonforfeitable (other than by reason of death) .
If, as of the close of the plan year in which the vesting standard bleconies effec-
tive, )articipant A is age 40 and participant B is age 50, and each has partici-
l)ated In the plan for 10 years, A's right to at least 50 percent and B's right to 100
l)ercent of the benefit accrued for such year would have to be nonforfeitable
(other than by reason of death). (See effective (late provided by sec. 21(1) of
the bill and special transitional rules provided under sec. 401 (ia) (14) as pro-
posed to be added i v sec. 2 (a) of the bill.)

Subparagraph (B) of proposed section 401(a) (12) provides that a trust,
which is a part of a plan to which employees are required to contribute as a
condition of participation, is not to be disqualified under proposed paragraph
(12) merely because an employee's right in his accrued benefit derived front
employer contributions under the plan are forfeitable if, by reason of his sepa-
ration from the service or termination of his active participation in the plan, he
voluntarily withdraws all or a part of the amount contributed by him. If a plan
provided that a terminating employee is required to withdraw his contributions
to the plan under certain circumstances, his rights in his accrued benefit may
not be forfeited because of such withdrawal. Moreover, proposed section 401(a)
(12) (B) would not apply to a plan which merely permits an employee to make
voluntary contributions to the plan (i.e., contributions that are not required to
be made under the plan to receive a benefit (or an additional benefit) derived
from employer contributions).

Subparagraph (C) of proposed section 401(a) (12) provides that proposed
paragraph (12) is not to apply to contributions which, under provisions of the
plan adopted pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury or his delegate to preclude discrimination prohibited by paragraph (4) of
section 401(a) (ip favor of shareholders, officers, supervisory employees, or
highly compensated employees), may not be used to provide benefits for desig-
nated employees in the event of early termination of the plan. However, except
to the extent necessary to prevent the prohibited discrimination, the rights of
such a designated employee must be nonforfeltable in accordance with provi-
sions of the plan satisfying the rule of 50.

Many plans provide, for example, for the forfeiture of benefits by a partici-
pant who serves with a competitor or engages in improper conduct. To the extent
provisions such as these render forfeitable those benefits which would be re-
quired to be nonforfeitable under proposed section 401 (a) (12), such provisions
would require amendment. Improper conduct may, nevertheless, continue to be
deterred by provisions giving an employer lien rights against employee inter-
ests in a trust to recover liabilities to the employer if permitted under local law,
e.g.. recovery for embezzlement.

Subparagraph (D) of proposed section 401(a) (12) provides rules for deter-
mining the amount of an employee's accrued benefit (which are minimum
amounts in the case of benefits under defined benefit pension plans), as of any
applicable date, for purposes of proposed sections 401 (a) (12) and 401 (d) (2) (A)
(relating to the vesting requirements of qualified plans benefiting owner-employ-
ees). Separate rules would apply for the determination of the minimum ac-
crued benefit in the case of a defined benefit pension plan and for such deter-
mination in the case of other plans.

Clause (i) of proposed section 401(a) (12) (D) provides general rules for
determining such accrued benefit on the basis of an annual benefit commencing
at normal retirement age in the case of a defined benefit pension plan. (Subpara-
graph (F) of proposed sec. 401(a) (12) provides rules for the determination of
a benefit other than an annual benefit commencing at normal retirement age.)
The general rule provided by proposed clause (i) is that an employee's minimum
accrued benefit, as of any applicable date prior to normal retirement age, is to
be the product of (1) the annual benefit commencing at normal retirement age
to which such employee would be entitled under the plan as in effect at such
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time, assuming that he continues to earn annually until normal retirement age
the same rate of compensation as he earned at such time (based upon his aver-
age covered earnings during the 60 preceding months or, if shorter, the actual
preceding period of employment), and (2) the following fraction: the numerator
of the fraction is to be the total number of his years of service with the employer
(including, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate, service with a predecessor of the employer) performed
as of such time and the denominator of such fraction is to be the total number
of years of service he will have performed as of normal retirement age, assum-
ing that he will continue to be employed by the employer until attaining such
age. However, such denominator is not to be less than 15 nor more than 40.
Notwithstanding the above' rules, the fraction referred to in proposed clause (I)
is to be deemed to be equal to one at normal retirement age and is never to ex-
ceed one. Thus, for example, if an employee's age is equal to or greater than
normal retirement age, his annual benefit would be multiplied by one, and prior
to n1r10al retirement age the minimum accrued benefit of an employee with a
level salary would accrue at a level rate, not to exceed 1/15th per year and not
less than 1/40th per year. The minimum accrued benefit for an employee with
40 years of service would be equal to the annual benefit payalble at normal re-
tirenent age based on assumed continuation of his present compensation to that
age.

For example. employee A lbecolnes an employee of X Corporation and a
participant in its noncontributory plan at age 40 in 1976. The plax-provides
a pension at age 65, the normal retirement age, equal to 30 percent of the aver-
age compensation during the five years of service immediately preceding retire-
ment. A participates in the plan for 10 years, earning average annual covered
compenilsation in the last 60 months of $12.000. Under I)roIosed section 401(a)
(12) (1)), at the end of the 10th year. his aecrued benefit is not to lIe less than

$1,440 lier year beginning at age 65 (30 percent of $12,000 multiplied by 10/25).
It is anticil)ated that regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Treasury or
his delegate would provide special rules for determining an employee's accrued
benefit derived from employer contributions under a defined benefit pension
plan which is integrated with social security benefits.

Tie last sentence of proposed section 401 (a) (12) (D) provides that, in the
case of a defined benefit pension plan which permits voluntary employee con-
tributions, tie portion of an employee's accrued benefit derived from such
contributions is to lIe treated as al accrued benefit derived from employee con-
tributions unler a plan other than a defined benefit pension plan. A separate
account would be required to lbe maintained for voluntary contributions of
each participant together with the income expenses. gains and losses thereoll.

('liuse (ii) of proposed section 401(a) (12) (D) provides that in the case of
a plan other than a defined benefit pension plan (a profit-sharing, stock bonus,
(r nioney i purchase pension plan (including a "target benefit" plan))) an em-
ployee's accrued lienefit as of any applicable (late is to be the balance of the
a(counlt or accounts for such employee as of that time.

Subparagralh (E) of proposed section 401 (a) (12) provides rules for deter-
mining an employee's accrued benefit derived from employer contributions (which
woldr be subject to the applicable proposed vesting standards) and from cm-
lployee contributions (which would lie fully nonforfeitable, except in the case of
(leath). The first sentence of proposed section 401 (a) (12) (E) defines an em-
l1o)yee's miniaun accrued benefit derived from employer contributions as of a
particular date as the excess of the employee's accrued benefit determined under
jIrolP(Ised section 401 (a) (12) ()) as of such date over the amount of the accrued
benefit lerivel from his elll)loyee contributions as of such (late. Thus, the amount
of an employee's accrued benefit derived from employer contributions depends
on the terins of the plan but does not legendd upon the amount of employer con-
tributions actually made and does not depend on the value of the assets in the
fund.

With respect to a plan other than a defined benefit pension plan, the amount
(of the accrued benefit derived froil employee contributions as of any date is
to lie til benefit attributable to tlhe balance in his separate account consisting
only (if his contributions and the income, exl)enses, gains, aniLlosses attrli)utable
thereto. However. if a separate account is not maintained with respect to an
enlnovee's contrillutiols under such a plan. the anlount of the accrued benefit
derivedd from eml)oyee contributions is to l)e the amount which bears the same
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ratio to tile employees total 1lcernedi benefit as the total amlount of the employee's
contributions (less withdIrawals ) bears to the total amount of his contributions
(less withdrawals) and the employer contributions (less withdrawals) nmade onl
his behalf. For this purpose, forfeitures credlited to ain emplloyee's account art,
to be treated as employer contributions.

With respect to a defined benefit pensIonl plan providing an ainnuall benefit
ill the formn of a single life annuity commencing ait normal retirement age ( pro-
polsed sec. 401 (a ) (12) ( F) provides rules for other fornis ). the amount of
thle iilinluml accrued benefit derivedl from employee contributions- as of any
ap~plicab~le (late is to ble thle anual Ilenefit equal to tile employees' accumla~lted
contributions multip~liedl by the applropriaTJ conversion factor. For tils purpose,
the termn "appIropriate conversion factor" means11 the factor necessary to convert
anl amount equal to tile aiccunmulaited contributions to a sinllge life anlnuity
comnlelcing at nolrmlal retirement age.

Such factor is to be 10 pierceut for a nlormall retirement age of (53 years~ and(
is to be the same for men~f and women. For other Ilormiall retirement ages, sulch
factor is to be determined in accordance withl regulatiolls-prescribed by tile
Secretary of tile Treasury or his delegate.

For pur~poses of proposed section 401 (a) (12) (1]) tile tern accumulatedd con-
tributions" inealls the total of :(1) all mallndatory contributions made by% tile
employee before tile endl of the last planl year referred to in clause (i or (!I)
of proposed section 401 (a) (14) (A) (relating to tralnsitionlal rules), together
with interest (if tiny) credlitedl thlereon under the 1)1an1 to tile en1( of sell planI
year (to tile extent suchi contriblutionls and interest are nionforfeitable onl the
app~licab~le (late), and interest comlpoundl~ed annl~ually thereafter ait tile rate of
5 percent per amnimin, to the (late up~on which tile employee would attain nolrmual
retirement age, and (Hi) till m-iandatory colt ri lltioliN made by the einl~poyf after
tile 011( (If thle last plan year referred to ill claus1e (I) or (Hi) of proposed Sec-
tion 401 (a) (14) (A). together wvitll interest onl sulell -onltribuionsml . Colimu~nlded
annually at the rate 'If 5 percent Per' 11111111111 to tile (late ill11011 whlich the emp~iloyee
would attainl normal retiremnlmt age.

For purposes of subpal)ragraphl ( 14) of proposed sectionl 401 (n) (12), aimndatory
contributions made(1 by On eilIOYee al-e the coittribiutiomis that are required to 1) e
mladle under the 1pla1 to receive a benleit, (or till add~itioInal benefit) derived from
employer colltributiolls. Fo r examle1. if thle benletit derived from emldoyercol
tributions (lel)01ls up1o)1 ai 5 eeiflied level oIf empidoyee contributions. eni1lloyee
comtribion upl to that level Avould be treated I.,; manO~datory colltribuItionls.

Proposed sections 4(10( ) (12) ( E) f urtiler provides that thle accruilebllit (de-
rived froml empilloyee contrilit i ons is Ilot to (exceed thle aeruled bl~elefit dleter-
mlill.d iider subp~laragraph) (D)) of plroposed( seetioll 4010(a)(12). Thus'. for ex-
ample)1, if ain employee's accruedl benefit dletermlined unmder subpiargrapld (1)
equals $20,000, Ilis accrumed beneft (lerive(1 from empllloyee eontributioll,4 is Ilot
to lie greater than $2)0(010 11e thloughI suclli benefits dleterminled illidler subpara-
graph (1,3) equal $25.00J.

Subpaagap (F I rpsed sec-tioni 491 (a) (12) provides thlat. ill the, case
of a (lefilledl benefit p~ension1 pl1an, if 011 emlloyee's avclernl benefit is to hle (deter-
mliined as i11 Ilnolit other thanln annual10 benefit commeincinlg at iIorin,1l1 retire-
nient age, or. if tIle, aounllit of tile accriieol benefit d1erivedl froml contributions
made by all employee k~ to be determined wvithi respect to it beeflft other twnlanl1
01111110 benefit inl the form (If single life annul~ity colmmlencing -it normal retire-
Ilielit age, the( ealiployee's 1i1l11m accrued llelleit, or thle aiomnt oIf the inli-
11111111 0 scored benefit derived front contributions lllade by 011 empl~loyee, as the
case mia~y be, is, to lie tile actuarial equivallemnt I determined ill accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of thle Treasury or hIs (legate) (If suchl
benefit or suhel aloniunt determined umnder subparag1raph (D) or J E) oft proIposedl
.section 401 (a) (12).

i. is contemplated that alnendllllent of many existing plans wvoul lbe required
to conform iheill to thle proplosedl rules Telatillg to the requlired p;ercpntoige (if
vestimig a11(1 tihe definition of accruled benefit, in ordier to remlain (l1ll1lifled. For
Instance, tile Unitedl States c-ivil service retiremlelnt systems wvouldl lanve to lie
amnided to conforml to these rulles.

Exception. to resting requirements-proposed section 401 (a) (13)
Proposed section 401 (a) (13) provides that a trust forming part of a (lefihiedl

benefit pension plan which Is inI existence onl Decembier 31, 1972, is, not to lie
disqualified for t11ny lan year macrely because such'l p1l11 provides that an e11-
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ployee's accrued benefit derived from employer contributions for any plan year is
forfeitable if both of the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the sum of the
periodic benefit payments to retired participants (or their beneficiaries) during
the plan year exceeds the benefit accruals (determined in accordance with regu-
lations l)rescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) by active participants during
the plan year, and (2) as of the beginning of the plan year, the sum of the
present values of accrued plan liabilities to active and retired participants under
the plan exceeds the fair market value of plan assets. Such accrued benefits for
an employee during such a plan year could remain forfeitable until the employee
attains retirement age under the plan.

The present values of accrued plan liabilities are to be determined in accord-
ance with actuarial assumptions which in the aggregate are reasonable. The fair
market value of plan assets held at the beginning of the plan year is to be de-
termined on the basis of a reasonable method applied consistently, such as on the
basis of their average value during the preceding year.

Subparagraph (B) of proposed section 401(a) (13) provides that this excep-
tion is not to apply for any plan year beginning after Dacember 31, 1972, if the
plan is amended( during such plan year to provide additional or increased belle-
fits (for example, by lowering the retirement age or raising benefit levels). For
this purpose, neither a reduction in eligibility requirements to comply with ap-
plicable law nor an increase in the rate of vesting would be deemed to result in
additional or increased beliefits. If the plan is so amended, the exception will also
not apply to any succeeding plan year or to any plan year which begins after
December 31, 1972, and which precedes the plan year in which the plan is
amended by not more than 5 plan years.

Tran.itional ridc.-proposed section .01 (a) (141)
l'rop(osed section 401 (a) (14) (A) (i) provides that proposed paragraphs (11)

and (12) of section 401 (a), relating to eligibility of participants and nonforfeit-
ability of accrued benefits, respectively, are- not to apply. in the case of a plan
in existence on December 31, 1972, with respect to a plan year which begins
before January 1, 1975. However, if later, in the case of a plan maintained pur-
suant to an agreement which the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
finds to be a collective bargaining agreement between employee representatives
and one or more employers. in effect on December 31, 1972, prol)apsed paragraphs
(11) and (12) of section 401(a) are not to apply to a plan year ending before
the termination of the agreement. For purposes of determining the date on which
such an azreenient terminates, an extension agreed to after December 31, 1,972,
would be disregarded. Thus, in the case of such a collectively bargained plan, the
proposed rules relating to nonforfeitability of accrued benefits would generally
not apply to benefits accrued during plan years ending before the expiration of
the collective bargaining agreement in effect on December 31, 1972.

Generally, subparagraph (B) of proposed section 401(a) ((14) provides an
exception to the application of the transitional rules under subparagraph (A) of
proposed section 401(a) (14). Subparagraph (B) of proposed section 401(a) (14)
provides that proposed section 401(a) (12), relating to nonforfeitability of
accrued benefits, is to apply to all benefits accrued under the plan unless the
conditions of nonforfeitability under the plan as in effect on December 31, 1972,
remain in effect with respect to benefits accrued during plan years beginning
before January 1. 1975 (or, if applicable, the appropriate later date in the case
of a plan maintained pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement). For this
purpose the conditions of nonforfeitability are to be deemed to remain in effect
so long as such conditions are not amended to provide for the forfeiture of
amounts which would not have been forfeited but for the amendment.

Subparagraph (B) of proposed section 401(a) (14) further provides that, in
the case of a profit-sharing, stock bonus, or money purchase pension plan, pro-
posed section 401 (a) (12) is to apply to all benefits accrued under a plan unless
separate accounts are maintained with respect to the benefits accrued during
plan years beginning before January 1, 1975 (or, if applicable, the appropriate
later date in the case of a plan maintained pursuant to a collective bargaining
agreement).

(b) Plans benefiting ownr-employer.-Section 2(b) of the bill would amend
section 401 (d) of the code (relating to additional requirements for qualification
of trusts and plans benefiting owner-employees). Paragraph (1) of section 2 (b)
of the bill would revise the conditions for nonforfeitability of benefits under such
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it plan. Paragraph (2) of section 2 (b) of the bill would revise the service require-
ments for participation ini a qualified plan benefiting all owner-employee.
Condition for no forfcitability of bcneflt8-section 401 (d) (2) (A)

Section 401 (d) (2) (A) of the code provides that an employees' trust, in
which an owner-employee (defined in sec. 401 (c) (3) of the code as a sole pro-
-riefor or a partner who owns more than 10 percent of the capital interest or the
profits interest in a partnership) participates, constitutes a qualified trust under
section 401, only if under the plan of which such trust is a part the rights of each
participant In the plan to or derived from employer contributions are fully non-
forfeitable at the time such contributions are made.

Paragraph (1) of section 2 (b) of the bill would amend section 401 (d) 12)
(A) to provide minimum vesting standards which must be met if such a f riist is
to constitute a qualified trust under section 401. Under the proposed standa),(s, an
employee's rights in his accrued benefit derived from his own contributions

within the meaning of proposed sec. 401 (a) (12) ) must be nonforfeitable (other
than by reason of death). Furthermore, his rights in at least 50 ixprcent of his
accrued benefit derived front employer contributions (within the meaning of pro-
posed sec. 401 (a) (12)) must be nonforfeitable (other than by reason of death )
as of the close of the first plan year in which the sum of his age and the period
of his participation in the plan equals or exceeds 35 years.

iropiosed section 401 (d) (2) (A) would further reqluire that an employee's
rights in the remaining percentage (f all of his accrued benefit derived from
employer contributions become nonforfeitable (other than by reason of death)
not less rapidly than ratably over the next succeeding 5 plan years following
the close of the first plan year in which such employee satisfies the initial nonfor-
feitability requirement. As under present law, an employee's rights in employer
contributions to a )lan voud not be required to be nonforfeitable to the extent
that, under provisions of the plan adopted lursuant to regulations lprvscribed Iy
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate to preclude the discrimination pro-
hibited by section 401 (a) (4) of the code, such contributions may not be ised
to provide benefits for designated employees in tie event of early termination of
the plan. Further, more rapid vesting could ibe required if necessary to prevent
discrimination in favor of self-employed individuals, supervisory employees, or
higilly coulpensated employeess.
Coliditirs for participation--section ;01 (d) (3)

Section 401 (d) (3) of the code provides that an employee's trust, In which an
owner-employee as defined in sec. 401(c) (3)) particiliates, does not constitute
a qualified trust under section 401 of the code unless the plan of which suc.h t rn1-4
is a part benefits each employee having a period of employment of 3 years or
more. For this purpose, the term "employee" does not include any employee whose
ctustomary employment is for not more than 20 hours in iny one week or is for
not more than 5 months in any calendar year.

Section 2(b)12) of the bill would amend section 401 (d) (3) to provide that
such a trust is not to constitute a qualified trust under section 401 unless tle
plan benefits each employee having a period of continuous service with the em-
phoyer of 3 years or more who is younger than 30 years of age, each emnlloyee
having a period of continuous service with the employer of 2 years or more who
has attained the age of 30 years but is younger than 35 years of age, and each
employee having a period of continuous service with the employer of 1 year
or more whose age is 35 years or greater. Also, for this purpose, the term "em-
ployee" is not to include any employee who is included in a unit of employees
.overed by an agreement which the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
finds to be a collective bargaining agreement, if such agreement does not provide
that such employee is to be included In the plan. Under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, the term "employer"
would include a predecessor of an employ er.

(c) Conforming amendment.-Section 2(c) of the bill would make conforming
amendments to section 404(a) (2) of the code (relating to deduction for con-
tributions of an employer to employees' annuity plan), section 405(a) (1) of the
code (relating to qualified bond purchase plans), and section 80(5(d) (1) (0) of
the code (relating to definition of pension plan reserves). Paragraphs (1) and
(2) of section 2(c) would extend to employees' annuity plans and qualified bond
purchase plans, respectively, that do not utilize trusts, the requirements that
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would be Imposed upon01 plans~ utilizing trusts 1)y ltibseet ioumi (n) (2) anl I h)
of section 2 of the bill. Paragraph (3) of section 21c) twoltil 4 4),irt'i11 the' deldi-
tion of "pension plan reserves" lit sect ion 805 d ) to r4'tl'('t ftit ll4 reli il ts
diescrihed ablove.

(dI) IBffeetre (let e.-Section 2(d) of t(w l.111 pirovIdes t hat genierailly, Ill(
ni 11ntdtll('ts Piroj sell to le it' t 110( y ii'section 2 vi' fit- 11111 tire to lI Ic(ottil etT4" tivi
aftter the dO 14' (of enacl114't o f Ib bo ill. 'i'iole 1141 ilol-it I I rojiox-id to lbe 110(h.' t o
.4ec(iot 141 101 (d)j t 31 4 f till' coide ( r'elating to) Mtigilil If y '44(111 lou within rf-l i'll toI
o it 1lan proivihinlg tienetits forltl on lile'ititloyv hbv seliEol 2(b) 421 of' tile
h111 it is wi to alild)Y for 11 lila ii yea r lteglin lim W-flore lit tnty 1. 19)75. tllO $It''s(

(i it tust ori co1l1 ict whla , Is it nirt of Ilt iin l h~ l-lc fill D hI w0einlivt :11, 11172.
Sect Ion. .J. Dedc ion for IUctirv'inc#1 Narl Iifl

(it ) Mi I/eoleI'ft.-84etioll 3 (a1) oif tlt(' 11111 Wouiild HHI I irt I'I I (Jr stllillajter
It oif clot liter 1 of tite code relatingg to additional Iitenmized delluctiolts for~ Illlil-
iltis) by redesignating section 211) (containiihg ('romm4 refe'rences'4) 11s st ito

2210 mid by3 Inse'rting after sectionl 218 at nl' e l b-it 211) whlichl woulld allow mndil,
Nvidlol11 asi limtilted deducil(tionI for cl'rtll anjowlits mavedi for r('tlrethient Piposes4.
Section 3(e' 1 (2) (of th illl wouldI amen I1Iltsect loa 612 oif tilt' code' to j)roJvile that
I lit dedt'ion allowed iliW'ly3 ilrl'01)ose'( sec4tion~ 211 Ils to(b lt a ken Into( acc'ountt itt co(ml-
lotiing adjtedlt(( grossH 111onv(l4.

IDcdfltlofl alo it d-pro)oied 8etiot 219 (a)
tnder 4'xistihg lInw, till 1( Ind lttoul (o4the'r thanl~ it self-t'inloyed Indiv'idult ) Is

nolt aIllowed'4 fi11y 41'dilllt illl forl aonts(lI4 whlichl I HIt svIs for rtirt'1o('t purposes4Q.
()t 1114' other hand1(, it till Itllljilit lit it qua01lied ijimloll, annuliity3. pirofttshinig,

'4tov(k loati or bond1( putrchase plain it allowed to I'x(lude front his gross iIoe
11 illts conotrliuted by ill employer oil h11" be(half toi the ploit, even t hough 1Ills
righits 4Ill sell l1110t1it ly113 hel tlolfo'f4?ltbte.

Pr1'ilioised Sec4tiont 211) (a) provides thtat, tsulject to the lIllIitltiOt4llitjiOSC(1ti 113
i'1i4154'tl meetlon 211)(b) , (c) , atid (11), fli indidual (Iclu'lding it self-entiiioyedl
Inividual ) Is to be allowed aI deduclitiont for aniotm lltid Ill( aitt ' 41111It1119 g 1i tilx-
111114 yealr lby 11111 (1) to ot' under a qualified Indiidua~tl retirelltellt acoun'Olt (am
(elt'I'd Ill See. i40S (a1) (If 1114. codec (asi proposed to) lit' added'4 IiY sevt. :1( Ii) (or tilt
bill ) ) wl i 1 4'Xt'ttlit f rointa unX tider section 501 (a) If tlitt( tXIdtlid ektlit-
lAltt'4 mucht llcoutht, (2) to tio ex'lttpt emlployees'l trlit describted lit sections 401 (it )
(it thie code, for tIt' betnefit oIf tt'% Individual, (3) for tht'- purchtase of 111l, nltllty

4441O o) (2) of tlte code ( t't'atittg to1 etnployepl unituities) , or (4) to or undeltr it
illlilliI bond puirehalse p)1111 (desc-rlbeI Inl sec. 405(n1) of Itte (code ( relatig to

ductlt lll) to it ill nividutalh conIti '11ributtes to all citi doy''s' trust lit whlich h It s ilot

L,11tiltionl onl dj(Ioll-Ilt-W'0p8cd 8ectloui 219 (b)
l'11 i'giopl (1) of prhlposed soti 211)(b)) provides tht t11he ilttitttt 1ItilOMlPt

It. 11 (1(-(lutiloli undoer proposed fectioit 210(a1) to fll Intdividuaill for t.' taxale
yealr Is nIot to) 'xcet(4l 11110 l1111tf; equlal to 20 per'eent of his earned Income~ paid
iol accruted for mut'It taxable year, or $1,5100, whichever itIlt'e lplser. Titis Ilttt1il-

4441(11 ta let. year by' tsii(l Idividual to or uttder all accounts, trusts, a1n1 p1111144
(d4t4rl'b4( l it ~irop~osttl section 21000). The genll'lt Ililitot 1411 v'lmiijittd undeltr
O Its liarllgrlh is to be reduced itilier paragrliptls (2) Olld (3) of llroiposedl Se(till
2111(b).

11t('11gai (2) f jec 1111 04(1) (2) (1 ll'tlltt 20(b p~ti 1lril'41 thal t44'. 1011)11)l (of) tit
Illr1111 1crl Iet ttllited4 under14 Ilittrc'11a54 s lit 219(h) I)' forlit ('Y'tl"it 4115111) , l4t

tixll It, eul,), o l(t a t ttst 13'l'ill uli't unertt l se t4tion 4(1) oil ti lit' ehis
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(relating to annuities purchased by a sec. 501(c) (3) organization or by a public
school). This reduction Is to be made even though the employee's rights under
the plan are forfeitable in whole or Ili part.

Proposed section 219(b) (2) provides that under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, the amount of any such contributions
other than for the purchase of an annuity contract described in-section.403(b))
paid on behalf of all Individual by his employer for his taxable year may, at the
option of the individual, be considered to be 7 percent of his earned income paid
or iccrued for such taxable year which is attributable to the performance of
persoil services for such employer. This choice is to be available even where
it may be readily demonstrated that the actual employer contributions on behalf
of the taxpayer exceed 7 percent of such earned income. However, proposed
section 211(b) t2) provides that the option to treat such employer contributions
to u(,h a trust or plan as not exceeding 7 percent is not to apply in the case of a
contribution on behalf of an owner-employee within the meaning of section 401
1 c) (5) of the code. Thus, for example, a partner owning more than a 10 percent
Interest In the partnership would not have the option to treat partnership con-
I rilbutlons made on his behalf to or under a plan maintained by the partnership
as being equal to 7 percent of his earned income If they exceed that i-rcentage.

Paragraph (8) of the proposed section 210(b) provides that, if an individual
has earned income for the taxable year which is not subject to tax under tile
Self-Employment Contributions Act of 1954 (chapter 2 of the code), the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (chapter 21 of the code), or the Railroad Retire-
meat Tax Act (chapter 22 of the code), the limitation on the deductible amount

computed uider paragraphs (1) and (2) is to be further reduced by an amount
equal to the tax (or, if such Individual has sone earned income which Is subject
to illy of such taxes, tlle Increase in tax) that would have been imposed uponm
such Income under section 8101 of the code (reinqng to rate of tax on employees
under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act) 'for such taxable year if such
income constituted wages (as defined in see. 8121(a) of the code) received by
such individual with respect to employment (as defined in see. 3121(b) of the
code).

Paragraph (4) of proposed section 219(b) provides that no deduction Is to
be allowed under proposted section 219 for a taxable year with respect to any
payment described in section 219(a) which is made by an individual who has
attained the age of 7 0 1/ years before the end of such year.

The application of proposed section 219(1) may be illustrated by the follow-
Ing example:

Example. A Is employed solely by the United States and is participant in tle)
Civil Service Retirement System. A's taxable year is the calendar year, and for
1975, his compensation is $10,000 awi the amount of his contributions to the
Civil Service Retirement System is $700. (It is assumed that the Civil Service
Retirement System will be amended to conform to the requirements of the Re-
tirement Benefits Tax Act for 1975.) The amount allowable as a deduction under
proposed section 210(a) for 1975 is determined in the following manner:

1. A's contributions which may be taken into account under proposed sec-
tion 219(a) ..... . . ..------------------------------------------ $700

2. The lesser of 20 percent of A's earned income (proposed sec. 219(b) (1))
for 1075 or $1,500 ---------------------- ---------------------- 1, 500

3. Employer contributions to Civil Service Retirement System (7 percent
of $10,000 (proposed sec. 219(b) (2)) ---------------------------- 700

4. Tax that would be imposed for 1975 under section 8101 if compensation
constituted wages (5.85 percent of $10,000 (proposed sec. 210(b) (8)
reduction) ) ---------------------------------------------- 5

Is. Sum of items (8) and (4) ------------------------------ 1, 285
6. Limitation under proposed section 219(b) (item (2) less item (5)) ---- 215
7. Amount allowable as a deduction under proposed section 219(a) (lesser

of item (1) or item (6)) ----------------------------------- 215

Recontributcd amounts-proposed section 219 (e)
Subsection (c) of proposed section 219 provides that no deduction is to be

allowable under proposed section 219 with respect to a contribution described In
section 72(p) (2) (C) (as proposed to be added by see. 3(c) (9) of the bill),

90-039-73-pt. 1-38
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402(a) (6) or (7) (as proposed to be added by see. 5(a) (2) of the bill), or
403(a) (4) or (5) (as proposed to be added by sec. 5(b) (2) of the bill). Pro-
posed sections 72(p) (2) (C), 402(a) (0) and (7), and 403(a) (4) and (5),
proAyide "roll-over" rules under which certain distributions received from a
qualified individual retirement account or a qualified trust or plan may be con-
tributed within a specified period to another qualified account, trust, or plan and
excluded from gross income for the taxable year in which the distribution is
received. Thus, taxation of distributions "rolled-over" to another plan, trust, or
account would generally be deferred until distributions commenced from the
other plan, trust, or account. Proposed section 210(c) would deny any deduction
under proposed section 219 for these "roll-over" contributions.

Married individuals-proposed section 219 (d)
Subsection (d) of proposed section 219 provides special rules in the case of a

married individual. The marital status of an individual is to be determined under
the rules provided in section 158 of the code (relating to determination of marital
status for purposes of personal exemptions). Proposed section 219(d) provides
that in the case of a married individual, the limitation under proposed section
210(b) (1) is to be determined without regard to the earned Income of his spouse
and without regard to contributions described in proposed section 219)(b) (2)
paid on behalf of his spouse. For purposes of proposed section 219, the earned
income of a married individual is to be determined without regard to community
property laws of a State. Thus, for example, an individual could contribute his
own earnings to a qualified account even though such earnings would be com-
munity property under State law.

Earned income defined-proposed section 219 (e)
Subsection (e) of proposed section 211) defines the term "earned income" for

purposes of proposed section 211) as any income which Is earned income within
the meaning of section 401 (c) (2) of the code (defining earned income In the case
of a self-employed individual) or of section 911(b) of the code (defining earned
income in the case of a common-law employee).

Time contributions deemed made-proposed scetion1 219(1)
Subsection (f) of proposed section 219 provides that for purposes of proposed

sections 219 and 408, an individual is to be deemed to have made a payment during
the taxable year if the payment is on account of such taxable year and Is made
no later than the time prescribed by law for filing the return for such taxable
year (including extensions thereof). This rule corresponds to the rule presently
provided in section 404(a) (0) for a contribution by an accrual basis employer
to a qualified plan. (See. 7(h) (4) of the bilLwould amend sec. 404(a) (6) to
extend the rule to cash basis employers.)

Regulations-proposed section 219 (g)
Subsection (g) of proposed section 210 provides that the Secretary of the

Treasury or his delegate Is to be authorized to prescribe such forms and regu-
lations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of proposed section 219
including forms on which employers may be required to furnish needful infor-
mation to employees. Such forms are to be furnished to employees at such time
as the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate may by regulations prescribe.
__.. Sctlon 0690 (as proposed to be added by sec. 7(J) of the bill) would prescribe
assessable civil penalties for an employer's failure to furnish information to his
employees as required under this section.

Special limitation for 1978-proposed section 19 (h)
Subsection (h) of proposed section 219 provides that for taxable years ending

before January 1, 1974, the amount allowable as a deduction under proposed
subsection (a) is not to exceed 50 percent of the limitation determined under
proposed subsection (b). Thus, for example, if for a taxable year ending in
1978, the limitation under proposed subsection (b) for an individual Is $215
(without regard to proposed see. 210(h)), the maximum amount allowable as a
deduction under proposed section 219 would be $107.50.

(b) Individual retirement accounts.-Section 8(b) of the bill would amend
part I of subchapter D of chapter 1 of the code (relating to pension, etc., plans)
by adding-a new section 408. Proposed section 408 would provide rules for the
establishment and maintainance of qualified individual retirement accounts
which individuals could utilize for saving for retirement purposes, and would also
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provide rules for the taxation of distributions from qualified individual retire.
ment accounts.
Requirements for qualifleation-proposed section 408 (a)

Proposed section 408(a) provides that, if certain requirements are satisfied,
n trust created or organized in the United States is to constitute a qualified In-
dividual retirement account. Proposed section 408(a) provides that, for purposes
of the code, a ciistodial account, annuity contract, or other similar arrangement
is to be treated as a trust (onstitutilng a qualified Individual retirement account,
it otherwise qualified. Tile requirements for qualification would be required to
be set forth in a written governing instrument. It is contemplated that, in an
ai))ropriate case, a plan similar to a dividend relnvestment lh1a1 of i regulated
Investment company might constitute a "simlar arrangeieniit", even though no
certifleates are Issued, provided there Is ai appropriate governing instrument
for the philm.

Paragraph (1) of proposed section 408(a) provides that on individual re-
tirement account is not to constitute a qutlifled Individual retirement account
unless its governing hstrument provides thit th account is maintained for the
purpose of distributing the contributions to such account ald the incolmle de-
rived from 5c( ('oitrilmutions to the individual who established it or his lie-n
flclarles. Distributions from the account could be in the form of 1iIoliey or prop.
erty. The payment of an expense or obligation on behalf of or for the benefit of
a beneficiary would be considered a dlistributioi to such beneticlary.\Such an
account is to be considered to be maintained for the purpose of distribilting the
contributions thereto and the income therefrom to the individual who established
it or his beneficiaries even though the assets of tho account include policies
which have life or disability Insurance features if such features are incidental
to the purpose of providing benefits in a manner which satisfies proposed sectloils
408(a) (5) and (0).

Paragraph (2) of proposed section 408(a) requires that the governing instru-
ment of a qualified individual retirement account provide that except in the case
of a "roll-over" contributions described in section 72(p) (2) (C) (as proposed to
be added by see. 8(e) (9) of the bill), section 402(a) (0) (as proposed to be added
by see. 5(a) (2) of the bill), or section 403(a) (4) (as proposed to be added by
see. 5(b) (2) of the bill), the amount of contributions to such account during any
taxable year is not to exceed a specified amount. This specified amount is in ex-
cess of the limitation provided by proposed section 219(b) for such taxable year
over the sum of the amounts paid by such individual during such year to a qual-
Ified pension, etc., plan for such individual's benefit, for the purchase of an
annuity contract for the individual under a qualified annuity plan, or to or
under a qualified bond purchase plan described in section 405(a), for his bene-
fit. Paragraph (2) of proposed section 408(a) further requires that such instru-
meat provide that contributions to the account may be made only by the Individ-
ual who established the account. However, proposed section 408(b) (2) would
permit certain community property of the individual and his spouse to be
contributed.

Paragraph (8) of proposed section 408(a) requires that the governing Instru-
ment of a qualified Individual retirement account provide that the assets of the
account may not be comingled with other property except in a common trust
fund. This requirement would not prohibit the assets from being held In a
custodial account or invested in an annuity contract.

Paragraph (4) of proposed section 408(a) would require that the assets of a
qualified individual retirement account be held by a bank (as defined in sec.
401(d) (1) of the code) or other person (including the issuer of an annuity
contract) who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury
or his delegate that the manner in which he will hold such assets will be con-
sistent with the requirements of proposed section 408. It is contemplated that
regulations prescribed under proposed section 408(a) (4) will provide that
neither the transfer nor redemption of such assets may be effected without the
consent of the holder of the assets.

Paragraph (5) of proposed section 408(a) requires that the governing instru-
ment of a qualified individual retirement account provide that the entire interest
(i.e., the contributions to such account and the income derived from such con-
tributions) of the Individual who established sucb account must be distributed
to him If he i then alive not later than the last day of his taxable year in which
he attains the age of 701/j. Alternatively the instrument may provide that such
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Interest will be distributed periodically, commencing no later than the last day of
sucih taxable year, over the life of such Individual or the lives of such individual
and Ills spouse or over a perio(i not extending beyond the life expectancy of such
individual or the life expectancy of such individual and his spouse. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury or ]its delegate wonld be given authority to prescribe regu-
lations with reslpect to these alternative juethods of distribution. If such Indi-
viduol's entire Interest is to be distributed in the form of an annuity contract,
the requirements of proposed section 408(a) (5) would be satisfied If the ds-
triblution of such contract Is 1o take )lace on or before the lost (lay of the taxable
year in whi(h such indlivihul attains the age of 701 and if such Interest is to be
lahl over a period allowable under proposed section 408(a) (5). Paragraph (5)
of proposed section 408 (a) provides the sane rule presently provided with re-
spec(t to seif-emliployed Individuals under section 401 (a) (0) of the code.

Paragraph (6) of proposed sect ion 408(a) requires that the governing instru-
ment of a qualified individual retirement account provide that if the individual
who established tile account dles before his entire interest has been distributed
to lilin, or if lis rilbution has commIenced in accordance with the requirements of
proposed section 4080a) (5) to his surviving spouse and such spouse dies before
the entire interest has beien distributed to such surviving spouse, tile entire In-
terest (or the remaining part of such interest If distrilution has commenced)
will be distributed or aplilled In a certain manner. The instrument wouhl he re-
quired to provide that such entire Interest (or such remaining part) will, within
5 years after Ills (leath (or the death of his surviving spouse), be distributed,
or applied to the purchase of an immediate annuity for his beneficiary or benell-
cinriles (or tie beneficiary or beneficiaries of his surviving spouse) which will
be payable for the life of such beneficiary or beneficiaries (or for a term certain
not extending beyond tile life expe('tancy of such beneficiary or beneficiaries)
anad which will he II N ime diately distributed to such beneficiary or beneficiaries.
This is the sime rule presently provided with respect to self-employed indi-
viduals who are owner-employees under section 401 (d) (7) of the code.

If contributions to a qualified Individual retirement account may be used for
the purchase of annuity or similar contracts, l)aragrah (7) of prolssed sect ion
408 (ia) requires the governing Instrument to provide that any refunds of pre-
iniums are to be held by the issuer of the contract with respect to which such
refund of premiunms arises and apl)lied within the current taxable year or the
next succeeding taxable year of the ancount toward the payment of future pre-
miums under such contract or toward the purchase of additional benefits This
is the samne rule presently l)rovided with respect to qualified annuity plans under
section 404 (a) (2) of the code.

Proposed section 408 (a) provides that section 408 (a) (0) (relating to re-
quirenlent of distribution in the case of death) Is not to apply if distribution of
tile interest of such Individual has commenced and such distribution is for a
term certain over a period permitted under proposed paragraph 408 (a) (5)
(relating to requirements as to the time of distribution). These are the samie
rules presently provided under section 401 (d) (7) of the code.

Special rlcs-proposcd section; 108 (b)
Proposed section 408 (b) provides special rules for the application of section

408.

Excess con tributions8-propo8ed section 408 (b) (1)

Proposed section 408 (b) (1) provides that, If all or a portion of tie contribu-
tions paid by ati Individual during any taxable year to a qualified Individual
retirement account are not deductible under section 219 of the code, as proposed
to be added by section 3 (a) of the bill (other than by reason of proposed see.
210 (c), relating to recontributed amounts), under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, such contributions or portion thereof
are, to be treated in the same manner as an excess contribution within the mean-
ing of section 401 (e) (1) of the code. For this purpose, section 401 (e) (2) and
(3) of the code (relating to effect of excess contribution and contributions for
premiums on annuity, etc., contracts) are to apply as if such individual were ani
owner-ellployee. Thus, for example, if a portion of the contributions during any
taxable year to such an account is not deductible under proposed section 219 (a)
because It exceeds the limitation of proposed section 219 (b), the account is to
be considered as not meeting the requirements of proposed section 408 (a) for
such taxable year and all succeeding taxable years unless such portion (and the
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net Inicome (derived therefrom) Is repaid to the taxpayer before the close of the
(1-nonth pleriodl beginning on the day onl which thle Secretary of the Treasury or
is delegate 5011(15 notice to the person to whoin such excess contribution was

wam paid of the amount of such excess contributions. Ini addition, If such a1 coii-
trillution were determinedd to have been willfully made, the taxpayer's interest
in aill individual retirement accounts is to be (list ributed to 1h1im, ailld tny hull-
vidual retirement account maintainedi by him (luring him taxable year li which
muih nion-deductible con'tribuition was mnade 1111( the 5 succeedling taxable years
Is not to be considered( a qualitied Inividual retirement account.

The foregoing rule's aire not to oplily to conitribuitionls I 4) at quallied individual
r('t I ielit accoillit If, umner' the governing lust rument of the amount, such
v('ftiiutioll1.4 Ilust. be aplid( to pay~3 prmiumills o1r ot her (ollsiderattiol for one
or moiure inuiitii , e'nd(owmen'lt, (or life Insulran ice contracts oIll the life of the 111(11
%111 111 making filly1 such1 ('(lnt iut fl and( If th lIE'auiounlt (of sutch ((Jilt ribu~t foils
(lot's III t e'xceed' t 114 l-ligel~ (leduibhe II iollnt under(' pro4iW5o( s&'ctiui 211) for
the ii rst 3 tnaxablde years lirevedilIng tPil' r NiiiVI OW( h IISt, suchl cent ra(t Was
155110(. '1htis, for example, If aill individual who lmius ean ed Income of $6,000
for &'icii taxable year of at 3-year period lalr('hmm-e through at qualified InilvidultI
retirement ac('ount ait life ismuiaice podicy onl which the annua111 p~remiuI s $1.,2MN

il.e., 20 pe(rc(nt of $6;,0M), lie my continue to contribute the aiotint oif the
premiumi anniIIualtiuly (eln tilouhli hiis earne'lld lacoin falls below $6l,000. H owever,
amnounits whichl 111y be contrlibuted unider tills cxceiution iare to be deductible
only.1 to thet extenlt. I hit they (10 not) e'xc'eed the Jilliltlols (of prop~osedl section
219(b).

Con lit fill Iti jn'opr'i-tjj li-proposed *t('('tof (408) (b)(2
Prioposed'( setion1)1 40S (b) (2) lirOVIdVH thalt prVopoSed sect 14)1 -108 Is to hVl)('MiPqli

wvithiout regard t til le ('liii~t 'lroieu't3 laws of IuIy., stiti'. This pr1ov~isionl is
1In1enided to allow it marri.-ed Indi1 vidual litita community property Stalte to i'stahl-

MUCI(111W M~' 'lIltliitIOliS to( til accoun('01t oh' it portioni thereof 1li1113 be 'ommin~hty
pI'olert 3'.
71,'t'emiien t (1. q nelilled timit beiu'/lt lg o e ''-iipoyepoo e (( on .;08 (e)

l1'r'Io('( sec(tilon 408X( c) providers thait, sole1l' for liurpost's of sulihiuipter F
(If ('lte 1 Cl I(f thle ('(141 ( ''illt lag to e'xe'mplt orguimiziom-11) , clhaipter 44 of sub-
itle (i' of the code ('viilt ijg to1 'xcise toix (ill prohibilte('d trimi 51(ti(11l5 its proposed

to 1)e add(lli by3 sev. mb) of tb hill), and subt itle' F (If ftle code ( i'ehating to
irol-ui4' id adm1111 in~ iii1straition)), a1(qualified( 1 individul r et ire'men'lt ac(counlt is to1 bei
tre'ate oi s It t rItlt (IC('X('11h'l ii sec(t ion 44)l1(11) (If the( (code1 which'l Is parIt (If at plan

iproIi1g ('(nt ribut buns ilr ha'l('it s for employe03'es some 01' till (If whloml a~re own1er-
emloyeelI's (115 (lefil1('( ill sm.. 41(c) (3) (If tile ('o(1e), tile Individual whoI( estab-
lili 11('hi CI O'COt is4 tI ho)('Irealt'( 15 till owJner-emll~oyee for whiomi such1 ('ohtri-
blions11 find( bl'llti re'( providled, andi~ tiie plersonl holding time assets of such
aiccoun~t is toI be treated as tiit' trustee of such trust. Proposed clhapter 44 (relat-
Inig to ('xeile tax onl p1'Eliited trainsac'tionis) is not to be upllled to ai contribution
to it qualified individual re'tireme('nt account it tile case of a contributions to
whicit'l "r(Ill-ove'r" p~rovision apliles. (For "roll-over" provisions, see sec 72(p)
(2) (C) of the code (11. lpropomed to 110 added 1b3 504'. 3(c) (0) of thle bill), sec.
402(a) (0) of the code (as proposed to lie added Ily sec. 6(a) (2) of the bill), and
see. 4083(a) (4) of tile code (as propiosedl to lbe adlded 1)y see. 5l(b) (2) of the bill ).)

Thus, tile iIcome derived front contributions to a ritalifled Individual retire-
ment acLcount is; to be exempt from tax except to the extent tllat su1ch Income
constitutes ulnrelatedl business taxable income to which the tax imposed by
section 511 (b) of the code applies. In addition, time excise taxes 011 prohibited
transactions otherr tlman in tile case of certain "roll-over" contributions) pro-
vided by sections 4971 of the code (ao p~roposedl to be add~edl by sec. (1 (h) of tile
bill) are to apply to a qjualified iIdividuial retirement account. (A contribution of
property pursuant to time "roll-overl-provisiolS Is not to constitute at prohibi)ted
transaction.) Moreover, the provisions of section (1033 of the code (m'lating to
returns by exempt orgianizationms) and section 0047 of time code (relating to In-
formation regarlimg certain trusts andl annuity and bond purchase lans) are
alpo to al~ply, andi tile person holding tile assets of 51101 all account would b~e
required to file tile iif(Irlatlon returns antI otlilr material re'quired1 under those

Because a rpuahified intlIvIdual retirement account Is not to lie treated ns a
trulst d0('rlbed in meet ion 401 (a for purpose's of subtitle 13 of the c~olI (relating
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to estate and gift taxes), the exclusions provided by section 2039 (c) of the code
(relating to annuities tinder certain trusts and plans) and section 2517 (relating
to certain annuities under qualified plans) are not to apply with respect to tie
transfer of an interest in a qualified individual retirement account. Further,
section 72 (n) of the code (relating to treatment of total distributions), section
402 (a) (2) of the code (relating to capital gains treatment for certain distribl-
tions from exempt employees' trusts), and section 40 (a) (2) of the code
(relating to capital gains treatment for certain distributions under qualified
annuity l)lans) are not to apply to any amount distributed or paid by a qualified
Indlivilual retirement account. (lhus, no part of any such amount Is to Ibe treated
os goin front the sale or exchange of a (.aptal asset, and the Income tax with
respect. to any much amount Is not to be limited under section 72(n) of the code
(relating to treatment of total distributionss).

'a'xability of bcncfluary-proposcd section 408 (d) (1)
Paragraph (1) of proposed section 408 (d) provides that, except as provided

in proposed section 408 (d) (2) and (3) (relating to recontributed amounts
aind excess contrIlbtions, respectively), the amount actually paid, distributed.
or made available to any payee or (listributee by a qualified individual retirement
mt.(('(illt is to be taxmlbIh to 111ch person Iim the year in which actually paid (or
distributed under section 72 of the code (relating to annuities).
lThcoptributc4 aim ioui-prpOscd section 408 (d) (2)

Proposmed section 408 (d) (2) )rovildes that amounts paid or distributed by a
qualified Individual retirement account, except such anuounts distributed pursu-
ant to provisions of the governing Instrument meeting the requirements of pro-
posed section 408 (a) (5) (relating to time of distribution), are not to be
Ineludlide in gross icomne when so paid or distributed to the extent that such
m mount s are not subject to the tax imposed by section 72 (p1 (3) ( relating to the
penalty oil premature distributions (as proposed to be added by see. 3 (e') (9) of
the bill) by reason of the application of section 72 (p) (2) (C) (relating to a
$'roll-over" from it qualified Individual retirement utec, ott to another such
Im((emt ). Thus. If an l Individual who established n qualified Indivhidul retirement
m('miOllt desires to (,halge the funding ne(lluln or trustee find sucih changee re-
quires a "roll-over", the "roll-over" is not to be ta taxable event if certain require-
melnts are satisfied (see discussion under section 5 of tie bill).
Aplicability of section 72 (m! )-WoposCd R'Ctioll 408 (d) (3)

l'ro(sed section '408 (d) (3) provides that, under regulations presmrilbed by
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, ant Individual who establishes a
qualified individual retirement account is to be treated as an owner-eniployee
(as defined in sec. 401 (c) (3) of the code) for purposes of applying the provisions
of paragraphs (2) ind (4) of section 72 (in) of the code (relating to the 'oiii-
putation of consideration paid by tile employee and amounts constructively re-
ceived). Thus, notwithstanding section 72 (it) (6) of the code (defining "owner-
employee" for purposes of sec. 72 (in) ), anii Individual who establishes a qualified
Individual retirement account is to be treated as an owner-employee for purposes
of paragraphs (2) and (4) of section 72 (in) of the code.

For purposes of computing ait Individual's or employee's Investment In the con-
tract. antounts allowed as a deduction tinder section 210 (a) (as proposed to be
added by see. 8 (a)' of the bill) and any portion of the premiums or ,)ther eon.
sideration for the contract which is properly allocable'to the cost of life, accident,
health, or other insurance are not to be taken Into account. In this regard, any
contribution to a qualified individual retirement account which is allowed as a
deduction under proposed section 219 (a), and any Income of such account, which
Is applied to purchase the life insurance protection under any retirement income,
endowment, or other life insurance contract is includible in the gross income of
the individual who established such account for the year in which so applied. This
would be accomplished by amending section 72 (m) (2) and 72 (in) (3) (B) and
by adding section 408 (d) (3) of the code (by see. 8 (c) (2), (3), (4), (5), and
(6) of the bill). This is the same treatment provided under present law in certain
situations by sections 72 (m) (2) and (8) (13) of the code.

If an individual who establishes a qualified individual retirement account
assigns or pledges (or agrees to assign or pledge) any portion of his interest in
such account, such portion is to be treated as having been received by such
individual as a distribution from such account for his taxable year in which such
assignment, pledge, or agreement occurs. This is the same treatment provided
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under present law by section 72(m) (4) (A) of the code for owner-employees.
This treatment would be extended to an Individual who establishes a qualified
individual retirement account under section 72(m) (4) (A) (as proposed to
be amended by see. 3(c) (7) of the bill) and proposed section 408(d) (8).

If the assets of a qualified individual retirement account Include a life In-
surance contract, and the individual who established such account receives, di-
rectly or Indirectly, any amount from the Issuer of such contract as a lnon under
such contract, such amount is to be treated as an amount received under such
contract. Thus, such an Individual is to be considered to have received an amount
under such a contract, if a premium which Is otherwise in default Is paid by
the Issuer of such contract In the form of a loan against the cash surrender value
of such contract. This Is the same treatment provided under present law by sec-
tion 72(m) (4) (B) of the code for owner-employees. This treatment would be
extended to an individual who establishes a qualified Individual retirement ac-
count under proposed section 72(m) (4) (B) (as proposed to be amended by
sec. 3(c) (8)) and proposed section 408(d) (3).
Treatment of noniemmpt account-proposed sect Ion ,08 (c)

Proposed section 408(e) provides that If, for the preceding taxable year of a
trust, custodial account, annuity contract, or other similar arrangement, such
trust or arrangement was a qualified individual retirement account and was
exempt from tax under section 501(a), and If for the taxable year such trust
or arrangement Is not exempt from tax under section 501 (a), then the fair
market value of the contract or the property held under the trust or arrange-
ment at the beginning of the taxable year, reduced by contributions which were
not deductible under proposed section 210 (other than "rollover" contributions
which were not deductible by reason of proposed see. 219(c)), is to be Included
in the gross Income of the Individual who established the trust or arrangement
(or his beneilelary) as if such trust's or arrangement's assets had been distributed
to him on the first day of the trust's or arrangement's taxable year.

Thus, for example, if A's account which Is exempt front taxation under section
501(a) ill Its taxable year beginning iln 1)80 were to lose Its exemption in 1081
because of a transfer front the account to a person not described tn proposed
section 408(a) (4), the fair market value of the account would be Includible in
A's 1081 gross income to the extent provided by proposed section 408(e).

,8peoial rule-)roposed s(Ctlon 408 ()
Proposed section 408(f) provides that solely for purposes of determining

whether section 72(p) (2) (C) (as proposed to lie added to the code by section
8(e) (9) of the bill)" applies to a contribution under proposed section 408(a) (2)
(relating to "roll-overm") or to an amount pald or distributed under proposed
section 408(d) (2) (relating to "roll-overs"), the requirement of proposed section
72(p) (1) that the amount paid or distributed be received before age 59% Is not
to apply. Thus, a "roll-over" could be made front a qualified Individual retire-
mient account to another such account by an Individual who Is older than age
ri91.

Cross r'efe-ence8-proposc4 section 408 (g)
Proposed section 408 g) provides appropriate cross references.
(c) Treatnment of diatributionts fromn qualified indiidlal retirement ao.

counts.-Mection 8(c) of the bill would amend section 72 of the code (relating to
annuities) to revise the rules relating to amounts received before the annuity
starting date by an owner-employee and to provide rules for the taxation of
distributions front qualified Individual requirement accounts.

Paragraph (1) of section 8(c) of the bill would repeal section 72(m) (1) of
the code (relating to certain amounts reeved before annuity starting date).
Under present law, antounts received under a qualified plan, before the annuity
starting date, which are not received as an annuity, are included in the recipient's
grosA Income for the taxable year it which revived to the extent that such
amounts, plus all amounts previously received and Includible in gross income, do
not exceed the aggregate premiums or other consideration paid for the contract
while the employee was an owner-employee which were allowed as deductions
under section 404 of the code. Under this rule, tax-deferred amounts are deemed
paid before previously taxed amounts are distributed. On the other hand, amounts
received before the annuity starting date by an employee who Is not an owner-
employee are not Includible in gross income under section 72(e) of the code to
the extent such amounts do not exceed the employee's investment In the contract.
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Under this rule, previously taxed amounts are deemed distributed before tax-
deferred amounts. The effect of the proposed repeal of section 72(m) (1) would
be to extend the rules of section 72(e) to an owner-employee (and anl individual
who establishes a qualified individual retirement account described in proposed
see. 408 (a) ).

Further, section 7(e) of the bill would amend section 401(d) (4) (B) of the

code (relating to additional requirements for qualification of trusts and plans

benefiting owner-employees) to permit distributions of an owner-emlployee's
nondeductible contributions from a qualified plan before such owner-employee has

attained the age of 591/1 years.
Thus, the rules relating to amounts received before tile annuity starting (late

would le uniformly applied, However, certain special rules relating to certain
premature distributions would continue to apply with respect to owner-eiployeeN
(sec. 72 (m) (5) of the code) and, as detailed below, would also apply with respect
to an individual who establishes a qualified Individual retirement account (pro-
posed sec. 72(p) (as prolmosed to be added by sec. 3(c) (9) of tile bill)).

Paragraph (2) of section 3(c) of the bill would revise the rules, under section
72(n) (2), relating to the computation of consideration paid by the employee,
to treat any amount allowed as a deduction under section 21) of the code fias
proposed to be added by sec. 3 (a) of the bill) as consideration contributed by the
employer.

Para gratphm (3), (4), (5), and (6) of section 3(e) of the bill would amend
section 72(in) (3) of the code (relating to life insurance contracts) to provide
that amounts applied to purchase life insurance protection by a qualified in-
dividual retirement account are includible in gross income of the individual who
established it for the taxable year when so applied. Upon the death of such
individual, an amount equal to the cash surrender value of such contract Itmnedi-
ately before his death is to be treated as distributed by such account and tll,
excess of tile amount payable by reason of such individual's death over such cash
surrender value is to be treated in the manner provided in section 101 of the
code (relating to certain benefits).

Paragraphs (7) and (8) of section 3(c) of the bill would amend section 72(m)
(4) of the code (relating to amounts constructively received) so that the assign-
nmnt or pledge of til interest in a qualified individual retirement account, or it
loan under a contract l)urlhased by such al account, would be treated in tile

itmine mianuer its if a qualitledl pension, etc., trust or a qualified itinmity plhn
were involved.

Paragraph (9) of section 3(c) of the lill would redesignate section 72(p) of
the code (relating to cross references) as section 72(q) and add a new section
72 (p).

Taxation of prem atfire d Istrib ut ion R-proposed section 72 (p)

Paragraph (1) of proposed section 72(p) provides that proposed section 72(p)
is to apply to amounts paid or distributed (I) by a qualified individual retire-
iment account or (it) by an exempt qualified trust (described in see. 401(a) of

the code) or under a qualified annuity plan (described in see. 403(a) of the
code), but only to the extent that such amount is attributable, as determined
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his dele-
gate, to amounts with respect to which a deduction was allowed under proposed
section 210(a). Proposed section 72(p) is to apply only to amounts which are
includible in the gross income of the distributee or payee and which are received
before the individual who was allowed such deduction attains the age of 50/j
years,

Paragraph (2) of proposed section 72(p) provides three limitations which,
if met, will cause the penalty (which would otherwise be imposed by proposed
sec. 72(p) (8)) not to apply to the amounts described in proposed section 72(p)
(1). The first limitation excludes payments or distributions made to such indi-
vidual on account of his becoming disabled within the meaning of section 72(m)
(7) of the code. For this purpose, amounts paid or distributed to the estate or
other beneficiary of a deceased individual before the time he would have attained
aRe 59% if he had lived are to be treated as disability payments. The second
limitation excludes any amount includible in gross income under section 72(m)
(8) (B) of tile code (relating to amounts applied to purchase life Insurance prn.
tection). Tile third limitation excludes any amount aild or distributed by nt
qualified Individual retirement account to the individual wbo established such
account, if within 00 days after receipt, such amount is contributed in fill (less
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any nontaxable portion) to another qualified individual retirement account estab.
listed by such individual.

The third limitation is not to be applicable for a taxable year if during the
three-year period ending on the date such amount is received, the individual
previously received an amount from any qualified individual retirement account
established by him to which the penalty tax imposed by proposed section 72 (p)
(3) did not apply because of proposed section 72 (p) (2) (C) (the third limita-
tion). The same property received in a payment or distribution must be con-
tributed for the third limitation to be applicable. If, for example, a distribution
to A described in proposed section 72(p) (1) consists of 500 shares of X Cor-
poration stock and if a stock split occurs before the shares are contributed so
that A receives 1,000 shares in exchange for the 500 shares, the same 1,000
shares of X Corporation stock would be required to be contributed for the third
limitation to apply. The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is to pre-
scribe regulations to carry out the purposes of proposed section 72(p) (2).

Paragraph (3) of proposed section 72(p) provides that if all individual is
required to include in his gross income for any taxable year an amount to
which proposed section 72(p) applies, there Is to be ilnposed an additional tax
for such taxable year equal to 30 percent of such amount.

The only credits by which the tax iiaposed by proposed section 72 (p) (3) may
be reduced are the credits allowed by section 31 of the code (relating to tax
withheld on wages, section 39 of the code (relating to certain uses of gasoline
and( lubricating oil) and section 42 of the code (relating to overpayinents of
tax). III addition, such tax is not to be treated as a tax imposed by chapter 1
of the code (relating to normal taxes and surtaxes) for purposes of section 50
of the code (relating to iainosition of inininium tax for tax preferences).

(d) EXCIe. tlx on, excessive acotl tnulation S.-Section 3(d) of the bill would
alaend subtitle 1) of the code (relating to miscellaneous excise taxes) by adding
a new chapter ,13, containing section 40160. Section 49W(0 would inmpose fll excise
tax on the privilege of maintaining an individual retirement account in which
excessive attounts a re accumulitted.

l'r'oposc(d s('(ol0l 4.960
'rol ocd section '4900 would provide that there is linpmsed for each taxable

year fil the assets of a qualield individual retirement account described ill SeC-
tHion 108(a) of the code (I il)s 1'rposed to be a(ided by see. 3(b) of the bill) whicl
Is exempt from tax l1der section 501(a) of the code a tax e(qul to 10 l)Prcnt
of 1ll illit which liearm's ti slin1 ratio to the fair nmrket value of the total
assets ill such(1 tvotillt al tit( liaginning of ti accotllit54 tllxable year its the
l1illillilmn alilolint required to le distributed duringg such year under section 408
(i) (5) or (6) of the code (its proposed to be added by section 3(b) of tile bill),
whichever applies, reduced (but not below zero) by tile total anioulit actually
distributed during such year by the account to the individual who established
such account or lls beneficiary bears to tile inimlnum aniount required to be
distributed during 8uch year under section 4080(a (5) or (0) (whichever ap-
lilies). The tax iniposed by proposed section 4060 Is to apply only for taxable
yenrs begiuling after tile taxable year in which the individual who established
such ac.oulIt attains the age of 701/.2 years. For purposes of proposed section 4900,
tile lliniluml anloulnt required to be distributed during a year under proposed
section 408(a) (5) or (0) is to be determined under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury or his del gate.

(n) (o0/orniha lit(,Idincit s.--Setion 3(e) of the bill would m1ake conforli-
lug aieldnents to section 371 v) (1) (defining retirement incolne), section 02
(dellililig adjusted gross ilonie), section 72(11) (4) (13) (relating to special rule
for enilloyees without regard to section 401(e) (1)), section 405(d) (relating
to taxability of beneficiary of qualified bond purclhtse plan), section 801(g) (7)
(relating to basis of assets hel by life insurance company for qualified pension
plan contract), section 805(d) (1) (defining pension plan reserves of life inisur-
ance conipany), section 1302(a) (2) tA) (defliig averagable income), and see-
tion 1348(b) (1) (defining earned inconle).

(f) Clerical amcndmiepts.-Secton 3(f) of tile bill would miake clerical a1nend-
meats to the table of sections for part VII of subchapter B of chapter 1 of the
code, to the table of sections for part I of subchapter 1) of chapter 1 of the code,
and to the table of chapters for subtitle D of the code.

(g) Effective dat.-Hection :(g) of the bill provides tlat the amendments
m(ade by section 3 of the bill are to apply to taxable years ending after the (late
of ealliletiniet of the bill.
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Section 4. contributions on behalf of self-employed individuals and sharcholde-s-
employees of electing small business corporations

(a) Contributions on behalf of self-employed tnd lf'duals.-(1) Special lnit-
tations for self-employed tndividuals.-Section 4(a)'(1) of the bill would amend
section 404(e) of the code (relating to special limitations for self-employed indi-
viduals) by revising paragraphs (1) and (2) (A) thereof.

Section 404(e).(1) of the code provides that, in the case of a qualified pen-
sion, annuity, or profit-sharing plan which provides contributions or benefits for
employees some or all of whom are employees within the meaning of section 401
(c) (1) of the code (i.e., self-employed individuals), the amounts deductible tin-
der section 404(a) of the code In any taxable year with respect to contributions
on behalf of any such employee shall, subject to the provisions of section 404
(e) (2) of the code (relating to limitation where contributions are made under
more than one plan), not exceed $2,500, or 10 percent of the earned income (as
defined In section 401(c) (2) of the code) derived by him from the trade or
business with respect to which the plan Is established, whichever Is the lesser.

Section 404(e) (2) (A) of the code provides an overall limitation on the
amounts deductible with respect to contributions under two or more p1ns on
behalf of an Individual who Is an employee within the meaning of section 401
(c) (1) of the code with respect to such plans. In such a (as(, tle amounts de-
ductible may not exceed $2,500, or 10 percent of the earned Income derived by
such individual from the trades or businesses with respect to which the plans
are established whichever is the lesser.

Section 4(a) (1) of the bill would revise section 404(e) by increasing the
limitations from $2,500 or 10 percent of earned Income to $7,500 or 15 percent of
earned income

(2) RzoesA contributions on behalf of owner.employces.-SectIon 4(a) (2) of
the bill would amend section 401(e) of the code (relating to excess contribu-
tions on behalf of owner-employees) to conform to section 404(p) of the code
as proposed to be amended by section 4(a) (1) of the bill. Subparagraphs (A)
and (B) of section 4(a) (2) would increase the limitations under section 401
(e) (1) (B) on the amount that an owner-employee may contribute as an em-
ployee (i.e., on a nondeductible basis). Subparagraph (C) of section 4(a) (2)
would increase the limitation under section 401(e) (3) on the total amount
which may be contributed to two or more plans requiring premiums for certain
contracts without regard to the general limitations provided by section 401
(e) (1).
Contributions made a* an emplop/e-section 101 (e) (1) (B) (iMi) anid (iv)

Section 401 (e) (1) (B) (11) of tie code provides that the term "excess contri-
butlon" Includes, with respect to a plan under which contributions are made
on behalf of employees other than owner-employees, the amount of any contri-
buitlon made by an owner-employee (as an employee) which exceeds the lesser
of $2,500 or 10 percent of the earned Income for the taxable year derived by
such owner-employee from the trade or business with respect to which the
plan Is established. Section 401(e) (1) (i) (iv) of the code provides that the
term "excess contrilmution" includes, in the case of an individual on whose
behalf contributions are made as an owner-employee under more than one plan
under which contributions are made on behalf of employees other than owner.
employees, the amount of any contribution, made by such owner-employee (as
an employee) under all such plans, which exceeds $2,500.

Section 4(a) (2) (A) of the bill would amend section 401 (e)(1) (B) (ii) to
increase the limitation on contributions made by an owner-employee (as an
employee) to the lesser of $7,500 or 10 percent of earned income. fSection
4(a) (2) (B) of tie hill would amend section 401(e) (1) (13) (iv) to inerenfe the
limitation on contributions made by an owner-employee (as an employee) to
more than one plan to $7,500.
Insured plans-section 401(e) (8)

Section 401(e) (8) of the code provides that a contribution on behalf of an
owner-employee is not to be considered an excess contribution within the mean.
Ing of section 404(e) (1) of the code If (1) under the plan such contribution
is required to be applied to pay premiums or other consideration for one or more
annuity, endowment, or life Insurance contracts on the life of such owner.em-
ployee, (2) the amount of such contribution exceeds the amount deductible
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under section 404 with respect to contributions iflale 113 the empiiloye'r onl bhia'itf
of such owner-emnployee, and (3) the amount, of such contribution (locHR not
excEeed tile average of tile aiiioutirs ivwhich were EIMIR-tilP under sectioni 104
of the code with respect to contributions iiade by lt- emptjloyer onl behalf of
HUm Iit wel'.cttiployee under the platn for the tirmt 3 taxable years precedling
the( year In which the lust mic(h cont ract watH Isuceld in I which sucIlh owNver-
emploIiyee dlerivedl earned inucomte front the trade or litsittess with respect to
which tl( hel junIN extilbiIshedl or for Ho iitltti of .such toaxale yeaitrs 11.4 Mici
owtier-eiilotyeet, va engaged l ii Hi tIrad~e or business and derived cutrned
litcotute.

'T iis excepi does El I' t apptily3t Inl cth E's Ef filand111(11il i l whos' bechal f
contrilpttioti ( reqilred to be appuliled to 11113' jrentih lit or ot her considerattiont
for out' or more mntuity, endowittett, or life ittHutincI('( L'otti-ncts ott thle life Efit
H41101 EOWIE'Tf-E'l E1 3'E'e ) Iil( 1e t1tith! under moe111( liiI E'i lt III ONH it1 VIQ wie-VItt tiE 0,V0u
If il(li iti11olitit of till 1ti'0t (conitibult ~tins et'XE'IE $2,500,, SecEtioni 4(a (2) IC
wouttld 1111)'(h thle keouid Metitette oif Hetioli 4M0 (0 ) (3) tot IiicTWEIe t11, Ii i lnit -
tiont to $7,500.

(3) 1'cnalii applicable to certain atnout1 received by o~e-npojc.
Hect ion 4 (a) (3) oif file bill would aienwtd section 72 (mi) (5$) (11) (1) of (lie Code
to iticrea~e front $2,5WX to $7,500 the aiiiiittttt described Itn Heel ion 72 ( ut) ( 5) (A)
Elf Mle coEde' which ititit be, rEvE'veEd ili fitll.% year before the penaiulty Imtpolsed( by3
Heeil lt 72(111) (5) (I1) of tlue cod~e wold a1p1p1y.

Under llremE'ut laiw, ittnotit dEescribted Ii action 72 (mt) (5) (A) of the code tire
Huitiect tol tile ptenialty imptiosed by3 ttectiEon 72 (mi) (5) (13) If Hitch aituutts fire'
$2,500 or! itoie Efinl tit-(' HtbJect to (lie penalitty tImplosed by se'ctionl 72(mt) (5) (C)
If sitcl atuts rt, ii'dter $2,500, The aniuititts described In Heetion 720(i)15) (A)
Elf the cod~e contiist, genteratlly, of nittouti rece'ive'd by ntt bolvidutal wvho ito or ham
beettnu al l't'11-E'titilol3'Ee before hte attains tlie age of 59I,? (for tny reason Eothuer
than his4 becomitig disabled ), tlie amonots received by3 fitl owie'r-E'uuployee Eli by3
111H SUMcce4HEr ilt 'X('eHH OIf tile benefits provided for hitint under thle obtut formula,
the fiiioutits r'eceiv~e'd by3 reastoni of at wiliftully ina(E3 xc('sm cotib uition. Under
I liH propoal~of, If HIe'li ttutioitit t $7,50W ot' ttot'E', tlie penil1t3 proviedEE by' sectiout
72 imt) (5) (14) wotild apply, aind if thiey dto tiot equal or exceed .$7,51i0, tle( penlty3
Imposed by sectionl 72(in) (5) (C) of (le coeIIt would apply,

(b) (ftntribittions opt Ipclalf of Aharch oldcr-mtploIe# 'v of clcetii' .siiall batR-
flea. corpoi'atioo*.-Sec'tioti 4 (b) of (lie bill would amtentd sectioni 1371) ( b) 1I) Eof
tlte code ( relating to taxaibility oIf sHtareltolder-enployce betiefllaries (of qltttlifledl
ptensiont, etc., 1)1111t) to Inc'rease the ainout of the contriottlotH 1101(1 by3 #li
eleictittg mititll biusiness corporation on be'half of a shttirehloldeor-euiployee, (fill
etitlloycEeo Eli' lhier whoiE owvits (or is; cotlmidere1 ots owing within (lie mteanting
(If seettit 318(a) (1) of tile codl~e) mnore thatn 5 llereejit of the ottafnding stock (If
(lie coI'irprtiont) which jittay lie exclude~d from )his gross itucotne. 8ectioti 1379
(b) ( 1) provides that the excess of such contributions for tiny taxable year of (lie
corp~or'ationl over (lie lesel' of (1) 10 percent (of the comipensaitiont rece'ivedl tr
tcertted by (lie Htreltolder-ettlloyee froit sucht corpolrationi during Its tixable
year or .(it) $2,500, must be included in Iti gross httc(Ine for his taxable yeitr
in which or with which the taxable year of the co'(rprtionfl etts. Section 4(b)
of tlie bil1l would increased the amnounit which may be excluded by a shta reoller-
etttllo3'ee to thle lesieer of 15 percent of complensatioIn or $7,500.

(c) Elffective date.-Section 4(c) of the bill provides that the ntendtnoznts
proposiedH~ to be mtadle by section, 4 of tlie bill are to applily with respect to taxable
y'earst beginning after 1)eceiber 31, 1972.
Section 6, Limiitation on application of pfcetion 402(a) and 1103(a) in the ease

of certain contribution.
(at) Amendment of section 402-Section 402(a) of the code provides that. Ill

general, distributions from atty employees' trust described iin section 101 (a)
which is exempt from tax under section 501(a) are taixab~le under sections 72
(relating to annuitiess. Section 402(at) (2), however, provide for capiital gaitts
treatment for certain lump-sumn distributions. Iite leasee of at Iunip-suin (its-
tribution paid after December 81, 1969, section 402 (a) (5) limits tlie amount of
such distribution that is subject to capital gains treatment,
--Section 5(a) of the bill would amend section 402(a) of (lie code relatingg to

toe taxability of a beneficiary of an exempt trust) by adding new paragraphs
(6) and (7) which would limit the application of section 402(a). Sectioni 5(a)
of thes bill also would make a conforming change to section 402(a) (1) of (lie
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code to retlent proposed section 402(a) (6) and( (7.,. Under proposed Nectionsm
402(a) (6) and (7), a total (list ribution. received from it trust farmInng it part of
at qualified pensiaion, etc'., plan way he excluded from gross income If It Is (,oil-
Srilhutel lay anl employee within a specified periodic to it qualifieda Individual re'tire-
wecnt account, another qualified trust or it qualified annuity plan. Theme )ro%,I-
slons would, therefore, allow it tax-free reinvetment, or "roll-over", of a alistri-
liution. Taxation of aatnimttts "rolled-over" would generally Ile deferred until the
till%(- such a mounts at'( list ribuled by the Indlividual ret Ireatiett a't-ouaat, t rust, or
plan to which they were paid.

*Proponcdl Recloll .402 (a ) (0)
P'ropo~ased sections 402(a) (6) would lImIlt tileo itlplicmttIon (if s'ct ion 4021 lifI

lay% pr11ovidltg thalit InI th I catateH of anl eiiloyae-W trust (it scrilbed it sec't louoi 44)1( (ifI ,
Which Is fixeautlt front tax uiander seeatlon 501 (a ), If tht le il dIastrlliom huts aiy.
able w%-it recslttt to fitay% eaaiployee- art' paid to haima within out' tital($ yeair ilif

lhe eaipha yee fill at a'a'ail tatoa IlIs separattIota f'roma lit', warvlae othIetr t han lby teatsitu
of Itlis deal Ii. stcah dilstibtio Is not tii lit, I awl id ill lit gross I icattie I at such
ItaxaI I~it' yatr It. no t Iter t Iitat Ow li(104111aay lit er thle ('lose' of thlit Inaxitlalt yt'iua..
hte c4 lilt a-lltts 11( lie 111 t'ilI t'a totitit it lia'wsa I al tailale Ill IllIs gross Iwn tu tott tat itit
ora taiffi't (I imaillfled Iniilduali ret Irt'aia'tt itca'atitts da'serllaed ti -t lacion *I0-S I a.
P'ropoiised 41021ni) M)I Is not to naialy uuultss thle sitiit'llte it'pely t'i'I vealla I tll-'
talil list allauti bait Is cittalitdIo tlit Initalvidalil retiletaaa'it lieviluaat. 'Hit'. Se''
rea'liry oft Ow lie Iitsary air Illsa tlt' lf.ait woumldl lit' a11tat iz Irw ll liscrilat' rt'guli-
ilits 14a a iiry ailt INlit ll1iarluis(' il' iii agrniu (6).
I'llpasl *(0r? (1 iuioll j0 o ) 1 7)

IP'roapoasedi set'iolta -102ti i 17) ( A) wouaildl liit (lit' iiallaiato tat sect ion 40(20(a
la Ii arvill Intg I lilti I I at (lit' iis - t i 111 t'il)ipay.\ ' t1a-1ast thscrilid Iif ma't ionu 401 ( it)
whlich' Is exe itilat frait li a aunder st-la lt I 54 Ita) It (lit' tailtial lu. riatitlotas p-ity-
alala'. %N-1t I..a-p''tt t aty a'aililtaye't atv a- 11c hi )Ihaliati ~llllt 'tat ti atll ye'ar
ta (lt'tf I I( i. ay't a1).v a4 iciallalit afr1 Is lit t'aat I aittlm tauta t lit' stetvicet ot ltar t litst la y
reilsallif Ilk hs litl. Sala alistirhull loal Is atait to holit'lililli Itn wauss Iaat-aiit
of stit-l tat aalilt' eaa If, ntot lit et tbaitlit w6111 i lty. after ta Illtis(- tat suli xtlit
yea a. hei a-aatt a-I1 ilt e4 lit'- etiv atiatun t ttitrwlsii, IncludI ibl alit Ida I gross I invan itoo(
it tot lia'I ofli lla yaas, ti-14 t-aa-S alt'saa ll tS4'tt1t0aa 4)1 (It I. W111li IliIs a'xea II t from titx
utila Svvato itti M410i, tat' contributed es suichl a tatiit ftr Ma le lniei-aasi' tof vttI rt-
Iniataa t 1atatal t It-s 11at itll aitaia tatuaty IlitI at ic ~l Itliit (lit' ra-qtarlieaits of Reetihut
.1011 iat) a1- ). It less tflua (te tiltIrae a aiiaaat Is coalt rllat t'tl seatblin -102 (at 1(7) (A)
wll lot Iapilly itatd thea t'it la'a' atitonit ( lallliag bh Ithle latit loat tetiilit'tliaus
tlie poion a-oIa ti tataIlaiatt'tl w vIll lie Inailib I lllt groass Intcomaea.

l'aolaa'aet mtiIota .102 (a) t7 7(111 protvitdes tliiit proapaasedt slalalit1 griaiphi 17 ) (A)I
Is atot to appilly to at (list allamit ltoillt aid to filaly dtllt -lhutt't' to (lie extetat suab.I tMs.
a'ibutitn Is ii ti a-lhutalaole toi coatraibut iountitlt lay oar oillat'liat f of at s'l f -aailta yvdt
act-so it. Thus. at s'l f-a'aiilalyad I ailvil couttltd att "aroll-oaver"~ af I amp-suain

tli st rllsa Ion fram tilata 1ItC 104 plainto(a naititr MRIl. 10 lantt oil toi ii -orpoateta plan.
Propoiisedt seatio Iaa 10260it (7) t1l) also providtles thtit piropiosedt p)iragraphl (7)
i-A not to apply liilt'ss te Hatat- property rt'ct'ied Ii tbe taital Idaistibuatioin is
etaatrllaitcd to tilat qua lltlt'aI laitla. It is iaatla'IpitaeI thaat a'egalatloais under pro-

poised sa'tt au 4(02(a) (7) (11) would pirovidle rja-for dletermailning howi~ timtIt
Illa-oliei't y laust liw a-onlil-it t'l where at (list rIbtai (af proprty Is imadte aita alelss
tltial ii l lt'aitlv a-caitouant out the (list I-1i1t liata Is IlIvuthible Ini gaross hat-atic.

PrVopotsed sctI lola -1021 at ) ( 7) (C() pridesal' t hat it aontribuatiaon tititle puarsuanlt
to 11ula iloscal sa'a I lal -1012 (at ) 4 7) (A) Is4 ga'aaei Ily to iibit t rca to a'tl fsaitllloyt'r
ciatilliii l ut tb alt oil (t'e alite t'ati Iliii I 't. Th'i is, tai life elxtatt oif af cont ributlin
aittad ala' ,41 li l i~t Ii tt lam'alaascr statiaa 4Q2 (ii ) (7) ( A ). it a te'r Ilittp-suna adistr'ibau
tain l a'r ( lie olivai I eal liif1 toa wi la'li s4ali a-litr a'lsat Iota its m atla wulld urot le

eligible fiat' a'atptal galis I rtm t .aiaunadaer Hea't ut 4020 (a) (2) becituse It would Ite
t eteI it s atill emlloyer eoaata'lititon fair pui'josa's of sectiban 402001 (5.~) ( rai hg
to 111aiah atlioli oat en plltial gitfis tra'a't ai(nt ). I4'na-t hea-moi't, Ilt tile ame ohf n viin-

ploea.a'at a'laato-yplain. trills traeitaulit woll atrect the conpitatlon of the e'staite
Inax a'xa'Iisloai muider sectIon 2031)(e) tautd tle gift titx exclusion utnder section
,5170)).

Iai addittion, tlac r('('plent lilal wouldt not hle required to mitaiin ret-rrds its
to a'aaitrlliah Ions anda' by emaployeirs to t' pa'evilu plan.

Protposcal sec'tion 402 (at) (7) (C) also provIdes4 that a c'ontribimtlomi made pur-
sulamit to piroposedl sectIon 402 (a) (7) (A) Is to be treated as ain employee coin-
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I 1114111 1441 l1411414 -1-1iII I 4.4)(14 s4'(Li4lls. 'IU, 114*' 4'11114ye(' 1111411 44)11 (11i1(1c 11,1*'
i44 lt44414 e-lll ol itlvir 144 11 fi4llitIfied In vtiluilil I('t il'4'4(i~t Iiol((for414 1 444 1111.111 fi*'d

1.11i 4 no it I I4 to( " hereIly t'*dtii'*'* ilider'i seetlJi 211 It) Ih) ( 2 ), is l4'n~tim :- d to) Ili

po-vf1 1to he. 4(41 by sectlioii 2 1111 42) of1 1144' JIll, till- I'144j41(y4t'4 rIg'laI III his
41(1 14*f'deif'Iit deri'lvedl frolli Iiiw 111141411 444441 r I'lilt1(.41 by% hiIIi p41slaolk III pro44jt-d'

secit ion 4012 ,a -1 1 7 1 ki I., IA I iii.4 i44 r, 4444444'1i Iit I Pit. I 'i- i if, I lit,' a -4 I54 44f (1'l1 It
t s" '.4 1 1 143( (- f%.fl pi 141(H . A Is4). viI 1're4 144't I4 1 i (-I lilt 4114141if i11 1. de~4t lilIII*'Iltli

I1411t' t f1s i ;-,' I t iic 4'4 la 4 02 it' 1 7 ) ( A1II I i t 145 iIIi4 ' ;1 111 4(Ili od -4 tl( I' t''livit lu4,24 sv I ,
I11 4'11',' 1 e flo lit' z i tb Iy 5444ll I t I W o)I) 4 1 , fl l( 1*111 4h '1 11~ )44I s1ec Ji.1114. 1 ( it its4044

114- lt, 1 0144 w 14 (4~4 " jI i'b stiii it 7' 1('4'"o'' I, i ti444 Ii l4 I" iiii,' 4444 I4itsi oi 41* 44 111'

II IIi I s qIII 111 g'ig 4 14 1114.11114 li 4 i t' v4444 1 .4' I 444 1111I Il v, 4441 do44 fill I'1 44.4 :I Ii 1'4 4 4 if .4 itI 4

hf l11 1- i( - I i 111 111 '4 lilI I ,, si44 14. S4'441414 .1S4 114)W it-lit lIf oil ~ 4111.4I4 44414
4i44I ' 1 44 ".4 Ise e i t il 1 21 14 it) III I 4 I444 %%. 'I~II Idi. III lit itIII I 4' i y r 4 1 1 1 ls lit -':4 ' it r14i

41. d 4 d4l44 il4'( I44it)1 44114141 refllllI4' 1 ils III varry114 lt fll- lolli'liiI0.iIj li 11.11- I4 g ' i I ll 1 4'
I4444 It 1 .1 lot ') 14444III (if i) 11,1 1,04. Si ct I I f 4 i 4t 5112 () 1 1 l44'I% 4444 if 'I I i , i k i :m-nd

1114-111t' s 41 4I I 4.I44ll 4.3 \ il II ( i'X4'14ho i4 ) it(. r I i114 111- i l .to e l ,i ,itt
(4' q i'lff4'I'141'1i' ltl(' 4. Si 1 l 414') itit , 4 Owl l4i'1414tIvi4l l'11 14i111414t8b

11'1444h. 4 1j. 441 1pi 5ii' lt it 14I for'' I i4 o 111 it) siii 11 124* (it 141for1I 1w4 vl(iixal -il nA I'4'4 4'1411

11' 11''l i o f .J1Y 11 c 'oi i ' i 1 f t(ji4 A .-1111t4 I

(I-) lffc 141(1)4.'-'84.'(' .ul t0 (Ii Iii c )4ff414'I' . lis1111 1 0I-ivt- lust II' 1'4 14 1 a ilii 41
44rjo lIe~d i)IlIl. 1i11414 Dll .441441 4'l (11'( il t hit ll' 144444 111 )11111y vI II Iol l e'1*4 ) 'Xt444js ( 1 414i

froii I lIlt 1411(1nw Is for 444 ('4wll~l 41-44 oi i (14114 lot144, foro 11 t tlilfil 4441) 104 ol a41
('ai'i3' 444444's(tiiISuln53 h f Hic 114 ('441, p rl h 'I4 t ii it4Iiitlfoiiii 1"iii it 'i4Illof

fr441m htuxiti if4''*4 such. t tust iiI ii tigjle I eiti, ('411 I I414'iii'd 114 iti-I 11441om 04-* jiil

44 1441414 without adtt0ilIlt( seenlri ty or1 it re-i'4'14 ra44 ,1'4ite' of Initerest. (2) payst
414444' thait 11 'itm'onaible fItiiitlIIt4 (if ('ohlip-iji44~44lul. (M) 11ilk1es services 41414llable
oi4 it pr'eferential basis4, (4) 14141kv-4 if s4)114814,41114 pulreitise (it 1rolie'It3 for moreF4
1114*1 4111 adequate 4.'01181(h'4'14 11414 7io sflIHit itibm1451 ith14 ill ut of 1its property for
1ess Itan a11 aldeq(uate coi,5(14t14 144,. tir (6) v'hgalgeHi Ili fifty' other transa8IctionI
which resulting 111ubsotantiiil dive'rion0 of' 1i4s ji-444'ts. I11 the (c(I54 ofit 11qual1fted
t rust which 18 part (if ita n p)41jroviding colitilitionH or1 benefits far owner-
eiaployeles who control the I rtid* or business (ILe., a1 s441e proiprietorl, oir par tners
who4 owII more than 50 percent of the cap1ital1 or invo*ine inlteres1t (41 11 pairtnler-
ship1) with respect to which the p)1111 is e814141ishM ed,((rfln other I r44118ct101s
aro treated as prohibited trui~milctIons tinder 8(''tiill 503(g) of theile)4. Under
this provision, a trans8(titon 111 which the* trust makes1any 44l~ oan, pay*3s tiny3 04)4.
Iiellsatioll, makes serVvices' avallolble o41 a p~referen'tial 1b1sis. or sells anly pirop.
e'ty to suIch owvier-eililoyeu or cerin1 rehiit"i personIs Is also it prohibited
transaction)1. Fu~rthier, tile p)Ir'11o84 oit 44113 propi~erty' fro'm4 mii*'Ii (444'Ier-emp411(3'iI'4
or I&rmols is a prohibited trnsaction,1 ui*.'rseel*'('l1415(1(g).

Ini the event (if thle comissi14ion1(1 of if pr'ili 141 (( transaction. certain ('t1'11SJ(ill It
tt1x lienefits p~rov'ided' tinde'r tile codel nre* *Ii'iii14 id to flie ti it, tile emlloyer 1111d
tile emp1loyee' b'ca~use the planf l I i14'4'4'14fter d1im114Iii Hi4'd 4111( 18 14(4 longer'
eixe'mpt front taxation. Th'umi, t1he trust 1.4 tfnx('( on1 114Inon learned o)11 Its ass84tm,
the employer may dledu1ct con)1tribu41tions to the t rilst undeI&r meet 14111 MW4 (it1( 5) of1
the cod10 0111y In ft(,& ta1xable year Ili wh'li fil1 41144,111t 411tr11u111b414 to) ti44' 44144.
tribution Is inluldible in the gI'(om 1l1(oli1' *,t ('lmplo'e' participatiIng lit ftle
plan and, tinder sections 40)2(b). 40)3(c), 4144( M 44If HIP O"ld-, theo 11'tiijiliYee 18
taxed off tiny1 contribu1tions14 made(h onf I414 behallf for 1118 first Nt~lill y*ear in
which his rights are not mubjli't to if subsatl risk of forf('iture. Fuirther-
more, any (distribu~tionls reeled'( by3 the emphloy,3ee will t4441 lie eligible for thip
special averaging treatment or capiltal gains treatim'iat i('coIded total distri-
butions from qIulified phins. Thus1I., tin~der presen01t law~. 14('1'844115 who gained no
benefit from a jproilhitp~l transactions 141413 stiffer I1d1'4 fIIX (10111felliIlcits
because of It.

Section O(N) of tile bill, Ini ordoi' to *'l 144111114f 14'1 ivlv',.' 014~44 14I(i4I 1111144-
cent parties, would amend1( secti1o1 503 of ft(-* *'abli so4 11441 if fi 41 forinIg po)rt
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of a qualified plan will noa be denied exemption from taxation if the trust en-
gages in a prohibited transaction.

(b) Excise taxes on prohibited tran8action.-Section 0(b) of the bill would
amend subtitle D of the code (relating to miscellaneous excise taxes) by adding
thereto a new chapter 44 and a new section 4971. Proposed section 4971 would
impose an excise tax on the amount involved in a prohibited transaction. Pro-
posed section 4971 is similar to the self-dealing tax imposed by section 4941
of the code with respect to private foundations. Thus, under the bill, sanctions
would be applied only against persons participating in a prohibited transaction
rather than against plan participants and others who may In fact have been
injured by the prohibited transaction. The sanctions would not depend on whether
or not the trust benefits self-employed individuals who are owner-employees.

PIroposcd scot ion 4971 (a)
Proposed section 4971(a) imposes for each year (or part thereof) in the

taxable period (as defined ini proposed section 4971(e) (2)) an excise tax equal
to 5 percent of the amount involved (as defined in proposed section 4971(e) (3))
in a prohibited transaction (as defined in proposed section 4971(d)). The tax
imposed by proposed section 4971(a) would be payable by any party in interest
(as dlfined in proposed sec. 4971(e)(1)) who participates in the prohibited
t ransaction.

Proposed section 4971 (b)
Proposed section 4971(b) imposes an excise tax equal to 200 percent of the

amount Involved in a prohibited transaction if a tax is imposed under proposed
section 4971(a) and the transaction is not corrected within the correction period
(as defined in proposed see. 4971(e) (5)). The tax imposed by proposed section
4971(b) would be payable by any party in interest who participated in the
prohibited transaction.

J'ropocd section 4971 (c)
l'roposcd section 4971(c) provides that, if more than one person is liable

for a tax imposed by proposed section 491 (a) or (b), with respect to any one
lrohibited transaction, all such persons would be jointly and severally liable
for such tax.
Proposed section 4971(d)

Proposed section 4971(d) defines a prohibited transaction as an act which is
(1) described in section 14(b) (2) of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act of 1958, and not excepted from the prohibitions of that provision by section
14(c) of such Act, and which is (2) Committed by a fiduciary, (as defined in
proposed sec. 4971(e) (6)) for a trust described in section 401(a) or 408(a)
which is exempt from tax under section 501(a). Under section 14(b) (2) of
the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958, as proposed to be amended
by the Employee Benefits Protection Act (S. 1557, 93rd Cong.), a fiduciary would
be prohibited from engaging in-eertain specified acts. Unless excepted, the fidu-
ciary would generally be prohibited from (1) leasing or selling property to or
from a party in interest, (2) acting adversely to the fund, its participants or
beneficiaries, (3) receiving compensation from a party dealing with the fund,
(4) lending money or other assets of the fund to a party in interest, (5) furnish-
ing goods, services or facilities to a party in interest, or (6) transferring any
property of the fund to, or for the use of, any party in interest.

Section 14(c) of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958, as
proposed to be amended by the Employee Benefits Protection Act, (S. 1557, 93rd
Cong.), would expressly allow a fiduciary to engage in certain transactions.
Generally, these excepted transactions would permit a fiduciary (1) to receive
benefits to which he is entitled as a participant or beneficiary and to receive
reasonable compensation for services rendered to the fund (which certain ex-
ceptions), (2) under certain conditions, to invest in employer securities ag-
gregating no more than 10 percent of fund assets (except that such limit would
not apply in the case of a profit-sharing, stock bonus, thrift or savings plan If
the plan explicitly provided for the investment in employer securities), (3) to
purchase or sell securities listed on a regulated exchange from or to a party in
interest, (4) to make loans to plan participants or beneficiaries if such loans are
made on a non-discriminatory basis, and (5) to take action pursuant to an au-
thorization in the trust Instrument or other document governing the fund, pro-
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vided such action is consistent with the provisions of section 14(b) of the
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958. Thus, the proposed definition
of a prohibited transaction would be broader than the definition contained in
section 503 (b) or (g) of the code. Further,_with respect to qualified trusts, the
proposed definition of a prohibited transaction would be uniform for purposes
of the internal revenue laws administered by the Treasury Department and the
proposed fiduciary standards to be administered, by the Department of Labor.
Proposed section 4871(e) (1)

Proposed section 4971(e) (1) defines the term "party in interest" as a person
described in section 3(m) of the Welfare and Penson Plans Disclosure Act of
1958. Under section 3 (m) of such Act as proposed to be amended by the Employee
Benefits Protection Act (S. 1557, 93rd Cong.), a party In Interest would be defined
as any administrator, officer, trustee, custodian, counsel, or employee of an
employee benefit plan, or a person providing benefit plan services to any such
)lan; an employer any of whose eml)loyees are covered by such a plan or any

person controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, such employer,
or an officer, employee, or agent of such employer or person; an eml)loyee
organization having members covered by the plan, or an officer, employee, or agent
of such employee organizatio,', ; or a relative, partner or joint venturer of any of
the described persons.

Proposed 8eCtiOn 4971 (e) (2)
Proposed section 4971(e) (2) defines the term "taxable period" as the period

beginning with the date on which the prohibited transaction occurs and ending
on the earlier of the date of mailing of a notice of deficiency pursuant to section
6212 with respect to the tax to be imposed by this proposed section or the date
on which correction of the prohibited transaction is completed.

Proposed section 4971 (e) (3)
Proposed section 4971(e) (3) defines the term "amount involved" as the greater

of the amount of money and the fair market value of the other property given in a
prohibited transaction or the amount of money and the fair market value of the
other property received in a prohibited transaction. In the case of the tax which
would be imposed by proposed section 4971(a), the fair market value of property
would be determined as of the date on which the prohibited transaction occurs.
In the case of the tax which would be imposed by proposed section 4971(b), the
fair market value of property would be the highest fair market value during the
correction period. If no amount is involved in a prohibited transaction, no tax
would be imposed under proposed section 4971(a).

Proposed section 41971 (e) (4)
Proposed section 4971(e) (4) defines the terms "correction" and "correct" as

undoing a prohibited transaction to the extent possible, but In any case placing
the trust in a financial position not worse than that in which it would be if the
prohibited transaction had not occurred.
Proposed section 4,971(e) (5)

Proposed section 4971(e) (5) defines the term "correction period" as the period
beginning with the date on which a prohibited transacti n occurs and ending
90 days after the date of mailing of a notice of deficiency with respect to the
tax to be Imposed under proposed section 4971(b), extended by any period
in which a deficiency cannot be assessed under section 6213(a) and any other
period which the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate determines to be
reasonable and necessary to bring about correction of the prohibited transaction.
Proposed section 4971(e) (6)

Proposed section 4971(e) (6) would define the term "fiduciary" as including
a person described in section 3(w) of the Welfare and Prnsion Plans Disclosure
Act of 1958, as proposed to be amended by the Employee Benefits Protection
Act (S. 1557, 93d Cong.), or in section 7701(a) (0) of the code. Section 3(w)
of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958, would define "fidu-
ciary" as meaning any person who exercises any power of control, management
or disposition with respect to any moneys or other property of an employee
benefit fund, or has authority or responsibility to do so.
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Proposed section 4971 (f)
Proposed section 4971(f) provides that the Secretary of the Treasury or his

delegate is to prescribe such regulations as would Ibe necessary to carry out
the provisions of the proposed section.

(c) Conforming, clerical, etc., amcndments.-Section 6(c) of the bill would
make a clerical amendment to the table of chapters for subtitle D of the code
(relating to miscellaneous excise taxes) to reflect proposed chapter 44. and
would make (onforming a mendments to section 6161 (relating to extension of
time for paying tax), section 6201 (d) (relating to assessment authority), sec-
tion 6211 (relating to definition of it deficiency), section 6212 (relating to notice
of a deficiency), section (1213 (relating to restrictions applicable to deficiencies
anl petition to Tax Court), section 6214 (relating to determinations hy Talx
Court). section 6344 (relating to cross references). section 6501(e) (3) (relating
to limitations on assessment and collection), section 6503 (relating to suspen-
sion of running of period of limitations), section (512 (relating to limitations
inease of petition to Tax Court). section (1601(d) (relating to Interest on
undorpaynent, nonpafymient, or extensions of time for payment of tax), section
6653(c) (relating to failure to pay tax), section 6(;59(i)) relatingg to appleaile
rules), section 6676(b) (relating to failure to sully identifying numberss,
section 6677(b) (relating to failure to file information returns with respect
to certain n foreign trusts), section 6679(I)) (relaling to failure to file returns
as to organization or reorganization of foreign (orlorations and as to acquisi-
tion of their stock) and section 7422(g) (relating to civil actions for refunds).
(d) Effectire date.-Section 6 (d) of the bill provides that the amendments

proposed to be made by section 6 of the bi1 are to be effective on and after the_
day after the (late of enactment of the bill.
S-ection 7. Miscellaneous Provisions.

(a) Penalties applicable to forfeitures recitred by owmncr-employee.. Section
72 (ma) (5) (A) (I) of the code currently describes amounts to which the penalty
imposed by section 72 (m) (5) (B) or (C) of the code is applicable. Generally.
section 72 (mu) (5) applies to amounts received by an owner-employee before he
attains the age of 591/2 years for any reason other than his becoming disabled.
Section 72 (ma) applies only to the extent attributable t contributions made on
his behalf while he was an owner-employee. Section 7 (a) of the bill would amend
section 72 (m) (5) (A) (I) by adding to the amounts described therein, pre-
mature distributions attributable to forfeitures credited to an individual's
account or applied for his benefit, while he-was an owner-employee. Thus, for
this purpose, forfeitures would be treated in the same manner as employer con-
tributions. Forfeitures may arise, although only from other self-employed in-
dividuals, as a result of the application of the proposed "rule of 35" vesting
standard under section 401 (d) (2) (A) of the code, as proposed to be amended
by section 2 (b) (1) of the bill.

(b) Coverage and nondiscrimination requlrenmcnts.-Section 401 (a) (3) of
the code provides two alternative tests as to the number of employees who must
be covered by a plan (other than a plan benefiting an owner-employee) if a trust
forming part of the plan is to qualify under the code. Section 401 (a) (3) (A) of
the code requires that the plan benefit 70 percent or more of all employees,
or 80 percent or more of all eligible employees if at least 70 percent of all em-
ployees are eligible. In making this computation, certain short service, part-time
and seasonal employees may be excluded. Section 401 (a) (3) (B) of the code
requires that the plan benefit such employees as qualify under a classification
which is not discriminatory in favor of officers, shareholders, supervisory em-
ployees, or highly compensated employees.

Section 7 (b) (1) of the bill would amend section 401 (a) (3) (A) to provide
that, for purposes of satisfying the percentage coverage requirement, employees
who are included in a unit of employees covered by an agreement which the
Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate finds to be a collective bargaining
agreement are to be excluded, unless the agreement provides that the bargaining
unit employees are to be included in the plan. See section 2 (b) of the bill which
would make a similar amendment with respect to plans which include self-
employed individual,; who are owner-employees.

Section 7(b) (2) of the bill would amend section 401(a) (5) to provide that,
for purposes of determining whether a plan is discriminatory within the meaning
of paragraph (3) (B) or (4), there are not to be taken into account any employ-
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ees who are included in a unit of employees covered by a collective bargaining
agreement, if such agreement does not provide that such employees are to be
included in the plan.

No change is made with respect to the exclusion for short service employees
(employees who have been employed not more than a minimumun period, not in
excess of 5 years), part-time eml)loyees (employees who customarily work not
more than 20 hours In a week) or seasonal eml)loyees (employees whose custo-
mary employment is for not more than 5 months in a year). However, the 5 year
minimum period under the exclusion for short service employees would become
less significant when a qualified plan is required to satisfy the minimum eligibil-
ity requirements under section 401 (a) (11), as proposed to be added by section
2(a) i*2,) of the bill. It would retain significance during the transitional period
amid, in the ('liwe of a plan, olfher than an II.1t. 10 plhn, which requires, as a (con-
dition of participation, service ill excess of 3 years by an eniphttyee younger than
llge 30.

Proposed section ,401 (a) (14), as proposed to be added by section 2(a) (2) of the
bill. provides for certain transitional periods during which t he midiinuin eligilill-
ity requirements would not apply.

(c) PlUts bcjifithig scif-employr'd inliiitluals.-Under present law the full
anh( immedallte vestllug requirement of se(i oi 401f () (2) (A) of the ( ',ole pre-
vents forfeitures in a phn which provides contributions or benefits for emulioyoe
some or all of wlhoi ari- oivner-vipoyee. Svction 2(b) (1) of the bill would
amend section 401 (d) (2) (A) to provide a "rule of 35" vest lug standard. A(-
(.ordlumgly, forfeitures nmy arise its a result of the operation of this propose(l
vesting stau(li rd.

Section 7(c) of the bill would amend section 401(c) of the code (relating to
deflnitions and rules relating to self-employed individuals and owier-elliployees)
by adding a iew%- paragraph (6). Under proposed section 401 (c) ((), a trust form-
Ing a part of a pension or profit-sharing plait which provides (.ontributions or
benefits for employees some or all or whoia are employees within the meaning
of section 401(c) (1) of the code (i.e., self-employed individuals) is to constitute
a qualified trust only if, under the plan, forfeitures attributable to contributions
made on behalf of an employee other than all employee within the meaning of
section 401 (c) (1) (i.e., a common-law employee) may not inure to the benefit
of any individual who, at any time during the period beginning with the tax-
able year for which the contribution is made and ending with the taxable year
during which the forfeiture occurs, Is a self-employed Individual.

Under present law, a defined benefit pension plan may cover a self-employed
individual. Under such a plan, however, a separate account consisting of con-
tributions and gains, income, losses, and expenses must be maintained for each
self-employed individual to assure that forfeitures do not inure to his benefit.

Proposed section 401(c) (6) provides that, in tile case of a defined benefit
pension plan, a separate account or accounts are to be maintained with respect
to all participants under the plan who are not self-employed individuals (i.e.,
common-law employees) and another separate account or accounts are to be
maintained with respect to all participants under the plan who are self-era-
plcyed individuals. Thus, a separate account would not be required to be main-
tained with respect to each participant, provided that an aggregate account Is
maintained for common-law employees and a separate aggregate account is main-
tained for self-employed individuals covered under a plan. Consequently, although
the limitations on contributions on behalf of self-employed Individuals would be
separately computed on the basis of each such individual's earned income covered
by n plan, the benefits payable under the plan with respect to a particular self-
employed individual would not be required to be determined by referenceto the
separately computed contributions on his behalf.

Under proposed section 401(c) (6), if an Individual who was covered under
a plan as a common-law employee becomes covered under the plnn as a self-
employed individual, the aggregate account for common-law employees is not to
be reduced and the aggregate account for self-employed Individuals is not to be
increased by reason of his change of status. His benefits accrued as a common-
law employee, however, may be paid out of the common-law employee accounts.

(d) Trustee of a trust benefiting an owner-einployce.-Sectlon 401(d) (1)
of the code provides that only a bank may be the trustee of a trust benefiting
an owner-employee. Section 7(d) of the bill would amend section 401(d) (1)
of the code to provide that such a trust would be qualified only if, in addition
to satisfying the other requirements for qualification, the assets thereof are held
by a bank or other person who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary
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of the Treasury or his delegate that the manner in which he will hold such assets
will be consistent with the requirements of section 401 of the code.

i(e) Employee contributions of owner-employces.-Under section 401(d) (4)
(B) of the code, a plan will not qualify under section 401 of the code If it
permits an owner-employee who has not attained age 59 or become disabled to
make any withdrawals, including withdrawals of his nondeductible employee
contributions. (See Rev. Rul. 72-98, 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 113). There is no similar
restriction with respect to employees who are not owner-employees.

Section 7(e) of the bill would eliminate this restriction on withdrawals by
owner-employees by amending section 401(d) (4) (B) to provide that the re-
striction on withdrawals applies only to benefits in excess of contributions made
by an owner-employee as an employee. Thus, withdrawal of contributions made by
an owner-employee as an employee would be allowed under the same circum-
stances as contributions made by any other employee. See also section 3(c) (1)
of the bill, which would repeal section 72(m) (1) of the code relating to amounts
received before the annuity starting date.

(f) Certain custodial account.-Sectlon 401 (f) of the code (relating to cer-
tain custodial accounts) currently treats a custodial account as a qualified trust,
and the custodian as trustee thereof, if (1) the account would, except for the
fact that it is not a trust, constitute a qualified trust, (2) the custodian is a
bank, (3) the investments are made solely in stock of regulated investment
companies with respect to which the employee is beneficial owner, or solely in
annuity, endowment, or life insurance contracts issued by an insurance company,
(4) the shareholder of record of any such stock is the custodian or its nominee,
and (5) any insurance contracts are held by the custodian until distributed
under the plan. Section 7(f) of the bill would amend section 401(f) of the code
to provide that, in addition to a bank, another person may be a custodian if he
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
that the manner in which he will have custody of the assets will be consistent
with the requirements of section 401 of the code. Further, the restriction placed
upon investment of the funds of the custodial account would be eliminated.

Section 401(f) of the code would be amended so that an arrangement similar
to a custodial account or similar to an annuity contract might be treated as a
trust constituting a qualified trust, If otherwise qualified. It is contemplated
that, in an appropriate case, a plan similar to a dividend reinvestment plan of a
regulated investment company might constitute a "similar arrangement", even
though no certificates are issued, provided there is an appropriate governing
instrument for the plan.

(g) Excess contributions.-Section 401(e) (1) (B) (it) of the code provides
that the amount of any contribution made by an owner-employee (as an em-
ployee) at a rate which exceeds the rate of contributions permitted to be made
by employees other than owner-employees is an "excess contribution". Section
7(g) of the bill would amend section 401(e) (1) (B) (it) of the code to make
its provisions applicable only with respect to a plan other than a defined benefit
pension plan. This amendment would facilitate the establishment of defined bene-
fit pension plans by owner-employees because owner-employees could make non-
deductible contributions (up to the lesser of $7,500 or 10 per cent of earned
income) in order to finance nondiscriminatory benefits.

(h) Amendments to section 404(a) of the code.-Generally, section 404 of the
code allows a deduction for contributions of an employer to or under a qualified
plan, and for compensation paid under a plan of deferred compensation.

Generally, under section 404(a) (1) (A) and (B) of the code, deductible con
tributions paid to a qualified pension trust are limited to (1) 5 percent of the
compensation otherwise paid or accrued during the taxable year to all employees
under the plan, plus (2) the excess (if any) of the "level cost" under the plan
for the taxable year over 5 percent of such compensation. Alternatively, section
404(a) (1) (0) limits deductible contributions made to a qualified pension plan
to contributions determined under a "normal cost" method. Provision is also
made under section 404(a) (I) (C) for a deduction with respect to contributions
for past service. Thus, under present law, deductible contributions in excess of
"level cost" or "normal cost" may be made so long as they do not exceed 5 percent
of compensation.

Section 7(h) (1) of the bill would repeal section 404(a) (1) (A) of the code
which provides the 5 percent limitation. Thus, deductible contributions under a
qualified pension plan would be limited under either the "level cost" method or
the "normal cost" method under section 404(a) (1) (B) or (C), respectively.
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Section 7(h) (2) of the bill would amend sections 404(a) (B) and (C) of the
code (relating to deductible contributions under the "level cost" method and to
deductible contributions under the "normal cost" method, respectively) to con-
form them to the proposed repeal of section 404 (a) (1) (A) of the code.

Section 7(h) (3) of the bill would amend section 404(a) (1) of the code to
conform that section to the proposed amendment of section 401(a) (7) of the
code by section 2(a) (1) of the bill. Section 7(h) (3) of the bill would add a new
sentence at the end of section 404(a) (1) to provide that the limitations under
section 404(a) (1) (B) and (C) (as proposed to be amended by sec. 7(h) of the
bill) would not apply with respect to the amount of a contribution made to or
under a pension plan to the extent such contribution does not exceed the mini-
mum funding standard described in section 401 (a) (7), as proposed to be added
by section 2(a) (1) of the bill.

Section 7(h) (4) of the bill would amend section 404(a) (6) of the code (relat-
ing to taxpayers on the accrual basis). Under section 404(a) (6), for purposes of
section 404(a) (1) (relating to pension plans), 404(a) (2) (relating to employees'
annuities), and 404(a) (3) (relating to stock bonus and profit-sharing plans),
a taxpayer on the accrual basis is deemed to have made a payment on the last day
of the year of accrual if the payment is on account of that year and is made not
later than :the time when the return for that year is filed. Proposed section 404 (a)
(6) would eliminate the requirement of establishing an accrual and would extend
this treatment to cash basis taxpayers by providing that for purposes of section
404(a) (1), 404(a) (2), and 404(a) (3) of the code, a taxpayer is to be deemed to
have made a payment on the last day of the preceding taxable year if the pay-
ment is on account of such preceding taxable year and is made not later than the
time prescribed by law for filing the return for such preceding taxable year (in-
cluding extensions thereof). This permits a cash basis taxpayer to compute the
applicable limits on the maximum deductible contribution during the taxable year
immediately following the year to which the contribution relates.

Section 7(h) (5) of the bill would amend section 404(a) (7) of the code (relat-
ing to the limit of deduction) to allow deductions with respect to amounts con-
trlbuted to meet the minimum funding standard under section 401(a) (7), as
amended by section 2(a) (1) of the bill. Section 7(h) (5) of the bill also amends
section 404(a) (7) by reducing the amount deductible as a carryover from 30
percent to 25 percent of compensation.

(i) Inclusion of certain employer contributions in gross income.-Section 7(i)
of the bill would add a new section 409 to the code, which is similar in concept
to section 1379 of the code (relating to certain qualified plans of electing small
business corporations ).
Proposed section 409 (a)

Proposed section 409(a) provides that, notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
tion 402 of the code (relating to taxability of beneficiaries of employees' trusts),
section 403 (relating to taxation of employee annuities), or section 405 (relating
to taxability of beneficiaries under qualified bond purchase plans), an individual
Is to include in gross income, for his taxable year in which or with which the
taxable year of his employer ends, an amount equal to the excess of the amount
of the contributions made on his behalf (reduced by any amount includible in
gross income under sec. 1379(b) (1) with respect to such contributions) by the
employer during the taxable year of the employer (including amounts deemed
to be paid during such year under sec. 404(a) (6) of the code) to or under a
money purchase pension plan (including a "target benefit" plan) which satisfies
the requirements of section 401(a), 404(a) (2) or 405(a), over 20 percent of
such individual's compensation otherwise paid or accrued by him from such
employer during the employer's taxable year, whether or not his rights in such
excess contribution are forfeitable. In any taxable year of an'individual in which
lie is covered under two or more money purchase pension plans maintained by
an employer, the amount includible in gross income would be the amount by
which the total of such contributions exceeds 20 percent of the compensation
received or accrued by such individual during the taxable year of his employer.
Proposed section 409(b)

Proposed section 409(b) provides that any amount Included in the gross income
of an individual under proposed section 409(a) would be treated as consideration
for the contract contributed by the individual for purposes of section 72 of the
code (relating to annuities). Accordingly, any amount included in the gross
income of the individual would be treated as a contribution made by him for
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purposes of sections 2039(c) (relating to exemption for certain annuities) and
2517 (relating to certain annuities under qualified plans). However, such amounts
would be treated as employer contributions for purposes of qualification under
section 401 of the code.

Proposed section 409(c)
Proposed section 409(c) provides that if amounts are Included In the gross

income of all individual under proposed section 409(a), and the rights of such
ln(lividual (or his beneficiaries) under the lilan terminate before payments under
the plan which are exclude(ld from gros; income equal tile amounts included in
grovs inconie under proposed section 409(a), then tile individual is allowed as
a d(luc(holl, fo r the taxable year Ili whihh such rights terminale, all amount
equal to the excess of the Iilllounlts hll.i(ded ii griss IlcOlle lln(ler prl)posed
section .111( a ) over Su,1h playillents.

Proposed section 409 (d) ( 1)
Proposed section 409(d) (1) provides that subsection (a) would not apply

for a taxable year of all employee if at all times during the employee's taxable
year In which or with which the taxable year of the employer ends, under the
money purchaslae pension plans intitatIned Iby the empnloyer ((onldering 1ll such
plans as a single plan) the rate at which eniployer contributions are to be made
with respect to emliloyee (Omlelmlsiion (as d(etined under the 1)lan) does not
exceed 20 percent. Thus, for example, If contributions are iiii(hl with respect
to aa eml)oyee at the beginning of hi taxable year at a rate whirhi does not
exceed 20 percent of his antiicipatel annual vomipens-ition (leterlilned under the
1n1111. no amount would be IlI(ludible In tile employee's gross income under pro-
posed section 409(d). This result would obtain even though, because of the
employee's separation from the service during tile year, the contributions exceed
2) percent of the employee's actual compensation paid or accrued for the em-
ployer's taxable year ending with or within the employee's taxable year. If ally
employee Is covered under two or more qualified money purchase pension plais
maintalied by an employer, the rate of employer contributions thereunder for
each employee Is to be determined as if the plans constituted a single plan, by
computing al aggregate rate of contributions. In such a case, tile 20 percent
limitation provided by proposed section 409(d) (1) is to be applied to this
aggregate rate.
Proposed section 409(d) (2)

Proposed section 409(d) (2) provides that subsection (a) would not apply
to contributions made to or under a money purchase pension plan on behalf of
an individual who is an employee within the meaning of section 401(c) (1) of
the code (i.e., a self-employed individual) with respect to such plan. Deductible
contributions made on behalf of such an Individual are subject to the limitations
of section 404(e) of the code (as proposed to be amended by see. 4(a) (1) of
the bill). As amended, the deductible limit would be the lesser of $7,500 or 15
percent of earned income. Consequently, the proposed 20 percent limitation upon
excludable contributions made to or under a qualified money purchase pension
plan Is not made applicable to contributions made on behalf of a self-employed
individual.

Proposed section 409(e)
Proposed section 4C9(e) would authorize the Secretary of tile Treasury or his

delegate to prescribe such forms and regulations as may be necesary to carry
out the purposes of section 409, including forms on which employers may be
required to furnish needful Information to their employees. Such forms would
be furnished to employees at such time as the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate may by regulations prescribe. Section 6690 (as proposed to be added by
see. 7(J) of the bill) would prescribe assessable civil penalties for an employer's
failure to furnish Information to his employees as required under this section.

(j) Penalty for failure to furnish information.- SectIon 7(J) of the bill would
amend subchapter B of chapter 68 by adding a new section 6690, relating to
reports by employers which would be required by section 219(g) of the code (as
proposed to be added by sec. 3(a) of the bill) or section 409(e) of the code (as
proposed to be added by section 7(1) of the bill).

Reports by employers-proposed section 6690
Proposed section 6690 of the code would provide an assessable penalty for

failure to furnish certain information. The usual deficiency procedures pre-
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scribed by the code would not apply in respect of the assessment of such a
penalty.

Civil p0nalty-propo8ed 8cction 6690 (a)
Proposed section 6690(a) provides that if any person, who is required by reg-

ulations prescribed under section 219(g) of the code (relating to retirement say-
Ings, as proposed to be added by sec. 3(a) of the bill) or section 409(e) of the
code (relating to inclusion of certain employer contributions in gross income,

i proposed to be added by sec. 7(1) of the bill) to furnish information to anl
eilaloyee, fails to comply with such requirement at the time prescribed by such
r(gulations, such person is to )ay a penalty of $10 for each such failure unless
It is shown that such failure is due to reasonable cause.

Defieiyency proeedtires-proposcd section 6690 (b)
Proposed section 6690(b) provides that Subchapter B of chapter 13 (relating

to dleiciency procedures for income, estate, gift and certain excise taxes) is not
to apply in respect of the assessiicnt or collection of any penalty imposed by
sect ion 6(90 (a).

(k) Net operating loss-Iander present law, section 172(d) (4) (I)) of the
code (relating to net operating loss modifications) pro'ldes that In coilalting a
net operat ing loss, no deduction is allowed to a self-enployed inil'i(lual to tie
extent that the deduction allowed under section 404 or 405 (c) of the code together
%% il It all other nonbusiness (leductiols exceeds nonbusihess income. Section 7 (k)
of the bill would anledll section 172(d) (-) of the code by adding it new subpara-
graph (E) which would impose the sane treatment as to the (e(luctiol allowed
to indlvihals under section 219 of the code (as plo)Osed to be added by sec. 3(a)
of tht, I)ll).

(1) Certain retroactive chanysps.
Under present law, section 401(b) of the code (relating to certain retroac-

tive changes in plans) allows retroactive, remedial amendments to be adopted by
a newly established plan to satisfy certain requirements of section 401(a) of the
code (relating to qualified pension, etc., plans). Specifically, these requirements
are those of paragraph (3) (relating to coverage), paragraph (4) (relating to
discrimination in contributions of benefits), paragraph (5) (relating to dis-
crimnination in coverage, and discrimination in contributions and benefits), and
paragraph (6) (relating to coverage) of section 401(a) of the code. Under
section 401(b), the retroactive amendments must- be adopted by the fifteenth
day of the third month following the close of the taxable year of the employer.

Proposed section 401(b) of the code would permit retroactive, remedial amend-
ments of a plan regardless of whether such failure was precipitated by establish-
meat of a new plan or an amendment to an existing plan.

Proposed section 401(b) of the code would also extend the time permitted to
adopt a retroactive, remedial amendment to the time for filing of the return of
the employer for the taxable year in which the plan or amendment was put into
effect (including extensions thereof) or such later time as the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate may designate.

It is anticipated that regulations would provide for extension of tle period for
reasonable cause, such as the filing of a bona fide request for a determination by
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate with respect to the plan or amen(-
Iuelt.

Section 7(1) (2) of the bill would make amendments to section 1379(a) of
the code (relating to certain qualified pensions, etc., plans) which correspond 'to
amendments which would be made by section 7(1) (1) of the bill to section 401
(b) of the code (relating to certain retroactive changes in plans).

(m) Conforming and clerical amendments.-A conforming anin(hnent would
be made by section 7(m) (1) of the bill to section 62 of the code (relating to
definition of adjusted gross income).

Clerical amendments would be made by section 7(m) (2) of the bill to the
table of sections for part I of subchapter 1) of chapter 1 of the Code and to the
table of sections for subchapter B of chapter 68. Section 7(m) (2) would also
redeslgnate section 6687 of the code (as added by section 1(c) of Public Law
92-606 (86 Stat. 1494) ), as section 6688.

(n) Effective dates.-Section 7(n) of the bill provides that the amendments
proposed to be made by section 7 of the bill (other than the amendment pro-
posed to be made by section 7(i) of the bill) are to be effective on and after
the date of enactment of the bill. The amendment proposed to be made by seC-
tion 7(1) of the bill is to apply with respect to taxable years of an employer
beginning after December 31. 1973.



RETIREMENT BENEFITS TAX A(',r

(S. 1631, 03D CONGRESS, WITH PROPOSED TECHNICAL REVISIONS)

1. Introduction.-Since 1942 the Internal Revenue Code has accorded special
tax benefits to qualified retirement plans established by employers for the bene-
fit of their employees and the beneficiaries of their employees. To insure that
benefits are provided under these plans for a broad range of the employees of
the sponsoring employer and not merely for a small group of select employees,
the availability of these special tax benefits is conditioned upon the plan's meet-
lng certain statutory requirements.

Private retirement plans form an important part of the total framework of
income maintenance for older Americans. As such, it is appropriate to provide
tax incentives to encourage employers to establish these plans and thus provide
for their employees' post-retirement needs. In so doing the employer performs a
function and assumes a burden which otherwise might be thrust upon society at
large. Private retirement plans are a significant supplement to the social se-
curity system as a source of income for retired and disabled Americans and their
dependents. Because private retirement plans are established by individual
employers, they can be shaped to respond to unique needs and situations in a
manner that a public system covering tens of millions uf individuals cannot.

The experience of the past 30 years has demonstrated that while the private
retirement system has the capacity to deal with an Important social problem
through Individual initiative, changes in existing law are needed. In the first
place, recent surveys indicate that. in spite of the incentives provided by existing
law, pproximntely one-half of the non-agricultural labor force does not now
participate in private retirement plans and that coverage is not likely to expand
significantly under existing conditions. Moreover, overly restrictive require-
ments for participation in, or acquisition of vested benefits under, private re-
tirement plans have resulted in effectively denying to millions of employees the
full benefits of the private retirement system. Special limitations upon contri-
butions on behalf of self-employed individuals and requirements for the plans
in which they participate are so restrictive that they have created an artificial
preference for the corporate form over other business forms which might be
more suitable or-desirable for a particular enterprise.

2. Eligibility Requirements.- (Section 2 of Bill.)

A. Present Law.
The Internal Revenue Code does not now contain any specific requirements con-

cerning eligibility conditions based on age or service that may be Included in a
qualified private retirement plan established by a corporate employer. Existing
administrative practice does permit such a plan to provide that participation in
the plan is limited to employees who have attained a specified age or have been
employed for a specified number of years if the effect of such provisions is not
discrimination In favor of officers, shareholders, supervisory employees, or highly
compensated employees. Likewise, such a plan may exclude from participation
employees who have attained a specified age close to retirement when they other.
wise become eligible to participate In the plan.

On the other hand, the Internal Revenue Code specifically requires that a quali-
fled plan established by an unincorporated business in which an owner-employee
(i.e., a sole proprietor or a partner with a greater than 10 percent interest in
capital or income) participates must provide that no employee with 8 or more
years of service may be excluded from the plan.

B. Proposal.
Reasonable service or age requirements are an appropriate means of prevent-

ing the dissipation of plan assets. The benefits earned by employees with short
periods of service are usually small, both in absolute terms and in relation to

(609)
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the administrative costs attributable to these benefits. Overly restrictive require-
ments may, however, result in the arbitrary exclusion of employees from partici-
pation in private retirement plans and thereby frustrate the effective functioning
of the private retirement system.

The proposed bill would, therefore, provide that a qualified private retirement
plan not be permitted to require, as a condition of participation, that an em-
ployee have completed a period of service with the employer in excess of 3
years, that he have attained an age in excess of 30 years, or that lie not have
attained an age which is less than the normal retirement age under the plan
reduced by 5 years.

In the case of a qualified plan in which self-employed individuals who are
owner-emp)oyees participate, the bill would provide that the plan not be per-
mitted to require, as a condition of participation, that the employee have coi-
pleted more than 1 year of service withu the employer if his then age is 35 years
or greater, more than 2 years of service if his then age is 30 years or greater
but less than 35 years, or more than 3 years of service if his then age is less
than 30 years.

C. Effectirc Date.
These rules would be effective upon the day after the date of enactment with

respect to all private retirement plans established after December 31, 1972.
In the case of plans in effect on December 31, 1972, these rules would apply to
plan years beginning after December 31, 1974, except that in the case of plans
which are collectively bargained, these rules would not apply to plan years
ending before the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement in effect
on I)ecember 31, 1972.

3. l'cting Reqttircmnent&.-(Section 2 of Bill.)
A. Present Law.

''here is no generally applicable requirement under existing law that a par-
ticlpant in a qualified private retirement plan have at any time before he attains
normal retirement age a nonforfeitable right to receive his accrued benefit under
the plan. However, the failure to provide pre-retirement vesting is taken into
account by the Internal Revenue Service in determining whether a plan satisfies
the statutory requirement that it not discriminate in favor of officers, share-
holders, supervisory employees, or highly compensated employees, and in appro-
lriate circumstances the Service will not issue such a determination if a plan
does not provide l)re-retirement vesting. Neither the circumstances in which
pre-retirement vesting is required nor the degree of such vesting is well defined,
and considerable variation has arisen. The Internal Revenue Code requires that
a plan established by an unincorporated business in which an owner-,mnployee
participates must provide that each participant have an immediately nonfor-
feitable interest in the contributions made on his behalf under the plan.

B. Propo8al
Sonic measure of pre-retirement vesting is essential if the private retirement

system is to exist as a fmnetlonling and effective supplement to the social security
system. This is especially true in view of our highly mobile labor force. An in-
dividual whose Iarticipation in a private retirement plan terminates before his
rights in his benefits accrued under the plan have become nonforfeitable has, for
all practical purposes, not really participated in the plan. In addition, pre-retire-
iment vesting is needed to reinforce the non-discrimination requirements of exist-
Ing law in cases where most of the employer contributions under a plan are made
on behalf of participants with a proprietary interest in the employer.

The proposed bill would, therefore, require a qualified private retirement plan
to meet new inimnum pre-retirement vesting standards. A participant's rights in
his accrued benefits derived from his own contributions would have to be fully
vested at all times. His rights are at least 50 percent of his accrued benefits
derived from employer contributions would have to be nonforfeitable when the
sum of his age and his years of participation in the plan equals or exceeds 50
years, and this percentage would have to increase not less rapidly than ratably
to 100 percent over the next succeeding 5 plan years. Under this rule, the rights
of older employees would vest more rapidly than the rights of younger employees,
reflecting the fact that an older employee has los of an opportunity to earn a
reasonably pension with a new employer or to save for his retirement.
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A participant's accrued benefit is defined in the proposed bill. For a profit-shar-
ing plan or a money purchase pension plan, the accrued benefit is defined as the
balance in his account. For a defined benefit pension plan, a participant's accrued
benefit, as of any applicable date prior to normal retirement age, is defined as a
fraction of the annual benefit commencing at normal retirement age which the
employee would receive if he continued employment at his current rate of coln-
pensation until normal retirement age. The numerator of the faction is the total
number of his years of service with the employer; the denominator is the total
number of years of service he would have performed as of normal retirement age
If he continued to be employed by the employer until normal retirement age.
However, the denominator cannot be less than 15 nor more than 40.

To avoid providing a disincentive against hiring older workers, the proposed
bill would permit a qualified plan to provide that an employee's rights in his
accrued benefits derived from employer contributions remain forfeitable until he
has completed 3 years of continuous service with the employer. The plan would
have to provide that upon completing this period of service his rights in at least
50 percent of his accrued benefits derived from employer contributions are non-
forfeitable, and this percentage would be required to increase at least ratably to
100 percent over the next succeeding 5 plan years.

To avoid additional costs for defined benefit pension plans in difficult finan-
cial condition, pre-retirement vesting would not be required with respect to
benefits accrued for any plan year for which benefit payments to retired par-
ticipants exceed benefit accruals by active participants and the present value
of accrued liabilities to retired and active participants exceeds the fair mar-
ket value of plan assets. If, however, the plan is amended to provide greater
benefits during a plan year when this exception would otherwise be operable,
the exception would not apply with respect to that plan year, any succeeding
plan years, or the 5 plan years preceding such year in which the plan is
amended. This exception is designed to provide relief for defined benefit pension
plans that have a large number of retired partleiants in relation to the number
of active participants and that are not fully funded. These plans are typically
found in industries where employment is declining and where any increase in pen-
sion costs would be especially burdensome.

In the ease of qualified private retirement plans in which self-employed Indi-
viduals who are owner-employees participate, an employee's rights in at least 50
percent of his accrued benefits derived from employer contributIons would be re-
quired to be nonforfeitable when the sum of his age and his years of participation
equals or exceeds 35 years. His rights in the remaining percentage of such accrued
benefits would be required to become nonforfeitable not less rapidly than ratably
over the next succeeding 5 plan years of participation.

C. Effective Datc8.
Generally, these rules are effective with respect to benefits accrued after the

date of enactment. However, in the case of plans in existence on December 31,
1972, the rules would generally apply to benefits accrued for a plan year begin-
ning on or after January 1, 1975. In the case of collectively bargained plans,
however, these rules would not apply to benefits accrued during plan years
ending before the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement in effect on
December 81, 1972. In applying these rules, all participation in the plan (whether
before or after the applicable effective dates) would be considered In determining
whether the sum of the employee's age and his years of participation equals or
exceeds 50 years or 85 years, whichever is applicable.

4. Minimnum Funding Standard.-( Section 2 of the Bill.)
A. Present Law.

Under present regulations, in order to prevent full vesting of all accounts, a
defined benefit pension plan generally must be funded in a sufficient amount so
that the unfunded past service cost does not exceed the unfunded past service cost
as of the date of establishment of the plan, plus any additional past service or
supplemental costs added by amendment. An employer generally will satisfy this
requirement by annual funding of the sum of normal cost and interest on the
unfunded liability. There is no requirement that unfunded liability ever be
reduced.

Thus, the current requirement provides only minimal assurance that plans
will be funded sufficiently to pay pension benefits according to the terms of the
plan.
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B. Proposal.

The proposed bill would provide a higher minimum standard, in order to
increase the security of participants. The proposed standard would, in general,
require defined benefit pension plans to be funded annually in an amount at
least equal to the sum of normal cost, interest on the unfunded liability, and 5%
of the unfunded vested liability. This standard would make the average employee
less dependent for his pension u)on his employer continuing ill business and
continuing to maintain the plan.

The proposed standard is similar in concept to a standard widely used by
accountants to compute the minimum pension cost for accounting purposes.

5. Deduction for Personal Sai.ngs for Retirement.-(Section 3 of Bill.)

A. Present Law.

Under present law, employer contributions on behalf of an employee to a private
retirement plan satisfying the qualification requirements of the Internal Revenue
Code and investment earnings on these contributions- are generally not subject
to tax until paid to the employee or his beneficiaries, even though the employee's
right to receive these amounts becomes nonforfeitable before payment is made.
Employee contributions to such a plan are subject to tax currently (i.e., no
deduction or exc-luslon is allowable), but investment earnings on these contribu-
tions are not subject to tax until distributed or paid to the employee. Amounts
saved by an individual for his retirement outside the scope of a qualified plan are
not deductible cr excludable from gross income, and investment earnings on such
amounts are subject to tax currently.

B. Proposal.

The effect of existing law relating to saving for retirement purposes is to dis-
criminate substantially against individuals who do not participate in qualified pri-
vate retirement plans or who participate in plans providing inadequate benefits.
Frequently, this situation is the result of a unilateral decision of the employer not
to establish a private retirement plan for its employees or not to improve benefits
under an existing plan. Many other individuals, because of the nature of their
occupations, never have a sufficient period of service with any one employer to
accrue adequate retirement benefits.

To remedy this inadequacy in existing law, the proposed bill would allow
individuals a deduction in computing adjusted gross income for amounts con-
tributed to qualified individual retirement plans which they have established or
to qualified private retirement plans established by their employers. In addition,
investment earnings on amounts contributed to individual retirement plans would
be excludable from gross income.

In tile case of an individual who does not participate in an employer-financed
private retirement plan, time amount deductible would be limited to 20 percent of
earned income or $1,500, whichever is the lesser. In the case of a married couple,
each spouse would be eligible to claim this deduction, and the limit would be
applied separately to each spouse. Thus, if a husband had earned income of $12,000
and his wife had earned income of $7,000, the maximum deduction for him would
be $1,500, and the maximum deduction for her would be $1,400, permitting a total
deduction of $2,900.

If an individual participates in an employer-financed plan, the amount de-,
ductible, after application of the $1,500 or 20 percent-of earhod income limitation,
would be further reduced to reflect employer contributions to such plan on his
behalf. For this purpose, an individual would be permitted to assuage that em-
ployer contributions on his behalf are 7 percent of his earned Income.. He could
show, however, that a lesser amount had been contributed on his behalf. Such
amount would be determined lri accordaic4'with Treasury Depaqtnent reula-
tlon. on the basis of the particular filets and circumstances of hlt 'Situation.

In the case of individuals who have earned income which Is not covered by the
social security system or the railroad retirement system, the limitation on the
deduction would be further reduced by the amount of tax that would be imposed
under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act if that income were covered by
the social security system. This reflects the fact that taxes imposed on employees
under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act are not deductible.

No deduction would be allowed with respect to amounts contributed to a
qualified retirement plan by an individual who has attained the age of 70%.
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Under the proposed bill, an Individual would be allowed to invest these
amounts in a broad range of assets, including stocks, bonds, mutual fund shares,
annuity and other life insurance contracts, face-amount certificates, and savings
accounts with financial institutions. While these assets could not be commingled
with other property, they could be held in custodial accounts, and a taxpayer
would not be required to establish a trust for this purpose.

To insure that amounts contributed to individual retirement programs and
investment earnings on such amounts are used only for retirement purposes,
withdrawals before the individual attains age 59 h would not qualify for the
general income averaging provided under existing law and would also be subject
to an additional penalty tax of 30 percent of the amount withdrawn. This penalty
would not apply, however, if the taxpayer has died or has become permanently
disabled or If the amount withdrawn is deposited in another individual retire-
meat account within (days. This last exception is designed to permit transfer
of individual retirement amounts from one type of investment to another, or
from one trustee or custodian to another.

Moreover, withdrawals would be required to begin by the time the taxpayer
reaches age 701/2 and would have to be sufficiently large so that the entire
accumulation will be distributed over his life expectancy or the combined life
expectancy of the taxpayer and his spouse. If sufficient amounts are not with-
drlwn to meet these rules after age 701/, an annual excise tax of 10 l)er'cont
would be imposed. The 10 percent excise tax would be applied against the assets
in the account multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which Is the intlimilnn
amount required to be distributed for the year reduced by the amount actually
distributed, and the denominator of which is the minimum amount required to
be distributed for the year.

To insure compliance with the foregoing requirements, trustees, custodians.
find other persons having control of amounts deducted under the proposal wu)ild
be required to submit annual reports to the Internal Revenue Service similar to
those which are now required of trustees of plans benefiting self-employed
Individuals who are owner-employees.

C. Effcctirc Date.
This proposal would apply to taxable years ending after the date of enactment

of the proposed bill.
0. Contributions on Behalf of Self-Employed Individuals and ,Shareholdcr-

Employees of Electing Smiall Business Corporations.-(Section 4 of Bill.)

A. Present Law.
The Internal Revenue Code now limits the deductible contribution to a qualified

private retirement plan on behalf of a self-employed individual to the lesser of
10 percent of earned income or $2,500. In certain circumstances, an additional
$2,500 nondeductible contribution may be made. Penalties are imposed if excessive
contributions are made and are not returned. With respect to a shareholder-
employee of an electing small business corporation, no limit is imposed on the
amount that may be contributed on his behalf, but if the contribution exceeds the
lesser of 10 percent of compensation or $2,500, the excess is includible in his
gross income. --

The limitation on contributions on behalf of self-employed individuals has had
a number of undesirable effects. In the first place, while the limitation applies by
its terms only to contributions on behalf of self-employed individuals, as a matter
of practice, it applies as well to their employees with the result that the con-
tributions on their behalf may be less than the contributions which would other-
wise be made on their behalf. Furthermore, the inadequacy of the amount
presently deductible creates an artificial incentive for the incorporation of busi-
nesses and professional practices.

B. Proposal.
The proposed bill would increase the limitation on aeductible contributions to a

qualified private retirement plan on behalf of a self-employed individual to an
amount which is the lesser of $7,500 or 15 percent of his earned income.

The limitation on excludable contributions on behalf of shareholder-employees
of electing small business corporations would likewise be increased to an amount
which is the lesser of $7,500 or 15 percent of compensation.

C. Effective Date.
These increased limitations would apply to taxable years beginning after De-

cember 3,-1972.
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7. Trc tin t of L nmpp-Sumn Di.Ifrib n tions IBr'contr liitcd to Qualified Rei re-
lient IPlan.- (Section 5 of Bill.)

A. Pre.venit Lair.
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In ninny cases, the consequences of the tdenial of exemption for the trust fllI
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qulified because of an acet of the trustee anti the employer, any income tax lilt-
posed1 upon tile disqualified trust may diminish the funds avilale to provide tile
retirement benefit promised to the employee. Furthermorlte, because of tile prol-
hlibited act lin which he did not participate, the employee may have to lIncludle
lit his gross Incomle the contributions, made, on his Ileblf In a taxable year before
lie actually receives tile ainoun~ts attrib~utablle to the 2'oultrilbutiotls.
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Aniy saion1 against prohibited trn!saictions5 s1h0uld be directed only tow-ard

I those who'it p)articilpate Ili them. An employee who Is a stranger to the trazisactlot
shtoultd 11ot lbe plenalized( throttgh denial of tile spve('il tax benefits to whicth lIe,
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would be entitled but for the transaction of another. Ali effective sanction against
prohibited transactions would prevent the wrongful dissipation of plan assets.

The proposed bill would impose excise taxes on the amount involved in a pro-
hibited transaction. The taxes would be paid by any party in interest (e.g., tile
trustee, employer, or officers of the employer, and other persons having a close
relationship to the trust or employer) wi are participants In the transaction.
An initial tax would he imposed at the rate of 5 percent of the amount involved
in the prohibited transaction. An additional tax would be imposed at the rate of
200 percent if the transaction is not corrected within 90 days after notice of
deficiency for such tax is mailed. An additional period for correction of the trans-
action may be allowed if reasonable and necessary to bring about correction of
the prohibited transaction. These provisions are similar to taxes imposed by the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 with respect to private foundations.

Under the proposed bill, a prohibited transaction would be any act which is
prohibited under the Administration's proposed Employee Benefits Protection
Ait. Thus, there would be a uniform meaning of a prohibited transaction for
lrposes of the tax law and the law relating to fiduciary standards. Furthermore,

tihe effect of a uniform definition of the term would be to extend the fiduciary
standards to qualified private retirement plans that are not covered, for admin-
istrative and other reasons, under the Employee Benefits Protection Act (e.g.,
plans covering fewer than 26 participants).

C. Effective Date.
These provisions would be effective beginning on the day after the date of

emctment.
9. Ji8cllneouis Provi8iOs8.

A. Premature 1)i8tri butions to Owner-Em ployecs.t-(Section 7(a) of Bill.)
Under existing law, certain penalties are applicable to distributions made to

an owner-enployee before he attains the age of 591/2 years but only to the extent
the distributions are attributable to contributions made on his behalf. Under tlhe
proposed bill, this provision is made applicable to forfeitures which may arise
under the rule of 35 vesting standard.

B. Emnployce8 ordered d I'nler Colicetive Bargaining Agrecm cnt.-(Section
7(b) of Bill.)

Under existing law, a qualified private retirement plan must cover (1)
spcified percentages of employees (generally, 70 percent of enliployees or 80
percent of those eligible if 70 percent are eligible to participate) or (2) such
employees as qualify under a classification that does not discriminate in favor
of officers, shareholders, supervisors, or highly compensated employees. In mak-
Ing time computation under the percentage requirement, certain short service,
part-time and seasonal employees are excluded. In addition, contributions or
benefits under a p!an nmy not discriminate in favor of officei.3, shareholders,
supervisors or highly compensated employees.

In many cases, employees covered under a collective bargaining agreement
prefer current compensation or other benefits to the benefits provided under
a qualified plan. Thus, many employers are unable to.establish a plan for other
employees because the coverage and discrimination requirements cannot be
satisfied if the bargaining unit employees are not covered. Under tile proposed
bill, employees who are included in a unit of employees covered by a collective
bargaining agreement may be excluded for purposes of satisfying the coverage
requirements and the discrimination requirement unless such agreement provides
that the employees are to be included in the plan.

C. Plans Benefiting Self-Employed Indivlduals.&-(Section 7(c) of Bill.)
Under existing law, there is full and immediate vesting in contributions made

or benefits accrued under a plan covering an "owner-employee." In a plan which
does not cover any owner-employee, forfeitures may not benefit self-employed
individuals. Under the proposed bill, forfeitures attributable to contributions
made on behalf of common law employees (which may arise under the rule of
35 or 50 vesting standards) may not inure to the benefit of self-employed
individuals. However, forfeitures by a self-employed individual may inure to
the benefit of other participants, whether or not those other participants are
self-employed.

D. Trustee of a Trust Benefiting on Owner-Employce.- (Section 7(d) of
Bill.)

Under existing law, the trustee for a trust forming part of a retirement plan
benefiting an owner-employee must be a bank. Under the proposed bill, any
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person who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate
that he will hold the trust assets in a manner consistent with the requirements
for qualification may be a trustee for a plan benefiting an owner-employee. This
provision is identical with the corresponding requirement the bill would estab-
lish with respect to individual retirement accounts.

E. Cu8todtal AccountsT--(Section 7(f) of Bill.)
Under existing law, a custodial account may be treated as a trust if the cus-

todian Is a bank and Investment of the funds is either solely in mutual funds or
solely In annuity contracts. Under the proposed bill, a person other than I bank
may be a custodian If he demonstrates that lie will hold the assets consistently
with the requirements for qualification of a trust. The restrictions relating to
Investment would be eliminated. This provision Is Identical with the correspond-
ing requirement the bill would establish with respect to Individual retirement
accounts.

F. 'Time llhcn Contribution8 Deemed Madc.-(Sction 7(h) of Bill.)
Under existing law, a taxpayer who reports his income on an accrual basis may

deduct the contributions made after the close of a taxable year on account of
that year, If they are made at any time prior to filing a tax return for tlat year.
In many cases, It is impossible to determine the amount to be contributed under
the plan for a year by the end of that year. Under the proposed bill, the rule
applicable to accrual basis taxpayers would be extended to cash basis taxpayers.

G. lnc(lusion of Certain Employer Oontribution8 in Gro88 Income.-(Sec-
tion 7(1) of Bill.)

Under existing law, there Is no limit upon the amount contributed under a
qualified private pension plan on behalf of an employee, other than a shareholder-
employee of an electing small business corporation, which may be excluded from.
gross income by the employee. Furthermore, there Is no meaningful limitation
on tile deductible amount which may be contributed by an employer under a
money purchase pension plan. Under the proposed bill, an employee would le
required currently to Include In his gross Income the amount of employer con-
tributions made on his behalf under a money purchase pension plan to the extent
in excess of 20 percent of his compensation. Any amount Included in gross In-
come would be considered as part of the employee's investment in the contract
for purposes of computing the taxable amount of a distribution from the plan
to the employee. However, these amounts would be considered to be contributed
by the employer for purposes of qualification of the plan. A deduction would he
allowed for amounts Included In gross Income that are not received before all
rights under the plan terminate.

H. Defined Benefit Pcnsion Plans Benefiting Sclf-Employed Individuals.-
(Section 7 (a), (c), (g) of Bill.)

Under existing law, defined benefit pension plans are permitted for self-
employed individuals. However, these plans are seldom established because of
the low limits on deductible contributions and because separate accounts are
required to be maintained for each self-employed individual to assure that for-
feitures do not inure to his benefit. Defined benefit pension plans would be more
feasible for self-employed individuals under the proposed bill because of the
increased deductible limit of $7,500 and because forfeitures by one self-employed
individual would be permitted to inure to the benefit of other self-employed
individuals. Under the proposed bill, a separate account would be required to be
maintained with respect to the self-employed Individuals covered under a de-
fined benefit pension plan. Another separate account would be required to be
maintained with respect to the common law employees covered under the plan.

I, Voluntary Contributions by Own r-Employeea.-(Sections 3(c) and
7 (e) of Bill.)

Under existing law, amounts received from a retirement plan before retire-
ment are tax-free to all participants other than owner-employees (self-employed
persons who own 10% or more of the business) to the extent of all non-deductible
amounts contributed to the plan by the participants. Under the proposed bill
owner-employees would have the same rights upon withdrawal of non-deductible
contributions as all other participants.

10. Major Changes from Individual Retirement Bciteflts Act of 1971.-The
proposed bill is a revised and expanded version of the Individual Retirement
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Benefits Act of 1971, a bill proposed by the Administration in the 92nd Congress.
The major changes from the earlier bill are as follows:

A. Minimum Funding Standard.
The earlier proposed bill did not deal with funding.

B. Accrued Beneflt.
The earlier proposed bill did not define "accrued benefits" for vesting purposes.

C. Vesting.
Provisions in the earlier proposed bill for special vesting in lieu of the rule

of 50 intended to prevent discrimination in favor of officers, etc., of closely hel
partnerships and corporations have been dropped because of administrative
complexities.

1). Contributions oit Blehalf of Self -Employed.
The earlier proposed bill provided timt de(luctible contributions oil behalf of

self-employed individuals and shareholder-employeeN of electing small business
corporations (oul not exceed 15% of so much of (arned Invome 11 (loes not
exceed $50,00. This prol)osel bill provides that (leductlble contributions are liuim-
ited to the lesser of $7,500 or 15% of all earned income,

E. Rcinvrest ent of Lutnp-Sum Distributionz8.
The earlier proposed bill did not permilt tax-free reinvestment of lump-su1u

distributions.

F. Prohibited Traisactions.
The earlier proposed bill (lid not change the aw concerning prohibited

transactions.

G. Barg,'ning Unit.
Th earlier proposed bill (id not deal with collective bargaining unit employees.

I. Forfeitilres.
The provision prolhlbitliug the allocation of a forfeiture of a common law eil-

ployee's benefits to a self-employed individual is new.

I. Trustees and Cu8todians.
The earlier proposed hill (1id not change the rules concerning trustees and (cus-

todians of existing qualified retirement plans.

J. Money Purchase Pcnsion Plans.
The provision requiring an employee to include in gross income amounts con-

tributed on his behalf under a purchase money pension plan to the extent in
excess of 20 percent Gf his compensation, is new.

L. Withdrawals by Owner-Employee8
The earlier proposed bill would not have repealed the provision prohibiting an

owner-employee from withdrawing his voluntary nondeductible contributions
before the taxable recovery of deductible contributions.


